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and on the taxation of transportation corporations. 

The conclusions and recommendations of the Commission on this 
subject will be submitted in its Finall~epol't. 
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REVIEW OF EVIDENOE. 
The following review covers only the evidence of the witnesses whose testimony is 

printed in the present volume, which has been taken since May, 1900. This testi
mony should be read in connection with that of earlier witnesses which was published 
in the preceding report of the Industrial Commission on transportation questions, 
Volume IV. On many subjects the evidence in the former volume was much fuller 
than that in th~ present volume. It has been the aim in the selection of the witnesses 
whose testimony is herewith published to cover subjects which were less fully inves
tigated previously. A considerable amount of evidence bearing on transportation 
questions is also given in several other reports of the Industrial Commission. The 
subject of railway labor is exhaustively discussed in a special report printed in Volume 
X VII. l'he taxation ·of transportation companies is covered quite completely in the 
special report on the taxation of corporations, printed in Volume XI. Alleged dis
criminations by the railroads in favor of industrial combinations are discUssed more 
or less extensively in the testimony on trusts and combinations, Volume I and 
Volume XIII. In the agricultural testimony, Volume X, there are a .'lumber of 
important statements regarding the system of grain elevators and their relations to 
the railroad companies. Other less extensive statements as to transportation ques
tions will be found, by reference to the digests and indexes, in nearly all of the 
volumes published by the commis.sion. 

CONSOLIDATION OF RAILWAYS AND COMMUNITY OF INTEREST. 

Mr. Schiff, of the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., Mr. Woodlock, of the Wall 
Street Journal, and several other witnesses 1 refer to the tendency recently mani
fested toward the establishment of great consolidated railroad systems and toward 
community of interest between railroads hitherto competing. These witnesses gen
erally assert that the primary motive in forming these combinations haS been to 
prevent excessive competition, and they attribute the movement more or less 
directly to the effect of the interstate-commerce law in prohibiting .pooling and 
agreements, and thus forcing the railroads to compete, often to the extent of cutting 
rates below the line of profit. The method by which community of interest is 
established is said to be largely by purchase of a certain proportion of the shares of 
one railroad by another railroad or by its largest owners, while COnsOlidations are 
frequently brought about by lease or by outright purchase of one road by another. 

Mr. Schiff, in particular, thinks that the tendency toward community of interest 
does not necessarily indicate a further movement toward absolute combination of 
railroads and the absorption of the smaller companies. into the larger ones. He says 
that it certainly does not indicate a tendency toward a general combination through
out the country; that, for example, the Eastern trunk lines have a territory naturally 
distinct from that of the transcontinental lines west of the Missouri, and that thlilre 
apparently is no disposition on their part to secure control of the Western lines. This 
witness a.I!d others allude to the recent purchase by the Union facific Railroad ot 
substantial control over the Southern Pacific. Mr. Stubbs, third vice-president of 
the Southern Pacific, explains that the motive for this movement is to make a con
tinuous line of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific, which latter road is owned by 

lWoodlock, p. 462; Schilf, pp.770, 771; Ripley, pp. 289,291,294; Greene, p. 473~ Stubbs, pp. 757, 764-
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VI INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION:-TRANSPORTATION. 

the Southern Pacific. The movement toward a consolidation of the railroads in Col
orado is also referred to, as well as the struggle of the Union Pacific and the Northern 
Pacific to secure control of the Burlington during the spring of 1901. 

Mr. Stubbs, Mr. Schiff, and several others,l mostly representing railroad com
panies, but including some shippers and independent witnesses as well, are inclined 
to think that the consolidation of smaller railroads into great unified systems 
will prove generally beneficial to the pUblic. It will, in their judgment, make 
possible important economies in operation, will facilitate the prompt handling of 
freight and passengers, and will tend to improve the physical character of the prop
erties. All these advantages, it is asserted, have already been observed as the result 
of consolidations recently effected. Many of these witnesses think, also, that the 
establishment of co=unity of interest and harmonious relations between roads 
hitherto competing is likewise advantageous to the general public. It does away 
with the extreme competition whicli has often led railroads to transact business at a 
loss-a practice which these witnesses believe can not be to the interest of the public
and especially it removes the temptation to make personal.discriminations, which 
accompanies extreme competition and to some degree also the temptation to discrim
inate between localities. Several witnesses declare that, in their opinion, it will not 
be possible for railroads, by combination, to establish excessive rates. There will 
always be the competition of sections of the country and of different countries with 
one another for the marketing of products, and the competition of water carriers still 
exerts a powerful effect. Public opinion is also a strong influence ill controlling 
rates. A representative of a San Francisco board of trade is inclined to think that 
the establishment of through routes from ocean to ocean will prove advantageous to 
'California by doing away with the motive of the railroads, as at present operated, to 
build up the cities of the Middle West at the expense of that State.' 

Two or three witnesses, however, notably Professors Ripley, 8 Adams,' and Parsons, 
think that the tendency toward railroad consolidation and community of interest, 
while perhaps in some senses advantageous is likely to result in increased charges 
beCause of the absence of competition, and that, tIterefore, additional control should 
be given to the Interstate Commerce Commission over railroad rates. Professor 
Parsons especially lays stress on the public danger of placing such power in the hands 
·of a few individuals, and thinks, accordingly, that Government ownership is desirable.5 

One representative of the railroads thinks that there will ultimately be, and should 
be, several great systems in each section, working in some degree of harn10ny, but 
still competing. He thinks entire cessation of competition would be bad for tIte 
'railroads, as well as the people.s 

POOLING. 

The subject of pooling appeared to be of less interest to railroad men and others in 
1901 than it was two or three years earlier, when the Industrial Commission first took 
testimony regarding it. The tendency toward community of interest is said by several 
witnesses to have made pooling less an object to be sought by the railroads. Two or 
three representatives of the railroads, however, think that the legalization of pooling, 
and especially of agreements as to rates, is still desirable, T and two repreEentatives of 
chambers of commerce, as well as the secretary of the Minnesota Railroad Commission, 
agree in this point, though they would favor proper regulation of rates if pooling were 
permitted. Professor Ripley also thinks that pooling and rate agreements might be 

1 Stubbs, pp. 757,764; Greene, pp. 484-487; Thomas, p. 059; McLeod, p. 671; Rice, p.742; Markho.m, 
p~ 484; C. F. Adams, p. 829; Jackson, p. 847; McGovern, pp. 682, 683; Langley, p. 874. 

'Wheeler, p, 747. • Page 149. 
a Pages 281, 289, 294. • McGovern, p. 682. 
'Page 886. T Thomas, p. 658; Griswold, p. 515. 



REVIEW OF EVIDENCE~ VII 

de iJ'8ble in order to make rates more steady and more free from discriQiinations, but 
that regulation by the -Interstate Commerce Commission would certainly be necessary 
if pooling were permitted.' 

It is stated by one witneal!, representing the Memphis Freight Bureau, that there is 
believed to be an arrangement among the railroads at that point for the pooling of 
cotton business. The representative of the San Francisco Board of Trade thinks also 
that there isa "gentlemen's agreement" among transcontinental roads for the fixing 
of rates, which is very effective, although it is so arranged as not to violate the inter
state-commerce act.· A representative o( the Southern Pacific Company says also 
that the transcontimintal railroads hold conferences as to rates, while Mr. McGovern, 
of the Southern Classification Committee, says that the rates in the South are made 
chiefly by agreement among the railroads in the several traffic associations, although 
no road is bound to abide by the rates established.· 

CAPITALIZATION AND REORGANIZATION OF RAILROADS. 

Professor Ripley and Professor Parsons assert that American railroads are in many 
instances largely overcapitalized. While some roads, especially prior to recent con
solidations, have kept their capital down to the basis of actual investment or even 
leal! in the case of a few lines which had been largely improved out of earnings, in 
many other cases the capital has been repeatedly swelled without corresponding 
increase in the plant investment. The recent increase in the capitalization of the 
Chicago and Alton railroad from $30,000,000 to nearly $100,000,000 is instanced as 
an illustration. It is held by Professor Parsons that the constant motive of privately 
owned railways is to conceal their true earnings by increasing capitalization, and he 
,considers this one argument in favor of government ownership. < 

Mr. Woodlock, railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, and several witnesses 
representing railroad companies deny that American railways in general are 'over
capitalized. They compare the capitalization of American railroads, which is said to 
average about $61,000 per mile, with that of the British railroads, which averages 
from $220,000 to $240,000 per mile. It is asserted that the British railroads syste
maticaliyadd to capital every possible expenditure for improvement, however slight. 
These witnesses say also that the increase in capitalization of American roads has in 
many cases been justified by the improvement of the roads out of earnings. Some 
of them are also inclined to maintain that earning capacity is the proper basis of 
capitalization. Those who take this position add that the fall in the prevailing rate 
of interest has made it possible to issue larger amounts of bonds on a given earning 
capacity than before, and that the issue of stocks is a comparatively unimportant 
matter, because they do not create a fixed charge. Mr. Woodlock, however, admits 
that there have' been instances of the abuse of capitalization in recent years; he 
refers particularly to the Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf Railroad, and apparently 
thinks also that the Chicago and Alton is now overcapitalized~ This witness, as 
well as Mr. Thomas, of the Erie Railroad, are disposed to think'that some regulation 
of capitalization by the'Government would be perhaps desirable as a protection to ' 
investors. Professor Ripley speaks especially with approval of the Massachusetts 
la w which requires that stOcks and bonds of railroads and street railroads shall be 
issued only on the basis of actual investment and subject to the approval of the State 
railroad commission. He asserts that this provision has greatly increased the power 
of the railroad :commission as regards rates and other matters, since the railroad 
companies have frequently to come to it for privileges. ' The chai.rmanof ,the Massa.-

1 Ripley, pp. 289, 291, 294; Teisberg, p. 272; Andel;SOn"pp. 639, 642; Wb,eeler, pp: 746, 7~9. 
• Davant, p. 7; Wheeler, p. 749. 
• Stubbs, p; 764; McGovern, p. 654. 
f Ripley. pp. 291, 292, 306, Parsons, pp. 164, 155. See,also as to the Cbicago aJ].d Alton, Weodlock, p. 

458; Schilf, pp. 77&, 776. 
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chusetts commission ",Iso expresses approval of the results of this regulation of the 
issue of securities. He says that securities may be issued for certain specified pur
poses, and that the board, with expert assistance, carefully considers how much cap
ital may be required for construction or other given objects. Reference is also made 
to the Minnesota law regulating the issue of securities by railroads in the same way 
as in Massachusetts.' 

Some of these witnesses discuss also somewhat the proper basis for capitalization. 
Professor Adams, statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is disposed to 
hold that actual investment should be the basis. He describes the detailed investi
gations of a special commission in Michigan regarding the actual value and cost of 
reproduction of railroads, and declares that it is desirable to make such investiga
tions, not merely as a basis for taxation, but as a basis for estimating proper rates. 
It is impossible, he says, to decide as to the justice of rates unless we know how 
much return they secure to the railroads on their actual investment, rather than upon 
a capitalization which may be inflated. This witness thinks that the United States 
Government should undertake careful valuations of railroad property for these rea
sons." Mr. Woodlock and two or three other witnesses, however, are inclined to think 
that earning capacity is in general a proper basis for capitalization, and that in any case 
the amount of capital can not greatly affect rates, because competition of other roads 
and many other mfluences of an independent character enter into rates.· They 
especially insist that cost of reproduction is not a proper basis for capitalization. 
Mr. Schiff declares that the amount of securities issued is a matter of little importance, 
that railroads must adapt themselves to the value of one another in competition, and 
that investors soon learn their real values.' 

Reorganization and its effect on capitalization.-The effects of recent railway roorgani
zations are Ctiscussed by several witnesses. It is stated that many railways have long 
been burdened with large bond issues at high rates of interest. The same influences 
which depress general business conditions affect railroads severely, and often make 
them unable to pay interest, whereupon they are put into the hands of receivers. The 
depression following 1893 resulted in the bankruptcy of a very large proportion of 
the railroads of the country. In case of bankruptcy, according to Mr. Greene, some 
of the large security holders usually constitute themselves a committee of reorganiza
tion. The endeavor is to simplify the finances of the railroad, to cut off such branches 
or leased roads as may not be profitable, but to hold the system together as far as 
possible, and in particular. to reduce fixed charges. Witnesses generally agree that 
recent reorganizations have not usually resulted in a reduction of the total capitaliza
tion of railroads, but that they have ejther lowered the absolute amount of bonds by 
issuing stocks in their stead, or by securing lower rates of interest, have reduced the 
fixed charges. In Bome instances, it is admitted, little restriction has been placed 
upon the issue of stocks in reorganization, but several witnesses hold that the exist
ence of a large amount of stock, which has no imperative claim on earnings, has 
little effect upon the prosperity of railroads or upon the general public.6 Reference 
is made especially to the reorganizations of the Erie, Reading, and other roads. 

One witness, Mr. Rice, thinks that a mistake is often made in appointing the presi
dent of a bankrupt railway as receiver. If his bad management has caused bank
ruptcy, the mere fact that he is familiar with the system does not justify leaving him 
in charge of it.' . 

I Thomas, pp. 651, 659: Schiff, pp. 772-776; Woodlock, pp. 466, 458-462: Ripley, pp. 292, 298: Teisberg, 
p. 966: Jackson, p. 843 • 

• Adams, pp. 881 ff. 
'Thomas, p. 651: Woodlock, pp. 400-468: Talcott, p. 635 • 
• Page 778. . 
• Greene, pp. 487, 488; Ripley, pp. 291, 297, 298, 804; Rice, p. 740; Talcott, p. 6S6. See also as to anthra

cite coal·roads, post, p. XXXIII. 
o Rice, p. 741. 



REVIEW OF EVIDENCE. IX 

FREIGHT TRAFFIC AND RATES. 

DiBcrl8llion of reasonahlenes8 of existing ra!es.-Several witnesses representing railroad 
companies assert that railroad rates in the United States have in general steadily and 
rapidly decreased, and that they are much lower than in most European countries. 
Comparisons are made as to the grain rates from Chicago to New York, which show 
that the all-rail rate in 1868 was 42.6 cents per bushel, and that in 1899 it had fallen 
to 10.23 cents a bushel. while the lake-and-rail rates had fallen in fully as great pro
portion, and stood in 1899 at 6.63 cents. Mr. Markham presents a table showing that 
the average receipts per ton per mile for hauling freight in the United States are only 
'97 cents, while in Prussia the average rates are 1.32 cents per ton per mile, and in 
other Europen countries they are still higher. As indicated in another connection, 
figures presented by advocates of Government ownership show also that the average 
freight rates in the United States are lower than in European countries; but it is 
argued that the wide differences in conditions make fair comparisons impossible, 
and that the longer hauls in the United States especially tend to reduce the cost of 
transportation. I 

Increase of ra!es in 1900 . .,-Several witnesses allude to the increase in freight rates at 
the beginning of the year 1900, and some of them assert that the existing rates, espe
cially in the Southern and Western sections of the country, are excessively high. Mr .. 
Langley, a representative of the Merchants' Association of New York,' states that 
these advances in 1900 were nearly all made by the process of changing commodities 
from lower classes to higher classes, and in some instances by the abandonment of 
commodity rates, lower than the lowest class rates, which·had. formerly existed, or 
by rai~ing the commodity rates. This witness declares that out of about 3,000 items 
in the Official classification, 818 were advanced in January, 1900, and that the aver
age increase in rates on these articles between New York and Chicago, as the result 
of these changes, was 35.5 per cent. The Western classification committee about the 
same time advanced the classification-that is, practically advanced the rateg.;....ol 
240 items, the average increase on them from Chicago to Missouri River points being 
47.4 per cent. In February, 1900, continues Mr. Langley, the Southern classification 
was revised, about two-thirds of the articles being advanced in class, with an increase 
ot rates of from 30 to 50 per cent. 

Mr. Langley and two or three others hold that these advances in freight rates were 
unnecessary and unjustifiable; that the earnings of the railroads during 1899 were 
much larger than they had been for many years previous, and rendered them fair 
profits; the increased tonnage growing from the general prosperity of the country 
sufficiently increasing the revenues of the railroad companies without advances in 
rates. Mr. Langley complains especially of the employment of the method of 
advancing rates by means of changes in the classification. He says that this practice 
is confusing; that many shippers do not understand the manner in which rates have 
been advanced, and that it results in great inequalities. The action 6f the railroads 
in transferring goods from one class to another is entirely arbitrary, and instead of 
making approximately the same increase in rates for all commodities, certain classes 
have been discriminated against. Manufactured articles in particular were generally 
advanced by the classification changes in 1900, while raw products and heavier ~om
modities were left unchanged or advanced to a less degree. Another witness, who 
consumes large quantities of coke in Michigan, asserts that the advance in the rate 
on coke from Pennsylvania during the year 1900 was no less than 55 cents per ton. 
He gives also illustrations of advances in the rates on alkali products manufactured 
by his company, and complains particul.arly of the excessive rates from Michigan to 
various Southern cities. It appears, for example, that it costs $195 to haul a Carload 

'Thom .... p. 560; Markham, p. 430. See also post. p. XXXVII. • Pages 860-877. 
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of bicarbonate of soda from Wyandotte, Mich., to Atlanta, 716 miles, as compared 
with only $48 to New York, 700 miles. This witness also asserts that the freight 
rates in Western territory are very high on the products of his company, as well as 
on other products. He believes that it wo1lld be to the interest of the railroads in 
these less highly developed sections to reduce freight rates generally, with a view to 
building up manufactures and other industries, and thus ultimately increasing their 
traffic and profit. l 

Mr. McGovern, of the Southern classification committee, admits that there were 
numerous increases in rates in the Southern territory by means of classification 
changes during the year 1900, although he asserts that the rates on various other 
articles were reduced. IJe says that prior to 1900 the classification of freight in the 
Southern territory was no~ made by one unified organization, and that there were 
many inconsistencies and many instances where classificatione were unduly low. 
The establishment of one classification committee for the entire Southern territory 
made possible a general revision and the adjustment of inequalities. The fact that 
pril.'es throughout the country had risen greatly, and especially that the prices of 
articles used by the railroads themselves had so increased as to add materially to the 
cost of operation, seems to this witness to justify fully such increases of rates as were 
actually made. 

Mr. McGovern asserts further that most of the numerous changes which were made 
and against which there are complaints were only technically advances. Prior to 
this time there had been two columns of rates, one for goods carried at the risk of the 
carrier under ordinary common-law rules, and one for goods carried at the owner's 
risk by a bill of lading exempting the carrier from liability except for certain faults 
of its own. As a matter of fact, practically 99 per cent of the business in the South
ern territory, as elsewhere, had been carried on bills of lading under the limited 
liability ()r owner's-risk system. The lower rates for owner's risk, which apparently 
had not before been applied even where such limited bills of lading were used, were 
entirely abolished. About 1,700 articles which had been in the carrier's-risk column 
only were made subject to owner's risk, bearing the same rates as before. At the 
same time a new rule was passed providing that if the carrier assumed the risk the 
rate should be 30' per cent higher. By later action the carrier's-risk rates were 
reduced, being made 20 per cent higher than the published rates. Mr. McGovern 
holds that this was only technkally an advance, because in practice the higher rates 
had formerly been actually applied in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred. This 
witness says further that a later change in classification advanced the J."&tes on 400 or 
500 commodities and reduced them on about 100. The changes in many cases were 
on unimportant articles and the rates on many large classes of traffic are the same as 
before 1900. 

Two or three other witnesses. from the South, including a representative of the 
shippers of Memphis, were inclined also to justify the advance in Southern freight 
rates for the reasons above stated, and also because the Southern railroads have never 
in the past been profitably operated. It is also stated that the establishment of cot
ton factories in the South has reduced the amount of railroad transportation by 
substituting the less bulky cotton goods for cotton itself, and that for this reason 
rates should be somewhat higher than before.' 

A representative of the Southern Pacific Company declares that trauscontinental 
freight rates have not heen advanced recently, but have steadily decreased since 
1891. He asserts also that there is no ground for complaint on the part of CaliforDia 
fruit shippers regarding excessive charges, though they had complained somewhat 
regarding the charges for refrigeration on the part of the private car companies.' 

One'witness also states that while numerOllS advances were made in the official 

1 Bacon, pp. 74, 77, SO . 'Stubbs, pp. 765, 7fr1. 
• McGovern, pp. _2; Dunlap, pp. 2-4; Davant, p. 6. 
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cI8ssification in 1900, an order was 'soon afterwards issued which reduced by 10 or 20 
per cent the rates on many of the articles which had been advanced. t 

Injiueru:u affecting freight rata and policy of railroads regarding them.-':Several wit
nesses representing the railroad companies assert that neither is it the policy of the 
railroad companies to advance freight rates to an unreasonable figure, nor would it 
be practicable for them to do so, because of the ('ompetition of other railroads and of 
water carriers (see below, p. XXI), and especially because of the competition of dif
ferent sections of the country and of different countries. This position is especially 
affirmed in connection with discussion as to the possible effect of th~ establishment 
of community of interest between previously competing railroads. It is held that it 
must always be to the interest of the railroad companies to build up the country 
through which they operate, and that in order to do so they must make rates which 
will enable the industries of that country to compete with those of other sections and 
of other countries in the world markets. The railroad manager who undertakes to 
put rates at an exorbitant figure because he has an apparent monopoly would soon 
dry up the source of his business. At the same time these witnesses hold that exces
sive competition and .. rate wars" between railroads are undesirable, that it is not to 
the interest of the public that railroads should fail to earn reasonable ,profits, and 
that rate wars lead to discriminations between 'places and between individuals.' 

The competition of Canadian railroads.-Two or three witnesses allude to the com
petition of the Canadian railroads as an important factor in the fixing of freight rates 
in the United Sta~. It is pointed out that the Canadian roads have often demanded 
the right to charge somewhat lower rates in hauling goods from one part of the 
United States through Canadian territory to another part of the United States than 
those made by the roads of this country themselves, on the ground of the greater 
distance and inconvenience of transportation through Canada. It appears that for
merly there wasil. differential of 10 per cent allowed to the Canadian Pacific Com
pany on transcontinental shipments. The roads in the United States, it is alleged, 
frequently cut rates secretly in order to do away with the advantage of this differen
tial. Finally, after'a prolonged rate war, the Canadian Pacific was forced to abandon 
its claim to a differential, and its business with San Francisco has ,been greatly 
reduced. The importance of Canadian transportation to the prosperity of Boston is 
especially mentioned by one or two.witnesses.s 

Freight clasBification.-8everal witnesses describe the system of freight classifica
tion, Mr. McGovern, chairman, of the Southern classification committee, entering 
into the subject with especial fullness. There are three general classifications iii the 
country-the Eastern or Official classification, the Southern, and, the Western. Each 
is adopted by a classification committee, consisting of representatives of each impor
tant railroad company. In earlier days each railroad made its own classification of 
freight. Later on various traffic associations made classifications, and 'only more 
recently were the present wide-reaching systems adopted. The Southern classifica
tion committee had its origin only in 1899. .By the system of freight classification 
commodities are grouped into from five to nine classes, and the rates ' made by each 
railroad for articles in one class are the same. In determining the class an article 
shall take, consideration is given as to its value and ability to pay the rate, and, though 
apparently to a less degree, as to weight, bulk, and cost of transportation.. In addi
tion to the regular classes, there are many heavy commodities, such"as usually move 
in carload lots, which are given special rates, known as commodity rates. The rail
roads hold that these articles can not afford to pay the regular class rates even of the 
lowest class. Each railroad determines largely its own commodity rates, the differ-
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ences in the character of goods transported by different railways making it desirable, 
so it is stated, that these commodity rates should vary on the different lines. Mr. 
McGovern declares that commodity rates can not be considered personal discrimina
tions since all shippers on a given railroad receive the same rates. Nor are they an 
injustice as between different classes of shippers. Just as the prices of Bome classes of 
commodities must be relatively lower than those of other classes in order to meet 
competition, so, says this witness, the railroads must put down the rates on certain 
important commodities in order that they may handle them at all. Even these 
reduced rates make a profit to the railroad companies.' 

It is admitted by representatives of the railroad companies that the power to put a 
commodity in a given class is part of the power to make rates, even although the 
rates upon a given class may be fixed at different figures by the various railroads. 
Reference has already been made to the complaints of shippers regarding the 
advance in freight rates in 1900 by means of classification changes. 

Two or three witnesses representing shippers favor the establishment of a uniform 
national classification of freight, subject to some modifications in detail, on the 
different railways, by means of commodity rates. They 'assert that the present 
threefold system of freight classification is very confusing to shippers, especially 
where goods pass from the territory of one classification to that of another. They 
hold also that the inequality between rates in different sections, resulting from the 
placing of commodities in different classes, is in many instances an injustice. It is 
suggested that an association composed of business men and railroad men, under the 
general supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, should be formed to 
establish such a uniform cJassification.· 

Representatives of railroad companies in some instances think that greater uniform
ityof classification would be desirable, but all who testified before the commission 
hold that the establishment of a single national classification is impracticable. In 
some sections of the country there may be a very large traffic in a commodity which 
in other sections is of much less importance to the transportation lines. Under such 
circumstances, it is asserted, a difference in the classification is imperative. It is 
argued, especially, that if a uniform classification should be attempted the number 
of special commodity rates made by the separate railroad companies would neces
sarily be greatly increased, so that there would really be no simplification as com
pared with present methods. These witnesses state that there has been a steady 
movement toward harmony between the railroads in matters of classification and 
that as the country develops there may be further movement in the same direction; 
but they believe that any compulsory introduction of uniform classification would 
be entirely inadvisable. It is also suggested that the matter is of less importance 
than is often supposed, because each railroad company can make its own rates, what
ever the classification may be. S 

The suggestion that the Interstate Commerce Commission should itself fix the 
classification of freight is especially opposed by railroad witnesses on the ground that 
the commission is incompetent to handle such a difficult and complex undertaking.' 

Export and import rate8.-Several witnesses allude to the practice of the railroad 
companies in making lower rates on goods destined to foreign countries by ocean 
routes, and on goods brought from foreign countries to interior points, than are made 
on the same class of goods for the same haul when they come from or are destined 
to domestic points. The Supreme Court of the United States has upheld the making 
of low import rates under certain conditions on the ground of the nece...osity of meeting 
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the competition of water transportation direct from foreign countries. Witnesses rep
resenting the railroad companies defend the practice chiefly on this ground. They alsO 
justify low export rates on the ground that thereby the markets for American products 
are extended. It is asserted that unless special export rates for American grain were 
made, it could not be sold in Europe in competition with grain from India, Argen
tina, and other sources. While the railroad companies could not afford to haul all 
of the traffic at the same rates which are sometimes made for export and import 
commodities it is asserted that these low rates do not involve an absoluteloes. The 
amount of traffic of a railroad can be increased without increasing the fixed charges, 
and even a considerable part of the ordinary operating expenses do not vary much 
with the amount of traffic handled. If the railroad companies can cover by their 
rates the actual additional cost of operation necessitated by hauling these goods, with 
a moderate profit, it is to their advantage to take the traffic, and ultimately the result 
may even be a reduction of the domestic rates. It is also asserted that ordinarily no 
city or community is injured by the diversion of traffic from it through export and 
Import rates, since the traffic would not be hauled at all unless such low rates were 
made. Reference should be made to the preceding volume on transportation for a 
discussion from the standpoint of the shippers of flour as to the effect of export grain 
rates on their business.' 

Carload rates.-It appears from the testimony of several witnesses that it is a com
mon practice on the part of the railroad companies to make lower rates on goods 
carried in carload lots than those shipped in smaller quantities, the difference in 
some instances being greater than the mere difference in the cost of handling would 
justify. The merchants of New York 2 complain of the discrimination between car
loads and part carload rates, especially in the Southern territory. The representa
tive of the New York Merchants' Association • asserts that the changes in the Southern 
classification in 1900 increased the number of carload ratings, and increased the dif
ference between them and part carload rates. He holds that this makes it in many 
cases almost impossible for Northern merchants and manufacturers to ship directly 
in moderate quantities to . retail dealers in the South, and gives an unfair advantage 
to the jobbers in the Southern trade centers, who can bring in goods at the low car
load rates and distribute them to the smaller towns in less quantities. 

In reply to this it is stated by the representative of the Southern classification 
committee' that the Southern classification makes fewer carload ratings· than the 
official and Western classifications, and that the Southern ~ilroads have not espe
cially attempted to build up the interior points by carload differentials to the disad
vantage of Northern cities. 

The fact that the inrerests of the shippers and merchants in different sections of 
the country as to railroad rates often differ greatly is evidenced by the attitude of the 
Pacific coast jobbers, which is precisely the opposite of that of the New York mer
chants, in that the Western merchants insist that they should be allowed sufficient 
carload differentials to permit them to control to a considerable extent the jobbing 
trade of the Pacific coast. This matter is alluded to in another connection.s 

Subsidiary freight and traffu; organizatiOfUl-Private car8.-It appears from the testi
mony of several witnesses that the system of fast freight lines is becoming a less 
important feature of the transportation business than it was formerly. In many 
instances in the earlier clays cars were owned by separate corporations, which oper
ated over several railway systems and which aimed ~pecially to facilitate through 
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shipments. At ,present it is stated that most of the so-called fast freight lines are 
merely cooperative arrangements between the railroad companies for the purpose of 
convenientlyhandling through freight and of establishing trade names in the solicit-., 
ing of business.J 

On the other hand, it is stated l that private shippers in very many instances own 
cars, especially those of a peculiar character, such as refrigerator cars, for handling 
their own goods, while in other instances there are important corporations whose sole 
business is the operation of such special classes of cars. The railroad companies pay 
rental for the use of these private cars. The shippers of California fruit, in particu
lar, are disposed to complain of the high charges made by refrigerator companies 
and to favor the operation of refrigeJ"!l.tor cars by the railroad companies directly. 
Mr. Stubbs, of the Southern Pacific Company, however, doubts whether this change 
would prove as advantageous, either to shippers or to the railroad companies.s 

Railway clearing houses.-Mr. Nicholson, manager of the Central Railway clearing 
house, Buffalo, describes in considerable detail the methods of accounting by that 
organization, which has charge of the division of revenue as regards through freight 
on practically all lines passing through Buffalo and Niagara Falls. The system 
secures great economy and accuracy in the adjustment of balances between the dif
ferent railroad companies, and also facilitates the keeping of revenue and operation 
accounts by the separate railway systems. For a further description of the methods 
employed reference should be made to the digest or the original testimony.' 

DISCRIMINATIONS IN RESPECT TO PERSONS. 

Professor Ripley, Professor Parsons, Mr. Wilson, of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, 
and two or three other witnesses' assert that the practice of granting personal dis
criminations of various kinds in favor of certain shippers still exists in many cases, 
although they admit that the evil is less serious than formerly. Professor Parsons 
considers the practice of granting discriminations as a strong argument in favor of 
Government ownership, and asserts that it does not exist in countries where the 
government operates the railroads. This witness alludes especially to the recent 
investigation by the Massachusetts railroad commission regarding discriminations on 
the roads in that State,' particularly in local traffic not subject to the interstate
commerce law. He asserts that it was shown that secret rebates and reductions in 
rates ranging from 10 to 73 per cent had been made, and that the practice was almost 
universal. Allusion is also made to the evidence as to discriminations in favor of 
the Standard Oil Company by underbilling of cars, by fixing rates from points where 
that company has refineries lower than those from the refineries of independent 
competitors at other points, and in other ways. 

Professor Ripley declares .that rates on through shipments from New England to 
the West were being cut very heavily during 1900 and 1901, in part because of the 
tendency toward the accumulation of empty cars at the seaboard. Mr. Wilson 
asserts that railway discriminations are much more common than the public believes. 
A representative of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce says that the transcon
tinental railroads formerly cut rates secretly, in order that they might thus over
come the differential of 10 per cent which the Canadian Pacific had forced the rail
roads to allow. He says that the San Francisco merchants agreed not to ship over 
the Canadian Pacific and that rate cutting then ceased. An officer of the Southern 
Pacific Company thinks that the railroads east of the Missouri River may have cut 
rates in some cases on account of this differential. 
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Several witnesses assert that discrimination by railroads is the greatest of all possi
ble evils to shippers, and that it makes less difference whether the rates are high or 
low than it does whether they are uniform or otherwise. The enormous power of 
railroads over the prosperity of individual businesses is emphasized. It is also 
declared that discriminations are nearly always in favor of large shippers, of the 
strong against the weak, and that trusts and combinations have been especially 
fostered by them. 

The methods of discrimination are referred to by BOme of the witnesses above named 
and also by two or three representatives of railroads. It is stated that secret rebates 
are still made, sometimes by methods which it is impossible to detect. Sometimes 
the discrimination is by an underc\assification of freight or by underbilling. In 
certsin instances shippers deceive the railroads regarding the classification of goods, 
and railway officers assert that it is very difficult to prevent this practice, although 
inspectors are maintained for that purpose. Mr. McGovern, a representative of the 
railroads, holds that railroads seldom connive in underclassification or underbilling 
of goods. It is also asserted that railroads sometimes agree to pay cartage in order 
to secure traffic of particular shippers.' 

Mr. Langley asserts that the recent advan('.eB made in the various railroad classifi
cations do not apply, in general, to articles made by great combinations, but affect 
those produced especially by smaller establishments.' 

Several rail way officers and others maintain that the granting of 4,iscriminations has 
been very greatly reduced, especially within the past year or two, when the prosperity 
of the railroads, as well as the agreements and community of interest which have been 
established between them, have tended to minimize the practice. These officers 
in several cases admit by contra.st with present conditions that discriminations have 
hitherto often existed, even in the face of the interstat.e-commerce law. The fact 
that a number of railroad men urge the advantages of the consolidation of railroads, 
community of interest, and pooling, especially on the ground that such establish
ment of harmony will do away with the secret discriminations which result from 
excessive competition for traffic, is also, of course, an admission of the existence of 
the practice. A representative of the Pittsburg Chamber of Commerce declares, 
however, that that body lbandoned its transportation board, which had aimed 
especially to prevent discrimination, because there were no complaints.' 

DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN PLACES-LONG AND SHORT HAUL RATES. 

General/y.-Professor Ripley, Professor Parsons, Mr. Wilson, of the Cincinnati 
Board of Trade, and one or two other witnesses, criticise the practice of the railroads 
in making discriminations between places, and particularly in making unduly low 
rates for larger towns where competition between carriers is active, while maintain
ing excessively high rates for intermediate places which are not subject b competi
tion.· It is declared by the witnesses above named, and incidentally by some others, 
that the railroads very generally make the rates to competitive points much lower 
than those to intermediate points. The interstate-commerce act prohibits railroads 
from charging more for a shorter hanl over the same track than is charged for a 
longer haul, unless the circumstances be dissimilar. Water competition has been 
held by the courts to constitute a difference in conditions justifying a lower rate for 
the longer haul. It ~s stated by several witnesses that the railroads in many cases, 
more particularly in the South, make these lower rates for the longer haul to points 
where there is no water competition, but ~nly where there is competition between 
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diHerent railroads. It is asserted further that the railroads thus possess an enormous 
power over the prosperity of communities, and especially that they attempt con
stantly to build up the larger towns at the expense of the smaller ones. The undue 
aggregation of people in the cities is considered by some of these witnesses as an evil 
in itself. One witness argues that under Government ownership of railroads the 
motive to make such discriminations between places disappears. Others, in alluding 
not only to the discriminations in favor of larger towns, but to those between certain 
cities and sections themselves, declare that the railroads assume an unjustifiable 
degree of paternalism, and that they ought not to deprive cities and sections of their 
natural advantages of location and resources by making rates which put other less 
favorably situated places on an equality.' 

Southern balling-point 8Ystem.-Mr. Wilson in particular discusses the long and 
short haul discriminations in the Southern States. The railroads, he asserts, have 
adopted almost universally what is known as the basing-point system, giving lower 
rates to certain competitive centers than to smaller noncompetitive points, even those 
nearer the point of origin of the traffic. In theory these basing points have been 
established by water competition, but in practice uriduly favorable rates are given to 
many towns where there is no water competition, greatly to the detriment of the 
smaller places. Mr. McGovern, of the Southern classification committee; Mr. Mark
ham, of the Illinois Central Railroad, and two or three other railway officers" admit 
the existence of this practice in the South, and admit that basing-point rates have 
been extended to places where there is no water competition. They assert that rail
roads reaching towns not subject to water competition have insisted on the right to 
establish rates which will enable those towns to do business with others having water 
competition. As railroads have been constructed and towns have grown up, these 
favorable rates have been extended from one to another with a view to creating job
bing centers from which the surrounding territory may be supplied. Mr. McGovern 
insists that it would not be just to require the railroads to grant as low rates to smaller 
places as they are forced to make to these competitive points. Mr. Markham pre
sents the same argument, but lays a special stress on the influence of coastwise and 
river transportation in the forcing of the establishment of low rates to trade centers. 
He says that although in some instances no boats are operated on rivers reaching 
these centers, the mere possibility of establishing such means of transportation forces 
the railroads to make low rates. This witness especially maintains that the interme
diate communities are not harmed by the granting of low rates to competitive points. 
The railroad could not get the through traffic at all unless it made such rates, so that 
it can not be said that the traffio is diverted from the smaIl towns. The through 
business may not contribute to the fixed charges of. the railroad, or may contribute 
proportionally less than the local business, but it does leave a profit after paying the 
added expense of transportation which it actually causes, and by means of this profit 
the railroads are even enabled to reduce rates to the intermediate points below what 
they would otherwise have to be. 

Alleged di8crimination against Middle West in raies to Southern States.-Mr. Wilson, 
a representative of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, asserts that the railroads leading 
from the North to the Southern States have discriminated against Cincinnati, Chi
cago, and other Middle Western cities in making rates. He says that formerly Cin
cinnati did a very large business in the distribution of goods through the South, but 
that when more railroads were built competition became active until an agreement 
was reached in 1879 between the railroads from the Eastern cities and those from the 
Western cities as regards the Southern traffic. By this ag~eement the Eastern roads 
wpre to maintain low rates on manufactured articles which would favor the cities of 
the Eastern seaboard, while the roads leading South from the Ohio River were to be 
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given control of the traffic in grain, packing-house products, and similar articles. 
Since 1879 manufacturing business has moved westward, and these Western cities 
now demand-but, according to Mr. Wilson, demand in vain-concessions in rates 
which will enable the!ll to compete fairly with the Eastern cities in the Southern 
markets. The witness gives numerous instances of the wide difference of rates from 
the Eastern and Western cities to the South. Thus, while the distance from Cin
cinnati to Atlanta. is only 54 per cent of the distance from New York to Atlanta, the 
rates from Cincinnati to Atlanta are 94' per cent of the New York rates, and still 
greater differences exist to some other points. A suit brought by the Western ship
pers before the Interstate Commerce Commission, with a view to securing more 
favorable rates, is still pending before the Supreme Court of the United States. Mr. 
Wilson says further that there is some conflict between the interests of some of the 
Western cities, Chicago and Cincinnati especially acting together, while Louisville 
and St. Louis seem indifferent to this movement. The witness also holds that St. 
Louis has been favored in rates on agricultural products to the South, as compared 
with Cincinnati. It is the hope of Cincinnati people that the lease of the Cincinnati 
Southern Railroad, a road which was built by the city of Cincinnati to facilitate its 
tlouthern trade, to the Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific Railroad, which 
is controlled by the Southern Railway, will do away with the motive on the part of 
the Southern Railway to discriminate in favor of the Eastern points which it reaches.' 

To these complaints regarding discriminations against Cincinnati it is replied by 
Mr. Guillaudeu, of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, that the volume of trade 
from these Western cities to the South is rapidly increasing, and that the Eastern 
railroads feel that the rates made by the Western lines are even more favorable than 
those from the Eastern cities. It is also held that the (,om petition of coastwise 
steamship lines largely determines the rates made by the Eastern railroads.' 

Alleged discriminationB against Pacific coast citie8.-In the spring of 1901 a case was 
being heard before the Interstate Commerce Commission, involving the freight rates 
from interior cities to the' Pacific coast. The jobbers of St. Louis, Chicago, and 
other Middle West cities were undertaking to secure an order from the commission 
directing that the rates from those cities to the Pacific coast should be lower than 
those from New York and the Atlantic seaboard, on the ground that the distance is 
shorter. They also demanded that the considerable differentials, which had been 
made by all of the transcontinental railroads except the Northern Pacific and Great 
Northern, in favor of carload lots as against smaller shipments, should be reduced in 
order that the Middle West jobbers might more readily ship goods directly to retailerS 
on the Pacific coast. A third demand was that the rates on certain similar classes 
of articles, which have hith'erto been different, should be made the same in order 
that several classes might be shipped in a single package at a mte lower than that 
previously charged on the highest rated article in the package, a change which 
would also facilitate amall direct shipments to coast towns. These demands were 
opposed by the San Francisco merchants, particu1a~ly by the Pacific Coast Jobbers' 
Association, and also by several of the transcontinental railroads. 

Mr. Wheeler, representing the Pacific coast jobbers, and Mr. Stubbs, representing 
the Southern Pacific Company, were heard before the Industrial Commission, but no 
t ·~timony of the representatives of the other side of the case was taken. Mr. Langley, 
of the New York Merchants' Association, testifies briefly on the same subject, agres
ing in the position taken by the two other witnesses. Mr. Wheeler and Mr. Stubbs 
maintain that, although the distance from the Middle Western cities to the Pacific 
coast is considerably less than the distance from the Atlantic seaboard, the low cost 
of water transportation justifies a low rail rate from seaboard to seaboard to meet 
water competition. It is held that the rates from the Middle Western cities to tlie 
Pacific coast ought to be even higher than those from the seaboard. At present 
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they are usually the same. .To make the intermediate rates lower than those from 
the Atlantic seaboard would be to deprh'e New York and San Francisco alike of 
their natural advantages of location growing out of the cheapness of water transpor
tation. These witnesses further assert that the practice of making differential rates 
in favor of carload shipments to jobbing centers is commGn throughout the country, 
and that it is emintlntly desirable that the jobbing centers of each section should in 
this way be given the advantage of their natural location. 

Both of these witnesses maintain that there is stronger competition on the part of 
the sea carriers at San Francisco now than there has been for some time before. They 
allude especially to the establishment of the American-Hawaiian Steamship Line, 
which makes regular voyages by way of the Straits of Magellan, and carries freight 
at very low rates, and with promptness and regularity. 

These witnesses further argue that the ordinary interpretation of the iong and 
short haul clause of the interstate commerce act by the Interstate Commerce Com
mission and other authorities, as well as by shippers generally, has been such as to 
justify the making of lower rates for longer distances where water competition 
exists. The rates from New York to San Francisco by rail are lower than those to 
interior points in California and adjacent.States, the local rate back from San FraIl
cisco to interior towns being added to the through rate. It is maintained that the 
same principle should apply both ways, and that interior cities in the East should 
pay as high or higher rates to the Pacific coast than those from the Atlantic seaboard. 1 

AUeged discriminatian agai7l8t Denver.-Mr. Griffith, a representative of the Denver 
Chamber of Commerce, alludes to the case of Kindel v. The Atchison, Topeka and 
Santa Fe Railroad, which is also discussed more fully in the first report of this com
mission on transportation.' This witness states that the decision of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission in that case was that the railroads might not charge more from 
Denyer to the Pacific coast than from the Missouri River and more eastern points, 
and it was believed at the time of his testimony (May, 1901) tbat the changed rates 
would very soon be put in force by the railroad companies. Mr. Stubbs, of the 
Southern Pacific Company, says that the railroads had had no desire to make the 
rates from Denver so high, but that the Interstate Commerce Commission would not 
recognize railroad competition as a justification for making the rate for the longer 
distance less than that for the shorter distance, while the railroads were not willing 
to admit that Denver was affected by sea competition from the Eastern seaboard 
to the Pacific coast, and was therefore entitled to a lower rate than other mountain 
points. To reduce the rates from Denver, without the justification of sea competi
tion, would have meant a reduction of rates from other points in the West also. S 

The representative of the Denver Chamber of Commerce states also that manufac
turers in Colorado ~omplain that the rates on raw materials from the East are unduly 
high as compared with those on manufactured products, so that they are placed at a 
!lisadvantage. The most vigorous complaint, however, comes from the Denver job
bers. This witne...os presents figures showing that the l'lLtes from Denver to common 
points in Montana, Utah, and other neighboring States are nearly as high as the 
rates from Missouri River points to those States, while the rate from Missouri River 
points to Denver is also nearly as high as the rate from Missouri River to these more 
distant common points. Denver jobbers are therefore at a great disadvantage, since 
the rate from the East to Denver, plus the rate from Denver to these common points, 
is very much higher than the direct rate from the cities on the Missouri River and 
farther east. This witness thinks that a new base line for making of rates should be 
established for Denver and cities parallel with it, so that they should have a fair 
opportunity for becoming distributing centers.' 
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Miscellanwus discriminatiOlUl between placeB.'.,-Several witnesses also discuss other 
alleged discriminations between particular places. Reference should be made to 
the digest, pages CVII-CXX, for a fuller summary of this testimony. The principal 
alleged discriminations which are disCUBSed are those in favor of Savannah as against 
Atlanta, in favor of Birmingham as against Atlanta, and in favor of Norfolk on 
througb traffic over the Southern Railway through Aehevilleas against Charleston 
on traffic through the same city. Reference is also made to th~ differentials estab
lished by the trunk lines as between the Eastern seaboard cities. This subject is, 
however, more fully discUBBed in the previous report of the Industrial Commission 
on transportation. I The commissioner of the Memphis freight bureau thinks that 
the Southern railroads make an unjust discrimination against the cotton mills in 
North and South Carolina and in favor. of those in Massachusetts and the North. 
The freight rate on cotton from Memphis to cotton mills in New England was stated 
to be based on a rate of 55l cents to Boston, while the rate to Carolina mill points 
was stated at 59 cents. The rates from Memphis to Liverpool are sometimes lower 
than those to Carolina points. This witness does not believe that the railroads 
should be forced to reduce their l"!Ltes to the Southern mills unduly, but thinks that 
there should he some change.8 Mr. Markham, of the Illinois Central Railroad, 
says that the rates made by the railroad companies on cotton from Southern centers 
to the seaports for export shipment are practically determined by the oCean rates, 
the port which secures the lowest ocean rate to Liverpool fixing the rail rate to all 
the ports.' 

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF RAILROADS. 

Power8 of Interstate Commerce CommiBBion.-Several witnesses, especially represent
ing shippers, but including two or three railroad officers, the railroad editor of the 
Wall Street Journal, and one or two others, think that the Interstate Commerce Com
mission has comparatively little power at present to regulate railroad rates. They 
are inclined to hold that the commission has exercised a somewhat beneficial 
influence through public opinion and the publicity which it has given to'railroad 
questions. Two or three railroad officers especially declare that the commission has 
accomplished all that CongreSs expected it to accomplish, or that it is wise for the 
country t.hat it should accomplish. Several other witnesses, however, believe that 
the powers of the commission should be increased in various directions, and assert 
that it is now not able to correct numerous abuses which exist, especially discrimi
nations in rates as between different localities. Mr. Jackson sees no .reason why the 
Interstate Commerce Commission should not have all the powers which the Massa
chusetts Railroad Commission possesses as regards State railroads.s 

The more general thought of shippers and disinterested witnesSes is that, while the 
commission should not be permitted to prelScribe all rates in the first instance, be
cause of the complexity of the problem involved, it should have the power to revise 
rates, either directly when tariffs are submitted by the railroads, or on complaint, 
and to put its decisions into immediate effect, pending an appeal to the courts. The 
long delays resulting from the present system of appeals to the courts are held to 
work great hardship and injustice to shippers, who are compelled to continue for 
months or years paying the rates against which complaint is made. These witnesses 
believe that the burden of appeal should rest upon the railroads rather than upon 
shippers.s 

I McGovern, pp. 680-686; Markham, p. 44J.: Langle)" pp. 87H7b. 
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Several representatives of railroad companies, together with one or two other wit
nesses, vigorously oppose the idea, proposed in some quarters, of giving the Interstate 
Commerce Commission power to fix rates generally, asserting that the commission 

, has not the neceSsary expert knowledge, especially in view of the wide difference in 
conditions and localities. They hold that the railroads have many most difficult 
elements to consider, but that it is to their own interest to make reasonable rates and 
to build up the country which they reach. It is asserted also that to give the com
mission general power of revision amounts to giving power to fix all rates. These 
witnesses, moreover, oppose the suggestion that the decisions of the commission 
should be enforced pending appeal, declaring that there is much less possibility of 
recovering damages against shippers because of losses from unduly low rates, if the 
judgment of the courts is ultimately in favor of the railroad, than there is of recovery 

'against the railroad if the decision is in favor of the shippers. They hold that such an 
important power as that to decide as to the justice of a rate ought not to be left to any 
authority less final or less conservative than the Supreme Court,' 

Inspection of accounta.-Professor Adams, statistician of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, II thinks that that commission ought to be empowered to require uni
formity in the financial accounts, as well as in the operating accounts, of railroads, 
and to inspect their books directly. There will be some objection, on the ground 
. that the secrets of the railroad might be ascertained, but the last convention of State 
railroad commissioners approved the proposition, and it is necessary for the State 
and national commissions to have such supervision of railroad accounts if they would 
properly perform the duties of regulation imposed upon them. Mr. Greene, of the 
Audit Company of New York, believes that a greater degree of pUblicity of railroad 
accounts is desirable, but he thinks it would be better, instead of having direct inspec
tion by Government officers, to require the examination and auditing of accounts by 
expert private auditors, under bond, only the results of whose investigations should 
be made known.8 Mr. Rice, who was connected with an investigation of the Read
ing Railroad Company several years ago, holds that there are many ways in which 
t.he accounts of railroads, though corred on their face, may be deceptive to investors 
and stockholders. Railroads which have other companies subordinate to them are 
especialIy able, if they wish, to make the accountS misleading. This witness, 
therefore, believes in inspection of railroad accounts by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. ' 

Two or three other witnesses, however, do not favor an extension of the powers of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission in regard to the accounts of railroads. Mr. 
Schiff, a banker, especially declares that railroad corporations seldom deceive the 
public in regard to their true earnings ,and the state of their finances. 5 

State railroad commissi07lll.-Mr. Jackson, of the Massachusetts board of railroad 
commissioners, says ,that this board has general supervision over both railroads and 
street railroads within the State. It has absolute control in reference to questions 
of grade crossings and all safety appliances. It has control over the issue of securi
tie~, and the law requires that they shall be issued only for actual value. It has also 
power to pass on the construction of new railroads. The board does not audit the 
books of the railroad companies, but requires detailed reports. Its powers regard
ing passenger and freight rates are nominally only advisory, but in practice the 
recommendations of the board are nea"ly always carried out by the railroads, 
especially through the influence of public opinion, while in a few instances the board 
has appealed to the legislature, which has usually passed laws sustaining its position. e 

1 Woodlock, pp. 464, 465; Thorn .... pp. 667, 558; Griswold, p,620; Stubbs, p. 766: McGovern, pp. 665-008. 
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R.eference is also made to the powers of the Minnesota railroad commission. 
The secretary of this commission says that the law permits it to fix rates within 
the State. Formerly it could act only on complaint, but by an act of 1897 it can 
proceed on its own motion. Under a decision of the United States Supreme 
Court it is held that the orders of the commission are subject to review by the 
courts. The commission has recently made an order regarding the rates on hard 
coal from Duluth to New Ulm, from which appeal has been taken to the United 
States Supreme Court, and this appeal was still pending at the time of the witness' 
testimony. This commission also has power regarding the inspection of grain and 
the regulation of elevators.1 

WATER TRANSPORTATION. 

General importance and inftuenct.-Two or three witnesses point out the great impor
tance of coastwise, lake, and river transportation, both in itself and in its influence 
on railway rates. Mr. Markham, of the Illinois Central Railway, declares that rail
way rates throughout the country are influenced by the transportation on the oceans 
and the Gulf, on the Mississippi and other large rivers, and on the Great Lakes, the 
tendency in all cases being to bring down rates even between points far removed 
from actual water routes." The secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg 
maintains that transportation by water is not to be considered as an injury to rail
roads, but that the two classes of transportation are complementary to one another, 
water carriers being especially adapfRd to the heavy commodities which require less 
rapidity of transportation. The general development of industry which water trans
portation makes possible is a benefit to the railways.' The influence of water transpor
tation in causing the reduction of rates for long hauls by the railroads, as compared 
with the short hauls, is especially discussed in another place. (See pp. xv-xvii.) 

Coastwe transportation.-Mr. Guillaudeu, president of the Old Dominion Steam
ship Company, and Mr. Hayne, solicitor of the Merchants and. Miners' Transporta
tion Company, two of the leading Atlantic coastwise steamship lines, give testimony 
regarding the conditions of coastwise transportation, and representatives of railroads, 
particularly in the South, also discuss this subject.' These witnesses agree in stat
ing that the various railroads operating from the Atlantic coast cities, particularly 
those south of Baltimore, are to a considerable extent financially interested in the 
coastwise steamship lines. Nearly all of the steamship lines are either owned 
altogether by the railroads or are to a certain extent controlled by them. Never
theless it is asserted by most of these witnesses that there is a very material degree of 
competition still existing between the Atlantic water lines and the rail lines, and 
that the water lines largely determine the rail rates as regards certain commodities 
in certain territory. Mr. Langley, of the New 1:"ork Merchants' Association, and 
Mr. Wilson, of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, however, hold that the relations of 
the water and rail lines are so close that there is practically no competition as regards 
rates.! 

The steamship companies are in most instances members of the various traffic 
associations of the Southern States, and thus have an influence in determining the 
general basis of freight rates. Differentials are regularly allowed in favor of the 
coastwise lines, on the ground that the transportation is slower and more subject to 
risk and that goods must be rehandled in many cases before reaching their destina
tion. Through rates are made by the steamship lines in connection with railroads, 
the division of receipts being usually on the principle that water lines shall receive 
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as much for carrying freight 2 miles as the rail lines receive for carrying it 1 mile, on 
account of the greater cheapness of water carriage. Witnesses especially assert that 
there are some classes of traffic, especially in very bulky goods, which belong nat
urally to the steamship lines, while there are other classes of traffic, especially in 
perishable commodities, from which they are largely excluded. It is also stated
that there is a growing tendency on the part of the coastwise steamers to adopt the 
same classification for freight, based on value largely, as the railroads, although 
there are certain conditions of water transportation which make departures from the 
ordinary methods of classification necessary. Mr. Stubbs, of the Southern Pacific 
Company, says that in transportation between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts by 
water the basis is largely that of 8p8.<'e ()('.cupied, the result being that there are wide 
differences in the rates on different classes of goods as proportioned to their value, 
and that transcontinental rail lines are forced to II)ake commodity rates on a some
what similar basis in order to meet water competition. 1 

American merchant marine and ship BUbsidie8.-Mr. Howes, a member of the Boston 
Chamber of Commerce, who has also been largely interested in- ocean transportation, 
makes an argument against the proposed policy of granting subsidies for the con
struction and operation of American ocean steamships.' He traces the history of the 
rise and decline of the AmeriCAn merchant marine. The decline, which was brought 
about in the first place by the civil war, continued on account of the early expen
siveneas of constructing iron vessels in this country. The witness believes that at 
present, by virtue of the great reduction in the cost of producing iron in this coun
try, American shipyards can build most classes of vessels nearly, if not quite, as 
cheaply as foreign shipyards. He charges especially that American iroI'. and steel 
manufacturers have sold plates and other materials for vessels to ;English shipbuild
ers at much lower rates than they make to American shipbuilders. He also holds 
that American shipyards are relatively better able to compete with those abroad in 
the construction of high-class vessels, in which a large amount of labor is required' 
than in the construction of tramp steamers and other less expensive vessels, where 
the raw material is the chief cost. Mr. Howes lays great emphasis on the superior 
econolllY of American labor, despite the higher rates of wages. 

Finally, this witness asserts that the policy of ship subsidies, as practiced in the 
United States in the early days, was by no means successful, and that no European 
country except France makes any attempt to subsidize freight steamers. In England 
the subsidies are altogether in favor of fast passenger and mail steamers. France 
has.undertaken to subsidize vessels, but her merchant marine is declining relatively 
to that of other countries. Mr. Howes thinks it especially desirable that Americans 
should be permitted to buy vessels abroad and operate them under the American 
flag; and he points to the great development of the Norwegian shipping trade, much 
of which is carried in vessels bought abroad, as showing the possibilities of this 
practice. 

Representatives of the coastwise steamship lines seem to doubt whether the grant
ing of ship subsidies would be of any advantage to them.' A representative of the 
Mississippi Rh·er transportation interests at New Orleans also is disposed to doubt 
the desirability of ship subsidies. The secretary of the Pittsburg Chamber of Com
merce, however, expresses himself as strongly in their favor.' 

The Nicaraguan Canal.-Two or three witnesses declare incidentally that the con
struction of the Nicaraguan Canal would be of great advantage to the country.6 A 
representative of the San Francisco Board of Trade argues especially that the canal 
will be advantageous to California by permitting cheaper transportation of its prod
ucts to Europe and to Eastern markets. He thinks that this advantage will offset 

1 Stubbs, p. 763. 
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the fact that Ea.siem cities will be brought into more direct 'relation with the Orient, 
and will thus tend to deprive San Francisco of some of the trade which it now enjoys. 
Mr. Stubbs, of the Southern Pacific Company, however, believes that the injury from 
this latter cause to California's interests will more than offset any advantages that 
can come to the State from the construction of the canal. I 

0rienJ,al trade.-Mr. Wheeler, of the San Francisco Board of Trade, thinks that 
there is a great future for the trade of the United States in the Orient. He refers 
especially to the recent rapid increase in the amount of transportation between San 
Francisco and Asiatic ports. He says that the trade with the Philippine Islands, 
aside from that in army stores, is as yet comparatively unimportant, but thinkS that 
as BOon as the islands are completely pacified there will probably be a great develop.. 
ment in commerce there.' 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER TRANSPORTATION . 

.Amount of tra.f!ic-Difficulties encountered.-Mr. Bryant, a representative of the 
Steamboat Captains and Owners' Exchange of New Orleans, and Mr. Markham, of 
the Illinois Central Railroad Company, give somewhat extended, testimony regard
ing Mississippi River commerce and its effect on rail transportation.' These wit
nesses agree in stating that the amount of transportation by the river has decreased 
dnring the past 20 years as compared with rail transportation. Mr. Bryant asserts 
that there has been some absolute increase since 1890; the census of that year 
showed 6,401,000 tons of freight carried on the river and its tributaries, while sta
tilltics compiled by the witu~ss in 1900 show 7,693,000 tons carried. Mr. Markham 
presents figures showing that the aggregate tonnage forwarded from St. Louis in 1880 
was 1,037,000 tons, while in 1900 it was only 245,000 tons. Both these witne88es 
point out, however, that the statistics of Mississippi commerce are very unsatisfac
tory, there being no definite authority for collecting them and no systematic methods 
of keeping records on the part of the vessels. 

The decline of traffic on the Mississippi and its tributaries is attributed chiefly to 
the great improvements in ra~l transportation., Mr. Bryaht asserts also that the 
railroads have discriminated in their rates for the purpose of destroying the river 
traffic, charging extremely low rates between,points on the railroad which are reached 
by the river, while making up the. loss thus occasioned by high rates on intermediate 
traffic. Mr. Markham, on the other hand, while affirming the necessity of meeting 
river rates in rail transportation, holds that the influence of the river in lowering 
rates extends, though to a somewhat lower degree than in the case of points actually 
reached by the river, to practically all territory for a long distance on each side of the 
river. Mr. Bryant says also that the decline in river traffic is due in part to the lUeater 
shortne88 of the navigable season, which is occasioned by the denudation of the forests 
and by the confining of the river between strong levees; and that moreover the improve
ments of the river have not been effective in preventing danger to navigation, while 
especially the bridges over the river are, in many instances, a great hindrance. Both 
these witnesses point out that the trade of New Orleans with foreign countries, by way 
of the river and the ocean, is considerably hampered by the insufficient depth of water 
at the mouth of the Mississippi. The Eads system of jetties and improvements 
deepened the channel to 26 feet, but vessels drawing 30 feet or more would come to 
New Orleans if practicable, and these larger vessels could carry freight more cheaply 
than those which now enter the river. Mr. Bryant refers especially to the difficulty 
of navigating the Ohio River, and says that the large coal traffic coming down the 
river is carried only during very short periods. Two other witnesses speak of the 
system of dams, which is being established with a view to equalizing the flow of 
water in this river.' 
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Effect 01 river competition on rW.8.-Mr. Bryant states that the freight rates on the 
Mississippi River are much lower than the railway rates, in part because of the slow
ness and risks of river transportation. He asserts also that when the river is low, so 
that transportation is more difficult, the rail rates are raised. Mr. Markham says 
that the river competition practically fixes the rates for railroads between all the 
important river points. Moreover, according to this witness, the influence of Missis
sippi River traffic affects rail rates from and to points far distant from the river. 
Ohir.Rgo, for example, insists upon having rail rates to Southern points which will 
enable it to compete with St. Louis in the distribution of goods, while other smaller 
towns insist that the railroads reaching them shall make rates to enable them to com
pete with Chicago. .A similar chain of influences extends through the South and 
secures to points far distant from the river a reduction of rates .. This subject is disc 
cussed in another light in connection with the long and short haul discriminations 
in the Southern States.1 

THE ANTHRACITE-COAL SITUATION. 

During 1900 and 1901 there were movements among some of the railroads chiefly 
concerned in the anthracite-coal traffic toward the establishment of a community of 
interest. A subcommission of the Indu~trial Commission took the testimony of a 
number of officers of the railroads and of coal operators in New York during Feb
ruary, 1901, and two or three other witnesses were afterwards heard before the com
mission at Washington. See also testimony on this subject in the Mining Volume. 
(Vol. XII, Digest.) 

Relationojrailroad8 to anthracite-coal induatry.-The railroads reaching the anthracite
coal fields are the Pennsylvania, the Lehigh Valley, the Reading, the Central Railroad 
of New Jersey, the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, the Delaware and Hudson, 
he Erie, and the New York, Ontario and Western. A very large proportion of the 
0&. produced is transported by these railroads to New York and other tide-water 

points, apparently not more than 19 or 20 per cent being used in Western and 
Southern markets.' . 

Each of the raiIroads.named controls one or more coal-producing companies. In 
the case of the Reading, the Lehigh Valley, and several of the other railroads, these 
coal companies are, according to the witnesses representing these interests, virtually 
identical with the railroads, being organized separately chiefly because of the legal 
restrictions which prevent railroads from operating coal mines. The accounts of 
these railroad coal companies are, however, kept entirely distinct from those of the 
railroads, and they pay the regular freight rates to the railroads. The coal compa
nies controlled by the railroads also buy large quantities of coal from so-called" indi
vidual," or smaller, operators.' 

The proportion of the coal produced by the railroad companies has apparently been 
until recently about two-thirds, the output of individual operators being variously 
stated by witnesses at from 30 to 34 per cent. Recent purchases, by the railroads, of 
the mines of independent operators have reduced this percentage materially. The 
secretary of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association says that at present the out
put belonging to independent producers is probably about 29 per cent,' but other wit
nesses put it at a lower proportion. It appears also that these railroad coal companies 
hold a very considerable proportion of the undeveloped or reserve coal lands, so that· 
in the future, as present mines are exhausted, their control of the actual output will 
presumably be greater. It is maintained that the reason why the railroads bought 
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up coal lands was the desire to make their transportation business permanent. The 
operations of individual concerns with small capital were likely to be irregular, while 
traffic might be diverted from Onl! railroad to another so long as the mines were inde
pendently owned.' The proportion of .coal produced by independent operators and 
by the railroad companies, respectively, varies considerably in the case of the differ
ent railroads. On the Reading, for example, only about 1,000,000 tons outo£ 8,000,000 
or 9,000,000 tons hauled yearly is produced by independent operators. The, propor
tion of the independent operators is largest in the case of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, 
which in 1900 mined only 2,922,000 tons out of 7,675,000 tons carried." 

EstabliBhment of community of intere8t.-It appears probable from the statements of 
witnesses summarized below that the practice has long prevailed among the anthra
cite-coal railroads of acting more or less in harmony as regards the division of the 
traffic and the fixing of prices of coal. Apparently it was partly in view of the 
difficulty of maintaining effective agreements and thorough harmony in the past 
that the recent movement toward community of interest or ownership has taken 
place. Witnesses representing financial interests, independent operators, and offi
cers of the railroads concerned all agree that there has been established a certain 
degree of community of interest, affecting more especially the Reading, Lehigh Val
ley, Jersey Central, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, and Erie railroads. 
These railroads carried in 1900 about 72f per cent of the entire anthracite ship
ments. The precise nature of the combination. is not made clear, but it seems to 
have been brought about chiefly by the purchase or interchange of stocks by a few 
large capitalists, which gives them a powerful influence in the management of all the 
roads named. J. P. Morgan & Co. have been especially instrumental in this move
ment. Various men are directors in several of the railroads at the same time. The 
object is admitted to be to bring about a consideration of the mutual interests of the 
roarls. 'It is denied that there is any absolute combination or consolidation between 
these railroads, except to the extent that the Reading Company. has recently bought 
a controlling interest in the Central Railroad of New Jersey, and that the Erie con
trols the Susquehanna and Western and the Erie and Western, minor roads not, 
reaching to tide water.8 

There is a difference of opinion among witnesses as to the extent to which the 
other leading coal roads besides those last named are being brought under the com
munity of interest. It is suggested by two or three witnesses that steps are being taken 
to control the Delaware and Hudson, or that it is already more or less in harmony. 
One witness thinks that lhe Pennsylvania Railroad also is in general sympathy with 
the combination, although others assert that there is no community of ownership. 
The New York, Ontario and Western Railroad is quite generally considered to be 
independent, and it ha.& about Sf per cent of the anthracite tonnage.' Coxe Bros. & 
Co. produce about Sf per cent of the anthracite output. This company controls a rail
road of its own and ships its coal in its own trains over the Lehigh Valley Railroad 
to tide water. Mr. Stearns, president of the company, holds that it is entirely 
independent.5 

It is maintained by several witnesses that the leading anthracite coal roads are not 
merely tending to come together under a community of interest, but are attempting 
to absorb a large proportion of the production of coal. It is pointed out that about 
3 years ago the independent operators, with a view to securing a lower cost of trans
portation, proposed the construction of a railroad to tide water. Some of the ,roads, 
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through the Temple Iron Company, bought up many of the mines which had pledged 
tonnage to this railroad and forced the abandonment of the enterprise. Afterwards 
another road was planned by the operators following the Delaware and Hudson Canal 
to Kingston. The Pennsylvania Coal Company, one of the largest of the independent 
producers of coal, which itself owned a local railroad, known as the Erie and 
Wyoming Valley, was a prominent factor in this enterprise. The Erie Railroad has 
recently bought up the Pennsylvania Coal Company and its affiliated railroad, paying 
therefor $32,000,000. This purchase blocked the construction of the proposed line to 
Kingston. The New York, Ontario and Western has also recently bought up a very 
considerable amount of coal production. The manager of this railroad says that it 
was forced to do this in order to assure the permanence of its tonnage. It merely 
followed the example of other leading railroads. It is, however, stated, even by one 
or two independent operators, that the operators who sold out were not forced to do 
so by discrimination or otherwise, but that, being offered a high price, they preferred 
to sell rather than to run the risks of independent business. It is claimed, however, 
by these witnesses and otbers that the motive of the railroad companies was to pre
vent a diversion of their tonnage as well as to check the disturbing influence of 
independent operators in the sale of coal. l 

Relation of railroads to independent operator8-Percemage contracts and freight rates.
It appears that a very large proportion of the independent anthracite operators have 
for several years past sold their coal under contracts to the subsidiary coal companies 
of the railroads, receiving therefor a certain percentage of the tide-water prices. The 
proportion of the operators who accepted the system differs on different railroads, 
but on the average, according to statements of witnesses, much more than half dis
pose of their coal in this way. 

Under the contracts in force up to the spring of 1901, in the case of the domestic 
sizes and larger sizes of anthracite coal, the operator received 60 per cent of the tide
water prices, while the railroad coal company received 40 per cent, out of which to 
pay the freight to the railroad and to cover the selling expenses. In the case of the 
smaller sorts of coal, where the price is much lower, the percentage received by the 
operators was less. Several witnesses, mostly representing railroad companies 
assert that the operators are generally well satisfied with this system, especially 
because of the saving in selling expenses and responsibility, and that it was consid
ered a concession to them at the time it was adopted, as compared with the existing 
freight rates.' 

At the time of the investigation of the Industrial Commission, in 1901, a new con
tract was being proposed by which the operators should receive 65 per cent of the 
tide-water price of the larger sizes of coal. It is stated that the motivtl of the rail
roads in making this concession was to prevent the operators from constructing an 
independent railroad, and also to secure more effective control of the business, espe
cially by virtue of the fact that the new contracts, at least in most instances, provide 
that the entire future output of the operators shall be sold to the railroad coal com
panies.1 

In April, 1901, this new contract had not yet been put into force, but the general 
opinion of all the witnesses was that a large majority of the operators would agree to 
it. The secretary of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, as well as repre
sentatives of the railroads, stated that the operators were generally well satisfied 
with the proposed terms. One or two witnesses thought that the railroad companies 
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were irurlsting that practically all the operators should adopt these contracts before 
putting them into force, but a railway president states that this is not a condition of 
the contract, altho~h the railroads think that they ~re entitled to the signatures of 
a majority of the operators.' 

One witness thinks that not more than 5 or 10 per cent of the operators will, when 
this arrangement is perfected, be really independent or have any influence in com
petition in the coal market." 

FreigTd rates on anthracite coal.-Various witnesses allude to complaints that the 
rates of freight to tide water are excessive. Some witnesseS point out that most of 
the operators now ship under the percentage contrdCt, so that the question as to the 
freight rates on ordinary shipments becomes to them of less importance. An 
advance in prices benefits the shippers as well as the railroads. At the same time 
the percentage of the tide-water price received by the railroad company may be 
considered as its freight rate, and that the amount thus received may be discussed 
as to its reasonabless in the same way as any other freight rates. The few represent
atives of independent shippers who appeared before the commission made little 
complaint of excessive rates. The secretary of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Asso
ciation stated that he was not authorized to make any complaint whatever, though 
he refused to answer the question as to whether there were any grounds for com
plaint. Reference was also made by the president of Coxe Bros. & Co. and other 
witnesses to the suit brought by that company against the Lehigh Valley Railroad 
in 1899, in which excessive freight rates were charged. It is stated that the decision 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission was in fayor of the complainants, but that 
appeal was taken to the courts, and that the delay was so great that Coxe Bros. & 
Co. were forced to forestall matters by constructing a railroad connecting their mines 
with several tide-water railroads, so that they were able to demand concessions.' 

It is generally admitted that the freight rates on anthracite coal are very consider
ably higher than those on bituminous coal. The precise rate from the coal fields to 
tide-water varies somewhat upon the diHerent railroads, while the rate per ton per 
mile naturally differs according to the distance to tide water. Moreover, as regards 
the operators who ship nnder the percentage contract, the rate fluctuates continually 
with the tide-water prices. The freight rates are variously stated by witnesses rep
resenting the railroads as from $1.30· to $1.75 per ton to tide water. Under the 40 
per cent contract the rate paid by· the operater, including selling expenses on coal, 
would be $1.60 per ton when coal sells at $4, which was about the price in the winter 
and spring of 1901. This price, however, is somewhat above the average in recent 
years. The distance from the anthracite fields to tide water varies from about 145 
(D., L. & W.) to 214 miles (N. Y., Ont. &W.). The rate per ton per mile would 
thus range from 6 to 10 mills. 

Several witnesses contrast these rates with those on bitUminous coal, which have 
at various times been as low as 2l or 3 mills per ton per mile, and which are always 
very much lower than the rates on anthracite. Representatives of the railroads, 
however, and several other witnesses, including one independent operator, justify 
the higher rates on anthracite coal on the ground that most anthracite has to be 
hauled over the mountains, while bituminous coal in many cases takes its origin at 
the tops of the grades, and especially on the ground that bituminous coal is all of 
one kind and can be promptly unloaded from the cars, while the diHerent c1ssses 
and sizes of anthracite coal have to be kept separate.' 

'Childs, pp. 4_; Thomas, p. 649; stearns, pp. 577-680; Walter, p. 545; Flemlng, pp. 5$7, 542; 
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One independellt operator complains especially that the operators who seil coal 
to the railroads under the percentage contract really get better rates than those who 
ship on their own account and lIay the published freight rates. He urges especially 
that the actual freight rate under the contract system is considerably less than the 
40 per cent of the tide-water price, because that percentage includes selling expenses 
and risks. Operators who ship for themselves and bear selling expenses, ought, 
this witness maintains, to be placed on an equality by having a freight rate some
what less than this percentage.! 

AUeged discrimination agai'fl8t independent operatOT8.-Except for the complaint just 
indicated tjJ.ere is no charge on the part of the independent operators, so far as they 
appeared before the Industrial Co=ission, of discrimination in freight rates against 
them as compared with the coal companies operated by the railroads themselves. 
Officers of the railroads assert emphatically that the coal companies connected with 
the railroads :Pay the full tariff rates on coal. One witness, however, points out that 
it is claimed that the railroads allow their coal companies to work with little profit, 
or even at a loss, while making up by charging high freight rates, a practice which 
amounts practically to taking the money from one pocket and putting it in another. 
While this matter was not discussed especially by witnesses it is obvious that if the 
freight rates on anthracite coal are in fact excessive, whether under published 
tariffs or under the percentage contracts, it amounts to a burden upon the independ
ent operators, which is not felt by the coal companies that are virtually identical 
with the railroads.' 

Allusion was also made by various witnesses to the complaint sometimes made by 
independent operators that they are not furnished sufficient cars, and that in some 
cases they are placed at a disadvantage in this regard as compared with the coal com
panies operated by the railroads. This complaint connects itself closely with the 
discussion as to the restriction of output of anthracite coal. (See below.) In the 
case of the operators who sell under the percentage contract, the railroads are given 
the right to determine how much coal each operator shall ship. The railroads agree 
to allot the tonnage which can be handled equitably between the different producers, 
the contract particularly providing that the railroads shall not discriminate in favor 
of their own mines. Representatives of the railroad companies assert most emphat
ically that there never has been any discrimination in this allotment, but that the 
independent operators have, if anything, been allowed to produce more than their 
normal share of the coal for which there is d'lmand. It is urged that it is impossi
ble for the railroads to buy all the coal which could be produced by the mines work
ing at full capacity, because of the limited demand. 

Mr. Harris, late president of the Reading Company, says especially that on that 
road an expert is employed to visit the various mines and ascertain accurately their 
productive capacity, and that on this basis the amount of coal which is demanded 
is apportioned. This witness asserts that any operator is at liberty to increase his 
productive capacity, and that on showing evidence of ability to produce more coal, 
relatively to other mines, he will be given a larger allotment. Two or three wit
nesses, representing. the independent operators, likewise state that they have no 
complaint of discrimination in the supply of cars.a 

One independent operator, Mr. Haddock, while making no charge of discrimina
tion against independent operators in the apportionment of output, asserts that he 
has refused to accept the percentage contract arrangement which gives the railroad 
companies the right to allot the production, and has insisted upon receiving a 
sufficient supply of cars. By threats of suits for damages he has been able to secure 

! Haddock, pp. 623, 532, 534. 
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cars, and now practically produces as much coal as he sees tit. He is not willing to 
have his whole production limited by the arbitrary decree of railroad officers.' 

Re8tridion of output and allotment. of tonnage.-It seems to be quite generally ad:nit
ted that there is an attempt on the part of the anthracite-coal roads to keep the out
put of coal within the limits of profitable demand, and that there is at least a certain 
amount of consultation and agreement between them regarding the proportion of 
tonnage which each shall handle. in explanation of this practice it is asserted by 
various witnesses, including some independent operators as well as representatives 
of the railroads, that the productive capacity of the anthracite mines is very consid
erably in excess of the consumption of the country. It is said that the anthracite 
mines could produce at least 60,000,000 tons of co8I annually, although one witness 
at le8.\lt is disposed to question whether this could be done, in view of the necessity 
of executing a considerable amount of so-called dead work in order to keep up the 
production. The actual consumption of anthracite coal has never yet exceeded 
about 47,000,000 tons in a year. It is urged especially, as indicating the necessity for 
some limitation of production, that the demand for anthracite coal, most of which 
is used fo~ domestic purposes, is extremely unequal as between different seasons of 
the year. During the spring and summer months there is very little consumption 
of anthracite. During the fall and winter, when the consumption actually takes 
place for the most part, the demand fully equals, if not exceeds, the capacity of the 
mines to produce contemporaneously. In order to render themselves able to supply 
the demand during these active months operators are continually tempted to 
increase the extent of their workings. If, then, it is asserted, the operators should 
endeavor to produce to the full limit of this extended capacity throughout the year 
there would be such an overproduction as greatly to depress prices and practically 
to ruin the producers. 

It is further asserted by nearly all witnesses testifying on this subject that antlira
cite coal can not be very successfully stored. It would greatly increase the cost to 
produce at a uniform rate throughout the year and to store the output of the spring 
and summer months until the fall demand. Not only, it is said, would this involve 
rehandling and the construction of storage places, but the quality of the coal, espe
cially its brightness, deteriorates when it is stored for a considerable length of time. 
For these reasons operators do not ordinarily run their mines at full capacity except 
during the fall and winter months. The average number of days on which the 
mines have operated during a year has never exceeded '235, and in many years the 
average number has been much less. I 

One or two witnesses, especially Mr. Haddock, an independent operator, under
stand that the railroad companies have virtually an agreement among themselves as 
to the proportion of the tonnage of anthracite coal which each shall handle. and 
that by virtue of this allotment they practically restrict the output and prevent any 
strong competition. Representatives of the railroad companies deny that there is 
at present any agreement as to tonnage, although it is admitted by two or three of 
them that there was such an agreement in 1896, which was afterwards abandoned. 
Nevertheless these railroad officers admit that there has been very little change in 
the proportion of coal handled by each road for a considerable number of years, and 
they also admit that each road ,tries to conform in a ,general way to the proportion 
which it has hitherto carried. They assert that any railroad might, without viola 
tion of agreement or of faith, increase its aggregate tonnage and endeavor to encroach 
on the traffic of its competitors. To do this, however, would be to precipitate a gen
eral competitive war, a general oversupply in the market, and a reduction in prices, 
which would not make it a profitable measure. 

1 Haddock, pp. 62H27. 
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The present diyision of output, it is asserted, has been the result of many years of 
experience and of conflict. Further conflicts are likely to occur in the future as they 
have in the past, but, apparently, at present, perhaps under the influence of the 
recent movement toward co=unity of interest, there is less disposition than has 
been manifested hitherto toward encroachment by any railroad upon the business of 
the others. One or two witnesses point out also that some of the railroad compa
nies have certain territory naturally tributary to them, or produce to a certain extent 
a particular class of coal for which there is an especiai demand. The frequent use 
of such phrases as. " proper share" and "normal tonnage" as applied to railroads 
seems to show a recognition by nearly all of their officers that it is not to the inter
est of any road to compete too vigorously or to endeavor to produce coal to the 
maximum of its capacity. One witness, Mr. Thomas, of the Erie Railroad, says that 
there is some consultation among the railroads rega.rding the output and prices, and 
other witnesses, as is pointed out below, admit also that there is ·some consultation 
as regards prices, which presumably involves likewise a discussion of output. Ref
erence is also made to the fact that the Pennsylvania Railroad has in the past worked 
less in harmony in this regard than most of the other railroads.1 

The following table shows the percenta.,aes of the anthracite tonnage h8uled by the 
respective railroads during the year 1900.' 

Percent. Philadelphia and Reading _________________________________________________ 21 
Lehigh Valley ____________________________________________________________ 15_ 65 
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western _______________________________________ 12.57 
Central Railroad of New Jersey ____________________________________________ 11.48 
Pennsylvania Railroad ____________________________________________________ 11. 32 
Erie Railroad _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11. 51 
Delaware and Hudson __ __ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _____ __ __ ____ ____ 9.55 
Delaware, Susquehanna and SchuylkilL ___________________ ~___ ________ _ ___ 4.26 
Ontario and Western _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2. 86 

Price8 and their relation to the alleged commnaUon.-There seems to be a general 
agreement among witnesses that the anthracite railroads act more or less in harmony 
as regards the fixing of prices. The evidence, however, is not conclusive as to the 
extent to which this harmony goes, or as to the effect of the recent movement toward 
community of interest upon agreements as to prices or upon prices themselves. 

No witness affirms that there is any formal and definite agreement among the 
railroads or the railroad coal companies as regards prices. One or two assert that 
there have been in the past attempts to establish such agreements, but that they 
have broken down. Independent operators and others, notably Mr. Saward, of the 
Coal Trade Journal, believe, however, that there are informal consultations and 
understandings at the present time, including possibly meetings from time to time 
of sales agents. It is maintained by these witnesses that the prices made by the dif
ferent companies are practically the same for given markets and grades of coal, and 
that changes are made very nearly simultaneously. Mr. Saward suggests that the 
railroad coal companies may communicate with eaeh other by telephone, and that 
these informal understandings are better than written agreements, because there is 
no record or publicity. 

Representatives of the railroad companies admit that the prices nlade by all of the 
. roads are very nearly similar, although they specifically deny that there is any 
binding agreement on the subject. Two or three of them state that there are 
occasionally informal consultations between sales agents, such as are necessary in 
every business. The president of the Reading Company says-and his statement is 

1 Haddock, pp. 525, 527, 632; Saward, pp. 514, 015; Stearns, pp. 67lh"i83, 690; Harris, pp. 601-603: 
McLeod, pp. 664-567; Thomas, pp. 648, 550, 564; Walter, pp. 643, 645, 647; Childs, p. 000. 
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corroborated by two or three other witneSses-that that company regularly issues a 
circular of prices, which has a considerahle influence in determining the prices of 
other companies. At the same time this witness asserts that it is entirely voluntary 
with the others to make these prices or not, and that they do not always follow them.' 

The president of Coxe Bros. & Co., the largest independent coal operators, stated 
that the average prices received by that company for the prepared sizes of anthracite 
coal at tide water from 1891 to 1900 were as follows: 

,/berage prices of prepared Bize8 of anthraciJ,e coal. 

1900. 1899. 1898. 1897. 1898. .1895. 1894. -1- 1891. 

83. 761 83.49 83.589 83.716 83.516 83.237 83.535 83. 967 83. 81 83.799 

These prices are presumably not far from the average received by other producers 
during this period. Witnesses do not discuss, however, particularly, the movement 
of prices during these years in connection with the question as to the effect of com
hination among the railroads, nor is there any very definite evidence as to the 
comparison of prices during the past decade with those of earlier years. It is 
asserted quite generally that the cost of mining has increa..oe<i, but that the cost of 
transportation and freight rates have fallen somewhat. 

Much discussion was given as to the movements of prices of anthracite coal during 
the past year, particularly with reference to the effect of the establishment of com
munity of interest between certain of the railroads, imd as to the effect of the strike 
of anthracite miners in September and October, 1900. The following table shows 
the average prices for prepared sizes of anthracite coal received by Coxe Brothers 
& Co. for each month during 1900': ' 

1900. 
January __ • __ • _____ • ___ . _, ___ •. _. _____ . ____ .• __________________ .• ________ $3.744 

February .. _._ •• _. ____ •.• _. _____ ... _ •.......... __ •. _._. ___ . ___ • _______ ., 3.566 
March •• _ ••. _ •• __ •• ___ •• _ •• __ .•• _ •••••••••• _. _ •••• _. __ •• _. _ •••••••• ___ •. 3.616 
April •• ___________ . ___________ . _ ... ' _ ...•. _ •.. _. ___ ... _. ___ ... _____ . ___ .. 3.465 
May. __ . ~ .. _ .. ___ ••• _____ . _ ........ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. 577 
June _________________ : __ • _____________________ • ____________ : ___ __ _ _ __ _ _ 3.551 
July _______ : ____ ' •• __________________________________________ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3. 707 
August _ ___ __ _ _ ____ ____ ____ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ ____ _ _ _ ___ ____ ___ __ __ __ ____ 3.654 
September ____________________________________________________________ ._ 3.896 
October • ___ •• ______________ .___ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ____ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _ __ 4.103 
November ______ • _____________ • ____________________________ . ___________ ._ 4.14 
December _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4. 243 

It wn.1 be seen that prices advanced from $3.465 in April to $4.243 in December, 
or an increase of 78 cents per ton. It is stated by various witnesses that the prices 
in the fall and winter are always considerably higher than in the spring, on account 
of the great difference in the demand at the respective seasons. Figures submitted 
by months by Coxe Brothers & Co. show advances of from 30 cents to 65 cents as 
between the spring and fall in most years since 1891. The advance in 1900, how
ever, is greater than in any other year for which these figures were submitted,. 

Several witnesses state that the price of anthracite coal in February, 1901, was from , 
20 to 30 cents higher than it had been at the corresponding time a year before. The 
usual spring reduction in prices was made in April, 1901, after which the price of 
stove and chestnut coal, as announced in the circulars of the railroad companies, 

1 Saward, pp. 612, :;13, 517; Haddock, pp. 626, :;29; Steams, p. 582; Harris, pp. 599, 603, 604; McLeod, 
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seems to have been $4 per ton, and the price for broken coal, the largest size, $3.50 
per ton. Virtually all the witnesses agree in holding that this advance in prices 
during 1900 and 1901 is to be attributed to the reduction in the supply of coal, caused 
by the prolonged. strike of the fall of 1900, rather than to the combination among the 
railroads. The strike left the country very much depleted of coal, and all through 
the winter the mines were working at their full capacity.1 

Mr. Haddock, independent coal operator, seems to think that the railroad com
panies in combination would have the power to advance prices, not being limited by 
the competition of other producers of anthracite coal, but he, like the representatives 
of the railroads, doubts whether it would be wise policy for the combination to 
attempt to maintain excessive prices. Various other witnesses, including especially 
the representatives of the railroads, assert that there is a very close limit to the price 
of anthracite coal through the competition of other fuels, and that the producers, 
however strongly they may be combined, would not find it to their interests to advance 
prices beyond the present rates. It is asserted that anthracite coal is to a considerable 
extent a lUXury. By far the greater part of anthracite coal is used for household 
purposes, and if the price is very high it can be replaced in many of its uses. Bitu
minous coal is being more and more used, so these witnesses state, for producing gas, 
steam, and hot-water heat, and other forms of heating for domestic purposes. 

The smaller sizes of anthracite coal, ranging from pea coal down, which are neces
sarily produced in connection with the breaking of coal for domestic purposes, can 
be used only for steam purposes, and there they meet very directly the competition 
of bituminous coal. It is asserted that because of this competition the price received 
f'lr these smaller sizes of coal IS less than the cost of production, so that there must 
be a corresponding increase in the prices of the larger sizes in order that there may 
be a profit on the entire output. These smaller sizes are.from 25 to 35 per cent of 
the total produet. Formerly they were largely thrown away, but the old culm piles 
are now being worked over and sold. Several witnesses maintain that the prices of 
anthracite coal in the spring of 1901, although somewhat higher than the average for 
earlier years, were no more than reasonable, and that t>ecause of the limited nature 
of the demand for anthracite coal a reduction in the price wO\lld not sufficiently 
increase consumption to make it profitable for the coal producers.' 

Several witnesses assert that it will be possible through combination to reduce the 
cost of producing and transporting coal so as to permit of a lowering of the price to 
. consumers, while at the same time giving the producers and the railroad companies a 
greater profit than in the past. The officers of some of the railroads express the belief 
that it is to the interest of the people that the railroads should act in harmony, and 
the same opinion is held by two or three other witnesses, notably Mr. Greene, of the 
Audit Company of New York. Mr. McLeod, former president of the Reading Com
pany, is especially emphatic in the assertion that only great corporations with large 
capital can economically produce anthracite coal. It is pointed out by one or two 
witnesses that if the railroadll act in harmony it will in many cases reduce the cost of 
transportation by permitting the supply of particular markets from the nearest and 
most accessible mines. It is also urged that where each railroad company feels that 
it must produce and transport as much coal as possible it is tempted to operate 
mines which are not so economical as those controlled by some other railroads. 

The greatest saving, it is asserted, could be effected by the elimination of middle
men in the sale of coal to the consumer. The railroad companies could establish 
large depots in imme!iiate connection with their tracks from which coal could be 

1 Stee.rns, pp. 489-491: Saward, pp. 610, 611, 616: Fleming, p. 641: Childs, p. 499: Walter, pp. 643, 646: 
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delivered directly to carts hauling it to the consumer. Mr. McLeod believes that a 
saving from 50 to 75 cents per ton might be effected in this latter way alone, while 
Mr. Greene thinks that the various economi~ which might result from a complete 
consolidation of the railroads would amount to $1 per ton. These various witnesses 
think accordingly that a more complete combination than that which at present 
exists is desirable for the public interest.' 

Capitalization of resenfe I'oallands.-There is a considerable amount of discussion on 
the part of witnesses as to the effect upon prices of the large investments made by 
the Reading and other railroad companies in coal lands in advance of actual produc
tion. The Reading Company has the largest supply of coal lands, most of which were 
bought up during the seventies. At that time it invested, according to the state
ment of one witness, about $75,000,000 in these lands. Other companies have also 
made large investments. It is stated that the motive for this policy on the part of 
the railroads was to insure permanency in their transportation. One .or two wit
nesses, including especially Mr. Haddock,·think that the interest on these invest
ments of the railroads has added to some extent to the price of coal. Reference is 
made especially to the fact that the recent purchases by the railroad companies havt' 
been at very high prices. The Erie issued $32,000,000 of bonds to buy up the Penn
sylvania Coal Company, and the annual interest of $1,280,000 is equal to 50 or 60 cents 
per ton on the annual output of these lands. If the Reading lands had cost propor
tionatelyas much t\1ey would have represented an investment of $125,000,000. Most 
witnesses, however, especially those representing railroad companies, do not think that 
the interest on these investments in coal lands adds materially to prices. They state 
that the attempt to carry them has lead to repeated bankruptcies in the case of the 
Reading road and that many other railroads have large amounts of stocks which earn 
no dividends. The stocks of four of the leading roads earning no dividends were 
stated by one witness as amounting to·$382,OOO,OOO. The railroads holding these large 
investments have been forced to sell co&l, it is argued, in competition with other 
producers not having similar burdens. The various reorganizations of the Reading 
have reduced its fixed charges, although the president of the company admits that 
its bonds still represent, in part, investments in coal lands. • 

It is admitted by two or three of these witnesses that the capitalization of several of 
the anthracite roads is excessive, but they hold that the Ilxcess is chiefly in the form of 
stocks receiving no dividends. In various recent reorganizations, such as that of the 
Erie and the Reading, there has been no reduction of capitalization, but the fixed 
charges have been reduced, bonds being either issued at lower interest or converted 
into stocks. S . 

.Duration uf coal IfUpply and coat of mining.-Witnesses differ as to the amount of 
anthracite coal still remaining in the ground. Estimates as to the duration of the 
supply at present rates of production range from.SO to 200 years. The mines in the 
Wyoming field, which were th{l most accessible, are being rapidly worked out, and 
the great reserve is in the Southern or'Schuylkill field, where the Reading Company 
has very large coal holdings. In this field the coal lies deeper and in thinner seams, 
and it is much more expensive to mine. The late president of the Reading Company 
says that one of the chief reasons why it has not developed its lands more rapidly is 
because the cost of mining was so much .,-eater that coal could not be produced 
profitably in competition with other fields. In the future the more difficult mines 
will have to be worked, and the Reading's lands will become more valuable. 

In view of these conditions as regards the distribution of the anthracite supply, 
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witnesses agree in- holding that the cost of mining h88 advanced in the past and will 
steadily advance in the future. . The improvements. in methods of mining and han
dling coal do not keep pace with the added difficulties arising from the necessity of 
mining deeper and less satisfactory seams. The price of coal will necessarily advance 
hereafter, it is maintained, if it is to be mined profitably at all, although the advance 
will be slow. One prominent witness doubts whether the output of the anthracite 
mines will ever be much greater in a year than at present. • 

It is pointed out that the more easily worked veins have already been exhausted, 
and that mines now are deeper and in many cases are working much thinner veips 
of coal. For these reaSons there is greater expense in lifting coal, in pumping 
water, in sinking shafts, and ih various other directions. The cost of establishing a 
working colliery plaht is said to have risen greatly, the cost in some CBBes at present 
being no less than $1,000,000. As to the average cost of mining at present, no defi
nite statements were made, several witnesses asserting that it is very difficult to 
ascertain the costs, and particularly that there are very great differences as between 
different mines. Mr. McLeod, former president of the Reading Company, says that 
he estimates the cost at the mine at $1.59 per ton, while by paying interest on the 
value of coal lands the cost is brought up to $1.90 per ton. The average freight rate 
he estimates at $1.50 per ton to tide water. The average price at tide water for 20 
years has been $3.48.1 

TM anthracite coal 8trike oj 1900.-Mr. Stearns, of Coxe Brothers & Co., explains 
the nature of the demands of the miners in the strike of 1900. About 1875 there was 
an agreement between the operators and the miners, by which wages were to rise 
and fall with the price of coal at tide water. The basis was at the price of $5 per ton. 
For every advance or decline of 10 cents, wages were to rise or fall 1 per cent. The 
price of coal fell so greatly that the operators made concessions, treating the freight 
rate from the coal mines to tide water as equaling $2.50, the rate prevailing in 1875, 
instead of the actually much lower figure. The miners, however, demanded, in 1900, 
that the entire sliding-scale system be abandoned, and that wages be raised 10 per 
cent above the existing rates; while the price of powder should be reduced to $1.50. 
These demands were finally granted by the employers. 

Most of the witnesses do not discuss the strike in any detail. Several officers of 
railroads and operators think that the demands were, on the whole, just, but others 
hold that they were excessive, and that the producers can not permanently recoup 
themselves for the advance in wages by additions to price. It is quite generally 
admitted, however, that the shortage of coal, caused by the suspension of work in 
the busy season, permitted the advance of price sufficiently for the time being 
to benefit the railroads and the operators. One or two witnesses complain of the 
agitators who came from outside the region and induced the miners to join the 
labor organization known 88 the United Mine Workers, and to enter the strike. 
Mr. Stearns asserts that the men of his mines were satisfied, but that they were 
88Baulted and intimidated until the mines had to clobe. There is some discussion 
among witnesses 88 to the desirability of arbitration in the case of such a dispute 
88 this.· 

1 McLeod, pp. 665, 670, 671: Greene, p. 476: Fleming, p. 640: Thomas, p. 666: Steams, pp. 684, 694, 
695: Walter, pp. 644, 647: Saward, pp. 611, 616: Harris, pp. 606, 607. 

• Stearn., pp. 693, 694: Thomas, p. 667: Haddock, pp. 627, 628, 6S3: Walter, p. 646: Saward, pp. 619, 
620: Fleming, p. 642; McLeod, pp. 674"';76; Harris, p. 6U. 
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TICKET BROKERAGE. 

Mr. Lindenberger, chairman of the committee on hostile legislation of the Ameri
can Ticket Brokers' Association, gave very extended testimony before the Industrial 
Commission on the subject of ticket brokerage. Practically no testimony from the 
railroad standpoint is presented in this volume, and reference should be made to the 
discussion of the subject in the earlier volume. 

General nature oj business.-Mr. Lindenberger states that it is the businCS!! of ticket 
brokers to buy passenger tickets from railways and from passengers, and to sell them 
to travelers below the published tariff rates. The business depends upon the fact 
that there are differences in rates per mile on different kinds of tickets, and for dif
ferent distances. Through tickets are sold at reduced rates as compared with local 
tickets, and brokers handle Iinused coupons for' parts of through journeys. The 
return coupons of excursion and special return tickets are also bought and sold. 
One of the chief elements in the business has been the handling of mileage books. 
Brokers would buy mileage poo1!:s from the railroads and allow passengers to use 
parts of them. Many of these books are good in the hands of the bearer, even where 
printed regulations nominally restrict them to the purchaser or his family. At 
present, especially in the central and western part of the 'Country, mileage books 
interchangeable upon numerous railroads have been introduced, and these are so 
arranged that they can be -used only by the actual purchaser, who gets a rebate on 
showing that he has used up the mileage. This arrangement prevents dealing in 
these books by ticket brokers. 

This witness states that brokers correspond with one· another, supplying sheets 
showing what tickets they have available, so that a broker in one city can make a 
through rate by using a ticket which he has to a given point, and arranging with a 
broker there to supply a ticket to the destination. By such practices ticket brokers, 
through their superior knowledge of rates made thtoughout the country, often suc
ceed in ~ing passengers information as to low rates which they would not other 
wise be able to take advantage of. 

Ticket brokers are able, according to this witness, to save money to passengers 
selling their tickets and to those buying as well. The claim that railroads redeem 
the unused parts of their tickets at the full value is only partly true. A ticket from 
New York to Chicago costs $17, while the rate from New York to Buffalo is $8, and 
from Buffalo to Chicago $12. The railroad will pay the passenger $9 for the coupon 
from Buffalo to Chicago, while the broker would give him $10, and sell it for $11. 
The return coupons on excursion tickets sold for one fare for the round trip have no 
redemption value. 

Support oj ticket brokerage by railroads.-Mr. Lindenberger asserts further that the 
greater part of the business of ticket brokers is carried on with the support and 
connivance of the railroads. This was especially true before about 1896; since then 
railroads are so in harmony and maintain rates so strictly that they are less tempted 
to secure the services of brokers. The motive of railroads in this practice is to get 
competitive business, and that is perfectly legitimate. Through the brokers they 
can cut rates secretly, or even without cutting rates they can sell more tickets because 
of the employment of such agents. The witness does not think that brokers could 
carryon business profitably without some such support from the railroads. 

Legitimacy oj brokerage business.-Mr. Lindenberger asserts emphatically that the 
business of ticket brokerage is entirely legitimate. If a railroad makes a reduced 
rate for any class of tickets, it ought to make no difference to it who uses the ticket or 
any part of it. The supreme court of New York has held that this was a normal busi
ness, and that if a railroad company undertook .to carry the holder of a ticket from 
one place to anotherfor a given rate, it coat.uo more to carry one person than another. 
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Mr. Lindenbergerdenies the weight of the charges that brokers sell forged and fraud
ulent tickets and tickets with altered dates, and that they resort to other illegitimate 
practices, such as persuading conductors not to cancel tickets, but to sell them. He 
asserts that instances of fraud are extremely rare, if they occur at all. The American 
Ticket Brokers' Association, which includes 335 members, has in its constitution a 
declaration that no member shall engage in any' practice which shall bring discredit 
upon the profession. Unless by specific contract with the passenger in writing, mem
bers must guarantee to passengers that their tickets will be honored. Mr. Linden
berger asserts that no member of the association has ever been arrested for fraud or 
charged with it, and that even railroad officers will certify to the high character of 
these brokers. He adds that the charges brought against ticket brokers by railroads 
are not usually specific, and seldom mention names. 

This witness denies also that there is any general public antipathy to the business 
of ticket brokerage. He asserts that the petitions, and the resolutions of commer
cial bodies, brought to bear by railroad companies in advocating legislation, are 
secured by great pressure and are not typical. The railroad .companies themselves 
recognize that antiscalping laws are not popular with the masses. The agitation in 
favor of antiscalping laws has been most vigorously carried on by the railroad com
panies in recent years before Congress and the State legislatures, but they have suc
ceeded in inducing only ten States to pass these laWs. In New York and Texas the 
laws have been declared unconstitutional, and in the other States they are dead 
letters. The witness asserts that newspapers which attack ticket brokers are directly 
inspired by the railroads, many of their articles being in almost identical form, and 
that many other leading papers have defended the brokers. Labor organizations 
also are almost uniformly in favor of permitting brokerage. The witness would be 
willing that the Government should require a license for ticket brokers, and sub
mit them to any reasonable regulations, but he does not think that the prohibition 
of the practice is justifiable or constitutional. 

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF RAILROADS AND PUBLIC UTILITIES. 

Prof. Frank Parsons, president of the National Public Ownership League, presented 
before the Industrial Commission an elaborate argument in favor of the Government 
ownership of public utilities in general, and with especial reference to railroads, tele
graphs, and telephones.1 The general arguments which he brings forward apply, 
in his opinion, with somewhat varying degrees of emphasis, to all these classes of 
public utilities, as well as to gas and electric lighting plants, street railways, and 
other similar enterprises in cities. Officers of railroads give little testimony on this 
subject, apparently considering Government ownership of railways not a live question 
at present. The discussion of telegraphs,' telephones, BJ;ld municipal monopolies in 
particular in which several other witnesses take part is SUUlmarized below. 

General principia and 8cope of Government owner8hip.-Professor Parsons holds that 
the relative merits of public and private ownership of railways and other utilities 
must be judged not merely by rates and costs of operation, nor by financial results, 
but by the general effect on civilization, government, and progress. He says that 
under private ownership lnaterial interests alone are considered, and that the inter
ests of the owners of the utilities are the first aim, often to the great injury of the 
public. Not merely do excessive rates result from this ainl, but there are lnany 
other evila, such as discriminations between individuals and places in the charges 
and quality of service, overcapitalization and stock speculation, ill treatment of 
abor, disregard of public safety, etc. On the other hand, under Government owner
ship, according to this witness, the ainl in the operation of public utilities should be 

1 Pages 123-193. 
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to serve the interests of the whole people and not to make money, and in countri&ll 
where that system is most highly developed the results have shown that this aim is 
actually constantly operative in the management. 

RateI and CQ/IU of operation under Government and private Bervice.-Professor Parsons 
asserts that the general principle of rate-making under private ownership of natural 
monopolies is to fix the charges at the point that will secure the maximum profit, 
which is not usually the point. either of lowest cost of operation or of maximum use of 
the service. Public ownership seeks a lower rate level with a view to reducing the 
Ct\!lt to the lowest possible point by increasing the service, the endeavor being to render 
the maximum service at the lowest cost of profitable operation. The witness points out 
numerons instances in which governments have taken over the operation of railroads, 
telegraphs, and other enterprises, and have immediately reduced the charges greatly 
as compared with those formerly prevailing. He also compares the average rates 
for hauling a ton of freight a mile in the United StateS and leading European coun
tries, as well as the average rates per passenger mile. These figures show the rates 
on passenger traffic in Europe from one-fourth to one-half less than in the United 
States, but American rates on freight traffic from 40 to 70 per cent lower per ton
mile than in the European countries named. 

It is held, however, that the comparison as to freight rates is greatly affected by 
the much longer haul of each ton of freight in the United States, more than double 
the average haul in most of the other countries. Terminal charges, being an impor
tant element of cost, are proportionately less per ton per mile in the case of the 
longer haul. The witness declares also that proper comparisons as to charges are 
entirely impractical because of the extremely wide difference in conditions of cost 
as between different countries. EYen if it be shown that the service is more efficient 
and cheaper in the United States, this would be largely due to the superior ability 
of American workingmen and business managers, a superiority which shows itself 
as much in contrast with private enterprises abr0a,4 as with public enterprises. The 
only fair comparisons are within a single country, and the fact that countries which 
have gone to public ownership are all uniformly satisfied with it and tend con
stantly to extend its scope shows that it is the best system. Professor Parsons holds 
also that there are numerous and important economies attached to unified man
agement by government and to coordination between different forms of public serv
ice. He believes that by the savings secured in this manner, and by avoiding the 
payment of interest on overcapitalized securities, the United States could save' 
$600,000,000 yearly to the people by public management of railroads. 

Public ownership in relation to politicB.-Professor Parsons believes further that 
instead of increasing the danger of political corruption Government ownership of 
public utilities tends to reduce it. He declares that the powers now exercised by 
quasi public corporations, such as railroads, are essentially sovereign powel'il. Their 
charges, not being subject to competition, in many instances are virtually taxes. 
Their ability to in1luence the prosperity of individuals and communities, to qualify 
the effects of a protective tariff by excessively low import rates, etc., shows the 
nt>eessityof public regulation. Moreover, at present the corporations operating these 
public utilities are constantly tending to corrupt legislative bodies and public officers, 
national, State, and municipal, in.order to secure franchises and other advantages. 
Finally, the tendency of private ownership of railroads and other similar enterprises 
is to build up great private fortunes, thereby introducing a degree of industrial 
inequality which is inconsistent with democracy in political methods and in education. 

This witness does not fear greatly the political dangers arising from an increase 
in the number of civil servants through an exteusion of Governmentownership. He 
would apply strict methods of examination for entrance into service and for pro
motion. While he would favor the gi'anting of very favorable conditions of employ
ment to Government servants, he does Dot thiilk that this would constitute the 
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IKljUst establishment of a favored office class. He does not believe that the ofike
holders would be a large enough proportion of the population to exercise a dangerous 
political influence at the polls,.nor that their own liberty would be abridged through 
the influence of party leaders and superior officers. He points to New Zealand, the 
English cities, Rnd other governments which have greatly extended government 
ownership, as showing the possibility of mini milling or eliminating these evils. 

Desirability of gradual movement toward Government ownership.-In spite of his argu
ments as to the benefits of Government ownership, Professor Parsons does not believe 
that the United States is ripe as yet for public ownership of railroads. We need to 
become more thoroughly democratic in government, to secure for the people more 
genuine control over public affairs before greatly increasing Government ownership. 
It would, however, be desirable at an early day, if not immediately, to acquire the 
telegraph and telephone, and municipalities should move steadily toward the public 
ownership of municipal utilities. The witness believes that there is a very rapid 
growth of sentiment in favor of public ownership, and asserts that in this a.~ in other 
countries the actual extent of public functions is steadily increasing. In his judg
ment the best way for the Government to acquire the telegraph or the railroads 
would be to begin by buying up or constructing a part of the system, and then gradu
ally to extend the scope of the public ownership. He would favor paying to the 
owners of the present plants the full value of their plants as indicated by the market 
prices of securities, even although in many instances the enterprises are greatly 
overcapitalized. 

The question as to the proper basis of charges for the service of public utilities is also 
discussed by this witness. He asserts that it is not necessarily a universal economic 
principle that the charges should be sufficient to pay the costs. It may be that the 
great extension of the use of the service would be of sufficient general advantage in 
promoting intelligence, civilization, and happiness as to justify the reduction of 
charges below cost while making up the deficit through taxation. The movement 
of Government service in the past has been steadily toward doing away with the 
principle of payment by the individual as regards services which are most essential 
to the general welfare. The witness thinks, however, that in general at the present 
time the charges for the ordinary so-called public utilities-railroads, street railways, 
lighting plants, telegraphs, etc._hould, under Government management, be suffi
cient to cover the cost of operation, and that these plants might even be required to 
contribute taxes toward the general public administration, as they have done under 
private ownership. 

TELEGRAPH BUSINESS. 

Professor Parsons1 and Messrs. RandalP and Roberts,' the latter two representing 
the International Typographical Union, appeared before the Industrial Commission 
as advocates of Government ownership of telegraphs, while Mr. Hitchcock urges the 
adoption of the same system, especially in connection with the use of improved 
methods of automatic operation, such as the system invented by Mr. P. B. Delany. 
Mr. Clark,' vice-president of the Western Union Telegraph Company, and Mr. 
Chandler,& president of the Postal Telegraph Company, gave testimony on the same 
subject. 

AUeged uce8sit'e capitalization and clwrges.-It is admitted that the telegraph busi
ness of the country is practically all carried on by the two companies just named, and 
that they work more or less in harmony with one another. While they have no 
definite understanding or agreement fixing rates, there is an understanding that 
secret reductions in rates shall not be made; and at the time the agreement was first 
established, in 1888, certain specially low rates which had previously prevailed were 

Il'ages 179-190 also &14-&7. • Pages 241-260. • Pages ltlti-274. • Pages ~241. • Pages 198-206. 
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abandoned. Representatives of the companies assert that in most more important 
places there is, in a sense, competition between them. A table submitted by Mr. 
Clark, however, shows that average receipts per message have not been reduced since 
1888. Mr. Chandler believes that unified ownership of the entire system would be 
preferable from the point of view of economy, but that the public opposition to 
monopoly would not make it good policy. 

The advocates of Government ownership assert that the charges of the telegraph 
companies are extortionate as compared with the rates in European countries and as 
compared with the actual cost of operation. It is charged especially that the Western 
Union Telegraph Company is enormously overcapitalized. Its present capitaliza
tion, including stocks of minor companies which it has guaranteed, is $135,000,000. 
These witnesses point out that from time to time since 1858 very large stock dividends 
have been declared by the <:ompany, and they hold that at the time of the various 
consolidations with other companies the stocks have been increased entirely out of 
proportion to the value of the new property taken in. They maintain that the 
growth of the system has been almost wholly paid for out of earnings, while at the 
same time ample dividends on inflated capitalization have been earned. It is 
asserted that at the maximum the lines of the Western Union Company could be 
duplicated for $30,000,000. In Ohio, when the attempt was made to increase the 
assessment of the company's lines, it took the matter into court and claimed that 
the average cost per mile of poles in that State, with all the wires, including stations 
and equipment, was only $103, which would make the 190,000 or 200,000miles owned 
by the company worth about $20,000,000: One witness also quotes figures from the 
reports of the Western Union Company showing the cost of constructing of the total 
amounts 01 line added in certain recent years to have been less than $100 per mile 
of poles and $50 per mile of wire. He also refers to statements of telegraph experts 
to somewhat similar effect. 

Mr. Clark denies emphatically that the Western Union Company is overcapital
ized. He says that the capitalization of the company amounts to $645 per mile of 
poles and $130 per mile of wire. He asserts that to say that lines could be repro
duced for $120 or $130 per mile is preposterous, On many lines there are very many, 

. sometimes as many as 200 wires, which greatly increase the cost, while terminals 
and underground construction in cities are very expensive and must be included. 
At the same time the witness declares thl!ot it is impossible to state the average cost 
of constructing a mile of poles with one wire because of the great difference in local 
conditions. The company has spent from $50,000,000 to $60,000,000 in renewals and 
reconstructions since 1866. Mr. Clark also compares the capitalization of the Ameri
can lines with those in Great Britain, snowing that the capital outlay of the British 
Government is about twice as great per mile as that of the Western Union Com
Pany. On this point, however, Professor Parsons remarks that the British Govern
ment when it bought out the lines from private companies paid four times as much 
dB they were worth. 

The rates for commercial telegrams in the United States are all baaed on the mes
sage of ten words, the address and signature being sent free. The rates between 
New York and Philadelphia and a few other near and important centers are 20 cents 
for a ten-word message, with 1 cent for additional words. From New York to adja
centStates, within New England, and within many of the more densely populated 
States, the rate is 25 cents, with 2 cents for extra words. From this, rates range up 
to $1.07, to the Pacific coast. The average receipts of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company, for messages of all lengths and covering all different distances, during 1900 
were 30.8 cents. 

The rate per word for messages in Great Britain, from any point to any point, 
regardless of distance, is stated to be 1 cent, the minimum charge being 12 cents, 
and the average receipts for messages of all lengths actually sent being 15t cents. 
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The rate in Fra1'l.ce is 1 cent per word, minimum charge 10 cents, and average 
receipts for all messages l5l cents. In Germany the ordinary rate per word is Ii 
cents, and the minimum charge 12 cents. The rates in Belgium and Switzerland 
are very much 'lower still, while thOSE:: in Austria are practically the same as in 
France. 

Mr. Clark gives practically the same statements as to actual rates as witnesses who 
favor government ownership. lIe claims, however, that by sending the address 
and signature free the Western Union Telegraph Company handles on the average 
21 words for a 10-word message, and that the rate for an equal number of words in 
European countries, where every word is charged for,'would be usually about 21 
cents, while in many parts of the United States, including distances as great as can 
possibly be reached within many of the European countries, the rate is 25 cents. He 
asserts especially that the average distances to which messages are transmitted in 
these foreign countries, with their dense population, are much less than in the 
United States, and that distance is an important factor in estimating cost, especially 
because of the interest on the lines. On this latter point Professor Parsons asserts 
that the interest can not greatly affect charges, on the basis eVEm of the high capital
ization of the Western Union Company. He also declares that the proper basis of 
comparison is not the cost of sending a possible 21 words on a 10-word rate-though 
he quotes earlier statements·of telegraph officers to show that the average number of 
words sent in the United States is considerably less-but the number of words actu
ally sent per message. The average number for all messages in Great Britain is only 
15. The actual average receipts for all messages, he says, are at least twice as great 
in the United State~ as in most European countries. 

Mr. Clark also calls attention to the fact that the British Government's telegraph 
has .been operated at a deficit constantly, the aggregate deficit since 1870 being nearly 
$40,000,000. This deficit he attributes to the unduly low rates, and especially to the 
attempt to reach small and inaccessible places where business does not pay. To this 
it )s replied that there is no certainty as to the correctness of the division of 
expense between the British post-office and telegraph departments; that the deficit 
is largely explained by the excessive price paid for the lines bought out by the Govp.rn
ment, entailing a heavy interest charge; and finally that the British Government has 
added each year to the operating expenses the cost of extensions and improvements, 
which are represented, in the case of the American companies, by new capital. If 
these expenses for construction be omitted, according to this witness, the total British 
deficit is very small, and in many years there has been a profit. 

Mr. Clark also compares rates from varioQS European capitals and leading cities to 
leading cities in other countries and shows that they are much higher than rates for 
certain corresponding distances in the United States. Other witnesses, however, 
declare that comparisons of international rates, where messages must pass over 
the lines of different countries, are not fair, but that only internal rates should be 
compared with internal rates in the United States. 

Mr. Clark declares finally that the Western Union Telegraph Company has con
stantly endeavored to reduce rates as rapidly as possible with due regard to earning 
a reasonable profit. He points out very great reductions in rates, especially to more 
distant points, since 1866, attributing this reduction especially to the consolidation of 
previously separate lines. A table submitted by Mr. Clark shows the average tolls 
received per message by the Western Union Telegraph Company since 1868. These 
figures are obtained by dividing the total receipts of the company from ordinary 
messages by the total number of ordinary messages, so that the average includes 
messages of all lengths sent for all distances. The average tolls received in 1868 were 
$1.047 per message. By 1875 the average had fallen to 54 cents and by 1880 to, 38.4 
cents. The average receipts in 1885 were 32.1 centsj in 1887,30.4 cents. The receipts 
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rose in 1890 to 32.4 cents. Since 1895, when the average receipts were 30.7 cents, 
there has been practically no change from year to year. 

Mr. Clark declares that while further reduction in rates would doubtless increase 
business, it would not be profitable, because the wires are already being used at 
their full capacity. It is OBserted, on the other hand, that Postmaster-General 
Wanamaker was led to believe that a uniform 25-cent rate throughout the country 
would be largely profitable to the telegraph companies and that a 10-cent rate would 
be possible under Government ownership by operation in connection with the 
postal system. One witness also asserts that the manager of the former Baltimore 
and Ohio Telegraph Company said that it operated at a profit while charging only 
10 cents for many shorter distances and 15 cents between New York and Chicago. 

Ge:neral argument jor G(Y/)crnment owner8hip.-The advocates of Government owner
ship, Mr. Randall, Mr. Roberts, and Professor Parsons, base their argument chiefly 
upon the possibility of reducing rates if the Government should take over the service 
and consider the interests of the public rather than the earning of dividends on an 
excessive capitalization. They maintain that it is the constitutional right, and even 
duty, of the Government to control the means of communication by telegraph as well 
as by the mails. They OBsert especially that there would be great economy from 
combining the telegraph with the post-office, since the offices could be in the same 
buildings and, in many cases, the same employees could carryon both classes of 
servine. It is held that the success of the Government in administe1ing the postal 
system is sufficient evidence of its ability to manage the telegraph, and that the 
experience of leading countries the world over, nearly all of which have brought 
the telegraph under Government operation, is in favor of the introduction of that 
system here. 

l\Ir. Chandler, of the Postal Telegraph Company, is disposed to think that the 
Government could probably operate the telegraph successfully, and that this would 
be especially true if it were able to secure an efficient civil service. Mr. Clark, on 
the other hand, believes that Government operation·wouid result, as it has in Great 
Britain, in a deficit, and that the service would be unsatisfactory. He asserts that 
there is a marked difference between the post-office and. the telegraph. The post
office authorities make use of private means of transportation, so that little capital is 
involved, while the extension of the telegraph involves a large capital investment. 
This witness holds that there would be little economy from combination of the post
office and the telegraph, since in most small places the postmasters would not be 
skilled operators. There would be a constant temptation under local press~re to 
extend lines to places where they would not be profitable, while the increase in the 
number of employees in the civil service w.ould lead to abuses. . 

Witnesses who favor Government ownership assert that most of ~e Postmasters
General since 1844 have favored the postal telegraph. 

Alleged di8criminaiio7UI and other abu8es.-The advocates of Government ownership 
further maintain that the Western Union Telegraph Company is mainly responsible 
for the alleged news monopoly possessed by the Associated Press. ·It is charged that 
the telegraph company serves the papers of the Associated Press at very much lower 
rates than it serves individual papers or small groups of papers on a circuit, and that 
no newspaper ('.an secure the services of the Associated Press without the consent of 
the newspapers in the city or town which are already members of the association, so 
that virtually a monopQly is maintained which reduces the number of newspapers 
published and thus injures the public and especially the printing craft. Mr. Randall 
and Mr. Roberts of the Typographical Union especially insist on this point. 

Replying to these charges, the vice-president of the Western Union Company 
asserts that newspaper rates are of different classes in consideration of the time and 
character of the service and especially of the number of papers in a circuit and the. 
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distances. He lISIlerts. that every newspaper or association of newspapers has the 
same privileges as others under similar conditions. If there be any monopoly in 
the handling of news, it is the fault of the Associated Press itself and not of the 
telegraph company. 

Witnesses also complain that the telegraph company discriminates in the handling 
of meBSages, favoring especially the brokerage business and in some cases the news
paper business. Instances of long delay in the transmission and delivery of private 
meBSages are presented. It is replied by the officers of the telegraph companies that 
there is no precedence given to any class of business except Government business, 
but that many brokers and others have leased wires over which the telegraph com
panies have no control. 

The advocates of Government ownership further maintain that the system of grant
ing franks to public officers is a serious abuse, tending to influence the action of such 
officers in regard to the telegraph business. They also assert that there are personal 
discriminations in giving telegraph franks to private individuals. Mr. Chandler 
admits that franks are given to many public men in the national, state, and local 
governments, and that he woul,d be glad to see the system done away with. Mr. 
Clark asserts that these franks to public officers are granted merely as a matter of 
personal conrtesy and do not represent any quid pro quo. 

It is also argued by advocates of Government ownership that the Western Union 
Telegraph.C<jmpany tends to suppress progress in the telegraph business by refusing 
to make use of new inventions in many instances, and by practically preventing, 
through its monopoly, the introduction of such improvements by others. Reference 
is made especially to the systems of machine telegraphy which have recently been 
invented, and which transmit messages at extremely high speed. To these charges 
the vice-president of the Western Union Company replies that the company has 
steadily improved its service, and that it makes use of all inventions which are really 
advantageous and profitable. 

Labor conditions in the telegraph bUBines8.-Mr. Clark holds that the higher cost of 
labor in the United States materially increases the cost of handling the telegraph 
business in this country as ,compared with other countries. On the other hand, the 
advocates of Government ownership maintain that the Western Union Company 
pays extremely low wages and treats its employees very badly in every way. They 
assert especially that many women are employed, and that, because of the oversupply 
of female labor, the company pays them very much lower rates than are paid to men 
for tfle same service. It is said, further, that a very general strike of telegraph opera
tors in 1883 was caused by the low wages, but that it was unsuccessful, and that 
wages have since remained unchanged.' These witnesses further assert that the 
Western Union Telegraph Company is strongly opposed to labor organizations; that 
after the strikes of 1870 and 1883 it required its employees to take oath that they 
were not members of such organizations, and that practically the same attitude is 
maintained at present. 

Mr. Clark declines to discuSs the attitude of his company toward labor organiza
tions, but says that the company is always ready to deal with its employees directly, 
and he supposes that they are satisfied. He says that wages were not reduced during 
hard times, and have varied little since 1883. He holds that women are paid as 
much as men where they do the same work, but that they can not usually do as 
heavy work as the men. Mr. Chandler, of the Postal Company, says that the aver
age salaries of operators of that company are about $60, and that wa"aes have changed 
little in fifteen years. He says that a first-class operator in Great Britain receives 
about $65 per month, but that he begins at very low rates and that the increase is 
slow. 
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THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM.1 

Professor Parsons, in his general argument in favor of government ownership of 
natural monopolies, refers to the telephone system, holding that all the arguments 
which apply in favor of Government ownership of telegraphs apply to the telephone 
as well. This witness believes that the trunk lines of telephones should be operated 
by national governments, while the local systems could, perhaps, be most con
veniently operated by the municip'alities. The vice-president and general manager 
of the American Telegraph and Telephone Company submitted an affidavit to the 
commission, tracing the history of the development of the telegraph and discussing 
somewhat the question as to the reasonableness of existing rates. The general man
ager of the New York Telephone Company, Mr. Bethell, presents an elaborate dis
cussion of telephone rates and the character and amount of service in this country and 
in foreign countries. 

It appears from the testimony that the American Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany has now practically absorbed the Bell Telephone Company, having exchanged 
two shares of its own stock for each share of the stock of the Bell Qompany. The 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company is popularly known as the Long Dis
tance Company, and prior to the amalgamation with the Bell Company its business 
was apparently confined chiefly to trunk-line service. The capital of the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company on July 1, 1901, consisted of $94,237,500 of stock 
and $15,000,000 of 'Collateral trust 4 per cent bonds. The receipts of the company in 
1900 were $9,534,499, of which $3,846,821 was from the dividends of subordinate 
companies, $2,427,037 from the rental of instruments (royalties chiefly), and 

. $3,027,171 from telephone traffic, the latter item apparently representing practically 
the receipts from the long-distance business. The company paid in 1900 a dividend 
of $4,078,601 and carried $1,407,456 to reserves and sul1llus. It is also stated that 
the entire expenditure of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company and of 
the various licensees operating under it for the construction of plants has been 
$168,474,517. 

Professor Parsons asserts that the telephone rates in the United States are very 
generally excessive, especially where the system is controlled by the American Tele
graph and Telephone Company and its subordinate companies. He states that the 
rates in New York City range from $90 to $240 per year for the use of the telephone, 
while in Berlin the unlimited rate is only $36 (lately advanced to $45). Washing
ton, D: C., has rates ranging from $36 to $135 (1898), while the average rate in 
Stockholm, a city of about the same size, is $20. The average rate in Paris is stated 
by this witness to be $78 (500 francs), while Mr. Bethell says that the Paris rate is 
about to be reduced to 300 francs. Professor Parsons also says that an independent 
telephone company in Boston and adjacent territory is operating at about half the 
rate charged by the Bell Company; that a small cooperative company in Grand 
Rapids, Wis., with 300 subscribers, charges only $1 per month for residence service 
and $2.25 per month' for business service, while paying large dividends to the sub
scribers, who are also the shareholders, and that other independent companies are 
making low rates. 

This witness holds that from $8 to $15 per year is a fair charge for telephone service 
in a smaIl town. It is recognized that in larger cities a higher rate is necessary, although 
he believes that in many cases it would be wiser for the telephone companies to 
reduce their charges with a view to the economy of increased service, since up 
to a certain limit the amount of service can be increased without requiring addi
tional apparatus and operators. He declares further that one reason for the excessive 
charges of the telephone companies is tpat they are greatly overcapitalized. The 
Bell company which operates in Boston and other Massachusetts cities has a capital 
of more than $300 for the line of each subscriber, whereas the independent company 

'PIUIlODS, pp. 173-179, SS3, &\4; Bethell, pp. 777-816; Hall, pp. 817-823. 
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above referred to ,has an equally good system at a capital cost of less than $100 per 
subscriber's line. With regard to long-distance service this witness states that the 
rates in Europe are much less than in the United States. While it costs $1.25 for 
a five-minutes' conversation between Philadelphia and Washington, for a correspond
ing distance in England the charge would be 48 cen'ts, and in France 30 cents; and 
corresponding differences exist for longer distances. • 

The representath'es of the telephone interests present evidence in defense of the 
reasonableness of American telephone charges. . It is stated that the long-distance 
rates are usually on the basis of three-fifths of 1 cent per mile for a conversation of 3 
minutes. In the local exchanges the system of message rates is gradually supplant

. ing that of unlimited rental rates, and these witnesses hold that it is much fairer to 
subscribers that they should pay a certain minimum amount per year~ with an added 
charge for each message above a certain number, rather than that all subscribers 
should pay the same rates. Message rates are considered especially desirable in large 
cities. It is asserted also that the constant changes in telephone methode necessitate 
numerous reconstructions and other expenditures. In large cities, especially, the 
growth of the business makes frequent modifications in the 'plants essential to the 
successful operation, while at the same time the increase in the number of subscribers 
increases the running expenses in much more than equal proportion. In New York 
City, for example, it becomes necessary to have numerous branch exchanges con
nected with one another by trunk lines, and the process of connecting one subscriber 
with another becomes highly complicated, requiring an elaborate plant and a large 
amount of labor. . 

Witnesses representing the telephone companies also hold that comparisons with 
European countries are likely to be misleading. They assert that the lower wages 
and lower costs of material in European countries must be taken into account; and 
they hold furthermore that in none of the European systems is the service equal in 
quality with that in the United States. Mr. Bethell declares that by the adoption of 
the message-rate system in New York the average cost of telephones to subscribers 
has been reduced, and now amounts to only about $85 a y('.ar, although the unlimited 
rate for business telephones is still $240. This average rate of $85, according to this 
witness, is the proper rate to be compared with the European charges which are 
nearly all on the unlimited system. It is replied to this, however, that the average 
is obtained by counting each separate telephone on the many small private branch 
exchanges, which have usually only a single line, ~hile European figures ordinarily 
relate to the separate line service. 

Mr. Bethell enters into a detailed discussion of the system in each European coun
try, stating the rates and the nature of the service. He asserts that in no European 
country has the telephone service been extended as widely as in the United States, 
and he attributes this fact largely to the government ownership of the European 
systems. There are 20 American cities with a population of 200,000 or more, and 
in these, on an average, there are 21 telephones for each I,OOQ people. In Europe 
there are 44 cities of corresponding size averaging only 13 telephones per 1,000 
people. The development of the telephone in many of the European countries is 
confined almost altogether to the capital and a few of the largest cities. To this 
argument it is replied, however, that the most favorable examples have been chosen 
for comparison, and figures as to other American cities are given which compare less 
favorably with those abroad. Great Britain is the only European country in which 
private operation of the telephone exists, and Mr. Bethell asserts that the Govern
ment has so interfered with the operation of the private company in many ways that 
its suecess can not be properly compared with that of other systems. The London 
•• te charged by the private company for a business service is $100 fiat, and the resi
":ence rate is $60. It appears that the British Government is on the pomt of open
ing a public exchange in London, and has authorized municipalitit'8 to establish 
their own plants. Glasgow is about to install a municipal telephone system. 
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MUNICIPAL PUBLIC UTILITIES., 

Prof. Pal'BOns, l in connection with his general argument in favor of Government 
ownership of railroads and other public utilities, especially advocated the municipal 
ownership of gas, electric-lighting, and street-railway systeln8 and similar public 
utilities. Prof. Bemis' also presented arguments iIi favor of municipal ownership 
before the commission, while Mr. A. D. Adaln8,' a civil engineer of Boston, under
took to show that the. municipal electric plants in MlUlSaChusetts have worked more 
satisfactorily than private plants. Mr. Foote,' editor of Public Policy, is inclined 
to oppose munidpal ownership, but to favor the auditing of the accounts of private 
corporations for the purpose of securing complete pUblicity and uniformity of accounts. 

The argument in favor of public ownership, as stated by the witnesses above named, 
is based on the assumption that such municipal public utilities as street railways, 
gas and electric light, and water supply are nattiral monopolies, and that the1'fur
nish such necessary service as to make them essentially public in character. Efforts 
to maintain competition in furnishing these services, it is held, have failed in almost 
every city, and they are now supplied by great consolidated corporations. There is 
even a tendency, these witnesses assert, for single corporations to get control of 
different classes of utilities in the same city, while in other cases a single corpo
ration controls plants of the same class in many different cities. It is argued that 
under these circumstances there must either be thoroughly effective regulation of 
the private corporations operating these utilities, or public ownership. 
In support of these assertions these witnesses maintain that the capitalization 

and charges of private corporations furnishing these services are nsually excessive; 
. that there is little or no connection between the capitalization and the actual 
cost of constructing plants, capitalization being based upon the power to earn 
dividends at excessive charges. It is pointed out that the statistics show thiLt 
the capitalization of street railways in Massachusetts, where careful restrictions exist 
to prevent the watering of stock, is from one-half to two-thirds less than in the other 
States of the Union. On this subject, however, Mr. Foote says that there are very 
great differences in the costs of construction in different places, so that comparisons 
are apt to be somewhat misleading. Professor Bemis declares also that a capital
ization of $3 or $4 per 1,000 feet of annual product of gas is considered ample to 
cover the resl value of plants, but that the average capitalization of gas companies 
in large cities in the United States is about $9 per 1,000 feet. 

As regards prices, it is asserted that the statistics of the United States Department 
of Labor show that the average operating cost of manufacturing gas is only 46 cents 
per 1,000 feet, while if taxes, depreciation, and interest. be added, on the basis of 
legitimate capitalization, the cost will be brought up to 86 cents, whereas the average 
price charged by the large gas companies is $1.14. Witnesses also maintain that the 
cost of electric lighting by municipal plants is much lower-in most instances than 
the charges made by privately owned plants. Statistical comparisons covering the 
municipal plants in Chicago, Detroit, and Allegheny and other cities are submitted 
to prove this statement. An elaborate comparison between municipal and private 
plants in Massachusetts is made by Mr. Adlims. Hedeclares that, if the municipal 
plants be credited for electric .light furnished for public purposes at the average 
rates paid for public lighting tq private companies in Massachnsetts towns of corre
sponding popUlation, it will be found that the municipal plants make earnings, after 
providing for depreciation and all operating expenses, equal to '1.2.7 per cent of the 
actual investment. In all the cities of the State (with a few minor exceptions) hav
ing private plants, the E'.arnings amount to only 10.2 per cent of the capitalization, 
and this witness believes that, because of the regulations of the Massachusetts laws, 

1 Pages 123-198, passim. 'P~es 86-103. • Pages 276-286. 
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the capitalization of these plants represents actual investment. Private plants in cities 
of smaller population, more nearly corresponding to those having municipal plants, 
show a still smaller proportion of earnings to capitalization. Mr. Adams believes 
that these statistics indicate greater efficiency in the operation of municipal plants 
than of private plants. He also shows that the actual cost of arc and incandescent 
lights per lamp hour in public plants is very much lower in most instances than the 
charges of private plants in cities of the same size. These figures are based on a 
careful calculation of interest and depreciation. 

It is also stated there has been a very rapid development in municipal ownership 
and that it has proved highly satisfactory, charges being reduced greatly and the 
operation being in many cases thoroughly economical. 

Mr. Foote criticises all such comparisons as those above set forth, on the ground 
that the accounts of corporations and municipalities are kept in such varying fash
ions as to make the results very uncertain. He asserts that municipal plants fre
quently fail to take proper account of depreciation and other expenses, and that no 
allowance is made for the taxes which must be paid by private plants. 

It is pointed out by witnesses that municipal ownership of public utilities has 
advanced much further in Great Britain than in the United States. They assert 
that the results in that country have been usually very satisfactory; that there is 
almost entire freedom from corruption and extravagance in the operation of munici
pal plants; that the conditions of labor have been improved, and that the charges 
have been reduced. The fact that monopolies can borrow at lower rates of interest 
than private corporations enables them to introduce improvements even more rap
idly than private corporations. 'fhe low fares on the street railways of Glasgow are 
especially referred to as illustrating the advantages of municipal ownership. 

Mr. Foote declares that the one object to be gained in the management of public 
utilities is the greatest benefit to the people. He would favor public operation pre
cisely to the extent that it can be shown that it is more economical to cousumers 
than operation by private corporations. He does not, however, believe that it is 
possible to obtain the same loyal and energetic effort on the part of public officers 
and employees as is displayed by the officers and employees of private corporations. 
He holds in general that the motive of private profit makes a corporation more 
efficient in its management than a public body, and that, if a proper system of regu
lation based on thorough publicity of accounts of private corporations should be 
introduced, the interests of the public could be properly safeguarded, allowing the 
corporation a reasonable profit on its actual investment. Before public operation is 
undertaken on a large scale, in the opinion of this witness, a system of uniform and 
public accounting, both on the part of private corporations and of municipalities, 
should be introduced, on the basis of which accurate comparisons as to costs of con
struction and operation will be possible. If then it shall become manifest that 
private corporations can not be effectively regulated and that public operation will, 
therefore, be more economical, this witness would favor municipal ownership. 

Mr. Foote, for other reasons as well, lays great stress on the desirability of uniform 
. accounting and of supervision and examination of accounts by public authorities, both 
in the case of private corporations engaged in quasi-public service and in the case of 
all of the grades of public administration itself. Such a system, he declares, would 
prevent many frauds and abuses and would permit of accurate comparison between 
the results accomplished by different institutions. This witness holds, and the others 
testifying on the subject agree, that the essentially public nature of such enterprises 
as street railways,electric, gas, and water plants gives to the people the right to 
demand the most thorough publicity from private corporations controlling them. 
The experience of Wyoming, which has established a State examiner with power to 
inspect the accounts of all public bodies and institutions of Massachusetts in regula
ting gas, electric, and street-railway corporations by means of commissions which 
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require nnifonn reports and which have a considerable degree of authority over the 
issue of securities and over the charges, l as well as that of England, are referred to 
as showing the advantages of this system. 

Professor Bemis, in particular, thinks that the steps toward municipal operation 
should be taken gradually and with caution. The desirability of bettering the polit
ical conditions in cities, and the necessity of great improvements in the civil service, 
are emphasized. Two or three witnesses are inclined to hold, however, that the 
greater responsibility placed upon municipal governments will in itself tend to improve 
them. They assert that at present no little corruption in city government results 
from the interference of private cOJ,"porations seeking franchises or privileges, while, 
on the other hand, politicians often exercise a demoralizing influence in the appoint
ment of employees of private corporations performing these services, and otherwise 
interfere with their successful and economical operation. Were these public utilities 
operated by the municipality, continues the argument, the citizens would feel the 
greater importance to their own welfare of good government, and would insist on 
improvements in political methods, and particularly in the civil service. 

Street-railway developmem.-Hon. Charles Francis Adams, of Boston, who was 
recently chairman of a comtnission in Massachusetts of street-railway systems, 
expresses the belief that the introduction of electricity has so greatly changed the 
nature of street-railway traffic as to demand entirely different legislation and meth
ods of granting franchises, and different methods of operating railroads from those 
which have existed in the past. ·Electric roads will more and more operate between 
different cities and through rural districts; they will use larger and faster cars and 
must therefore be usually built on private rights of way and not on the highwaY!l88 

. at present; they will tend more and more also to carry freight traffic. Franchises 
must therefore be granted by State authorities in many instances. The witness 
thinks that probably indefinite franchises, subject to revocation at any time by 
proper authorities, will produce less friction than those which expire at definite 
times. He also states that· European street railways are far behind those of the 
United States, and that whatever progress they make is in the way of copying Ameri
can methods. He attributes this in part to the undue restriction upon the private 
companies imposed by municipal authorities:' 

RAILWAY LABOR. 

Th~ subject of railway labor is discussed almost exclusively, so far as the present 
volume is concerned, by Mr. Fuller, I the legislative representative of the brotherhoods 
of railway employees. For statements of railway officers as to labor conditions ref
erence should be made to Volume IV of the Reports of the Industrial COIllmission 
(Transportation) . 

Conduio1!8 oj entering employment-BlackliIJting.-Mr. Fuller states that some of the 
rules of the railways as to the terms of entering employment are very unjust. In 
some cases, despite legislation prohibiting it, the railways discritninate against labor 
organizations. They frequently require severe physical examinations, and reject 
applicants for tninor defects often caused by injuries received in faithful service. 
The witness especially complains that the practice of blacklisting still exists, although 
perhaps slightly reduced in extent by legislation. After the great strikes of 1894 
many employees were blacklisted. At present, according to this witness, it is the 
practice of the railroads, before engaging a man, to write to his former employers sa 
to his record, giving him in the meantime, perhaps, a probationary employment. 
Railway officers, he asserts, often pursue their former employees vindictively purely 

1 See especially testimony of J. F. Jackson. pp. 842.843 • • Pages 8-71. 
• .Adams. pp. 82tH!30. 
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on personal grounds. Mr. Fuller thinks that legislation should be enacted prohibit
ing railroad companies from furnishing'any record of an employee to another com
pany, whether by private letter or otherwise. 

Mr. Fuller also believes that railroad officers often treat their employees unjustly 
in the matter of discipline and discharge, and that legislation should provide that 
employees be permitted to see and hear evidence against them, and that specific 
reasons in writing should be given for their discharge.1 

Relations of employer8 and emploYee8. "-Mr. Fuller states that the more skilled rail
way employees are organized in strong brotherhoods, some of which include nearly 
all of the employees on many railroads. By means of these brotherhoods much 
better conditions of labor have been obtained. The less strongly organized employees, 
like the'telegraphers, have lower wages and worse conditions. Railroad com
panies usually deal with the officers of the brotherhoods regarding wages and other 
conditions of labor, and often enter into joint written agreements. These organiza
tions have tended to reduce the number of strikes and to make their conduct more 

,peaceful. The witness thinks that the judiciary has often been unjust in the treat
ment of railway employees in connection with strikes, and that unfair advantage is 
taken by the railroads of the fact that they transport the mails. 

Mr. Fitzpatrick,' of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, testified before the 
commission in April, 1900, regarding alleged discriminations on the part of the 
Reading Railroad Company against organized labor. He stated that this company 
had always been opposed to the railroad brotherhoods and had refused to deal with 
their officers. The employees of the railroad have not generally been organized, 
though a few have secretly belonged to the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. 
Shortly before the witness's testimony, he declares, a number of these memb~rs were 
discharged by the railroad, and also a number of men who were about to form a new 
lodge at Shamokin. The officers of the Reading Railroad refused to discuss with 
the men the reason for their discharge. They also stated to the Industrial Co=is
sion that they had no affidavits to present on this subject. 

Employer8' liability.-Mr. Fuller asserts that the common-law doctrine regarding 
employers' liability, as interpreted by the American courts, is particularly unjust 
to railway employees. In a few States legislation has been enacted which extends 
the liability of railroads somewhat, particularly providing that certain classes of 
employees shall not be considered fellow-sElrvants in the determination of liability. 
The witness believes that these laws do not go far enough. The common-law doctrine, 
which exempted the employer from liability for injuries caused by the acts of fellow
servants, has, in the opinion of Mr. Fuller, become absolutely unjust under present 
conditions where the employee knows nothing of the character of the hundreds and 
often thousands of fellow-employees, many of whom, especially on railways, are 
engaged in entirely different branches of the service from himself. The witness 
cites numerous decisions of the courts, particularly in Pennsylvania, holdil.lg various 
classes of employees to be fellow-servants rather than vice-principals of the employer. 
He believes that there should be no discrimination between passengers and employees 
as regards the liability of railroads for injuries. The laws and court decisions in 
different States are exceedingly coftfiicting and unintelligible, and Mr. Fuller holds, 
therefore, that Congress should enact legislation greatly extending the liability 
of interstate railways for injuries.' 

Railway relief a88ociationB.-Mr. Fuller makes an elaborate attack upon the system 
of relief departments maintained by several railroads, notably the Pennsylvania, 
Baltimore and Ohio, Reading, and the Plant System. These departments are sup
ported in whole or in large part by the payments of employees, deducted from their 
salaries by the companies. They pay benefits in case of injury or death from accident. 
The witness asserts that while membership in these organizations is claimed by rail-

1 Fuller, pp. 10--17. IF\1l1er, pp. 10, 11, 69-71. • Pp, 833-840. • Fuller, pp. 35-41 • 
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way officers to be voluntary, it is, in fact, practically compulsory. The forms of 
application for employment on two of the railroads, submitted in evidence by the 
witness, make membership in the relief department a condition of entering employ
ment, while replies from numerous lodges of railway employees on these railroads 
assert that those who were in service at the time the system was started were put 
under pressure to become members. Similar replies from organizations on the rail
roads, which do not absolutely require membershi'p in the relief department as a 
condition of employment, assert that the applicant is virtu8.lly given to understand 
by the oral remarks of officers that he must join the department. The secretary of 
the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg, however, asserts that membership in the 
relief department on the Pennsylvania lines is entirely voluntary.1 

Mr. Fuller especially complains that it is unjust for the railroads to require, as they 
invariably do, that the employee who accepts compensation for injury from the relief 
department must sign a contract to exempt the railroad company from all other legal 
liability for damages on account of injuries. He asserts that the oile motive of the 
railroad company in establishing these departments is to save money by freeing them
selves from damage suits. The employees, he says, pay at least five-sixths of the 
cost of insurance, and sometimeS all of it, and it is unjust, therefore, that they should 
be required to release the railroad company from financial liability. In support of 
his statement regarding the cost of insurance in these departments the witness com
pares in detail the rates charged by the Plant System for insurance in its relief depart
ment with those charged by an old line accident insurance company and those of the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. These comparisons tend to show that the 
Plant System charges much more for equal benefits than either of the organizations 
compared. 
. Mr. Fuller further asserts that the system of relief departments is strongly opposed 
by railroad employees, and particularly by the organized brotherhoods. The 
employees feel that the system is not only unjust in the particulars already men
tioned, but that it tends to prevent membership in the brotherhoods, since the 
employees can not afford to carry two policies of insurance, while some of the brother
hoods require that members shall take insurance. Moreover, it is asserted that the 
employee who has contributed to a relief department, and who will lose the benefit 
of insurance if he leaves employment, is more dependent upon the railroad company 
and less able to push demands for better conditions. 

In support of his argument on this subject the witness submits many resolutions 
from railroad organizations and extracts from their journals, together with a tabula
tion of replies from the local lodges of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen along 
the Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads, to a schedule of inquiries cover
ing many of the above points. I 

CONDITIONS OF LABOR IN WATER TRANSPORTATION. 

Ocean and coCUltwiBe tra1l8Jlortation. I-In the preceding volume on transportation 
(vol. iv, pp. 685 f f) the testimony of the representatives of the ocean· sailors' organi
zation, the International Seamen's Union, is given. In the present volume a small 
amount of testimony is given by another officer of the same organization, Mr. Penje, 
while representatives of the two leading coastwise steamship companies-Mr. Hayne, 
of the Merchants and Miners' Transportation Company, and Mr. Guillaudeu, of the 
Old Dominion Steamship Company-testify particularly with reference to condi
tions of labor in their employment. These two witnesses assert that the conditions 
in the coastwise trade are generally more satisfactory than in the transoceanic traffic, 

I Hayne. pp.414-426; Gnillandeu, pp. 422-451; Penje, pp. 408,409. 
• Anderson, p. 637. 
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and that most oUheconditions which the Seamen's Union desires to have required 
by legislation are already equaled or excelled by the conditions on these vessels. 
The men are employed under written contract, which is read over to them when 
they sign it, and coastwise vessels find little difficulty in securing help. The sailors 
are engaged by the month, but may leave at any port immediately after the ship 
lands. The shipping articles contain a provision to protect the sailors against unfair 
results from too strict enforcement of contract on the part of the employer. These 
witnesses also assert that sailors have ample remedy in the courts for any violation 
of contract or abuses. 

The wages of commo~ sailors in the coastwise trade are stated by these officers to 
be usually $25, those of firemen $40, and of coal passers $30. The representative of 
the Seamen's Union also says that wages are about $25 for seamen as compared with 
$20 in England. Under the law of the United States. only American citizens may be 
employed as officers, but it is stated that the lower grades of employees on vessels are 
usually foreigners, especially Scandinavians, and that the sea life has less attractions 
for Americans than formerly. 

One witness suggests the desirability of amending the laws" of the United States as 
regards larceny committed on vessels. 1 

The representatives of these coastwise lines state that the work of loading and 
unloading the vessels is done wholly by stevedores and not by men employed on the 
vessel. In the South most of the stevedores are negroes. Wages in Norfolk and 
other more Southern ports are about 15 cents per hour, and in Boston and most 
Northern ports 20 cents per hour, although in New York the Old Dominion Com
pany pays 25 cents per hour. 

Labor on vessels on eM Great Lake8.-Mr. Penje, the secretary of the Lake Seamen's 
Union, I asserts that the members of that organization, about 3,000 in number, are 
chiefly employed on schooners, the organization having little control over the 
employees on steamers on the Great Lakes. On the schooners the members are 
mostly all officers and skilled seamen. According to this witness most of the work 
on these vessels, and even on steamers, is done by deck hands, who are far from being 
skilled laborers, and who are more and more replacing the old skilled seamen. The 
conditions of labor on the lakes are so bad that competent men have sought other 
occupations. The deck hands are largely men who can find no other employment, 
and who remain on the vessels only as long as they are forced to, often quitting at 
the first port they touch. This witness asserts, further, that the wages of seamen 
undElX' this competition of deck hands have declined. Ten years ago they sometimeS 
reached $4.50 per day toward the end of the navigation season, but in 1900 they 
began at $1.50 and ended at $2.75 per day, the average income for the season being 
about only $300. The wages of deck hands have increased from about $15 to $20 per 
month. The hours of labor are stated to be excessive, both for SeaIllen and deck 
hands. It is said that men often have to work 24 hours at miscellaneous labor and 
afterwl1rds 6 hours at the wheel. 

Mr. Penje complains, further, that the quarters of sailors and deck hands are too 
crowded, especially on the older vessels, and that in practically 11,11 cases they are so 
dirty and ill kept as to be entirely unfit for human occupation. The food is also said 
to be very poor. The contracts call ordinarily for a cost of 7 cents per meal, and the 
supply is insufficient if the vessel is detained beyond schedule time. This witness 
also asserts that both sailing and steam vessels on the lakes are very generallr insuf
ficiently manned, and that smaller vessels are recklessly overloaded, these practices 
resulting in great danger to employees and to passengers when they are carried. 

Longshore work on the Great Lam.a-The conditions of labor on the docks of the 

1 Hayne, pp. 414, 415. 421; see also bls supplementary statement, p. 824. 
• Penje, pp. 400-402-
8Barter, pp. 806-817. 
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Great Lakes seem to be very much more satisfactory than those on vessels. Mr. 
Barter, the secretary of the International Longshoremen's Association, which has 
its strength chiefly along the Great Lakes, declares that there has been a very 
great improvement in the condition of longshoremen there during the past few 
years, and attributes it almost wholly to the development of that organization. The 
association has about 20,000 or 25,000 members on the lakes, while there probably 
are not more than about 1,500 nonunion men engaged in longshore work. This 
witness thinks that wages have risen 50 per cent sin(:e the organization was 
formed-in 1892. It has won the respect of the dock managers, and is more and 
more replacing the old system of conti'act work in loading and unloading vessels by 
a system under which the local unions undertake to do the work cooperatively. 
Under the old system the boss stevedore or contractor was often a saloon keeper, 
who expected the men to spend much of their wages on liquor. Wages were 
extremely low, and there were many serious abuses. At present the International 
Longshoremen'S Association has an annual agreement with the managers of the ore 
and coal docks on Lake Erie, providing for uniform rates of wages and conditions of 
labor f9r the loading and unloading of vessels directly by the union. This agree
ment also provides for the arbitration of disputes. 

The wages of longshoremen are stated to range from 30 to 60 cents per hour, the 
work of course being confined chiefly though not wholly to the navigation season. 
Under the agreements with dock mima.gers the hours of labor are usually limited 

, to 12. The secretary of the Longshoremen's Association maintains that the charac
ter of the men has greatly improved under the influence of the organization. 
Formerly there was a great deal of drunkenness, and physical contests between gangs 
under different boss stevedores were frequent. The union now has strict rules against 
the use of intoxicants during work, and the men enforce these rules vigorously; while 
the recognition of the union and its scale of wages has done away with the broils 
which formerly occ111Tlld. 

MISCELLANEOUS EVIDENCE. 

A considerable amount of evidence regarding other than transportation matters is 
submitted by various witnesses in this volume. For a summary of their evidence 
regarding most of these'minor topics, reference should be made to the digest, pages 
CCLXXlX-ilCLXXXVD. A few of the more important subjects may be briefly discussed 
here. 

Capilalization and promotion oj corporationa.-Mr. Greene, of the Audit Company of 
New York; Mr. Rice, a promoter of corporations, and one or two other witnesses 
discuss this subject somewhat fully.' Mr. Greene asserts that earning power is in 

, general a proper basis for capitalization, and that there is a "good will" in connec
tion with every prosperous business which makes it worth more than the mere tan
gible value of the plant and property. Tangible value may properly be represented 

, by bonds or preferred stock, and the remaining certain or possible earning capacity 
by common stock. At the same time this witness thinks that it is a mistake for a 
corporation, because of unusually high earning capacity, to water its stock. It 
would be more desirable that it should simply increase dividends. Mr. Rice 
thinks that the amount of capitalization of a corporation, so long as it is in stocks, is 
unimportant, since the market will discover its real value. Overcapitalization in 
bonds, however, leads to bankruptcies. 

These witnesses also discuss the subject of publicity in regard to the organization 
and promotion of corporations. They think that some legal regulation would be 
perhaps desirable, but assert that business men themselves are taking more apd more 
pains to protect themselves in their investnlents in corporations. These witnesses 

, Greene, pp. 476, 482-491; Rice, pp. 7l!2-730, 740; Woodlock, pp. 466. 
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scarcely think it'necessary that the reporjs of corporations at their inaugUration 
should show separately the costs of promotion,-which must necessarily vary greatly 
according to the conditions. 

Mr. Rice refers especially to the exploitation of patents, with which he has been 
intimately connected. He says the capitalization of a compaIiy based on an unde
veloped patent must necessarily be fixed solely on the basis of the anticipated profits. 
The preferred stock should be issued to obtain cash for actual development, and the 
common stock should represent the estimated value of the patent as such. - The wit
ness thinks that the granting of pa~nt monopolies is a great benefit ttl the public. 
He alludes especially to the experiences of the Consolidated Rubber Tire Company 
regarding patents. . 

Publicity oj corporations and protection oj atockholders.-The witnesses 1 just referred 
to discuss also the desirability of requiring greater pUblicity of the affairs of large 
corporations generally. They are all inclined to agree that some added legal 
requirements as regards publicity, both at the time of the establishment of corpora
tions and from year to year thereafter, would be desirable" although they do not 
favor making public too much information, especially regarding corporations engaged 
in competitive business. Mr. Greene, in particular, thinks that in many cases the 
best way to protect the public would be by requiring the examination of corporations 
by expert auditors, who should make only the general results of their examinations 
public. This witness also discusses in some detail the precise nature of the informa- . 
tion which might properly be set forth in public reports. 

Mr. Greene and Mr. Woodlock (of the Wall Street Journal) likewise discuss the 
rights of stockholders in corporations.' They assert that in general the rights of 
stockholders, even those of minority stockholders, are relatively well protected by 
existing laws and court decisions. They see no reason why a bona fide stockholder 
should not at all times be permitted to see lists of all the stockholders; but they 
assert that stockholders should not have the right to demand access to all of the 
financial accounts of corporations, beCaUse this would give competitors and enemies 
of corporations the opportunity, by buying and becoming holders of a small amount 
of stock, to get information regarding their affairs. 

Expurt price8.-Mr. Greene and Mr. Howes (of the Boston Chamber of Commerce) 
think that the practice of American manufacturers in selling goods abroad at lower 
prices than at home, in order to get rid of a surplus, is entirely justifiable, and that 
the same practice is followed by manufacturers in all countries.8 

Reciprocity with Cbnada.-Mr. Howes' presents a somewhat extended argument in 
favor of a reciprocity treaty with Canada. He declares that Canada is even now the 
very best customer for the products of the United States, and that the two countries 
are naturally almost an economic unit. He maintains, however, that because of the 
existence of tariff barriers against the sending of Canadian goods into the United 
States, Canada not only retaliates with other protective duties, but is in general dis
posed to carryon trade with England and other countries as much as possible in 
preference to the United States, and that a greatly increased trade with this country 
would result from a reciprocal reduction of duties. Mr. Howes thinks that free 
entrance of coal from Nova Scotia and British Columbia would be of great benefit to 
New England and the Pacific coast States, while our Middle States could export large 
amounts of coal to Canada. The lumber interests are those which are the most 
strongly opposed to letting down the tariH barriers, but this witness thinks that it 
would be a great advantage to New England especially if she could get free lumber 
from Canada. 

Grain eletJaWr8 and ill8pection.-The subject of grain elevators and the alleged 

1 Greene, pp. 492, 479-49'J; Woodlock, p. 466; Rice, 1'. 7'JG. • Greene, pp. 484, 487, 494; Howes, p. 716. 
I Greene, pp. 477. 478; Woodlock, pp. 466, 467. • Pages 713-718. 
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monopoly in some of the Western States was diI!cussed with considerable fnllness in 
the first report of this commission on transportation. (See Vol. IV, pp. 77~ of 
Digest.) , .. . 

In the present volume "Mr. Telsberg, of the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse 
Commission, entenl IIOmewhat into the subject. He does not think that there is 
anything in the nature of a combination of elevatol'S in Minnesota, or an agreement 
to fix the prices of gmin.· He says that by virtue of the law of that State, giving 
any. perB<?n the right to take land on a..rai1road right-of-way by condemnation for 
the purpose of bnilding an elevator, IIlIIDY independent elevatonl have been estab
lished, and that moreover mrmenl can often load their grain directly into the canl~ 
This witness also disc\l8BeB the system of grain inspection under the Minnesota law, 
as well as the practice of mixing different gnJdes of grain.l 

1 Pages 367-371, S72. 
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TOPICAL DIGEST OF EVIDENCE. 

I. BAILWAY FINANCES GENERALLY. 

(See also lmped.ion of accounts, p. CLXX.) 

A. Capitalization of railroad8 (see also Capitalization of corporations, p. 
CCLXXII).-I. Are American railways overcapitalizedf-Professor RIPLEY says that In 
some roads the capitalization is greatly swollen and in some roads it does not rep
resent more than actual investment. In some roads capitalization covers not only- the 
first cost, but all improvements in tbe road. In others it does not. The old Chicago 
and Alton, for instance, was so conservatively financed that the capitalization rep
resented only 60 .per cent of the value of the property. The relation between the 
capitalization of a road and the value of its property should lie at the basis of the 
determination of what rates are reasonable. A road is not always entitled to earn a 
living interest in dividends upon its capitalization, becaUse a part of that capitaliza
tion may be fictitious. (291, 292, 306.) 

Professor Ripley says that while the selling of bonds at a low figure to persons who 
carry through a deal and the reselling of these bonds at a high figure is not techni

. cally stock watering, yet it has the same effect, He cites the case of the Chicago 
and Alton. Its volume of securities was increased from about $42,000,000 to some
thing like $120,000,000, a large part of the increase going in profits to the persons 
who had the deal in charge. (304.) 

Professor PARSONS asserts that the tendency of thll great railway corporations is to 
build up capitalization all the time, adding together the cost of the original plant 
and the cost of all improvements, reconstructions, etc., until, even with honest book
keeping and without any stock watering, the capitalization comes to be 2 or 3 times 
the worth of the plant, and the face value of the stock and bonds of these corpora
tions is very much more than the cost of the plant or what it could be duplicated for. 
In all the corporations there is more or less watered stock. 

The system of watering railway stocks originated with Vanderbilt when he con
solidated the various railway properties now constituting the New York Central 
system and increased the capitalization from $54,000,000, which was a little more 
than the actual cost of the roads, up to $103,000,000. 

The total capitalization of the railways of the country is a little over $60,000 a mile, 
while the cost of reproduction would be under $30,000 a mile. The cost of repro
duction of a plant is a fair test of what it should be capitalized at. There is a total 
difference of policy under governmental ownership, where there is no water or 
inflation, but exactly the opposite policy of reducing the capitalization from year to 
year. One of the reasons given by the Swiss Federal Council for going over to public 
ownership was that they were surrounded by countries that were aiming .to reduce 
rates to the least possible figures, and that the Swiss roads would pile up the capitali
zation so high that they would not be able to compete. (154-155.) 

Mr: TEISBEaG, secretary of the State railroad and warehouse commission of Minne
sota, states that a district court in his State found that the cost of reproducing the 
Great Northern road, some 1,385 miles, in Minnesota would be an average of $32,000 
per mile. About one-third ofthis amount was the cost of the terminals. The supreme 
court found this to be exorbitant. (365.) 

Mr. SCHIFF, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., bankers, does not believe there is such a thing 
as excessive capitalization. The market value of the stocks and bonds of one trans
portation company adapts itself to that of another company which may have an 
entirely different capitalization. The market value of competing lines adapts itself . 
to a relative level, whatever the capitalization. In the case of the acquisition of the 
securities of one road by another there is not necessarily any danger that the pur
chase may be made at a high figure, which may afterwards be carried in the capi
talization of the two roads. That would depend upon the good judgment of the rail
road managers. During the past year or two acquisitions of this sort have been made 

LIX 
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on much lower figures than now exist. The worth of a stock is its earning power. 
Every other value given is speculative. If a road overissues stock on presumptive 
earnings or extensions or by vote of the board of directors the water in the issue is 
nearly always practically eliminated by the rating which the market puts on the stock 
itself. Very few companies or boards of directors (',an increase their capital stock 
without a vote of the stockholders, and any unjust increase would necessarily be 
done by the owners of the property themselves. Every intelligent shareholder now
adays acts independently, and if anything is proposed by the larger shareholders that 
is not approved by the smaller ones they make themselves very readily and very for
cibly heard. 

As a general proposition it would be impossible to say offhand whether it would be 
a proper proceeding for two roads, each of which had a fair capitalization, to com
bine and double the total capitalization of the two roads in the new line. (772-776.) 

Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, asserts that the capitalization of Amer
ican railroads is low as compared with that of English roads. Some of the English 
roads have a capital of $350,000 per mile. There is a cry against the Erie Railroad 
because it has a bonded debtof$70,OOOper mile, but the property could not be repro
duced for the amount of that debt with a very large sum in addition. The witness 
doubts much the correctness of estimates as to the cost of building railroads, while 
the value <>f terminals is a very important factor. Besides its bonds, the Erie Rail
road, according to Mr. Thomas, has $43,000,000 of first preferred stock, $16,000,000 of 
second preferred stock, and $100,000,000 of common stock. The Erie has been 
through several bankruptcies, which have reduced the rates of interest and fixed 
charges. The witness does not assert that the stock has been reduced by reorgani
zations, but says that the amount of stock makes no difference if no dividends are 
paid upon it. 

Mr. Thomas does not think either that heavy capitalization of a railroad tends to 
increase the speculation in its securities. The contrary is probably the case. 
(551,559.) 

Mr. WOODWCK, railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, does not believe that 
American railroads generally are overcapitalized. The stocks and bonds of A.meri
can railroads combined average only $61,000 per mile of road. This is an increase 
of about $8,000 above the figure 15 years ago. In some instances, however, 
recent reorganizations of railroads have increased securities unduly. This was the 
case, for example, with the Richmond Terminal, the Erie, the Reading, and the 
Chicago and Alton. Various junior securities have been issued which could not be 
expected to get any dividends. Thus Mr. J. P. Morgan, in most of his reorganiEa
tions, estimated the minimum earning capacity and based the fixed charges, going to 
bonds and preferred stocks, on that, but as regards securities dependent upon future 
prospects people could pretty much help themselves. (456.) 

Mr. Woodlock says that the capitalization of British railroads is between $220,000 
and $240,000, per mile, as compared with $61,000 per mile for American roads. When 
British roads were being built, from 1840 to 1850, land was worth a great deal more 
than it is here, and more than it is worth in England now. Moreover, the English 
roads have capitalized every amount, however small, which has gone into improving 
the lines. . Mr. Woodlock seems to imply that the policy was intentionally to increase 
capitalization as much as possible. The best English roads pay from 5 to 7! per 
cent dividends on this high capitalization. (461.) 

2. Proper bam oj capitalizaiion (see also under Taxation, p. CLXXXIX) .-Mr. TALCO'IT, 
assistant to the presldent of the Seaboard Air Line, says that the question of the 
proper basis for capitalizing a railroad is the hardest problem that was ever pro
pounded to him. He does not see how the physical value of the property can prop
erly be disregarded, and yet the public and the financiers appreciate a property only 
for what it will earn. The value of a property and the value of a franchise are two 
different things; but Mr. Talcott thinks, apparently, that both should be considered 
in fixing a value or in fixing a capitalization. (635.) 

Mr. Woodlock does not believe that overcaPltalization has any effect on earnings 
or rates. Earning capacity is the final test of capitalization itself. All other influ
ences tend to favor overcapitalization, but earning capacity tends to keep it down. 
Rates of transportation are governed by conditions into which capitalization does not 
enter at all. 

Mr. Woodlock does not agree with the position of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission that in estimating a reasonable rate the original cost of the road should be 

. considered. It is fairer to consider as a basis the cost of duplication, including not 
merely the physical plant, but the terminals, the acquisition of business, and every
thing which makes an operating railroad. The cost of duplication is $ very different 
thing from the original COIlt. Railroads have naturally become very valuable because 
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of the growth of population, which in many ca.ses has been the result of the presence 
of the railroad, and which has increased especially the value of land for right of way 
and for terminals. Moreover, large amounts of money have been diverted from earn
in~ for the improvement of the railroads, and often no account h8B been made of 
thiS fact in the capital investment. 

Mr. Woodlock believes, in fact, that the existing capitalization of railroads in general 
represents no more than the actual cost of the roads. The cost of a road includes 
many matters not strictly of construction. For example, there is the discount on 
bonds in many caees, which must be wnsidered a part of the cost. It is true that 
sometimes contracts for construction are given to construction companies, often com
posed of officers of the road, at very high figures. But after the whole road is laid it 
IS not finished. Money must be spent on it for years. . 

Mr. Woodlock concludes with the statement that the capitaIization of the railroads 
8B compared with modem industrial combinations is, in general, exceedingly con
eervative. In some instances railroads have been capitaIized at an absurdly low rate. 

(~1 dividend8.-Mr. SCHIFF testified that 8B a general proposition he does not 
believe stock dividends 'are advisable, but there may be exceptions if the stock 
dividend represents C8Bh value or earnings actually retained in the course of years 
from the shareholders. He says: 

"For instance if I own to-day a line of road from New York to Alb8.ny, and want 
to build a branch, say, from Albany to Saratoga, and if, instead of issuing new cap
ital, I take my earnings, or the earnings of the shareholders of the company, to build 
that new road with, I should be justified, after that road is completed, in returning 
to the shareholders their money which has been used for new capital in the form of 
new shares." (77-1.) 

4. Depreciatihn in mlue of property.-Professor RIPLEY says that, in computing the 
value of the tangible property of railroads in Michigan, consideration is taken of 
depreciation in value over first cost. In addition to figuring out the cost of duplica

. tion, the worth of the road for scrap is also estimated. For instance, the cost of the 
steel rails used by the railroads is estimated, how much those rails are worth 8B scrap, 
and how long is their normal life. If the normal life of the rail would be twenty-five 
years, the assumption is made that one twenty-fifth of the difference between the coSt 
of the rails and the scrap disappears in each year. Then if the road has been builtfor 
three years, three twenty-fifths of this difference in value should rightly be deducted 
in order to determine how much the road is worth at the present time. (306.) 

5. Bettermenb/ of railroadB.-Mr. TALCO'l'l', assistant to the president of the Seaboard 
Air Line, says that the cost of additional facilities for handling business is charged 
by some Southern roads to 0:rrating expenses, ~erally with a note that the amount 
h8B gone for betterment, an by other roads, if the improvement is of any magni
tude, to the construction account. New eqnipment is generally paid for out of earn
ings, becauee the usual way to buy it is on the car-trust plan, 1Jlllking payments 
monthly or quarterly. (635.) 

6. Capitalization of the Chicago and Alton Railroad.-Mr. WOODLOCK speaks especially 
of the Chicago and Alton Railroad 8B an illustration of modem methods of railroad 
financin~. For eighteen or nineteen years, until very recently, the road did not 
increSBe Its capitalization nor extend its lines. It paid dividends of 7 or 8 per cent 
on its common stock regularly. Its net earnings were about $2,900,000 per year. 
The road had $22,000,000 of stock and $8,000,000 of bonds. The interest on the 
bonds and rentals reqnired $1,100,000 yearly, leaving $1,800,000 for dividends. Mr. 
Harriman finally bought out the road, paying $175 per share for COIl!lllon stock and 
$200 per share for preferred stock, the entire stock costing him more than $40,000,000. 
He knew that a first charge on the net earning capacity of $1,800,000 could be floated 
at 3~ per cent interest or less. Accordingly he issued more stock and bonds, so that 
the present capitalization is $54,000,000 of bonds, partly 3 per cent and partly 3~ per 
cent, and $40,000,000 of stock. Mr. Woodlock contends that the road is perfectly 
able to pay interest on the bonds and dividends on preferred stock. Mr. Harriman 
made, of course, a very considerable profit. He bought it on practically a; 5 per cent 
basis. It is believed that the syndicate which bought up the road made a profit of 
16 or 18 per cent, but there were other profits not goin~ directly to the syndicate. 
The railroad has meanwhile inCreSBed its length by buymg up a short line, increas
ing the mileage from 847 miles to 900. 

Mr. Woodlock contends that the capitalization of the Chicago and Alton is scarcely 
excessive, 8B regards its effect on rates, for the reason that, though there is plenty of 
money available for profitable enterprises, no one proposes to build another road 
from Chi~o to St. Louis. Another road could not make lower rates than those 
existing. There W8B a project to build a short line, known as the St. Louis and 
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Northern, up to Chi~o. The other railroads did not want another Chicago line; 
there was no need for It. They simply bought it up, and the Alton now owns this 
line. Nevertheless the witness thinks that those who buy Alton common stock at 
40 are likely to get left. ( 458-460.) 

Mr. SCHIFF declares that the recent financing of the Chicago and Alton road by 
his firm was simply a readjustment and not a reorganization. The old organization 
had become so heavy that it was impossible to expand the possibilities of the road, 
and the stockholders decided they would readjust the finances of the company. 
His firm were large stockholders. The charges for dividends and interest in the 
new corporation do not vary 5 per cent from the charges and dividends of the old 
corporation. He is not aware that the capitalization was increased from about 
$30,000,000 to something over $100,000,000, including stock and bonds. He remem
hers very clearly that under the old financing the charges for dividends and interest 
were something like $2,600,000 and under the new scheme they were only something 
like $2,700,000, notwithstanding the fact that about $10,000,000 new money had 
gone into the road. The amounts of stock and bonds were increased, but the divi
dends, which for 30 years had been 7 per cent, were reduced to 4 per cent. There 
is no more temJ?tation to increase dividends from 4 to 6 per cent than would have 
existed before if it had increased the old dividend from 7 to 10 per cent and it would 
not necessarily excite public comment any more to do so. (775, 776.) 

7. Financing of the Ka'TUl(],IJ ()iJ;y, Pitt8burg and (]vIf Railroad.-Mr. WOODLOCK 
s:peaks especially of the financing of this road. It was started by Mr. Stilwell, who 
aimed to build a line directly from Kansas City to the Gulf of Mexico, establishing 
a deep-water port on Sabine Lake, with a ship canal from the Gulf to the lake. He 
raised the money for the road mainly in Amsterdam. The terms of the mortgage 
permitted the issue of bonds at the rate of $25,000 per mile, both for main track and 
for yard and terminal tracks. Whenever the road found itself in need of monev 
it would lay five or six tracks alongside the main track, call it a yard and get $25,000 
per mile of bonds. Ninety or 100 miles of such unnecessary yard track were laid. 
These bonds were mostly sold at from 65 to 70 cents on the dollar, and an equal 
amount of common stock was thrown in as a bonus. It was obvious that the prop
erty could not bear such heavy capitalization and it finally went into bankruptcy 
and has been reorganized. (461, 462.) 

8. Effect of high capitalizatwn on price of 8tocks.-Mr. WOODLOCK points out that 
stock bearing a low mterest sells at a relatively higher price than one bearing high 
interest. If a 6 per cent income is divided between a 4 per cent stock and a 2 per 
cent stock, the two can be sold for much more than a 6 per cent stock, because there 
.are always "prospects." (400.) 

B. Regulation of" 4lBpitalization.-l. Generally.-While Mr. WOODLOCK 
does not believe that overcapitalization is likely to have any special effect upon the 
public as regards rates, he does believe that it may injuriously affect speculators and 
mvestors. At the same time it would be very difficult to protect them. The in
vestor refuses to be protected; "He wants to gamble." Mr. Woodlock seems to 
hold that it would be a good thing to have Federal legislation, effectively enforced, 
restricting capitalization of railroads closely to actual investment. The Massachu
setts legislation on this. subject and the English legislation are both good and should 
be either enacted in a general way by Congress or woven into the interstate-com
merce law. (460-462.) 

Notwithstanding his statements that American railways are not usually greatly 
overcapitalized, Mr. THOMAS thinks that legislation should restrict excessive issues of 
securities by railroads. This would be advantageous both to the railroads and to the 
public, certainly much more advantageous than regulation of charges and other inter
ference. Corporations should be controlled chiefly through their financial machinery. 
The witness would approve the extension of the powers of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission in this direction. (551,559,560.) 

2. Ma88achusettslaw.-Professor RIPLEY says that the cor:poration laws of Massa
chusetts are so strict that no railroad in Massachusetts can Issue a dollar's worth of 
stocks or bonds, can lease another road, can build another spur of side track or do 
anything of that kind without getting the prior approval of the railroad commission. 
The result is that the roads feel that unless they accede to the recommendations of 
the railroad commissioners in matters of rates it will happen that, when they wish to 
carry through some financial operation, the railroad commission may withhold its 
consent. The railroad commissIOn is not empowered to determine rates, though some 
years ago, when the Housatonic Railroad refused or neglected to coml!ly with a recom
mendation of the commission for the reduction of rates at certain pomts, the commis
sion reported the facts to the ~eneral court, which was then in session, and the gen
eral court immediately authorlzed the railroad commission to fix rates on that rOad. 
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Under ordinary conditions the power possessed by the railroad commission which 
enables it to pass upon all financIal operations is BUfficien~ for making the railroads 
acquiesce in such su~gestions as are made. Such power in the hands of the Interstate 
Commerce CommissIOn over interstate roads would give to it the hold over those roads 
which the Massachusetts railroad commission now nas over Massachusetts roads. The 
Massachusetts corporation laws also operate to prevent stock watering and to hold 
down capitalization. The law specifically says that no corporation shall issue stock 
except to the amount of actual investment in tangible, physical plant, and Massachu
setts corporations do not incorporate for anywhere near the aggregate amount of par 
value of stock and bonds per mile which is customary in other parts of the country. 
(292, 293.) . 

Mr. F. JACKSON, a member of the Massachusetts State Board of Railroad Commission
ers, says that the l?olicy of the board in respect to capitalization is one of restriction. 
Its theory is that It is right that the people who furnish the income to the stock
holders in the way of rates should pay profits only upon actual expenditure. The 
statute describes the purposes, in a general way, for which stock and bonds may be 
iBBued. Then the board has to decide whether the particular purposes of the com
pany fairly fall within the general purposes as described by the statute. Next it 
decides the amount of capital which is fairly required for that purpose. If a street 
railway desires to equip its road the board has a skilled expert to determine what the 
fair cost of such eqUIpment would be; if a road is to be built, the board has an expert 
engineer examine into the cost of construction; if real estate is to be bought, the 
board determines the fair amount to be paid for the property. 

There is a statutory distinction and there are distinctions in practice between bonds 
and stock in fixing the amount of capitalization. The bonds must not be in excess of 
the capital stock, and, in practice, the board never allows bonds to be issued until the 
enterprise has reached the stage of completion. Before approving an issue of mort
gage bonds the board examines the assets and liabilities of the railway or railroad, 
determines the value of the property, and sees that it is at least equal to the amount 
of the outstanding capital and indebtedneBB. In determining the value of the prop

. erty the board does not take into account the value of the terminals. (843,844.) 
Mr. Jackson say-s also that stock and scrip dividends are prohibited by statute in 

Massach usetts. (844. ) 
3. Minnesota w.w.-Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State Railroad and Warehouse 

Commission of Minnesota, says that an act was passed in his State in 1887, requiring 
that all stock issued by new railroad companies should be fully paid, and that no 
increase of stock should be made without the consent of the Railroad and Warehouse 
Commission. Since that time the witneBB believes that 3 applications for permission 
to increase capital stock have been made. All have been granted, after full hearing. 
The regulation of stock issues does not apply to the Great Northern Company, which 
holds a charter dating from 1856, nor to the Northern Pacific. It applies only to_a 
few roads incorporated under the general incorporation law. (365.) 

4. Sinlcing fundB.-Mr. RIPLEY says that the only difficulty he sees in the proposal 
to require roads to set aside a sinking fund to liqUIdate their bonds is that the status 
of those sinking funds would be highly complicated if the roads went into the hands of 
a receiver before the final burden of the securities was paid off. (306.) 

C. Bankrnptc), and reor;,anization of railroad8.~ 1. Effect on capital;,. 
zalion.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, says that the same causes 
which make hard times in manufacturing busineBB make hard times for the railroads, 
so that bankruptcy and reorganizations are more or leBB periodical, depending on the 
fluctuations in busineBB. 

It is not always true that railroads with heavy capitalization are most subject to 
bankruptcy. It depends on the situation of the corporation and the nature of its 
busineBB. It can not be said that the reorganizations of recent rears have usually 
resulted in cutting down the aggregate volume of the securities 0 the railroad com
panies. They have generally reduced the bonded indebtedneBB, or in anY' case, on 
account of the lower rate of interest, reduced the fixed charges upon bonded debt. 
In not a few instances the stocks have been increased. Often preferred stocks have 
been created, sometimes in place of a part of the former bonds. It is one of the 
objects of recent railway consolidations to enable the companies to earn some interest 
on these preferred stocks, which, while they have no legal claim upon tha earnings, 
have a moral claim. Nevertheless an increase of securities of this kind is a leBB 
serious burden upon the corporation than an increase of bonds. The bonds must be 
within a reasonable limit or bankruptcy will some time occur. 

The usual way in which reorganization is effected is by a meeting of persons who 
either own or control a large portion of the bonds: They often act in connection with 
a friendly receiver of the railroad. They study the situation to find out what the road 
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can do, and how-its earning cal?acity can be increased, and ascertain where money can 
be obtained. They have to decide what bonds can be scaled down and what exchanged 
for preferred stocks. . The witness does not think that these committees, while appar
ently seif-constituted, are able to endanger the interests of minority stockholders. 
The courts are more and more inclined to protect the minority. They have felt that 
the first consideration was to preserve the public service of the railroad. For this 
reason they have tried to keep the various railroad systems together in the case of 
reorganization, instead of allowing them to become broken up into separate roads, 
with varying classes of obligations and securities. This is the policy of the courts 
during the receivership and in connection With reorganization movements. The man
agers of railroads often take pains to have receivers appointed who are not hostile to 
their interests. There may be abuses by receivers, but to the honor of the courts 
there has been little complaint on that score. It is true that in deciding, in connec
tion with reorganization, whether some lines shall be dropped or others retained, the 
interests of members of the reorganization committee in the separate lines may be a 
factor, but generally the real interests of the entire system are considered. Some 
branches are merely suckers instead of feeders, and these are generally cut off. If 
the minority feel themselves injured by these processes, they have recourse readily 
to the courts. ( 487, 488. ) 

Professor RIPLEY says that most of the reorganizations :which have been had, 
although intended to cut down capitalization, have had exactly the reverse effect. 
While the road comes out of the reorganization with a lessening of its fixed charges, 
the aggregate par value of stock and bonds is, however, almost always greater than it 
was before. The Atchison road, which has been reor~nized three times since 1889, 
has, after each reorganization, had a greater capitalization. The reason for this 
increase in capitalization seems to be that persons who are represented by all of the 
eight or ten different securities resting on a given line are not willing to accept in 
place of their securities others of a lower par value than those which they formerly 
possessed. The result is that many people are satisfied to get a large amouut of 
stock in par value which does not sell for much on the exchange, rather th..n get a 
few shares of something which perhaps will sell higher. They all wish to be remem
bered in the organization by a certain amount of stock which they hope will go up 
toward par later. 

Reorganization is generally intended to wipe out the complexity which results· 
from a large number of different classes of securities. In the case of the Union 
Pacific reorganization, perhaps two or a single class of securities applied over the 
whole line. By the reduction of the number of classes of securities, the problem of 
determining how much capitalization a road has and what the relation of its capi
talization is to iUl earnings is greatly simplified. In most cases reorganization has 
resulted in a considerable cutting down of fixed charges. Financiers are enabled to 
issue new classes of bonds at lower rates of interest, etc. The roads can refund 
practically for 3i per cent or even 3! per cent where formerly they had to pay on 
those fixed charges 6 or even 7 per cent. (291,291, 29!S.) . 

Mr. Ripley says also that a ~reat many 01 the roads in this country are reducing 
their bond issues and substitutmg stock, for the reason that dividends on stock need 
not of necessity be paid in times of· depression, while bond charges must be met 
regularly or else there is bankruptcy or receivership. The difficulty in such substi
tution is that it is only an exceedingly strong road that can issue stock. (304.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, says that there has been a great 
reduction in the rates of interest on the bonded debts. The general basis has been 
reduced from about 7 per cent in 1890 to 4 per cent in 1901. The bonds of the New 
York Central now bear 7 per cent, but could be refunded at 3i per cent. (486.) 

2. Effect of recent reorganizdliOTl8 on physical character of Toad8.-Mr. RICE, banker, 
believes that the financial condition of American railroads is very much better now 
than it was in 1893. Through the various reorganizations which followed the bank
ruptcies of that and the following years an enormous amount of cash has been put 
into the railroads. Thus the Southern Railroad is made up of a number of small 
lines, which were very poorly constructed. Large assessments were levied on the 
stockholders, and the combined road has improved greatly in physical conditions. 
The same is true of roads in other sections. . While 15 years ago the En~lish rail
roads were superior to ours in their physical conditions, the opposite IS true at 
present. (740.) 

3. ReceivershipB.-Mr. RICE says that he secured the introduction of a bill into Con
gress several years ago on the subject of receiverships. It has been the practice when
ever the president of a railroad had bad luck to put it into bankruptcy and appoint 
him receiver, on the ground that he ""as most familiar with the road. The witness 
thinks that if the familiarity of the president brou~ht on the ruin of the road it would 
be better to have some one else act as receiver. l741.} 
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Mr; TALOO'l"l", aarlstant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, thinks that the 
principal cause of the receivership!!, which were 80 numerous several years ago, was 
that the managers in their anxiety to build up big systems bou~ht properties and 
paid more for them than they were worth. In the case of the Richmond Terminal, 
for instance, an exceedingly valuable stock was diluted by addin~ weak properties 
to it nntil its back was broken. This company was not actually meolvent when it 
was put into the hands of a receiver. It was not in default even on a note. Rate
cutting had nothing to do with the failure of this company, nor with that of the Nor
folk and Western, though there have been many·cases of failure due to reckless 
competition. (636.) 

D. Speeulallon In railwaJ' _d other 8eenrities.-Mr. WOODLOCK, 
railroad editor of the Wan Street Journal, expresses the opinion that the majority of 
transactions on the New York Stock Exchange are purchases of stocks on margin. 
By this system, if a man has $1,000 to invest, he can buy 100 shares, par value $10,000. 
He gets whatever profit there is from an: advance, and is lisble for the-loss if the 
shares go down. 

Mr. Woodlock does not believe that speculation in stocks has any permanent effect 
on their value at all The real earning capacity determines the prices of stocks in 
the long rnn. Temporarr fluctuations, even of considerable amonnt, may take place 
without any real change m J.lElrm1Ulent value. This may be due to sympathy with 
other stocks or to the necessIty which compels 80me large holder to sell out ral?idly. 
ThUB, even in the case of the Great Northern, which is on a splendid financial basis, 
there have been fluctuations of as much as 20 points in a day. 

Mr. Woodlock asserts further that the stock exchanges have very strict require
ments as regards stocks which are formally listed. The companies have to furnish 
much information at the outset, and make periodical reports. There are 80me com
panies, such as the American Sugar Refining Company, which are not willing to fur
nish the information required for listing. The stock exchange allows BOme of these, 
known as nnlisted secunties, to be dealt with on the floor of the exchange, but with 
the nnderstanding that greater risk is involved. Unlisted securities are mostly 
.. industriaJ.s.." The witness believes that, if poBSible, legislation requiring the fur
nishing of adequate information regarding corporations should be enacted. (465, 
466.) 

Stock gambling.-Professor P Al!IlONS states that one of the evils of overcapitalization 
in private monopolies is that it creates a mania for speculation and stock gambling 
in New York and other cities, which is very detrimental to the industries of the 
conntry and also detrimental in its effect on yo~ men especially. If these indus
tries were controlled by the public the opportunities for stock gambling would be 
done away with. (155,156.) 

Mr. GREENB, of the Audit Company of New York, asserts that the trade on the 
New York Stock Exchange is all legitimate. No member is allowed to resort to 
bucket-ehop practiceB--i!imply betting on the market, without actual buying and 
selling. ( 483. ) -

Wall IIlred and banking 1wuBeB.-Mr. ScHIFF testifies that "Wall street" in the 
sense in which it is generally used means the stock exchange, which is 80mething 
entirely different from the banking business. Large banking houses have only to do 
with Wall street in 80 far as it represents a market for securities. Speculation is an 
entirely different thing. The enormous rise in values which has lately taken place 
(1901) has to a great extent been the result of market speculation. "People went 
insane and went into what is popularly termed Wall street and bought on margins, 
and naturally 80mething had to occur, as it always does, to bring down these unrea
BOnably inflated prices, and it did occur." 

American wealth and prosperity will keep prices to their natural level. Legitimate 
capital and property can never be used to build up a level of prices which is not 
justified. The American banker did not come to the aid of the speculator, but merely 
saved the legitimate owners of securities from being compelled to sacrifice them at _ 
any price. (776.) 

Ntn1.h.ern Ptreifk Railroad camer.-Mr. RICB says that he nnderstands that an injnnc 
tion was issued to compel the holdel"B of the stock of the Northern Pacific to settle 
with the short sellers on a basis of $150 per share, on the ground that where there is 
a physical impossibility of ~rforming the contract it can not be enforced. (742.) 

E.. Amerlean lIeeuritiell held in Europe.-Mr. BcIlIFP testifies that 
nobody can estimate correctly the proportion of American securities held in Europe, 
but he believes the amonnt 18 exceedingly small and the greatest protection to th" 
welfare and prosperity of this country, the great strength ;)f the conntry, lies in the 
fact that Europe holds 80 few of our i-ailroad. securities. (776.) 

16A:--V 
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F. Recent Increased earnin~s of railroads. (See also, in relation to 
rates, p. LXXIv).-'-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company, of New York, says that there 
is a very great increase in the earnings of railroads in the last few years as compared 
with their earnings during the period of depression, and even before 1893. This 
increase is due, first, to the general prosperity of the country and the greater amount 
of trade shipped, and, second, to the improved methods of the railroads. They have 
heen forced to learn how to do business better-for example, to increase train loads 
in a way that was thought impossible 10 years ago. The lower rates of interest on 
bonds will also leave more for the stockholders than formerly. (486.) 

Mr. NICHOLSON, manager of the Central Rail way Clearing House, testifies that there 
has been a general increase month by month in the railway business of the country 
for the last year, 1900--1901. The maintenance of rates and the general prosperity 
of the country have brought this about. (727.) 

Mr. RIPLEY says that some of the roads at the present time are paying a low 
rate of divj.dends because they are turning a large amount of surplus earnings back 
into the prop-erty in straightening curves, putting up new stations, and developing 
terminals. (304.) 

Economy of operation.-Mr. NICHOLSON testifies that the railroads are attempting 
to increase the service of each car. One way in which this is done is by demurrage 
cha~ being applied to stations holding cars. The clearing-house system contributes 
to thIS end, the cars being moved quicker. (728.). . 

Southern rauroadlr-physical conditioo.-Mr. TALCO'M', assistant to the president of 
the Seaboard Air Line, says that railroads in the Southern States have greatly 
improved in recent years in every respect, as to track, weight of rails, capacity of 
engines and cars, and equipment generally. Theyare improving every year. (635.) 

n. CONSOLIDATION. COMMUNITY OF INTEREST. POOLING. 

A. The movement toward consolidation and community of 
Interesl.-1. Generally.-Mr. WOODLOCK declares that community of ownership and 
railway consolidations were the direct outcome of the restrictions upon less formal 
agreements and combinations between railroads. The movement goes back to the 
interstate-commerce law, prohibiting pooling. One by one the decisions of the courts 
have made impossible the other forms of organization which took the place of pool
ing, the trans-Missouri decision taking away the last method possible. Mr. C. P. 
Huntington seems to have been the first to develop the communitl-of-ownership 
principle. It has always been the case that seven or eight groups 0 bankers were 
lD a position to control 75 per cent of the railroad mileage of the country. They 
have simply come together in an informal manner. Thus the Vanderbilts and the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Company agreed as regards their respective systems to "keep 
everything quiet," and cease excessive competition, rate cutting, discriminations, etc. 
This is at least what is supposed to have taken place. In any case the trunk-line situ
ation has become quiet, and the same is true of the soft-coal situation. In other 
cases it has seemed to the railroads necessary to secure actual control one of the other, 
as in the case of the purchase of the Southern Pacific by the Union Pacific. (462.) 

Mr. SCHIFF, a member of the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., of New 'york 
City, testifies that his firm has had leading interests in the reo~anization of the 
Union Pacifi'.l Railroad and to BOrne extent the Baltimore and OhIO Railroad. He 
says the community-of-interest idea arose in the desire of the railroads to protect 
themselves against the demoralization and depression in the values of their proper
ties, which was brought about by anti pooling legislation. The c~tting of rates 
brought about by competition demoralized the railroad jnterests and was not bene
ficial to shippers. This competition resulted in a gradual coming together of the 
railroad interests and induced them to buy into one another's properties-that is. the 
competing lines bought stock, directly or through large stockholders, in the other com
peting roads. This process has been going on on a large scale, and while not yet 
completed it will naturaily bring about some protection to the properties and will be 
of great benefit to the laboring man and will give security to the shipper, as well as be 
beneficial to the owner of railroad property. The final result will be a .. community 
of interest between railroads, shipllers, and labor." (39. ) 

Nothing like general consolidation of railroad properties is intended by this pro
ceeding. There will not necessarily be an absorption by one company of another. 
The establishment of a community of interest does not necessarily involve any strug
gle for the transfer of control from one party to another. Ordinarily these processes 
have been accomplished by direct acquisitions of stocks, by the railroads or large 
owners, but not necessarily of controlling interests in the stock. The object Bought 
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is not higher rates, but nniform, equal, Bteady rates, and when the general public 
understands the situation there will be no fear as to the resnlt and no misapprehen
sion as to the wisdom of it. The commnnity-of-interest idea can not be applied to 
all the railroad property in the country. All that can be expected for the present is 
to bring certain great competing systems into harmonious action. The trunk lines 
and the transcontinental lines are likely to be embraced. (770-771.) 

2. Pooling and oonMJlidation.-Mr. GRBBNB. of the Audit Company, of New York, 
eays that people interested in railroads are rather glad that the law authorizing pool
ing did not pass, because, being prohibited from pooling, the raiJroads have been 
foreed into consolidation with its attendant advantages. The pool keeps the meth
ods of bneinel!l! of the separate roads el!l!eDtially unchanged. It merely sustains 
prices. Consolidation permits economies in operation. (473. ) 

Mr. WOODLOCK declares that even if a law were passed allowing .the raiJroads to 
form pools they probably would not do so. The commnnity-of-ownership method 
has been found the safest solution of the problem of railroad competition. None of 
the former 98I!OCiations were of any great value. --There were disputes and rate cut
ting half the time. Now the earne JM;Ople·happen to be directors of many of the 
railroads, and if one road makes special rates or discriminations it can be reached at 
once by men who control other roads. (463.) 

3. O:mtrol of Intentate C\:nnmera: <»mmiMion tlII affeded by oonMJlidatWn of railf'Oflda.
Mr. GBBBNB, of the Audit Company, of New York, thinks that the movement toward 
the consolidation of railroads may make neceseary additional control by the Inter
state Commerce Commission. It may be that the present tendency will finally lead 
to just the condition which the Interstate Commerce Commission has been seeking. 
(473.) 

Professor AnAKS, statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission, says that 
probably the present tendency toward contractnal consolidation is in part due to the 
mability of the roads to pool. If that is true Government control over these great 
consolidations is just as important as increased control would have been if Congress 
had legalized pools. (386.) 

4. Cbmbinalion of trunk lines and tJoanBoontinenial lines.-Mr. ScHIFF says that he 
does not know of any financial interests trying to control any two of the great trans
continental lines west of the Missouri River. He eays the great railway systems of 
the country are divided into two divisions-the lines to and those beyond the Mis
eieeippi or Missouri River. East of that division line are the great trunk lines and 
west of it are the transcontinental lines. He does not believe that the trunk lines 
have any desire whatever to extend their lines and thus control the transcontinental 
linea, or to construct additional lines west. There is always a limit to the freight 
bneinel!l! which one system can handle, and traffic questions in the different sections 
of the country are different. The heads of the trunk-line systems on one hand and 
the transcontinental systems on the other are very wisely desirous of keeping a~ 
Any of the transcontinental lines would prefer to have every trunk line' come to It on 
equal terms and nee its facilities of transportation. (772.) 

The witnel!l! has seen a statement in the paper that the remaining $60,000,000 
of bonda of the Union Pacific Road out of the $100,000,000 authorized were to be 
assumed to secure the purchase of stock in the Northern Pacific by the Union Pacific 
interests, but preferred not to make any statement with respect thereto, saying that 
it was a leading question. (776. ) 

5 . .Railway COMOlidatiom and agreernent. in Cblorado.-Mr. GBlFFlTH, representing 
the Denver Chamber of Commerce, says that he understands from newspaper reports 
that the Colorado Southern Railroad has acquired a half interest in the Colorado Mid
lend, and also in the Rio Grande Western, which runs froJD the Colorado line to Salt 
Lake City. It is also claimed that the Missouri Pacific has acquired control of the Den
ver and Rio GraBde, and a half interest in the Rio Grande Western. and that it is trying 
to get control of the Colorado Southern. There is also a report that the Union Pacific 
is trying to control the Colorado Southern. The witnel!l! does not know what the 
effect of such consolidation would be upon rates, although they would certsinly 
reduce competition. (855. ) 

lIr. GBlFFlTII thinks that the fact that the 5 railroads reaching Denver from the 
f':8Bt have all maintained the earne rates firmly would indicate that they must have 
some agreement for the maintenance of rates. (856.) 

6. <»mbination of Union Paciji£, Sot.IJMm Pacific, and Central Pacijic.-Mr. WOODLOCK 
says that the Union Pacific Railroad Company bas recently substantially bought con
trol of the Southern Pacific. It will be possible, however, for the two systems again to 
separate, and it may not be unlikely. The Union Pacific was originally designed as 
a continuous line with the Central Pacific fro!D Ogden, and the ownership of the 
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Central Pacific by the Southern Pacific forced the Union Pacific into the combina.
tion. The Southern Pacific may now sell to the Union Pacific the stocks and bonds 
of the Central Pacific,' in which case the occasion for the control of the Southern 
Pacific by the Union Pacific will largely have disappeared. (462. ) 

Mr. STuBBS, third vice-president of the Southern Pacific Company, eays that this 
company is a Kentucky corporation! which has authority to own and operate rail
roads and do sundry other things wnich railroad companies ordinarily can not do. 
lt controls byo'l'lmership of a majority of all of the stocks a number of separate rail
roads which make up what are known as the Atlantic system and the Pacific system 
<if the Southern Pacific lines. Originally the Atlantic system included all. lines east 
'of EI Paso, the Pacific system all west, including the lines as far as Portland, and the 
Central Pacific line from San Francisco to Ogden. The laws of Texas forbade the 
'leasing of Texas roads, which necessitated the separate operation of the Texas lines, 
so that nominally the Atlantic system now lies east of the Texas State line. (757.) 
. Mr. STUBBS asserts that from the first construction of the Southern Pacific and Cen
tral Pacific railroads they worked in entire harmony, being under common control, 
though not under strictly common ownership. Since about 1885 the Southern Pacific 
Company has held a lease of the Central Pacific. Quite recently there has been fur
ther combination, amounting to a merger of interests, concerning which this witness 
is not familiar. 

Mr. Stubbs denies that there has been any tendency to divert traffic from the Cen" 
tral Pacific to the Southern Pacific lines, because of the fact that the Southern Pacific 
owns other lines to the east, and thereby would get a longer haul than over the 
Central Pacific west of Ogden. He eays that the Central Pacific connects at Ogden 
with the Union Pacific, and through this and the Rio Grande Western with the' 
Burlington, Missouri Pacific, the Chicago and Northwestern, and numerous other 
'railroa.il.s. .All of these more eastern railroads have well-equipped soliciting agencies 
in San Francisco and Los Angeles, and solicit business going over the Central Pacific 
lines. The Southern Pacific has also a soliciting ~ency, which tries to get freight 
for the southern route, and this practice on its part IS the only foundation for a com
plaint that there has been a discrimination against the Central Pacific which tended 
to decrease the value of the Government's securities based on that rate. The witness 
'supposes that the Southern Pacific has the legal power to direct the route which 
freight shall take, but it has not exercised that power except in the case of oranges, 
where it was done in order to break up a system of rebates by Eastern connecting 
lines. (757, 764.) 

7. Penmylvania and BaUimme and Ohio railroada.-Mr. ScHIFF testifies that he is 
very certain that the Pennsylvania Railroad does not own a controlling interest in 
the Baltimore and Ohio. He is quite certain that only the smallest percentage of 
the directors of the Baltimore and Ohio are in any way connected with the Pennsyl
vania Railroad system; .Any company owning less than 50 per cent of the stock of 
another company can not be said to have a controlling interest in ,the latter company. 
He does not know how the cooperation of the Pennsylvania system with the Balti
'more and Ohio has been reached. (771,772.) 

8. Northern Pacific stockflurry.-Mr. SCHIFF testified in May, 1901, that he was not 
aware that there has been any contest in respect of the Northern Pacific and Union 
Pacific stocks. There may have been some Wall street speculation. He explained 
the phenomenal rise in Northern Pacific stock on the ground that somebody had sold 
something he did not have, and could not get it when he wanted it. He never listens 
to rumors, and knows nothing about Wall street gambling. (772. ) 

9. Large and 8'I1IaU railroada in the Somhem States.-Mr. DUNLAP, who is the receiver 
of the Gainesville, Jefferson and Southern Railway, a line 65 miles long, and the 
general manager of the Tallulah Falls Railway, 20 Iniles long, declares his belief that 
short railroads such as these can no longer operate profitably, aBd that they will 
more and more tend to become absorbed in large systeInB. One of the two roads 
named is insolvent and the other makes no money. The large systeInB are at present 
(1900) all prosperous. The Georgia railroad commission fixes the same maximum 
limit of rates for the short lines in sparsely settled territory as for the trunk systems, 
and the short lines can not afford to carryon business at these low rates. Neverthe
less a special arrangement is made by the commission in favor of the Tallulah Falls 
road because it is so short and poor. On the Gainesville road, however, the rates are 
the eame as the local rates on the Southern Railway. (1,2.) 

B. Effect8 of consolidation and commnnlty of Interest on rate8 
and the publlc.-l. GeneraUy.-Mr. GREENE believes that consolidation of rail
roads will result in great economies, and therefore ultimately in lower rates to the 
public. Even community of interest without absolute combination effects some 
econoInies, though to what extent it will have that result in the future is a matter of 
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guesswork. As yet there is little absolute common ownership among railroads, such 
as we find in the case of industrial combinations. By common ownership of railroads 
it will be possible to eliminate the expensive ticket offices of competing lines in the 
cities and to reduce the number of employees and officers in various ways. In fact, 
one of the serious results will perhaps be the displacement of railroad officers. ' 

Mr. Greenefeels confident that the reduction in expenses through consolidation will 
ultimately lead to reduction of rates. There is a constant demand for low export 
rates and special rates on the part of large industries. Such low rates are necessary 
in order that the bnsiness can be carried" at all. When low rates are made for these 
special reasons, other persons observing the fact will demand lower rates and ulti
mately will succeed in gettin~ them. Anythin~ that will enable a railroad to do 
bneineee more cheaply will ultimately benefit the public. All the conditions in this 

,country tend to enforce lower railroad rates. Accordingly, although the reason for 
railroad combinations is selfish, the hope of profits being the main lever in this as in 
all business movemt>nts, it is a step m progress for the entire community. Mr. 
Greene believes that the movement toward consolidation will go still further. (484, 
485,.487.) 

Mr. THOHAS, of the Erie Railroad, believes that by consolidation great economies 
can be secured, and that chargee are sure to be lessened wherever economies are intro
duced. The Erie Railroad was formerly made of three separate corporations. By 
combination the expense of maintaining two sets of officers and organizations has 
been eliminated, and the public has benefited b;V the saving. (559.) 

Mr. MCGOVERN; of the Southern classification committee, says that there is a 
strong tendency toward the consolidation of railroads and he can not foresee what 
the final outcome will be. He does not favor consolidation beyond a limited e~nt, 
but thinks there should be several large systems, with healthy competition. He 
believes there will be eventually 5 or 6 separate systems in 'the South, which 
may all work in harmony to the extent that the separate owners of the properties, 
may agree among themselves and in a general way maintain rates. The Georgia 
Central and the Southern Railway are competing systems, and will be so until they 
are actually taken under one management and have the same traffic officials. Con
solidation without competition would be a bad thing for the roads, as well as for 
everybody else., It would not be a good thing for the railroads of the United States 

, to be under one management. Competition brings about a fair relative adjustment, 
which the carriere believe is to the mterest of the patrons and of the roads them
selves. Rebates and such like discriminations, however, would be very much dimin
ished by consolidation and might be wiped out entirely. (682, 683.) 

Hon. CHABLII8 FRANCIS ADAMS, of Boston, says that railroad consolidation is a 
thing which should be left to work out its own results in its own way, with as little 
hampering as poBSible. It is found that the large cOrporation, while its, political 
power is undoubtedly great, has proportionately increased responsibility, and, it is 
far easier to handle it. It gives better and more satisfactory service than a number 
of small corporations. (829. ) -

Mr. McLEoD, in connection with his views regarding -the desirability of commu
nity of interests among the anthracite coal roads, declares his belief that the com
munity of interest principle in general is an advantageous one. Whatever will make 
railroad rates reasonable and stable will increase the prosperity of the country. 
Such combinations can not tax the people, not only because of competition, but because 
of 'public opinion. " You can't get any combination of capital that is big enough in 
thIS country to rob the people." (571.) 

Mr. ScHIFF declares that the law of competition will be preserved. Capital is 
becoming so strong and so easily obtained that the moment compensation for anr 
service is demanded at a higher rate than that at which it can be produced competi
tion will set in. He doubts if any additional tranecontinentallines will be built, but 
believes that if a consolidation of those lines of road should be effected it would 
result, ]lIlrhaps, in bringing about the construction of another line. (717.) . 

Mr. WOODLOCK believes that railway consolidations and commumty of interest 
will certainly tend to prevent disturbance of rates. Rates are already more stable 
than they have been for 30 years. The witness thinks, further, that the new com
binations will not raise rates. It will be to their interest to economize in manage
ment and to keep rates stable rather than high. ( 463. ) 

Mr. LANGLEY, of the Merchants' Association of New York, thinks that the commu
nityof interest plan may eventually be of some benefit to New York in eliminating 
the differential which exists in favor of the Southern seaboard cities. The merchants 
of New York have never objected to a direct increase in rates. They are particularly 
-interested in having each merchant or each shipper secure the same rate, so that no 
'one shall have any advantage over the other. The difference in the rate of freight 
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practically has the effect of giving one man such an advantage in business as to drive 
out a competitor who does not secure the same rate. The community of interest will 
perhaps abolish these practices of differentials and discriminations, because there will 
be no longer any reason to put out these inducements or to indulge in secret practices. 
The community of interest is likely to deprive the people of the advantage of the 
cheaper shipments by water. Every merchandise line on the lakes is owned by the 
railroads; the same with the Erie Canal. (874.) 

Professor PARSONS states that in this country there have been about 5,000 railway 
corporations, but that by consolidation the number has been reduced to 2,037. Only 
about 863 are independent operating companies, the others being subsidiary compa
nies leased or controlled. These figures show a tremendous movement toward con
centration and coordination even imder private ownership. Coordination naturally 
would result in the very greatest economy if the whole railroad system of the conn. 
try could be run under one harmonious plan and in full coordination with the tele 
graph, telephone, and postal service. It would get rid of unnecessary stations
accounting offices, etc. However, to bring about consolidation under private own' 
ership would result in establishing so colossal a power in the hands of a few men that 
it would be more dangerous than the present system, and the only way to get the 
benefits of consolidation is through J?ublic ownership. (149.) 

Mr. RICE, banker, believes that legISlation to prevent the consolidation of railroads, 
or the lease of control of one railroad by another, would be a great mistake. Con
solidations such as that which has resulted in the Southern Railwail have improved 
the service and benefited the public. It will not be possible for a the railroads of 
the country to go under a single control. There are too many people who have 
other interests. The difficulty of consolidation has recently been shown in the 
attempt of the Northern Pacific to secure the Burlin~n. The witness does not 
know, however, but. that there may be Bome limit to the wise combination of 
railroads. ( 742. ) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, ~neral freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, does not thmk that the influence of competition on the traffic lines centering 
at New York would be eliminated even if their competition with each other were 
destroyed by consolidation and community of interest. The roads could not even 
then raise rates arbitrarily unless they wanted to go out of business or to shut out 
certain classes of business.· Though there were no other lines running to New York, 
there would be other lines running to other markets. Any arQitrary raising of rates 
would turn a very large amount of profitable business over to those other markets 
and other lines. Mr. Griswold does not think that the plea for consolidation has 
been that' rates have been reduced below the proper paying point so much as that 
the established rates have not been maintained, and that consolidation would increase 
economy of management. (624,625.) . 

2. Effect of COfI8Olidation on capitalization.-Mr. RICE alludes to the fact that certain 
recent railroad consolidations, such as the absorption of the Chicago, Burlington 
and Quincy and that of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, resulted in the exchange 
of stocks of the roads absorbed for bonds of the absorbing road. He believes that it 
is always a mistake to convert stock into bonds, thereby creating a fixed charge, in 
the inability to pay which the corporation must go into bankruptcy. (740.) 

Professor RIPLEY says that in many cases where one road has leased another the 
controlling road pays dividends both on its own capitalization and on the stock and 
bonds of the leased road, though the arrangement entered into depends entirely on 
the terms of the lease. (297;) 

3. Effect of COfI8Olidation of Southern railuraY3.-Mr. WILSON, of the Cincinnati Board 
of Trade, believes that if the Eastern and Western roads leading into the South should 
be consolidated the rates would perhaps be adjusted more satisfactorily. There 
would be no excuse to offer on the ground of competition. Cincinnati suffers now 
because the Southern Railway is controlled by interests which are dependent upon 
the prosperity of the Eastern territory for their income. A consolidation of the 
Pennsylvania system with the Louisville and Nashville would not injure Cincinnati. 

(6::·1,ect of a community of interest or of a COfI8Olidation of the Atlantic Coast Line Rail
uraYB.-Mr. MARKHAM states that if the Atlantic seaboard lines should become prac
tically operated under one policy and community of interest, or by a consolidation, 
it would have a very salutary effect upon the course of business. The trouble with 
the cutting of rates to-day is not in diminishing the revenues of the railways so 
much as it is in extertninatmg business men of all kinds excepting the large enter-
prises that get better rates than the small individuals. With a community of inter
est or a consolidation, the first thing that would be done would be to give to every 
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one equal rates. The benefit to the railroads would come. from the fact that they 
would not be obliged to make the reductions because of the action of unscrupulous 
lines which can not ~t buaineaa in any other way. If there were a community of 
interest it would be unpoaaible for any railroad to withstand the reasonable or legiti
mate demands of any town or community served by it; the interests of the railroads 
and the communities are mutual. ( 432.) 

5. Effect of consolidation oftransctmtinental railroads.-Mr. WHEELER, of the San Fran
cisco Board of Trade, e~reaaes the belief that the establishment of ocean-to-ocean rail
roads would be a good thmgforthePacific coast. For thisreaaon he is inclined toapprove 
the combination of the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific under the Vanderbilt 
interests, which at the same time control the Chicago and Northwestern and Eastern 
trunk lines, giving them a through route. He does not know that the combination 
of the Great Northern and Northern Pacific with the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
will particularly help the coast. It merely extends somewhat the terminal points in 
the East of these railroads. ~f, however, as will probably be the next step, these rail
roads acquire the Erie or BOme other trunk line, securing an ocean-to-ocean system, 
advantage to the coast will probably result. This advantage of transcontinental lines 
would come from the fact that the railroads would no longer have the motive of 
building up the Middle West cities at the expense of the cities on the Eastern seaboard 
and of San Francisco and other Pacific coast cities. At present the railroads seek, by 
m~ lower rates from Chi~o and other inland cities than prevail even from New 
York, in the face of sea competition, to build up those cities and secure traffic at the 
points of origin of the railroads. With lines extended to the Atlantic seaboard there 
would be no object in this policy but the railroads would get the hauls as readily 
directly from the Atlantic coast. They could then say that each city must stand on 
its own natural position, and would not try to rob the Atlantic and Pacific coast cities 
of the advantage which water transportation gives them. (747.) 

Mr. STuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, does not think that the recent com
munityof interests between the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads ought 
to have any effect on their rates or operation. He does not even think that if a com
bination were made between these two roads and the Northern Pacific these three lines 
would bein a position to control rates aside from sea competition. There would stillbe 
the competition of the Santa Fe, Great Northern and other roads, and no rate could be 
enforced which was not agreeable to an of the lines. Mr. Stubbs, however, believes 
that the establishment of a community of interests between railroads in the Western 
States or in any other given section is the only effectual way in which unjustdiacrim
inations and constant fluctuations in rates can be prevented, and that such a control 
over rates would be of great benefit to the public. He does not think that a combi
nation of this sort could or would increase frei~ht rates. The companies operating 
the railroads are endeavoring to promote every mdustry and every class of commerce 
in order that their tonnage may be as great as possible, and they can not resist the 
influences tending to keep down or to reduce rates. (765.). 

6. etfect of New England comolidations.-Mr. HOWES testifies that the New York 
Central Rai[war has acquired, by lease, the Boston and Albany Railroad, and the 
Boston and Mame Railway has leased the Fitchburg road, both of which are large 
grain-carrying roads, and he thinks that the effect will be beneficial to Boston as an 
export center. The splendid terminal facilities of the Boston and Albany CQIIlpany 
at Boston have been acquired by the New York Central, and they will be greatly 
enlarged by the leaaee company. (702.) 

Mr. JACKSON, a member of the Massachusetts State board of railroad commis
sioners, states that the leasing of the Boston and Albany to the New York Central 
and of the Fitchburg to the Boston and Maine has generally been considered to be 
to the public advantage. The result of the lease of the Boston and Albany to the 
New York Central has been an advantage to the extent that under the statute pre
liminary steps have been taken to issue stocks and put in more capital for terminals. 
The terms of the lease prescribed by the legislature required the road to do that. 
The operation of the road and its mamtenance is just as fully under the supervision 
of the State board as before, and the State's right to purchase the road is still 
retained. . 

In the case of the absorption of the Maaaachusetts Central Railroad by the Boston 
and Maine the board was asked to fix the purchase price which the Boston and 
Maine ought to pay. In doin~ this, it considered the value and history of the prop
erty. There had been a practlcal agreement between the owners of the preferred 
stock and the Boston and Maine, and the board did not disturb that agreement. It 
fixed the price of the common stock at 21 after having looked into the structural 
value of the railroad, its actual cost, and the cost of duplication. (847.) 
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c. Minnesota law as to railroad eonsolidation.-Mr. TEIBBERG, secre
tary of the State railroa4 and warehouse commission of Minnesota, says that Minne
sota has had a law since 1887 forbidding the consolidation of parallel or competing 
railroads. At the time of the reorganization of the Northern Pacific, about 1896, a 
scheme was on foot for the securing of a majority of its stock by the Great Nortbem. 
Suit was brought to test the validity of the law forbidding such a consolidation, and 
the United States Supreme Court sustained the law. In the summer of 1900 the 
Northern Pacifio absorbed the St. Paul and Duluth Railroad Company, owning a 
short line hetween St. Paul and Duluth. The railroad commission ihstituted pro
ceedings to prevent that consolidation, but the Northern Pacific entered into an 
agreement providing that for all time the St. Paul and Duluth should be considered 
a separate entity in any case that might arise between the State and the company, 
and the case was dismISsed without prejudice. It might at any time be reopened. 
(364, 365.) 

D. Pooling and agreements.-1. DisCU88iono!policy.-ProfessorRIPLEYsays 
that pooling would probably have the effect of makin~ rates higher, but that the 
rates would be steady. The existence in a very large portion of the Southern States of 
what is practically a pool makes the freight rates into and out of those Southern States 
considerably higher than in those parts of New England where competition still pre
vails. The amalgamation of the Boston and Maine road and the Fitchburg road has 
resulted in making rates appreciably higher for a number of places which formerly 
had the benefit of low competitive rates. The experience of Peterboro, N. H., is a 
case in point. Peterboro was a competitive point at the junction of the Boston and 
Maine and the Fitchburg roads. So much lower were the Peterboro rates before the 
amalgamation of the roads that all the goods for the stores in Jaffrey, a town 6 miles 
from Peterboro and served by one road, were hauled a number of miles by horse in 
order to take advantage of the competitive rates of Peterboro. Since that territory 
has ceased to be competitive, freight is no longer hauled by horse, because the Peter
boro rate and the Jaffrey rate are just the same. Mr. Ripley lays emphasis on the 
fact, however, that thou~h the rates under pooling would be somewhat higher, they 
would certainly be steadier. Pooling would make a fixed rate which the manufac
turerand the p'ublic could rely upon and which they could feel was paid by everybody. 

Pooling is likely to result in the offering of poorer facilities in the territory to which it 
apJ;>lies. The people are often obliged to be content with slower trains, with fewer 
trains, and with many other inconveniences. That is the situation in the territory 
now reached by the Boston and Maine and the Fitchburg. In the territory, however, 
which is reached by the Boston and Maine and the Eastern road, the train service to 
almost all competing points has been largely increased and the comfort of the public is 
vastly greater since the amalgamation of the roads than was the case many years ago. 

Any proposition to legalize pooling should have inextricably bound up with it some 
increase of regulative power to the Interstate Commerce Commission, as the giving to 
railroads, in conjunction with the right to pool, absolute control over the rates would 
place the public still more in the power of the roads than they are to-day; Pooling is 
being practically accomplished to-day by the financial consolidation of roads, and this 
makes it still more imperative that the Interstate Commerce Commission should be 
given power to prescribe reasonable rates. (289,291,294.) 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, declares that the Supreme Court of the United 
States has held that the railroads have no power to make agreements. The witness 
holds that they ought to be allowed to make agreements just like other commercial 
bodies. He believes that the llrohibition of pooling has increased the number of 
railroad consolidations. There IS no effort being made now to secure legislation per
mitting pooling, but power to make legal agreements ought to be conferred ufon 
them. Such agreements could be very properly made subject to the approva of 
some governmental commission, and should not be permitted to be 0ppreBSlve to the 
public. ( 558. ) . 

Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State railroad and warehouse commission of Min
nesota, says that the Minnesota law fOl'bids pooling in the same terms as the inter
state-commerce act. The State commission, about 1889, unanimously declared itself 
opposed to any change of. the pooling clause. Mr. Teisbe~ believes, however, that 
if the question were llOW presented to them the commiBSlon would be in favor of 
legalizing pooling. If consolidations by a community of interests come on there will 
soon be no necessity for pooling. (372.) 

Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg, thinks that 
pooling agreements should be legalized under the requirement of publicity and under 
the control of the Interstate Commerce Commission. He is afraid that the forbid
ding of pooling will force the railroads into bankruptcy. He also thinks it a cause 
of the tendency toward consolidation. (639, 642.) 
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Mr. GRISWOLD, gen~"ral freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, thinks that the best plan to stop rate cutting and unfair competition among 
railroads would be a physical division of the business. He doubts, however, whether 
that is possible, and would consider the alternative to be pooling and dividing the 
earnings. Control of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad by the interests that contro~ 
the Pennsylvania would have the same effect so far as their rates are concerned. 
(615. ) 

Mr. WHEELER, of the San Francisco Board of Trade, says that the legalization of 
pooling, under the sUJlervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, would be 
desirable in order to do away with secret rebates and discriminations. It is greatly 
to the interest of shippers that they should know that they stand on the same basis 
as their competitors. The witness believes that such poolm~ agreements should be 
made enforceable before the Interstate Commerce Commission and the courts, but 
that whatever agreements were made should be entirely subject to the supervision of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission as. regards the rates .and other conditions. 
(748,749.) . 

Mr. Wheeler thinks that railway consolidations do not do away with the necessity 
for legalized pooling. They affect the matter only to ~he extent that any agreement 
is more apt to be maintained if there are fewer parties to it. (748.) 

Mr. BACON, of the Michigan Alkali Company, declares himself opposed to pooling. 
(82.) 

2. Southern Rauway and Steamship A88ociation.-Mr. TALCOTT says that the South
ern Railway and Steamship Association, of which he was at one time commissioner, 
was composed of the Southern rail lines and the steamship lines between the north
ern and the southern Atlantic ports. It did not take in the Gulf ports. Its purpose 
was to prevent fluctuation in rates and rate cutting .• When it was first organized its 
plan was to give full authority over rates to the commissioner. Later it was found 
that some better guaranty was needed, and a pool was resorted to. The commis
sioner made allotments of business to each line, and if his allotments were not satis
factory there was an appeal to a regular board of arbitration appointed by· the 
association. Business was divided on a tonnage basis. Lines which carried an excess 
received a very small compensation. It was made Small to·give no inducenientto 
get an excess. When the mterstate-commerce act was passed forbidding pooling, the 
form of the association was necessarily modified. The method of . operation. then 
adopted was to have copies of all manifests on competitive business sent to the.com
missioner. In his office a record of the business done by each line was kept, and his 
reports showed to the executive committee just how business was divided. The 
working of the association under the pool system had been very successful and satis
factory. Soon after pooling was prohibited rates began to be disturbed, and disturbed 
conditions continued at l~t as long as Mr. Talcott had direct knowledge of the 
matter-a. period of some two years. (626,627.) 

3. Pooling on cotton business from Memphis.-Mr. DAVANT, commissioner of the Mem
phis Freight Bureau, understands that there is an arrangement among the railroads at 
that point for a physical division of the cotton traffic. If a railroad receives consign
ments greater than its share under the pool it turns over the excess of goods to some 
other road. The witness believes that shippers are not able to insist that their goods 
shall go over a given road. He believes that this system of-pooling. works .. to.the 
detriment of shippers, although the fact is worthy of consideration that by this plan 
rates are made stable and equal to all shippers. (7.). . . . .. 

4. &isting transcontinental rate agreem.ents.-Mr. WHEELER says that· there is what 
is known as the Transcontinental Freight Bureau, including all roads which operate 
from Chicago and Missouri River points to the Pacific coast. This bureau has an 
office in San ;Francisco, t? wJ.lich shippers '!'PPlY for remedies in thetrans!)'Q!ltip.~I).~l 
rates. The rates are mamtained under this arrangement by a "gentlemen's agree
ment" only. In order to get around the decision in the trans-Missouri case which 
was directed against the agreements regardin~ rates, the rules and tariffs stipUlate 
that each company has the power to change Its own rates and re!PlJations without 
consulting others. Thus the roads can prove that there is no combmation, but they 
are hound in honor and the effect is practically the same. If, however, a road should 
show itself without honor there would be no way to enforce the agreement, (749.) 

Mr. 8TuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, says that the transcontinental roadS 
make practically the same commodity rates in competition with water carriers. They 
are made by conference. (764.) 

5. Southern rare.malcing organ1Zations.-Mr. McGoVERN testifies that in the territory 
of the Southern Classification there are rate-making associations, composed of rail
roads which are members of the Southern Classification Committee generally. The 
Southeastern and Mississippi Valley Association takes the territory bo1lllde<iby .a 
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line drawn from Cincinnati down the Ohio and Mississippi fu New Orleans, and a 
line drawn from Cincinnati down through Middlesboro, Chattanooga, Birmingham, 
and Montgomery to Pensacola, Fla. The Southeastern' Freight Association takes in 
the territory east of that, going as far as Gainesville, Athens, and Augusta, Ga., and 
Charleston, S. C. . The territory east of that is known as the territory of the Associated 
Railways of Vi~inia and the Carolinas. These three associations make the rates on 
all the competitIve traffic in their respective territory. Their organization is some
what similar to the Southern Classification Committee, any transportation line which 
desires to do so being permitted to join. Together with the Classification Committee 
these associations constitute the rate-making power. 

No articles of association can deprive any line of its right to make its own rates. 
That was decided in the trans-Missouri decision. These associations are not pools. 
(654.) . 

UI. FREIGHT TRAFFIC AND RATES GENERALLY. 

A. Exi8ting freight rates-Recent movement8.-1. Reasonablene8s oj 
American freight rates. (See also under Government awnership, p. CXCVIII, and, as to 
differences between through and local rates, p. cvff }.-Mr. THOMAS, president of the 
Erie Railroad, declares that freight rates are very much lower now than twenty years 
ago. At that time the Erie road got from 1 cent to It cents per ton per mile. At 
present the average rate is 5.59. Local rates have also been reduced, though not in 
quite the same proportion as through rates. There is more competition in the case 
of local rates. (560.) 

Mr. MARKHAM, of the lllinois Central Railroad, says that railway rates have been 
constantly on the decline for many years. 

The following table shows too reduction in grain rates from Chicago to New York 
since 1868: 

Lakeand Lakeand All rail. canal. rail. 

CIs. per bu. 
1868. ............•.•.. ............•................................. 22.79 
1878..... ...•.•...... .....................•......................... 9.15 
1868........................................................... ..... 6.98 
1899........................................................... .... 6.65 

CIs.perb ... 
29 
11.4 
11 

CIs.per bit. 
42.6 
17.7 
146 
11.13 
10.23 6.63 { 

Mr. Markham also submits a table showing the reduction in rates from St. Louis 
to New Orleans and other Southern cities since 1882, ranging from one-fourth to one
half. He also compares rates in the United States in 1892 with those in European 
countries as follows: (430.) 

United States •...•.•••••.•.••••.••..•••••••••.•.••••.•..••••...•.•••..••••••••• , 
Pruosla •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Austria ••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••....••••••••••••••.•.••••.•••.••••••. 
France ••.•.....................................•............................••. 
Belgium ••...••.....•••...•...•...•........•...•.•.....•..•.•......•.•..•.••••• 

For pas- For freight 
sengers per ton 

per mile. per mile. 

Cents. 
2.14 
2.99 
8.05 
8.36 
2.25 

Clmts. 
0.97 
1.32 
1.56 
1.69 
1.39 

2. Increcueinjrffight rates and classification changes, 1900.-Mr. BACON, of the Michigan 
Alkali Company, objects strongly to the increase in freight rates made by the railroads 
in January, 1900. He declares that this increase was an outra,.,ae on both manufacturers 
and consumers, and that consumers ultimately have to bear the burden. As an illus
tration of the increase in freight rates, he states that the rate on coke to Wyandotte, 
Mich. has been increased 55 cents per t{)n above the rate in 1899. This amounts to 
an added expense to the Michigan Alkali Company of $55 per day, or $20,075 per 
year. It is also understood that the rates on coal will be increased. The rates on 
the various alkali products of the company have also been raised. When the com
pany protested to the traffic association ill New York City, January 22, 1900, the 
chairman of the Central Freight Association and the chairman of the Official Traffic 
Association made entirely different answers as to the reason of the increase, and 
neither touched a point in the protest. The vear 1892 was considered a very pros-
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peroUll one among the railroads. Business depression followed, but the railroads did 
not reduce their rates to protect the manufacturers. -.The' rates of 1892 should be 
high enough now, but thev have been raised at the beginning of 1900. The railroads 
in 1898 earned enormoUll' dividends, while in the year ending June 30, 1899, the 
gross earnings exceeded those of the previoUll year by $59,927,186. The railroads 
defend their action on the ground that they want a share in the prosperity of the 
country, but the witness believes that· their increased bUlliness as.a result of their 
prosperity would have been sufficient to earn them ample profit. Prosperity is not 
stimulated by the raising of freight rates but by increasing the volume of business.
The further argument of the railroads that the cost of materials has advanced, is off
set by the well-known fact that by hauling heavier loads and in other ways the cost 
of operation has been decreased. 

The witness anticipates that there will be ultimately a great railroad trust. He 
refers especially to the alleged combination of the eastern trunk railroads, and its 
effect upon rates and profits. He quotes an article from the New York Commercial 
AdvertIser of March 12, 1900, to the effect that the increased profits on the hauling 
,of coal alone by Eastern lines, as the result of advanced rates already announced and 
others to be made on April 1, .1900, will be no less than $16,000,000, and that the 
increased rates on other products will make a total of added profits of fully$31,000,000. 
The average advance on coal was estimated to be 15 cents per ton, on other bulky 
freight 10 cents per ton and on manufactures and merchandise 25 cents per ton. 
This increased profit of $31,000,000 will be equal to more than 3 per cent on the 
capital of the 9 leading Eastern trunk lines. (74-77,84.) 

Mr. LANGLEY, of the Merchants' Association of New York, says that on January 1, 
1900, the Official Classification Committee made wholesale advances in their c1assifi
cation without notice to shippers. Eight hundred and eighteen items out of 3,000 in 
the merchandise list were advanced in class. Taking the scale of rates from New York 
to Chicago asa basis, tbese advances represented an average increase in the freight rate 
of 35.5 per cent. The Western C1assification Committee on January 25, 1900, advanced 
the rates on 240 of the items in their list. Using the Chicago-Missouri river rates as a 
basis, the advance was 47.4 per cent. The Southern Classification Committee on 
February 1, 1900, advanced 1,977 articles out of a possible 2,600. It has 9 different 
classes of rates. Thirty-two articles were advanced from second to first class; 38 frOIn 
third to second class; 69 from fourth to third class; 36 from fifth to fourth class; 10 
from sixth to fourth class, and 46 from sixth to fifth c1ass. There are instances, in 
which advances were made from fourth to first class, and from third to first Ch~BS. 
The classes which were among the lowest are beginning to disappear from the classi
fication list. There were 109 of the lower classes and commodity rates in the c1assi
fication which governed prior to February 1, 1900, but in the new classification only 
58 were left. In addition to these advances there were 75 instances of discrimina
tion made by widening the difference between the carload rate and less than carload , 
rate. The advance in rates resulting therefrom ranged from 30 per cent to 50 per 
cent. The railroads did not seem to take into consideration the fact that merchants 
had made contracts ahead based on existing rates, and the result of the advance in 
classification which was only an indirect method of advancing rates entailed a great 
loss upon the merchants. 

The attention of the Interstate Co=erce Commission was called to the matter in, 
~mber, 19001 but.there did not seem to be any certainty as to whether that com
mission had jurisdiction over classification matters, and the question was referred to 
the Attorney-General, who concluded that there was no ~round for interference by 
him. The shippers then appealed directl, to the classification committees for a change 
of the classification back to the old baBIB, and in some instances their appeals were 
granted. The Official Classification Committee modified some of the advances, but 
did not go back to the original basis. The witness is of the opinion that under the 
law the Interstate Commerce Commission is powerless to remedy the evil complained 
of. He thinks the matter was referred lit the Attorney-General as being a VIolation 
of the antitrUllt law, but that officer did not seem to take that view of the case. 

The reasons advanced by the railroad companies and the classification committees 
for advancing the rates were that the prices of commodities of all kinds were going 
up throughout the country and the railroad rates should also go up. The witnes& 
says .that he examined into the earnings of railways to a considerable extent and 
found that for the year immediately preceding the advance in the freight classifica
tion the earnings of the Southern roads were 20 percent higher than they had ever 
been in the history of the country, and he thinks that a 20 per cent increase in net 
earnings ought to have satisfied the roads. The witness does not think that there 
would have been any more complaint made if the rates had been advanced directly 
instead of indirectly by an advance in classification. (8~61, 862, 869, 877.) 
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Channel! in freight, cla8Bification.-Mr. LANGLEY testifies that there is great discrimi
nation in the" manipulation," as he terms it, 'of the freight classification. He thinks 
this discrimination is to the detriment of the South, and believes that the lese inter
ference and the fewer obstacles that are thrown in the way of development the bet
ter it will be for the country. There would have been very little complaint if the 
railroads had advanced the scale of rates themselves. There was a time, he says, 
when the merchants were inclined to complain of freight rates, but in later years 
they have reached a conclusion that the rates of freight are not so material as their 
.universal application. The changes in classification have induced Woeat confusion 
·and inequality. People sometimes think that the railroadsJ while desiring to increase 
· their revenues, do not care to assume the responsibility of aa. vancing the rates directly, 
and resort to the roundabout method of having them advanced by the action of the 
classification committees in changin~ the classification. The method of making the 

.changes by the classification committee has this further advantage, that few mer

.chants, comparatively speaking, are familiar with transportation methods or with 
the effect that the classification has upon the freight rate. Out of the changes in 

.classification of 2,600 items in the Southern territory at least one-third would remain 
,advanced, pecause the merchants would abandon all hope of ever securing a return 
.to the original basis. (865.} 

Mr. GRIBWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western ¥aryland Rail
.road, says that there was a considerable change in the Official classification a little 
time ago, but afterwards a large proportion of the articles whose classification was 
changed were embodied in a supplement allowing a 15 or 20 per cent reduction from 
the advanced classification. Mr. Griswold is not aware that the changes in the 
·classification were such as to be relatively injurious to small shippers and favorable 
t9 large concerns. (618, 619.) 

Mr. MARKHAM,. of the Illinois Central, states that in the recent changes in the 
Official classification the advance in freight rates was chiefly because of an advance in 
price of a great many of the commodities which had been carried at special commod 

.lty rates before because they could not bear higher rates, but at the same time reduc 
tions were made on other ~oods. The Illinois Central uses the Southern classifica 

· tion, also the Western claBSlfication, the two being different. (435.) 
3. Freight ratell in the SovilI.-Recent increast.-Mr. BACON complains also of the fact 

that freight rates to Southern seaboard cities on alkali products are higher than ocean 
freight.rates from England, so that the domestic product is practically excluded from 
a region within a considerable distance from these seaports. The rate from Wyan

·dotte to Atlanta is 36 cents per hundred on soda ash, 64 cents on caustic soda,· and 
65 cents on bicarbonate of soda, while English products can be delivered there by 
. way of Savannah at a much lower rate. The rate from Wyandotte to New Orleans 
on all these articles is 33 cents, while the ocean freight rate from Liverpool to New 
Orleans is 10.7 cents. At one time there was a rate of 89 cents per ton on soda ash 
from Liverpool to Newport News. (74, 80.) 

Mr. BACON complains especially of the excessive freight rates on the products of 
· that com~y in the Southern territory, and of the fact that there is a difference in 
classification of these products under the Southern classification from that under the 
Official classification in the North. He presents the following table showing the rela-

.. tive charges per car load and train load on bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) and 
. caustic soda from Wyandotte, Mich., to leading Eastern and Southern points, together 
.with the distances: 

MU .... Product. 

'Boston ........... . 
New York ........ . 

760 Ash, bicarbonate and canstic ....... .. 
700 ..... do ................................ . 

.. Philadelphia •••••• 
Baltimore ........ . 

6b6 ..... do ............................... .. 
698 ..... do .... _ ........................... . 

Richmond ••••••••. 774 ••••• do ............................... .. 
·Chattanooga .... .. 
. Atlanta ........... . 

678 Bicarbonate .......................... . 
716 •••.• do ................................ . 

New Orle&llll ..... . 
Memphis ........ .. 

1,000 Ash. bicarbonate and caustic ........ . 
700 ..... do ............................... .. 

RaIlroad 
charges, 
carload. 

857.00 
48.00 
42.00 
89.00 
49.50 

147.00 
195.00 
99.00 
69.00 

RaIlroad Rateper 
charges, 100 
u.::!~ so pounds. 

81,710 
1.440 
1,260 
1,170 
1,486 
4,410 
6,850 
2,970 
2.070 

~. 
19 
16 
14 
IS 
16i 
49 
66 
8S 
2S 

Commenting on these figures, the witness declares that there is something wrong 
"with the system of classi'ication by which the charge for hauling a carload to Atlanta, 
716 miles, is $195, as com~ with $48 to New York, 700 miles; and by which a 
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train load of 30 cars is hauled to Philadelphia, 656 miles, for $1,260, while to Chatta,:. 
nooga, 578 miles, the char!re would be $4,410. 

The freight rates generally through the South, Mr. Bacon declares, are excessive, 
and this results in material injury to the prosperity of that section. Under reasonable 
freight rates the South would be the home of the bi~est manufacturing J?lants in the 
world. There is no manufacture of glass. or of soap lU the South of any unportance. 
and no market for alkali products. The result is that nothing is done to establish Ii 
demand for those products and to favor manufacturing by the establishment of reason
able freight rates. Under low rates factories for the manufacture of these and other 
articles would start up, and in the long run the railroads would profit by the increase 
in their business. (73, 75, 79, SO.) 

Mr. McGoVBBN says that prior to the organization of the Southern Classification 
Association the classification feature of rate making was handled by ·the several 
traffic associations in that territory. There was a single classification for the southern 
territory, but it was made piecemeal instead of by one general association as at 
present. The new committee made a thorough and systematic revision of the entire 
classification. Under the old pIan additions and changes were made from time to 
time without proper regard for the effect upon other analogous articles, with the 
result that the classification abounded in conflicting ratings and inconsistencies. 
The new committee began with the iron and steel list and the changes which it 
adopted were published in Southern Classification No. 26, which went into effect 
February 1, 1900. This revision of the iron and steel list contained advances in a 
good many ratings. One reason why the iron and steel rates were raised was 
because the railroads in their equipment and otherwise had to use iron and steel, 
and a higher price made a higher rate. The roads can not afford to reduce all 
their rates to the basis of the commodity rates; it would make them bankrupt. A 
revised classification which embraced everything excepting iron and steel, and 
which made substantial modifications, was promulgated in Classification No. 27, which 
went into effect June 1, 1900. Classification matters have been given the fullest 
consideration and the advances made in the classification have not been the result 
of ~y attempt on ~~e part of the p~cipaI lines to P?t up the rates to .~e shipP!I1g 
public. These reVlSlons came at a time of extraordinary trade conditions, which 
1ustified substantial advances in many of the ratings. There had been marked 
lUCreases in the prices of many important commodities, especially those entering 
most largely into the cost of operation of transportation lines. Some of the lines in 
the southern territory actually showed a reduced net revenue during certain periods 
as against an increased gross revenue during the same periods, which is attributable 
to the increased cost of materials need in oJ?er&.tion. The revision of the classifica
tion, however,. was not for the purpose of mcreasing rates, but was chiefly to sim
plify and harmonize matters. Many of the existing ratings had been unreasonably 
low in themselves, and by comparison with the ratings on the same articles in the 
other two classifications of the United States. (655, 656.) . 

CbI"rUrB' riBk and owner's riBk rateB.-Mr. McGovern says that the first important 
change that was made by the committee in classification 26 was the abandonment 
of what was known as the double-column rating, and substituting therefor the single
column plan. In the old classification up to No. 25 two ratings were shown opposite 
many of .the articles, one in the "carriers'-risk" column, for cases where the car
rier assumed the common-law liability, and the other in the "released" column, 
for cases where goods were carried at the owner's risk or limited liability, the first 
column rating being higher than the second. There was nothing approaching uni
formity in the differences between the two columns. It was found that in some 
instances the carriers'-risk rate was only 14 per cent higher, and in some instances 
280 per cent higher than the owner'e-risk'rate. Some 'l,700 articles had been shown 
by the previous classification in the carriers' -risk column only-that is, only a single 
rate was published. As a matter of fact, accordin~ to Mr. McGovern, the goods of 
this character which were actually shipped were lU 99 cases out of 100 shipped on 
the ordinary bill of lading of the railroads, which is a limited-liability bill, so that 
the shipper did not actually avail himself of the carriers' -risk privilege_ By the new 
classification the rates remained the same, but it was provided that they should be 
on the limited-liability basis, and that if the shipper insisted on the common-law 
liability, he should pay a 30 J?er cent higher rate. This system of uniform bills of 
lading and single-column classIfication is in line with the practice of the trunk-line 
roads and others in the Official territory_ Technically it may be said that there was 
an advance of rates because the shipper would have to pay 30 per cent more if he got 
the unlimited liability of the carrier which he might have insisted on before, but in 
practice he did not insist on it before in most cases; and for 99 per cent of the goods 
the rateeand the bills of ladillg· were precisely the same after the change as before. 
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Mr. McGovern MyS that this change was misunderstood by many people and was 
made the basis of a general complaint that the rates on 1,700 articles has been 
advanced. 

The first change in Classification No. 27, as compared with Classification No. 26, 
was as to Rule 1; which was a little more favorable to the shipper, in that there was 
a reduction from 30 to 20 per cent additional in the carrier's-risk rate as compared 
with the owner's-risk rate. For 13 years the lines in the Official classification terri
tory have used a uniform bill of lading, which has been published as a part of the 
Official classification. This matter of uniformity in the bill of ladin~ was early taken 
up by the Southern Classification Committee, which after much consideration evolved 
a bill of lading which was finally adopted and approved br the variOll8 individual 
lines, and went into effect June 1, 1900. (A copy of this bil of lading was furnished 
the commission.) Practically the only difference between the carrier's risk and the 
limited liability 18 that under the carner's risk, if the goods are lost or destroyed, the 
owner can recover the lollS occurring except from one of the four exemptions estab
lished by the comm9n law, viz, an act of God, fraud on the part of the shipper, 
inherent defect in the article, or inherent vices in an animal. The bill of lading in 
addition to these limitations releases the carrier from further risk by reason of fire, 
chafing, leakage, and all those damages incident to ordinary transportation which are 
not the fault of the carrier and are due to its negli~ence. 

'fhe only consideration that was given the OffiCial and Western classifications in 
the revisions of the Southern classification was simply to compare them, article for 
article, as the work of revision proceeded. As to the liability question, however. 
the revision resulted in making the Southern classification the B&me as the Official 
classification. 

There .have been no cases in court to test the validity of the two fornlS of contract. 
Not more than 1 per cent of the freight carried consists of hazardous risks. (656-661. ) 

Change:! and advances b1! last cla8si}ication revi8ion.-Mr. McGovern MyS further that 
the advances in the descnptions and ratings as shown in Southern Classification No. 
27 do not exceed 400 or 600 as compared with Classification No. 26, and there were 
about 100 reductions. Many of the advances were made on unimportant articles 
of shipment. Consistency and univerB&lity were aimed at in the revisions. All 
drUggists' articles in boxes were made first cl&l!S; small grocery articles in boxes were 
as a rule made second class, as were also ordinary hardware, iron, and steel articles 
in boxes. One reason for .this was to prevent the underbilling of drugs, groceries, 
and hardware, which practice has grown up, and is on the increase in the Southern 
territory. The principal articles used on the farm and many other very important 
products were not advanced in ratings. It is a general expenence that when reduc
tions are made it is believed that it increases the businellS of the roads. The ocCMion 
of the advance in the classification of cotton goods was brought about by the fact 
that in the early days the classification was arranged so as to be in the nature of a 
protection to the early cotton manufacturers in the South, and even to-day it is so 
arranged. When the classification is advanced the rates are always advanced. 

Mr. McGovern concludes by Mying that the making of a frei~ht tariff or a freight 
classification is not an exact science. The chan~e of commercial conditions in the 
increase of local industriesl new discoveries in SCience, competition between carriers 
and markets, will necesB&rily effect changes in freight cl&l!Sification and freight rates 
from time to time. Ever since Cl&l!Sification No. 27 went into effect some modifica
tions have been made, and other modifications will be made from time to time as 
circumstances may dictate. It is not to the interest of the carriers to make their 
rates exorbitant or so high as to unduly limit or restrict the free movement of traffic 
over their various lines. (661-{l62, 668-672.) 

Mr. DUNLAP, an officer of two small Georgia railroads, testified in 1900 that there 
had recently been a general increase in freight rates on the through Southern lines. 
He was inclined to jll8tify this increase, despite the fact that the railroads have all 
the bll8inellS they can carry and are even short of cars, becall8e of the general pros
perity of the country and of the fact that the Southern railroads have only recently 
been able to make any profits at all. Most of them have just got out of bankruptcy, 
and until recently their stocks have been of no value. While the Georgia Railroad 
CommillSion limits the freight rates, the rates actually existing hitherto were much 
lower within the limits. 

Another reason why an increase of freight rates Beems to the witnellS jll8tifiable is 
that the railroads have hitherto helped the establishment of cotton factories in the 
South by making low rates on machinery and materials and in other ways. The 
result is that now, the factories being established, railroads have no cotton to haul 
to the seaports, and the amount of freight which they get in the shape of cotton 
goods is much JellS than what they formerly hauled. As an illll8trationof the unduly 
low rates which had prevailed on cotton goods, Mr. Dunlap instances a shipment of 
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1.200 bales of cotton cloth from Monroe, on the Gainesville, Jefferson and Southern 
Railroad, to Shanghai, China. The rate was only $1 per hundred,93 cents of which 
was for rail freight to San Francisco. The rate from Monroe to Atlanta was only 6 
cents, and that for the 10 miles over which the goods were hauled on the witness's 
road only 3 cents. While this local rate of 3 cents was apparently higher for the 
distance than the other railroads received for their longer hauls, it was yet unduly 
low, in view of terminal charges, etc. On shipments to New York the witness's road 
gets 6 cents per hundred for the same distance, while it formerly received 12 cents 
per hundred for hauling raw cotton the same dis.tance. (2-4.) 

Mr. DAVANT, commissioner of the Memphis Freight Bureau and Shippers' Organi
zation, thinks that the increase in freight rates over the Southern roads in 1900 was 
at least partly justifiable. The Southern railroads have seldom earned any dividends 
on their stocks, and the witness supposes it to be reasonable to allow them to do so. (6.) 

4. Local rates on cottlmr-MemphiB.-Mr. DAVANT says there has been a considerable 
reduction in the local rates on cotton from neighboring points to Memphis during the 
past five years. The Tennessee Railroad. Commission has had nothing to do with the 
fixing of rates, but the Memphis Freight Bureau is constantly making efforts to secure 
more satisfactory local and through rates. Some of the local rates it considers fair, 
but others are still too high. (7.) 

6. Reduct:ion of freight charges-Minnesota.-Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State 
Railroad and Warehouse Commission of Minnesota, gives several instances of the 
reduction of freight charges on grain within that State. From Alexandria to Minne
apolis, 133 miles, the rate was 21 cents per hundred pounds in 1880, 19 centsin 1885, 
and 12 cents in 1887. Since that date it has not changed. From St. Vincent, 380 
miles, the rate was 35 cents in 1880, and 21 cents in 1887, and is now 16 cents. Mr. 
Teisberg thinks that these reductions have been partly caused by the operation of the 
railroad law, the rulings of the commission, and the moral effect of those rulings, but 
that the more economical methods of transportation, such as the increase of the size 
of cars and engines, are the chief cause. He considers. that competition has had very 
little to do with it. (364.) 

6. Weslernfreight rates.-Mr. BACON, of the Michigan Alkali Company, says that 
Western freight rates on the products of this company are so high that practically 
none are shipped into that territory. There is a rate of 58 cents per hundred pounds 
to San Francisco, this low rate being due to the competition of the foreign product 
with ocean transportation. The witness has no complaint to xnake regardrng dis
crimination between long and short hauls ordinarily, excepting the low rates where 
there is water competition. But he believes that it would be to the advantage of the 
railroads and the West generally to reduce freight rates in that section so as to allow 
the establishment of industries. (80, 85. ) 

Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, asserts that the rates for transporta
tion from the Pacific coast have very considerably decreased since 1891, and he knows 
of no single instance in which they have increased. (765.) 

7. Freight rates on alkali products.-Mr. BACON, freight manager of the Michigan 
Alkali Company, complains of the excessive freight rates charged upon its products as 
compared with other articles. The various articles are all shipped in compact form, 
in large bags or barrels; they are all heavy and they are clean and convenient to 
handle. There is not so much leakage from the packages as there would be from 
flour barrels. A barrel of flour weighs 212 pounds, and a 16-ton car would contain 
143 barrels. A barrel of dense soda ash weighs 570 pounds; of light ash, 300 pounds; 
of bicarbonate of soda, 420 pounds; of cement, 400 pounds; that is, a 15-ton car 
would contain from 52 to 100 barrels of these respective products. Notwithstanding 
the favorable character of the alkali products for shipment, the railroads charge a 
rate very much in excess of that on flour and similar barrel products. The following 
table shows the relative rates from Wyandotte, Mich., to various Eastern and South
ern points (1900): 

To-

Booton ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
New york ..•.••.......••..•................ 

~~l!l'!~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Richmond .•••...............•.•......•..... 

~~~:"t!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
New Orleans .•..•.......•.................. 
Memphis ••••••.•••.•.•..•...•.•..........•. 

Barrel Barref Barrel bi-
dense ... h. light a.sh. carbonate. 

Cknt •• 
109.3 
91.2 
79.8 
74.1 

·94 
169.6 
205.2 
188.1 
102.6 

CkntB. 
67 
48 
42 
89 
49.5 
84 

108 
98 
64 

Cknts. 
79.8 
67.2 
68.8 
64.6 
69.3 

205.8 
260 
138.6 

75.6 

Cknts. 
142.5 
120 
106 
97.6 

126.7 
2S5 
406 
247.5 
188 

Barrel 
flour. 

CkntB. 
87.1 
82.8 
26.6 
27.6 
26.5 
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Mr. Bacon recognizes that the fact that flour is a staple article, shipped in largE 
quantities, justifies a lower rate than on alkali products, but he considers the differ. 
ence shown in this table excessive. The railroads charge $1.09 for taking a barrel of 
heavy ash from Wyandotte to Boston in car lots, while a barrel of flour is hauled 
the same distance for 37 cents. (72, 73, 81.) 

8. Tramportation oj California fruit.-Mr. STuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, 
does not think that there ia any complaint or any basis for complaint on the part of 
freight shippers in California against excessive charges by the railroad companies for 
transportation. The fact that the shipments of citrus fruits to the East have grown 
from nothing to 20,000 carloads a year shows that there can be no basis for complaint. 
Shippers do complain of the practice of the railroads in determinin~ the routes and 
in not operating refrigerator cars themselves. They also contend agamst the demand 
'of the railroads that they should load 13 tons to the car instead of 10 tons, on the 
ground .that this does not leave sufficient room for the circulation of air. The rail
roads are satisfied that this is not true, because for the most part 4O-foot cars are 
used for13-ton shipments as against 36-foot cars for the l2-ton shipments. .The 
railroads found that the size and weight of boxes had been increased so that practi-
cally 13 tons were being carried for the rate on 12 tons. (767.) . 

9. COal ratu-Philadelphia and Baltimore.-Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and pas
senger agent of the Western Maryland Railroad, says that the rate from the Cumber
land and West Virginia coal fields to Baltimore by the Baltimore and Ohio is $1.45, 
without distinction as to distance. There is a territory beyond that section from 
which the rates are higher. They are also higher from the gas-coal field. The rates 
to Philadelphia are the same as to Baltimore. This is doubtless because the rate from 
the Pennsylvania fields to Philadelphia is the same as the Baltimore and Ohio rate 
to Baltimore, and if the Baltimore and Ohio charged a higher rate to Philadelphia 
the Pennsylvania road would haul all the coal there. (619,620.) 

10. Freight rate8 onlaper.-Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of 
the Western Marylan Railroad, thinks that the Southern lines make such low rates 
to Western points on paper in carloads that the New York, Pennsylvania, and Mary
land lines have to make low rates to put their shippers on an equal footing with 
those in New England. (619. ) 

11. Freight rates to Denver.-Mr. GmFFlTH, representing the Denver Chamber of 
Commerce, says that there has been no change in the freight rates on first-class 
commodities from the East to Denver during the past two years, so far as he is 
aware. (855.) 

B. Policy re;;ardln;; rates-Competition and other inftuences.
(See also Water tramportation, p. CLXXIV. )-1. General effect oj competitivejO'/'ce8.-(See 
also under C'on8olidation, p. LXVIII. )-Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, 
declares that the greatest danger to the public is not from hi~h railroad rates but from 
unrestricted competition resulting in discriminating rates, or m rates which are too low 
to give a profit to the railroad. At present rates are more stable and uniform than 
they have been before, and there is a feeling of confidence on the part of the railroads 
as well as a disposition to maintain fair rates. This country has shown itself able to 
transport freight more cheaply than any other. The new opportunities and wealth 
of the country have been stimulated in every possible manner. While competition 
may have some effect in developing transportation lines and lowering rates, and while 
some competition is undesirable, the :raralleling of railroads results in economic 
waste. It may be a question whether, If there were no direct competition between 
railroads, freight rates would be reduced, but, in the opinion of the witness, the 
competition of different sections of the country and of different countries of the 
world would keep rates down. America is competing with the world. The price 
at which grain shall be shipped from Chicago to New York is fixed by the markets 
of En~land, and the Continent, where there is competition of the grain from 
Argentina, India, Russia, and many other countries. The railroad manager who 
undertakes to keep up rates because he has an apparent monopoly would Boon ruin 
his business, drying up the entire sources of supply, and putting hlB territory at such 
a disadvantage, as com:rared with the rest of the country, that manufacturers and 
producers could not eXIst. It does not even pay to put up rates for the purpose of 
speculation in Wall street; there are easier methods by whICh to make profits there. 
In the experience of the witness he has never known an appeal by a majority of 
manufacturers or of communities, regarding their inability to meet competition of 
other sections, to be brought to railroad managers without meP.ting a prompt response. 

Mr. Thomas also alludes to the competition of Canadian railroads as a factor in 
checking the charges of American railroads, even as far south as the Gulf. (551, 
652,654.) . 

Mr. SCHIFF, banker, declares tha~ ~ransportat~on rates in general. will adapt them
selves by a natural law to the prev8.1lmg rate of mterest. If other mvestments aver-
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age a return of 4 per cent, railroad capital actually spent can not be made to return 
more than 4 per cent, no matter what is done. (774.) . 

2. Competition between railroad8-Rate warB.-Professor RIPLEY says that where 
there is not competition there is not that incentive, which becomes a matter of self
preservation, to add the very latest and very best improvements, which must prevail 
where comIHltitive conditions exist. Roads which are subject to competition know 
perfectly well that if they do not give quick trains and good service traffic will go by 
the other lines. 

At competitive points on roads there is frequently a secret rate in force which is 
much lower than the published rate. (294, 295, 296.) . 

Mr. TElsBEBG, secretary of the State Railroad and Warehouse Commission of 
Minnesota, thinks that so far as community of interest in ownership may prevent 
rate wars it is a good thing. His observation is that ra~ wars help only large ship
pers who do not need the help of the railroads. The small shipper is generally not 
prepared to take advantage of the reduced rates. (365. ) 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that rate 
wars have been less frequent in the southern territory than in the northern. (627.) 

3. Distance aB an element in freight rateB.-Mr. TALCOTr, assistant to the :eresident of 
the Seaboard Air Line, says that there is a concensus of opinion among l'8J.1roads that 
charges per ton per mile should be higher for short hauls than for long. He has had 
occasion to endeavor to establish a definite rule, as an engineer and a mathematician, 
by which charges may be proportioned to distance. He has found that the scale 
which seems to fit best the actual conditions of tariffs makes rates increase as the' 
square root of the distance; that is, the charge is double for four times the haul. 
Mr. Talcott has made use of this rule, not only for the fixing of rates, but for the 
division of charges, and the rule has been approved for both purposes, both by 
practical railroaa men, by courts, and by State authorities. (630, 631.) 

4. Competition oj Canadian railwaY8.-Mr. THOMAS, president of the :Erie Railroad, 
says that the Canadian railroads are important factors m making rates on all American 
roads even as far south as New Orleans. The exporter of grain or other commodities 
does not care whether his shipments go by way of Montreal, New York, Newport 
News, or Galveston. If the rate made by Montreal is lowered, it must be met by the 
roads to all these other points or they must forego the business. The shipment of 
goods by water is also a great factor in keeping down rates. (552. ) 

Professor RIPLEY says that the 8U8pension of the privilege to ship goods in bond 
over Canadian roads would be of great damage to New England shippers. (299.) 

Professor· Ripley says that Canadian roads are allowed by the American roads a 
differential, in order, so far as he can see, not to bring to an issue the question whether 
those roads are subject to the interstate-co=erce law, i. e., rather than fight the 
matter out, the American roads have allowed and do allow the Canadian roads to 
charge less for the same haul than the roads allow themselves in United States 
territory. (298.) . 

5 • .Advantages oj Boston by reaBOO oj Canadian railway connecti0n8.-Mr. HoWES testi
fies that Boston's railroad connection with the Westby the Canadian Pacific road and 
its branches has been quite an advantage. The financial and co=ercial interests 
of the American trunk lines terminated at the Hudson River, and their influences 
were detrimental to Boston shipping. The Canadian roads were interested in hav
ing shipments sent to Boston, and by reason of this competition the American trunk 
lines gave Boston a consideration which they otherwise would not have had. 

In the summer time grain that arrives at Montreal can be shipped thence to Liver
pool by steamer just as cheaply as from Boston. The freezing of the St. Lawrence in 
the winter causes a great deal of the Canadian shipments to be sent through Boston. 
The tendency for the last year or two has been somewhat against this Canadian trade. 
A spirit of antagonism has grown up in Canada to a certain extent, due partly to the 
belief that trade relations between the two countries are not what they ought to be, 
and out of this belief has grown a political feeling which has necessarily had consid
erable influence on the Canadian Pacific road. The effect has been to lead Canadian 
shippers to use the Canadian Pacific to St. Johns, New Brunswick. The Grand 
Trunk Railway has also developed its terminal facilities at Portland, Me., and this 
has injured BoSton trade to a certain extent. In going to Portland, the Grand T~k 
carries its freight entirelr. over its own line. (701-702.) 

6. Canadian PacifU: differential8.-Mr. STuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, 
says that the Amencan transcontinental roads have fought the demand of the Cana.
dian Pacific that it be allowed differential rates on account of the longer time of 
transportation and other disabilities of the road, and that this differential, which was 

164-Vl 
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a very disturbing,element in the past, no longer exists. The matter was finally BUb
mitted to arbitration, and the American roads won. The witness asserts that the 
transcontinental lines west of the Missouri River did not cut rates secretly to meet 
this Canadian differential, but the Canadian Pacific road complained continually that 
the rates east of the Missouri River, and particularly east of Chicago, were cut so 
that while the Canadian road nominally had a differential it really was not given 
any advantage. The witness supposes it is true that there were sporadic instances of 
rate cutting, though he is not in a position to know regarding eastern lines. (763.) 

Professor RIPLEY says that the through export rate from this count:r to Chma is 
to-day as low on American roads as on the Canadian Pacific, though this is contrary 
to agreement. The Canadian Pacific is allowed, by agreement of the American roads, 
to charge a lower rate than is charged by the othel transcontinental roads, but in 
practice to-day, by reason of the rate war which has been on for some months, ship
ments are going to Seattle and San Francisco, within the territory of the United States, 
at less than the rate that was to be allowed the Canadian Pacific. The rates from 
one point to another are determined primarily by competition with water carriage, 
and the rate to the Pacific coast from any point east of the Mississippi is uniform. 
North of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi shipments to any place east of the 
Pacific -can be made for the same rate. Eastern manufacturing towns, therefore, 
have an equal advantage with manufacturing towns farther west. 

Mr. MARKHAM, of the nlinois Central, says that the Canadian Pacific road is not 
subject to the same regulations for making rates as are the transcontinental lines of 
the United States, because the Interstate Commerce Commission has no control over 
the Canadian Pacific road, except where its lines run into the United State9, and 
there is nothing to Jlrevent that road from giving a portion of the revenue which 
accrue on the Canadian lines to shippers. The Canadian Pacific does not have any 
line into Chicago, and traffic from the Illinois Central to the Canadian Pacific would 
be taken over the Wabash or the Michigan Central. (442.) 

7. Basing-point system (see also as to Southern Staled, p. cvn). -Professor RIPLEY pre
sents a diagram which is published by the chief inspector of the joint rate and inspec
tion bureau of the Trunk Line Association at Chicago. The diagram presented is pub
lished by the railroads for the use of their agents, and shows the distribution of the 
percentage rates on the Chicago and New York basis. The distance from Chicago to 
New York is always represented by 100. In parts of the territory represented by 
this diagram, shipments from any point pay 96 per cent of the Chicago-New York 
rate, whatever that may be. Within other parts of the territory it is 95 per cent of 
the Chicago-New York rate, or 65, 80, or 110 per cent, etc. (301.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, says that rates between Chicago and New York are the basis of all rates in 
trunk-line territory. All other rates are fixed percentages of them. For instance, 
the rate to Cincinnati is 87 per cent and that to St. Louis 116 per cent. The class 
rates have not been changed in many years. (625.) 

C. Classification offreight.-1. Description and general effects oj /lYstem.-Pro. 
fessor RIPLEY says that there are at present some 5 classifications of freight, th~ 
principal one of which, known as the Official Classification, covers all territory east of 
the Mississippi-that of the Eastern Trunk Line Association; another covers the far 
Western States and is' known as the Western Classification; another covers the terri
tory south of the Ohio and is known as the Southern Classification; and then several 
of the States, Illinois and Iowa, prescribe by law what the classification of the 
freight on their roads shall be. 

By classification is meant the separation of goods into groups according to the rates 
which are to be paid. A reduction of the general schedule of rates may be entirely 
offset by changes made in classification of goods; that i~goods which formerly went 
second class may be moved up into the fim class, etc. The absence of uniform clas
sification throughout the country gives rise to great difficulty in the assessment of 
charges and in the comparison of the movement of rates. Goods which may be 
reported second class at the point of shipment may be first class at the point of deliv
ery. Uniformity of classification would have great .w.vantages, but the difficulty of 
securing it would be considerable. A commodity which in one part of the country 
is an ordinary product of the soil, and which mulft therefore be given a low ClasSI
fication, becomes a luxury at a point distant from the place of production, and would 
consequently be given a high classification. Oranges are worth comparatively little 
by the box in California, but transported to the northeastern corner of the United 
States, they are of much greater value. This increase in value makes it possible to 
move them up in the scale of classification and to charge considerably more for trans
porting them. The question of uniform classification i~volves an agreement between 
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all the railroads and the introduction of a sort of system of reciprocity through the 
recognition of the fact that what a road would lose on certain kinds of traffic through 
uniform cla.ssification it would gain on others. Some YrogresB has been made toward 
uniformity in cla.ssification. A great number of .arbltrary classifications which for
merlyexiSted have been removed, and highly complex conditions, which grew out 
of them and put the shipper at the mercy of the railroad by making it impossible to 
figure out in advance what rates would be, have been replaced by the· comparatively 
simple situation to-day of five or six principal classifications. (302, 303.) 

Mr. P. J. McGoVBBl!l, chairman of the Southern Classification Committee, defines 
the three classification districts or territories in respect of freight movement, viz: 

1. The territory lying north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and east of the Missis
sippi River and Chicago, which is covered by the Official CIassification. 

2. The territory lying west of Chicago and the MississillPi River, which is covered 
by the Western Classification. . 

3. The territory l,ving south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and east of the:Mis
sissippi River, and IS covered by the Southern Classification. 

In an three territories, various exceptions to the classification are in force, in the 
shape of commodity tariffs or what are termed classification exception sheets. 

The classification is usually divided into three parte: (1) The general rules which 
govern in the application ot the rates; (2) the descriptions of the articles, setting 
forth the names of the article, manner in which it is to be packed, etc., and (3) the 
ratings themselves, showing what class each particular article is to take. (652.) 

Mr. McGovern says further: "The making of freight classifications is the making 
of rates. * * * Two factors enter into the final determination of a rate: First, the 
rate itself, and, secondly, the classification of frei~ht to which that rate applies." 

The cost of transacting the business has very little to do in formin~ the classifica,
tion. An article is considered with reference to its weight, its specific gravity, and 
that sort of thing, and its value, no doubt with respect to its relation to the trade of 
the country where it is produced. Several letters accompany Mr. McGovern's testi
mony, showing the method by which the classification committee takes up and con
siders the change of classification. This method shows that a change of classification 
is al ways considered by the ~~ttee, and C&f!e8 are taken u{l in. the order in which 
they are presented for conSlderation. Referrmg to an apphcation by the Armour 
Company, of Kansas City, for a change in the classification of butterine, he said that 
the proposition advanced by the company to have this listed in a lower class should 
not be entertained, merely because it would be less expensive to the company to 
furnish their own ice in the transportation of it in small lots. (66~72.) 

Mr. LANGLEY says that prior to the enactment of the interstate-commerce law each 
individual railway line made its own freight classification. He thinks there were 138 
classifications. After that law went into effect it was found that in applying these 
classifications to the scale of rates then in force the long and short haul clause was 
violated. The roads then held a convention and attempted to adopt a uniform classi
fication. That was found to be inexpedient, and the United States was then arbi
trarily divided into three classification divisions. The territory from New York to 
Chicago and north of the Ohio River is known as the Official or Trunk Line terri
tory; east of the Mississippi and south of the Ohio is the Southern territory; west of 
Chlcago is the Western territory. Three classification committees, one for each ter
ritory, arranged a classification of freight for their respective territories, and there 
was little complaint from 1887 up to January 1,1900. (860.) 

Mr. Langley testjfies that the railroads have two systems of making rates. One of 
them is styled the "Commodity rates," which covers traffic that moves in bulk
such as grain, flour, and various other products. In the effort to systematize traffic 
in miscellaneous merchandise the railways (under the Official Classification) have 
arranged 6 classes of freight rates. Under these 6 classes they arrange the separate 
items, some 3,000 in number. (861.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger ~ent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, says that there is no absolute rule for the division of territory for the P1l1'J.>oses 
of classification, but the Southern territory generally takes the Southern Classlfica,
tion; the territory embracing New England and the Middle States takes the Official 
Classification; and there is another classification in the trans-Mississippi territory. 
There are considerable wfferences between the Southern. and the Officl&l classifica,
tions. Mr. Griswold thinks the Southern is on the whole the higher and the more 
complicated. In making a rate from Official territory into Southern the Official 
Cla.ssification governs as to certain Southern territory and the Southern Classifica
tion as to other. (617, 618. 623.) 

Mr. Griswold says that many of the roads~as, for instance, his own-are not rep
resented upon any classification committee. He, however, always receives notice 
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when a revision is proposed, and he supposes that other traffic managers do. Ship
pers alBo aTe free to make suggestione, and do make them, either directly or through 
railroad officers. (618. ) 

2. Southem Cla88ification.-Mr. MCGOVERN states that the Southern Claeeification 
Committee wae organized April 15/ 1899, ite object being the establishment of uni
form freight classification and to ald in executing the laws affecting commerce. Ite 
memberehip is composed of 42 transportation companies o,P6rating in the territory 
south of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and east of the Mississippi River, together with 
the I!teamtJhip companies engaged in coastwise transportation to and from the porte 
of that section. Some of the steamship companies are more or less affiliated with 
some of the railway companies in the association, and unless their officers are the 
same ae of the railway companies they are given a vote in the aesociation. 

The articles of the association provide for a subcommittee of 15 members, two
thirds of whom are necessary for a quorum, whose duty it is to consider the classifi
cation of freight, whether submitted by the chairman or by shippers, or in the shape 
of complainte from shippers, and to l'Eli)ommend to the full committee. If the 
recommendation is concUrred in by the general committee, the chairman publishes 
it and it becomes the official issue of all the members of the association. They have 
a general notice on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission to that effect. If 
any line does not care to accept, it will give notice to the committee and file that 
notice with the Interstate Commerce Commission. The committee does not even 
undertake to enforce the application of the claesification after it is once published. 
A five-sixth vote is necessary to establish or to change a claesification. The repre
sentatives composing the general committee are the traffic managers, traffic officlalB, 
general freight agente, etc., of the various transportation companies of the association. 

The Southern Classification Committee, continues the witne.ss, hae no financial 
functione. Ite expenees are divided on the mileage basis. The need of such a com
mittee had been recognized for many yeam prior to ite organization. Similar com
mittees had been in existence in the territory and in the Western Claesification 
territory for many yeam, and their value had been demonstrated. (652,653,654, 
655.) 

For discussion of recent changes made by the Southern Classification Committee,· 
and of their effect on rates, see p. LXXIV. 

Mr. TALCO'rl', aesietant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, eays that the 
Southern Claesification wae, in ite origin, a compromise measure between all the 
roads in that territory, and replaced their indiVldual classificatioIl&. When it wae 
adopted some were exceedingly anxious to baee it on the Official Claesification, which 
contained only 4 classes. It wae found that these would not fit the tlouthern con
ditione. It would put some things in the fourth class that would not stand fourth-class 
rates. Lower classes had to be established. . An increasing nUILber of commodity 
rates have alBo been introduced. Moreover, there were State classificatione within 
the limite of the particular States, and the witness thinks many of these are still in 
existence. (632, 633. ) 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU, president of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, states that 
that company does not get the same amount for transporting through freight from 
New York to Norfolk and Richmond, destined for the West, ae on goode destined for 
the South. The distinction is brought about largely by the different classificatione. 
The Southern Classification runs lower than the Trunk Line Classification. The 
Southern rate seale is higher because of the vast difference in the tonnage moved ae 
between the East and the West and the East and the South, and because of the greater 
number of competitors of all kinde in the Western business. (446.) 

3. Stat,e cla88ijiootion in the SouJ.hl':T7l States.-Mr. LANGLEY eays that a peculiar condi
tion in respect to Southern territoI'f is that the Southern Classification governs on 
i,nteretate traffic all through that territory, but the various States, through the State 
rail Toad commissions, do not recognize that classification in intrastate traffic. The 
result of this is that a merchant, for instance, in Mississippi can bur. his supplies on 
the basis of what is known ae the Southern Classification and distribute in his State 
on a much lower basis of claesification, whereas an outeide merchant shipping to the 
point in that State is governed solely by the Southern Claesification, which is about 
30 per cent higher than the Mississippi Classification. (863-864.) 

4. Commodity rate8.-Mr. GRISWOLD says that a commodity rate is generally a 
special rate made on such articles ae lumber, coal, and pig iron, which could not be 
moved in large quantities at class rates. It is true, however, that commodity rates 
are Bometimes named on other kinds of goods as a means of making cute. There are 
a great many commodity rates in existence, but far less than Bome yeam ago. (617.) 

Mr. McGOVERN testifies that commodity rates are not in the nature of discrimina
tions, but are supposed to be to the advantage both of the shipper and of the carrier. 
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In making euch rates the classification is not reduced all over the classification terri
tory. UsUally each railroad makes its own commodity rates. They are established 
where the particular commodity is actually shipped most. .Any person engaged in 
shipping a particular article or line of goods subject to such a rate would be given 
the reduced rate. There is no discrimination. The practice seems fair and sensible 
and is a pure business proposition. Commodity rates stimulate the particular busi
ness and are very beneficial to a community starting a new manufacturing business, 
for instance, as they are somewhat in the nature of protection to those interests. 
Commodity rates would apply to all alike who are engaged in the same particular 
line of trade in the territory. One idea in the making of commodity rates was to 
build up the iron business of the South. Lower rates were made on northbound pig 
iron than on manufactured. iron articles coming into the Southern territory. The 
practice is precisely like that of a man with a stock of goods selling some of them at 
6 per cent profit, some at 10 per cent, and others at, say, from 40 to 60 per cent profit. 
Commodity rates are remunerative to the railroads as additional business for increas
ing the traffic. The making of a competitive frei~ht rate is subject to precisely the 
same conditions as the'lrice of the thing unshipped. The maker and the carrier join 
in the partnership an both are helped and nobody is hurt except some one outside 
of the classification territory who lSengaged in the same kind of business. Such 
rates are usually applied to new articles of manufacture. The cotton rates from the 
South are in some cases higher than the rates on the factory products. These are 
arranged so as to stimulate the cotton manufactures ot the South. There may be an 
element of injustice in this to the cotton grower, but it is a simple business proposition. 
(67~76.) 

Mr. TALCO'l"l', assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that when 
the Southern Classification was established it was necessary to give commodity rates 
to certain Western products which could not bear the class rates. From time to time 
commodity rates were claimed for many other things, until the number, which had 
been a half dozen at first, was too large to be covered by the alphabet. New ones 
have continued to be introduced since Mr. Talcott was actively connected with the 
matter 10 years ago. (632, 633.) 

Western commodity rates.-Mr. 8TuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, believes 
that the Western Classification of freight is as satisfactory as a compromise between 
the views of many different railroads and shipping interests makes possible. If each 
road could make its own cIassification there would be many changes. There never 
can be any classification which will preclude the necessity of special commodity 
rates. As the scope of a general classification increases the number of such special 
rates must also increase. The Western Classification may not provide a satisfactory 
rate fQr some commodity which is of great importance to some particular road, though 
of minor importance to the other roads, and it must accordingly make a commodity 
rate. 

Mr. Stubbs asserts further that practically all of the transcontinental freight is 
earried on commodity tariffs under the controlling influence of sea competition. Sea 
carriers actually classify freight much more than the railroads. They take freight 
on the basis of both weIght and measurement, and especially where the rate is based 
on measurement its proportion to the value of the commodity varies greatly. More
over, the requirement of insurance on sea cargoes acts virtually as a means of cIassi
fyin~ rates. The raws therefore are different for. almost every article, and the rail 
earners must make commodity rates to correspond. These commodity rates are 
made by the transcontinental carriers in conference and are practically the same OD. 
all of the railroads as regards transcontinental business. (763.) 

6. Changu oj clas8ijication.-Mr. McGOVERN says that when changes of classification 
are made, 10 days' public notice in case of an advance and 3 days' notice in case 
of reduction is always given. Classifications must change very many times to meet 
commercial conditions, and while they may interfere with contracts theretofore made 
between merchants, it is found impossible, even with the ~test effort, to accom
modate all the changes to all the trade conditions. Sometunes a notice of 20 day~ 
is given of any contemplated change. (668.) 

6. Discrimination by mea1l8 oj cla88ijication.-Mr. LANGLEY testifies that by the 
advance in the classifications made by the several classification committees in 1900 
the merchandise traffic, which moves in smaller volume than what are known as 
commodities, such as flour, coal, grain, and articles of a similar nature that move in 
carloads, is forced to pay a higher scale of rates, and thus is taxed more heavily than 
the commodity traffic. He thinks this is not equitable, because if the railroads 
desired to increase their revenue, or if there was any necessity for the increase of 
revenue, the increased tariff should be levied on all traffic alike. (870. ) 

The protest of the Merchants' Association is not primarily that frei,ht rates have 
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been advanced, but that they have been unequally advanced in a way that adds 
burdens to the small man and the small shipper. Under this indirect method of 
raising freight rates the small man always gets the worst of it.. He believes that the 
classification for the country at large or for the different sections of the country ought 
to be drawn up by a representative body, including representation of the shippers 
and of the railroads, and with pUblicity ill the conferences. (867.) 
. Mr. MCGOVERN refers especially to the item of coffee, which was advanced in classi

fication by the Southern Classification Committee, and says that, protests having 
been made, the roasted coffee was reduced, while the green remained ill the advanced 
classification. The result of this was to benefit the roasted-coffee interests. The 
witness says that in checking over the official classification he noticed that a good 
many of the items that were under the control of the industrial combinations or 
trusts were not advanced at all. These changes in the classification whereby the 
trust articles were not advanced were discriminations in favor of the trust interests. 
(865-866.) 

7. ClaslfijicaJ.ion i7l8pector8 (see also Undercla88ijiootion, :po cm).-Mr. LANGLEY says 
that the inspectors employed by the classification comlllittees have arbitrary power 
and have the right to open a shipment and look through it and classify it in accord
ance with their classification rules. He thinks that many times they are bribed by 
the large shippers, but says, of course, there is no way to prove this, and believes 
also that sometimes the shippers in New York are instructed to misclassify freight 
and thereby get a lower rate. He does not know definitely of any case of venality 
on the part of any inspector, but says" it is one of these things that everybody 
knows.' The inspectors are employed by the railroad associations in each respec
tive classification territory. It is generally understood among merchants that their 
packages of goods are subject to be opened by the inspectors, although there is no 
contract in the bill of lading authorizmg the railroad companies to do so. 

There is a practice, but it is not general, among merchants to ship in a lower 
classification than the goods should honestly go into. The railroads keep records of 
cases in misclassification, and the inspectors know just where to put thelr hands on 
parties who are given to that sort of thing. Section 10 of the interstate-commerce 
act, however, provides a penalty for misclassification, but says nothing about inspec
tion. There is great difficulty in correctly grouping various kinds of merchandise or 
articles in a way that will correspond with the classification as promulgated, espe
cially in the case of hardware. It requires a man quite expert and the packer must 
have a high degree of intelligence to analyze the classification and comply with it in 
a good many instances. The ins:pectors are supposed to be ex:pert in classes of goods 
and familiar with the classification and the grouping of vanous articles into one 
shipment. Their actions are at times complained of, however. (867-868.) • 

8. Pacldng of gooda-Minimum weight, etc.-Mr. LANGLEY says that it is a matter of 
convenience among merchants to put a considerable variety of goods into a single 
packing case sometimes, and they do so in order to comply with the rule that the 
classification committees have established that no single package or smaIl lot of 
freight of one class will be taken at less than 100 pounds at first-class rate, and in no 
case will the charge for a single consignment be less than 25 cents. He thinks it would 
be a protection to the merchants and some aid to the inspectors if an invoice accom
panied the bill of lading. In some of the Southern centers there are jobbers who job 
ill a number of different commodities at the same timel but they do not have any 
special advantage over Northern jobbers in that respect, oecause the railroads have a 
rule as follows, viz: 

"Shipments of property combined into packages by forwarding agents claiming to 
act as shippers will only be taken when the names of individuals and final consignees, 
as well as the character and contents of each package are declared to the receiving 
agents, and such property will be waybilled . as separate consignments and freight 
charged accordingly." . . 

The 10caI jobber, however, may have a slight advantage over the New York jobber 
in combining into packages several small shipments, not violating the rule that no 
package shall contain more than 100 pounds, because the New York shipper dealing 
ill only one line of commodities could not afford to ship directly to the small country 
store. (869. ) . 

Mr. MCGOVERN says further that there is a complaint about the regulations as to 
the style of pack~e, and as to the make-u:p of freight in different classifications. 
The Southeru classification has a clause to thlS effect, viz: 

"Property presented to carriers packed in so-caIled boxes or cases made from 
strawboard, leather board~ wood-pulp fiber, wire-split wood, and other analogous 
materials included in wooaen frames, will be charged 10 ~ cent highEU' than the 
classification provided for such property in boxes or caAleS. 
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The reason given by the roads for this rule is that the railroad loses the frei~ht on 
the extra weight of a wooden box, and to equalize matters they make a discrImina
tion of 10 per cent on all frei&ht shipped in the lighter boxes. In hardware the. re 
are instances in which they ~~e a higher rate for goods packed in boxes than in 
barrels. Their explanation of this is that the shippers will put hardware in boxes, 
and if it is a high-class hardware they will call it low-class hardware and thereby get 
a lower rate offreight. (876-877.) . 

9. The cotton piece-goods Bchedule.-Mr. LANGLEY testifies that dry goods are in the 
first class in all three of the classification territories. What are known as cotton piece 
goods, which are supposed to be goods made exclusively of cotton, are in a lower class. 
The Merchants' Association of New York endeavored to have the classification of cot
ton piece goods simplified, and presented an argument in favor of it. The official 
classification committee simplified it by advancing it from the third to an intermedi
ate class, 15 per cent less than the second class. The Southern schedule of cotton piece 
goods includes about SS different articles made wholly of cotton. As a matter of fact, 
most of these terms are technical trade names. Into these 35 terms between 2,000 
and 3,000 different styles of goods made of cotton are endeavored to be condensed. 
There is some new Dame attached to some product of cotton every year to make it 
attractive, and it is difficult to tell how to classify such article. When a shipment is 
madet although it may be cotton piece goods really, the inspectqrs who are main
taine« by the Southern classification committee will use their own judgment as to 
whether the goods in that shipment should be included under these 35 terms. If it 
should seem to the inspector that these goods do not come under any of those 35 
terms, the shipment, instead of going forward to the fifth class, would be advanced 
to the first class. The witness says that if there is a shipment of cheviots and there 
is room in the box in which they are packed for a quantity of dry geods made partly 
of wool, which is first class, the inspector will raise the entire shipment up to first class, 
even thou~h 75 per cent of it was cotton piece goods. The advance in the freight 
rate by thIS process would be contingent upon the distance transported, being less 
for a short distance than for a.Ionger. The witness does not think that after a classi
fication has been made by experts in the business it should be disturbed. (866, 867. ) 

10. Uniformity in claBaificationadvocated.-Mr. BACON, of the Michigan Alkali Com
pany, complains of the lack of uniformity under the Official Classification in the 
Northern States and the Western alld Southern classifications. The various products 
of his company--caustic soda, soda ash, and bicarbonate of soda-all take the same 
classification in the Northern States, but as soon as the Ohio or Mississippi River is 
crossed these products each come under a different class, and there is great confusion. 
There is no justice, Mr. Bacon declares, in charging a rate of 54 cents on caustic soda 
from Wyandotte, Mich., to Atlanta, when the rate on soda ash is only 36 cents. In 
the Northern States these products all fall in the sixth class, while in the Southern 
States they go in either the fourth or fifth usually. The result of this lack of uni
formity. is an inability on the part of the producers to calculate as to what the freight 
rate WIll be and to make their contracts accordingly. Goods are started out under 
one classification and may pass through one or two others. The manufacturer who 
has a rush order may not be able to learn for a week what the rates will be. He 
does not know how to make contracts, being unable to calculate the freight rates; 
and the more so because the rates under each classification are subject to change 
without reasonable notice. (73,74,81,82.) 

Mr. Bacon, in view of his experience as to the disadvantages of lack of uniformity 
in freight rates, declares that there should be a uniform classification throughout the 
country. This should be prepared by a single traffic association, and should be sub
ject to the control of the Interstate Commerce Commission. As a more definite 
method of adopting such a classification, the witness suggests that there should be an 
organization consisting of six railroad men and six business men. The railroad men 
should be selected by the railroad companies, and should represent the different sec
tions of the country. The business men should be appointed by the Interstate Com
merce Commission, and should represent the six leading classifications of frei~ht. 
The witness thinks that lawyers would not be required on the board. He recogmzes 
that the making of classifications is a very intricate matter. The argmnent made by 
the railroad companies in favor of the maintenance of several traffic associations and 
several classifications is that railroad officials in one section are not familiar with the 
conditions in other sections. But a body organized as suggested would be represent-
ati ve of all sections. . 

This body should fix rates to take effect January I, and to remain in effect without 
change for at least one year. The witness be!ieves that it .w,?uld be practicabl~ to 
retain rates thus unchanged. The work of thIS traffic aSBOClation should be subject 
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to the supervision, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, although that body by 
itself would doubtless· find it a physical impossibility to make classifications and 
establish rates for the entire country. 
. Mr. Bacon is inclined to think also that freight rates upon a uniform classification 
should be uniform for the different sections of the country. The same commission or 
association which determines classification should fix rates and keep them unchanged 
throughout the year. It mi~ht possibly be necessary to make some differences in 
rates on particular commodities in different sections of the country, but the witness 
believes that if rail rates were made alike in all sections, every section would build 
up rapidly, manufactures would be established where now excluded by high freight 
rates, and the railroads would soon find business profitable everywhere. 

Mr. Bacon thinks there might be some advantage in having the classifications and 
rates proposed in the first instance by the leading railroad companies, and equalized 
and adjusted by such an association as he suggests. 

The witness declares further that he has seen no evidence of an increasing tendency 
on the part of the railroads themselves to establish uniform rates. They need to be 
made to do it; moreover, the parties in interest will adjust rates for their own advan
tage, while the Government would be impartial if it took up the matter. (74,76, 
8:?r84.) . . 

Mr. WILSON, of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, declares that the freight classifica
tiOllS made by our railroads should be made uniform as far lis possible. This can 
not be done absolutely at once, but a uniform base classification ought to be put into 
effect, with such flexibility as commercial circumstances require. The power which 
establishes classification should have the right to make modifications upon proper 
representations. Cincinnati lies on the boundary of the three great classifications, 
very much to the inconvenience of the shippers, who must take into consideration 
all the time into what classification the goods are to be shipped. No possible benefit 
could be obtained in intrusting the Interstate Commerce Commission with any 
greater power over classification matters. (698. ) 

Mr. McGOVERN, of the Southern Classification Com,Inittee, thinks that a uniform 
classification is not altogether impossible, but that it would be impracticable and that 
its value has been overestimated. The attempt to bring about an agreement as 
between the existing three classification systems would result in a modification of 
the number of classes. Cotton-factory products, for example, are first class in West
.em territory, third class in Official territory, and fifth class in Southern territory. 
Existing freIght rates should not be violently disturbed. Neither classification terri
tory would be willing to change entirely to the classification in any other territory, 
and a. new class would probably have to be established as a compromise. It is proper 
that cotton-factory prod ucts should be placed in different classes in different sections 
of the country. In Western territory cotton products are consumed only, not man
ufactured. There is no question of encouragmg the development of factories. In 
the Official territory cotton goods are produced, but the business is firmly established. 
In Southern territory cotton mills are just starting, and the goods were put in a low 
class to set the business on its feet. When the conditions as to the denBlty of traffic 
become similar in each great territory the system of classification will gradually level 
itself up and tend to harmony. 

Mr. McGovern does not think that the establishment of a uniform classification 
would materially simplify the transportation of goods from one section of the coun
try to another. It is true that in crossing the boundaries of the classification terri
tories the basis of rates is changed and combination rates have to be made. In many 
instances there are definite through rates based on one of the classifications only, 
even where goods pass from the territory of one classificatian to that of another. 
(677,678.) 

Mr. WHEELER, representing the San Francisco Board of Trade, says that no freight 
classification or tariff was ever constructed which was wholly consistent. Shippers 
have constantly to call the attention of the railroads to inconsistencies and to try to 
secure their correction. 

This witness believes that a national classification of freight should be established, 
with, however permission to the railroads in particular localities to make suggestions 
and to establish: commodity rates. It is justifiable that there should be special rates 
in view of the varying conditions in different sections. The tariffs in the South must 
take into account the transportation of cotton, and of coal, ironl and steel from the 
Alabama district. The eastern Official Classification must take mto view the special 
classes of traffic which are most important in those sections. As it is under the three 
existing classifications, each railroad makes many special commodity rates according 
to conditions, and this could be done just as well under the national classification. 
As particular evidence of the importance of commodity tariffs, the witness speaks of 
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the rates on transcontinental traffic which are practically all, he asserts, commodity 
rates diffe~ from those of the Westem c1asai1ication. "The exceptions are the 
whole thing.' The railroads are forced. to make these commodity rates in order to 
meet sea competition. (749.) . 

11. Im~ity of uniform classijication.-Mr. STUBBS, of the Southem Pacific Com
pany, thmks that the present system of three classifications-the Official, the South
ern, and the Westem--goes as far toward uniformity as is practicable. Commodity 
rates must be made in many cases even under the present classifications, and tbe rail
roads bave had to make considerable concessions in order to agree as far as they have. 
If a national classification were attempted the number of concessions would be mul
tiplied, and often the result would be an injury to the public quite as much as to the 
carriers. An increase in tbe scope of classification would also force an increase in the 
number of commodity rates whIch would practically make the uniformity of no sig
nificance. By multiplying the differences m conditions through an attempt to secure 
a single classification, the need. for commodity rates would evidently be increased. 
The witness thinks, moreover, that a uniform classification would be of no import
ance, because classification does not make rates. The rates could be made to differ, 
a~cording to conditions, whatever the classification. The whole idea of uniform 
classification is a snare with which to fool the public. (766,767.) 

Mr. TALIlO'rl', assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, does not consider 
that the conditions admit of a uniform classification for the whole country. The 
interests of the roads in a region where a particuiar commodity is produced will 
often lead them to give it a much lower rate than roads in other regions could afford 
to ~ve it. For instance, the Florida railroads would put oranges in a lower classifi
cation than they would be given in Virginia, where they are not raised. Again, in 
the South, where they are endeavoring to encourage manufacturing, commodity 
rates are made for manufactures which would put them in a very low class, though 
the Official Classification puts them in the first class. (633.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Westem Maryland Rail
road, says that tliere would be very great il.d.vantage in a uniform classification of 
freight. There have been many attempts to bring it about, but so far the difficulty 
has seemed insurmountable. The Official Classification was the result of an attempt 
to secure uniformity. Conditions are better now with 3 classifications than they were 
some years ago with 10 or .15. There is no marked tendency toward uniformity 
between the classifications that now exist. The difficulty seelnB to be that different 
sections require different classifications on account of the volume of traffic in differ
ent commodities. A railroad which has a. large business in a certain article can 
afford to handle it cheaper than a road in another section which handles only a little 
of it. (617,619.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, thinks that the tendency toward 
cOnsolidation of railroads will favor increasing uniformity of classification, but that 
the difficulty of absolute uniformity is great on account of the difference in conditions 
in different sections. Classification is only another method of fixing rates. Cotton 
goods, under stress of circuInBtances, may properly be carried at one rate from New 
York and another rate from Atlanta. (485, 486.) 

Mr. LANGLEY says that uniform classification is a good thing, but he does not· 
believe it practicable: The official classification is made to correspond with the 
scale of rates based on the rate from New York to Chicago as follows, viz: First class, 
75 cents; second class, 65 cents; third class, 50 cents; fourth class, 35 cents; fifth class, 
30 cents, and sixth class, 25 cents. . 

From New York to Atlanta, which is practically the same distance as from New 
York to Chicago, the first-class rate is $1.14; second class, 98 cents; third class, 86 
cents; fourth class, 73 cents; fifth class, 60 cents, and sixth class, 49 cents. 

There are 3 classes of rates in the Southern territory higher than the hi2hest class 
for similar service in the official territory. The Southem territory has afways had 
an exceedingly high scale of freight rates. The railway facilities in the South are 

-far inferior to those in the North. Recently there has been a great improvement 
generally throughout the South in railways, but that section is not up to the standard 
yet. One cause, perhaps, of the higher freight rates in the South is that the retum 
traffic from the South moving North is quite light, except in the case of cotton, but 
still a great part of the cotton crop is shipped abroad and never comes North. (864.) 

12. Preivhl. classifications and through biUing.-Mr. NICHOLSON, of the Central Rail
way Clearmg House, testifies that the difference in freight classifications in force in 
different parts of the country involve a great deal of labor in billing the goods. The 
great bulk of the clearing-house traffic is on the Official Classification. The question 
of obviating the difficulties of the different classifications has been argued by the 
traffic officials between the East and the West for many years, but nothing has been 
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accomplished. In. some sections of the country where a large class of particular 
freight is moved it would be to their advantage to have a lower classification than that 
prevailing elsewhere. 
. Mr. Nicholson says that there" are many commodity classes, but that this does not 
embarrass the clearing house in the making of decisions. (726,727.) 

13. Clasiri.fication of freight by IT1krstaJ.e Commerce Commission.-Mr. GRISWOLD, general 
freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Railroad, thinks that to give 
the Interstate Commerce Com.m.i.ssion supervision over freight classification would be 
to give supervision over the work of experts to inexperienced persons. While it 
would be possible for the railroads to arrange a classification so as to favor certain 
interests, he does not think it likely to be done in practice, because those who pre
pare the classification represent so many different interests. (618. ) 

D. Export and Import rates.-l. Generally.-Professor RIPLEY says that the 
Interstate Commerce Commission has held that it is not in accord with :public policy 
that the freight rate from Chicago to Liverpool should be less for the entire haul than 
the rate from Chicago to the local consumer at Boston or some intermediate point. 
The Supreme Court of we United States, however, has supported the practice of the 
railroads in making low export and import rates, and in the case of the Texas and 
Pacific railroad decided that the railroad was justified in making a lower rate from 
New Orleans to San Francisco on goods which had come to New Orleans from Liv
e~ool by water than it made upon goods shipped from New Orleans as the starting 
pomt. The grounds of the decision were that the rate from New Orleans to San Fran
cisco by land must meet the competitive rate by water, and that the rate from Liv
eryool to San Francisco via New Orleans must meet the straight water rate from 
Liverpool to San Francisco~ The minimum figure in either case was to be determined 
by the conditions of competition. In one particular case the discrimination against 
New Orleans was from 50 to 200 per cent. In another case the domestic rate from 
New Orleans to San Francisco was $2.88 per hundredweight, while the total rate on 
imported goods from Liverpool to San Francisco via New Orleans was $1.07 per hun
dred, the TeXlU!J and Pacific road getting only its proportional amount of that $1.07. 
Tin plate was also carried from Swansea to Liverpool, thence to New York and to 
Chi~, via Pittsburg, at a total charge less than the published rate from Pittsburg 
to Chicago. The existence of low export rates to the Pacific' on cotton goods from 
New England manufacturers to the Orient is essential to the manufacturers in order 
to keep them on a par with manufacturers who can send the entire way by water. 
Low export rates coneern the consumer in this country and low import rates concern 
the producer. In some cases the low import rates might nullify protective duties. 

Export and import rates have a bearing upon the matter of personal discrimina
tion. A shipper from some western point may send goods on an export through 
bill and consequently at a lower rate, but include in that shipment goods destined 
for iocal delivery in New York. Goods meant for New York would be removed at 
that point. The shipper would be getting the advantage of the low export rates on 
200ds intended for local traffic and would avoid the rule adopted by the Eastern 
Trunk Line Association freight committee, which provides that when any local goods 
are shipped in the car with export freight, less than carload rates must be charged. 
(299,301. ) 

l\h. LANGLEY, of the Merchants' Association of New York, testifies that on flour, 
from "Minneapolis to Liverpool, the inland rate is 2 cents per hundred pounds less 
from Minneapolis to New York than it would be on a shil;'ment of flour to be deliv
ered at New York and consumed there. With the exceptIOn of two of the Western 
mills, all the mills at Minneapolis, Duluth, and West Superior are consolidated. His 
own opinion, however, is that a trust as applied to the manufacture of flour is imprac
ticable. The witness says that the effect of making excessively low rates on wheat 
shipped abroad works ill favor of the foreign miller as against the home miller. 

There are also import rates from forei{:n ports to interior American points lower 
than from our own trade and manufacturmg centers to those points. This is unjust, 
although it is proper to favor long hauls relatively. It would seem proper that the 
rate from Liverpool to Chicago shall be almost as cheap as the rate from Liverpool to 
New York. The inland rate has a greater influence over the through rate than the 
sea rate. It is possible that jobbin{: merchants in Chicago can, on a low throu~h 
import ratel reship their commodities and compete in territory which othennse 
would be tributary to New York. Marshall Field & Co., of New York, can sell, in 
territorf within 50 miles of New York, the same kind of goods bought in the same 
market m which the New York jobber buvs. The only way that this can be accounted 
for is that that firm must receive some ad.vantage in the matter of the through rate. 
(870-871.) 
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Mr. TIIolWl, of the Erie Railroad, thinks that the practice of making rates on 
exported products lower than th~ on products used at home is justifiable on account 
of the necessity of meeting the competition of the world in foreign markets. The 
practice does not constitute a discrimination against domestic producers. Indeed, it 
increases the volume of business of the railroads, so that they are enabled to make 
lower rates for domestic shipments. In the case of the low rates on export wheat, the 
millell! get lower rates on flour than they would if the export rates were not low. It 
certainly is to the interest of this country and of the raiIroads to have the grain 
ground here if JlOI!Sible. Another reason for IIlI!.king the rates on grain lower than 
th~ on flour 18 that grain is much more cheaply bandIed. It loads and unloads 
itBelf. The witness thinks, however, that even if the loadinlf and unloading were 
done by the shipper, grain products would and should bear a higher rate thaD. grain. 
(557.) 

Mr. GBEENB, of the Audit Company of New York, says that the practice of the 
railroads in making lower rates on goods for export than for goods used in this coun
try is part of the same policy which frequently leads manufacturell! to sell goods 
abroad at lower prices than in this country. Both practices are justifiable. The 
enormous energy of the American people sometimes leads them beyond the line of 
prudence in the production of wealth. Only an exportation of the surplus produc
tion can avert bard times. Otherwise, men must be discharged and business cut 
down. Few people realize the importance of export trade in its relation to the pros
perity of the country. In order to facilitate such exports low freight rates and low 
prices on ~ going abroad are entirely justifiable, and tend to benefit the entire 
business 01 the country. The cheap export rates on the railroads are a powerful 
instrumentality in keeping the balance of trade in favor of the United States. (484,' 
485,487.) 

2. Exp(1l"/8 and freight rates.-Mr. MARKIlAM, of the Dlinois Central, says that the 
exports per annum from the United States amount to over 2,000,000,000 pounds of 
provisions, 500,000,000 bushels of breadstuffs, and 7,000,000 bales of cotton; that 
notwithstanding the weater part of these products is raised much nearer the Gulf 
ports than the Atlantic ports, only a small percentage of them find an outlet via the 
Gulf ports. With a reduction of the river rate, the rates on the Southern railroads 
would be correspondingly reduced, and that reduction would necessarily reduce the 
rates on the Atlantic seaboard lines. (431.) 

3. PitJ.8burg exptn"t rates.-Mr. A1mEBSON, secretary of the Chamber of Co=erce of 
Pittsburg, says that the freight rate on steel rails from Pittsburg to New York at the 
time of his testimony was $2.80 a gross ton, and that rails could at that time be 
shipped from Pittsburg to Liverpool at about $4.25 a gross ton. (643.) 
. 4. Importjreightrate8.-Mr.GREENE,oftheAuditCompanyofNewYork,thinksthat 
goods are sometimes shipped from foreign countries to interior points in the United 
States at even less than the prevailing rate from New York City to those interior 
points. The railroads consider such a policy justifiable on account of competition 
and in order that they may get the traffic at all. Thus railroads will receive goods 
from Liverpool and carry them from Chicago to New York for low rates in order 
that they may get the business. The ethical question as to the jnstice of such special 
rates is a difficult one, but the witness thinks on the whole that they tend ultimately 
to bring down domestic rates as well. (485.) 

5. Imptn"t rates on transcontinental buBine88.-( See also Olruulian Pooift d;o"erentials, 
p. LXXXI) .-Mr. STuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, says that there is no regular 
system of making import rates from San Francisco and Pacific coast points to the 
East on goods coming from the Orient. "It is a go as you please." The steamships 
take freight at whatever rates they can from Asiatic ports to American cities, and the 
railroads accept their agreed proportion of the total rate whatever it may be. There 
are no published tariffs and no agreements between raiIroads which are enforceable. 
The witness further asserts that San Francisco has no reason to complain that it is 
robbed of business by means of these low, through import rates. It is true that rates 
from oriental ports to Chicago and New York through San Francisco have sometimes 
been lower than rates to San Francisco itBelf. But the import business of the country, 
except for the Pacific coast States themselves, was originally centered in the hana.B 
of houses at the Atlantic seaboard, and it is hard to change the practice. When the 
immediate-transportation act was passed, which allows imported goods to go to inte
rior :points uuder bond and to pay duties there, many interior cities began to do their 
own unport business, but San Francisco of COUll!e gained no advantage from this change. 

As a matter of fact, continues Mr. Stubbs, the controllinet factor in the import rates 
on Asiatic commodities is water transportation by the Suez Oanal, the ISthmus of 
Panama, and Cape Hom. The business went originally entirely by these routes, and 
the raiIroads were forced, if they were to take any traffic at all, to meet their rates. 
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Naturally the import rates which were made were lower than the rates on domestic 
duties, while the steamers from the Orient to San Francisco also made lower rates for 
goods going to the Eastern cities than for those going to San Francisco, 

The witness doubts whether there is much profit to the railroad companies in the 
import traffic which they carry at these low rates. He adds, however, that all rail
roads are forced to take some business which is subject to strong competition at rates 
which are not compensatory and which give little regard to the total cost of traI1!!por
tation. Under these circumstances the carrier does not consider the numerous fixed 
charges, which do not vary whatever the volume of business. Moreover, about i5 per 
cent of ordinary operating expenses will be found to vary but little as the volume of 
business fluctuates. Accordingly the ~oods carried at very low rates may more than 
cover the additional cost which carrymg them necessitates. The witness therefore 
does not think that railroads have actually carried Asiatic business at a loss. He says, 
further, that he does not suppose that the Eastern business of the Southern Pacific 
coming from Asiatic ports would exceed 12,000 tons, which is a very small proportion 
of the total business. (761.) . 

Mr. MARKHAM, of the Illinois Central, states that the transcontinental rates on silks, 
teas, etc., is controlled considerably by rates of the Suez Canal and the Indian Ocean. 
(442.) 

E. Differential rates from the West to the· Ea8tern eities.-Mr. 
HOWES, of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, says that the export rates from Chicago 
and other Western points to Liverpool via Boston are the same as those via New 
York, but that the local eastbound rates on sixth-claSB traffic are 2 cents higher to 
Boston than to New York, the effect of which has been to deter the building up of 
a local grain business at Boston. While New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore 
,often have ~ quantities of spot wheat which can be shipped to any foreign port, 
as the exigenCIes of the trade may require, Boston does not have it. The contracts 
for grain passing through Boston to Liverpool are made at Chicago or beyond, and 
the shipments are made as through shipments, thus benefiting Boston very little. 
It has also prevented the building up of a tramp-steamship business and has confined 
the exports from Boston largely to England. Apart from this differential, the wit
ness is not prepared to say that Boston suffers any from the freight rates from the 
West. Theoretically, there is no reason why the local rates from Chicago to Boston 
should be any higher than the through export rates. On a carload of 40,000 pounds 
the differential would be $8. The witness believes the rates are not always observed. 
The statement is made that a dealer who has a large shipment coming from Chicago 
can get a rate made temporarily for that particular shipment. The railroad agent at 
Chicago will write a letter notifying the Interstate Commerce Commission that the 
railroad has changed its rate, and then, 5 minutes afterwards, write another letter 
stating that it has been changed back to the old rate. Baltimore has a differential 
in its favor on shipments from the West, but its extensive exports are believed by 
Boston people to grow out of an additional cut in rates to that city. (701.) 

Mr. LANGLEY says that New York has suffered much from the competition of other 
trade centers, many of which have railway lines that are interested in building up 
those centers. New York has been discriminated against for 20 years in the scale 
of rates in force between the East and the West. Boston is in the same position. 
Beginning at Boston and running down to Newport News, there is in existence a dif
ferential scale of rates from Chicago of about 2 cents per hundred pounds. Baltimore 
gets flour from Minneapolis for about 5 cents a barreIlcss than New York. In the 
opposite direction it costs New York more per hundred pounds for the shipment of 
merchandise than it costs Philadelphia and other cities south. This whole subject 
was agreed uJilon between the railroads about 20 years ago. The question was sub
mitted to arbitration at the instigation of the New York Central and the Pennsylva
nia roads, and a commission, consisting of Allen G. Thurman, ex-Senator Washburn, 
and Judge Cooley, was appointed to investigate the matter. The merchants of New 
York were at first opposed to the rates, but they afterwards concluded that the con
dition of things was forced upon the New York Central in order to protect its earn
ings, and they ceased to make any strenuous complaint about It. It was practically 
a blackmailing scheme forced upon the New York Central by the trunk lines farther 
south. 

In the export business, however 1 Boston takes the same rate as New York, in order 
to be put upon the same basis. Tne only reason that can be aSBigned for the special 
advantage which Baltimore and Newport News have enjoyed underthisarran/flment 
is that it "represents the price of peace as among the Imes to the seaboard.' The 
only remedy the witness su~ would be for the New York Central to break away 
from the agreement and insist that rates to and from the seaboard points to Chicago 
should be the same for all. He does not think there is any competition between thll 
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trunk lines that would benefit New York. The roads that are parties to this a.gree, 
ment in reference to the differentials are all membel'l! of the Eastern Trunk: Line 
Association, which also ·embraces the Norfolk and Western and the Chesapeake and 
Ohio roads. The deciBion of the arbitration copunittee may have been just at the 
time, but it was never intended to operate perpetually, and since the establishment 
in the Southern ports of regular lines between the United States and Europe, the 
New York trade has been greatly lessened on direct shipments. It is claimed that 
the terminal charges in New York have a grea.t deal to do with the differential, but 
the witness does not know much about that. Likewise the transfer c~es in New 
York and Buffalo have some effect in diverting business to the Canadian lines. The 
general rule iB as expressed in the maxim, that "co=erce follows the line of least 
resistance." (872--874.) . 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, states that the system of differentials between cities jp"ew out of the competi
tion between railroads, and was first arranged by compromise and agreement on the 
basis of lower rates.to the shorter lines; as, for instance, a lower rate from Chicago 
to Baltimore, for export traffic, than from Chicago to New York, because the diBtance 
is less. Of course a longer route from Chicago to Baltimore must necessarily make 
the same rate as the shorter. The facilities of a port in handling export traffic are 
also considered in arran~g differentials. The port which has the WOl'l!t facilities 
claims the lower rate. l612, 615, 616.) 

Mr. Griswold says that the present difference on export ~n from Chicago betweE'!n 
New York on the one hand and Baltimore on the other IS H cents a hundred. All 
differentials between seaboard points are absolute differences per hundred, and not 
percentage differences. (614, 615.) 

On westbound traffic Baltimore has a differential as compared with New York 
which on merchandise ranges from 8 cents (first class) to 3 cents (sixth claSS.) Mr. 
GriBwold does not know that thiB gives Baltimore a diBtinct advantage in the importa
tion offoreign products.. New York has an advantage in the number of regular steam
ship lines, and also in the number of tramp steamel'l!. The ocean rates might be so 
much lower than those to Baltimore as to offset the differential on the railroads; 
sometimes they are; generally, however, they are about the same. (620.) . 

Mr. Griswold thinks that the giving of a ~ter differential to Newport News than 
to Baltimore has had some effect upon Baltimore traffic; but it iB hard to say, because 
traffic is influenced by so many conditions. When the grain trade drops at a port 
everybody thinks that something has happened to draw husiness away; but the next 
year under the same condition 01 rates, etc., the business may come back. Mr. Gris
wold thinks, however, that if the rates between New York and Chicago were brought 
down to a level with those between Baltimore and Chicago Baltimore business wollld 
be considerably injured. (615,623.) 

F. (Jarload rate. (see also as to Pacificcol!Bt, p. cXVI).-I. GeneraJJ,y.-Mr. 
LANGLEY, of the Merchants' Association of New York, says that in making the classi
fication the roads have adopted what are known as the carload and less than carload 
rates. For instance, the roads will make a rate for a carload from New York to 
Chicago so low that the Chicago merchants will be able to diBtribute those goods from 
Chicago to a point many miles east toward New York, the carload rateand the local 
rate from Chicago east being less than the carload rate from New York to the inter
mediate point. The difference between the carload rate and the less than carload 
rate would not be a diBcrimination if there was any fixed rule for the difference, but 
the classification committees observed no fixed rule. (861, 863. ) 

2. S(Y/JJ,Mrn ClasBijication.-Mr. LANGLEY says that the Southern group ofrailwaye 
are interested in building up Southern territory to the exclusion of merchants else
where, and make a wide difference between the carload and less than carload rates, 
so that it iB practically impossible for any outside merchant to make any sales what
ever in Southern territory. The effect is to exclude the foreign jobber. This wit
ness complains especially of the numerous increase in the difference between carload 
and part carload rates in the South. He declares that the railroads exerciBe a power 
frequently equivalent to taxation. Their actions are purely arbitrary and are gov
erned by their own consciences. Arguments may be presented before the classifica
tion committees, but there iB no power which can be mvoked to compel any change 
in the classification. (862. ) -

Mr. MCGoVERN testifies that the Southern Classification Committee has no fixed 
rule with reference to whether an article ought to take a carload rating or whether 
it ought to be any per cent less than the carload rating. No effort has been made 
to increase the number of carload ratings or to widen the diBtance between the 
carload and less than carload rating. The practice has been to limit the number of 
carload ratings to those articles which are ordinarily moved in carload lots. The 
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Southern Classification has comparatively a smaller number of carload ratings than 
the Official and Western Cl8BSifications. The Southern Classification Committee has 
not atteuipted to prevent New York or Chicago or any long-haul market from doing 
business in the South bJ' increasing the number of carload ratings so as to build up 
the interior Southern Jobber, or for any other purpose whatsoever. The Atlanta 
jobber wants as Iowa carload rating as he can get. He desires that the carload rate 
from New York to Atlanta, plus the less than carload rate from Atlanta to any small 
tawa· m the Atlant&. terriwry-. should appmximat& the through less-than-carload 
rate from New York to that town, while the far-off jobber as a rule wants no carload 
ratings at all. This is the issue in the case of the New York MerchanW Assoeia.tion 
tJ. The Southern Hardware Jobbers' Association. All rates for short distances are 
higher per mile than for the longer distances. It is possible in BOme instances (but 
there is no deliberate intention on the part of the Southern C1assification Committee 
to that end), for goods to be Ilhipped from New York to Atlanta and reshipped back 
160 to 200 miles toward New York at a cheaper rate than they could be sent direct 
from New York to that destination. This fact Ilhows a wide difference between the 
carload and the less than carload rate. The witness does not recall any instances of 
this kind of rate, but says that agricultural implements in carload lots are rated 
as sixth class, subject to a minimum of 20,000 pounds, while in small lots some of 
them are first class and some second class; so that a car could be shipped to Atlanta 
sixth class and then distributed on the first or second-class rate out and the distribu
tion could go a good distance before the through first or second-class rate on the 
part carload to the final destination from New York would be equaled. Questions 
of this kind are not considered by the Classification Committee. Each case is taken 
up on its own merits, but it is not the policy on the part of the committee to keep 
the through shipper from doing business in the South o~' to build up the interior 
jobber; or vice versa. If such policy were pursued by the committee it would stamp 
out the coastwise trade of the Old Dominion Steamship Company and the other 
coastwise steamers, all of whom have representatives in the Southern Classification 
Committee. The Southern Classification Committee is making no effort to get into 
line with the policy of the Official and Western classifications on this point. If they 
are getting closer together, it is merely a coincidenCe. The witness believes that 
the question of minimum carload rates might be brought closer together in all three 
classifications, and thinks 12,000 is a proper minimum carload for all parts of the 
country. (662, 663, 666.) 

Mr. MARKHAM states thllt the rates on the Illinois Central are not determined by 
the Southern classification committee, and it has rates for carload lots less than for 
part carloads. He thinks the lines within 100 miles of the Mississippi River have 
carload and less than carload rates. Possibly the discrimination 18 greater now 
between carload and less than carload rates than it was 20 years ago, and the effect 
is to increase the carload business. ( 441. ) 

2. Carload rale8 to Denver.-Mr. GRIFFITH, representing the Denver Chamber of 
Commerce, says that he knows of no carload rates which are granted on shoes or other 
high-class commodities in shipments to Denver. There are carload rates from Chi
cago and other points to Montana which operate to the disadvantage of Denver. 
The witness presumes that there may be carload rates to Denver on some classes of 
articles. (866.) 

G. Paralleling of railroads and Its effect on rates.-Mr. THOMAS, of 
the Erie Railroad, does not think that direct competition between parallel railroads 
is an advantage to the public. It increases the expense of transacting a given amount 
of business. Thus the Nickel Plate and West Shore railroads were built parallel to 
the Lake Shore and the New York Central, which were abundantly able to trans
port all the traffic at the least possible cost. It would have been much more to the 
mterests of the country to have the money invested in improvements on existing 
lines. The same is true of the Lehigh Valley and the Central Railroad of New Jer
sey. Either of these roads could do all of the business of the other in Bome of the 
territory. O{leration could be conducted more chearly if all the business were car
ried by one hne. The witness has never known 0 an instance where the cost of 
transportation has been reduced without benefit ultimately going to the public. 
Legislation directed to preventing the building of parallel lines would be more desir
able than that restricting freight rates. Overcompetition is more dangerous than 
combination. At the same time Mr. Thomas thinks that there is an advantage in a 
certain degree of competition, especially between the trunk lines which can carry the 
same through traffic, but which do not parallel one another locally. There will 
always be competition between New York and Chicago. If one road fails to supply 
equally satisfaCtory passenger facilities, another road will take away its business. 
(661,669.) 

C'omtru.ction of new railroads to Pacific cOlUlt.-Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific 
Company, asserts that the extension of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad 
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to t"e Pacific coast is not demanded by the volume of traffic. It would merely 
crea." a new capital for the community to support.. He believes that in the long 
run the public has to pay the charges of the construction of unnecessary railroads, 
and that there is already as much competition among transcontinental roads as they 
can possibly stand, none of them except the Northern Pa.ciIicnow payin~ dividends. 
The 'proposition to extend the Union Pacific from Ogden to southern California lJl&Y 
be VIewed in the same way, and the witness does not know whether it will be even 
of benefit to the Union Pacific. (764, 765.) , 

Mr. WHEELER, of the San Francisco Board of Trade, says that he does not know 
authoritatively whether it is the intention of the Burlington Railroad to extend.i.bJ' 
system to the Pacific coast. In a general way it may be well for .. section of the 
country to have as many railroads as possible, but the witnesIJ is inclined to think 
that the building of new roads does not tend to lower freight rates, but merely 
makes one more to divide the receipts, so that there is even a disposition to increase 
the rates somewhat. (747.) 

Western Maryland Railroad.-Mr. GRISWOLD, general frei~htand ~assengeragentof 
the Western Maryland Railroad, says that his road has a hne 87 nules long between 
Baltimore and Hagerstown; the Baltimore and Ohio has one of 104 miles, and the 
Pennsylvania one of 158 miles. The rates on all three lines are the same, and the 
times of delivery are also about the same. Preference in shipment depends upon 
the location of the shipper and the receiver, terminal facilities, etq. The whole busi
ness of the section could be handled by one road. Each road reaches other points, 
however, which the others do not reach, so that it is not a useless paralleling. (616, 
622.) 

H. Sobsidiary traOle ol1l'anization8-Private ean, etc.-I. Fa8t
freighl, lines.-Mr. NICHOLSON, of the Central Railway Clearing House, testifies that 
the fast.freight line system was started in the days when one road was afraid to let 
its cars go on the track of another, and freight was transferred and the settlements 
made on the revenue thereof at junction points. To obviate the delay of this method 
of procedure, various fast-freight lines were organized, such as the Blue Line, the 
Red .Line, the White Line, and others, for the purpose of allowing the cars to go 
through from New York to the Western cities. .A. special waybill was gotten up to 
meet the accounting requirements, the division of revenue among the railroads being 
shown on each shipment, at the bottom of the bill, and when the first junction point 
was met the ~ent of the other road paid in cash to the agent of the initial road the 
revenue due him, and billed the car out, and so on to its destination. The fast.freight 
lines were usually only branch departments of these combined railroads. The Mer
chants' Dispatch Line is a corporation, its stock being owned chiefly by the New 
York Central interests. There are 15 or more fast-freight lines running over the 
N ew York Central. Their accounts, with one or two exceptions, are not audited hy 
the Central Railway Clearing House. The rates charged the fast.freight lines are 
the same as the rates charged to others. When they own cars they are paid the same 
mileage as other persons. The system of 'division of earnings between the different 
railroads connected with the line is on the basis of relative mil~e, except in the 
case of short lines, where constructive mileage is allowed, or there IS the addition of 
an arbitrary charge for physical disabilities of switching and delivering. 

The fast.freight lines, continues Mr. Nicholson, are gradually passing out of use. 
Those remaining are bemg consolidated. They are more numerous on the New York 
Central than on the Pennsylvania system. The Union Freight Line, operating over 
the Pennsylvania Railroad, is not a corporation. It has its own soliciting agents, 
however, to solicit freight in the name of the line, as do all the other fast-freight 
lines. The fast-freight lines are looked upon by the traffic officials as a sort of trade
mark. Shippers often send freight over a particular line because they' have had good 
service by it before. In the country west of Chicago the fast-freight line is unknown. 
The costs of operating a fast-freight line are from 2i to 6 per cent of the freight 
receipts. These expenses are paid by the roads on a cooperative basis! each line 
paying its pro rata amount according to earnings. From a traffic standPoint, the 
rail ways desire the fast-freight lines maintained; from an accounting standpoint, they 
wish them abolished. There is not the same justification for them as formerly. 
They are regarded as merely a branch of their companies. (724,725,728,731.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western. Maryland Rail
road, says that fast-freight lines used formerly to be organizations entirely distinct 
from the railroads, owned largely by officers of the lines over which they operated, 
and to some extent by outsiders. Mr. Griswold does not know of such a ~ now. 
The fast.freight lines that now exist are nothing more than names, by which the 
conduct of through traffic over 3 or 4 or more railroads is placed for convenience 
under the control of one manager. Their purpose is to secure through schedules 
and give better service, th~ enll.l;llin~ the lines to compete more efficiently for traffic. 
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The power to make rates is sometimes given to the manager of the line, but as a rule. 
the manager can not make a rate on any business without the consent of the road on 
which it originates. It is possible for a manager to make a cut rate with the concur
rence of some one line, that line protecting the cut, without the other roads being 
parties to it. (613, 614. ) 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU states that the business of the Old Dominion Line in connection 
with the Southern Railway from New York to Atlanta is done under the Piedmont 
.Air Line, an organization with a trade-mark and with agents in New York, Boston, 
and elsewhere to look out after business. The organization has traveling men and 
is kept up by contributions from the various transportation companies for which it 
does blllnness. ( 446. ) 

Mr. TALCOTT, aasistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that there 
never have been in the South any .independent fast-freight lines like those that exist 
in the North. The lines have simply been ma<ie up by combinations among the rail
road companies, each putting in its quota of cars and establishing a line organization. 
(635.) . 

2. Refrigerator car8.-Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, alludes to com
plaints of CaIiforniafruit shippers against charges of the refrigerator companies. The 
charges are apparently rather high, but the refrigerator companies have claimed 
before the Iriterstate Commerce Commission that they afforded no more than a. 
reasonable profit. Mr. Stubbs thinks, however, that some reduction will soon be 
made. He says that shippers desire that railroad companies should themselves own 
these cars, but that this IS doubtful, since the movement of fruit is confined to a com
paratively short season, and a company which owns these cars can put them into 
service in other sections of the· country and other lines of transportation, as a railroad 
company owning them could not do. The experience of the witness leads him to 
believe that it is more economical for the transcontinental railroads to lease these 
cars from companies than to operate them directly. He declines to state the rate 
paid by the railroads for the use of the cars, but says that it is less than the prevail
Ing rates on the Eastern roads, which are three-fourtllS of a cent or 1 cent per mile. 

Mr. Stubbs states that the freight rates on green fruit are the same to all Eastern 
markets, while the refrigerator companies necessarily grade their charges according to 
distances, especially- because it r.eq.uires more ice for longer distances. The railroad 
freight rate on fruit from California IS $1.25 per 100 pounds, while the witness supposes 
that the refrigerator charges vary from $50 to $135 per car (of 10 to 13 tons.) (769:) 

Mr. WHEELER, of the San Francisco Board of Trade, says that formerly the E. T. 
Earl Company operated refrigerator cars in the California fruit business, but that it 
recently sold out to Armour & Co., who now operate practically all of the refrigerator 
carst although the witness thinks that the Santa Fe owns a few cars also. Complaint 

. has oeen made that the charges for the use of these cars are excessive, but the wit
ness does not know much abOut the subject. He thinks, from conversation with rail
road men, that the time is not far distant when the railroads will own and control 
their own refrigerator cars, but the proposition SeenlS to cause a good deal of friction 
with the private lines. (754. ) 

3. Private car, and car trusl8.-Mr. ADAMS, statistician of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, says that there are immense numbers of private cars, and that the rental 
paid for them by the railroads runs into the millions. If any rolling stock hi lying 
Idle and not used, it is not usually the property of the private car companies. On 
the other hand, the equipment trust obligation, under which a company took over a 
car and used it as its property and at the end of the year paid 6 ~er cent on its value 
and 2l?er cent for annuity, is gradually disappearing. The plan IS like buying goods 
on the Instalment plan. The better roads are either owning their own cars or renting 
from outEide parties on a mileage basis. (386.) 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that ~ 
trusts are very general, he thin ks, in the Southern States at the present time. (635.) 

4. Erpre88 companie8.-Mr. TALCOTl' says that when he had to do with express
company contracts, the contracts provided that railroads should give the express com
panies the available space for transportation, without interfering with the transporta
tion of mails, or passengers and their baggage. The railroad determined how much 
space should be made available for express a.nd how little. But the rates were made 
by the express company. and the earnings were divided. between the railroad and 
the express company on a percen~ basis. The express company received a larger 
proportion on the through competitive business than on the local business. (635.) 

Mr. ADAMS, statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission, thinks that 
express companies ought to be subjected to the same scheme of reporting as the rail
ways, and also that the private companies that furnish cars to railroads and receive 
a rental for them ought to be brought under the supervision of the lnterstate COIU
merce Commission, at least so fl\r N reports !mil CQJ!.oorned. (386.) 
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I. Central Railway Clearin!r House.-1. BUffalo RailwayClearing H0'U8e.
Mr. WILLIAM NICHOLSON, managerof the Central Railway Clearing House of Buffalo, 
New York, testifies that the clearing-house principle WII8 made applicable to the 
through-freight traffic accounting of the New York Central and Hudson River Rail
road Company, its lell8ed and operated lines, at the instance of Mr. John Carstensen, 
the comptroller of those lines. A more general clearin~ house WII8 established at 
Buffalo on April], 1899, for the purpose of handling certam details of through-freight 
accounts for the allied roads terminating at the Niagarafrontier. Themembership con
sisted of the N ew York and Hudson River Railroad Company, the W est Shore Railroad, 
the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway Company, the New York, Chicago 
and St. Louis Railway Company, and the Pittsburg and Lake Erie Railroad Company. 
The duties of this clearin~ house were: The clearance of freight-revenue balances 
accruing between the clearing-house roads, on all interline, joint and fllBt-freight line 
traffic pllBBing through Buffalo or crossing the Niagara River at Black Rock and Sus
pension Bridge; the complete and proper revision of all billing; the compiling and 
furnishing to the accounting departments of the roads all statistics, statements of 
earnings, etc.; the checking and recording of all joint or fast-freight line claims, and 
the keeping of complete records of clearing-house and fll8t-freight line business. All 
freight agents of companies members of the clearing house were to be considered 118 
agents of the clearing house, and to respect orders of the manager. Clearing-house 
traffic, other than fast-frei~ht line, to be waybilled exclusively without divisions of 
earnings on a special clearmg-house waybill. The clearing house to use, whenever 
practicable, the standard blanks of the Association of American Railway Accounting 
Officers. (719-720.) 

2. Scope of Central Railway Clearing H0'U8e.-Mr. NICHOLSON testifies that the Mich
igan Central Railroad withdrew from the Buffalo Clearing House on December 1, 
1899. The rell80n for withdrawal was that it had a weekly system of accounts. 
Another rell80n WII8 that it was afraid that its competitors would know the amount of 
business it WII8 doing. It also found fault with the methods of the clearing house and 
or the executive committee. No further change in membership occurred until May 
1, 1900, when the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway and the Lake 
Eris and Western Railroad were admitted to membership. In view of the fact that 
the two last-named companies and the Pittsburg and Lake Erie Railroad Company 
did not have termini in Buffalo, the executive committee changed the name of the 
"association to the Central Railway Clearing House. The association has an executive 
committee composed of one representative of each road. 

The duties of the clearing house have been largely increased from time to time, 
and at present it accounts for revenue on the following traffic, viz: Interchanged 
between the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, West Shore Railroad, 
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad, Pennsylvania Division of the N ew York 
Central and Hudson River Railroad, Mohawk and Malone Railway, Wallkill Valley 
Railroad, Beech Creek Railroad, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway, 
New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad, Cleveland, Cincinnatit Chicago and St. 
Louis Railway, Lake Erie and Western Railroad, and Pittsburg ana Lake Erie Rail
road, passing the Niagara frontier. Between the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern 
Railway on the one hand and, on the other} the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi~o and 
St. Louis, the Pittsburg and Lake Erie, ana the Lake Erie and Western RaIlroad. 
Between the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad and Cleveland, Cincinnati, 
Chicago and St. Louis Railway and the Lake Erie and Western Railroad on the 
other hand. Between the Buffalo and Allegheny Railroad, Buffalo and Mississippi 
Railroad, New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, West Shore Railroad, 
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Railroad, Pennsylvania Division of the New 
York Central and Hudson River Railroad, Mohawk and Malone Railway, Wallkill 
Valley Railroad, Beech Creek Railroad, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway, 
and all Pacific coast roads where transcontinental tariffs apply. 

In respect of transcontinental traffic between the Atlantic and Pacific coast points, 
the clearing house also acts for the Boston and Albany Railroad and the Boston and 
Maine Railroad Company in the matter of accounts. The revenue on traffic between 
transcontinental tariff points to the Pacific coast and those within clearing-house ter
ritory ell8t of the Niagara River via the Michigan Central Railroad is also taken care 
of in the clearing house, but the local traffic of the Michigan Central Railroad Com
pany is accounted for to that company direct. (720,721.) 

Mr. Nicholson testifies that the Trunk Line Association of New York has jurisdic
tion over the east-bound traffic, while the Central Traffic Association of Chicago has 
similar functions with respect to west-bound traffic. The railway clearing house has 
nothing to do with these associations, except to get tariffs and instructions to check 
revenues of the roads. (725 726.) 

3. Organization of clearing hOU8e.-Mr. NICHOLSON says that there are 220 employees 
of the association, 198 of whom are clerks. The number of clerks employed on the 
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actual clearing-house work is 158. The average clerical salary is $44.94. An itemized 
statement of the business of the association accompanies Mr. Nicholson's testimony. 

The general supervision of the affairs of the clearing house is handled by the man
ager and his chief clerk. The work is divided into 11 departments, each in charge 
of a head clerk, as follows, viz: (1) Accounting department, (2) apportionment 
department, (3) statistical department, (4) abstract department, (5), reVlsiondepart
ment, (6) claim department, (7) daily earnings department, (8) mallingdepartment, 
(9) bindery, (10) stationery, (11) telegraph. (721-723) 

A partial idea of the extent of the business, from the date of its organization to 
the present, can be gained from the following statistics to May 1, 1901: . 
Revenue of, cleared between membership roads ___________________ $33,997, 54l. 91 
Total number of tons forwarded and received from stations on all 

roads, divided into 60 commodity classes ___ ••.. _. _ ... _.......... 9,626,994 
Total number of waybills abstracted for trunk-line commissioners on 

traffic moving east bound from the Niagara frontier, showing num
ber, date, station from and to, weight in pounds, extended and 
footed ......•. _ .•.............•..••.....••. ___ ... _ .• _ •... _.... 1,532,986 
(721-723.) 

4. Hetlwd and advantages of railway accounting by the clearing h0U8e.-Mr. NICHOL
SON testifies that prior to the organization of the clearing house practically all busi
ness interchanged between the roads was settled for by the agents at junction points. 
The old system provided that each individual waybill should be divided and settled 
between the roads. Take, for example, a shipment from Boston to East St. Louis. 
The old junction-settlement plan would require the stopping of the waybilLat Albany, 
East Buffalo, and Cleveland for junction settlement between the roads handling the 
shipment. With the clearing·house plan, the waybill would be reported as for
warded by the agent at Boston and as received by the agent at East St. Louis, direct 
to the clearing house, where the same would be accounted for to roads in interest on 
the basis of the known tariffs and division sheets. At the end of each month the 
proper officer would be notified by it of the condition of accounts affecting the other 
roads for aU waybills handled in that month. (72l.) 

Mr. Nicholson declares that the clearing house has done more than any other agency 
to provide for the delivery of shipments to consignees on proper net charges. It does 
away with the multiplied settlements of the railroads, expedites the movements, 
mimmizes the collectIOn of overcharges, simplifies the accounting, and concentrates 
the preparation of statistics and other information for railroads in interest. 

Its methods represent the most pronounced concentration of through freight 
accounting. The clearing house is a move in the direction of economy, and if made 
universal would be a very great benefit. 

The Central Railway Clearing House has long since passed through the crucial 
period.of its existence and has been made a success from the date of its inL-eption. 

The system of the clearing house is used as one railroad. whether there be 4 or 5 of 
them in the same territory. So far as the expense of the clerical force is con
cerned, the clearing house is an economy to the several companies. The incorpora
tion of the passenger accounting into the clearing house has been talked of, but the 
witness does not ·see that anything would be gained by it, because the passenger 
business is all prepaid, while 94 per cent of the freight is collected at the point of 
destination. The clearing house merely has charge of accounts, and not of care, 
except as they may affect distinct freight·line accounts. (721-724, 729-73l.) 

The earnings are furnished to the various departments every day and some statis
tics every day of certain classes of fi-eight; anything, in fact, tbat the traffic manager 
may require. The earuing ability of every single part of the road is thus made 
known. He does not know that the question has ever come up as to whether the 
books of the clearing house are open to the inspection of the Interstate Commerce 
CommissIOn. The clearing house publishes no reports of any kind. Its fi~ures are 
incorporated in the auditors' books of the various companies, and are published by 
them. 

Mr. Nicholson says, further, that the clearing house has no financial function, all 
moneys collected by the agents being remitted to the treasurers of the respective 
roads direct. It is merely a branch of the auditing department. The cstablishment 
of the clearing house has had the effect of simplifying the work of auditing at the 
several headquarters of the road. 

The witness states that the clearing-house system might enable each road in inter
est to arrive at the total amount of business done by its. competitors, but that informa
tion is never allowed to be given to the competitive roads. The accounts of each 
road are kept to themselves. He does not think that there would be any dif
ference in principle even if the railway systems in the clearing house were not con-
trolled by the same interests. (730. ) . 
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Mr. Nicholson says, further, that Commi8Bioner Knapp, chairman of the Interstate 
Commerce Commi8Bion; the late George R. Blanchard, trunk line commissioner, 
and other noted railway men have gone on record as favoring the railway clearing 
house. He quotes from a prominent railway traffic official: 

"It is our experience that no arrangement of accounting between connecting roads 
is so satisfactory and produces such good results as that of through billing with audit 
settlement. The work of the clearing house in that connection has been marvelous." 
It is "one of the great modern improvements for the settlement of interchange 
traffic." (724.) 

5. European clearing house.i:-Mr. NICHOLSON testified that he is not aware of any 
clearing houses in Europe, excepting one in England and one in Ireland. The 
clearing house of England is very large, and requires a clerical force of thousands. 
He does not believe a universal clearing house for the American .railways could be 
established, because of the immensity of the business. (728.) 

:I. Millcellaneous.-l. BaUirrwrefreight committee.-Mr. GRISWOLD, general pas
senger agent of the Western Maryland Railroad, states that the Baltimore Freight 
Committee is composed of representatives of transportation lines which either termi
nate at Baltimore, or pass through there, or have representation there. He thinks 
each important railroad and steamboat line is represented. It has existed since Jan
uary 1, 1898. The purpose is to discu8B any questions that may be brought up and 
to secure uniformity of practice. It meets at the call of the chairman. It can not 
make a decision except by a unanimous vote. If any representative has no power to 
act on a given question without referring it to his traffic department, he must state 
the fact. Sometimes matters are held over until a vote is received by letter from a 
member so situated, or until a subsequent meeting. The committee has only a lim
ited authority over rates, and none over differentials. Several of the representatives 
must obtain authoritr from their traffic officials before consentiflg to any action on 
rates. There are loca freight committees at various otlier cities, one in Boston and, 
the witne8B thinks, one in New York. (611,612.) 

2. Changes in freight rates.-Mr. BACON, of the Michigan Alkali Company, com
plains of the fact that fj:.eight rates are changed at the pleasure of the railroads at 
any time, thus putting tne manufacturers at sea in making their contracts. As. an 
illustration, the freight rates on alkali products from Wyandotte, Mich., to Richmond, 
Va., were, during 1899, raised from 13 cents per hundred to 24 cents, then reduced 
to 16t cents, and on January 1, 1900, reduced to 13 cents, while on January 23 the 
rate was again increased to 16t cents. The witne8B believes that rates should be 
fixed by a central authority and retained for a year unchanged. (76.) 

3. Routing of shipments of freight.-Mr. STUBBS says that the Southern Pacific and 
Santa Fe railroads have recentlr exercised the power of directing the route over 
which shipments of oranges shal go after leaving their roads. This was necessary 
to break up the practice of the shippers in demandin~ rebates from the various rail
roads connecting with transcontinental lines as a conSIderation for sending shipments 
over them. (764. ) . . 

4. Uniform waybil18.-Mr. NICHOLSON testified that a movement has been started 
for uniform waybills and uniform freight and expense bills all over the United States. 
The Association of Accounting Officers has adopted a waybill, which is used by 160 
railroads. (728-729. ) . 

5. Floating cotton.-Mr. MARKHAM states that" floating cotton" is cotton shipped 
from a town where there is no compress and stopped in transit at a town where there 
is a compress, where it can be compressed, classified, and afterwards reloaded for its 
destinatIon. By this practice cotton purchasers are enabled to ship full carloads, 
which is an advantage to the producer of from $1 to $3 per bale, and'does away 
with the middleman at great cotton centers, such as Memphis and New Orleans. 
Formerly the cotton factor at New Orleans or Memphis advanced money to the pro
ducer for supplies and other material entering into the production of the crop. Inter
est, commi8Bions, brokerage, insurance, and handlin~ the cotton generally resulted 
in the producer's getting very little, if any, profit. The practice of floating cotton 
has done away with this. Very little cotton is bought on the Illinois Central for 
Southern mills, but where it is it is bought in the same way as for the New Eng
land mills. The effect of this system will gradually take cotton away from the larger. 
centers, as the planters can get as good prices now at the small stations. (440.) 

6. Freiflht rates and cottonfactories.-Mr. DUNLAP, an officer of two small railroads 
in GeorgIa, says that special rates on cotton-factory machinery and materials have 
been made by the railroads in the South with a view to establishing them. On the 
witness's road two cotton factories have been built, and the manufacturers received 
a two-thirds rate on their materials. The rate on machinery from New York has 
been about 55 cents per 100 pounds. The witness thinks it was desirable to thus favor 
these factories, but he says that the railroads make le8B profit in hauling the manu-
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factured cotton from the factories than they formerly did in hauling raw cotton to the 
seaports. (3, 4. ) 

7. Northern and Southern tonnage on the Illinois Central compared.-Mr. MARKHAM 
states that the tonnage on the Northern and Southern portions of the Illinois Central 
is very nearly equal, but even with that it necessitates a large number of empty cars 
because of the different freight movements at different seasons of the year. The 
Southern roads operate, as a rule, under a disadvantage as compared with the North
ern roads, because they do not have an equal tonnage per mile, and therefore do not 
have the same earnings per mile of road. (440-441.) 

Mr. Markham states that on the lines of the Illinois Central from Cairo north the 
ton miles to the miles of line are four times what they are south. (437.) 

IV. DISCRIMINATIONS BETWEEN PERSONS. 

A. Discussion B8 to existence Bnd extent of prBctice.-1. Exil!tence 
and evil8 of practice atfirmed.-Professor RIPLEY says that personal discriminations in 
rates are common; tliat certain shippers are obtaining rates which are, perhaps, 35 to 
40 per cent less than the published rates, while those who are shipping without the 
large volume which always lends inducement to cut rates are paying nearer the estab
lished rate. Whenever there is open rate cutting, it follows almost invariably that 
that leads to personal discrimination. The competition which rate cuttin!l" pre
supposes leads to a deeper cut for the large shipper or for the person who is shipping 
frOm a competitive :{loint, whereas the rate remains more nearly at the established 
figure where the shipment is made from a local station or is made by a person who 
is shipping small amounts. Personal discrimination is sometimes made through the 
subterfuges of "hold overs," rebates, underclassification, and underbilling. 

The maintenance of rates at an established figure is a very important matter for 
business men. It does not make so much difference to the manufacturer what freight 
rate he has to pay as it does to have freights uniform for him and for his competi
tors. He would rather pay a high rate and have it uniform than get a low rate when 
a competitor possibly gets a still lower one. (287, 289.) . 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road} says that theoretically there would be a temptation to cut west-bound rates in 
the tall, when much grain IS moved East and many empty cars are going West. He 
does not think that this is important in practice. Rate cutting is more due to the 
anxiety of the solicitors to secure business; they do not consider much the fact that 
cars are going West empty. (622.) 

Professor PARSONS states that from his investigations he believes the tendency of 
private monopolies is to make comparatively high rates and an unjust, partial, 
complex tariff instead of a simple, symmetrical, harmonious, well-adjusted system 
to develop the country as would a system of rates under public management. Pri
vate monopoly would develop the country only so far as that development would be 
profitable to the monopoly itself. The rates at present are so adjusted as to benefit 
the large shipper as against the small one, whereas if any favor should be shown it 
should be shown to the small shipper. The true policy is to equalize opportunities, 
making rates alike to all under the same circumstances and conditions. (134, 135.) 

Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State Railroad and Warehouse Commission of Min
nesota, says that in the opinion of his commission the absolute amount of freight 
charges, within reasonable bounds, is of less importance than uniformity of charges 
to all patrons of the road. So far as business within the State is concerned, he 
believes that there is not much discrimination, because there seems to be no tempta
tion to it. On business between Chicago and the Twin Cities there is a great deal of 
competition, and it is likely that rebates and various other schemes are often resorted 
to. (366.) 

Mr. WILSON testified that large shippers generally have an advantage over smaller 
ones. Railway discriminations have destroyed fortunes and have driven people out. 
of business. The public has no idea of the extent to which they still prevail. They 
now generalll take the form of combinations of heavy shippers who have cars and 
equipment 0 their own, and the rental that they are able to command for the use 
of those cars is very great. This has the effect of driving out of business the firms 
who do not own cars. Railway discriminations are beyond legislation. Possibly 
consolidation may remove them. The apathy of the public is the great obstacle to 
the enforcement of the present laws, which are ample for the purpose. (695-697.) 

Professor PARSONS states that the existence of personal discrimination is a power
ful argument for Government ownership of railroads. He refers to the report of the 
Senate committee of 1885, which treated specifically of many of the evils of the railway 
s>,sterns at that time. He quotes from that report extensively and also from the tes
timonyof witnesses who appeared before that committee, as well as from the reports 
of the Interstate Commerce Commission and from other sources, to show that dis-
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criminations in railway rates in this countrr have existed for many years and a~e in 
existence to-day. The effect of these discnminations is to l:mild up the strong at the 
expense of the weak. Another effect is to build up the cities at the expense of the 
rural communities. In many instances individual business has been built up at cer
tain points which have been favored, while many other people less favored have 
been driven out. These reports have stated that the published freight rates were 
paid by scarcely any shippers, and that no one shipper knew of the rate another 
was receiving. Professor Parsons declares further that while the interstate-com
merce law of 1887 has been passed for the amelioration of the evils growing out of 
these dIscriminations it has been found ineffective; that criminal prosecutions have 
been found ineffective to secure the enforcement of the law. (126-128.) 
. Mr. GRIFFITH, representing the Denver Chamber of Commerce, says that the 
practice of granting rebates and personal discriminations was formerly very preva
lent in the West, but that he has known of none recently. He presumes that there 
has been an agreement among railroads to maintain rates. (855. ) 

Mr. MARKHA M, assistant traffic manager of the Illinois Central, thinks that consoli
dation of railroads will be advantageous in doing away with discriminations. Thirty 
years ago it was a very co=on thing to bill freight openly at one rate to one indi
vidual and at another rate to another individual at the same point. The shippers 
did not make any objections, because the party who received the lower rate shIpped 
a much larger volume. Since that time there has been a radical change of thought, 
and a correspondingly radical change of action. The traffic managers want to be 
fair, but are not always able to resist propositions which appear to be fair from a 
business standpoint. (432, 433.) 

2. General denial of exi8tence of practice.-Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and pas
sen~er agent of the Western Maryland Railroad, says that rate cutting seems to be 
deCldedly less prevalent than several years ago. The latest instances that he has 
known of were near the close of the year 1900, and in these cases it was not possible 
to fix it in connection with all-rail lines. The reason of the diminution of cutting, 
he thinks, is the cooperation of the larger lines in maintaining rates and in carrying 
out thll requirements of the interstate-co=erce act. (614.) 

Mr. Griswold thinks that the influence of rate cutting on traffic is less than is 
s nnetinles supposed. He thinks that variations of traffic are more likely to be due 
to other conditions. For instance, a steamship line at one port may make a spe
ciallyattractive rate in order to fill a steamer. The railroad agents are notified of it, 
and they go around among the shippers and get a cargo. There is not necessarily 
any cutting of the railroad rates. (615.) 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that so far 
as he knows freight rates are well maintained at the present time. There is business 
enough for all, and there is very little temptation to disturb rates. (627.) 

Mr. MARKHAM, of the Illmois Central Railroad, says there is but little of what are 
known as special-co=odity rates (designed to favor particular shippers), rebates, etc., 
in existence at this time. The practice was in vogue before the interstate-co=erce 
law went into effect of givinj special rates from large jobbing centers, but it has 
practically ceased. ( 437-439. 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU, of the 01 Dominion Steamship Company, says that if the Inter
state Commerce Commission had power to insure the maintenance of published tariff 
rates it would not benefit the steamship lines. Rates in the Southern territory are 
particularly well maintained. Secret rates and so on are almost unknown. . (448.) 

Mr. NICHOLSON testifies that the railways have made an organized attempt to ~et 
rid of secret rate cutting, and seem able to cope with the difficulty. The commumty 
of interest of railroads is the greatest factor in respect to maintainin~ rates. (728.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, thinks that combmations among 
railroads will reduce the evil of personal discriminations so that the question will no 
longer be a burning one. He believes also that the penalty for discriminations should 
be placed upon the railroad corporation rather than its officers individually. (487.) 

Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor of the Wall Street.JournaJ, declares that the pay
ment of rebates and the making of discriminations is nearly a dead practice. Rates 
are uniform to shippers to a degree greater than ever before. (464.) 

Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg, says that some 
3 years ~o the chamber, believing that the railroads were discriminating against the 
city, organized a transportation board and employed one of the most competent 
men they could get to take charge of it. That bureau was maintained 2 years, 
and was discontinued as a department of the chamber of commerce simply because 
nobody could be found who had any complaints to make against the transportation 
interests. Mr. Anderson knew in :rast years of the existence of discriminations, and 
he had supposed that they still eX18ted; but they seem to have disappeared. (639, 
640.) 

Mr. DUNLAP, manager of two small railroads in Georgia, does not think that there 
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are any discriminations of consequence aB between different shippers in the Southern 
States. He says in'particular that his lines do not cut rates. (2,4.) 

.Mr. BACON, of the Michigan Alkali Company, does not believe that there are any 
discriminations between persons in the shipment of alkali products. His own com
pany gets the upen rate. . The railro~ds solicit business, but .never offer to reduce the 
rate, and the wltness believes that his three or four competltors get no advantage in 
rates. (85. ) 

3. New England.-WILLIAM. Z. RIPLEY, professor of economics in the MaBsachusetts 
Institute of Technology, says that rates are being cut in New England anywhere 
from 30 to 40 per cent on west-bound traffic. He refers· to a CaBe where a large 
shipper is sending first-claBS freight from Boston to Seattle for 95 cents per hundred 
pounds, while the published rate is $1.25. The reMon for the extended cutting now 
going on is that the large amount of exports and the large amount of traffic going 
eMt have turned a great many empty cars upon ·the seaboard and there is great com
petition among the roads for fillmg those cars to the west. Ordinarily Canadian 
roads are allowed by the American roads a differential and given an advantage in 
freight rates to Chicago ranging anywhere from 10 cents up upon a hundred pounds. 
American trunk lines have now be~un to cut under the differential, and traffic which 
for a great many years haB been gomg over the Canadian lines is now being diverted 
over some of the main trunk lines. This rate cutting is not due to the desire of the 
eaBtern trunk lines to cut rates. It is forced upon them by the situation. The far 
western connections of these lines apparently are desirous of securing business which 
shall be diverted to their lines by th&eaBtern trunk lines, and they notify their eMt
ern connections that any business diverted to them will be taken at a considerable 
cut. The eaBtern trunk lines, therefore, must either take business and transfer it to 
their western connections at a reduction or allow it to go over some other competing 
trunk line. Some roads would be glad to do away with the rate cutting and would 
welcome any amendment to the interstate-commerce law which would enable them 
to maintain rates. (286-290. ) 

Professor P AlISONS refers to the discriminations prevailing on the Boston and 
Albany road previous to its lease by the New York Central, and also subsequent to 
that time, and from a report of the MaBsachusetts railroad commission, which wlUl 
admittedly made by some officer of the Boston and Albany Railway Company (the 
railroad commission not having any knowledge of the facts or any power to ascertain 
them), it appeared that the reductions made in recent years from the published 
freight rates were in many instances as h:6h as 73 per cent, and in nearly all instances 
as much as 10 per cent; that e.hippers did not dare to complain, even when invited to 
do so by the Massachusetts railway commission, because of the fear that they would 
receive worse treatment at the hands of the company. The report of the railroad 
commision on this ~11bject is quoted in full. . 
. Professor Parsons declares that in his opinion the discriminations made by the 

Boston and Maine Railroad, as well as by the New York, New Haven and Hartford 
road, were sufficient to create a monopoly in favor of individual shippers; that a 
monopoly is any advantage which tends to shut out competition. He gives many 
instances of particular discriminations in freight rates! and argues that in every one 
of those instances the party in whose favor the discrlffiination was made had been 
given a sufficient benefit to enable him to build up a business, while the less favored 
competitor was compelled to go out of business. (126-132.) 

Professor Parsons refers to discriminations by the Fitchburg Railroad, the Boston 
and Albany, and the New York, New Haven and Hartford, as shown by recent 
investigations. The discriminations practiced by these several roads related to local 
traffic only. Those by the New York, New Haven and Hartford were shown by Mr. 
Cowles to be even worse than those of the Boston and Albany. The discriminations 
were not always a matter of personal favoritism, but were very often forced upon the 
roads by the large shippers, who threatened to take the trade to another road. 
Sometimes, however, the purpose of discrimination is to let the favored persons 
realize a large profit, while at-other times the managers of the roads themselves 
share in the profit, as was originally the CaBe in the building up of the Standard Oil 
monopoly. 

Professor Parsons states that in the investigation of the Boston and Albany case it 
had been found that discriminations had been resorted to by the road to build up 
manufactories on the line of the road by giving special rates. The Massachusetts 
railroad commission in 1894 disclosed the fact that the avera"ooe freight rate on New 
England roads was about double the average freight rate in the Middle States or in 
the Middle West and nearly double the average freight rate for the whole United 
States, and the commission argued, therefore, that the result of these personal dis
criminations had been unfavorable to New England generally, and especially to 
Boston. The leasing of the Boston and Albany by the New York Central has even 
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a greater tendency in that direction, because the New York Central. is interested in 
the building up of New York City. (132,133.) .• . 

4. Pacijic cocut.-Mr. WHEELER, of the San FranCISCO Board of Trade, says that 
there is no occasion for making rebates during a rate war, but that when the war 
ceases there is a tendency to grant such rebates and secret discriminations. The 
witness does not believe there is a single shipper on the Pacific coast who has not, at 
one time or another, received these discriminating rates. At the same time the 
thinking shippers have made every effort to prevent them. The only reason why a 
good merchant seeks a rebate is in order to put himself on a level with his competitor 
whom he knows gets one. 

The Pacific coast railroads defended their practice of making secret rebates formerly 
on the ground that the Canadian Pacific insisted upon being allowed to make rates 
10 per cent lower than those on the direct routes, in view of the disadvantages of the 
roundabout line and of the necessity of transferring goods from rail to water in order 
to reach San Francisco. The American railroads held that the Canadian Pacific was 
not entitled to the business and that they would not allow it to get the business,.so 
that the rates were cut secretly in order to overcome this 10 per cent differential. 
The hardware merchants of San Francisco got together and agreed, solely for the 
purpose of doing away with secret rebates, that they would sacrifice the advantage 
of this 10 per cent differential and not ship over the Canadian Pacific line at all. The 
result is that that road is now out of bUSIness in San Francisco territory, which no 
more belongs to it than Victoria and Vancouver belong to the Southern Pacific. (748.) 

Mr. iSTuBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company,says that the secret discriminations 
which it is claimed were formerly made in order to meet the.Canadian Pacific differ
ential no longer have any motive since that differential has been abolished. He sup
poses that there may have been some rate cutting by the lines east of the Misssouri 
River, though he was not in a position to know. He states definitely that there is 
now no rate cutting oy the Southern Pacific Company. (762.) 

5. Standard Oil Gbmpany.-Professor PARSONS declares that advantages in rates are 
given the Standard Oil Company by railways in comparison with the rates given to 
other oil-refining companies. He states that from Cleveland, Ohio, to Boston the 
rate on oil was 24 cents; but from Cleveland-the headquarters of what was known 
as the Western refining interests, which was opposed to the Standard Oil monopoly
to any other point in New England the rate was the Boston rate plus the local rate 
from Boston to the point of shipment. The Standard Oil Company had enormous 
oil tanks near Boston and shipped its oil there by boat, and tlius was able to drive 
the Western refining interests practically out of the New England field by reason of 
the railway discriminations. 

He further states that the oil tanks of the Standard Oil Company, which ordi
narily weigh from 35,000 to 50,000 pounds, were billed through by the New England 
roads at 24,000 pounds and were paid for on that basis. The railways attributed 
these discrepancies to error; but It was very significant that all the errors were in 
favor of the trust and none against it. This witness says, further, that the Standard 
Oil Company had a large refinery near Chicago, and that the rate on oil from Chicago 
to New Orleans was made 25 per cent lower than from Cleveland to New Orleans, 
thus driving the Cleveland refiners out of the New Orleans field .. (126, 129.) 

B. Methods of discrimination.-l. Generally.-Professor RIPLEY says that 
rate cutting is sometimes done by means of the subterfuge of a "hold over." Rates are 
cut and the explanation made that the road has a long-time contract with the shipper 
to whom the cut rates are given. Rate cutting is sometimes accomplished through 
the giving of rebates. A Western road, for instance, may deposit an amount of 
money in a Boston bank to the credit of a certain New England freight agent. The 
agent is authorized to draw upon that for cash, which he pays out in rebates, the 
shipper of course paying by check for the full amount of the established rate, that 
being a matter of record. Again, rate cutting may be done through the underclassi
fication of frei~ht, i e.1 freight is classified at a rate lower than that at which it 
should be chwllfied. The process of underbilling is another means by which rates 
are cut. The shipment is made at a rate for a long through haul. The freight is 
then taken off at an intermediate point to which the local rate would be considerably 
higher than its proportion of a through rate. < 

The existence of rate cutting is very widespread. The only way to stop it is to do 
away with competition. (286-290. ) 

2. Miscla8gjfication oj goo~Undermzling (see, also, C1mJsijication Inspector8, p. 
LXXXVI).-}!r. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Mary
land Railroad, says that the agents and receiving clerks of his road are directed to 
watch closely and see that articles shipped conform to the invoice furnished by the 
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shippers. In practice, 'however, the road is largely de-pendent on the good faith of 
the s.hifpers. It ie not. possible to know without exammation what the hidden con
tents 0 the cases are. The Baltimore and Ohio and the Pennsylvania have an 
inspection bureau at Baltimore, but it has not been extended to the other lines there. 
Mr. Griswold does not think that a Government inspection would be superior to one 
established by the railroads. (623. ) 

Professor RIPLlir. says that in many respects the roads are at the mercy of the ship
pers. A shipper may underclassify his goods and get second or third class rates on 
goods which ought to come under a higher classification. The shipping agent can 
never be sure from his personal knowledge that goods are properly classified. (288,) 

Mr. MCGOVERN, of the Southern classification committee, testifies that by under
billing is meant the under reporting of weight or false description of goods for the 
purpose of getting a reduced rate, and he says it is one of the most troublesome 
things with which the transportation companies have to deal. It is not only because 
companies lose revenue by underbilling, but it prevents the honest shipper from 
doing business or drives him into the same unfair practices himself. Several examples 
were ~iven of the unjust practice of underbilling. In one of the Southern States a 
large Jobbing house was found to be underbilling to the extent of from $11 to $50 a 
day. The worst feature of this particular case was that in the same city another 
house in the same line of business did not underbill, and lost a considerable amount 
of trade because of its honesty. Whisky and vinegar are sometimes billed as molas
ses, because the rates on molasses are lower than they are on whisky and vinegar. 
There seems to be systematic underbilling going on all the time. Sometimes a large 
piece of machinery IS taken apart and its component parts shipped as rough castings 
merely to get a lower freight classification. 

Only a very small per cent of the total amount of underbilling is connived at by 
the railroads. In many cases it is started by the soliciting agent of the road, per
haps, who is greedy for the business and tells the shipper how he can avoid the classi
fications by the process of underbillingj but this is in a very small percentage of the 
cases. The practice seems to be increasing rather than diminishing. 

The classification committee has no machinery by which it can protect the roads 
from the evils of underbillinll, but the traffic associations have taken measures to pre
vent it whenever they can, and have agents whose business it is to ferret out cases of 
this sort. Any single road would find it difficult to enforce the classification. It 
should be from a general or joint agency of all the roads in the classification territory. 
The witness does not think the Interstate Commerce Commission could be of any 
efficient service in preventing underbilling. The railroads are perfectly competent 
to take care of themselves on this question if they want to do so, and if they do not 
the commission would find great difficulty in doing it. ( 672--Q74. ) 

3. Private cars.-Mr. MCGOVERN testifies that one of the principal ways in which 
discrimination is now practiced is by private companies owning their own cars and 
carrying goods at lower rates than the railroad companies do. This is often done by 
the railroads allowin~ the private company a greater rate per mile for wheelage than 
is paid others, sometimes as much as 1 cent per mile per car being paid to the owner 
of the car. (674.) 

4. Cartage.-Mr. NICHOIilON, of the Central Railway Clearing House, testifies that 
what is known as cartage in railway parlance is brought about by a line, in order to 
secure business, agreeing to cart goods without any charge-in other words, to include 
cartage in the rate. The Central Railway Clearing House would not know anything 
about the existence of this practice. He thinks there is not as much of this sort vf 
business as formerly, because the bills now ordinarily specify a certain amount for 
cartage. (726. ) 

5. Shrinkage of through rates.-Mr. NICHOIilON testifies that it would be possible 
where two lines are interchanging traffic for the Eastern trunk line to accept the 
regular published tariff rate and at the same time enter into an agreement that the 
Western line would shrink its percentage of rate. That would not go into the clear
ing house. The waybills would be made to read correctly, and any shrinka.",ooe would 
be taken care of in some other way. He does not know of any of that at the present 
time. (726.) 

C. Discriminations as affetlted by legislation.-Professor PARSONS does 
not believe it possible to remove discriminations by legislation of a regulative char
acter, because the railway managers could give preference by through car service, 
car mileage allowances, elevator commissions, and subsidies of various kinds, or by 
a private arrangement in the shape of direct bribery where no record of the transac
tion is kept. DisCl'iminations can not possibly be wiped out so long as the roads are 
in private hands, and the only way to do away with them is to remove the cause
antagonism of interest between the managers of the road and the public by govern
mental ownership. In Germany, New Zealand, and Australia personal discrimina-
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tions were entirely abolished after the l'oads were taken over by the government, 
and in not one of the 30 countries of the world owning and operating their own rail· 
roads have any complaints ever been made with reference to personal discrimination. 

(133, 134.) bel' h . ad l' lat' this b' d Mr. MCGOVERN leves t ere 18 equate egis Ion on su lect at present, an 
possibly it would be better if the penalty were made less severe. The penalty now 
is fine and imprisonment. If the imprisonment feature were eliminated it might be 
better, as it is difficult to ~et a railroad agent or a shipper to testify against another 
when the penalty for the infraction of the law is imprISonment. The fine should be 
marle cumulative if it could be shown that the violation of the law is deliberate and 
intentional and has been followed for any length of time. (674.) 

V. DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN :PLACES. 

A. General principle_Discu!lsion (see also Differential rates, p. xcrr).-
1. Practice lUI to long and short hauls.-Professor RIPLEY presents a diagram for the 
purpose of illustrating the practical working of the long and short haul clause in the 
mterstate commerce act, which permits rates for a longer haul to be lower than 
those for a shorter haul over the same road where conditions are dissimilar. Often 
over a long stretch of noncompetitive territory situated between two competitive 
points rates will not vary at all. This is sometimes true of a stretch of 200 or 300 
miles. When a competitive point is reached rates take a sudden drop. Beyond 
the competitive p'oint, in a noncompetitive field, the rates rise suddenly, and all 
that the traffic will bear in the way of rates is put on until the next competitive 
point is reached. Frequently at these competitive points a secret rate, less than the 
published rate, is given. The result is that these competitive :points have a great 
advantage over places where there is no competition. (296,297.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, is aware of the existence of higher charges for the shorter than for the longer 
haul in some parts of the South, on account of water competition. He does not know 
of any such practices in any territory north of Virgima. His own road does not 
charge more for an intermediate than for a terminal point in any case, either on 
interstate or intrastate business. He would not consider it good policy. It is a dis
advantage to the people on the line of the road and an inconvenience to the railroad 
company to have different methods of making rates for interstate business and for 
intrastate business in the same territory. Moreover, it would injure the road in 
injuring the communities served by it. Whatever harms any community or any 
set of shi:ppers tends to injure the road; and this is a universal principle. l616. ) 

Mr. GrISwold, however, suspects that higher charges for shorter hauls than for 
. longer do exist in some cases ill the North, New York and Chicago, but he does not 
think it is intentional. In meeting certain conditions other cases are sometimes 
overlooked which ought to have been met at the same time. (626.) 

2. Righh oj localities.-Mr. WHEELER, especially in connection with his discussion 
of the Pacific coast rate situation, points out that the railroads have enormous power 
to promote one section of the country at the expense of another. While it is claimed 
that the interests of the raih:oads and of the shippers are the same, it is nevertheless 
true that the interests of shippers in different sections are often opposed to one 
another and the railroads !nay side with one or the other. This witness thinks each 
section or city should be allowed the benefit of its own advantage of situation. (745.) 

Mr. WILBON, of the Cincinnati chamber of commerce, declares that there has been 
too much paternalism practiced by the railroads. The railroads have no right to 
assume paternal functions over any city, locality, or individual. This policy has 
benefited the Eastern cities at the expense of the West. Nevertheless the Northwest 
and immediate North are gaining in that business all the time in spite of the disl'.rim
inations in favor of the Northeast. (695.) 

3. PlYlver oj railroads.-Professor RIPLEY says that the railroad has the life and 
death of manufacturers in its hands. He remembers hearing of an attempt which 
was made to establish a paper pulp factory at Denver. The men back of the scheme 
were notified by one of the roads that if they established a pulp mill at Denver 
which would prevent large shipments of freight which had formerly come from 
Wisconsin, the road would kill the business at any cost. Whether this mill was 
subsequently established or not Mr. Ripley does not know. He believes that the 
power of the roads is equally great over the miner of coal and ore and the producers 
of other commodities. (287,288.) 

Mr. MCGOVEEN, of the Southern Classification Committee, declares that railway 
rates have less to do with the building up of communities than people generally 
imagine. Of course, if the railroads should set out with the deliberate intention to 
kill one town with freight rates and to build up another by a sort of hothollse proc
ess, they might be able to do it as a.gainst local wealth and energy; but as a general 
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proposition the g~~wth of towns does. ~ot depend very largely upon rates, but more 
upon the enterprISe and push of the citizens of the town. Many Instances were given 
and comparisons made where cities having better railway facilities and lower rates 
had not grown so rapidly as cities less favorably situated. (686.) 

4. Di8cussion as to justijicalion of di8crimincUion bet'Ween small and large towns.-Pro
fessor RIPLEY says that the question involved in discrimination as to localities is 
whether a given tonnage shall come from 20 sources or whether it shall come from 
1,000 sources; whether there shall be a few large industries or a great number of' 
small ones. The effect of local discrimination is to concentrate business and popula
tion in a few centers. Business enterprises are abandoned in a place discriminated 
against, not because it has become more expensive to manufacture at that particular 
place than formerly, but because it is much cheaper to carryon business in some 
other J;llace on account of the better railroad facilities offered. It is at places in favor 
of which railroad discriminations are made that the plants of the great industrial 
combinations are located. The doing away with· local discriminations would lead 
to a much more widespread distribution of industries in the small towns of the coun
try with less of the aggregation of industries in particular centers which get the 
benefit of competitive rates. (295-299.) 

Mr. MARKHAM, of the Illinois Central, states that the statistics given (above, p. 
LXXIV) in respect to the reduction of railway rates refer almost wholly to through rates, 
but that there has been also a reduction in local rates, though not correspondingly 
so great. The rates on cotton have been revised two or three times in the last 2(} 
years, and there were reductions in merchandise in the Southern States as well as in 
the Northern States traversed by the Illinois Central. The excessive reduction on 
through rates does not entail a burden on the railroads, because if the roads did not 
take this competitive business at the low rates they would lose so much revenue, 
which would have to be made up on the traffic from noncompetitive points. If we 
divide the whole expense of the railroad up into three parts, the· roads eould not 
control; the question to be determined is whether it will pay "movement expense." 
The other two-thirds expense goes on whether that business is taken or not, and any 
amount in excess of this" movement expense" that can be obtained is just so much 
more that can be applied toward meeting the fixed two-thirds expense, and thereby 
enables the road to make the burden that much lighter for the local or noncom
petitive traffic. The movement of thi~ competitive freight will not always incur 
even the entire expense embraced in the several iteIns comprising the "movement 
expense;" one-third of it is interest on stock and bonds; another one-third the fixed 
expense of the maintenance of stations and station grounds, salaries of the general 
officers and operatives, which it is necessary to retain whether the competitive busi
ness is taken or not, these two items being denominated "fixed expense." " Move
ment expense," making up the other third, consists of the wages of engineers, fire- • 
men, conductors, brakemen, repairs, fuel, oil, waste, water, and wear and tear of 
rails and track. As competitive traffic is offered at certain specified rates made by 
influences which the railway can not control, the "movement eXfense" of such 
traffic might be decreased considerably, so that the entire additiona expense of the 
movement of the competitive freight would in many cases be inappreciable. This 
low expense may be covered by very low rates without injury to any community or 
locality, and yet the rates which the railroad must charge upon other traffic would 
necessarily be higher in order that the entire cost might be covered and the property 
safely and successfully operated. 

This apparent local discrimination helps the local point as well as the competitive 
point, that the railroad by taking the goods at the competitive point at low rates 
makes a little profit, which is just that much added to its receipts, and is just that 
much advantage to the local points. The railroad can add to its receipts more than 
to its expenses by taking such competitive traffic. . 

A community of interest in some way mi~ht prove beneficial in preventing the 
gradual decrease in rates at competitive pomts, but the things that have o~erated 
largely to reduce those rates have been the rivalry of towns situated on different 
rO{l.ds and the necessities of commercial communities. Railroads that serve particu
lar communities or t.rade centers can not resist the demand for putting those people 
on a plane where they will be enabled to do business and build up the railroads as 
well as the towns. The witness does not think there is any community of interest 
strong enough to prevent the recognition of trade centers. (436-438.) 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that to 
charge more for a shorter than for a longer haul is a discrimination, though he will 
not say that it is necessarily an. unjust discrimination. When he was in charge of 
the making of rates he did away with it on the ground that the additional revenue 
which might be got by such discriminations was not enough to justify his company in 
subjecting itself to constant attacks for discrimination, and to the constant necessity 
of defending such rates as just aud reasonable. He regards as reasonable the clause 
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of the interstate-commerce act which prohibits (ordinarily) a higher charge for a 
shorter haul, provided it does not exclude competition by forcing a reduction of rates 
to intermediate points that the railroad can not submit to. He would not approve 
an absolutely ironclad rule. He would not think it always just to forbid the meeting 
of competition, even if it does make a discrimination against intermediate points. 
But an elastic prohibition, with allowances for special cases, he considers justifiable. 
(63lHl32.) 

Mr. ANDERSON, Becrt'tary of the chamber of commerce of Pittsburg, does not think 
that unjust discriminations between places can long be maintained. If one city or 
district is especially favored, the railroads that serve other districts will soon be com
pelled to gJ:8nt them the same concessions. (638. ) 

It is true that complaints existed up to about the time of Mr. Anderson's testimony 
of discriminations ~nst Pittsburg and in favor of Buffalo. in that both Pittsburg 
and Buffalo, as terID1llal points, had the same rate from the West, though the distance 
to Buffalo is greater. This ~ve Buffalo an ad vantage over Pittsburg in the large dis
tributing territory of which It was the center, and also in shipments to New York, 
since, according to Mr. Anderson, goods can be sent to New York cheaper from 
Buffalo than from Pittsburg. (639,640,647.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, can conceive of its being the interest of a road to build up a town, but not at 
the expense of other towns on its line. His road mi~ht put in a siding to encourage 
a new factory, or might make a special rate on the bUIlding material for it. It would 
not give such an esteblishment any rates on its product which sinrilar establishments 
on the line at other points did not get; that would be direct discrimination, and Mr. 
Griswold does not know of any such practice. _ 

5. Long and BhiYrt haul clause in State lawB.-Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president 
of the Seaboard Air Line, thinks that the principle of the long and short haul clause 
has been generally enforced by the -State commissions within the Southern States; 
not, however, in Virginia. (631.) 

Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State railroad and warehouse commission of Minne
sota, says that the railroad law of his State contains a long and short haul clause 
similar to that of the interstate-commerce law. The State railroad and warehouse 
commission has an authority to sus~end this clause, similar to that of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. Two applications for suspension have been made, and both 
have been refused. (365.) _ 

B. Lon;, and short haul discriminations in the South-Basin;,
point s),stem.-1. Existence and criticism of praclice.-Mr. WILSON, of the Cin
cinnati Board of Trade, declares' that the prosperity of the Southern States has 
been largely depressed by ignoring the "long and short haul" principle. The great 
trunk systems of the count~ rarely have any trouble over this claus~. The south
ern territory is where this difficulty obtains, and it all centers around the idea that 
there must be low rates to meet water competition at certain points, and that to 
these must be added local rates back to the interior. The interior is thus checked 
by high rates. Advantage is given to certain towns, whether they have commercial 
merit or not, that merell happen to be situated on a river, creek, or canal. This 
policy has been very injurious to the South. When the Louisville and Nashville 
Railway opened business after the war, water competition was effective from Cincin
nati and Louisville to Nashville, but now it is a very rare thing that a boat loads 
with freight from Cincinnati to Nashville, and yet the rates made from Cincinnati to 
Nashvi11e are based on old river competition. (696-697.) 

Mr. Wilson testified that the "baBlng-point system" is the successor of the" long 
and short haul" system of making- rates. Beginning with the theory that rates 
must be reduced where there is competition between water and rail, the railways 
extend that principle to railway crossings. The effects are evil to the roads and to 
the people, often preventing the establishment of industries at more eligible points 
upon a railroad than at the crossings. The Pennsylvania Railroad has done away 
with this system, with the result that industries are scattered from one end of its 
line to the other. Southern roads, especially the Louisville and Nashville, have' 
operated on the discriminating principle very largely. The Cincinnati Southern 
never operated on it, and has never had any conflict with the" long and short haul" 
clause. (697.) 

Mr. DAVANT, commissioner of the Memphis Freight Bureau, an organization of 
merchants and manufacturers, says that the bureau has accomplished a good deal in 
securing more just frei~ht rates for Memphis and its vicinity. The bureau does not 
believe, however, that discriminations between long and short hauls should be 
altogether abolished. It favors the doing away; in whole or in part, of discrimina
tions against North and South Carolina mill points in shipments from the West as 
compared with New England and cow;t points, but in shipments from New York and 
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the East to St. Lollis and Memphis it finds Memphis at a disadvantage because the rail
roads claim that ther ean not reduce the through rates to Memphis without reducing 
and disorganizing al of their local rates. The conditions of transportation at different 
points are so·different that it is hard to establish any just rule in regard to long and 
short hauls. The witness admits that discriminations against intermediate towns and 
in favor of competitive points tend to prevent the establishment of factories and 
industries at intermediate points. He says it is uncertain whether the gain in busi
ness to the railroads by fostering the establishment of industries at intermediate 
points would equal the loss of business at the competitive points by maintaining 
higher rates there. (5, 8.) 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that the long 
and short haul clause of the interstate-co=erce act has never been fully observed 
in the Southern States. For instance, rates from Chicago to Atlanta are higher than 
the rates from Chicago to Savannah or Charleston, though the freight goes through 
Atlanta to reach those points. These conditions are caused by actual competition. 
Mr. Talcott believes, however, that all the roads have tried to carry out the law. 
They have claimed that they can not carry it out in every respect. (630,632.) 

Mr. DUNLAP, an officer of the Gainesville, Jefferson and Southern Railroad and of 
the Tallulah Falls Railway, both short lines, says that the business of those lines is 
mostly local, and that discriminations between long and short hauls are of little 
importance upon them. There are three or four co=on points where these roads 
have com,l!etition, and the rate to them is a little lower than to the intermediate 
points. (2. ) 

2. General defense.-Mr. MCGOVERN, of the Southern Classification Committee, tes
tifies that the principal difference between the rate system in the South and in the 
other two sections of the country is that in the South there are lower rates to what 
are called basin~ or competitive points than to the small local stations. These rates 
were first established in competition with water transportation, and the basing-point 
system grew out of this principle. Afterwards new rail lines were built and there 
was competition between all-rail carriers and between markets that forced the rates 
down to large towns where there was no water competition at all. The roads have 
not believed that they ought to be called on to put down rates equally to every inter
mediate point where competition does not exist. The only difference in conditions 
as between Geo~ia and Ohio is that in Ohio there had been a flat fourth-section 
basis before the mterstate-commerce law was passed. In the South competition 
exists not only with the sensible traffic officials, but with others who are not so sensi
ble, but who are still doing what they believe to be for the best interests of their 
roads. Competition is anything that compels the carrier to reduce a rate, and one 
competing road would be as much affected by it as another. There is not so much of 
a tendency to establish basing points arbitrarily in the South as there formerly was. 
They were established and are maintained by reason of competition and competitive 
rates. (67!HlSO. ) . 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that when he 
was directly connected with rate making in the Southern States the basing-point sys
tem, in the sense in which the phrase is now used, had not been develol?ed. The 
sy8tem on Western business then was that the roads north of the Ohio River made 
the same rate from any given point, as Chicago, to all points on the river, and the 
roads south of the river made the same rate from all pornts on the river to each inte
rior point. The combination of these two rates to and from the river made the 
through rate. As far as practicable the most important distributing points were given 
the same rate to enable them to develop equally. The rates to other points were 
generally made b)' adding to the rates to these dIStributing points the local tariff of 
the road over whICh the freight went. This was a reco~nition of the general princi
ple which is used in the present basing-point system. (629,630.) 

Mr. MARKHAM states that what is known as the "basing point system II of the 
Southern States is simply that when a town has grown to any importance, so as to 
have a wholesale business, then it gets rates which are related to rates that are made 
to other jobbing centers. The system would start from a point like Atlanta or New 
Orleans and gradually extend to other towns that were of sufficient. commercial im
portance to justify the receipt of as good rates as the larger cities. The rates are not 
always the same to the different points, but their relations to each other are such as 
to enable each place to trade in the outlying territory that might be claimed as trib
ntary to it. The determination of what should be a basing point is somewhat arbi
trarv and involves an infraction of, or an exemption from, the long and short haul 
clauSe of the Interstate CommerCe law. The rates from New York and Chicago to 
the same territory are related. A rate from one place could not be changed with
out a demand being made for a reduction in the other rate. The rates were very 
early fixed from Baltimorfl, Cincinnati, Louisville, and St. Louis to the southern tar-
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ritory near the Mississippi, and changes have been made from time to time in· the 
rates so as to equalize them from the various points. (439.)· 

Mr. Markham states further that the competition of the rivers made the rail rates 
in the first instance. The differentials established at that time obtain to a large 
extent now. Many commercial conditions prevailing may necessitate changes 
of rate. In a meeting of the traffic managers of the various competing railway 
lines various influences arise, and it often re9uires a long time to establish certain 
fixed differentials between the various shippmg places and a common trade center, 
each manager being particularly anxious to secure the trade for his own line and 
threatening to make other special rates if not given equal treatment. The de
fense set up by the Southern railways before the Interstate Commerce Commission 
and the United States courts, that the low rates granted to the important Southern 
cities was because of the water competition, is a true one. It may have been true in 
the first instance, even though no boats were plying on the rivers reaching those 
cities, because if the railroads were to put up the rates a river traffic would soon be 
created. The railroads would protect themselves from the river competition as they 
would from a rival railroad. Even when water· competition is killed by such low 
rates the railroads seldom advance rates afterwards. They could not easily be ad
vanced, because the merchants and manufacturers have adjusted their prices and 
their business operations to them, and the change would cause a general disturbance 
of the fixed conditions. Moreover, a traffic officer, from long association and work
ing traffic under those rates, can not readily disassociate his mind of the idea that 
the business is properly conducted, and that any other rates would be improper. 
(434-435. ) 

Mr. Markham denies the charge that the railroads lose money by hauling freight 
at very low rates on through traffic from . competitive points and made up those 
losses by increasing their local rates. He said the railroads at the interior points 
have reasonable rates which will enable those towns and communities to do busi
ness; that the railroads find the situation at the river points such that they can ~et 
traffic only by making a certain very low rate; that while that rate may necessanly 
. be very low, only a fractional part of what it is at interior points, it does not neces
sarily follow that the road is losing money on that traffic, because the rate will ena
ble the road to add to its receipts more than to its expenses. (436-438.) 

Mr. Markham states that if his railroad hauled all freight at an average rate they 
would get just as much money as they do now; that the railroads would be very glad 
to get the average rate for a car of merchandise. The rates to Southern points remote 
from the rivers are higher than the rates to points on the rivers, because the roads 
could not be successfully operated, particularly the Southern roads, if all rates were 
reduced to the basis of the river rates. (435.) 

3. Ejfect of competition of MiBBi8sippi River (see also p. cLxxxvn) .-Mr. WILSON testifies 
that water transportation down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to New Orleans and 
other river points is recognized very much to the disturbance of trade relations at 
all river points-the rates are lower than to the interior points. The rates to Atlanta, 
for instance, are much higher than the rates to New Orleans and Mobile. Selma, 
where the Cincinnati rates are 104 per cent of the New York rate as against 55 per 
cent of the distance, is excluded, because there is no water competition by way of 
Mobile from New York. (689.) 

Mr. MARKHAM refers particularly to the rates on the Mississippi River from 
Memphis down, and compares them with the railroad rates in the same territory, 
saying that the rates from competitive points to New Orleans are much lower than 
from noncompetitive points, both by rail and by water. A railroad rate from a 
point near the river would be the river rate plus the rate from the river to the inte
rior point. If it were not so near the river the railroads would be justified in charg
ing a higher rate. The last report of the Interstate Commerce Commission showed 
that 17 per cent of the railway mileage of the United States was south of the Ohio 
ami Potomac rivers, but that the earnings of those roads were only 12.5 per cent 
and their dividends only 6 per cent of those of all t'he railroads of the United States. 
Replying to a question as to whether at competitive points on the river the railroad 
and not the steamboat fixed the rate, he said that he had no doubt that eventually 
it must be so. While the steamboat rate on cotton from Memphis to New Orleans 
is 17 cents a hundred, farther down, where there was no competition, the rate 
might be as much as 20 cents. (436-437.) 

4. Steamboats on the smaU rivers of the South.-Mr. MARKHAM states that he does not 
know of any lines of steamboats regularly plying on the smaller rivers on the Atlantic 
and Gulf coasts. The Tennessee and Cumberland have boats running, and the 
Arkansas and Red rivers also, and the witness thinks there are lines running from 
Mobile up the Alabama River as far as Montgomery. He has also seen a statement 
that boats are running un the Tennessee River as far as Chattanooga, but he thinks 
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this is an innovation. The statement made in the public press that by shipping by 
water from Chattanooga to Paducah there was a saVlng of 30 to 40 per cent on through 
shipments to New York and Philadelphia is hardly correct. The saving would not be 
that much, because there are boats up to Nashville, and the rate to Chattanooga 
would be the Nashville boat rate, plus the rate from Nashville to Chattanooga, which 
would not be as great as if there was only rail competition to Chattanooga all the 
way. Probably only in some special commodities, such as grain, flour, and other 
articles, would any saving be effected. (435,439,440. ) 

Mr. TALCOTl', assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that some 
years ago, when he had direct knowledge of conditions, there were regular lines of 
steamboats on some of the smaller Southern rivers, whose competition the railroads 
had to recognize. The boats on the Savannah River were at one time subsidized by 
the railroads in the Southern Railway and Steamship Association to secure the main
tenance of rates. (628, 629.) 

5. MrmtgO'fftel"1J and Mobile rate8.-Mr. MCGOVERN says that the rate from the North 
to Mobile was made the same as the rate to New Orleans, which was first fixed by 
the competition of the river. This witness scarcely thinks it justifiable to make 
these rates the same. Now, when ~oods come down from the North the direct rate 
to Montgomery would be, in some mstances, less than the Mobile rate plus the local 
rate from Mobile to Montgomery. Goods under such circumstances are shipped 
through to Mobile and back. The reason the goods are not stopped at Montgomery 
in the first instance is that it was found that the agents were gradually hunting for 
freight combinations, and consequently the policy was adopted to put the Montgom
ery goods into the Mobile shipment and let the Montgomery man make his arrange
ments to have them reshipped. (681.) 

C. AUe;;ed discriminations between rates from East and 'Vcst to 
Soutllern States.-1. Cincinnati: Its interest in Southern trade.-Mr. EDWARD P. 
WILSON, secretary of various Ohio commercial organizations, testifies that in early 
days Cincinnati was one of the principal points of supply and distribution to the 
South, the goods being carried on steamers and distributed by river and bayou 
throughout the South. She thus gained a prestige in Southern business, and for 
three-quarters of a cen~ury has been developing that business, though not to the 
extent she formerly did. The construction of railway lines into the South and the 

. improved service in rail transportation have given better facilities to rival cities than 
Cincinnati now 1?ossesses. The Louisville and Nashville Railroad was the first 
important line bUllt from the Ohio River into the South, and as it made its connec
tions throu~h Louisville, that city was brought into prominence as a rival distributing· 
center to Cmcinnati. (687.) 

2. AUegedexclusionof Western manufacturers from Southern trade.-Mr. WILSON testi
fies that about 1879 competition 01 the railroads for Southern business was very brisk, 
both from the Eastern seaboard cities and from Western centers, like Chicago, 
Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Louisville. The result was that the roads made an agree
ment to divide the business and maintain rates, and to give to the Eastern cities 
practical control of the trade in manufactured articles, which had their origin at that 
time on the Eastern seaboard, and to give to the roads leading south from the Ohio 
River the trade in what were then known as the peculiar products of the West
packing-house products, grain and its products-both direct and indirect. The result 
of this was to make rates of freight from the Ohio River points what the roads 
pleased on the heavy products and to maintain high rates on the miscellaneous manu
factured products, so that competition could not be had with the Eastern cities on 
those products. Since 1879 conditions have changed, manufactures have moved 
westward and the West demands entrance to the South on equal terms with the East 
for manufactured products. This has been denied by the railroads, but certain 
spasmodic instances of relief have been afforded. Another advantage which the 
Eastern cities secured as against the Western cities resulted from the rates made by 
the coastwise steamers from the North to the Southern seaports. Owing to the favor 
shown the Eastern cities in respect of manufactured articles for Southern trade, the 
Western manufacturers in some instances have found it necessary to establish and 
maintain warehouses in New York and Boston, from which their manufactured 
products may be distributed to the South. (687--688.) 

Mr. Wilson gave specific instances of railway discriminations against Western 
cities for Southern trade as compared with the Eastern cities. Cincinnati is 475 miles 
from Atlanta and New York is 876 miles from Atlanta by rail. While the distance 
from Cincinnati is 54 per cent of the distance from New York, the first, second, and 
third class rates from Cincinnati to Atlanta are 94 per cent of the New York rates. 
In one of the lower classes the Cincinnati rate is 69 per cent of the New York rate, 
but that is on one of the ,.rticles which was given to the West in the division of 1879. 
The distance from Cincinnati to Meridian, Miss., is 55 per cent of the distance from 
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New York to Meridian, and the Cincinnati rate is 107 per cent of the New York 
rate. A statement W88 presented to the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1892 
wherein these and other discriminations were set forth. The commission., in May, 
1894, found that the rates from the Western cities to the South were too high, as 
compared with the Eastem rates, and ordered them reduced about 40 per cent. 
The question, however, W88 carried to the Supreme Court of the United States, but 
the merits of it were not considered, the case being ruled out on the ground that the 
Interstate Commerce Commission did not have authority to establish railway rates. 

Mr. Wilson decJares that cheap water transportation from the Eastern cities to the 
Southem seaports is not as great a factor in the establishment of the Eastern rail 
rates 88 is oro.inarily represented by the Eastem roads. It is used merely as an 
excuse for making the Eastern rates lower than the Westem rates. The competition 
between the Eastem coastwise steamship lines and the railroads is much less than it 
is represented to he. (688-689. ) 

Mr. LANGLEY, ofthe Merchants' Association of New York, says that New York is 
not holding its own 88 a distributing center throughout the Middle West as against 
Chicago and St. Louis. There is competition as between New York and the Westem 
cities for the Southem trade, but if there is any advantage in this particular New 
York has it 88 ~inst St. Louis and Chicago. This is due to another agreement 
between railway lmes, dating back perhaps 30 years, that merchandise should enter 
the South from the East. The idea was to exclude the Western lines from any par
ticipation in business that moved into the South. The agreement exists to-day. 
The witness does not think that the rates of the coastwise steamers had anything to 
do in re~rd to this agreement, and says that he does not think that any cheap water 
rates eXist. There is, in fact, no competitio:.! between the coastwise lines and the 
railroads. The Southem classification applies to the steamship lines as well as to the 
railroads. 

It is possible to deliver goods from New York in the Southern States east of the 
Mississippi cheaper than from Chicago or St. Louis, even though the Illinois Central 
has a direct line from Chicago to New Orleans and Mobile. The lines east of the 
Mississippi in the South refuse to cooperate or prorate with the lines west of the 
Mississippi. If the Illinois Central attempted to take independent action in respect 
of freight rates into the South it would precipitate a rate war. (874-875.) 

Mr. Wilson says further that any road leading into the Soutb has the power to 
reduce rates, but it does not consider it expedient to do so upon its own responsibility, 
because it fears the consequences of independent action. The controlling influence 
against the reduction of Westem rates is that the lines from the Western centers dare 
not grant what they might consider to be their own interests, because of the opposi
tion of the Eastem lines. The effect of this situation is to prevent substantial justice 
by any of the roads leading into the South. There are no more glaring instances 
of injustice by any system of railroads than the system of unjust tariff from the Ohio 
River to the interior South, and no case has ever been presented where the complaint 
has been more clearly defined and supported, and, at the same time, so conspicuously 
ignored. This condition is attributable to the fact that a few dominating interests 
govern the transportation of the South, and are close together in their determination 
to protect each other in order to protect themselves. A few prominent capitalists 
own the larger portion of the stock in all of the transportation organizations that do 
business in the South, and they have agreed practically among themselves that they 
will not hurt each other. The consolidation of these interests would perhaps be 
beneficial. Even if the specific difficulties are not removed, the conflict of interests 
will be minimized in the near future by combination. (691~92.) 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU, of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, states that the Eastern 
men are looking with great alarm on the increased volume of trade from the Western 
cities, such as Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Chicago, and have come to the conclusion 
that those cities must enjoy better rates thaI! the Eastem cities do, He says that it 
has been fully 20 years since there was any general movement of grain and other 
products from the West to New York for the South. In the meantime Baltimore and 
points in Virginia were having as low rates 88 New York from the West, if not lower. 
There is some business from Baltimore and Philadelphia from the West for coast points 
south of Hatteras, but the great volume of the business goes direct by through car 
movement across the Ohio River and is distributed all through the Southern States. 
The manufactured products from the Western cities destined for the South consist 
largely of iron articles, agricultural implements, furniture, etc. Perhaps the growth 
of manufactures jn the Westem country might have something to do with the increase 
of its volume of Southern trade, but it is to be attributed primarily to the decrease of 
rates. The witness is not in close enough touch with the rate situation to say whether 
the rates from the Westem cities to the South are less than the puhHqhed tariff. 
(447,448.) 
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Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard Air Line, says that when 
the Chesapeake and Ohio road was opened in 1874 it adopted for its rates to Rich
mond from the West the trunk line rates to Baltimore which it found in force. 
Western busineBB had previously gone to Baltimore and thence to the South. The 
new competition neceBBitated a readjustment. Very recently, Mr. Talcott under
stands, the plan has been adopted of making Richmond, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Lynch
burg, and perhaps Petersburg, gate cities from the West. The Western lines agree to
make the rates the same to all these points, notwithstanding the different lengths of 
haul. The Southern lines make the rates to interior points by adding either agreed 
rates or locals. (634. ) , 

3. Territorial apportionment oJtra.J!ic. between Eastern and We8tern line8.-Mr. Wu,sOl!'" 
testifies that a circular entitled" Dlvision of Territory South of the Ohio River" con
tains the following clause relatin~ to the territorial apportionment of traffic between 
the Eastern and Western lines, VlZ: 

"(1) Western lines shall not make joint rates on traffic passing between points 
east of Buffalo-Pittsburg zone and points east of a line drawn from Chattanooga, Tenn., 
through Birmingham, Selma, and Montgomery, Ala., to Pensacola, Fla. 

"(2) Eastern lines shall not make joint rates on traffic between points west of 
Buffalo-Pittsburg zone and points on or west of a line drawn from Chattanooga, Tenn., 
through Athens, Augusta, and Macon, Ga., to Liveoak, Fla.: IJ-ovided, however, That 
the Norfolk and Western Railway may participate in traffic via Kenova, at the rates 
established by the aBSociation between points m the territory on and east of its line 
from Columbus, Ohio, to Kenova., W. Va., and on and BOuth of the line of the Pitts
burg, Cincinnati, Chicago, and St. Louis Railway, Columbus, Ohio, to Steubenville, 
Ohio, and points on and east of the Chattanooga-Montgomery-Pensacolaline asdefined 
in paragraph (1}." 

The witneBB does not know whether this division of territory is supported by any 
traffic agreement, but said it corresponds with the practice at the present time. It is 
a practice in restraint of trade. (690.) 

4. Conflict oj Western intere8t8.-Mr. WILSON testifies that in the presentation of the 
Western case to the Interstate Commerce CommiBBion, Chicago and Cincinnati acted 
together, but Louisville and St. Louis seemed to be so close1y in the power of the 
local roads that they took no part in the transaction. The fact is constantly asserted 
by shippers that Louisville has the advantage of Cincinnati, by reason of the adjust
ment of the tariff on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, but it has never been 
proven. It is known that Nashville is in receipt of a great many favors not accorded 
to any other inland city. Certain trades are so affected by it, that they have estab
lished their warehouses in Nashville, rather than fight the situation. The reason 
given for these favors to Nashville is that it should receive discriminations on accollnt 
of having both rail and water connections, but the water transportation to Nashville 
is at present quite insignificant. Navigation is attended with so many difficulties and 
the nver is so low nearly all the time, that it does not affect transportation at all. 
(692. ) 

5. Rale8jrom St. LouiB and Cincinnati to the Southern Stale8 compared.-Mr. WILSON 
testifies that there has been very serious complaint by the shippers of grain from 
Cincinnati against the policy adopted by the railroads whereby transportation bv 
way of MemJ.>his from the Western grain fields is made through St. Louis, and not 
through Cincmnati. For a time the rate applied from St. Louis to Southern territory 
on busineBB coming from Kansas in competltion with the Kansas City, Memphis and 
Birmingham road was only 1 cent higher than the rate from Cincinnati, and the 
roads from St. Louis to Cincinnati asked 7 cents for bringing the grain from St. Louis 
to Cincinnati. The roads South would have been compelled to cut their rates about 
5 cents a hundred pounds in order to equalize conditions. This they refused to do, 
and a barrier was erected against the passage of any grain from points west or north 
of Cincinnati through Cincinnati. The only remedy for this is the consent of the 
roads to make the total rates between anr. ~wo points the same, and to distribute 
among themselves, as they may deem eqUltable. Each community competing in a 
common market is entitled to just rates at the hands of the carriers and to the bene
fit of all its natural advantages. (694-695.) 

6. Oincinnati Southern Rail1·oad.-Mr. WILSON says that owing to the trade of Cin
cinnati being diverted by lines of railway from other Northern points to the South, 
Cincinnati found it necessary to construct a line of road from that city to Chatta
nooga, which was considered the most important strategic point south of {"'incinnati, 
for distribution. This road was built by the city as a public enterprise. It cost 
something over $18,600,000. Bonds were iBBued for this amount and the proceeds of 
the bonds put into the road. The city has been carrying those bonds, the road has 
been paying part of the interest and the city the rest, so that the road has cost the 
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city now about $36,000,000 in cash. Its income is a rental of $1,090,000 a year. The 
bonds are about to expire, and if they can be refunded at current rates of interest it 
will result in the city having an annual surplus. This road is leased by an organiza
tion known as the Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific Railroad Company, a 
corporation organized under the laws of Ohio, which has been operating the road 
for about 20 years. The proposition now is to extend that lease 65 years, and it is 
being favorably considered by the majority of the people in interest. The imJ..>res
~ion prevails in Cincinnati and elsewhere that the outcome of this extension WIll be 
to give the control of the road to the Southern Railway, and this the people desire. 
Nearly 80 per cent of the stock of the Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific 
Railway is held by the Southwestern Investment Security Company. The Southern 
Railway owns a majority of the stock of the Southwestern Investment Security Com
pany, and through that instrumentality it has a dominant influence in the Cincin
nati, New Orleans and Texas .Pacific Railway Company. There is a clause in the 
proposed lease of the Cincinnati Southern road to the Cincinnati, New Orleans and 
Texas Pacific Company that "The right to suhlet this property to any other than 
the Southern Railway is denied." The city of Cincinnati will never sell the road, 
at least not within the terms of the lease. The main thing to be accomplished is to 
lease the property upon a long rental and give the city an income. The terms of 
the lease will be based on the earnings of the road, and seem to be favorable to the 
future of the road as well as to the city. There is a clause in the present lease which 
provides that the lessee company shall not discriminate ~inst the citizens of Cin
cinnati, Kentucky, or Tennessee, but this clause is indefimte, and as there is no pen
alty provided to secure its enforcement, it has not amounted to anything. In 
renewing or extending the lease the Cincinnati ship:pers are interested in having a 
declaration of policy that will protect the geographical situation and rights of the 
road. The Cincinnati Southern road having been leased tcr foreign control, its pol
icy has hitherto practically ignored the territorial advantages that Cincinnati claims 
she should have through its construction. (687, 6~2, 694.) 

D. Discellaneous discriminations and rate adjustments in tile 
80utll.-1. Atlanta and &vannah rates.-Mr. McGOVERN testified that there are 4 or 
5 concerns in Atlanta that have warehouses located at Savannah in order to get the 
henefit of the lower rates to Savannah made by the ocean routes, and they then 
reship the goods inland from Savannah. H it should come to pass that Atlanta 
would commence to do all its business at Savannah, the roads would have to decide 
what they would do about it, because there are some roads that haul Atlanta busi
ness that have nothing to do with the traffic at Savannah; and if the Savannah busi
ness should grow to a sufficient volume it would force a reduction to Atlanta and 
other interior 'points. Referring to the tin-plate industry, he says that Mr. Charles 
Conklin got hiS commodity rate on tin plate East and West by using as an argument 
that if the roads did not give him a commodity rate to Atlanta,· he would move his 
works to Savannah and get the plate there by water. Mr. McGovern says he does 
not think the roads should have given him that rate, for the reason that it is not 
used for manufacturing purposes. He ships a great deal besides manufactures. 
(681, 682.) 

2. Binningham and .Atlanta rates.-Mr. McGoVERN testified that Birmingham and 
Atlanta have the eame rates from the East because they have always been in the 
same group. From the west the rates were formerly the same to the 2 points, but 
when the Kansas City, Memphis and Birmingham Road was built from Memphis to 
Birmingham the rates to Birmingham were made much lower than to Atlanta. The 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad attempted to keep up the same rates from Ohio 
River points to the 2 cities of Birmingham and Atlanta, but was not able to do so, 
and about 1886 the Birmingham differential was fixed, which still exists. It would 
not benefit Atlanta to build an additional railroad from the West, and would not 
lower her rates to the same plane as those of Birmingham. Atlanta has not suffered 
from freight rates and has all the railroads she needs. It is the business of the rail
road to fix the rates to fit the conditions as they exist. (680. ) 

3. The Charleatoo-A8heville-Norfolk case.-Mr. MCGOVERN says thatwhat is known 
as the Charleston-Asheville-Norfolk case arose out of the desire of Charleston to have 
the same rates from Chicago through Asheville, as Norfolk has. The Southern Rail
way has a line through Asheville to Norfolk, and the rate was made the same on that 
line to Norfolk as on the direct line, although it was much more roundabout. Charles
ton is very much nearer Asheville than Norfolk is, but the Southern road would not 
grant the rate desired; consequently Charleston, about 2 years ago, brought the ques
tion before the Interstate Commerce Commission, but a decision has not yet been 
reached. . 

164-VUl 
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Mr. McGovern I!!ly,s the reason why Charleston did not get the same rates as Nor
folk over the AsheVille line was that the Asheville line had nothin{: whatever to do 
with fixing the rates from Chicago to Norfolk. The rate from Chicago to Norfolk 
was fi;x:ed by the trunk lines from Chicago to the seaboard, the shortest line being 
the governing element. It is the same as the Baltimore rate, which is a little below 
the Philadelphia and New York rates. The Charleston rate is likewise fixed by the 
trunk lines, and is practically the Norfolk rate plus the water rate from Norfolk to 
Charleston. Norfolk is considerably nearer Chicago than Charleston is. The Ashe
ville line does not handle any Western business of any consequence bound for Nor
folk. There may be a little money to the Southern road on Norfolk business from 
Chicago, but certainly not enough to make it a factor in rate making. (683-686.) 

4. RaU!8 through Richmond.-Mr. MCGOVERN says that the rates from the West to 
Richmond, properly speaking, are subject to the official classification and are made 
the same as from Baltimore, but on through business going to the Carolinas the rates 
through Richmond are made on a proportional basis on the Southern Classification. 
The rate from Cincinnati to Richmond is 62 cents, but the proportional rate on busi
ness going through Richmond to the Carolinas is only 32 cents from Cincinnati to 
Richmond. The complaint is really as to rates rather than classification. (677.) 

5. Rate8 on coUon to Southern and to New England arId European millB.-Mr. DAVANT, 
commissioner of the Memphis Frei~ht Bureau, testified in 1900 that the freight rates 
from Memphis to Eastern cotton mills were based on a rate of 55! cents per hundred 
to Boston and 57l cents to New York, while the rate on cotton to Carolina mill points 
was 59 cents. Thus cotton going from Memphis to Charlotte, N. C., or to Greenville, 
S. C., would pay 59 cents, while cotton for export or for shipment to New England, 
I!:oing through those P9ints to Norfolk, 300 or 400 miles farther, would pay 42 cents. 
The rates to Liverpool from Memphis are sometimes lower than to Carolina points, 
although the rate to Liverpool at the time of Mr. Davant's testimony was about 72 
cents. . 

The witness contends that the freight rates from Memphis should be the same to 
the Carolina mills as to Norfolk and to other ports. fie does not believe that freight 
rates should be in proportion to the length of the haul. The objection of the rail
roads to reducing freight rates to the Carolina mills is that it would ultimately result 
in a reduction of local rates to those mills from near-by points. Cotton rates to East
ern points, under severe competition between the different railroads, have frequently 
been reduced below a paying basis. Under these conditions the witness does not think 
it just that the railroads should be forced to carry similar low rates into their local 
territory, from which they have to get the principal part of their earnings. The rail
roads are able to charge higher rates to the local mills in the Carolinas, because there 
is ,Practically no competition there. The rates to New York and BClston are deter
mined by the water competition by way of New Orleans or of Cincinnati. Notwith
standing these arguments in favor of discrimination, the witness insists that there 
should be an adjustment more to the advantage of Southern mills. (5-8.) 

Mr. Davant says that the rail freights on cotton from Memphis to New York and 
Boston are determined by the cost of water transportation. As a matter of fact, there 
has of late been no transportation of cotton to those points by way of the MiB8issippi 
River and the Gulf, hut there would be if the rail rates from Memphis were advanced. 
Some cotton is transported up the Mississippi to Cincinnati and thence by rail. The 
water rate by this route is I) cents lower than the railroad rate, the difference being 
supposedly due to the high costs of insuring cotton durin~ water transportation. The 
witness thinks that a certain amount of discrimination III favor of Eastern points as 
compared with Carolina mill towns is necct'BaI'y because of water competition to the 
more distant points. (6-8. ) 

Mr. MARKHAM states that the rates from New Orleans or Memphis to Liverpool by 
way of Boston would be the same as through every other port all the way around to 
New Orleans. The rates from Memphis to all ocean and Gulf ports are fixed figures. 
Each port reports each day to the Mem phis Cotton Committee w hat ocean rates they 
can obtain to Liverpool. Those ocean rates are added to those fixed rail rates, and 
the port which has the lowest rate to Liverpool fixes the through rate by all ports. 
The railroads have to shrink their rail proportion down to a figure that will enable 
them to make the same through rate, whereby all lines may get a share of the traffic. 
(442.) -

6. Galt,eston rate.!.-Mr. MARKHAM states that the rates from Kansas City to Galves
ton and New Orleans are the rates from Kansas City to St. Louis, plus the barge line, 
and from Illinois territory to New Orleans by all rail. (441.) 

E. Alle,;ed discrimination againlit Dcnver.-1. Complaint oj Denver 
regarding through rates.-Mr. GRIFFITH, representing the Denver Chamber of Com
merce, says that there are 5 railroads coming directly to Denver from the East
the Union Pacific, Burlington, Missouri Pacific, Rock Island, and Santa Fe, of which 
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S make part of transcontinental lines. Denver has also a rail-and-water route by 
way of toe Gulf of Mexico and through Fort Worth. . 

The rates from Denver to San Francisco are now practically the same as those from 
Chicago and New York to San ~-rancisco. They were formerly higher, the more 
eastern cities being given lower rates on the ground of sea competition by way of the 
Atlantic. A case was brought under the influence of the Denver Chamber of .Com
merce, known as Kindel v. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Mr. Kindel, 
who brought suit, was a manufacturer of bed springs, who was especially anxious to 
obtain a satisfactory Western outlet. The Interstate Commerce Commission held that 
the rates from Denver to the Pacific coast should not exceed those from Chicago or 
more eastern cities. The witness believed at the time of his testimony in May, 1901, 
that the railroads were about to put the modified rates into effect. 

Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, says that the case brought several 
years ago by the chamber of commerce of Denver regarding freight rates was very 
similar to that which was being pushed regarding Pacific coast rates at the time of 
his testimony in the summer of 1901. The Denver case came directly within the 
long and short haul clause of the interstate-commerce law. The Denver jobbers 
claimed that they should have lower rates to and from points in California than pre
vail between the Missouri River points and California. The contention of the railroads 
was that the rates from the Missouri River to California were influenced by sea com
petition from New York, but that the influenceofthis sea competition did not extend 
farther west. They held accordingly that it would not be fair to give Denver a rate 
as much lower than that from Missouri River points as the proportionate distance 
would indicate. The railroads held that to give Denver the same rate as that from the 
Missouri River would be a fair compromise, and the Denver shippers aCcepted this 
offer. 

The witness says further that the high rates which had. previously prevailed from 
Denver had not been approved by the railroads themselves, but that they had main
tained them because they did not wish to recognize that there was any effect of sea 
competition at Denver, or because the Interstate Commerce Commission would not 
recognize railroad competition as a factor in determining differences between the long 
and short haul rates. The railroads felt that if the rates from Denver were reduced 
then the rates from all other points would have to be similarly reduced, so thaUhe 
rates were held up to protect the revenue of the railroads. In this case, however, 
the Interstate Commerce Commission held that Denver must be given the benefit of 
sea competitive rates. (760.) 

Mr. GRIFFITH says further that Denver manufacturers also complain ~at the rates on 
raw materials from the East are high as compared with the rates on manufactured prod
ucts, so that the development of manufactures in Colorado is greatly retarded. Some 
manufacturers have heen able to get the railroads to make commodity rates on raw 
materials, which have relieved them, but this is not true in other cases. In the case of 
iron and steel, which are largely produced in Colorado by the Colorado Fuel and 
Iron Company, the manufacturers who use these products as raw materials claim that 
the high freight rates from the East act as a protective tariff to the local industry, so 
that the manufacturers get no advantage in low prices as the result of the production 
of iron and steel in the State. A large manufacturer of machinery told the witness 
recently that he bought a considerable amount of pig iron from Pittsburg in spite of 
the fact that the freight rate was so high. The witness is inclined to think that the 
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company ought to be able to produce iron and steel about 
as cheaply as it is produced in Pittsburg, although the cost of labor and general 
expenses are higher in Colorado. The supply of ore and coal is practically unlim
ited and quite convenient, although the Fuel and Iron Company gets most of its iron 
ore from the edge of Wyoming. The witness presumes that sooner or later there will 
be many more ironworks established. Colorado is a large State, with many resources 
and few people to develop them, so the available capital has laIWlly gone into pre
cious metal mining and other enterprises rather than into coal, Iron, and steel pro
duction. (848-857.) 

2. Alleged di8crimination agaiTl8t Denver jobbers in distribution of goods.-Mr. GRIF
FITH presents a paper prepared by the chairman of the traffic bureau of the Denver 
Chamber of Commerce regarding the freight rates at Denver, and the witness himself 
explains the 81lbject further and presents additional arguments in favor of modifica
tions of the existing basis. It is asserted by these gentlemen that Denver has never 
had any 81lbstantial assistance in her development from the transportation companies, 
but, on the other hand, has been constantly handicapl?ed by restrictions. 

The particular complaint presented by Mr. Griffith IS in behalf of the jobbers of 
Denver, who hold that they have never enjoyed a basis of rates for the distribution 
of goods, particularly to common points in Montana and Idaho and other States 
adjoining Colorado, which enabled them to compete with Eastern cities and Missouri 
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River points or with the Pacific terminal points a.s regards the distribution of prod
ucts from California. Denver has always been treated a.s a way station in the mak
ing of rates. From the Ea.st the Missouri River is substantially the ba.sis line. Mis
souri River and other Ea.stern points receive through rates directly to common points 
in the Mountain States, while Denver must add to a high rate from the Ea.stern points 
other high local rates. The rates from Denver to Utah, Montana, and Idaho are 
ba.sed upon the Missouri River rates and are usually 70 or 80 per cent of those rates, 
-which makes it practically impossible for any considerable amount of business to 
originate at Denver. By wa:r, of further illustration the witness states that the rate 
from the Atlantic coast by rail to Denver is $2.72 per 100 pounds on first-class goods. 
The rate from Chic~o to Denver on first-class goods is $2.05, and the rate from Mis
sissippi and Missoun River points is practically the same. From Denver to co=on 
points in Montana and Idaho the freight rate is $2 on first-class commodities. The 
rates from the Missouri River to those common points direct is ~!::.50 per 100 pounds, 
which is very much less than the combined rate from the river to Denver and from Den
verto Idaho and Montana. Mississippi River points have a carload rate on first-class 
goods to Idaho and Montana of $2.90 per 100 pounds, and Chicago ha.s a carload rate at 
$3.10. The rate from Chicago to Denver, added to the rate of these co=on points 
from Denver, is $4.05, there being no carload rates allowed to Denver on most goods. 
The Chicago jobber thus ha.s an advantage of 95 cents on the cost of shipment. 

Mr. Griffith states that there is less occasion for complainf as regards the rates 
from Denver to New Mexico. An arbitrary blanket rate has been made by the rail
roads on the condition that the merchants should give them a certain amount of 
tonnage. ThE'se rates enable the Denver merchants to compete in New Mexico ter
ritory. The rates from Denver to Colorado points are also satisfactory, and, in fact, 
the jobbing business of Denver is largely confined to the State of Colorado alone. 
The rates in some instances are high!..,but the Eastern jobber has no advantage, since 
there are no through rates from the .M.stern States lower proportionately than those 
by way of Denver. 

This witness states also that practically all Eastern cities have the same advantage 
over Denver in the matter of jobbing business. The witness understands that goods 
coming from the East to Chicago takes a ba.sis of 67 cents per 100 pounds first-class to 
Chicago; the Eastern rate to St. Louis is 87 cents, and to Missouri River points $1.47. 
All the different Missouri River points get the same rate from the Atlantic seaboard 
and make the same rate to Western points. 

The Denver merchants maintain, accordin~ to Mr. Griffith, that they are entitled 
to be placed on an equal competitive basis WIth regard to distributing goods to com
mon points in the Mountain States. The present base line on which the Western 
distributive rates are founded is the Missouri River. A new base line shpuld be 
established, running north and south through Cheyenne, Denver, Colorado Springs, 
and Pueblo. This would enable all the cities named and others along the same line 
to compete on equal terms with Eastern I?oints. The establishment of this new base 
would also prevent rate wars and discrimmations, since if cuts in rates were made to 
these points they would have to apply to farther Western points as well. The Den
ver merchants do not desire that the rates shall be lower proportionately to and 
from Denver than in case of the more eastern points, but they do desire to have 
proportionate rates. The witness recognizes that if the adoption of such a new 
basIS would not furnish sufficient tonnage to the railroads to justify the change in 
the rate they could not be expected to adopt it, but he asserts that the only way in 
which the country can be developed is by ceasing to discriminate against it. It is 
to the interest of the railroads that the country which they enter should be devel
oped in its manufacturing and distributing business. (848, 857) 

F. Frel"ht rates to tile PRcillc coad Rod sea competitioo.-1. The 
case bejqre the InJerstate Commerce Commission.-Mr. WHEELER, representing the Pacific 
Coa.st Jobbers' Association, describes the case being prosecuted in 1901 before the 
Interstate Commerce Commission with reference to the Pacific coast freight rates. 
This case wa.s brought by the jobbers of the Middle West, through the St. Louis 
Traffic Bureau, to compel the railroads to put them in a more favorable position as 
regards traffic to the coast. 

The witness states that the transcontinental railroads found themselves at the out
set met with the competition of sea carriers from New York and the Atlantic coast 
to San Francisco and.other Pacific coast ports. They were obliged to make rates to 
meet that competition, with allowance for the less favorable conditions of sea traffic. 
The railroads of the Middle West thereupon insisted that they should apply like 
sea-competitive rates between Chicago and other Middle Weet citie~ and the coast. 
They -insisted on what was known as "postage-stamp rates," making the charges 
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from all Eastern points equal, as the Government does in carrying letters. Thev 
made tariffs accordingly, which practically confined sea competition to competition 
as it then existed. The merchants of San Francisco, in 1893, in order to break the 
monopoly then maintained. by virtue of practical combination between the railrcads 
and the steamship companies, established a new steamship line to run in connection 
with the Panama Railroad and its steamship line on the Atlantic. They also subsi· 
dized a rival line of clipper ships around Cape Horn. The result was violent com· 
petition and a great cuttmg of rates. Rail rates were generally flattened out, and little 
or no difference remained between carload and less than carload rates, while value 
of goods and other proper elements which should be regarded in connection with sea 
competition were disregarded. This rate war continued during 1893 and 1894, after 
which the new steams nip line was abandoned and the Panama Railroad Company 
renewed its relations with the Pacific Mail Steamship Company (which is affilIated 
with the Southern Pacific Compsny). Rates were advanced, but carload <;lifferentials 
formerly existing were not at first restored. The Middle West jobbers had been 
able owing to the abandonment of these special carload rates, to secure an abnor
mally large share of the business of distributing goods into the Pacific coast territory. 

For this reason the Pacific Coast Hardware and Metal Association, an organization 
of jobbers, made a protest and held a meeting with the railroads in May, 1898, at 
Milwaukee, as the result of which railroads in a measure restored the conditions 
existin!l' before the rate war, which were more satisfactory to Pacific coast jobbers. 
The Middle West jobbers thereupon in turn protested and claimed as a right what 
had been granted by the railroads as a war expedient. Their efforts were successful 
in the case of the Great Northern and Northern Pacific railways, which, on May 1, 
1899, reduced the carload differentials, and, despite the complaints of the Pacific 
coast jobbers, declined to recede from that position. The railroads running directly 
to California, however, paid no attention to their northern competitors, and continued 
the operation of the Milwaukee tariff. ' 

Thereu'p0n the Middle West jobbers began the suit before the Interatate Commerce 
CommiSSIOn against the transcontinental railways. They demanded: (1) That rates 
should be graded according to distance, so that a lower rate should exist from St. 
Louis than from Chicago and a lower rate from Chicago than from New York; (2) 
that carload differentials should be materially reduced; (3) that "blanket" desCrip
tions should be adopted, by which a variety of articles widely diverse in value, 
density, and liability to damage might be packed in a single case and transported at 
a single rate. (744, 745.) 

Mr. LANGLEY, of the Merchants' Association of New York, says that it is possible 
for aNew York merchant to do business in California territory in competition with 
San Francisco. On business destined for California and the Pacific coast there is a 
classification in effect which is peculiar to that traffic. It is made in a different way 
from the other classifications. It is made by grouping and naming rates to cover 
groups rather than items. There has been a contention by the commercial bodies of 
the central West, particularly Chicago and St. Louis, that the scale of rates and also 
the classification in effect from Chicago and St. Louis is detrimental to their inter
ests. Those cities claim that the transcontinental lines are using the difference 
between the carload and the less than carload rates to exclude them from the Pacific 
coast territory. The Pacific coast jobbers maintain that Chicago and St. Louis 
have no right to do business in that territory, and there is now a case before the 
Interstate Commerca Commission that involves the whole question. The rate from 
New York to San Francisco and from Chicago to San Francisco is the same. Chicago 
and St. Louis both claim that because they are nearer San Francisco the rate to San 
Francisco should be relatively lees than it is from New York. The rate from New 
York to San Francisco, however, on transcontinental business should be properly 
styled a "compelled" rate; that is, a rate not based on the cost of service or the dis
tance hauled, but forced upon the roads by the ocean rate from New York around 
Cape Horn to San Francisco. Chicago and St. Louis seek to have that compelled 
rate used as a basis, and then ohlige the railroads to grade the rates from the Eastern 
seaboard to the Pacific coast. Denver makes practically the same claim. If the 
principle involved in the compelled rate is not recognized and protected and this 
graded system of rates is introduced, the rate from New York to San Francisco of $1, 
if graded westward, would soon real!h a point beyond Denver where there would 
not be any rate at all. The Chicago merchant, while- apparently able to compete 
with the New York merchant for the California trade, has against him the rate 
that he had to pay to get his stock from the East to Chicago. On import goods, 
however,' he can compete with the New York jobber for the California trade. 
(875-876.) 
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Mr. STUBBS, thirq vice-president of the Southern Pacific Company, also discusses 
the case brought by the shippers of the Middle West before the Interstate Commerce 
Commission regardin~ freight rates to the Pacific coast. He says that the interstate
commerce law recogmzes by implication that a substantial difference of circumstances 
and conditions will justify a higher rate for the shorter haul that is contained within 
a longer haul than for a longer haul itself. Usually the Interstate Commerce Com
mission has defined such special conditions, justifying lower rates for longer hauls, 
to be competition by foreign carriers or sea carriers not under the control of the 
commission. 

San Francisco has had the advantage of sea competition as from New York and 
from all points in the East within reasonable distance of New York. The sea car
riers control the rates so that the railroads on such traffic can not get a fully com
pensatoryrate. that is, a rate which contributes its full share toward all the expenses 
of transportation including fixed charges. The practice of the railways has been to 
meet thiS sea competition just so far as it extended and no farther. Thus the rail 
rate from New York to an interior town in California would be higher than the rate 
to San Francisco, even though the distance should be less, by the amount of the local 
rate from San Francisco back to this interior point. Thus the intermediate points 
in the West for a very considerable distance baek from the coast have thus had higher 
rates than the rates from New York to San Francisco, and the Interstate Commerce 
Commission and merchants in the East generally have justified this practice. The 
same principle should apply as regards shipments from Eastern cities to the Pacific 
coast. Pittsburg, St. LoUIS, and other cities should have rates to San Francisco equal 
to the rate from New York plus the local rate from those cities to New York, whence 
sea carriers could be employed. 

On account of the magnitude of the interests at these Eastern interiol' cities, they 
have been unwilling to accept this principle, and are bringing suit before the Inter
state Commerce Commission to compel the railroads to make rates from Chicago, 
St. Louis, and other interior cities to San Francisco lower than the rates from New 
York to San Francisco, on the ground that the distance is shorter. All of the trans
continental railroads are involved, but the chief burden of the defense rests upon the 
Southern Pacific Company, because it is the most important and because it operates 
a throu~h line from New York to San Francisco and has no line from Chica~o, FO 
that its mterests are somewhat different from those of railroads originating at ChICago. 
The Southern Pacific Conpany holds that it would be ruinons to all of these road~ if 
the principle contended for by the shipl?ers in this suit should be accepted, because 
the rates from all intermediate points Will be forced down to the level of the non
compensatory rates which are !!ompelled by sea competition. 

Mr. Stubbs declares that the influence of sea competition from the Atlantic coa'lt 
to California affects the traffic as far west from the Atlantic as Kansas City, while 
goods have been shipped from San Francisco by way of New York, while goods have 
also been shipJ?6d from San Francisco to Dodge City, Kansas, by way of the Canadian 
. Pacific. (760.) 

2. Carload diferential8.-Another question of difference in the suit referred to is 
regarding carload rates as compared with rates for less than carload quantities. Mr. 
STUBBS says that the Pacific railroads have made an adjustment precisely similar to 
that which exists in practically all railroad tariffs throughout the country, by which 
the rates on carloads are lower than those on smaller quantities. The difference is 
arbitrary, but ",i'l range from 50 cents to perhaps $1.50 per 100 pounds, according to 
the basis rate. This arrangement enables the merchants of San Francisco, Portland, 
Seattle, and other jobbing centers on the Pacific coast to import goods by carloads 
and distribute them back to smaller towns in less quantities. The merchants of St. 
Louis, Chicago, and other large jobbing centers in the Middle West are trying to reach 
out into the Pacific coast territory, and are now seeking by this suit to compel the 
modification of the differentials in favor of carload lots, so that they can distribute 
their ~oods directly to the consumers on the Pacific coast at the expense of Pacific 
coast Jobbers. - . 

Mr. Stubbs says that the Northern Pacific and Great Northern railroads originally 
had the same carload differentials as the railroads terminating in California, and that 
on a petition of the jobbers in Chicago, St. Louis, and other cities they reduced the 
differential so as to give those jobbers an advantage in distributing gOQds to retailers 
on the Pacific coast. The object of the railroads in doing so was to favor the jobbers 
at their eastern terminals because of the relative unimportance of the jobbing busi
ness at their western terminals, especially as compared with. the jobbing business of 
San Francisco. The attitude of these two northern roads as re,.,aards the case before 
the Interstate Commerce Commission is one of indifference. The witness dol'S not . 
know whether they would accept the existing carload differentials of the more south-
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em roads if the Interstate Commerce Commission should declare them justifiable, and 
it is questionable whether the Interstate Commerce Commission would have power 
tc, compel them to make these same differentials. (760, 761.) 

3. Blanket descripti0n8.-A third feature of the case is the demand that various 
classes of articles which now take different rates may be given the same rates. This 
is particularly demanded as regards hardware. Indeed the real movers in the pres
ent suit are the Simmons Hardware Company, of St. Louis, and the Hibbard, Spencer 
&: Bartlett Company, of Chicago, two of the largest hardware companies in the world. 
They wish, by way of illustration, that hammers. hatchets, shovels, and planes, which 
may now be assumed to have different rates of freight, may be put under the single 
rate. At present, if these different articles were packed in a single package, it would 
be charged for at the rate for the highest rated article. Under the change demanded 
the package would all go at one rate, lower than the former highest rate, the object 
of the change being to enable shippers to send assorted packages to retail dealers 
directly at low rates. (758,759.) 

4. Argument of Pacific coastjobbers.-In defense of the position of the Pacific job
bers in opposing the demand of the Middle West jobbers above outlined, Mr. WHEELER 
declares that it is not just to destroy the natUl;a1 geografhical advantages which any 
city possessei!--ftdvantageswhich were the very cause 0 its foundation. The people 
who pioneered San Francisco did not go there especially because of the beauty of its 
locatio .. or of it;. fine climate. They went because of the commercial possibilities 
owing to the fact that San Francisco had cheap water communication with the East
em seaboard and is the natural gateway of the Pacific coast. 

The San Francisco jobbers further believe that sea-competitive rates· on the part of 
the railroads should be confined to points where sea competition actually exists. 
The witness believes that the long and short haul clause of the interstate-commerce 
law is clear in notjermitting railroads to make a lower rate for a lon.,ger haul from 
Chicago and inlan points to San Francisco. The law permits the waIver of the long 
and Iohort haul clause where circumstances are dissimilar. The dissimilarity in this 
case probably consists in the fact that New York and other seaboard cities have water 
transportation to San Francisco which inland cities do not have. It costs compara
tively little to build ships, and the sea is God's natural highway. New York has 
this sea connection with San Francisco. There is no such water competition directly 
from Chicago. Chicago and St. Louis, however, ignore the very basis of the low rates 
from New York to San Francisco, and maintain that they should have a lower rate 
than New York. The railroads claim that the rate should actually be higher than 
from New York, that the Middle West shipper should first pay the rail rate to New 
York, and then take advantage of the sea transportation. The railroads, however, 
are willing to compromise by making the rates the same from all these points. 

Mr. Wheeler says further that the disadvantages attending water transportation are 
such that the rates by rail should be materially higher even in order to make equal 
competition, and he asserts that the shippers of the Middle West are trying to compel 
the railroads to ignore these disadvantages and make the rates byrail unduly low. 
In shipping by sea it reqnires at least four months longer to take goods by sailing vessels 
from New York to San Francisco than in shipping by rail. The capital invested in 
the goods during this voyage is idle, and the interest must be considered. Moreover, 
the uncertainty as to the time when the goods will arrive by sailing vessels is a great 
disadvantage to the purchaser of the goods. Again, to the sea rate the marine insur
ance must be added, as well as the liability to damage. All these disadvantages it is 
now sought to ignore .. (745,746.) , 

5. Pacific coast ralell and the Denver case.-Mr. WHEELER holds that the Interstate 
Commerce Commission in its decision in the Denver case pointed out ri~htly the 
inconsistency of the principle of making sea competitive rates as regardsOhlCltgo, St. 
Louis, and other inland cities. Indeed, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Omaha, and other 
cites on the Missouri River are put by the railroads on an equality on the basis of 
the sea competitive rates from New York. The Interstate Commerce Commission 
in the Denver case held that the railroads might not justly draw the line at the Mis
soun River, but must give Denver and even Salt Lake City the advantage of lower 
rates. The rate has been higher from these places to San Francisco than from 
Chicago, St. Louis, or New York. The aim of the railroads in arranging the rates in 
this way has been to create the business as near as possible to their eastem termini, 
increasing the length of the haul. It is also the aIm of the railroads starting from 
Chicago and Missouri River points to secure lower rates from those points than prevail 
from New Y crk in order that manufacturing and other interests may be built up at 
their eastem tennini and that their business may be increased at the expense of the 
business of seaboard cities which have natural and better geographical positions 
as regards Pacific coast traffic. For this reason the witness thinks that the Pacific 
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cOBBt would benefit, by the ~tablishment of consolidated lines of railways operating 
all the way from tlie Atlantic coast. These through roads would have no motive to 
build up the middle cities, such BB exists at resent, but could haul the traffic all the 
way from the Atlantic seaboard. (746,747. 

6 . .Exi8ting sea transportation routes to &n anciBco.-Mr. WHEELER says that there 
is not at present apparently any tendency for the sea-carrying trade of San Francisco 
to come under the dominatlOn of the railroads. There formerly WBB such a tendency, 
which caused great alarm to the Pacific cOBBt shippers. Very recently a new line of 
vessels hBB been established known BB the American-Hawaiian line. This is to 
operate very large steam vessels, of from 8,000 to 12,000 tons register. There will 
be a sailing each month from New York to San Francisco by way of the Straits of 
Magellan. From San Francisco the vessels go to Honolulu to take sugar cargoes, 
whence they return to New York. The great advantage of these vessels over the 
sailing vessels which have been so largery used is the certainty BB to the time 
of arrival. They expect to make the voyage from New York to San Francisco 
in 60 days, and they are fullY' BB regular BB the rail lines in the delivery of 
freight. The merchant merely hBB to figure 40 days longer and he can make his 
orders accordingly. In the CBBe of sailing vessels there WBB no certainty whether they 
would arrive in 4 months, in 6 or 8 months, or even longer. The merchant might 
find his goods arriving after the Se8Bon for them had passed. 

The rates established by this new line of steamers are scarcely higher than the 
sail rates previonsly prevailing. They run from 40 cents to 65 cents per hundred 
pOlmds. The all-rail rates on similar classes of goods range from 60 cents to $3. 
The rail carriers make especially low rates on gooils which are carried in the lower 
holds of vessels, such BB iron and steel products of different sorts, (750.) 

Mr. STUBBS says that the competition of sea carriers at San Francisco ports is 
greater than ever before. The Panama Railroad run three or four steamers each 
way monthly from New York to San Francisco. To be sure the Southern Pacific 
Company is interested in the Pacific Mail Steamship Line, constituting the western 
end of this Panama system, but this line does not now have power to fix rates. The 
American-Hawaiian Steamship Company is operating vessels of from 6,000 to 8,000 
tons burden from New York to San Francisco by way of the Straits of Magellan. 
These steamships have a large capacity and relatively small coal consumption, and 
can take cargoes from New York to San Francisco very cheaply. They are taking all 
classes of freight. There is nothing but perishable freight that can not go around 
the Horn, and even perishable freight can be handled with proper appliances. 
(673.) 

VI. TICKET BROKERAGE-PASSENGER BUSINESS. 

A. Character of people en;;aged in brokerage bn8ine88.--'-1. Gener
ally.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that there are two regularly organized associations of 
ticket brokers-the American Ticket Brokers' Association, with a membership of 335, 
and the Guarantee Ticket Brokers' Association, with a membership of 83. Mr. lin
denberger 8BBUmes that each member hBB 3 clerks, on an average, so that there 
are 1,800 or 2,000 persons making a living at the business in the United States. In 
the larger cities the business is conducted by those who devote their entire time to 
it; in smaller places it is done largely by persons in other lines of business, very fre
quently by tho~e who conduct book and news stands in hotels. Many members of 
the Amencan- Ticket Brokers' Association have been engaged exclusively in this 
bnsiness for from 10 to 30 r.ears. They have the respect and confidence of their 
communities and of the railway managers. Mr. Lindenberger does not know to 
whom he could more safely refer for a certificate of character than to the railway 
passe~r men of his city, though many of them are bitter antagonists in a business 
way. (320.) 

Not a broker now in the American Ticket Brokers' Association has ever been 
arrested for fraud or charged with it. Members have been expelled for doing an 
illegitimate business. (855. 857.) 

Mr. Lindenberger states further that education In a ticket brokers' office is a com
mon stepping-stone to employment in the yassen~r departlnents of railways. He 
knows several prominent railroad men in hl~h positions who received their first edu
cation in the ticket business behind a broker s counter. A man there becomes famil
iar with every form of ticket that is issued, with the different lines of road in the 
United States, with connections, etc. (825, 350.) . . 

2. American Ticket Brokers' A880ciation.-Mr. LINDENBERGER submits a copy of the 
constitution and by-laws of the American Ticket Brokers' Association. Any person 
of good moral character who possesses the necessary ability and capital is eligible to 
membership upon payment of an initiation fee if, m the Judgment of the executive 
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committee, the location will admit of his admission. A member may hold not more 
than two membership!! in anyone city and not more than five in the association. 
A membership under which the holder has conducted business for not less than 6 
months may be sold or assigned to any person eligible to membership, with the 
approval of the executive committee. In every city where there are three or more 
members, the members must organize a local division having for its objects uniformity 
of selling rates and the destruction of hostile competition. New applicants in a lIity 
where one or m6re memberships are operated must pay an initiation fee of forty times 
the amount of the prescribed fee, as follows: Class A, $1,000; class B, $600; class C, 
$400j class D, $200. No member may conduct his business in any place where liquor 
is SOld, nor in any place objected to by the executive committee. 

All association rebate orders, when properly drawn by members in good standing, 
must be honored without question. Whenever a ticket or coupon purchased of a 
member bya passenger is not accepted for passage, through no neglect of the passen
ger, and the passenger is obliged to pay fare, the full amount of fare so paid must be 
I'Ilturned to the passenger. Whenever a ticket is sold without recourse, wholly or in 
part, this must be stated in writing to the pa..osenger at the time of such sale. All 

. disputes, whether between members or between patrons and members, must be 
referred directly to the executive committee as a board of arbitration, from whose 
decision appeal lies to the annual convention. If a member fails to make good any 
written or verbal guaranty to a passenger, the guaranty must be made good by the 
association, when so decided by the executive committee, and the amount must be 
charged to the member. Any transaction between a member and any person or cor
poration whereby the system of ticket brokerage may be liable to injury or degradation 
18 declared to be a misdemeanor; so also is the buying of employees', complimentary, 
or stock passes. The~unishment for a misdemeanor is reprimand, fine not exceed
ing $100, suspension one or all), or expulsion, at the discretion of the executive 
committee. If the 0 ensa is such as to cause pecuniary damage to either a patron, 
corporation, or member. the executive committee may also require such restitution 
from the offender as they may deem proper. No member is permitted to have any 
transaction relating to ticket brokerage with a broker who is not a member of the 
association, nor with a suspended member. A member who joins another associa
tion of ticket brokers is to be suspended or expelled, at the discretion of the execu
tive committee. 

The association maintains a committee on hostile legislation, consisting of one 
member elected annually by the convention. The committeeman receives a salary 
of $2,500 a year. In the event of hostile legislation in any State, the members in 
such State, acting under the direction of the committee on hostile legislation, are to 
pay 50 per cent of the expense incurred, and the association is to pay 50 per cent. 

Mr. Lindenberger also submits, as indicating the care with whICh the association 
tries to exclude improper persons, the form of application for membership and the 
reference blanks, which are to be filled by 3 members of the association, by a banker, 
and by 2 merchants, to all of whom the applicant for membership is required to 
refer. (321-324.) . 

B. Methods or business.-l. General nature of bu8ines8.-Mr. LINDENBERGER, 
of the American Ticket Brokers' Association, says that the business of ticket brokers 
is to buy passenger tickets from the agents of railways and from passengers and to 

. sell them to travelers below the published tariff rates. (318.) The brokerage business 
depends on the existence of inequality and discriII)ination ill the passenger business. 
If the roads treated the public with exact and equal justice, thereowould be no room 
for ticket brokers. A universal rate of 2 cents a mile would destroy the broker's 
business. (355. ) 

2. Scalping ticketB.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that it is a common practice for a ticket 
broker to buy a ticket to some through point "which is perhap!! a competitive point, 
and upon which very likely some one of the various roads in this line are anxious for 
business and will pay a commission," sell the ticket to a passengerto an intermediate 
point, and give the passenger a rebate order on a broker at that place. Passenger 
agents sometimes come to brokers and ask them to send business over their road, 
offering, for instance, to extend the time limits on any ticket that may expire. Some
times they pay a commission and sometimes they do not. (352.) 

3. Ji'urniBhing-rale 8heetB.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that a common method of ticket 
brokers favorably situated for securing tickets is to issue furnishing-rate sheets to 
their correspondents. Suppose a passenger asks a Washington broker for a rate 
to Denver. The regular fare is $48. The broker may have a ticket to Buffalo or 
Cleveland or Pittsburg or Chicago. He examines his rate sheets for a furnishing 
rate from a broker in the city which he has a ticket to. The customer takes the 
part-way ticket and an order upon the correspondent in the intermediate city for a 
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ticket to finish his journey. He will probably save $3 or $5. If the Washington 
broker has no ticket, and if the furnishing rate is low enough, he may be able to 
buy a regular ticket at local rates to the intermediate point and still allow the customer 
a saving over the through rate. (320.) 

4. Mileage books.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that ticket brokers deal largely in mile
age books. They are usually bought by the broker direct from the railroad companies 
and sold to patrons who need a smaller quantity of mileage than that contained in a 
full book. If the customer is known to the broker, he may be permitted to return 
the book by mail. Otherwise he pays the full value and receives a rebate from a 
correspondent of the ticket broker III the city he is bound for. In the New England 
States and New York and on many roads in other parts of the country books are 
good in the hands of the bearer, though there are regulations which nominally 
restrict the use of them to the purchaser or to persons connected with him in a 
family or business way. In a letter written by the general passenger agent of the 
Lehigh Valley Railroad, this company's books are spokeri of as good in the hands of 
the holder, though the ordinary restrictions are printed upon them. 'Ten years ago 
Mr. Lindenberger's own business was very largely in mileage books. They were 
bought almost exclusively from the railroads direct. Indeed, it is dangerous to buy 
them otherwise. He has known a dishonest man to sell his mileage book to a broker, 
report to the company that it was lost, and have it taken up on the train and returned 
to him. (318,354.) . 

Mr. Lindenberger says that in several parts of the country only interchangeable 
mileage hooks are now sold. In the territory of the Central Passenger Association 
a thousand-mile book, good on 37 roads, is used. The passenger pays $30 for the 
book, and when he has used all of the 1,000 miles he is entitled to a refund of $10 on 
returning the cover. West of Chicago there is a book called the Sebastian book. 
When the passenger buys a ticket of a railroad company he takes a receipt, and those 
receipts are filed in the book. When he gets up to, say, 2,000 miles, he can tum 
them in and get a rebate. In Michigan there is another called the Northern Mileage 
Book. . 

Since the reduction of rates can be got on these books only when the cover is 
turned in by the original purchaser, they can not be bought and sold by brokers. 
It sometimes happens that a traveling man has not $30 to invest in a book, and he 
gets a broker to buy a book and carry it for him, charging him a percentage. Mr. 
Lindenberger knows of brokers who carry as many as 200 books for these special 
customers. (319, 353.) 

Mr. Lindenberger says that when each road sold its individual mileage books trav
eling men were usually allowed 3 cents a mile for their fare by their employers, and 
they were able to buy mil~e from brokers at about 2l cents. The three-fourths of 
a cent was one of the perqwsites of the business. Now, in the territory where the 
interchangeable mileage books are issued, the houses furnish the mileage books. 
(352. ) 

5. Railroad spotters and mileage books.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that a broker some
times puts out a mileage book, guaranteeing it to the purchaser, as brokers always 
do, and the purchaser turns out to be a railroad spotter, who gives up the ticket to 
the road and comes back with a receipt to show that it has been taken up by the 
conductor. The hroker has to refund the money. Mr. Lindenberger quotes a news
paper article, apparently written on the basis of information obtained from the rail
roads, in which the following passage occurs: "A feature of this testing the market, 
which perhaps is not generally known to the public and which hits the brokers the 
hardest, is the lifting of the mileage tickets. All such tickets bought up on the mar- . 
ket are confiscated br the two passenger associations, and in a year's time it means 
an immense financia loss to the brokers, who are just so much out of pocket. When 
very severe tests of the market are being made, the associations oftentimes get out
siders, in the guise of traveling men, to help, and in this manner much mileage is 
secured from the scall?ers which otherwise they would not let go, because of their 
fear ofthe 'spotters." (334. ) 

Mr. Lindenberger declares that a prominent J.>assenger agent in Michigan, desiring 
to increase travel on his road, put large quantities of mileage books in the hands of 
brokers and guaranteed them. For some time there was no trouble; "but suddenly 
the passenger agent changed his mind and issued orders to his conductors, and a 
great many of these books, which we had a right to assume had been bought under 
that understanding, were taken up. For books costing $20 I got in some cases no 
more than a ride of 100 mile&-$2-and the loss to me was $18. There was no 
recourse unless we went into court and published the circumstances, and that does 
not pay." (340.) 
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6. Rnte-waf' tickets.-Mr. LINDENBERGER BaYs that brokers are often useful to the 
public in giving the benefit of rate-war reductions to persons who would not other
wise get it. T4us, in 1898, there was a rate war for eight months in Canada. Tickets 
were sold at about half the usual rate, but outside of Canadian territory regular tariff 
rates were charged. Thus, in Windsor, one could buy a ticket to Toronto for $3.30, 
but across the river in Detroit one had to pay $6.60." The brokers of Detroit sent 
to their Western correspondents, giving the prices at wbich ther would supply, on 
prepaid orders, tickets to Toronto and Eastern points. The pnces were usuall, $1 
above the war rate. It was only through brokers that these rates could be obtained 
in the United States. The agents of the railroads in Detroit were absolutely forbid
den to give customers any' information about rates across the river. Mr. Linden
berger mentions other similar instances. (319, 320. ) 

7. ExCUTBicm tickets.-Mr. LINDENBERGER BaYS that ticket brokers not only buy the 
return parts of excursion tickets from travelers, but through their correspondents in 
other Cities they are often able to handle both the going and the return coupons. 
The railroads often give brokers advance information of these excursions, and the 
brokers are able to arrange by correspondence to handle the tickets. (319.), 

C. Relations to railroads.-l. Support of broke:r,1Yy connivance of TauToada.
Mr. LINDENBERGER says that the growth of ticket brokerage to the immense propor
tions it assumed from about 1876 to 1896 was due almost entirely to the direct encour
agement and support of the railways. Nearly every railroad of importance employed 
brokersj" and when a road could not make Batisfactory arrangements with established 
offices, new offices were opened. When Mr. Lindenberger became a ticket broker 
19 years ago, he started with the regular issues of three lines of road, and in the fol
lowin~ years dealt on the most friendly terms with all the great lines that looked to 
DetrOit for business. The purpose of the railroads in using brokers was to get com
petitive business which they could not reach otherwise. New lines which desired a 
quick introduction to the public would place tickets with brokers. The weaker lines, 
failing to secure a living share of the passenger traffic, would often find that their 
only means of escaping the receiver was to call in their help. The brokers, with 
correspondents all over the country, can quickly influence a large pa..."8enger t~affic 
over any line if the tickets are put low enough. {326.} 

Mr. Lindenberger states that it was proved some years ago before the Senate Com
mittee on Interstate Commerce that such roads as the New York Central and the 
Pennsylvania had dealt through brokers, and that 95 per cent of ~he business of the 
ticket brokers of the United States was done with the railroads direct. This does 
not mean that each individual broker bought almost all his tickets from the rail
roads. One broker at a starting point in the East, New York or Boston, starts a 
ticket west, and it mar. travel from New York to San Francisco. It was originally 
purchased from the railroad direct by the broker, and it is used from point to point. 
The dealings of the brokers with the roads are less of late years, "especially ill the 
last year, when the traffic associations are the whole thing." Mr. Lindenberger 
does not think thatthe business of ticket brokerage could be carried on, at least to 
anything like its former extent, without the dealings directly with the roads. 
"Where a broker would have perhaps anywhere from thirty, fifty, to one hundred 
thousand dollars invested in stock, he would neceSBllrily have to do the compara
tively small business that is done through tickets that passengers don't use and 
throlll!h excursion tickets." This would greatly injure, Mr. Lindenberger thinks, 
the general public. The brokers would either be driven out of business or be driven 
to less public locations. 

Mr. Lindenberger BaYs that it would be possible to exhibit written contracts which 
have been made between ticket brokers and railroad officials for the selling of cut
rate tickets in bulk, but it would be in violation of a business agreement and he 
would not think it right. Of late years such agreeIDents are simply a matter of 
honor between the ticket broker and the railroad men. "For instance, a ticket 
broker may write to a general passenger agent that he wants something, that he can 
do him some good, and instead of getting a reply by mail a district passenger agt'nt 
or a traveling passenger agent comes in and talks the matter over and BaYS, 'We will 
do so and SOj' and that contract stands. The agent will BaY, 'Buy tickets reading 
over our road, report to us the forms and numbers at the end of the month, and a 
check will follow.' That is the general custom of doing business, and, to the credit 
of the roads, there are very few instances on record where the contract has been 
violated to the slightest extent." 

This witness also BaYs that when a railroad pays a commission to brokers on tickets 
sold over its line the rate is usually about 10 per cent. The broker usually receives 
the Bame as an agent. (350-352.) " 
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Mr. Lindenberger declares that the acceptance of commissions from railroads for 
selling tickets over their lines is not an unlawful act; but if the railroads have made 
agreements among themselves which are violated by the payment 9f such commis
sions, those agr~ements are themselves unlawful, as combinations in restraint of 
trade. (355. ) 

Mr. Lindenberger says further that railroad companies when they are in an agree
ment not to cut rates will often pay a commission to brokers, stipulating that the 
rate IDust not be cut. The brokers work for those particular lines and get business 
for them. The brokers have many customers who are friends of years' standing, and 
will buy of them rather than of the regular agents at the same rate. A regulation 
that all tickets must be sold at tariff rates will not destroy the brokers' offices. But 
the passenger associations now say how many outside offices a railroad may have, 
and If an antiscalping law were passed, and men could not sell tickets without a cer
tificate from a railroad company, the passenger associations would then control the 
business. (357.) 

2. effect on railroad tickel.9.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that in the latter part of 1898 
the railroads cut off second-class rates generally throughout the Southwest, without 
making any corresponding reduction in the first-class rate. The effect was that while 
the lowest rate between New Orleans and Louisville, prior to January 1, 1899, was 
$13.50, the lowest rate after that date was $19; the lowest .rate from Chi~o to 
Austin, Tex., before Janua!J' 1, 1899, was $23.75; after that date $32.15. He thinks 
the average difference was 40 per cent. Just before Mr. Lindenberger appeared 
before the co=ission the railroads again put second-class tickets on sale, reducing 
the minimum rates from New Orleans to Chicago from $23 to $16.50, from New 
Orleans to St. Louis from $18 to $12.50, and from New Orleans to Kansas City from 
$24.35 to $15.50. Reduced party tickets to various Northern points were also offered. 
This reduction of rates is attributed to the competition of ticket brokers in selling 
low-rate tickets by roundabout routes. (336. ) 

3. Ticket brokerage and railroad competition.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that there is 
room for brokers as long as there is competition between railroads. "The broker 
thrives best when trade is bad and when rates are high. When people are making 
money the savings effected through brokers do not amount to so much to them; they 
are not so anxious to buy. When the railroads are doing lots of business they do not 
care for us. But when the railroad companies get in a close place and need business, 
they get out and look for it, and the ticket broker is in a pOSition to give it to them." 
(350.) 

D. Legitimacy of brokerage business.-1. Attitude 0/ brokers to'ward 
jraud.-Mr. LINDENBERGER, of the American Ticket Brokers' ASSOCiation, submits a 
copy of a circular issued by that association offerin~ a reward of $500 for the arrest and 
conviction of any member of the association who 18 guilty of forging a railway ticket, 
or who has chan~ed the destination of a ticket, with mtent to defraud. For the 
arrest and conviction of any ticket broker not a member of the association, for either 
of these acts, the association offers a reward of $200. In a circular accompanying the 
announcement of this offer, the secretary of the association says that the offer is made 
to prove that the slanderous stories :put in circulation by certain railway officials to 
the effect that it is the general practice of ticket brokers to forge and alter railway 
tickets are infamous falsehoods. The circular is also intended, however, as a warn
ing to any ticket broker who may be tempted to dishonest practices that the associa
tion will spare neither energy nor money to put him out of the calling he has disgraced. 
(325.) 

This witness declares that the value of fraudulent tickets that the railroads c.any 
passengers on for which they receive no compensation, is very small indeed. Most 
fraudulent tickets are fraudulent simply by extension of a time limit. The rail
roads have actually been paid for carrying the passenger. Of course that is no 
excuse for the use of such a ticket. So far as brokers are concerned, ticket frauds 
are usually discovered through them. It has been the custom with railroad com
panies, and is really the most effective way of detecting frauds, burglaries, etc., as 
soon as they learn of a fraudulent issue of tickets, or of tickets being stolen, to notify 
a broker through the American Ticket Brokers' Association, and that information is 
sent by wire or by the first mail all over the United States. Every ticket broker is 
on the lookout for those tickets. The fraud can not continue long. It would be 
impossible in any case, however, for fraudulent tickets to be accepted on a road for 
any length of time without the consent of the auditing department. A ticket pre
sented on a train is turned in by the conductor as soon as he finishes his trip, and by 
the next day it is checked up. There is less chance of fraudulent tickets being 
accepted by a railroad than of almost any kind of a fraud being perpetrated on a 
railroad, or a bank, or any other corporation. (359.) 
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2. Guaranhe of tickets.-Mr. LINLENBERGER, of the American Ticket Brokers' Asso
ciation, says that, by the custom of the business and the rules of the association, unless 
a broker has the passenger's written agreement to the contrary he is responsible for 
the ticket that he sells. The acts of all the ticket brokers in the American Ticket 
Brokers' Association are guaranteed to the public. Though the rules of the associa
tion provide for a written undertaking by a passenger to assume all risk of the good
ness of a ticket, Mr. Lindenberger has never sold a ticket on such terms. He has 
never sold a ticket which he was not willing to assume the responsibility for. If he 
!'ells a passenger a ticket for $8, the regular fare being $10, and the ticket is refused, 
he is compelled by the rules of the association to make the passenger good. He pays 
not the $8 that he received, but the $10 which the passenger had to pay. (349,350.) 

3. Buying of passeB.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that the buying of passes is disrepu
table and dishonorable; he never bought one, nor sold one, nor permitted one to be 
sold in his office. "While railroad companies may issue passes improperly, for 
political purposes or otherwise, it does not justify brokers in handlin~ them. We 
confine our operations to tickets that the railroad company receives It~ price for." 
He used to inform the railroad when a pass was offered to him for sale, but now he 
prefers not to see the pass. Very sad results sometimes come from the revelation of 
such breaches of confidence to the officers who have issued the passes. (358.) 

4. Pas8enger ticketl!-Printed conditions as contract8.-Mr. LINDENBERGER does not 
think that the conditions printed by railroads upon their passenger tickets constitute 
contracts. If such a ticket is a contract, why does it not require the revenue stamp 
which the law compels to be placed on every business contract? On almost every 
ticket there is a statement that the railroad will be responsible for only a certain 
amount of baggage; but this announcement does not hold in law. (355.) 

The witness considers that the railroads do a wrong in requiring any person to 
sign a name on a ticket or a mileage book. As to the question of forgery in signing 
the name of another under such circumstances, Mr. Lindenberger remembers read
ing of one case inCalifomia where the Southern Pacific Company tried to punish 
a man for signing another man's name, and the court decided that the original 
purchaser in selling the ticket necessarily gave the purchaser authority to use his 
name in that connection. (354.). . 

E. Testimony of Mr. Blanchard on ticket brokera;-e.-Mr. LINDEN
BERGER refers in detail to the testimony of Mr. George R. Blanchard before the 
Industrial Commission in condemnation of ticket brokerage.' He takes up Mr. 
Blanchard's propositions point by point. . 

In respect to Mr. Blanchard's statement, that ticket brokerage is prohibited by 
the laws of 10 States, Mr. Lindenberger says that the le~islatures of 36 States have 
refused to pass such laws; that in 2 of the 10 States the hIghest courts have declared 
the laws unconstitutional, and the law is inoperative in the 8 States where it exists. 
As to the prohibition of ticket brokerage in Canada, Mr. Lindenbe~er says that 
when the law went into effect there were only 3 brokers in the Dommion, so that 
there was no power to organize resistance; but at that time, and for many years 
after, the Canadian roads openly paid commissions to brokers in the United States, 
and it is probable they are doing so to-day. The traffic in tickets by individual pas
sengers and by hotel clerks is common in Canada, and Mr. Lindenberger never heard 
of a prosecution under the law. 

As to the condemnation of ticket brokerage by the Interstate Commerce Com
mission, that was published in December, 1896, and though the commission has since 
made three annual reports and has treated exhaustively all the other principal sub
jects relating to transportation, it has ignored ticket brokerage. It is probable that 
a closer acquaintance "has taught them the error of their earlier judgment." As to 
Mr. Blanchard's statement that the best moral sense of the commercial world is 
against the business of ticket brokerage, Mr. Lindenberger undertakes to show how 
the supposed manifestations of this moral sense have been obtained. He 9.uotes in 
fnIl a circular said to have been issued on December 10, 1897, from the "Antlscalping 
hill headquarters, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C." It calls attention to the 
necessity of bringing all possible influence to Dear on the new members of the House 
Committee on Interstate Commerce. For this purpose railroad officers are asked to 
open correspondence "with the president of each and every society, organization, 
etc., requesting reduced rates for conventions and meetings, with a view that you 
secure the aid of such organizations in passing favorable resolutions," and individual 
letters to Senators and Representatives. The circular also suggests that "it may be 
necessary to again organize throughout the country for an aggressive campaign in 
securing petitions in every town along the lines of railways." It is assumed that the 

1 See Reports, vol. Iv, pp. 666-670. 
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local agents of the,railroads will be instructed to get these petitions, and it is suggested 
that they be instructed to secure at the head of each petition the name of the most 
prominent man in the town. The circul8.r also suggests that unless the bill is passed 
m both Houses at the present session, it will probably be almost impossible to secure 
favorable action for some years . 

.Mr. Blanchard says that the cessation of scalping means the stoppage of many 
illegal practices which create unauthorized discriminations in passenger affairs. Mr. 
Lindenberger's reply is that the cessation of ticket brokerage means the destruction 
of competition, hut that the broker in some degree prevents discrimination. In the 
offices of railways discriminations are constantly going on. Social and political debts 
are paid by passes and·special-rate tickets, and shippers and men of influence are 
constantly favored. Holders of tickets on which the limits have expired can get the 
time extended if they have influence enou~h. The ordinary passenger has to submit 
to the regular rules, except for the relief secured through ticket brokers. Mr. 
Blanchard says that resold tickets cut the local fares and produce rates not author
ized by the railroads and prohibited by Jaw. Mr. Lindenberger replies that the 
reductIOn of rates is an advantage to the I?ublic, and that after the railroad has 
received its price for transportation it is not mjured if the transportation is used by 
one person rather than another. 

As to charges of stealing, counterfeiting, and fraudulently altering tickets, and of 
false representations as to routes, connections, etc., made by 'brokers, Mr. Linden
berger replies that the ticket broker is often better qualified and is more disinterested 
in giving accurate information than the authorized agents of rival lines. The agent 
of a railroad gives information only about his own road; the broker is equally ready 
to give information about all. As to stealing and forgin~, every State hlU! laws against 
these crimes, and the American Ticket BrOKers' ASSOCiation has a standing offer of 
a reward for the arrest and conviction of persons guilty of them in connection with 
railroad tickets. 

Mr. Blanchard decl8.res that scalpers have induced conductors not to cancel tickets 
taken up in order that they might be resold. Mr. Lindenberger declares that 
in an experience of 19 years he has personally known of but 3 or 4 cases of this 
kind, and he has ref0rted them to the railroads interested. Mr. Blanchard also 
accuses the brokers 0 havin!I corrupted clerks and ticket distributors in some rail
way general offices by inducmg them to purloin tickets. Mr. Lindenberger says 
that such things have no doubt occurred, but no evidence that they are common has 
been laid before legislative bodies during the last 10 years. 

The evidence of wrongdoing on the part of ticket brokers which the railroads have 
used to create public feeling against them is of no tangible value whatever. The 
witness refers particularly to a pamphlet entitled "Museum of Ticket Scalping 
Iniquity," in which pictures are given of tickets which are said to bave been altered 
and plugged. There is only one case in which an accusation is brought against a 
particular person; such phrases as these are used: "A scalper did so and so;" "this 
was done by a ticket broker." 

Mr. Blanchard says that scalpers cause railroad wars. Mr. Lindenberger replies 
that the rate wars of Canada, where ticket brokerage is prohibited, refute the state
ment. Mr. Blanchard declares that the cessstion of scalping would not lessen puhlic 
facilities, "because each company could retain the services of an experienced scalper 
by conferring upon him a proper appointment as agent." Mr. Lindenberger suggests 
that this is an acknowledgment that experienced scalpers are a benefit to the trav
eling public; but he adds: co If the broker was regulated by the rules of the combine 
he would be quickly robbed of the very attributes that now make him a public 
convenience. " 

Mr. Blanchard eomplains that the rules and decisions of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission do not reach scalpers' practices. They hold only the railways account
able. While a company can only change its fares by 3 days' notice as to reductions 
and 10 days' notice as to advances, the scalpers can chanf!e them either way daily 
or hourly. Mr. Lindenherger sees no objection to a reqUirement that a broker file 
rates. .. It is safe to say that should this be required the law would be equally as 

. well obeyed as is the law relating to interstate commerce by the average railroad." 
Mr. Blanchard asserts that if scalping were abolished the average fares paid by 

pa.'lSen~rs would not exceed those which prevail under its continuance. The rail
road Will redeem the unused coupons of through tickets. If the passenger takes the 
coupon to a scalper he will ~et less than the railroad would give. If. the passenger 
who ultimately huys it gams, the passenger who sells loses. Mr. Lindenberger 
replies that Mr. Blanchard is "misinformed." He illustrates the working of the 
redemption of tickets with detailed figures. ',l'he first-class rate from New York to 
Chicago, by way of Buffalo, is $17; the cheapest rate from New York to Buffalo is '8; 
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the difference, $9, is what the road would give in the redemption of the coupon from 
Buffalo to Chicago. The lowest first-class fare from Buffalo to Chicago is $12. The 
broker would give the passenger ,10 for his coupon and sell it to another for $11; 
each of the passengers would save a dollar and the broker would have $1 for his 
profit. Mr. Lindenberger gives several other similar instances. He adds that a 
great many excursion tickets are sold for the fare one way or less; the return coupons 
have no redemption value. The railroad company has offered to give the transpor
tation for the money received, and there is no reason why it should not be called on 
to give it, and it makes no difference whether the transportation is called for by A 
or by B. 

Mr. Blanchard argues that passenger tick~t brokerage is an evil, because, in his 
judgment, anyone would admit that a similar brokerage business in freight transporta
tion would be an unjustifiable evil. Mr. Lindenberger replies that on the contrary 
the interests of the people who pay freight rates would be greatly promoted if there 
were brokers in that line. "The average shipper would gladly welcome some 
method of evading the often arbitrary and excessive rates extorted from freight 
shippers." .(330-341.) 

F. Antitieket.brokeralre law8.-I. Btaielaws.-Agitation byrailroads.-Mr. 
LINDENBERGERdeclares that with the concentration of railway interests and the forming 
of pools and traffic associations a system of persecution against ticket brokers has been 
inaugurated by the railroads. The legislatures of all the States of the Union have 
been repeatedly solicited to pass antiscalping laws. Such laws have been got through 
in only 10 States, and in 2 of them-New York and Texas-they have been 
declared unconstitutional. The railroads have not succeeded in getting such unjust 
laws passed in the other 37 legislatures nor in Congress. Efforts have been made in 
Congress to this end for a dozen years. Four years ago, for the first time, a bill was 
got through the House, but it failed of consideration in the Senate. The same thing 
happened 2 years ago. It is a fact worthy of note, Mr. Lindenberger thinks, that 
thtl times selected for rassing these bills in Congress were directly after Congressional 
elections. "The bill IS very unpopular with.the people, and the Congressman who 
would vote for it stood the chance of losing the support of a large number of his con
stituents." In support of this opinion, Mr. Lindenbe~r quotes a circular said to 
have been issued to the railroad officers by the comnuttee employed to urge upon 
Congress the passage of the antiscalping bill during the session of 1897-98. (326, 331.) 

2. AntiAcalping laWB unconstitutional.-Mr. LINDENBERGER submits the text of the 
decision of the New York court of appeals, November 22, 1898, holding that the 
antiscalping law is unconstitutional. The court points out that while the title of 
the act refers to frauds in the sale of passenger tickets, there is nothing in the body 
of the statute to indicate that it is prompted by a desire to check fraud. The court 
declares that the buring and selling of passenger tickets is a. perfectly normal and 
unobjectionable bUSIness. "I eonfess I am unable to see how such a sale defrauds a 
transportation company. If a transportation company sells a ticket from New York 
to San Francisco, it undertakes to carry the holder from one place to the other. It 
costs the company no more to carry one person than it does the other. How, then, 
can it be defrauded or in any way prejudiced by the transfer of such a ticket by 
the purchaser to another person?" The statute in question restricts the liberty of 
citizens of the State to engage in the business of ticket brokerage. It is a violation 
of the State constitution and void unless it .constitutes' a valid exercise of the police 
power. But this can not be maintai.nt>d. No attempt is made to exclude persons of 
bad character from the business, nor are the public authorities given the right to 
determine by examination or otherwise the character of the persons to be engaged 
in it. The transportation companies alone are invested with the power to admit to 
it whOinsoever they will. Stringent rules may doubtless be enacted to punish those 
who are guilty of dishonest practices in the conduct of such a business; but to cut 
uf' root and branch, a business that may be honestly conducted to the convenience 
o the public and the profit of the persons engaged in it, is beyond the legislative 
power. 

Mr. Lindenberger says that Texas is the only other State whose highest court has 
declared the antiscalping law unconstitutional. Such decisions have been rendered 
in the lower courts of Illinois. A decision to the contrary effect was rendered by the 
8upreme court of Illinois, but under circUInstances which deprive the decision of the 
credence which ordinarily attaches to the decision of the supreme court of a State. 
A subsequent decision of the circnit court of Cook County, cited in full by Mr. lin
denberger/ says: "Our supreme court, in what is alleged to be a fictitious case pre
sented to It, based upon an indictment charging an infraction of the statute under 
consideration, was led to proclaim its constitutionality." A motion was afterwards 
made in the 8upreme court, says the circnit court of Cook County, to expunge the 
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opinion from the lecord, on the alleged ground that the court was imposed upon H,nd 
falsely induced to render a decision sustaining the constitutionality of the act. The 
court by a vote of 4 to 3 refused the motion, on the ground that the parties who made 
it were strangers to the record; but" made the novel and significant announcement 
that the judgment of affirmance in the Burdick cases, and the opinions of the court 
in deciding them, are conclusive only as between the parties to those cases. This 
announcement was made knowingly, and there can be no mistaking itl! meaning in 
view of the record made in the case." (341-349.) . ' 

3. Attitude ofnewlrpa1!eJrs toward antUlcalping biU.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that the 
promoters of antiscalpmg le~islation have claimed some 381 newspapers as opposed 
to ticket scalping. Mr. Lmdenberger declares that if only 381 out of the vast 
number of newspapers of the United States advocate the antiscalping law, it does 
not speak well for the proposition; but, he adds, the articles in these papers, as 
shown by the clipping bureaus, were nearly all from the same pen. It has often 
happened that the same article would ap:pear simultaneously as an editorial expression 
in 40 or 50 papers. Mr. Lindenberger glVes a series of quotations from various papers 
on the ticket brokers' side of the controversy. The Denver Republican is quoted as 
saying of the r~lroads: "They have done all the~ could ~ defeat and ~ull!fy and 
overthrow the mterstate-commerce law and are stlll evadiug andd"efeatmg ltl! pro
visions in every way possible. They are unwilling to allow any protection to be 
granted to the public and·still demand that they themselves be protected from the 
ticket brokers by an amendment to the law which thev theInselves condemn." 
Another paper says: "Have railroad companies become so helpless that they need 
to call in the strong arm of the Congress of the United States in order to save them
selves from the burden of carrying a poor man for the same price they have con
tracted to carry a rich man. Such legislation, though generally couched in language 
intended to deceive the public as to itl! true intent, is but an effort to aid rich and 
powerful corporations to reap a reward at the expense of the common people." Mr. 
Lindenberger adds along list of papers from whlch, he says, similar expressions may 
be taken. (326-328. ) . 

4. Attitude of labor organizati0n8 toward antUlcalping biU.-Mr. LINDENBERGER 
declares that almost every labor organization in the United States, except the rail
road organizations, have protested against the antiscalping bill. He quotes resolu
tions passed by the Amencan Federation of Labor, by the Knightl! of Labor, and by 
the National Building Trades Council. The American Federation of Labor has 
protested against antiscalping legislation at each of itl! last four conventions. Mr. 
Lindenberger quotes the president of one of the great railway organizations, which 
had passed a resolution asking Congress to pass the antiscalping bill, as saying to 
him: "When I buy a railroad ticket, that ticket is mine, and I have got a right to 
do what I please with it." Mr. Lindenberger is confident that this is the actual 
sentiment of every individual member, even of the railroad brotherhoods, who has 
given the subject any thought, whatever the resolutions of the organizations may 
declare. (328-330. ) 

5. Government license of ticket brokerage.-Mr. LINDENBERGER, of the American 
Association of Ticket Brokers, declares that reputable ticket brokers, and especially 
members of his association, would be glad to have ticket sellers licensed by the 
Government. They do not want a license issued by the railroads and subject to 
their rules. They would be ~lad to have their business supervised by the Govern
ment and to have the supeTVlsion extended over all sellers of ticketl!, railroads as 
well as brokers. If a man violated the law his license could be withdrawn, and his 
career as a ticket man would end. (338.). 

G. Miseellaneou8 evidenee as to pB8sen;;er trame.-I. Passenger 
rates.-Mr. SCHIFF, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., bankers, declares that passenger rates have 
been changed very materially in recent years, and have gone down per mile just about 
one-half. The State of New York in the charter granted to the New York Central 
road fixed a maximum rate of 2 centl! per mile. Naturally the tendency of the rail
road is to maintain the rate at 2 centl! as long as it can, but it transportl! passengers 
to-day at considerably less than 2 centl! a mile. (774, 775.) 

2. Through tickel.'l, checking of baggage.~Mr. LINDENBERGER points out that while. a 
limited through ticket may be good for a stop at certain junction points, baggage wlll 
only be checked to the destination of the ticket. For instance, a ticket from New 
York to Chicago may permit the holder to stop off in Detroit; but he can not get his 
baggage there unless by paying an excess baggage rate, the same as if his baggage 
had been carried to Chicago and brought back. Again, from Eastern points tiCKets 
are sold to Los Angeles by way of San Francisco, or to San Francisco by way of Los 
Angeles, at the same price as to either point direct. A passenger with baggage 
checked to San Francisco may wish to discontinue his journ~y and get his ba~ 
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at Los Angeles. "The company confiscates the ticket, although they may not· have 
carried the baggage or the pa.ssenger one mile, and are paid their proportion of the 
through rate bi the company issuing the ticket." (337.) 

3. Second-claB8 tickel.8.-Mr. LINDENBERGER declares that second-class and first-class 
passengers have exactly the same accommodations and rights. The only difference 
IS that a second-cla.ss ticket will not be accepted on a sleeping car. A railroad com
pany can not force a second-cla.ss plII:!Senger to ride in a smoker. A smoker is not 
second class. (p. 357.) 

4. Immigrant ticket.B.-Mr. LINDENBERGER says that newly arrived immigrants are 
able to I\'et cheaper rates than American citizens can get for exactly the same service. 
The bUSiness at the Atlantic ports is so controlled by a pool that no person other 
than one who has arrived from some foreign port can buy an immigrant ticket. His 
name mUBt appear on the manifest of some steamship company. In many instances 
an immigrant rides side by side with an American citizen who pays $2 or $3, or in 
some cases as much as $5 more, simply because the railways, in a pool o~anization, 
control all the immigrant business. (356.) 

5. Ptdlman Palace Car Company.-Mr. WILSON, of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, 
holds that the Pullman Palace Car Company has offered the most valuable facilities 
that have been furnished to the railroads and probably the most equitable. Its 
management has enabled the railroad companies to afford to the public better service 
th~ could have been maintained by any other system. The merging of all the 
:Jther palace car lines into the Pullman Palace Car Company has been simply the 
survival of the fittest. The most powerful railroads have failed to furnish an equiva
lent service. (696. ) . 

6. Discrimination against New YrYr!c-Pa88ffT1ge:r tratTic.-Mr. LANGLEY, representing 
the Merchants' Association of New York, testifies that that association has been in 
existence for 4 Ye&l"8. It has 1,300 members, and is composed of merchants, 
manufacturers, bankers, and men in other business interests. The direct members 
pay an annual fee of $25, and the associate members, who are distributed through
out the United States, pay nothing. The aim of the associatlon is to foster the trade 
and welfare of New York. The In&in reason why the association was established 
was because of the advantages ~iven to certain Western cities by the railways over 
New York. As an instance, may be taken the running of excursion trains. A cer
tain territory lyr.ng near St. LoUIS is considered as tributary to that city as a market. 
The railways introduced excursion rates with the object of encouraging merchants 
to go to that market. The same plan was followed in respect of other Western cities. 
The result was that those Western cities became possessed of a trade which had 
formerly been done by the merchants of New York. New York, if not discriminated 
against, will be able to hold her own in any of the In&rkets of the United States, even 
as against the Western cities, in territory which would naturall:y be considered terri
tory tributary to them. The first steps taken -by the association were to have the 
railroads grant to New York the same privileges as they had granted to the Western 
cities in the matter of rates. The New York merchants do not ask for discriminat
ing rates. All they want is to be· put on a relative basis of equality. Philadelphia 
and Boston are likewise competitors of New York, but the practice of having excur
sion rates to those cities was not adopted as it was with the Western cities. The 
merchants of Boston, Baltimore, and Philadelphia have taken action somewhat 
similar to that of the Merchants' Association of New York. (859-860.) 

Yn. THE ANTHRACITE COAL SITUATION. 

A.. Relation of railroads to coal industry. A.lle;-ed community 
of Interest.-1. Description of anthracite coal roads.-Mr. SAWABD,· of the Coal 
~rade Journal, says that the railroad companies which bring anthracite coal to tide 
water are: The Pennsylvania, running to Perth Amboy; the Lehigh Valley, to South 
Amboy; the Reading, to Port Reading; the JerseyGentral, to Port Johnston and 
Elizabethport; the Delaware and Lackawanna, to Hoboken; and the Delaware and 
Hudson and the Erie, running to Weehawken. New roads engaged in the business 
are the Ontario and Western and the Delaware, Susquehanna and Schuylkill. The 
product of the Lehigh anthracite district naturally ~oes to Perth Amboy and Port 
Johnston; that of the Schuylkill region to Port Reading, and that of the northern or 
Wyoming district to Weehawken, Hoboken, and during the BUmmer to Newburg. 
The Reading handles the larger portion of the harder coals, and the Lackawann~ 
Delaware and Hudson, and Erie handle most of the free-burning coals. (508.) 

Mr. WALTER says that about half of the total freight traffic of the LehIgh Valley 
Railroad is in coal. The hauling of general merchandise is steadily increasing, 
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especially because of the growth of cities and towns along the line of the railroad. 
(546.) , 

2. Relation of Reading Company to subordinate companies.-Mr. H.ARRIS, until recently 
president of the Reading Company, says that the Reading Company owns the stock 
of the Philadelphia and Readmg Coal and Iron Company, whic-h owns a large body 
of anthracite lands and operates mines; also the stock of the Philadelphia and Read
ing Railway Company, which owns. leases, and controls railroads. The latter com
pany is the successor of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company, but none 
of the securities of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company are now out
standing. The Reading Company in its present form has been in existence since 
18~6. Its chief obli~ation is a general mortgage secured by the properties of the 
other companies, whICh takes up the old mortgages issued by these companies. The 
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Company and the Philadelphia and Reading 
Railway Company have large issues of securities, but these are held by the new 
company. (597.) 

Mr. GREENE, ot the Audit Company of New York, says that the Reading Company 
is a Pennsylvania corporation wlth special powers," enabling it to hold the stock of 
other corporations. The laws of Pennsylvania prohibit railroad companies from 
owning mines. The Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company and the Phila
delphia and Reading Coal Company were therefore separately organized, while the 
Reading Company, under a charter giving it special powers, owns the stock of both. 
Under this authority, also, the Reading Company has bought the stock of the Cen
tral Railroad of New Jersey. (471.) 

3. Relation of railroads to coal companies.-Mr. McLEoD, former president of the Read
ing Railroad says that each of the anthracite coal railroads owns all or a large part of 
the stock of coal mining companies which are thus practically departments of the 
railroads. These coal companies mine coal and also buy coal from independent 
operators. They pay freight to the railroad companies in the same way': as other 
shippers, the accounts being kept separately from those of the railroad. (561.) 

Mr. HARRIS. until recently president of the Reading Comp-any, says that the Read
ing Coal and Iron Company does not sell its coal to the rmlroad company, as many 
of the individual operators do, but that it sells the coal itself and pays the railroad 
company for transportation at precisely the same rates as are charged to individual 
operators who ship on their own account. (600.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that he does not know whether 
railroad companies in Pennsylvania have the right to operate coal mines directly. 
As a matter of fact, most of them own the stocks of mlning companies, which are 
thus practically entirely controlled by the railroads. The Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company acquired most.of its coal properties from the Northern Central Railroad 
and other railroads which it absorbed. The witness believes that in each case where 
railroads control coal companies the coal company is operated separately from the 
railroad company. This was certainly the case of the Pennsylvama Railroad. The 
Pennsylvania owns all of the stock of the SUSQuehanna Coal Company and controls 
the Lykens Valley Company and the Mineral Railroad and Mining Company. (579.) 

ProjU on traruportation and on mining.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New 
York, says that in the case of the railroad companies which maintain separate coal 
companies proper principles of accounting demand that th"e business should be kept 
entirely separate. As a matter of fact, it is not possible in the anthracite regions to 
calculate the profits of the railroads and the coal companies accurately. The rail
road companies, in order to get tonnage, sometimes operate mines at a disadvantage. 
Moreover, it is exceedingly difficult to keep the accounts of a mine and to know the 
actual operating expense. This is especially true because there is a certain amount 
of work,. known as dead work, in every mine, which has no direct relation to the 
amount of coal produced. It is a matter of opinion whether the cost of this dead 
work should be charged to improvements of the mine or to operating expenses or 
divided between those accounts. (474.) 

4. Control of coal lands by railwaY8. (See also Independent operators, p. CXXVI.)
Mr. SAWARD asserts that the anthracite coal lands are now to a very large extent owned 
by the railroads or their subsidiary companies. They virtually control the situation. 
The reason for going into the coal business was the necessity of a permanent trans
portation business. At first many individuals produced anthracite coal in very small 
mines and with small capital. These mines soon gave out and the railroads were in 
danger of bankruptcy. Therefore in order to secure permanent traffic they secured 
properties, directly or indirectly, and made developments on a larger scale. (509.) 

Mr. McLEOD says that in 1900 out of 47,000,000 tons ship-ped the individual 
operators mined 16,000,000 tons, or about one-third. and the rmlroad mines shipped 
t.Ue reet. OIl the Lehigh Valley there is a much larger proportion of indivldual 
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operators. The company mined in 1900 2,922,000 tons out of 7,675,000 tons carried. 
The Reading mined 7,065,000 tons out of 9,674,000 tons. The Central Railroad of 
New Jersey mined 4,133,000 tons, while individual operators along that line mined 
1,670,000 tons. The New York, Ontario and Western mined 1,086,000 tons and the 
individual operators 906,000 tons. (563). 

Mr. CHILDS, of the OntaIio and Western: Railroad, thinks there would be some 
opportunities in the lower anthracite region, in the neighborhood of Pottsville, for 
independent operators to buy up coal lands and start into business. Quite an amount 
of land has recently been sold In this district. In the Wyoming district the railroads 
control a pretty large proportion of the field, though there are occasional sales. 
(503.) 

Mr. RleB thinks that anthracite coal lands are very difficult 1.0 buy, that they are 
largely held by the railroad companies, and that sales are chiefly made to those 
companies. It is relatively expensive to mine on a smaIl scale and few people care 
to start into the business. (743.) 

Omtrol of future coal IfUpp/y by combination.-Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe 
Bros. &; Co., says that the Reading Railroad is generally considered to have the 
largest Bupply of coal. The Lehigh Valley and the Delaware and Lackawanna 
railroads have also large reserve supplies. The coal land which is owned by the 
Jersey Central is all <Luite thoroughly developed. A combination of the Reading 
Erie, Lehigh Valley, and other roads having the largest reserves will give these 
companies a very strong strategical position in the future as the supply becomes more 
limited. (587.) 

5. Community of intere8t among anthracite coal roadB.-Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad 
editor ofthe Wall 8treetJ ournal, says that while there are no definite figures regarding 
the common ownership of the anthracite coal roads, it is a thoroughly well-under
stood fact that Mr. J. P. Morgan rel?resents a group of interests that are dominant in 
the Reading, Lehigh Valley, Jersey-Uentral, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, and 
Erie railroads, and that it is believed that these intert'.sts are taking steps to control 
the Delaware and Hudson. The five roads first named, including the Susquehanna 
and Western, which is owned by the Erie, carried in 1900 about 72~ per cent of the 
anthracite shipments. It is believed that the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Dela
ware and Hudson are in general sympathy with thG combination, and if these _ be 
included 92! per cent of the tonnage is accounted for. Of the remainder, Coxe Broth
ers, owning the Delaware, Susquehanna and Schuylkill Railroad, get about 3~ per 
cent. The Ontario and Western Railroad is a free lance, but practically makes the 
same rates and prices as other roads. 

Mr. Woodlock believes that there is a1ready a sufhcient community of ownership 
to assure absolute control of the anthracite coal situation. He does not think that 1t 
is the intention of the capitalisfB to bring all the anthracite coal roads under one 
single ownership and management, nor to buy up all of the anthracite coal- produc
tion. Such monopoly would be injudicious, especially by provokin~ legislatlOn. It 
is the intention rather to agree upon prices. This is nothing new, Since agreements 
have practically been made since 1885. Under the present arrangement, however, 
the agrt>ements will be more effective. 

Mr. Woodlock says, further, that the representatives of Mr. Morgan are to be found 
in the directorates of the Reading, the Lehigh Valley, and the Erie railroads. _ Mr. 
Morgan himself has very large capital, and besides he represents various prominent 
financial interests which support him in such operations as these among the anthra
cite coal roads. Mr. Morgan is also interested in the New York,New Haven and 
Hartford, althou~h that has other affiliations. (451-455.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, mdependent o)oal operator, says that he believes the common reports 
regarding the.establishment of a community of interest among the anthracite coal 
roads to be well founded. He understands that leading stockholders in the differ
('nt companies have exchanged stock in such a way as to harmonize the interests. 
Probably the railroads thus brought into harmony control 60 or 70 per cent of the 
anthracite coal tonnage. The statement as to the recent establishment of this com
munity of interest is not denied by the parties and the bankers who have made the 
arrangements. (526. ) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of the Coxe Bros. &; Co., says that he understands that 
!'8ilroads controlling practically 80 per cent of the anthracite traffic are now working 
In harmony under a community of interest. All the railroads are working together 
except the Pennsylvania, the Ontario and Western, and the Delaware and Hudson. 
The witness knows these matters ch1efly through the newspapers. The Delaware, 
Susquehanna and Schuylkill Railroad, which belongs to Coxe Bros. &; Co., is in no 
sense a "Morgan road." There is a newspaper report that the Ontario and West
ern has recently been brought into the community.of interest, but the witness does 
not know as to its correctness. (588, 589.) 
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Mr. WALTER says that he has no definite information as to the tendency toward 
community of interest; at least as regards other railroads than the Lehigh Valley. 
There are gentlemen who are directors of other railroads and also of the Lehigh 
Valley. The purpose is not to establish an agreement or consolidation, but the pre
sumption is that if a man is interested in several properties he will consider the 
interests of each in the light of the interests of the others. 

This witness thinks that there is no tendency toward absolute consolidation and 
control of the anthracite business. The business is so complicated and each com
pany has such different problems that it would be difficult for one body of men to 
manage all the properties. Moreover, the fact that only a part of the traffic of the 
respective railroads is in anthracite coal, and that they have differing interests as 
regards their other traffic, makes combination more difficult. About half of the 
total traffic of the Lehigh Valley is in general merchandise, the remainder being'in 
coal. (545, 546. ) 

Mr. HARRIS, until recently president of the Reading Railroad, says that the Reading 
Company, the Central Railroad of New Jersey, the Erie Railroad, and the Lehigh 
Valley are working in substantial harmony. These roads represent about 57 or 59 
per cent of the entire transportation of anthracite coal. There is a slight degree of 
harmony between these and the other leading railroads. Still the relations of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad to those which are combined is essentially that of an ordinary 
business competitor. The New York, Ontario andWesrem is one of the more 
recently constructed roads, and has never worked particularly in harmony. The 
Delaware and Hudson is also quite independent, and the witness knows of no move
ment toward bringing it into community of interest. The Pennsylvania ships about 
12 per cent of the anthracite coal, the Delaware and Hudson about the same, the 
New York, Ontario and Western about 4 per cent, and Coxe Bros. & Co., who are 
entirely independent, ship about 4 per cent. The witness does not speak of the 
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western. He says there is undoubtedly a desire on 
the part of the railroads already working in harmony to bring the others into the 
community of interest. (598, 599, 608.) 

Mr. McLEOD says that he knows of no tendency toward actual consolidation of the 
different-milroads. The tendency toward a community of interests is evident and 
understood by everyone. The witness feels confident that such community of inter
est is desirable both in the case of the anthracite roads and of other railroads. He 
declares he has no financial interest involved, but that he believes the economies of 
combination will result in benefit to the public. He does not believe it is the inten
tion of those concerned in the movement to rob the public, nor could they do so if 
they would. (571.) 

Mr. SAWARD, editor of the Coal Trade Journal, denies that there is any thorough
going combination among the anthracite coal roads. It is true that the Vanderbilts, 
Rockefellers, and other great capitalists are interested as shareholders in several of 
the different coal-producing and coal-carrying companies. It is also a fact that the 
Lehigh Valley, the Erie, the Reading, and the Central Railroad of New Jersey are 
more closely united than the other roads. The Reading has recently bought a suffi
cient number of shares of the stock of the Central Railroad of New Jersey to control 
it. (513.) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, asserts that the com
munity of interest between anthracite roads does not seem to have affected the com
petition in the business, which is still very lively. The Ontario and Western has 
not entered into any form of combination or community of ownership, nor has it 
been approached with a view to bringing it in. The witness does not know whether 
Mr. Morgan, Mr. Rockefeller, or others, who are interested in the other anthracite 
roads, own stock in his own road. Mr. Depew is a member of the board of directors, 
but the witness does not think that he has a large block of stock. The Ontario and 
Western has many business connections with the New York Central, and it is natural 
that there should be some representative of the New York Central on its directorate. 
(502,504. ) 

Mr. RICE does not think that it would be wise to attempt a consolidation of the 
railroads carrying the anthracite traffic. He doubts whether the consumer would 
be seriously affected, being protected by tlIe competition of bituminous coal, but 
the operatlon of such varying interests under one head would be impracticable, and 
the witness sees no advantage in it. (738.) , 

Effect oj combination on small producers.-Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., 
does not think that the establishment of a community of interest between the rail· 
roads will enable them to drive out the independent operators. If the attempt were 
made to do so by reducing the price of coal, the large interests, which handle the 
greater volume of coal, would suffer more than the sWaller interests. At the same 
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time the elimination of the independent operators would strengthen the community 
of interest and woul<i save a considerable amount of trouble to the railroads in 
maintaining a firm price. (585, 589. ) 

The New York Central Railroad in the anthracite jield.-Mr. McLEOD says he does 
not believe that the New York Central Railroad as a corporation has any interest in 
the anthracite region or any intention of building a railroad there. He understands 
that Bome of the stockholders are interested in Borne of the anthracite coal roads. 

(5~-Jal di(ficultie8 hindering 'fTIIYIWpoly of anthracite coal.-While Mr: GREENE believes 
that absofute consolidation of the various anthracite mines and railroads would be 
desirable, he points out that legislation in the various States, and especially in Penn
sylvania, makes such consolidation difficult. The constitution of Pennsylvania 
especially contains provisions directed ~inst monopoly. To be slire, by a circuitous 
method the Reading Company, which IS chartered in Pennsylvania, has been able 
to control railroads and mmes at the same time, although direct operation of mines 
by railroad companies is prohibited in Pennsylvania. ( 469, 471.) 

Attempted combination of 1899.-Mr. CHILDS, of the Ontario and Western Railroad, 
says that Mr. McLeod, of the Reading Railroad, tried to lease the Jersey Central and 
Lehigh Valley in 1893, in order to effect a combination of the anthracite roads. 
Then he branched out and tried to control the New York and New England and the 
Boston and Maine roads, but this was too much of an undertaking, so that whole 
scheme failed. (503.) 

6. Recent purchaseB of anthracite coal lands by railroads.--Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad 
editor of the Wall Street Journal, declares that it is pretty clear that the owners of 
the leading railway companies reaching the anthracite coal region are trying to buy 
up a large part of the few remaining coal lands in the hands of independent opera
tors. The Ontario and Western bought quite a block of land from the Lackawanna 
Iron and Steel Company and about 600,000 tons of yearly production besides. The 
Erie Railroad has bought the Pennsylvania Coal Company; which produces about 
6 per cent of the total anthracite tonnage. Mr. Woodlock does not think that these 
purchases were due to a desire to eliminate the independent operators, or to acquire 
absolute monopoly, but rather to prevent the independent operators from establish
ing a competing railroad, which would take away from the present railroads a large 
part of the tonnage of Individual operators which they now carry. The Pennsyl
vania Coal Company had just taken up the proposition to establish a new coal road, 
the Delaware Valley and Kingston. 

The purchase by the Erie Railroad was conducted throug)J. Mr. J. Pierpont Mor
gan, who first bought out the Pennsylvania CoaLCompany himself, and later sold it to 
the Erie. The syndicate, headed by Mr. Morgan, is believed to have taken its com
mission in the form of Erie first preferred stock, $5,000,000 of which was issued in 
connection with the deal. Mr. Woodlock thinks that the price paid for the Penn-
sylvania Coal Company was exceedingly high. (451-453.) -

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, explains the occasion for the recent pur
chases of coal lands by the railroad companies. He.says that about 1898 the inde
pendent operators, feeling that it was impossible to get reasonable rates for trans
portation, projected a new railroad from the Lackawanna region to tide water, 
believing that the saving in transportation would justify the expense. This road was 
to be known as the New York, Wyoming and Western. Various mine operators 
had pledged tonnage to it. The Temple Iron Company; which the witness under
stands to be controlled by the various railroad compames, bought up most of the 
mines which had pledged this tonnage, and the enterprise was abandoned. 

Some of the remaining independent operators afterwards planned the construction 
of a railroad to tide water (the Delaware and Kingston), follo~ the bed of the 
Delaware and Hudson Canal. The Pennsylvania Coal Company, III particular, was 
cooperating in this enterprise. Very recently the Erie Railroad has bought up the 
Pennsylvania Coal Company at a high price, and the construction of the railroad has 
had to be abandoned. 

It was more profitable to the operators to sell out in each of these cases at the big 
prices offered, freein!l" themselves from the risks of mining and of business. (521,522.) 

Mr. STEARNS, presldent of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that about three years ago the 
independent operators made an attempt to build a railroad through Scranton to 
tide water, with a view to securing a lower rate of freight. Later an attempt was 
made to build a line along the old Delaware and Hudson Canal to Kingston. Both 
of these roads were blocked by the buying up of mines upon which they would have 
to rely for tonnage. The Erie bought out the Pennsylvania Coal Company, and it 
is the general assumption that this was designed to prevent the building of the line 
to Kingston, which would especially have served that company. The New York, 
Ontario and Western also bought out several collieries which would have been 
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shlppers over the Rroposed road. The prices paid by the railroads for these mines 
were high, but it is rrobable that they are making a profit by operating them and 
transporting the coa produced. The price paid for the Pennsylvania Coal Company 
was about $32,000,000. (588, 589.) 

. Mr. HARRIS, fonner president of the Reading Company, eays that there was appre
hension on the I?art of the railroads over the proposed extension to tide water of the
Erie and WyommK Valley Railroad, which could, perhaps, have secured 7 per cent 
of the tonnage. t 603. ) 

Purchase of coal intereBi8 lry Erie 8'JJ8tem.-Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Rail
road, eays that substantially all the capital stock of the New York, Susquehanna and 
Western Railroad is owned by the Erie, which has exchanged its own stocks for it. 
The Erie has also recently bought the Pennsylvania Coal Company, which owned 
the Erie and Wyoming Valley Railroad, extending from Hawley to Scranton, and 
from Hawley to Lackawaxen. The price paid was $32,000,000 in 4 per cent bonds, 
and $5,000,000 in preferred stock. The Pennsylvania Coal Company had a capital
ization of only $5,000,000, but it was established more than 38 years ago. 

The motive of the Erie in acquiring the Pennsylvania Coal Company was to guar
antee the stability of its transportation. For 38 years it has had close relations with 
the Pennsylvania Coal Company, but the Erie itself did not reach into the heart of 
the anthracite region. 

Another motive of the Erie in making this purchase was because it has felt in the 
past that it did not always get a fair share of the freight rate on the coal which it 
hauled. Reaching only the edge of the coal field it had to pay large sums to the 
Erie & Wyoming Valley and other roads which first hauled the coal. Finally, the 
Erie desired to secure a pennanent coal supply for its own use. The road consumes 
350,000 tons of anthracite yearly. (552, 553.) 

Mr. McLEOD thinks that the purchase of the Pennsylvania Coal Company by 
the Erie Railroad was a wise step for the railroad. It secures to it a tonnage which 
might otherwise have /tone elsewhere. The Pennsylvania Coal Company had a very 
large amount of unmined coal which the Erie will now transport. The price paid 
was high, but probably the property was worth it, because anthracite coal gets more 
valuable as the supply is reduced. 

The debt incurred by the Erie in this purchase will be paid off by a sinking fund, 
to which 10 cents for each ton of coal mined is added. Tqe witness considers this a 
very wise arrangement. Owners of coal lands are beginning to see that they must do 
something to liquidate the debts which they have incurred as the coal is exhausted. 
The profits of the Erie on its coal may be apparently for the time being less than 
those of less conservative companies that set aside no sinking fund. (572,573.) 

Purchase of lands by Ontario and Western.-Mr. CHILDS, general manager of the 
New York, Ontario and Western Railroad, says that when it began business in 
the anthracite region in 1890 it had no direct control of mines. It desired to get 
control of large minin~ interests in order to insure profitable transportation. A 
branch from the main line had been built to Scranton, 54 PIiles, at a heavy expense, 
$2,500,000 to $3,000,000, and millions more had been invested in branch lines and 
equipment. Contracts with individual operators, running only a few years, could 
not be relied upon to assure business to the railroad and earning of interest on its 
bonds. In some earlier instanees loans were made by the railroad for the improve
ment and devel0p'ment of coal p~erties, on condition that the coal be shipped over 
the railroad until exhausted. WIthin the last 2 years the railroad has absorbed, 
indirectly, about 80 per cent of the producing capacity reached by it. It bought a 
majority of the stock of the Elkhill Coal and Iron Company and of the Scranton Coal 
Company and advanced money to these companies to buy up smaller mines owned by 
individu;J operators, and to promote the development and improvement of the mines. 
The railroad company, under its charter, could not probably legally mine coal 
directly. It has made contracts with the two companies named to secure the trans
portation of all the coal which they shall hereafter produce. In this purchase of 
the control of coal lands the Ontario and Western is merely following in the steps 
of the other anthracite roads, the object being to insure a permanent transportation 
bU3iness. (479,480.) 

Purchase of coal lands by Reading Cbmpany.-Mr. HARRIS, late president of the 
Reading Company, eays that that company h&& not made any effort recently to buy 
up independent coal operators. Practically all of the Reading's lands were bought 
by Mr. Gowan many years ago. The witness does not thinK: there have been any 
large purchases of coal lands by the Readi~ during the past 8 years, nor does he 
recall any purchase made by Mr. McLeod. t 604. ) 

7. Purchase of Central Railroad of New Jersey.-Mr. HARRIS, until recently president 
of the Reading Company, states that the Reading Company has recently bought a 
majority of the stock of tbe Central Railroad of New Jersey, paying for it at the rate 
of $160 per share. This price is somewhat higher than the recent range of prices of 
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stocks of the Jersey Central, but a good many years ago it sold as high as $150. The 
number of shares bought was 145,000, costing $23,200,000, and bonds of the Reading 
Company were issued to cover this amount. In a certain sense the aggregate capi
talization of the two companies is increased by this transaction, but the Central was 
earning a dividend of from 5 to 7 per cent on its stocks, and at that rate its earnin~ 
will pay the interest charges on the debt incurred by the Reading without making 1t 
a burden on the general earnings of the Reading. The purchase practically simply 
changes the personnel of the ownership of the stocks of the Central. 

Mr. Harris disclaims any knowledge as to the motive of the bankers in bringing 
about this control of the Jersey Central by the Reading. He says that J. P. Morgan 
& Co.· represent the owners of the controlling- interest in the Reading. The commis
sion charged for the transaction in the purchase of the Central Railroad of New 
Jersey was not, Mr. Harris believes, more than the ordinary and reasonable com
mission. The witness believes that the bankers turned over the shares of the Cen
tral Railroad of New Jersey at the same price which they paid for them. Of course 
the commission had to be provided for in the issue of securities. 

In explanation of the advantages of this combination Mr. Harris points out that 
the two railroads naturally constitute one system. All business of the Reading com
ing from the South or Southwest to New York has to be carried over the Jersey 
Central about 30 miles. A good deal of bituminous coal is hauled by the Reading 
from West Virginia to Allentown, and from there goes 90 miles over the Jersey Cen
tral to New York. Business going from Philadelphia over the Reading to Bethle
hem, Pa., is carried from there over the Central to Scranton. 

The witness does not know of any plan for the absorption of the Lehigh Valley· 
road by the Reading. He does not know, however, what bankers and large stock-. 
holders may be doing in the purchase of stocks. The combination of the Central 
and the Re8.din~ is not likely to have any influence upon the Baltimore and Ohio or 
the Pennsylvama railroads. The Baltimore and Ohio furnishes a great deal of busi
ness to the Reading, but is not especially its competitor, nor, on the other hand, is 

_ there any combination or community of interest between them.. (599,607-609,610.) 
Mr. McLEoD says that in 1892 the Reading Railroad leased the Oentral Railroad of 

New Jt;rsey. The.S!&te of New Jersey brou~ht s)lit ~ can~l the lease, but the "\!it
ness thinks no deClBlon was rendered, the SUlt bemg dlBcontinued after the Readmg 
went into the hands of a receiver. He thinks that the provision of the laws of New 
Jersey which restricted the lease of the Lehigh Valley and the Central Railroad of 
New Jersey to a Pennsylvania corporation would not/revent an actual purchase. 
He understands that the Reading has recently acquire a controlling interest in the 
Central Railroad of New Jersey, but he thinks the laws of New Jersey prevent an 
absolute combination and consolidation of the two roads. (572. ) 

Mr. RICE says that the recent purchase of a controlling interest in the Jersey Cen
tral bI the Reading Company is the third time that the Reading has acquired con
trol 0 that company. In the first instance, the Reading borrowed money on the 
Jersey Central stock which it held, and was net able to retain the stock when the 
loans were called. In the second case the lease of the Jersey Central was dissolved 
by the New JerseY' courts. It was eXI>ected in 1893, when the Reading secured con
trol of the Jersey Central and Lehigh Valle:y, that the other coal roads would act in 
harmony. The main reason why the combmation failed was that it did not under
stand the necessity of reducing prices and making its profits through economies. 
Instead it attempted to increase prices, and could not sell coal. (737, 738.) 

With reference to the high price paid for the stock of the Central of New Jersey, 
Mr. GREENE says that while the price was above the average for a long term of years, 
holders of large amounts of stock are frequently unwilling to sell at market prices. 
Moreover, the combination between the Central of New Jersey and the Reading may 
greatly increase the value of both properties. The Central owns most valuable ter
minal facilities, partly now unused, on the Hudson River. If these are sold out to 
another company which can make use of them, a proper payment for them should 
be made. It is fair to assume that a 'profit will be made out of the investment, even 
though stocks be bought at high pnces. There is no such thing as an actual value 
of one of the anthracite roads, if one means the cost of reproduction., It is, however, 
questionable, in the opinion of Mr. Greene, whether a new road could be built into 
the anthracite coal fields for less than the capitalization of existing roads. (475.) 

B. Relation of railroad8 to independent operators.-l. Anthracite 
Cbal Opt:raJmB' A88ociation.-Mr. FLEmNG, secretary of the Anthracite Coal Opera,. 
tors' Association, says that this association consists of various smaller so-called inde
pendent operators who sometimes own mines in their own right and sometimes lease 
them. 
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The members of the association produced up to 1901 about 34 per cent of the entire 
output. Quite a number of them have sold out recently to the railroad companies, 
ana the present percentage will probably be about 29 or 29!. 

The object of the organization was to strengthen the small operators in their rela
tions with the large corporations. It has been the constant effort of the association 
to obtain more reasonable rates of transportation. (535). 

2. Number of independent operator8 and their proportion of tonnage.-Mr. HADDOCK, 
independent coal operator, says that it is very difficult to determine just what an 
independent operator is. Strictly speaking, an independent operator is one who 
mines his own coal, and sends it to the market and sells it himself, or through a com
mission agent. The great majority of the smaller operators and mining companies, 
ordinarily called independent, sell their coal to the various railroads or railroad 
coal companies under contracts, which leave them by no means independent. 
It has been claimed that the independent operators of both these classes represent 
about 30 per cent of the total tonnage, but they are growing fewer each year, and 
the figures are uncertain. The feeling of the owners and managers of the great 

, railroads is that the freight rate is open to attack so long as there are really independ-
ent operators. The new contracts on the 65 per cent basis which are being made 
bind the operators to the railroad for the entire life of their property. In Mr. 
Haddock's opinion, so many will sign these contracts that no more than 5 or at 
the outside 10 per cent of the production will remain to the iJidependent operators 
who conduct their own shipments, as Mr. Haddock does himself. (521,522,531, 
532.) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, says that the inde
pendent operator is defined ordinarily as the man who owns mines, irrespective of 
the way in which he sells his coal. If reference be made to independent shippers 
and sellers there will probably hereafter be comp'aratively few; most operators will 
find it more advantageous to contract with the rwlroad companies to sell the coal to 
them. Mr. Fleming is not authorized to make any complaint on behalf of the inde
pendent operators. (542. ) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., sayll that the number of independent 
operators in the anthracite region is being gradually reduced by the acquisition of their 
properties by the railroad companies and other large operators. There has been a 
substantial decrease in the output of the independent operators in the last few years. 
The witness does not think that these operators have been forced to sell out, but 
believes that the:r did so because they could get a very good price. He thinks that 
there is no discnmination against them by the railroads in any way. He under
stands that there are some lands in the Schuylkill region which are now on the 
market, although it is true that the really deSIrable coal lands are about all now 
owned by those which are really operating mines. If lands could be obtained, an 
independent operator could start into business on as favorable terms as those already 
in the business. 

The Lehigh Valley Railroad has a larger proportion of independent operators than 
any other of the railroads. (579,580,588.) 

Mr. SAWARD states that the independent coal operators probably at present pro
duce but a small fraction of the total output of anthracite coal-not more than 20 per 
cent. Of this proportion by far the greater part is sold directly to the railway com
panies at the mines under the percentage contract arrangement. Some individual 
operators still sell their own coal through commission houses. John C. Haddock is 
one of the largest of these operators. (508, 509.) " 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, says that four or five years ago, 
when he was connected with the anthracite coal business!. the independent producers 
controlled between 28 and 30 per cent of the tonnage. m the case of one or two of 
the railroad companies the independent tonnage was a very large proportion of the 
total tonnage. ( 468. ) 

Mr. HADDOCK says that there are more independent coal o:p,erators in the northern 
anthracite field than in the Schuylkill field, where the Philadelphia and Reading 
absorbs most of the territory. In the Lehigh field there have been many changes in 
ownership recently. (522.) 

Mr. HARRIS, until recently president of the Reading Company, says that out of 
eight or nine million tons shipped by the Reading Company, perhaps one million 
tons are produced by independent operators. In most cases there is no financial 
relation between these operators and the railroad. In a few peculiar instances 
they are brought tOgether. Thus in one case the individual operator mines partly 
on lands belonging to the Reading. and the Reading mines partly on his lands on 
account of the geological conditions. (600.) 
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3. A/liJude oj independellt operaloTs.-Mr. TnoMAs, president of the Erie Railroad, 
1IBI!erU! that the independent operators, includin~ those who ship for themselves, 
along the Erie road are apparently entirely satisfied with conditions. The most 
amicable relations have existed. It is, to be sure, the fashion if a man fails in busi
ness, in this as in other industries, to charge the failure to the railroad company 
rather than to lack of ability or application. Mr. Thomas says, further, that the 
profits of the independent operators are greater than those of the railroads propor
tionately. The Witness has known individual operators who a few years ago were 
carrying dinner pails, and who now live at the Waldorf-Astoria and run automobiles. 
(549,556.) . 

4. Cbxe BrotherB &: Cb.-Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that the 
mines of that company are located in the Lehigh anthracite region. The company 
employs about 3,500 men, and in 1900 shipped 1,032,577 tons of coal Qf its own pro
duction; its total production, a small part being used for local purposes, amounting 
to 1,246,592 tons. The company purchased from Mr. C. Pardee 529,021 tons, which 
it shipped, making the total shipments 1,561,598 tons. Of this amount 1,071,357 
tons were sent to Perth Amboy and 149,209 tons to points on the railroad lines east. 
The company shipped to Buffalo for lake shipment 199,870 tons. The Coxe com
pany produces and hauls about 31 per cent of the entire output. (576, 581. ) 

5. Plym.ooth Coal Company.-Mr. HADDOCK, of the Plymouth Coal Company, says 
that when running at full capacity liis company employs from 1,000 to 1,100 men. 
It usually works more days than the mines controlled by the railroad companies, 
simply because Mr. Haddock, shipping his own coal, has insisted on the nght to 
secure cars, and to be free from dictation as to output. (533.) . 

C. PerC!enta;"e C!OntraC!ts and freill'ht rates.-1. Percentage OO'I1J;ractBwith 
independent operalorB.-Mr. SAWARD, editor of the Coal Trade Journal, says that the 
great bulk of the coal hauled by the anthracite roads is produced by those roads 
themselves or their subsidiary companies. By far the largest proportion of coal 
produced by independent operators is brought to tide water under a contract by 
which the railroad company receives 40 per cent of the tide-water price and the 
individual o~rator 60 per cent. Operators are therefore interested in keeping the 
price of coal high. (509.) 

Mr. STEARNS, rresident of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that for several years the great 
majority of the mdependent operators have sold their coal to coal companies affili
ated with the railroads. The operators receive 60 per cent of the tide-water prices 
and the railroad company receives 40 per cent, guaranteeing the sale and paymg all 
selling expenses as well as transportati(.n. The railroad assumes the actual title to 
the coal at the breaker and the operator lias no responsibility. The settlement 'is 
made with the independent operators monthly on the basis of the prices received dur
ing the preceding month. (577--580.) 

Mr. CHILDS, general manager of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, says 
that when that road reached the coal fields in 1890, it made contracts with individ
ual operators agreeing to carry their coal to tide water, and to receive for transporta
tion 40 per cent of the tide-water price in case of prepared sizes. The actual form of 
the contract was a purchase of the coal at the mine by the railroad. At first, part of 
the terminal charges at tide water were paid by the individual operators, but after 
several years the railroad assumed all these expenses, paying the operator 60 per 
cent of the average tide-water price, free from all commissions, terminal charges, etc. 
Thus, if the tide-water price should be $3, the price to the operator at the mine 
would be $1.80 net. 

Mr. Childs states further that the practice of the other railroads, with regard to 
the purchase of coal on the percentage plan, is p1"8Ctically the same as that of the 
Ontario and Western. On some of the roads part of the individual operators ship to 
tide water independently, pa!ing the freight charges and selling the coal directlr.. 
On the Ontario and Western, however, all or practically all operators sell to the rail
road at the mine. On shipments west, as well as on those to tide water, the Ontario 
and Western usually buys the coal from the operators on a percentage system. . 

At the time of Mr. Childs's testimony, February, 1901, a revised ~ontract with the 
operators was under consideration by the Ontario and Western and other railroads. 
This provided for the payment to the operators of 65 per cent instead of 60 per cent 
of the tide-water price on prepared sizes of coal. ( 496-498. ) 

Mr. McLEOD says that it was through his influence that the present system of per
centage contracts with individual operators was introduced as a general system. 
Prior to that time there were some contracts by which the railroads hauled coal to 
the seaboard and sold it, allowing the operators a percentage of the price. There 
were such contracts on the Lehigh Valley by which the operators received 55 per . 
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cent. Mr. McLeod canceled these contracts and made others on the 60 per cent 
basis. The coal by this arrangement is sold by the producer to a coal company 
affiliated with the railroad. The coal company sells it and receives its 40 per cent of 
the price, while 60 per cent goes to the individual .operator. Out of the 40 per 
cent the coal company must pay freight to the railroad company with which it is 
affiliated. 

Mr. McLeod thinks there is practically no difference in the new contracts on the 65 
per cent basis except as to the rate allowed.· He understands, however, that the new 
contracts are to cover all the coal in the ground of the operator signing the contract. 
The contracts made by Mr. McLeod ran 7 or 8 years. They were considered very 
generally satisfactory. (562, 563.) 

Mr. FLEMING says that many years ago the contracts between the railroad com
panies and the coal operators allowed the operators only 40 or 45 per cent of the 
tide-water price of coal, although some contracts made the percentage vary in accord
ance with the amount paid to labor. After that for a time the rate was 55 per cent 
of the tide-water price. From 1892 to 1898 the contracts allowed the operators 60 
per cent of the tide-water price, while the present contracts which are being made 
are based on 65 per cent. (536. ) 

Mr. WALTER says that the auxiliary companies of the Lehigh Valley Railroad buy 
part of the coal produced by independent operators on the percentage basis. The 
rate .paid to operators at the time of his testimony, February, 1901, was 60 per cent of 
the tlde-water price. A contract on the basis of 65 per cent was then under discussion 
with the probability that it would be adopted. (543.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, says that since the time of the attempted 
combination by Mr. McLeod, in 1892, the railroads have offered to independent oper
ators to buy and transport their coal, paying 60 per cent of the price received at tide 
water on the prepared sizes. This was considered a concession at the time, since 
individual operators were protesting vigorously against the rates that were being 
charged for transportation. The present movement for an increase of the percentage 
to 65 has grown out of the desire of the railroad companies to suppress the construc
tion of a railroad by the independents. (522.) 

Mr. WOODLOCK says that the railroads bave had contracts with the independent 
coal operators by which the rate of transportation was based on the price received 
for coal at tide water. The railroads would take the coal to market ap.d give the 
producer 60 .per cent of the price received at tide water. About 2 years ago the 
project of an mdependent railroad from the anthracite coal region began to be pushed 
and the other railroads have felt themselves forced to make a concession. The pro
posed new contracts give the operators 65 per cent of the tide-water price, the rail
roads accepting 35 per cent as the payment for frei~ht. ( 454. ) 

Mr. HARRIS, until recently president of the Readmg Company, asserts that he does 
not know whether more than half of the coal produced by the independent opera
tors along the Reading Railroad is sold to the Reading Coal and Iron Company or 
not. In most of the other regions more than half of the operators do sell to the 
railroad companies. (600. ) 

2. New 66 per cent contract8.-Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, says 
that most of the anthracite coal produced by independent operators reached by that 
railroad is bought by the railroad through a subordinate company, on the percent
age contract system. At present (February, 1901), the operators receive 60 per cent 
of the tide-water price. The Erie, together with other railroads, was at that time 
arranging for a contract allowing the operators 65 per cent, and the witness had no 
doubt that the arrangement would be completed. It was not a condition of the 
contract that all the operators should accept it, but the witness thinks that the rail
road is entitled to the acce~tance of most of the operators. He believes the opera
tors are generally well sat.isfied. 

Mr. Thomas further affirms that these new contracts cover the entire life of the 
property of the various operators; that is, the Erie agrees to purchase all the coal in 
the ground, and the operator to sell it all. (549. ) 

A copy of the form of the proposed 65 per cent contract was submitted by Mr. 
Childs. It contains a pro!nise on the part of the producer or seller to deliver to the 
railroad company all the coal which it produces. The railroad company agrees to 
take as much coal as the market will permit, dividing fairly the demand between 
the various collieries, in proportion to their capacity, with no preference for !nines 
operated by itself. The diVlllion of tide-water price is different in the case of other 
classes of coal than in the case of the larger prepared sizes. The main clauses of this 
contract are as follows (496, 498, 505-607): 
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"This agreement, made and executed in the city of Philadeillhia, Pa., this --day 
of --, nineteen hundred --, between ----. ~ hereinafter called the 
seller), party of the first ~ and ---- (hereinafter called the buyer), 
party of the second part, Wltnessetb: . 

"First. The seller hereby sells, and ~ to deliver on cars at breaker to the 
buyer, all the anthracite coal hereafter ~rned from any of its mines now opened and 
operated, or which it may hereafter open and operate on the premises intended to 
be covered by this contract, and any which shall be reclaimed from culm banks on 
said premises, viz: 

"Shipments to be made from time to time as called for by the buyer. The buyer 
to give on the 25th of each month, notice of the quantity as nearly as practi
cable buy-er will require for next month, and arrange to take the coal in as nearly 
equal daIl)' or weekly quantities as in its judgment the requirements of the market 
wIll permIt. The buyer to use its best efforts to find a market far the seller's coal so 
as to enable the seller's collieries to be worked as many days as practicable, with 
due regard to the general market conditions, and to give orders for shipment which 
will enable the seller to work its collieries as many days in each year as other collieries 
work similarily situated. 

"The buyer agrees that it will not discriminate in favor of its own mines, or any 
persons, firms, or companies with which it has contracts to,buy coal, but that the 
quantity to be ordered monthly shall be a just proportion of the entire quantity of 
coal agreed to be purchased by the buyer, measured by the colliery capacity of the 
respective sellers. It being understood that so far as practicable the quantity ordered 
shall not be less than a just proportion of all the anthracite coal which the require
ments of the market may from time to time demand. The colliery capacity shall \le 
determined as of the 1st of January in each.,ear by the parties hereto, and; on their 
failure to agree, the president tor the time being of Girard Trust Company shall select 
a suitable expert for this purpose. Should any marked change take place affecting 
the productive capacity of the colliery, either the buyer or the seller may call for a 
new determination of the colliery capacity as of the beginning of any quarter of the 
calendar year. . 

"Second. The buyer agrees to pay and the seller agrees to accept the following price~ 
for said coal, when prepared in accordance with the standard hereinafter Bet forth, 
and delivered f. o. b. railroad cars at the breaker: 

•• For all sizes above pea coal, sixty-five (65) per cent of the general average free on 
bosrd prices of said sizes received at tide points at or near New York, between Perth 
Amboy and Edgewater, computed as hereinafter provided. 

"For pea coal fifty (50) per cent of the general average f. o. b. price for pea coal at 
said tide points at or near New York when the said price is two dollars and fifty 
cents ($2.50) per ton or less, and for each advance of ten (10) cents per ton in the 
said f. o. b. price above two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) the proportion paid the 
seller shall be increased one {1} per cent until the percentage paid for pea coal reaches 
sixty-five (65) per cent. 

"For buckwh .. .at coal No.1, forty (40) per cent of the general average f. o. b. price 
at said tide points at or near New York when the said price is two dollars ($2.00) 
per ton or less, and for each advance of ten (10) i:ents per ton in the said f. o. b. 
price the proportionate price paid the seller shall be increased two (2) per cent until 
the said f. o. b. price reaches two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50), after which the pro
portionate price paid the seller shall advance one (1) per cent for each ten ~10} 
cents advance in the f. n. b. price above two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50), as in the 
case of pea coal above mentIoned. Provided that nothing herein contained shall 
oblige the buyer to pay for buckwheat No.1 coal a rate higher than for pea coal. 

"For all sizes smaller than buckwheat No. 1. the seller shall receive twenty-five (25) 
cents per ton f. o. b. railroad cars at breaker, and for each ten (10) cents increase in 
the ~neral average f. o. b. price above one dollar and thirty cents ($1.30) a ton at 
tide, the price 3hall be incieased five cents per ton; but it is understood that the 
buyer shall have the option to decline to take these smaller sizes in excess of the 
proportion taken from the buyer's own collieries and operations. 

* * * * * * * 
"Fifteenth. If by reason of chan~es in trade or colliery conditions the seller is unable 

to o~erate its mines without finanClalloss on the basis of this contract, and the buyer 
declines to modify this agreement, the seller may submit the questions involved to 
the said board of arbitration, and, if the board decides that the seller can not operate 
its mines without loss on the basis of this contract, and if the buyer and seller can 
not agree on a modification of this contract, then this contract sha1l cease and 
determine. 
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"Sixteenth. It is also understood and agreed (anything herein contained to the con
trary notwithstanding) that if at any time or times the average f. o. b. price at tide 
for sizes of coal larger than pea coal shall be less than three dollars and fifty cents 
($3.50) per ton, then the seller may at its option temporarily 8U8pend mining and 
cease all deliveries hereunder until the said average price shall reach three dollars 
and fifty cents ($3.50) per ton; provided, however, that two weeks' notice of inten
tion to stop deliveries shall in such case be given by the seller to the buyer; and, if 
any question arises as tolrice being less than $3.50, it shall be submitted to the per
manent arbitration boar ." 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., testifying in April, 1901, said that 
he understood that the new 65 per cent contracts had" not yet gone into force. He 
believes that the contracts were drawn up by a conference between a committee of 
independent operators and a committee representing the railroad companies.- Their 
se!18ion lasted for several weeks. The witness understands that the proposition was 
offered by all the railroads alike. He has been told that the operators of the Penn
sylvania line have signed the agreements, but that none of those on the other lines 
had signed them up to a few days before his testimony. It was his impression, how
ever, that the contracts would be adopted. 

Mr. Stearns says that the new 65 per cent contracts are intended to cover the entire 
output of the mines of the independent op'erators in the future, excepting in the case 
of those made by the Pennsylvania Railroad. The earlier 60 per cent contracts 
mostly ran for a period of years and have for the most part expired. It is his opin
ion that the new contract is being proposed by the railroads with a view to securing 
control of the business and preventing competition. Mr. Stearns understands that 
the 65 per cent rate of the new contract applies only to the prepared sizes. In the 
case of pea coal, the operators, he believes, are to receive 50 per cent, and in the case 
of the sm8.ller sizes, 40 per cent of the prices. (577--580. ) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, says that the new contract proposed by 
the railroad companies, allowing the operators 65 per cent of the tide-water price of 
coal, is conditioned upon the agreement to sell all of the coal to the railroad com
pany for the entire life of the property. The railroad compaIiies also desire a large 
majority of the operators to sign the contracts before the new arrangement is put into 
effect. This will practically tie up very nearly all of the independent operators. (531, 
532.) 

Mr. WALTER says that- the new contracts on the 65 per cent basis which are being 
made provide that the entire product for the life of the collieries shall be sold to 
railroads, but that there are many limitations and stipulations in connection with 
this provision. (545. ) -

Mr. FLEMING declares that while the operators would like to get a larger proportion 
of the tide-water prices they are vert generally satisfied witp. the new 65 per cent 
contract. Out of the 35 per cent whlCh it receives- the railroad company must not 
only pay freight, but also the selling expenses. 

The witness, as the representative of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, 
is not authorized to make any complaint whatever. He says that he would rather 
not answer the question whether he knows of any cause for complaint. (537,542). 

Mr. Fleming thinks that the new 65 per cent contracts are in some cases made for 
the entire future product of the mines, but that in other cases they are for shorter 
periods. 

The witness stated further that under these contracts the railroad agrees to buy 
from the operator" as much as it requires." It certainly could not agree to take an 
amount which it could not dispose of. In many cases, however, companies are 
allowed to sell on their own a.cmunt any excess above the amount which the rail
road company agrees to take from them. (536, 537.) 

Mr. Fleming stated in February, 1901, that most of the members oftbat association 
·were signing the new contracts providing for the 65 per cent basis on tide-water 
prices. The witness says no doubt that the new arrangement will· go into force. 
The operators find it much more advantageous to enter into these contracts and avoid 
the necessity of having offices of their own, or branches at a number of different 
places for disposing of the coal, which involves large expense. (537). 

Mr. HAERlS, late president of the Rp.a.ding Company, stated in Apnl, 1901, that the 
new 65 per cent contracts had not, so far as he knew, yet gone into effect, but that 
he believed the individual operators were generally satisfied with them. In the 
Reading territory the operators have not objected on the ground that the contracts 
require them to sell theU' entire future output for the life of the Inines to the railroad. 

(610.) ; ht h' 1"" . . h bit' al M FL 3. Pretg rcUe8 on ant racite coa. ",ompamon 'IUit UmtnOUB co .- r. EMING, 
secretaIyof the Anthracite"Coal Operators' Association, says that the majority of the 
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members of that W3S0ciation sell their coal to the railroad companies under percent
age contracts, BO that there is no question with them as .to freight rates. On the 
relatively small proportion which operators ship or sell on their own account they 
make complaints frequently. 

Mr. Fleming declares himself unable to compare the charges per ton per mile for 
hauling anthracite coal with those for hauling_ bituminous coal. Some yearS ago 
bituminous coal was being hauled from West Virginia to tide water for three mills 
per ton per mile, but that was exceptional. It was really a losing rate. At the same 
time the average rate on anthracite was about· nine mills. There are frequent com
plaints as to the disparity in the rates on the two classes of coal, but there is good 
reason why BOft coal should be carried cheaper. The entire product is of the same 
grade and. can be dumped from the train into a vessel. Anthracite is in different 
sizes and of different qualities, which must be kept apart. This coal must therefore 
be put in storage piles or held in cars or on barges subject to demurrage charges. 
(536,539,540. ) 

Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, says that it is no longer worth while to 
pay much attention to schedule rates of transportation on anthracite coal, since prac
tically all coal is hauled·on a percentage contract by which the railroad receives 40 
per cent of the tide-water price for transportation. When coal is at $4 the railroad 
res:eives $1.60. If the average distance to tide water from t1:: :mthracite fields is 160 
mIles, it makes 1 cent per ton per mile. The rate per ton per mile thus varies in 
accordance with the tide-water price. The x:ate is hIgher than on soft coal, but the 
two are entirely different in their nature and in the cost of transportation. _(509.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. Co., says that the distances from the anthra
cite mines to tide water vary considerably. The difference between the distance of 
the Lehigh region and the Wyoming region is comparatively slight. From the 
Schuylkill region the coal is usually shipped to Philadelphia. 

There have been complaints at times by the independent operators that the rates 
charged for transporting coal were excessive, especially as compared with bitumi
nous coal. The witness understan<ls, however, that bituminous freight rates have 
recently been increased. In his judgment it is proper that the rates on anthracite 
should be higher than those on bituminous coal. The cost of transportation in itself 
is perhaps not greater, but there are '!everal different sizes of anthracite coal which 
must be kept separate, necessitating frequently storage in cars or in bins or vesSels. 
Moreover, the cars in which bituminous coal is hauled are usually returned with 
some load-iron ore, iron, or some other product. In the case of anthracite coal the 
cars usually return empty. (579.) . 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, says that Bituminous coal is hauled to 
tide water at much lower rates per ton per mile than anthracite coal, but he thinks it 
would be necessary to ask the railroad men the reason for the difference. (530.) 

Mr. CUILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, says that that road 
does not receive nearly as much as 10 mills per.ton per mile on anthracite coal, nor 
does he think any road ever received as much as that. The average receipts per ton 
br the Ontario and Western for the year ending June 30,1899, were $1.128 for the 
dIstance of 214 miles, from Scranton to Weehawken. (During the summer months 
vessels are loaded at Cornwall-on-the-Hudson, 54 miles nearer.). The charge thus 
runs from 6 to 7 mills per ton per mile. The relative rate is higher for the shorter 
routes, of which the shortest is the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, 145 miles. 
(496,497.) 

Mr. ChIlds says tl1at the railroad tariffs in effect on his road from the anthracite 
coal fields are: To Buffalo, $2 per ton; Chicago, $3.50; St. Louis, $4; tidewater, $1. 75. 
But practically all the coal carried by this road is on the percentage basis. ( 496.) 

Mr. McLEOD says that the average freight rate to tide water from the anthracite 
coal fields is about $1.50 per ton.. He knows of one colliery where the average rate 
for some time has been only $1.36 per ton, amounting to 7 mills per ton per mile. 
(565. ) 

Mr. HARRIS, until recently president of the Reading Company, says that he'does 
not think it is the purpose of the railroads in the anthracite coal field to put up 
the freight rates by combination among themselves. As a matter of fact, freight 
rates have not been secretly cut much in recent years. They have been gradually 
reduced during the past 6 or 8 years. A few yeare ago the general rate from the 
mines to tide water was about $1.70 a ton. It is now about $1.30, but varies greatly. 
(a.) . 

4. Relative frPJight, rates under percentage contract and under tariffs.-Mr. HADDOCK 
sar.s that he has always refused to enter into contracts for the safe of his coal to the 
raIlroad companies on the 60 per cent basis. He has preferred to remain independ
ent. He does not want to have to rely on other persons to find markets for hi.Dl. 
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Another reMon why Mr. Haddock has preferred to conduct his own shipments is 
because of the limitation on output imposed by the railroad companies under the 
percentap;e contract. 

N evertneless, Mr. Haddock asserts that it would have been more economical for him 
to enter the percentage contract than to insist on selling his own coal and paying the 
freight rates. The railroad companies have not made a freij!'ht rate to independent 
shippers as low as the 40 per cent of tide-water price which they accept in the case 
of the contracts. He has always insisted that the individual operator who sells his 
coal to the railroad company at the mine ought to be put on the same level with the 
operator who prefers to send his coal to tide water, and that, because of the selling 
expenses, which the latter clMs of operators must incUr, they ought to have a freight 
rate equal to less than 40 per cent of the tide-water price. In the case pf the new 
contracts, giving the railroads 35 per cent, the witness thinks that the absolutely 
independent. operator. o~ght to have his coal transported at &: rate equal to 30 per 
cent of the tide-water pnce, and he expects to be able to fight It out on that basis. 
(523, 532, 534). 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, says that at the present time (February, 1901) 
the freight rates on anthracite coal to tide water vary from $1.15 to $1.40 per .ton, 
the latter rate being on the prepared sizes and the smaller rate on the pea coal and 
~ther small S!zes. These .rates ~he witness st;ates are about the same as the propor
tion of the tIde-water pnce gomg to the raIlroad company linder the percentage 
contract system at the 40 per cent rate. 

The witness does not think that the independent operators who ship for them
selves are entitled to as favorable a rate as that proposed by the new contract allow
ing the railroad company only 35 per cent of the tide-water price. These new 
contracts give the railroads a stability of business, while the independent operators 
may ship to-day and not at all to-morrow. (549, 550.) 

5. Pro./i1.8 of anthracite coal roads in relation to rates.-Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor 
of the Wall Street Journal, declares that the anthracite coal roads have never been 
very profitable, and draws therefrom the conclusion that they have not kept freight 
rates nor the price of coal unduly high. Some of these roads have been repeatedly 
in bankruptcy. Even at present, in very prosperous times, most of them are mak
ing no more than reaI'Onable dividends. While the Jersey Central and the Reading 
are doing much better than formerly, their increased earnings are chiefly due to 
general merchandise traffic and not to coal traffic. The Delaware and Hudson and 
the Lackawanna have always made good profits, but their capital was low at the 
start. There is a distinct prejudice among investors and speculators against the 
securities of most of the anthracite roads. It is felt that the anthracite coal is expen
sive to mine and expensive to handle. It must be broken up and screened and 
sorted. The cars having different kinds of coal can not be mixed. 

As regards the freight rates, it is more profitable, Mr. Woodlock believes, to 
handle bituminous coal at 2 or 2! mills per ton per mile than anthracite coal at 9 
mills per ton. Most of the anthracite coal has to be hauled over the mountains, up 
steep grades. As a general thing, bituminous coal originates at the top of the grades, 
and can be hauled very easily. This is especially true on the Chesapeake and Ohio 
and Norfolk and Western roads. (433, 454.) 

6. Metho.ds of fixing anthracite freight rates.-Mr. McLEOD, former president of the 
Reading Railroad, says t.hat freight rates on anthracite coal are made in the same 
way as on other merchandise. The freight agents get together and discuss rates. 
There have been no important changes in recent years. (561.) . 

7. O1.,e o.f Coxe Bro.ther8 tI. Lehigh Valley Railroad, 1889.-Mr. HADDOCK, inde. 
pendent coal operator, refers to the case brou~ht by Coxe Bros. & Co. against the 
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company as an illustration of the great difficulty of securing 
just rates on anthracite coal. This large and powerful company made a complaint 
before the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1889 that the rates to tide water were 
excessive. It was a year or a year and a half before the decision of the commission 
was rendered, which was in favor of Coxe Brothers. Then the railroad company 
took an appeal, and the rate prescribed did not go into effect. Meantime Coxe 
Bros. & Co. were without their required relief, and were forced to build about 40 
miles of railroad, connecting their properties with various other railroads, in order to 
compel the railroads to give them reasonable rates of transportation. (525,535.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that Coxe Brothers bniIt the 
DelawlLre, Susquehanna and Schuylkill Railroad, as he understands, for the purpose 
of connecting all of their mines with one another and with different main anthracite 
railroads in order that the output of the company mi~ht be sent over whichever 
road was desired and that the most favorable terms mIght thus be secured. The 
road connects with the Lehigh Valley, the Philadelphia and Reading, the Pennsyl
vania, and the Central Railroad of New .Tersey .. It extends from Gum Run Junction, 
on the Pennsylvania Railroad, to Hazleton, Drifton, Beaver Meadow, and Oneida. 
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At present Coxe Bros. & Co. ship all of their own coal to tide water over the 
Lehigh Valley Railroad in their own cars and trains. The company has a traffic 
agreement with the Lehigh Valley which has as yet several years to run. The wit
ness is in doubt whether it is as profitable for him to ship coal in this way as it would 
be to sell it to the railroads on the 65 per cent basis. He says that he not only 
has to bear selling expenses, but that the plant is constantly depreciating and that 
there are many Qther expenses. The witness does not think that Coxe Bros. & Co. 
ever sold coal to the railroads on the percentage contract system: He believes 
that the Coxe Brothers formerly had some special traffic arrangement with the Read
ing Railroad Company. He knows of no other firms or corporations which have 
relations to the railroads similar to those which now exist in the case of Coxe 
Brothers. 

The distance from the junction of the Delaware, SusCJ.uehanna and Schuylkill Rail
road with the Lehigh Valley to Perth Amboy is 125 mIles. 

The westward shipments of Coxe Bros. & Co. are made over the Pennsylvania 
Railroad both to points along the railroad and to. Buffalo, from which latter point 
coal is shipped by water. (576--578, 590.) 

Mr. McLEOD does not think that the independent operators during the time when 
he was president of the Reading were generally dissatisfied with freight rates and 
conditions. He does not think that the case brought by Coxe Brothers against the 
Lehigh Valley Railroad indicated a general attitude of complaint on the part of the 
operators. One individual might have a grievance which others did not have. (573. ) 

8. Transp,ortation oj anthracite w New England.-Mr. McLEOD says that the New 
England States take 11 per cent of the anthracite product. It is carried to them 
largely by water. The rates differ from time to time according to the supply of 
veBBels. The Reading takes most of its coal for New England to Philadelphia whence 
it is shipped by the Delaware River. Other companies take their coal to New York 
and vicmity for shipment. All-rail rates are determined by the same influences as 
other all-rail rates. (561, 562.) 

Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, says that much of the anthracite coal 
consumed in New England goes by water. The Erie ships some of its coal for New 
England by way of Fishkill and Newburg. In the case of coal hauled by rail in 
this way the charge from the anthracite fields to the destination is composed of two 
rates, that to the Hudson River, and that made by the New England railroads. The 
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad gets a much larger proportion per ton 
per mile than the road west of the Hudson gets. There is no through rate with an 
equal proportion per mile to each road. The reason for this arrangement is that the 
New Haven road practically has a monopoly of ·certain territory, although in other 
places it is subject to competition from other railroads and from water transporta
tion. There are also many points on the Boston and Maine and other New England 
roads where transportation of coal is virtually a monopoly in the hands of a single 
railroad. Mr. Thomas does not think, however, that there is usually a disposition 
to exact exceBBive rates on account of Buch monopoly., (553.) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, says that nearly all 
shipments of anthracite coal to New England, both by his railroad and by other 
anthracite roads, are made by water from the terminals. Most anthracite coal is 
used at large cities near the coast. Coal, for example, is shipped to .Boston by water, 
and from there short distances by rail. A small amount of coal goes over the 
Poughkeepsie bridge, and some is transferred by floats from New J eraey to points on 
the New Haven road, from which it goes by cars. For these reasons Mr. Childs 
does not fear any combination of railroads a~tempting to control the anthracite trade 
in New England. (500, 501.) , 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that Coxe Bros. &' Co., ship a 
considerable amount of coal to New England, but that this is mostly sold free on 
board Perth Amboy, although sometimes it is sold delivered at points reached by 
water. Where the coal has to be hauled by rail the purchaser must take care of the 
freight rate. (585. ) 

9. Lake Bhipme:nlB of anthracite coal.-Mr. STEABNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co .. 
says that company shipped about 200,000 tons of coal over the lakes by way of 
Buffalo in 1900. Boats are chartered from different owners. The freight rates on 
the lakes vary greatly. They have been as low as 20 cents per ton from Buffalo to 
Chicago, and as high as $1.25. Coxe Bros. & Co. have their own agents in Duluth, 
Chicago, and Milwaukee for handling their coal. (594. ) 

D. A.lleced discriminationscsinst independent operators."';' 
1. Freight rateB.-Mr. STEABNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that the railroads 
cha!¥e the coal companies which are connected with them regular tariff rates for 
hauhng coal. He does not know whether it would be legal for them to charge a 
lower rate or not, but believes if they should do so independent shippers would find 
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some way to stop .it. In any case the payment of freight by the railroad coal com
panies to the railroads is simply taking money out of one pocket and putting it into 
another and it does not matter to either what the rate is. 

The witness has heard statements made that the railroad companies operated their 
coal companies at a loss, but made up by the profit on transportation. From his 
own experience the witness thinks that the coal companies ought to make a small 
profit on mining. In his judgment, however, an independent operator who could 
get control of a proper body of coal would get the same facilities for transporting to 
the markets as those who are already in the business. He has never heard of the 
alleged fact that the Erie Railroad Company charges the Delaware and Hudson 60 
cents a ton for hauling coal to tide water, while charging independent operators $1.60. 
He does not think that the recent combination of the anthracite roads is designed to 
discriminate againbt independent operators. (500, 582, 588.) 

2. Discrimination in western fre:ighl, rate8.-Mr. STEARNS, president of the Coxe Bros. 
Company, says that the freight rates from the anthracite region to the west are pub
lished by the railroads each spring, and that Coxe Bros. & Co. pay the regular pub
lished rates. The witness believes that all operators pay the regular published rates 
and that there.is no discrimination. He does not believe, however, that independ
ent operators ship their coal west to any extent. Most of those shipping east ship on 
the percentage contract system. (583. ) 

3. Restriction of output and of IlUpp/y of cars of independent ~~atOTs.-(See also Per
centage contracts, p. CXXXVIIlj Allotment of tonnage, p. CXLVII. -Mr. HADDOCK, inde
pendent coal operator, asserts that under the contracts made y individual operators, 
by which they sell coal to the railroads on the basis of a percentage of the tide-water 
prices, the railroad companies determine how much each operator may ship. The 
contracts themselves stipulate that the railroad companies shall determine the amount. 
This is done more or less arbitrarily by the officers of the railroad. (524, 527.) 

The witness has preferred to ShIP his coal independently, because he could then 
insist upon producing as much as he pleased, and upon demanding an adequate 
supply of cars. In 1884 and 1885 the railroads did not supply cars sufficient to 
enable Mr. Haddock to operate 27 days in 3 months. After difficulties lasting for a 
year or more he served notice on the railroad company that if it failed to supply 
enough cars it would be necessary to hold the railroad for the damages. The matter 
was fought out, and there has been no serious difficulty since. The absolutely 
independent operator is thus likely to be in a position of greater advantage than 
the operators who make contracts with the railroad companies, although the wit
ness does not know just what treatment the railroads ~ive to other operators who are 
in the same position as himself. . There are complamts from other operators of a 
shortage of cars, but the witness does not know how just they are. The witness 
would expect to have to restrict his output if he went into contracts with the rail
road comJ?anies. He has occasionally sold coal to the companies, and they were 
quite willing to take it on the percentage basis. 

Mr. Haddock is disposed to admit that there mllst be some restriction of produc
tion because of the fact that the demand for anthracite coal is so much less in the 
summer than in the winter, and that coal can not satisfactorily be stored. But the 
restriction is not always a just one. Some of the independent oJ?erators prefer to 
have a voice in determining their own production, and in ascertaining the market 
requirements. Ther, have succeeded in getting a voice in the matter, "but it has 
been at quite a cost.' Mr. Haddock does not explain just what is meant by this 
phrase, saying that he does not wish to be pressed to speak on the subject, or to 
mcriminate anyone, although he would not have the word incriminate unduly 
emphasized. It has been a way beset with difficulties. (524,526--527.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that while he was connected 
with the Pennsylvania Railroad he heard plenty of complaints from independent 
operators to the effect that there was an insufficient supply of cars, but that as a 
matter of fact the Pennsylvania Railroad supplied cars more freely to the independ
ent operators than to its own subordinate coal comJ.lanies. The WItness believes that 
the Lehigh Valley and other railroads try to distrIbute cars fairlv. There are times 
when no road has cars enough to supply the demand. The complaint brought by 
Coxe Bros. & Co. in 1889 was not on the ground of discrimination m furnishing cars, 
but on the ground of excessive freight rates. (586.) 

Mr. HARRIS, late president of the Reading Company, emphatically asserts that 
there is no discrimination in freight rates or in the supply of cars as between indi
vidual operators and the coal company affiliated with the Readin~ Company. The 
coal company is charged precisely the Bame freight rates as the indIvidual operators, 
and this has always been the rule. The distribution of cars is made on the basis of 
a careful estimate of the productive capacity of each colliery. The railroad has an 
officer who visits the collieries and finds out how much they can produce. The 
aggregate number of cars is distributed in propor\.iQD to the relative productive 
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capacity. Any private operator along the Reading line would adlnit that the appor
tionment has been equitable. If an operator increases the capacity of his colliery 
by any improvements, the railroad's official examines the improvements and changes 
the allotment accordingly. Every operator is perfectly free to increase his capacity. 
(600,601.) 

Mr. WALTER says that on the Lehigh Valley Railroad about 60 per cent of the coal 
is shipped by independent operators, this being the highest percentage on any of the 
railroads. Independent operators get cars even more freel}' than the companies 
connected with the railroads. It is not the policy :>f the Lehigh Valley to try to get 
absolute control of the region. There is no restriction upon the amount of coal an 
operator may ship except in so far as he voluntarily agrees to it. Of course every 
operator thinks 'he ought to have a larger share of the business. Since the whole 
region can produce much more than the market will take, the general interests are 
conserved by a reasonable division. (545. ) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the Ontario and Western Railroad, asserts that there is no dis
crimination in furnishing cars or allotting tonnage to irulependent operators. On the 
Ontario and Western the independent operators do not work their mines any fewer 
days during the year than the companies connected with the railroads. (504.) 

Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, thinks that the independent operators 
have little reason to complain of discrimination in furnishing cars. There is always 
a season in fall when there is a shortage of cars for all producers alike, but this lasts 
only a short time. (509.) , 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operator's Association, thinks that the rail
roads are perfectly fair in furnishing cars to independent operators. The tendency 
seems to be to give the independent operators preference over the companies con-, 
trolled by the railroads, since- the number of days worked by an independent oper
ator is usually greater than the number of days worked by the railroad mines. As 
in any large industry there are times when cars are scarce. The Anthracite Coal 
Operators' Association under those circumstances brings influence to bear, but the 
WitnesS is not sure that it has any effect. The situation is much better than it was 
two years ago, when Mr. Brooks complained before the Industrial Commission of 
shortage of cars, The railroads have added decidedly to their equipment. (536, 537.) 

E. Production of coal~Re8trictjon and allotment of output.-
1. Productinn and consumption of coal.-Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, 
asserts that there is constant tendency to overproduction of anthracite coal and that 
the capacity for production is greater than the demand. During December, 1900, 
and January, 1901, the monthly production was from 5,000,000 to 5,250,000 tons. At 
that time the demand was good, so that there was possibly prospect for the taking 
of 60,000,000 tons in a year, but ordinarily the market will not take that amount. The 
witness thinks that there is practically no regulation of the amount of production at 
present, but that it would be desirable if there were, in keeping the trade more 
steady. Elsewhere, howevet, speaking of community of interest between the coal 
roads, he implies that there is a growing degree of control over the amount of 
production. (511,512.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that the deInand for anthracite 
coal varies greatly according to season. The amount of coal which the market will 
take is quite definitely limited. 

There is a constant temptation to operators to increase their productive capacity., 
It costs so much to store anthracite coal that producers prefer to be able to supply 
the demand in the winter months by contemporaneous production. In order to be 
able to meet this demand each mine wishes to extend its workings so that the pro
ductive capacity becomes much in excess of what would be needed if the mines ran 
uniformly through the year. The fact that certain collieries are becoming exhausted 
prevents the increase in productive capacity from becoming as great as would other
wise be the case. (587. J 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, says that the anthracite mines of the country 
are capable of producing 60,000,000 tons a year, but that the country will consume 
only about 45,000,000 tons. The fact that production during the winter of 1900-1901 
was being carried on at the rate of 60,000,000 tons per year was explained altogether 
by the great shortage occasioned by the closing of the mines in September and Octo
ber on account of the strike. The anthracite mines have never been able to work 
more than 235 days in the year. If more coal were produced it would have to be 
thrown into the river. (555,556.) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, says that coal opera
tors necessarily restrict their output at certain times because of the lack of demand. 
On his railroad it has happened that out of 4,900 cars used more than 3,000 were 
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loaded with coal lor which there seemed little demand. Under these circumstances . 
the supply of cars to the mines must be restricted. The output is usually in excess 
of the market from about February to May, while the demand is often in excess of 
the output in the fall. It is a mooted question whether it pays to store anthracite 
coal. The cost from waste and handling would a,mount to about 40 or 50 cents per 
ton. The quality of coal also deteriorates during storage. Nevertheless, the Onta
rio and Western has just been building a storage plant which will hold from 120,000 
to 130,000 tons. (499, 500.) . 

Mr. HARRIS, former president of the Reading Company, says that in 1895 the out
put of anthracite coal was 46,500,000 tons. Though thiS may have been exceeded 
since, the excess has been slight. The demand is quite limited, and any increase in 
output would very considerably affect prices. (602. ) 

2. Di8tribution oj anthracite ccmsumption.-Mr. McLEOD says that Pennsylvania, 
New York, and New Jersey consume about-70 per cent of the product of anthracite 
coal; the New England States take 11 per cent, the West about 12 'per cent, the 
South 4 per cent, and Cana4a about 3 per cent. The consumption 1D the West is 
increasing with considerable rapidity, chiefly because of the development of the 
country. The exportation to Canada increases comparatively slowly. (561, 562.) 

Mr. SAWARD asserts that not more than 10 per cent of the anthracite coal produced 
is shipl?ed to the West. The shipments to Buffalo are about 2,000,000 tons per .year. 
The pnces in the West vary between summer and winter about 50 cents a ton, as at 
Eastern markets. Colorado produces some anthracite coal, about 90,000 tons in 1900, 
but the area is small. Occasionally a cargo of anthracite I)oal goes by vessel to the 
Pacific coast, but Omaha is about the most distant Western market reached by rail. 
(516,519. ) 

3. Di8CU88ion oj policy of restriction oj production.-Mr. McLEOD declares that the 
idea that the price of coaf is enhanced by a restriction of the output is a great buga
boo. There IS no restriction when the coal can be sold at a profitable price at all. 
The demand is a very inelastic one. If the market will take 50,000,000 tons of coal 
at a fair price, scarcely 3,000,000 tons more could be given away. To be sure more 
might be sold if the price were $1.50 or $2 cheaper per ton, but that would bankrupt 
all producers and would not ultimately benefit consumers. (565. ) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, implies that the mines 
are producing at practically their full capacity. The out{lut In 1900 was about 
47,000,000 tons. More could not be produced without a different class of miners. 
The miners will not work more time. Although the present rate of production 
(January and February, 1901) is about 5,000,000 tons per month, that can not be 
keJ?t up. In order to produce that much a great deal of dead work is necessary. 
ThiS is largely done during the summer time, when the market requires little coal. 
Some collieries might produce more than they do by pressing hard, but it would not 
be advisable; hasty mming is dang-erous. 

Mr. Fleming denies that there IS any agreement among the railroads or operators 
to restrict production. There are times when the market simply will not take the 
coalJ?roduced and when it can not be stored. This is especially true in the sumlper. 
~~) . 

4. Fluctuations in demand and storage.-Mr. McLEOD, former president of the Read
ing Railroad, says that there are certain months in the year when the actual con
sumers of anthracite coal scarcely buy it at all. The average consumer waits until 
the cold months. Some dealers have storage places and the producers have to make 
special rates to them in order to get them to take the coal and store it. If it were 
not for this practice, and for the practice of storage by the producers and the railroads 
themselves, the mines could not be operated during the summer at all, and men and 
investment would stand idle. There is a disposition on the part of the railroad com
panies to establish storage facilities. Mr. McLeod, as president of the Reading, built 
two storage bins near the mines which could hold 300,000 tons. The Reading also 
had a large depot at Port Richmond, and others along the New England coast. The 
Lehigh Valley has large storing places at Perth Amboy. In the absence of such 
methods of storage it would be impossible for the collieries to mine or for the railroads 
to transport enough coal in the winter to keep up with the demand. (565. ) 

Mr. THOMAS says that an attempt is being made to store coal in order that the. 
inequality of the demand during the year may be equalized somewhat. It is very 
dfficult, however, to store coal economically. It involves rehandling, waste, and 
breakage, and there is a certain amount of deterioration in the appearance of the 
coal, which gets dull after standing, so that customers will not pay so much for it. 
Another difficulty in the problem' of storing coal arises from the fact that the exist
ence of large stocks constitutes a menace to the market and the maintenance of 
reasonable prices. (555,556.) 
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5. Allotment Qf tonnage to railroads and its relation to rll8triction of output.-Mr. HAD
DOCK indepenaent coal operator, admits that there must be some restriction of the 
prod~ction of anthracite coal, particularly because the summer demand is so light 
and storage is difficult or impossible. He does not think, however, that the restric
tions are always just. He understands that there is practically an agreement between 
the great railroad companies as to the proportion of the total tonnage which each 
shall carry. The figures of the allotments are published from time to time, and the 
annual tonnage of each railroad remains usually fairly constant. At the same time 
there are wrangles from time to time between the railroads as to their percentages. 
Many years ago the Reading Company handled almost one-third of the entire prod
uct. The aggressiveness of its competitors gradually forced its percentage down to 
the present figure, 20.7. At one time the entire trade was upset for several months 
by a dispute as to whether the Reading should receive an extra 1 per cent allotment. 
After the companies have decided upon their proportions they allot to the individual 
operators, who sell to them under contract, the percentages which each shall be 
allowed to produce. . (525, 527.) 

Mr. McLEOD submits the following table as showing the present allotment or dis
tribution of the anthracite coal tonnage between the leading railroad companies. 
(571.) 

Percent. 
Philadelphia and Reading ____________________________________________ : ___ 21 
Lehigh Valley _________________________________________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 15. 65 
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western ______________________________________ 12.57 
Central Railroad of New Jersey ___________________________________________ 11.48 
Pennsylvania Railroad ____________________________________________________ 11.32 
Erie Railroad ______________ . _____________________________________________ 11. 51 
Delaware and Hudson ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ ____ _ _____ ______ ____ ____ _ _ _ _ 9.55 
Delaware, Susquehanna and Schuylkill_ __ ___ _ _____ _____ _ _ ____ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4.26 
Ontario and Western ________________________________________________ . _ _ _ _ 2.86 

Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, does not make a very clear statement as 
to the method of allotting the tonnage, but implies very directly that there iii 'an 
informal agreement between the leading railroads as to the proportion which each 
shall carry of the total output. He says that the proportion carried by each road 
has not changed much for a considerable number of years. He refers to the Reading 
road as being "entitled to 21 per cent." Afterwards he states that this is merely the 
actual proportion carried; "that is the way it figures out." At the same time the 
road could produce more; it has the necessary colliery capacity. But "why should 
they attempt to double the tonnage? They can't sell more than so much coal." 
The witness does not explain why one road might not increase its own proportion 
although the total should not be increased, but asserts that it is not done because 
coal can not be sold at a profit. He also says that the Pennsylvania Railroad has 
never participated in a proportionate arrangement; "it has been a free lance * * * 
against the rest of them." Nevertheless, its proportion of the tonnage has remained 
fairly constant, in the neighborhood of 10 per cent. These statements, in connection 
with the statements of Mr. Saward regarding agreements as to prices, seem to show 
clearly his belief in the existence of an informal understanding between the roads as 
to the output. (514, 515.) 

Mr. HARRIS, former president of the Reading Company, denies that there is any 
definite agreement regarding the respective p'roportions of the total output of anthra
cite coal which shall be handled by each railroad company. 

The reasons why the various railroads do not change the proportion of their output 
materially are because they can not make rapid changes, on account of the difficulty 
and expense of developing new collieries; because each has certain territory which 
it can supply more economically and naturally, and each produces; to a· certain 
extent, a particular class of coal for which there is an especial demand; and because, 
finally, if any railroad should increase its output greatly it would disturb the market 
very seriously. The present division of output has been reached after many years 
of conflict. The proportions have not been greatly changed during the past 15 
years. Whether the railroads have been working in reasonable harmony or abso
lutely out of harmony, it has made little difference in the :proportion of the coal 
which each handles. The witness does not think that the vanation of any company 
in recent years has been more than 2 per cent. As the result of this experience it is 
recognized by the Reading and other roads that each shall not exceed its percentaeg 
materially, so as to encroach upon the business of the others. 

It is sometimes charged that the Reading Company is more anxious to increase 
its share of tlie tonnage than tlie other railroads. This charge, Mr. Harris declares, 
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is not well founded. _ While this company -has more undeveloped land than other 
companies,it could not develop it more -rapidly, because most of its land is very 
expensive to work. The fact that the Reading is chiefly a Philadelphia corporation, 
while the otheJ:' companies are controlled in New York, perhaps leads them to 
complain against it. The output of the Reading now is about the same pro:r0rtion
atelyas it has been for 20 years. In the very early days the Reading carrie half of 
the product, but at that time it had almost the only access to the markets of the 
East. Other roads -have been built, and the product handled by the Reading has 
not increased as rapidly as that handled by the others. The New York Ontario 
and Western opened no new fields, but simply bought collieries which had been 
shipping over other railroads, so that it did not introduce a disturbing element into 
the division oftonnage. (601-603.) 

Mr. RICE thinks that there was for years a system of allotment of tonnage between 
the railroads. He does not know whether it is in effect now. Some such control of 
output is necessary or the coal lands would be rapidly developed at ruinous prices. 
There is not enough demand for all the coal that could be produced. (743.) 

Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, says that that company transports 
27,000,000 tons of freight_yearly, of which about 6,000,000 is anthracite coal, an equal 
amount bituminous coal, largely from Pittsburg and vicinity, and 15,000,000 tons 
miscellaneous merchandise. . 

During the calendar year 1900 the Erie shipped 5,200,000 tons of anthracite coal, of 
which it mined about 700,000 tons and bought about 900,000 tons for sale at tide 
water. A large part of the tonnage comes from other railroads; 1,100,000 tons from 
the Delaware and Hudson, and 1,900,000 tons from the Pennsylvania Coal Company, 
which operates the Erie and Western Railroad, and which has since been bought by 
the Erie. (548. ) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, denies there is any 
limitation on the output or the shipments of the anthracite roads. There is no agree
ment as to the percentage of the total output which the companies shall handle, nor 
any agreement of any sort. In 1896 an attempt was made to allot the tonnage by 
percentages, but it was never consented to. As a matter of fact, the Ontario and 
Western nas been steadily increasing its tonnage. It shipped about 3 per cent of the 
total in 1896 and about 3.7 per cent in 1900. It could increase 2 or 3 per cent more, 
or without limit, if it had the capacity. (500.) 

Mr. Childs says that the New York, Ontario and Western Rail way terminates at 
Scranton and reaches part of the Wyoming anthracite coal field. In 1900 it did 3.75 
per cent of the transportation of anthracite coal. It has gradually increased its pro
portion from about 3 per cent in 1896. ( 496, 500. ) 

Mr. McLlilOD denies that there is any formal agreement as to the percentages which 
the respective railroads shall haul. Most of the percentages have been established 
simply by custom in the past, each railroad trying each year to do about the same 
busmess as before. The percentages have changed little for 15 years or more. It 
is true that the Reading at one time, about 1870, carried a third of the entire pro
duction, while its present percentage is 21 per cent. The reduction was due, however, 
merely to the failure of Mr. Gowan, preBldent of the Reading, to increase his facili
ties and to mine and market his proper proportion of the consumption. For 15 years 
he produced only about the same quantity of coal yearly as at the outset. As the 
total production had greatly increasedl the percentage of the Reading naturally fell 
off. When Mr. McLeod became preSident, he undertook to increase the Reading's 
percentage by business methods. 

Other statements of Mr. McLeod imply that the reason why the railroads maintain 
r.ractica11y the same percentage each year is merely the fear of ruinous competition 
If they undertook to encroach upon one another. The design of the Reading in 1893 
in seeking to control certain New England roads was that it might have the right to 
haul over its own lines the coal demanded by the New England territory covered, 
since it is a well-recognized rule among the different coal roads that each has the right 
to transport coal going to lines owned or controlled by itself. (564-567.) 

Mr. STEARNS! president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that several years ago there was 
an allotment 01 the percentage of the anthracite output which each railroad should 
ship, made by some sort of an agreement, but he does not think that any attention 
is paid to the allotment now. Everybody ships all he desires to ship. Mr. Stearns's 
own instructions, as president of Coxe Bros. & Co., are to sell all that can be sold 
without sacrifice, without cutting prices. The witness does not know of any con
ference between the sales agents and the officers of the railroads to determine the 
amount that shall be produced. During the years he bas been connected with Coxe 
Bros. & Co. he has not been called to any such conference. It is true that the pro
portion of coal shipped by each of the companies has not varied much during several 
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years past. Coxe Bros. & Co. are shipping about 31 per cent of the output, and 
their proportion has remained nearly constant. Each railroad fears to try to sell 
much more coal, because some other would then try to get even, and the result 
would. be a general demoralization of the trade. The last demoralization of this sort 
was 3 years ago. The witness does not think it would be possible for his company 
or any of the other companies to double the output by shading the prices without 
causing a general war of prioo-cutting. 

Mr. Stearns does not know that the Reading Railroad has been considered a more 
uncertain factor than the other railroads in the establishment of an allotment. 
(578-583, 590.) 

Mr. THOMAS denies that there is any agreement among the railroads for the allot
ment of tonnage. There was such an agreement during 1896 between several of the 
anthracite roads, fixing a specific percentage which each should carry. The agree
ment ('.ontinued for one year, when it expired by limitation, and has never been 
renewed. There is not even a moral obligation upon the respective railroad com
panies not to transport more than a certain amount of coal, but long experience has 
thoroughly established "the tonnage that honestly belongs to each road and is 
marketed bl it." The markets are fairly well divided by territory. The Erie 
knows that If it tried to dispose of more coal it would be to destroy its own profits. 
If it went into the ~rritory of some other road and reduced the price of coal, it 
could add to its transportation for a time, but there would be retaliation and reduc
tion of rates and prices. 

The witness admits that there is some consultation regarding output and prices, 
but declares that there are no agreements, express or implied. "We are· at liberty 
to and we do mine and market as much anthracite coal as we can profitably find 
an outlet for." Railroad managers are like other people; none of them think that 
their share of the business is large enough. The witness does not think that the 
Erie gets enough of the transportation, but it can not. make money by increasing its 
production. The increase of the production might lead to lower prices and tempo
rarily benefit the public, but in the long run it would not. (550, 554.) 

Mr. WALTER, president of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, says that his company 
transports something over 15, per cent of the anthracite coal product. The percent
age has been about the same for the past 3 or 4 years. There is no defirute allot
ment to this or any other railroad. The road endeavors to conform to its propor
tion of the tonnage for which there is a market. The witness thinks that at the 
time of his testimony, February, 1901, all of the roads were producing freely because 
the market could take all that was produced. . 

Mr. Walter saye, further, that the Pennsylvania Railroad has not always been 
thoroughly in harmony with the other roads, but that he would prefer not to dis
cuss the Pennsylvania's policy. It is hardly proper to speak of it as a free Jance, 
because controversies have been so frequent and so violent between all of the roads 
that the term can be applied as well to one as the other. 

The witness asserts that the Lehigh Valley would be perfectly free to extend its 
tonnage from 15 to 20 per cent if it were "prepared to take the consequences." The 
consequences would be disastrous, leading to general competition and general dis
turbances. Nevertheless, such action on the part of railroads has been frequent in 
the past. It is true that the proportion of coal handled by the Reading road was 
formerly greater than it is now. (543, 545, 547.) 

Mr. HADDOCK says that years ago the Pennsylvania Railroad Company carried all 
the coal that was offered, refusing to enter into agreements for the llinitation of out
put or the fixing of prices. The collieries alon~ the road worked practically full 
time. The railroad was a very disturbing factor III the attempted agreements. The 
witness thinks that the policy of the Penns)'lvania has changed at the present time, 
and that it works in substantial harmony With the other railroads. (532.) 

F. Price. and the effect oreombination.-l. AT1eged agreements between 
railroads as to prices.-Mr. SAWARD says that in 1874 there was a meeting of coal pro
ducers and an agreement as to prices, but that this broke up in 1876. There was 
aJ?other attempt at an agreement in 1886 or 1887. In 1891 and 1892 Mr. McLEOD, by 
hIS combination succeeded in advancing the price of coal $1. 75 per ton within five 
months. But this also broke down. There is at present no formal agreement between 
producers regarding prices, no "cast iron agreement." At the same time the prices 
made by different producers are practically uniform for the same grade of coal. One 
producer may make a discount of a few cents to get trade. There is no such thing 
as the fixing of the price, but each l;lroducer knows that his coal is worth the same 
as that of the others. If a man inqUIres the price of coal at one office and goe.il from 
there to another he is likely to find it the. same~ It can not be said that there is an 
anthracite coal trust, because in order to have a trust or to have an agreement regard
ing prices, there must be parties entering into the agreement, with signatures and 
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documents. At the same time it is a fact that changes ill prices are usually made 
simultaneously. When the customary advance from summer to winter prices is 
made circulars are issued by each railroad company or large dealer, and these 
usually make the same prices and are issued at the same time. A coal dealer is 
likely to get, about the 1st of the month, when these changes are made, half a 
dozen circulars quoting the advanced prices, which are all practically alike. The 
witness does not know how to explain this uniformity. "Possibly it IS hypnotism. 
* * * I do not know but there is a telephone" by which consultations are held 
regarding the prices which shall be charged. There IS certainly a mutuality of inter
ests. This system of informal communication "seems to be a wonderful invention; 
it beats writinf{ on a piece of paper and putting a signature to it" because there is no 
record kept of It. At the same time this can not be called a combination because if 
any producers refuse to agree to the prices they can not be compelled to do so. "The 
Pennsylvania Railroad has always been on the outside, as the saying is," but it gen
erally follow~ the market pretty closely. The producers "are not cutting each 
other's throats." It is a good thmg they are not. (512,513,517.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, says that there are "agreements among 
gentlemen" which prevent any of the great anthracite coal roads from cutting prices 
materially. Mr. Haddock has never been taken into the confidence of those mak
ing these agreements, but the simultaneous movement of prices in the past has shown 
clearly that there was an understanding among them. Still the attempt which has 
been made in past years to change from the lower summer prices to the higher win
ter price at precisely"the same time, in the case of all dealers, has not always been 
successful. (526, 529). 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., believes that the sales agents of the 
railroads have occasional meetings to discuss prices, probably twice a year. Itow
ever, Coxe Bros. & Co. are not represented at these meetings. He does not think 
that prices are fixed at these meetings but that they discuss prices in a general way. 

Mr. Stearns says that he believes that the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad pre-
" pares a circular of prices for anthracite coal, which is followed more or less by the 
other producers and railroads. He does not know whether this circular is issued by 
the Reading without consultation with other companies or not. It does send the 
circular to the other companies. The price of all is nearly the same, although each 
producer gets more if he can. Coxe Bros. & Co., usually get a somewhat higher 
price than that fixed by the Reading, because of the high grade of coal produced. 
(582). 

Mr. HARRIS, until recently President of the Reading Company, says that the sales 
agents of the anthracite coal roads have never acted as a unit. It is to their interest 
to act together, but they do not do so. Competition has often been carried beyond 
a point which is to the interest of either producer or consumer. At the same time 
there are conferences among the selling agents of the coal companies. The Reading 
Company always issues a circular stating the prices at which it will sell coal. Quite 
frequently other companies follow these prices, but the Reading does nothing to make 
them do so. Last year, in several cases the prices were not followed by others. It 
rests entirely with the companies. The Reading Company itself varies its prices 
somewhat from those published in the circulars. Moreover, there are differences in 
prices according to the grade and quality of the coal. (599, 603, 604.) 

Mr. McLEoD says that he does not know whether other companies follow the lead 
of the Reading in fixing their prices for coal, but that he believes that when he was 
president of the Reading it had considerable influence in that direction. (572.) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, asserts that there 
has never been any agreement between railroad companies or their sales agents to 
fix the price of coal, not even informally. No two companies sell coal at exactly the 
same price. There is a substantial similarity in prices. One company publishes a 
rate and the others are likely to publish similar prices. When the coal is actually 
sold the price on the printed schedule is not often realized. This is true, according 
to Mr. Childs's statement, not merely at tide water but at Buffalo, Oswego, and 
other points where coal is shipped West. The price among the different owners and 
dealers at these points is usually about the same, but one company may have an 
extra supply of a certain size and will shade the price a little. It would pay the pro
ducer to go from one to the other and get quotations. The variation would probably 
range from 5 to 25 cents per ton. 

Mr. Childs says further that Bome years ago the sales agents handling the anthra
cite coal used to hold monthly meetings and that he attended some of them. The 
time was t'hiefly taken up by accusations of cutting rates. Meetings have not been 
held at all for about two years. The witness does not believe that there is anyagree
ment among the larger roads regarding" prices, to which his road is not a party. 
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Such an agreement would not be effective unless all the roads were in 1t. Even 
though the roads agreeing might control 85 or 90 per cent of. the output, those con
trolling the smaller output could make the price

j 
especially in a dull period, when 

the demand was less than the supply. (499, 505. . 
Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, says that ther~ are no agreements 

regarding the output of coal or the prices, but that there are consultations between 
the different railroad companies. No business can be carried on without consulta
tion. Usually some one of the larger companies, particularly the Reading, leads off 
in prices and the rest follow. The frices of coal vary somewhat also according to 
differences in quality and the tastes 0 buyers. (554.) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, denies the existence 
of any system of agreements regarding prices. He denies that the price of coal is 
fixed. It varies according to the reputation of the coal and its quality. There is a 
divergence as great as 70 cents per ton at present between extreme classes of coal. 
There are no two coals of the same kind. Each company issues a circular of prices 
regarding its own coal. 

The witness admits that there was an attempt at an agreement during Mr. McLeod's 
time (1892), but says it lasted only 3 months. He does not make clear how great 
variations there maY' be between coals of practically the same quality. He says 
that the people who have a given class of coal would all try to get just as much for 
it as the market would allow. Mr. Fleming asserts further that he does not know 
of any meetings of sales agents during the past 5 years.. (538,539.) 

2. Prices of independent operators.-Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, 
declares that he makes the price of his own coal, but that the rates :fixed by the rail
road companies are a very important factor in determining the price which he will 
fix. This must necessarily be so because of the large proportion of the output which 
the railroads handle. Sometimes Mr. Haddock's company makes a price higher or 
lower; in particular it is likely to shade prices somewhat and to be more responsive 
to changes in the market. In order to move a few thousand tons of coal he might 
make a concession in price, which the railroad companies would not care to meet, 
especially because they have so much wider markets. Mr. Haddock has never been 
a Varty to any agreement as to prices, but is governed not a little by the prices .fixed 
by the railroads which do agree. (525,529.) 

3. Recent movement of price8--Effect of 8lrike and of combination.-Mr. STEARNS, 
president of Coxe Bros. & Co., submits detailed statements of the prices received by 
that company for different sizes of anthracite coal each month since 1891. The fol
lowing table shows the prices of the larger or prepared sizes of coal by months: 

Average f. o. b. tide prices received during year8 shown for coal mined by Coxe Br08. &: Co., 
1M Or088 Oreek Coal Company, and Coxe Bros. &: Co., Incorvorated. 

PREPARED SIZES OF ANTHRACITE COAL. 

Perth Amboy. All tide pointe. 
Month. 

1900. 1899. 1898. 1897. ·1896. 1890. 1894. 1893. 1892. 1891. -------------------
January ••.•••••••. 88 •• 44 88.369 88.56 88.653 88.164 88.S82 88.941 84.327 88.591 88.804 
February ..•••.•••. 8.556 8.349 8.564 3.624 3.197 3.261 3.819 4.227 3.462 3.722 
March ••.•••••..••. 8.616 8.317 8.619 3.649 3.102 3.203 3.800 3.97 3.504 3.661 

~~.:::::::::::::: 8.465 3.416 3.601 8.638 3.311 3.183 3.542 3.676 3.561 3.671 
8.077 3.442 3.735 8.650 3.473 8.207 3.579 3.774 3.674 3.728 

June ... · ............... 8.051 3.466 3.737 8.743 3.567 3.196 3.611 3.87 3.803 3.817 
July •••••..•...•... 3.707 3.517 3.554 8.807 8.669 3.196 3.61 3.962 3.945 3.343 
August ...•..•..... 8.654 3.477 3.489 8.881 8.892 3.183 8.448 4.054 4.078 3.829 
September ....•••.. 3.896 3.504 3.555 3.937 3.974 3.162 3.375 4.073 4.209 3.874 
October ..•..•.•.... 4.103 3.60 3.579 3.859 3.921 3.216 3.378 4.160 4.263 3.937 
November ......... 4.14 3.609 3.528 3.772 3.666 8.34 3.387 4.068 4.210 3.95 
December .......... 4.243 3.72 8.42 8.639 3.787 8.833 8.329 4.047 4.223 3.654 

- -------
Average •••.• 3.761 3.49 3.639 3.716 3.016 3.287 3.535 3.967 3.81 3.799 

The I;lrice of pea coal is usually from $1.30 to $1.50 lower than the price of the pre
pared S1zeS. The price of buckwheat coal is from $1.75 to. $2.25 lower than that of 
the prepared sizes, while rice and barley coal bring prices still lower. The following 
table, compiled from statistics submitted by Mr. Stearns, shows the average price by 
years for the different sizes of coal and the average for all the sizes. The last figure 
18 of course a weighted one, obtained by dividing the total receipts by the total 
tonnage. (489-491.) . . 
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Prices oj anthracite coal, 1891-1900. 

1900. 1899. 1898. 1897. 1896. 1890. 1894. '~I_F:m ---- ------
Prepared sl.es ................ 88.761 88.49 88.689 88.716 88. 616 88.237 ~:~ 88. 967 88. 81 . 799 
Pe .. coal ...................... 2.824 2.217 2.198 2.079 2.019 2.289 2. 469 2. 274 2.43 
Buckwheat coal .............. 1.906 1.739 1.753 1.684 1.699 1.824 1.988 1. 769 1. 672 1. 706 
Ricecoe.l ..................... 1.49 1.402 1.466 1.446 1.362 1.397 1.481 1.266 1.374 • 1.416 
B .. rley coal ................... . ~ ........ ....... ....... 1.66 1.408 1.336 1.424 1.277 1.84 1.475 
Pea and dust (screenings 

made .. t tide shipping 

.Jl~~) antiimCiie coai:::::: 1.609 1.604 1.604 1.487 1.455 1.667 1.638 1.626 1.489' 1.602 
2.816 2.628 2.686 2.726 2.490 2.625 2.847 2.991 3.036 3.026 

Mr. SAWARD stated, in February, 1901, that the wholesale price of anthracite coal 
at tide water was about $4.25. In New York and Brooklyn the price was higher, in 
view of the terminal charges and transfer charges of about 20 cents per ton. The 
lowest price which the witness has known for coal at tide water was $2 or $2.25. 
This was in 1876 when, on account of overproduction, there was an auction sale of 
500,000 tons of coal. That price was altogether extraordinary. Soon after coal was 
selling for $6 'per ton, the average at that period being about $4 or $5 per ton. The 
expense of mIning was even higher now tlian it was at that time. 

The price of anthracite in February, 1901, was, in Mr. Saward's judgment, about 
20 or 25 cents higher than one year previous,. The increase in wages after the strike 
of 1900 amounted to from 13 to 16 cents per ton. Eighty-five per cent of the cost of 
producing anthracite coal goes to the wages. ' 

Mr. Saward explains that the largest part of the increase ,in price after the strike 
of September, 1900, was due to the regular seasonal tluctuation, which usually 
amounts to from 50 to 75 cents. The demand for coal during the summer months 
is so much less that the price is regularly cut, and advanCed again in the fall. 
(510, 511, 516.) , 

Mr. FLEMING says that the price of anthracite coal in February, 1901, was about 
30 or 35 cents r.er ton higher than a year before. He thinks the increase was largely 
due to the strike of 1900, which made coal very scarce. The price has been com
parativelr regular from 1897 to 1900. The witneee doubts if there has been an 
advance m the average price of more than 15 cents per ton. The prices are much 
lower than they were during the latter part of the seventies and the eighties. 
(541.) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, says that the average 
price of coal from 1894 to 1900 at tide water was $3.48 per ton for the prepared sizes, 
everything above pea coal. The average price for 1900 was $3.756; for 1899, $3.393. 
The price in December, 1900, was $3.75. The advance in price during the winter of 
1900 and 1901 was attributed by Mr. Childs to the strike of 1900, which kept the 
mines practically in idleness for 2 months, and which produced a srarcity of coal 
in the face of a strong demand. The price of coal is controlled almost entirely by the 
supply and demand. The witness questions whether the cost of mining has much to 
do with it. The advance in wages after the strike was supposed to equal 10 per cent, 
but presumably this advance is not in itself a determining factor in prices. (499.) 

Mr. WALTER aeeerted that the price of anthracite coal at the time of his testimony, 
February, 1901, was reasonable. He thought that the price to consumers was about 
25 cents higher than one year before. He attributes the higher price to the strike of 
1900. (543, 548.) , 

Mr. HARRIS, former president of the Reading Company, affirms that the price of 
anthracite coal, after the reduction of 50 cents per ton in April, 1901, was about the 
same as in April, 1900--a.bout $4 per ton for the prepared sizes in New York. The 
April price has a number of times during the past years been' as high as it was in 
1901. The railroads working in harmony have no desire, Mr. Harrie thinks, to 
increase prices further. (603.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., stated that in April, 1901, the prices 
announced in the circulars of the railroad companies were as follows: Broken 
coal, $4; egg, $4.25; stove, $4.50; chestnut, ~.50. From these prices, howeve~, a 
reduction of 50 cents per ton was ordered durmg the month of Apnl; 40 cents durmg 
May; 30 cents during June; 20 cents during July, and 10 cents during August.. It 
is regularly the custom to reduce the prices about 50 <-'ants a ton in April or about 
that time on account of the decrease in the demand during the summer months. 
The witness states his belief that the ~nera1 range of prices in April, 1901, after this 
reduction, was practically the same as the year before. Elsewhere, however, he 
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states that the prilles of coal were raised after the strike of 1900 somewhat more than 
the increase in wages secured by the workingmen required. .' The strike left the mar
ket quite depleted of coal. The average price for some time after the strike was 
about 60 cents higher than before. At present, however (in April), the market 
is full of coal and the prices which prevailed immediately after the strike can no 
longer be maintained. See also table above. (582, 583, 586, 587, 594.} 

Price of coal to con8Umer8.-Mr. WALTER says that there is a considerable difference 
between the price of coal to wholesale dealers and the price to consumers. The mar
gin between the two prices depends largely on the character of the facilities of the 
dealer. Many years ago the methods of handling coal were very primitive, but the 
tendency now is to concentrate the business of distribution into fewer hands, using 
labor-saving devices, and presumably the cost is reduced. (543. ) 

4. Future effect of cmnmunity of interest on price8 and the public.-Mr. HADDOCK, inde
pendent coal operator, thinks that it will not be wise policy for the anthracite com
bination to put prices higher than they are at. present. He believes that the men in 
charge of the combination are l'robably wise enough not to jeopardize the future of 
their business by insisting upon extravagant prices, but he can give no guaranty as 
to their behavior. The question whether the public will receive any benefit from 
the economies of combination will depend on how the power of the combination is 
used. There ought to be an attempt so to use this power that the demand shall be 
increased rather than decreased. The railroads ought to endeavor not to incur the 
hostility of the people. Hostile public opinion was one of the chief causes- of the 
failure of the combination which Mr. McLeod undertook. 

It is probably true that a reduction in the price of coal, 50 cents or $1 per ton, 
would inc1'e'lBe the consumption considerably. but it is debatable whether it would 
be wise to make such reduction under present conditions, either from the stand
point of the producer or of tlie consumer. It is not wise for the consumer to insist 
upon mines and railroads being run at a loss. _ 

A very important factor in determining the future price of anthracite coal will be 
the general condition of the country as regards prosperity. When everyone is pros
perous little objection is made to paying a somew hat higher price for anthracite coal. 
(530,531.) 

Mr. SAWARD does not think that the community of interest between the different 
railroads, which he admits to exist, will result in advancing prices beyond the rates 
prevailin~ in 1901. It would be the greatest folly for the railroads to attempt to get 
higher pnces. The present price is a fair and profitable one. There is no danger of 

. decreased consumption at the present rates. In a sense the railroads may be said to 
be charging the last penny that the public will stand since a further advance would 
reduce demand. They mIght have the power to advance prices further but they 
would not exercise it. . 

Mr. Saward thinks it is greatly to the interest of the general public and of the 
State of Pennsylvania that there should be some agreement as to prices. In the 
absence of such an agreement there has been in the past violent competition which 
has made prices ruinously low and which has forced the railroads into bankruptcy. 
The Reading Railroad has been repeatedlv in the hands of a receiver. If prices were 
not kept up the entire anthracite mdlli.t,y and the railroads connected with it would 
be ruined. (513,517.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, formerly connected with the 
anthracite coal business, thinks that whateVEr degree of monopoly might be estab
lished within the anthracite coal field, it would be physically unpossible to put up 
the price of coal for any length of time. Anthracite coal is to a certain extent a 
luxury which can be dispensed with. There is severe competition from bituminous 
('oal. Especially in Chicago and other Western cities a high grade of bituminous 
coal is very largely burned in grates and furnaces, only a small proportion of the 
total coal used being anthracite. Then there is the competition of oil and gas for 
heating and cooking purposes. Some time in the future it may readily be that in 

. our great cities heat will be furnished by large electric l;llants burning bituminous 
coal. Already in New York one building is heated in thIS way. 

Mr. Greene does not think that a combination between the anthracite producers 
and the bituminous producers, with a view to keeping up the price of both classes of 
coal, is feasible. The bituminous coal fields are not limited like the anthracite. 
Bituminous coal underlies a large part of the whole country. When, a few years 
ago, a great strike occurred which was supposed to affect practically the whole field, 
coal kept coming to the market from other places. 

Mr. Greene is willing, accordingly, to trust to the ordinary forces of competition and 
business to regulate the prices of anthracite coal. This must be the reliance in 
every trade, just as one corner grocery is counted upon to keep down the prices of 
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another corner grucery. The main reliance'is on the enlightened selfishness of 
producers. The limit of the price of anthracite coal has probably already been 
reached. (469,470.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., does not believe that it will be possi
ble for the anthracite coal roads, by virtue of their recent combinations, to put the 
price of coal up to an exorbitant figure. He supposes that about 80 per cent of the 
railroads are working under a community of interest. That proportion is not suffi
cient to give monopolistic control in the fixing of prices. The 20 per cent could break 
the market at any time. The witness does not think either that it has been or will 
be the policy of the railroads to follow the small producers into particular markets 
and cut the prices there in order to drive them out of business. The competition of 
bituminous coal and other substances is especially powerful in keeping down prices. 
The witness thinks that the prices during the winter of 1901 have been about as high 
as the market will stand. (586, 587. ) 

Mr. HARRIS until recently president of the Reading Company, says that if there 
were absolutely free competition among the anthracite roads, and if each produced 
all it could, the price of coal would be undoubtedly reduced, but he does not believe 
that the people are benefited by ruinous competition. It is not the ~urpose proba
bly of those who are buying controlling interests in the different railroads, with a 
view to bringing them into harmony, to give the advantage wholly to the public. 
Ther. are makin~ the combination in order to prevent ruinous'competition and the 
sacnfice of aecunties. No combination of this sort can be made ,Powerful enough to 
govern the situation absolutely. None of the plans of this sort ill the past has ever 
worked successfully. 

The railroad companies recognize very generally, however, that it is not to their 
financial advantage to put the price of coal higher than it is now. It would imme
diately increase the competition of bituminous coal if this were attempted. (603, 609.) 

Mr. McLEOD does not think that it will be possible for a combination among 
anthracite producers and transporters to put up the price of anthracite coal to an 
unreasonable figure. On the contrary, prices could be reduced by the economies of 
combination. If the attempt were made to advance the prices the people simply 
would not take the coal. Anthracite coal is virtually a luxury and people are not 
com~elled to use it. The competition of bituminous coal and of other methods of 
heatmg is effective upon prices. The witness thinks, however, that the present 
prices lApril, 1900), are not as high as they should be in order to afford a reasonable 
profit to the railroads and that it would be possible to put them somewhat higher. 
Aside from competition, a further safeguard to the people against excessive charges 
is always the power of public opinion. (569.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, thinks that the suggestion that 5 or 10 
per cent o.f the anthraci.te coal product, outside of a combination, would be able to 
fix th~pnce for the entire product would be absurd. (532.) . 

5. P.',Uect. of competitWn Of bituminom coal and other fu,els.-Mr. McLEOD, former 
president of the Reading Railroad, asserts that in 1896, the last year for which he 
has accurate figures, only 71. 72 per cent of the anthracite coal produced was of the 
domestic sizes, while 28.28 per cent was pea coal or smaller coal. In 1872 only 5.92 
per cent of the coal sold was of this smaller size; in 1878, 10 per cent, and in 1888, 19 per 
cent. Formerly the smaller sizes were thrown away altogether, but ways have been 
found to market them and the old dumps are being worked over. 

All this smaller coal, continues Mr. McLeod, comes into competition with bitumi
nous coal, and since bituminous coal can be produced at about half the cost of anthra
cite 28 per cent of the anthracite product has to be sold at a loss of $1 per ton on the 
average. That is to say, it is sold for $1 less than the average cost of producing a ton 
of coal of all sizes. It costs as much per ton to produce a small size as the larger 
sizes. In fact the larger sizes can not be made without making the smaller sizes. All 
the coal coming from the mine is crushed in order to g'!'t the different domestic sizes. 
It is then run over screens, and after this through troughs where little boys pick out 
the slate. As the coal passes over the screens the finest goes through first. Then 
the coal passes successively over screens with larger meshes and the larger sizes are· 
obtained. In order to get the large sizes, which bring the higher prices, the smaller 
sizes are necessarily manufactured. It pays better to sell them at a low price than 
to throw them away. Nevertheless, Mr. McLeod declares, the loss of $1 per ton on 
the smaller sizes must be made up by priCeEl for the larger sizes. The aggregate 
price fOl' all sizes must be sufficient to I,>Ry the ~regate cost of all sizes. There is 
no use for these smaller sizes except In competition with bituminous coal. (562, 
567,569.) 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Brothers & Co., says that the sizes of coal from 
chestnut up are called prepared sizes. The largest size is known as lump or broken 
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coal. The sizes from pea coal down are called small sizes. The largest increase in 
demand for anthracite coal in the last few years is for small sizes. Only a few years 
ago pea, barler, and rice coal were thrown away. These small sizes are only a 
by-product inCidental to the "manufacture" of the larger sizes. Twenty years ago, 
or less, there was a much greater demand for lump coal. Ten to 20 per cent of 
that could be sold. Now the demand is for stove coal and other intermediate sizes. 
More thorough breaking up is therefore necessary, and the percentage of pea coal 
and other small sizes is thus necessarily increased. (578, 583.) 

Mr. Stearns believes that it is impossible to put the prices of anthracite coal very 
high because of the competition of .other fuels. The larger sizes are somewhat of a 
luxury, and the smaller sizes compete directly with bituminous coal for steam pur
poses. The hO\ll*lhold consumption of coal is being met with competition from ~as 
stoves, while in the apartment houses bituminous coal is burned in the steam heatmg 
and other heatin~ apparatus. While the producers of anthracite do not calculate 
upon a definite differential between the prices of the larger sizes of anthracite coal 
and the prices of bituminous, they can not advance the price of anthracite to an 
exorbitant extent without running the risk of having it supplanted by soft coal. 
The consumption of soft coal is increasing more rapidly than that of hard coal, and 
it promises to be constantly a more serious rival. The small sizes of anthracite coal 
come into direct competiton with bituminous coal. (583, 585.) 

Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad, asserts that under no circumstances 
can excessive prices be charged for anthracite coal. Anthracite is not a necessity but 
a luxury, used because of its greater cleanliness and convenience. The competition 
of bitumInOUS coal is constantly growing. The increased demand has been chiefly 
in the smaller sizes used for steam purposes, which meet the competition of bitumi
nous. There is little.mcrease in the consumption of the larger or prepared sizes. 
This demand grows only as the number of dwelling houses increases, and the increase 
of houses is more than offset by the competition of coke, gas, oil, and other methods 
of heating, and by the development of larger apartment houses which do not use 
anthracite. The consumption of bituminous coal is increasing at a much greater ratio 
than that of anthracite. (555. ) . 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, thinks there is a distinct limitation upon 
the price of coal through the competition of bituminous coal, gas, etc. The present 
prices, since February, 1901, are probably about the top. About 25 to 30 per cent 
of the production of anthracite coal at present is represented by the small sizes, pea 
coal, buckwheat coal, etc., which come strictly into competition with bituminous 
coal for steam purposes. It istrue that some of this smaller coal is now being reclaimed 
from the old culm heaps, change in .market conditions having made it profitahle to 
do so. Mr. Haddock's own company feels that it pays better usually to send the 
material in the culm heaps down into the mines to be used as sustaining pillars. 

Further competition is encountered by anthracite coal by the use of gas, especia.l]y 
in the summer time. Moreover, even at present prices, plants are being estaolished, 
such as that of the New England Gas Company, which, using bituminous coal, fur
nish light, heat, and power, and make coke. Though prices might be forced up to 
an extravagant figure for a short time, a reduction would be bound to follow. -(528, 
529.) 

Mr. CHII.DS, of the New York, Ontario and Western Railway, says that bitumi
nous coal competes severely with the sizes of anthracite coal which are used for steam 
purposes, including lump coal, broken-coal, and the finer sizes below pea coal. Over 
40 per cent of the anthracite coal is steam coal. The proportion IS greater than 
formerly, because a larger share of the fine coal, which was formerly' thrown on the 
culm piles, is now utilized. Moreover, the old refuse in the culm piles is now being 
worked over. The demand for domestic sizes of anthracite, with which bituminous 
coal competes to a less extent, has not increased so much as the demand for steam 
sizes. When the price of anthracitR. is put up, bituminous coal tends to displace the 
steam sizes of anthracite. Moreover, in Chicago lUld other Western cities the 
demand for anthracite coal for domestic purposes is relatively much less than in 
Eastern cities, more soft coal being used. 

The competition of bituminous coal is held by Mr. Childs, accoroingly, to place a 
limit upon the price of anthracite coal. Just what the maximum would be he does 
not know. It 18 true that there has been no falling oft- in business in view of the 
recent increase of 30 cents :{lElr ton in the price of anthracite, but it would not be 
advisable to make a further mcrease of 50 cents. (501, 502.) . 

Mr. HARRIS, former president of the Reading Company, asserts that the price of 
anthracite coal is quite strictly limited by the competition of bituminous coal and of 
gas. Electricity is a product of the second order produced by coal, so that it can not 
be called a direCt competitor. (602.) . 
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Mr. FLEMING of tbll Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, asserts that bitumi
nous co.al !s l?ost emPh:ttically a cOlI!petitor of hard coal. The consumption of 
anthracite lS, 10 fact, falling off proportIOnately. Gas and steam are replacmg it in 
office buildings and in houses. (637, 641.) . 

Mr. WALTER says that bituminous coal comes into competition with the smaller 
sizes of anthracite under many conditions. Fully 36 per cent of the anthracite ~rod
uct is subject to this competition and the proportion is constantly increasing. (648. ) 

Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, does not think that bituminous coal and 
anthracite coal enter into competition with one another at all. Each has its distinct 
use and value. Soft coal is not burnt in houses, at least in the East. It is true that 
some of the minor grades of anthracite coal have lately been pushed for use as steam 
coal. Much of this coal was formerly wasted. These grades sell usually at a lower 
price. The witness does not see, however, that the competition between these coals 
and soft coal is an important element in fixing the price of other grades of hard coal. 
It is true that a large amount of soft coal is used m cities which try to prevent the 
smoke nuisance, methods having been devised for doing away with the smoke in 
the case of bituminous coal.. The proportion of the anthracite coal used for steam 
purposes is hardly more than 26 per cent. Formerly perhaps 40 per cent was used 
for these purposes, but gradually domestic coal is being made out of coal that 
formerly went into the largest steam sizes. Mr. Saward admits, however, that when 
the price of anthracite coal went up in 1900, as the result of the strike, there was an 
increased demand for bituminous coal, resulting in some instances in a higher price. 
(610,612. ) 

Community of interest-Bituminous coal.-Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, 
thinks that there is a growing application of the idea of community of interest as 
regards bituminous coal. There have been agreements between the great railroad 
companies regarding prices, and their violent competition is at present ended. All 
such agreements, however, depend for their success upon the prosperous condition 
of the country. When the demand for coal falls off the agreements are likely to be 
broken. (631. ) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, says that he knows 
of no association of soft-coal dealers or producers in New York. Most soft coal comes 
to the seaboard as the property of individual operators. Some of the large soft-coal 
companies buy the product of the smaller companies and ship it, as in the case of 
the anthracite field. (639.) 

6. Ecorwmies and advantages of community of interest.-Mr. WALTER, of the Lehig~ 
Valley Railroad, says that he sees no tendency to bring the mining and handling of 
coal into fewer hands. At the same time he believes that the practice of acting in 
harmony is a great advantage. Under the competitive conditions which have existed 
in years gone by it has been difficult to discuss the intricate questions of blisine...<s in 
a reasonable manner without prejudice on the part of the different concerns. The 
witness thinks that any arrangement which will promote harmony will ultimately 
benefit the consumer as well as the producer. 

The economy of combination will not, however, in Mr. Walter's judgment, come 
especially in connection with the transportation of freight by shipment from the 
nearest regions to the respective markets. The anthracite coal from one region 
differs greatly from that from another. The different markets demand particular 
classes of coal for particular purposes. In a very cold country the people prefer the 
very hard coal, while in a warmer section they use a softer grade which bums more 
rapidly and consumes itself entirely. (644.) 

Mr. McLEOD declares taat it is very desirable from the standpoint of the public, as 
well as of the producers and transporters of coal, that the business should be carried 
on by great corporations working in harmony with one another. He believes the 
more the subject of combination among the anthracite roads is studied the more the 
plans will be approved by the people. A close control of the business by these cor
porations will produce better results than ruinous competition which would so injure 
the producers and transporters that they would ultimately have to charge people 
more for coal. The fact that anthracite coal can be sold only about six months of 
the year makes it especially necessary that .great corporations should produce the 
coal, having capital Bufficient to store it and to carry large quantities for several 
months. In the case of bituminous coal, where the demand is uniform and where 
the methods of production are simple, there is less occasion for combination. Anthra
cite coal is practically a manufactured commodity, and large investments in breakers 
and other facilities are necessary. In.the opinion of the witness people are getting 
coal cheaper now than ever before as a resuft of the conduct of the business by large 
operators and of the increasing harmony between the railroads. 
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Mr. McLeod, who was eepecia1ly active during his presidency of the Reading in 
bringing about community of interests between the different anthracite roads, 
declares it was his idea to benefit both consumers and corporations by bringing all 
the interests into harmony. He designed to give the people half of the profits from 
economy, and to pay dividends with the remainder upon stocks which had previously 
paid none. In his judgment there was no danger nor possibility that such a combi
nation should raise prices and injure consumers. 

One of the chief economies which Mr. McLeod planned and which he thinks 
should still be carried out was by the elimination of middlemen. The witness declares 
that it costs him $1.50 a ton more to get coal into his cellar than the retail dealer in 
New York pays for it. There are twice as many dealers in every town as are neces
sary. The fact that there are so many makes it necessary for them to have a large 
percen~e oflrofit in order to live at all. Mr. McLeod thinks that the distribution 
of coal snoul take place directly to the consumer from the railroad. He would 
establish large depots in each city, having coal pockets from which coal could be 
shot directly into the·carts of those who would take it to the consumer. At present 
it is hauled to yards of coal dealers and then r. eloaded again at unnecessary expense. 
One pocket station in connection with each of the railroads .xeaching Washmgton 
from the north would be ample to supply the entire city. Mr. McLeod thinks that 
by this method of distributing coal it would not cost more than from 30 to 50 centlj 
to get it from the railroad to the consumer instead of $1.50 per ton. The only way 
in which· such an economy can be brought about is by combination among the 
railroads. 

Mr. McLeod says further, that there is usually a considerable d~ee of competition' 
between retail coal dealers, although in some cases they have assoClations which com
bine to keep up prices. He thinks many retailers deliver short weight. (568, 569, 
575.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, formerly concerned in the 
anthracite-coal business, declares that there is a tremendous economic waste in the 
production and transportation of anthracite coal, which makes desirable community 
of interest, and especially consolidation of the different interests. Although anthra
cite coal is confined to a small area of about 400 square miles, and is in a sense a 
natural monopoly, the ownership of the field is so greatly divided among individuals 
and different railroads that business is most uneconomically conducted. In the first 
place, each railroad feels that it must have tonnage. The railroads have gone into the 
mining of coal principally to secure transportation for themselves. The result is that 
coal is often hauled longer distances and over steeper grades than would be necessary 
if some other railroad handled it. Another result is that ma~y mines which are very 
expensive to work are operated in order to give the railroads tonnage. There is a great 
difference in the expensiveness of operating mines. Many of the mines of the Read
ing Railroad, for example, are especially expensive to operate, and this is true of the 
whole southern anthracite field. The character of the coal and the manner of its 
distribution is slightly different in other regions. 

Another economic waste under the present system results from the fact that the 
railroads and the other producers do not market their coal properly-do not know 
how much coal is going to one place or another. The fact that each railroad has a 

. large number of selling agents and other subordinates constitutes an economic waste. 
In view of these wastes from competition Mr. Greene thinks that it would be 

advantageous, not only to the railroads but to the general community, to have an 
absolute consolidation of ownership of the railroads and the coal mines. To some 
extent community of interest, without absolute consolidation, would effect economies, 
but much less satisfactorily. For example, it would be impossible under mere com
munity of interest to transport the coal which now passes over the Lehigh Valley 
road or the Reading to the Central Railroad of New Jersey, yet it might be much 
more economical for all the coal from certain districts to be handled by one road. 

The witness thinks that by virtue of the economies of consolidation it would be 
possible to save fully $1 per ton in the case of mining and transporting anthracite 
coal. He believes further that part of this saving would come to the consumer, and 
that it is to the interest of the general public to compel consolidation rather than the 
contrary. Probably 50 cents of the $1 saved would go to the consumer, and a similar 
amount or less would go in the form of higher dividends to the railroads. At the same 
time the condition of the coal miners would be improved. The witness admits that there 
might be some question wbether, by virtue of monopoly, the advantage of economies 
might not all go to the owners without a reduction of price, but he thinks that the 
various other forms of heating which compete with anthracite coal will always 
keep down its price, and that the pressure of. public opinion would also be effective. 
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We can rest perfectly sure that the public in the long run will get the benefit of 
economies through consolidation. 1468-473.) 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, says that in the early days the anthracite-coal 
industry was highly profitable, and operators took little care to introduce economic 
methode. The same was true of transportation, and the methods are still exceedingly 
extravagant. For instance, there are mines on the western side of the Lackawanna 
Valley upon the hill, from which coal is hauled down into the valley and up the east
em side toward tide water; while mines on the eastern side of the valley (:aITY coal' 
down into the valley and up the hill on the other side going west. The Erie by its 
acquisition of the Erie and Wyoming Railroad expects to eliminate some of this 
waste in transportation. (556. ) 

Mr. HARRIS, until recently president of the Reading Company, supposes that a 
considerable economy might be effected by a community of interest or combination 
between the anthracite-coal roads. The cost of marketing especially could be 
reduced by eliminating many middlemen and commission merchants and putting 
the selling of coal strictly into the hands of the agents of the railroad companies. 
(599.) "" 

Mr. WOODLOCK does not think that there can be any 'sPecial economy effected by 
the common ownership of the anthracite coal roads or coal mines. There can be no 
physical union of the properties in most cases. Undoubtedly, however, a great 
economy would result from the establishment of a single selling agency. ( 452. ) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, says that there are some arguments in 
favor of combination in the anthracite business, especially because of the possible 

'economy. Thus, there are four or five different operations in Luzerne County, and 
it would be better for everybody if they were combined into one. (534.) 

G. Capitalization of coal roads and of reserve coal lands.-
1. Capitalization and rearganizati0n8 of the anthracite roads generally.-Mr. WOODLOCK, 
railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, declares that it is generally recognized that 
the Reading and Erie railroads are heavily overcapitalized. The bankruptcies of 
the Reading have been largely due to its great capitalization based on unworked coal 
lands. The fact that after 4 years of steady prosperity the common stock of the 
reorganized Reading Company sells only at 30 (February, 190]), shows neces..<mrily 
over-capitalization. In the reo~anizations of the Reading and the Erie securities 
were increased rather than dimiDlshed. Thus, the Erie formerly had a capitalization 
of $70,000,000 common stock. Now it has about $50,000,000 preferred stock and 
$112,000,000 of common stock. The common until very recently was scarcely worth 
anything. When Mr. J. J. Hill began buying stock recently it went up from 15 to 
30, but it is still worth less than the old Erie stock was worth 8 years ago. (456.) 

2. Capitalization of the Reading Company.-Mr. HARRIS, until recently presIdent of 
the Reading Company, says that the present capitalization of the Reading Company 
includes $28.000,000 of first preferred stock, $42,000,000 of second preferred stock, 
$70,000,000 of common stock, and $63,000,000 of general mortgage bonde, besides 
other earlier bonds not yet matured. The bonds are gradually being increased, a 
provision of the mortgage authorizing the addition of $20,000 at a rate not to exceed 
$1,500,000 a year. When the maximum amount is issued there will be $1::15,000,000, 
partly covering prior bonds now not matured. The present capitalization of the 
Reading Company and its leased lines is approximately $250,000,000 of stocks and· 
bonds. The witness believes that this sum is greater than the amount of the securities 
of the company before the reo~ization of 1896, but the interest is lower, so that the 
fixed charges are less, ard the mcrease in the stocks is less important because a com
pany does not go into bankruptcy when it fails to pay dividends, but it does go into 
bankruptcy when it fails to pay mterest. The witness is not especially familiar with 
the financmg of the Reading Company, which was conducted by the bankers and 
owners of the railroad. There is no connection between the volume of securities and 
freight rates. The rates are made by freight agents, and the chief influence deter
mining them is the rate made by competitors. (597,598.) 

3. Receil.ership oflhe Reading Railroad.-Mr. McLEOn says that the Reading Rail
road has been in the hands of receivers four times. Some of these bankru.ptcies 
were caused by the fact that the company has increased its debts too largely m the 
purchase of coal lands. It has been forced by ruinous competition to sell coal below 
cost, and could not earn interest. 

Mr. McLeod explains the receivership of 1893 under his administration as follows: 
The Readin~ had leased the Lehigh Valley and Jersey Central, and found that 

those compames had $13,000,000 invested in coal on hand and in carrying the 
accounts of individual operators. The Reading did not have that much capital, and 
Mr. McLeod had to borrow $8,000,000 as a floating debt. At t.his time the panic of 
1893 began. Th!l witness bad arranged to sell securities to get a working capital of 
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$17,500,000 out of which to take up the floating debt of $8,000,000, but on account 
of the panic the securities could not be issued and the Reading was forced into 
bankruptcy. (573.) . 

Mr. RICE, president of the Consolidated Rubber (Jompany, states that some years 
prior to 1893 he was invited to join a syndicate to purchase the control of the Phila
delphia and Reading Railroad. The syndicate was formed at the instance of Mr. 
F. B. Gowen, but at his death the burden was left upon Mr. Rice. A great deal 
more than a majority of the stock was bought, and although the company was at 
that time controlled by a voting trust, the control drifted into the hands of a syndi
cate} and Mr. McLeod was made president. The witness found that it would be 
adVIsable to reduce the road's indebtedness as it then existed by converting the 
income bonds into stock, and he prepared a plan for reorganizing the company under 
the name of the Readin~ Company. He went to Europe in 1891 to see the holders 
of bonds there, and dunng his absence Mr. McLeod began to pay interest on the 
income bonds, whereupon the holders of them were no longer willing to exchange 
them for stock. It was afterwards shown that this interest had not been actually 
earned, although the books had apparently shown that it had been earned. 

Mr. Rice says further that at this time an attempt was made to secure the control 
of the New Jersey Central and the Lehigh Valley railroads. Both were leased. 
This increased the .coal holdings of the Philadelphia and Reading enonnously and 
required additional money. Mr. Rice went to Europe and secured the pledge of 
$13,000,000 on the issue of bonds, but, much to his astonishment, after the bankers 
had paid in $5,500,000 in cash, on February 1, 1893, the railroad was put into the 
hands of a receiver on February 20. The witness then went into litigation to have 
the management of the railroad investigated by the· United States circuit court. He 
believes that one of the chief troubles leading to the bankruptcy was the attempt 
made by Mr. McLeod to control the Boston and Maine, the New Jersey and New 
England, and other interests which he was not able to control. 

Mr. Rice asserts further that the Reading Company had been counting as assets 
various credits which were really of no value, and that the public was thus deceived 
prior to the bankruptcy. (737-739.) 

4. Attempt of Reading Railroad to enter NI':W England territory.-Mr. MoLEOD 
explains the motive which led the Reading Railroad in 1892 to attempt to get control 
of the Boston and Maine and New York and New England railroads. It has been 
a well-recognized rule among the anthracite-coal roads for years that each has the 
right to haul the coal destined for roads controlled by itself. By acquiring the Bos
ton and Maine and New York and New En~land the Reading could add to its ton
nage about 3,500,000 tons, and could do it Without precipitating a fight between the 
railroads. 

Mr. McLeod says further that the Reading did not buy a controlling influence in 
the stock of the Boston and Maine. Enough stock was bought to give Mr. McLeod 
a standing with the other stockholders, and then largely through personal influence 
he persuaded them to make him president. (567,574.) 

5. Capitalization of the Ontario and Western Railwall.-Mr. CHILDS, of the Ontario 
and Western, says that this railroad was reorganized ill 1880. It had originally been 
built chiefly on the proceeds of bonds issued by towns. It was called a road without 
debts or traffic. It had over $80,000,000 of bonds and was sold out for aboutU,OOO,OOO. 
The present capitalization, including stock and bonds, is about $58,000,000. At the 
time of reorganization the holders of bonds were allowed to take common stock if 
they would pay an assessment of 20 per cent; most of them did so, and thecapitaliza
tion was thus increased about $50,000,000. The controlling interest in. the stock is 
not held by a few men. The preferred stock is mostly represented by a voting trust. 
(502, 503.) . 

6. Capitalization of coal lands and its effect on prices.-Mr. HADDOCK, independent 
coal operator, says that the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, which bought 100,000 
acreso! coal lands during the earl~ seventies, was forced into this action largely by 
its competitors. The New York Central, the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, 
the Lehigh Valley, and the Pennsylvania roads were all coming into the Schuylkill 
field and acquiring coal properties. Another factor, which led independent operators 
to sell out at that time, was the violence of the Molly Maguires, who made it very 
nnpleasant for a man to remain in the mining business. Since these early purchases 
the Reading has acquired other coal property, directly or indirectly. 

Mr. Haddock thinks that the capitalization of the Reading road, in order to carry 
its 100,000 acres of unworked coal lands, has not only resulted in the bankruptcy of 
the road but has also affected the price to the consumer. The amount invested by 
the Reading Company in coal property was about $50,000,000, and the interest at first 
was 7 per cent. This was an annual charge of $3,500,000, while ,the company did 
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not at the outset produce more than six or seven million tODS yearly. The witness 
thinks that the amount of the Reading's debts for coal lands has not· been cut down 
materially by reorganization, although the rate of rnterest probably has been cut 
down. There is constantly an effort to get out of the consumer interest on unde
veloped land held for the supply of 50 years to come. The effort has not always 
been successful in the past. (523, 534. ) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, says that in some cases where the 
railroads have capitalized anthracite coal held in advance of actual operation, the 
people are doubtless paying prices and railroad charges which return some dividend 
on such investments. In general, however, the charges based on these investments in 
coal lands have been squeezed out by reorganizations. Mr. Gowan, of the Reading 
Railroad, tried thirty year& ago to buy up the coal properties contiguous to that 
line, and to earn freight rates which would support the capital invested. He failed 
in this undertaking, since the rates and prices could not be kept up. The Reading 
has been twice reorganized. It is true that in the case of these reorganizations the 
total volume of stock and bonds has not been reduced, but the absolute fixed charges 
have been reduced. That is, bonds requiring payment of interest have been replaced 
by preferred and common stocks, and rates of interest on bonds are also lower. It 
is probable, Mr. Greene continues, that the present movement toward the consolida
tion of anthracite'roads is partly designed to permit the earning of interest on the 
preferred stocks which have heen substituted for these old bonds. The same is true 
of many railroad reorganizations and recent consolidations. (472.) 

Mr. HARRIS, late president of the Reading Company, says that the various bank
ruptcies of the Beadmg Company have undoubtedly been due largely to the fact that 
it bad bought up a large amount of coal land in advance of development. Most of 
these purchases were made at a very early time by Mr. Gowan. The witness is 
inclined to think that he did push that policy of buying up lands too far in the same 
way that the Reading and other railroads have made the mistake of building rail
roads too far in advance of the demands of traffic. The bankruptcy of the Reading 
Company has also been due to excessive competition· between the railroads. If, 
however, it had not been burdened with debts, it would, of course, have been in a 
better condition to sustain that competition. 

Mr. Harris thinks further that although the interest charges of the Reading have 
been reduced by reorganizations, and although there are now no specific interest 
charges based on the coal lands separately, it is undoubtedly true that the interest 
on these lands is still a charge upon the road. That is, if the Readin~ had spent 
less money in coal lands, it would now have less interest charges. Practically, how
ever, this charge is taken from the stockholders who fail to receive dividends . 

. Mr. Harris explains further that one reason why the Reading has developed its 
lands slowly is because many of them are very expensive to work, and the coal 
could not be taken out in competition with that of other mines which were worked 
more cheaply. In the future, since the more accessible coal is rapidly being 
exhausted, the Reading lands will become more valuable and can be operated. 
(604-606.) 

Mr. McLEOD does not think that the interest on the capital invested in .reserved 
coal lands by the various railroad companies has added to the price to the consumer. 
He thinks that the economies coming from the large investments of the railroad 
companies have lowered prices. Nobody has made much money in mining coal 
except a few individuals who were especiallr favorably located. The Reading Rail
road actually invested cash to the amount 0 $75,000,000 in coal lands between 1870 
and 1876. It has, however, been forced to sell coal as cheaply since this debt was 
incurred as before, and has had to compete with other railroads and producers. The 
large capitalization of the Reading in stocks can not influence prices, because no divi
dends have been paid for a lon~ time. The Reading has $112,000,000 of stocks 
earning no dividends. The Lehigh Valley has $40,441,000, the Erie $172,000,000, 
and the New York, Ontario and Western $58,113,000 of stocks earning no dividends. 
The total of such stocks for the four roads named is $382,554,000. (566.) 

Mr. SAWARD does not attribute the bankruptcy of the Reading Railroad so much 
to the attempt to pay interest upon the bonds issued to purchase coal lands held 
undeveloped as to the excessive competition between the various producers of coal 
forcin~ down prices unduly. It can not be said that the people have been forced to 
pay higher pnces for coal because of the large capitalization of the Reading road. A 
large part of its capital is in the form of stocks and these have not paid dividends, so 
that the earnings on them can not be counted in price. It is true that bonds were 
issued for some of the coal lands. The Reading has coal enough to last for 100 years. 
In a certain sense the consumer is paying the carrying charge on the investment in 
these future supplies of coal, but the witnpA.~ dOPR not think that the amount. of this 
interest chaMe adds more than 5 cents per ton to the price of coal. Although the capi-
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talization of the Readin~ is $250, 000, 000, that is the basis for agreatdeal of other business 
besides the anthracite Hbsinees. The road carries about 10,000,000 tons of anthracite 
coal, 5,000,000 tons bituminous coal, and 30,000,000 tons of general freight. More
over the coal deposits in various other regions are being rapidly consumed, and the 
public will be glad later that the Reading has such a large supply. (517-519.) 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, says that originally the cost of carrying the 
interest on the money invested in undeveloped coal lands by the Reading Railrood 
may have been added to the prices or freight rates, but that the Reading has repeatedly 
gone through bankruptcy, and that it can secure no higher rates than the other rail
roads which have not the same burden. (555.) 

Mr. CHILDS, of the Ontario and Western Railroad, says that the two coal companies 
which that railroad controls have in the neighborhoad of 50,000,000 tons of coal in 
the ground, the production at present being about 2,000,000 tons per year. The 
witness thinks that it is proper to earn dividends on the investment in coal lands. 
It costs a great deal to start operations, put in breakers, shafts, tracks, etc., and 
thereafter the field must, of course, be worked for a good many years. Railroads 
entering the 'lnthracite field have also large investments in their transportation facili
ties, and it is the part of prudence for them to acquire coal land enough to make sure 
of business as long as the life of the bonds of the railroads. (503, 504.) . 

Mr. RICE, who was formerly connected with the Reading Company, says that in a 
sense it is justifiable to capitalize the value of coal in the ground, but it is very diffi
cult to know what its actual value is. The net value is very different from the gross 
value as shown by the present selling prices. There is no knowing whether the coal 
can be profitably mined. The value of the coal in the ground depepds a great deal 
upon the general public opinion of investors as to what it will probably be worth. 
(739.) 

7. Ouercapitalizatiun ,'esultingjrom recent purcha8e1J and consolidations.-Mr. WOOD
LOCK declares that the price paid by the Erie Railroad for the production of the 
Pennsylvania Coal Company in 1900 was the highest ever paid for a block of coal 
lands. Bonds were issued to the amount of $32,000,000, bearing 4 per cent inter
pst. This represents an annual burden of $1,280,000, equal to from 50 to 60 cents 
on each ton of the annual output of coal from these lands. It has been considered 
that the lWading Railroad paid a high p'rice for its coal lands, which stand on its 
books as havin~ cost $70,000,000. But If the prol?ortion of the total anthracite pro
duction belongmg to the Reading should be capitalized at the same rate per ton of 
annual product as the amount paid for the Pennsylvania Coal Company, the capital
ization of the Reading lands would be $125,000,000. 

In the case of the purchase of the control of the Jersey Central Railroad by the 
Reading Railroad, the Reading paid $160 per share for 50 per cent of the J erser Cen
tral's stock, and has issued 4 per cent bonds therefor. This is the highest pnce for 
the Jersey Central's stocks since 1881. The Reading undertakes It fixed charge of 
$920,000 per year, which must be forthcoming in good or bad times. 

Mr. Woodlock does not believe, however, that the heavy capitalization of the 
anthracite coal roads will have much effect upon prices of coal to the general public. 
If the railroads could get a big price for coal they would, of COUl'!!e, try to do so, but 
the witness believes that the! realize that it is not judicious to attempt to do so, on 
account of the falling off in demand. What is needed is a steady market. (453-
455.) 

Mr. GREENB, of the Audit Company of New York, admits that Bome of the recent 
combinations and purchases by the anthracite coal roads have considerably increased 
capitalization. He does not think, however, that the fact that consolidation has 
been effected at high prices and at a time when all securities are high, will nepessa
rily mean an increased burden upon the public. Consolidation will often create 
traffic, increase profits, and ultimately give the public the benefit iii. better service 
and lower prices. The witness questions whether a new railroad could be built into 
the anthracite coal field for less money than the capital of the existing roads. (475-
476.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, says that the price paid in the purchase 
of the Pennsylvania Coal Company was so high that the annual interest charged on 
it will amount to about 50 cents per ton of output. (534. ) 

H. Duration of supply and eollt of mining.-l. Supply of anthracite 
coal.-Mr. HARRIS, late I?resident of the Reading Company, says that he does not 
think the supply of unmmeQ coal held by that company will be sufficient to last 200 
years. In fact, he believes that, taking the anthracite field as·& whole, the produc
tion has about reached its maximum; he doubts whether it ever reaches 60,000,000 
tons a year. Many mines are being worked olit, and it takes time and large invest 
ment to open new mines. 

16A--XI 
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The district in Which the coal will be exhausted soonest is the eastern end of the 
Wyoming field, sometimes called the Lackawanna field. !he western end of that 
:6.eld will last much longer, because the coal lies deeper and is more expensive to 
mine. The group of small basins known as the Lehigh region has passed its maxi
mum production. Some of the Reading collieries in that region are exhausted and 
some are approaching exhaustion . 

. The great supply in the future is in the Schuylkill region, which contains more 
than one-half of the anthracite supply.. In this region the coal is exceedingly hard 
at the eastern end and grows softer toward the western, until the Lykens Valley 
coal, belon~ing to the Pennsylvania Railroad, is reached. The Reading's coal lands 
are chiefly m this region, and it is because of the depth and expensiveness of mining 
that they have not been developed more rapidly. In BOme mines in other regions 
the coal has been nearer the surface, the bottom of the supply being not more than 
100 or 200 feet deep. Around Pottsville, in the Schuylkill region, the bottom of the 
basin is supposed to lie 5,000 feet deep. Moreover, in the Schuylkill region the coal 
is much more full 'of slate. When the witness was in charge of the mines of the 
T.ehigh Coal and Navigation Company he found that it was necessary to raise about 
three tons of mineral and about ten tons of water from an average depth of 600 feet 
for every ton of coal sent to market. (605--606. ) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, says there is an absolute limit 
of the amount of anthracite coal. It has been variously estimated that at the 
present rate of production the supply will be exhausted in from 50 to 150 years. Later 
on, moreover, coal which is more difficult to extract will haveto be mined at a 
higher cost than at present. (475.) 

Mr. FLEMING says that the estimate made by Mr. Griffith several years ago as to 
the future supply of anthracite coal is generally considered the best, and he believes 
that the general estimation was 100 years for all the regions. In the case of the 
Reading Coml?any the supply at the present rate of production would last much 
longer. (540.) 

Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie Railroad. says that he thinks that 40 or 50 years 
will see the substantial extinction of many of the anthracite fields. The Readmg is 
understood to have a su~ply for 100 years, but the mining in all the regions is 
constantly increasing in dIfficulty and expensiveness. (555.) 

Mr. McLEOD, former president of the Reading Railroad, believes that the supply 
of anthracite coal is greater than is ordinarily supposed. He says that it has always 
been the experience that more coal is secured from a mine or district than was origi
nallyestimated. The witness thinks there is probablr coal enough for the Reading 
Railroad for 200 years at least. He estimates the tota amount of coal in the ground 
·at 15,000,000,000 tons. There are several companies besides the Reading which have 
-a very large reserve, but its reserve is much the largest, although the witness is not 
disposed to think that the time will ever come when the Reading will hold all the 
remaining coal land. . 

Many of the collieries already opened will, in Mr. McLeod's judgment, soon be 
exhausted, but their owners often have reserved lands which can be worked by new 
collieries. The witness estimates that in 10 years. 10 per cent of the collieries in the 
Wyoming region will be exhausted, and in 40 years 75 per cent. It costs 20 cents 
per ton more to mine coal in the Schuylkill than in the Wyoming region, but there 
IS a greater supply in the former region from which a large part of the future con
sumption of the country must be taken. (565, 566, 571.) 

2. C'o8t of mining coul.-Mr. HARRIS, in connection with his explanation regarding 
the supply of anthracite coal and the character of the different fields, declares that 
the cost of mining is steadily increasing with the exhaustion of the more accessible 
lands, and that it will continue to increase. It probably costs from 75 cents to $1 
more to mine a ton of coal now than it did 20 years ago. The finest veins have 
mostlv been worked out. Now veins are often mined which are not more than 2l 
feet thick. The mines are deeper in most instances. While formerly it cost perhaps 
$100,000 to open a mine, sinking a shaft 200 or 300 feet, some collieries now can not 
be worked before $1,000,000 has been invested in preparation and shafts have been 
sunk 1,500 feet. There have been many instances in the past where mines have 
been opened by means of tunnels, which served to drain the water, but at present 
much of the coal which is being mined is below the sea-level and enormous pump
ing apparatus is accordingly necessary. The increased depth also adds to the 
expense of supporting the roofs of the mines on account of the enormous superin-
cumbent weight. . 

The influences which have increased the cost of mining in the past will necessarily 
increase its cost further in the future, since the witness knows of no sufficiently pow
erful influences working the other way. The price of coal will ultimately ha,ve to 
be advanced if it is to cover the cost at all. (G06,607.) 
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Mr. McLEOD declares that the average cost of producing anthracite coal, including 
charges for improvements, depreciation, taxes, and insurance, is $1.59 per ton. If 
interest on the value of coal lands be added it brings the cost to $1.90 per ton. This 
does not include anything for the coal except the interes~ on the value of lands held. 
The witness has also calculated that the average freig!J.t rate is about $1.50 per ton 
to tide water. The average price at tide water for 20 years has been $3.48 per ton, 
the hi~hest price having been $3.96 per ton (as the average for the year). 

An unportant element to be considered in the cost, says Mr. McLeod, IS the chance 
involved in the sinking of shafts. A new colliery plant must be established about 
every 30 years, since the coal which can be reached by one shaft is usually exhausted 

• in that time. When the shaft is sunk it may be found that a vein which was per
fect a Iew hundred feet away has broken and disappeared. The difference in the 
cost of mining in different shafts is very great and can not be estimated in advance. 

There is a gradual increase in the cost -of mining coal as the supplies become 
exhausted and the mines go deeper. In some instances there are as many as 16 
veins and the lowest may be down 3,000 feet. It not only costs more to handle coal 
but in the deeper mines more water is encountered. The Reading mines· have 
pumped in recent years 2r tons of water for every ton of coal. (565,570,571.) 

Mr. STEABNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that it is very difficult to esti
mate the cost of mining coal. The local conditions in every mine and every seam 
of a mine vary. A seam may be in good condition to-day and to-morrow there may 
be an explosion or a fall from the roof or a Hood which will result in very consider
able damage. A mine can not be operated on a narrow margin of profit because of 
this uncertainty. 

While there have been improTements in the methods of mining, and while there 
have been especially improvements in transportation of anthracite coal, which have 
reduced the cost, the actual cost of mining has not decreased, but has increased 
swadily, and will continue to do so. As mines become deeper it costs more to ven
tilate and pump them as well as to lift the coal. Interest on land held for future 
development ought to be included in the cost, but the witness seems to .doubt 
whether the producers have usually peen able to earn much interest on such 
investments. (584, 594, 595. ) 

Mr. WALTER says that 20 years or more ~o the cost of mining anthracite coal was 
much less than at present. Most of the nuning was done above water level; drifts 
or tunnels were used and the coal was above the level of these so that the mine 
drained itself. At present most mines· are below water level and work by vertical 
shafts. Formerly the cost of oJ.>ening a mine and establishing_ breakers,etc., was 
comparatively small, but now It is very much greater. The Lehigh Valley com
panyis just completing one colliery operation which will cost over $500,000. Twenty 
years ago many operations costing $25,000 or $30,000 would produce as much coal. 
There has been a vast improvement in the machinery and methods of handling coal, 
but the other items of expense have increased in greater proportion than the saving 
from these improvements. (544. ) 

Mr. SAWARD says that the expense of mining anthracite coal has increased during 
the past 20 or 30 years. Machines have been introduced but more difficult veins 
have to be worked. The \lrice of powder has declined mate~lly. It was for~erly 
about $2.75 per keg, and IS now $1.50. Powder, however, IS not a very large Item; 
About 1,500,000 kegs of powder and 4,000,000 pounds of dynamite are used in get-
ting out 60,000,000 tons of annual product of coal. (511.) . . 

Mr. Saward thinks it is impossible to get anything like accurate statements as to 
the cost of producing a ton of anthracite coal. One may take the reports of the com
panies showing the costs of operation and divide the cost by the number of tons pro
duced. But this is usually misleading, because of the different methods of charging 
up expenses to different accounts. It is a frequent practice to charge to the account 
of permanent improvement expenses which should have gone into the running 
account of costs. Wages are about 85 per cent of the cost of production. (515.) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, declares hinlBelf unable 
to gi ve any estimate as to the cost of producing coal. The cost varies greatly at each 
mine in accordance with the distance from tide water, the amount of track an opera
tor Ul'eS, the thickness and character of the vein operated, the depth, etc. (540. ) 

Mr. WALTER says that the geological formation and characteristics of the different 
. mining districts vary greatly.and that the expense of mining differs accordingly. In 
general the Schuylkill and Mahanoy districts and the whole southern and middle 
western field is more expensive to operate than the northern field. The northern 
field is being worked more rapidly and will probably be exhausted sooner. (547.) 

3. Exhamtion of coallands.-Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that 
it was the practice of the Susquehanna Coal Company, which has affiliated with. the 
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PenIll!ylvania Railroad, to set aside a certain amount of money yearly to cover the 
exhaustion of the 'coal property, .It is the wisest policy to make such a provision; 
the company which does not do so will find itself out of capital when the mine 
becomes exhausted. (584. ) 

4. Royalties on coallands.-Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, says that the 
most fortunate men in the anthracite business is the owner of the lands, who does 
nothing, and who usually gets ab011t 25 cents per ton royalty. (519.) 

5. Anthracite coal in Colorado.-Mr. GRIFFITH, representing the Denver Chamber 
of Commerce, says that a considerable amount of anthracite coal is being produced 
in Calorado, and that it is generally believed that. there is a large supply in the 
mountains. There is comparatively little difference in quality as compared with' 
PenIll!ylvania coal. (857.) 

I. Conditions of labor and relations of employers and employ
ees.-l. &rike of 1900 (see also views ofthese 'VI-itnesses as to arbitration, p. CCLXIV).
Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says that some of the claims of the 
miners in the strike of 1900 were just. The conditions can be understood only 
by reference to the earlier relatioIll! of the employers and employees. In 1875 
the operators agreed upon the sliding-scale system for the payment of miners. 
The price for each class of labor was fixed at a certain rate on the basis pf a tide
water price of $5 per ton for anthracite coal. For every 8!ivance or decline of 
10 cents in the pnce of coal wages were to rise or fall 1 per cent. The price of 
coal fell so greatly at tide water, especially because of the reduction in freight 
charges between the mines and tide water, tliat it would have been unjust to the 
miners to let wages fall in that proportion. Accprdingly the tide-water price was 
calculated on the basis of a freight rate of $2.50 per ton in fixing wages, i. e., the 
actual freight was deducted from the tide-water price, and $2.50 was then added. 
There had been an advance of wages during the summer of 1900 under the sliding 
scale of about 5 per cent. The miners demanded that the entire system be abolished, 
and also demanded an iucrease of wages and a reduction in the price of powder. 
Ten per cent advance was granted and powder was reduced from $1. 75 to $1.50. The 
witness thinks that the reduction in powder would have taken place without a strike, 
and that probably there would have been an advance of wages without the strike. 
The witness seems doubtful as to whether the price of coal can be kept high enough 
to compensate the operators for the increase of wages. (593. 594. ) 

Mr. THOMAS, presIdent of the Erie Railroad, declares that pnor to the strike of 
1900 in -the anthracite field there had been no strike for 20 years. Labor was 
fairly well paid. The relations between the miners and their employers were largely 
personal. Employers had done much for the men by contributioIll!, establishment 
of hospitals, etc. The chief difficulty was the lack of steady work. Professional 
agitators came into the country and took advantage of this last circumstance. They 
brought the ~reat majority of the miners into the United Mine Workers and caused 
the strike. (557.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, mdependent coal operator, thinks that the demands of the miners 
in t,he anthracite strike of 1900 were just. The railroad companies refused to arbi
trate, but one of their reasOIll! was the feeling that the men were irrespoIll!ible in 
carrying out the decisions of arbitrators or agreements. (533. ) 

Mr. WALTER, of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, says that the demands of the miners 
in the strike of 1900 were acceded to. He hardly knows whether to consider them 
just or not. The strike has not injured the railroad companies up to the present 
time, but has, if anything, been temporarily beneficial by permitting an exhaustion 
of the surplus stocks. The public is paying more for coal as a result of the strike. 
(546. ) 

Mr. SAWARD thinks that the contention of the United Mine Workers in the strike 
of 1900 was, in general, just. Moreover, the strike resulted to the advantage of the 
railroad companies themselves, by restricting production, which they had been 
unable to agree upon among themselves. The United Mine Workers claim now to 
have 80 per cent of the actual anthracite miners among their members. (519, 520.) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, thinks that while 
part of the demands of the miners in the strike of 1900 were perhaps just, the gen
eral demand was unfair. (542.) 

2. Violence in Btrike of 1900.-Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co. says that 
the men at his collieries did not want to strike. Only at one colliery did any quit 
work at the beginning of the strike, only 54 out of 3,500 employed by Coxe Bros. 
going out. But the union men threatened and intimidated the mIners who remained 
at work, called them "scabs," and used every possible means to make them quit. 
The number of lUen working was gradually reduced until October 11, when the 
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mine!! of Coxe Bros. c!r Co. were working at about half their capacity. At that time 
. there was a riot at the mines and one of the watchmen WAil killed, while several 

other men were wounded. The company accordingly r;0eted a notice that it would 
quit on account of the danger to the employees. (592. 

3. Effect of strike. (See also above, Prices.)-Mr. ADDOCK, independent coal 
operator, believes that the strike of the anthracite miners has had a beneficial result 
upon the operators and the railroads. The railroads had previously undertaken, 
not always Buccessfully, to restrict production, in order to maintain hi~h prices and 
rates of transportation. The strike restricted production and raised pnces. Never
theless, it WAil unfortunate that it Bhould be necessary to resort to a strike to get 
these results. It iB true that during and after the strike many retail dealers, who 
had made contracts to furnish coal at lower prices, lost considerable sums by t.he 
advance. (527,528.) 

Mr. McLEOD eays that the strike of 1900 undoubtedly advanced the price of coal 
beyond what it would otherwise have been. There was a strike in 1887 which 
forced the price of coal from an average of $3.67 in that year to an average of $3.86 
in 1888. The witness hardly thinkB that the price of coal hAil gone up enough to 
recompense the producers for the higher wages paid to the miners. Perhaps the 
strike may be said to have resulted advantageously to the railroads and operators Ail 
well as to the miners~ but the witness knows that the employers did not want the 
Btrike to occur. (574.) 

4. Lahar arganizaticn8 in the amhracUeji£ld.-Mr. McLEOD is inclined to think that 
workingmen make a mistake when they delegate their power to some other person 
or body, such as the labor organizations. He thinks that the men in their aggre
Imte capacity can meet their emfloyers directly. On the other hand, he implies 
that in the case of a great body 0 men like the anthracite coal workers some form 
of organization is necessary for dealing with employers at all. The policy of the 
witness when he was at the head of the Readinll" Railroad WAil not to raise the ques
tion whether a man belonged to a labor orgamzation or not. He dealt with the 
men so long as they were respectful. Mr. McLeod thinks that the demand made 
by the anthracite miners in the Bpring of 1901, that they should receive formal 
recognition for the organization of the United Mine Workers, was unnecessary, since 
tbe fact th:tt the operators actually dealt with the union in 1900 and advanced 
wages amounted to a recognition. 

Mr. McLeod seems disposed to think that the concessions made to the miners in 
1900 were justifiable, but he says that it often happens that when one concession is 
made workingmen are encouraged to go on and make other demands which are not 
justifiable. 

This witness thinks, further, that the miners will ~t higher wages as the result of 
the movement toward community of interest which IS now going on. (575, 576.) 

5. Wages oj coal minerB.-Mr. McLEOD says that he estimates the average wages of 
coal miners throughout the year at $40 per' month. About 12 per cent of the whole 
number are boys, who ,receive about half this rate. The greater cost of producing 
anthracite is shown by the fact that it requires 145,000 men to produce 47,000,000 
tons of anthracite, while 91,000 men in Pennsylvania produced 73,000,000 tons. 
(567). 

, Mr. McLeod says that some coal miners work by the day and others take contracts 
hy the ton or car. The average wages for foremen above ground are $2.71 per day; 
for mechanics above ground, $1.92; for lahorers above ground, $1.29, and for boys 
under 16, 62 cents. Below ground foremen get $3.05 on average; miners, $2.40; 
laborers, $1.63, and boys under 16, 89 cents. The average number of days worked 
iB about 200 per year. (574.) 

Mr. HARRIS, late president of the Reading Company, says that the Reading Coal 
and Iron Company has always been more than friendly to lahor, and it has been dis
posed to recognize the right of the miners to organize. There has been less friction 
than in the case of any of the other coal companies. Mr. Harris believes, personally, 
that labor has the same right to organize as capital, and that it also has the power to 
do so. He thinks that organized labor should have a voice in fixing the wages and 
other conditions of labor. (611. ) . 

Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. '" Co., says that during August. before the 
strike of 1900, the average earnings of men and boys in the mines of that company 
were between $43 and $44 after making all deductions. About half of the men 
included under this average were miners, the other half were common laborers, 
drivers, door hoys, etc. This average, however, 'would not be typical for the entire 
year because the mines were working full during August, and they did not at all 
times. The witness submitted a statement showing the number of days worked eacb 
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month by the erilployees of Coxe Bros. & Co. at their various mine.!!. The calcuJa,. 
tion is given by hours. Estimating 10 ho.urs to a day, it appears that the total num- • 
ber of days worked ranged from 156 at one of the mines to 265 at another. The aver
age for all the mines was 223 days of 10 hours each. Of course, if the day be 
counted as 8 or 9 hours the figures are correspondingly increased. The number oJ 
hours worked was also reduced by the strike in October. (593. ) 

Mr. SAWARD believes that the ruiners in the anthracite field are satisfied at present. 
They are getting good prices and full work. They can not work 6 days in the 
week on account of the severity of the work. Two hundred and fifty days per year 
is as long, on the average, as they ought to work. That number of days has not 
been reached in the past, but probably will be in the future. (519.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company, of New York, declares himself in favor of 
proper remuneration for anthracite miners. He thinks that they should be per
mitted to organize unions, and that by conciliation between the unions and the opera
tors, with arbitration in case of necessity, the conditions of labor should be fixed. 
(474. ) 

6. NaJ,ionalUy of coal miner8.-Mr. STEARNS, president of Coxe Bros. & Co., says 
that out of 3,250 employees of Coxe Bros. & Co. only 999 are American, while many 
of these are of foreign extraction. About 20 years ago all of the miners were 
Welsh, Irish, and German, with a .few Americans and English. There were no 
Hungarians and Poles. Now most of the younger generation of the Welsh and Irish 
have left the mines. Their parents desire to give them better opportunities and 
better education. Austrians, Hungarians, Poles, and Italians have come in and 
taken their place. . 

Mr. Stearns says, further, that the proportion of foreign miners in the mines of 
Coxe Bros. & Co. is less rather than greater than the proportion in other mines. 
Coxe Bros. & Co. have retained many of their older miners because they have given 
them better treatment than is customary in the anthracite business. 

The witness declares that it is not true that foreign labor was imported by Coxe 
Bros. & Co. or that any of the anthracite companies have directly imported foreign 
labor. The foreigners who have come from time to time have sent back word to 
their friends of the great im\,rovement in their conditions here, and their friends 
and relatives have come to jom them in droves. Before the foreigners became scat
tered generally in the coal fields this practice gave the appearance of importation. 

The Poles and Hungarians seem to show little disposition to become American 
citizens or to remain permanently in this country. At election time both parties try 
to get them naturalized. During the strike of 1900 large numbers of these foreigners 
went back to their homes, saying that they would return later on. They make 
enough at mining to enable them to become independent in their own countries. 
(595,596.) . 

7. Employment of children in amhraciJe mine8.-Mr. SAWARD says that the law of 
Pennsylvania prohibits the employment of children less than 14 years of age in 
under-ground work.. A few over that age are employed as door boys. (516.) 

VIII. REGULATION OF RAILROADS-INTERSTATE COMMERCE 
COMMISSION. 

A. Railway le;;islation ;;enerally.-Mr. THOMAS, president of the Erie 
Railroad, thinks that great caution ought to be exercised in legislation regarding 
transportation systems. The surplus wealth of the country is very largely invested 
in transportation, and it can not be unfavorably affected without injurin~ the whole 
country. The many owners of securities and the army of railroad emplOyees must 
be considered. The forces which have made this country able to transport freight 
cheaper than any other country ought to be left chiefly to work out their own prob
lems without legislation or interference. (560.) 

Mr. SCHIFF, banker, does not think our Government is adapted to become the ownPr 
of railroad and telegraph lines. He believes the silent laws of nature are better cor
rectives than any written laws can ever be('ome, but it is the right of the Government 
to regulate those concerns that exist as its servants. He has not given the matter 
of Government control of railroads sufficient thought to give any definite opinion a~ 
to its merits. (777.) 

B. Powers of Interstate Commeree Commission-PropOIied 
amendments of law.-1. General.-Mr. WILSON, of Cincinnati,declares that there 
is no remedy for discriminations between places by appeal to the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. All the commission can do IS to develop the facts and announce its opin
ion, but it has no legal standing. The Western people are so thoroughly discour8ged 
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that they do not care to pursue the legal remedy. Therailways pay little attention to 
the decisions of the Interstate Commer('.e Commission, less in fact than ther do to 
the decisions of the several State commissions. A smaller volume of busmess is 
affected by the purely local State boards, and there is a closer intimacy between the 
managers of railroads and the State boards than between the railroads and the Inter
state Commerce Commission. Moreover, in some of the States the railroad commis
sions have the definite power to change rates. The self-interest of the railways 
themselves will in time, perhaps, have some influence on the railways in opening a 
way into the South from the Western manufacturing centers. (690,691.) 

Mr. BACON, freight manager of the Michigan Alkali Company, believes that the 
Interstate Commerce Commission should be given added powers such as those pro
vided in the Cullom bill. It should have power to control classifications and rates 
made hy railroads, and by the joint traffic association for the entire country which is 
proposed by the witness. The fact that the Government gives to the railroads the 
ngot to condemn privatelroperty, tear down a man's home, and that it grants 
them public franchises an employs them to carry the public mails, gives to the 
Government the right to demand supervision over the railroads. (76. ) 

Mr. JACKSON, a member of the Massachusetts State board of railroad commis
sioners, says that he does not see any reason why the powers of supervision possessed 
by the Massachusetts board of railroad commissioners should not be extended to 
the Interstate Commerce Commission. (See below, p. CLXXIII.) (848.) 

Mr. DAVANT, oommissioner of the Memphis freight bureau, believes that Congress 
should clothe the Interstate Commerce Commission with power to fix rates in correc
tion of discriminations between points, the rates fixed to remain in force until over
ruled by a court. The representatives of the bureau advocate the adoption of the 
Cullom bill with a few changes. The~o not desire, however, to enforce strictly 
the provision that no more I!hall be c d for a short haul than for a long one. 
The bureau also advocates the provision t at the Interstate Commerce Commission 
may examine the books of railroads by means of common inspectors. (6. ) 

Mr. GREENE thinks that the tendency toward railroad consolidation may make 
additional control by the Interstate Commerce Commission necessary, though the 
precise nature of such control he does not discuss. Railroads are willing to submit 
to reasonable scrutiny by the commisl!ion, but do not wish to be dictated to con-
tinually. (473.) -

Mr. GRIFFITH, representing the Denver Chamber of Commerce, has no definite 
conviction -as to the increase of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
He says-that Denver merchants thmk the commission ou~ht to have more power, 
and would lavor allowing it to approve rates promulgated in the first instsnce by rail
roads, but not power to fix the rates themselves at the outset. Conditions vary so 
materially that members of the commission who are not railroad men would be 
unable to determine properly what the rates should be. A rate that would be very 
extrav~nt in the East would not be extravagant in Colorado. Tbe witness also 
thinks that it would probably be best for the decisions of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission not to go into force immediately ~n case appeal were taken from them 
by the railroads. (857.) 

Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, does not consider the 
Interstate Commerce Commission a very powerful body. He believes, however, 
that it has done a great deal of good in protecting the public against exorbitant 
rates. It has promoted free discussion and knowledge of the facts. This system of 
unifonn reporting has been advantageous. 

It is a fact that the Interstate Commerce Commission is without power to enforce 
its decisions if an appeal is taken to the courts. Mr. Woodlock believes that such a 
matter as the reduction of rates could hardly be delegated to any authority short of 
the Supreme Court. Indeed the witness will be sorry to see the power to fix rates 
in the first instance given to any public authority. It may be proper to regulate 
long and short haul rates, and to endeavor to wevent discrimination, but the deter
mination of rates generally is a matter which must be left to the railroad, since no 
other authority is competent. The only thing that finally must and should deter
mine rates is free trade in railroads, free construction, and competition, which will 
establish rates reasonable by their very nature. _ 

Mr. Woodlock does not think that the Interstate Commerce Commission should 
have authority to put its decisions into immediate effect when an appeal is taken to 
the court. 

The hearing of an appeal may last for months, and if the decision is finally 'in 
favor of the railroad, it has much IE'-SS remedy as against the shippers than the ship
pers would have against the railroad. It is tl1le that it sometimes takes years to get 
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decisions through the Supreme Court, but the Supreme Court can not be hurried. 
(464,465.) 

Professor RIPLEY says that a modification of the law so that the increase of stock 
b,. interstate railways would be prohibited without a governmental permit would 
gIve the Interstate Commerce Commission a certain control over the roads, inasmuch 
8$ the commission would have something which the roads wanted and which the 
commission alone could give. It mi~ht go far, therefore, to supply the present 
inability of the commission to prescnbe what rates are reasonable and what are 
not. (303.) 

2. Extension of the power8 of the Interatate Commerce CommisBion.-Mr. LANGLEY, of the 
Merchants' Association of New York, says that the merchants would welcome some 
extension of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission. TherE' should be 
power lodged somewhere t.hat could take up questions of rates and determine what 
IS reasonable. It is entirely optional now with the railroads, no matter how meri
torious a demand may be1 whether they will pay any attention to it. The witness 
quotes from a statement 01 his made at the commerce convention in St. LOuis some 
years ago, showing the position taken by that body, as follows, viz: 

"(1) That the Interstate Commerce Commission should consist of at least 8 mem
bers, among whom shall be lawyers, railroad experts, and representatives of the 
shipping public; (2) that the commissioners should be appointed to hold office dur
ing good behavior, as in the case of the United States Supreme Court; (3) that 
common carriers should be given the right to enter into a",areements, approved by 
the commission, in respect to interstate commerce only for the purpose of carrying 
into effect the provisions of the act." 

The witness approves of the general provisions of the Cullom bill. Consolidation 
or the community of interest of railroads will not necessarily relieve the public from 
the need of protection, though it may lessen the necessity. The community of inter
est would eliminate competition (which the witness regards as a dangerous thing in 
transportation matters) by grouping the roads together and practically making one 
road of all. At present the Interstate Commerce Commission does not seem able to 
enforce its orders. There is no encouragement for the shipper to file a complamt. 

The commission has on its docket numerous cases that have not been reached, 
some of which have been pending for years., He does not know that the delay 
is any fault of the law. Manycases arise, no doubt, where questions are very intricate 
and Important, so that a decision may be difficult to reach. The witness submits 
a statement read by him at the Interstate Commerce Law Convention, !:leld at St. 
Louis for the purpose of taking action to secure the passa",ooe of the Cullom bill at 
the last session of Congress. Among other things suggested in this paper is that the 
Interstate Commerce Commission should be removed from all suspicion of political 
influence, so that in the eyes of the public it may stand upon a plane similar to that 
occupied by the Supreme Court of the United States, and to bring this about the 
writer suggests that a life tenure would be proper. 

As the railroads become more and more consolidated, the fixing of rates by these 
large corporations, to be approved by the Interstate Commerce Commission, will be 
simplified. The Interstate Commerce Commission, in order to pass intelligently 
upon the subject of rates, must have an intimate knowledge of the rate question. It 
is impossible for the commission to make rates. If, however, the commission should 
have a life tenure and should be properly constituted the objections might be 
obviated. The power'to change rates, which many people think the commission 
ought to have, is practically the power to make rates, and the witness would not 
want to have the power to make the rates taken entirely away from the railroads. 
Referring to a remark made by a railroad president that he would rather have a place 
on the Interstate Commerce Commission, if he was venal and inclined to make money, 
than to have a free license to loot the United States Treasury, the witness says that 
the same remark might be made of the Supreme Court. Somebody must be trusted, 
and there is no reason why a man can not be just as honest on the Interstate Com
merce Commission as he can on the Supreme Bench. The witness would make the 
Interstate Commerce Commission practically a judicial body. He would not ques
tion a decision or ruling of the Supreme Court on ordinary matters, but on the ques
tion of rates, where the facts are intricate, he would not give it such great weight. 

The desire of the witness is to give the commission power to disapprove a rate and 
prevent it from going into operation. This would prartically be equivalent to the 
power to fix rates. Replying to the question as to whether putting a decision of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission into immediate effect, notwithstanding it may be 
appealed from, would induce great confusion, the witness thought it would not 
necessarily do SOl and he does not think it would interfere with the steadiness of 
rates. (877-882. ) 
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3. RaJt-making power.-Mr. WILSON, of the Cincinnati 130ard of Trade, Mye that he 
recognizes a distinction between the power to prescribe rates in the first instance and 
the power to approve those rates when promulgated by the railroads .. The proper 
order of procedure should be that every railroad should promulgate Its rates and 
should have the right to enforce them until they are proven wrong, the burden being 
upon the party proceeding against them. It is a fair presumption that railway 
managers intend to make an equitable tariff, but they may err, and should not have 
the authority to pass final sentence upon their own errors. In the winter of 1900 the 
railroad companies advanced rates throughout the Southern country from 25 to 50 
per cent on about 30 per cent of the commodities that were shipped, thus levying an 
additional tax upon the people of several millions of dollars. In some instances this 
worked absolute oppresSIOn, prohibition, and destruction of business. The decision 
as to whether those rates should stand or not rested only with the railroads who 
made them. There was no other tribunal before which the matter could be brought. 
If the Interstate Commerce Commission, or some other representative of the Govern
ment, had had the right to suspend those rates until they were shown to be justified 
it would have been very much better. (690, 698.) 

Mr. RInEY sa;ys that the placing in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission of the nght to approve the rates of the different lines of railroads, without 
giving roads the right to pool, would not bring the redress that pooling would give, 
although it would be an advantage. It would not remedy the evil of underclassifi
cation unless it included the right of inspection. The right to pass upon rates should 
be given to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and would contribute toward 
the betterment of conditions. Whether the practice of rate cutting and personal 
discrimination, which can not be stopped by the railroads, could be stopped by an 
administrative body at Washington is a question. (290.) 

Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State Railroad and Warehouse Commission of 
Minnesota, thinks that the Interstate Commerce Commission ought to have the power 
which his own commission has in its State of regulatin!! or reducing rates in certain 
instances upon complaint. It ought to be able, after proper hearings, to adjust 
discriminatIOns between localities and, perhaps, between commodities. It ought not 
to be empowered to make all rates. (372. ) 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, is disposed to doubt whether the Interstate 
Commerce Commission has been of any benefit to the railroads or to the country at 
large. At the same time the recommendations of the commission have, in most 
respects, been followed by the railroads. It would not do to say that the commission 
has accomplished nothing. It affords an opportunity for those who think they have 
grievances to get an investigation, and if there is a real grievance public opinion 
usually enforces the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

Mr. Thomas does not think, however, that the commission ought to have the 
power to make rates or, what he considers practically the same thing, to revise rates. 
It is not a safe thin~ to put into the hands of any five men the power of making rates 
in a country where mdustries are so diversified and numerous as here, at least unless 
the members of the body are appointed for life. It is not safe to allow politics to 
interfere in the matter. There would be no bette.r opportunity for making moneY,: 
corruptly than would come to a member of the Interslitte Commerce Commission if 
he had power to make rates throughout the country. The witness does not believe 
that Congress ever intended that the commission sliould have this power. (557, 558. ) 

Mr. MCGOVERN, chairman of the Southern Classification Committee, thinks carriers 
ought to be allowed to make their own rates, which of course should be reasonable 
in themselves. If the shipper does not feel that he has been fairly treated, he ought 
to appeal to the courts, and the carriers ought to aid or assist through the medium 
of the State commissioners or the Interstate Commerce Commission by sharing the 
expenses of the suit. He does not believe the Government ought to fix the rates . 
.. The seller fixes his price. * * * If it is a yard of dry goods, there is no recourse. 
In the case of a common carrier there is a recourse, because of the peculiar business 
or functions of the common carrier." . , 

It is well settled that the rate must be just and reasonable, and that the courts 
have authority to determine whether it is just and reasonable, but the shipper ought 
not to be put to the sole expense of having it determined whether he is being fairly 
treated. Every private or corporate citizen ought to aid in maintaining a tribunal 
which would relieve the shipper of the burden and cost of having that case 
determined for him. .. I can not distinguish between the power to make rates and 
the power to make property unprofitable;" hence the State ought not to have ~ower 
to fix rates for the transportation of people or articles. Capital invested in raIlroad 
business ought to have the same latitude as ,capital invested in any other kind of 
business, except that the carrier ought to be made to fix its rates at fair and reason
able figures, to be determined by the courts if disputed. Thel"e is a distinction 
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between saying that the State can fix the rates and saying that the courts ('.an 
detennine whether the rate is fair and reasonable. (665-{)68.) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger ~nt of the Western Maryland Rail
road, thinks that to submit the rates of the raIlroads to the Interstate Co=erce 
Commission for approval would be to submit t~e work of experts to those who are 
not experts in that particular line of business. It would be a most gigantic under
taking to supervise and examine the rates made by all the railroads of the country. 
(620.) 

Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, thinks that the Interstate Com
merce Commission has all the power it needs to -enforce the law if it would only 
exercise it. He holds that it would be dangerous for the commission to oppose the 
~eneral rate-making power and that its attitude in oPI?osing the legalization of pool
mg in order to compel the railroads to consent to an mcrease of this power is to be 
condemned. (766.) _ -

Mr. MCGOVERN testifies that it would not be possible, in his opinion, for the Inter
state Commerce Commission with its present functions to be also a court of final 
resort on the question of railway rates, nor would it be best for the decisions of the 
commission to stand on the question of rates until reversed. It is not ri~ht to 
assume that· the railroads will do wrong pending the final decision of a case In the 
courts. (685. ) 

Mr. WILSON says that the board of trade at Cincinnati recommends the passage of 
the Cullom bill or some like measure. The most important matter is to amend the 
law so that the party complaining of a decision of the commission must appeal to the 
courts. The finding of the commission should be regarded as prima facie correct, 
and its decisions should stand _ upon the same basis as the decisIOus of the courts-
that is, they should be binding until reviewed by the courts upon an appeal taken 
by the party a"ooainst whom it is rendered. 

It is now the duty of the Interstate Commerce Commission to apply to the district 
attorney and request him to bring a suit to enforce its order. This is a "lop-sided 
way of getting at justice." Formerly, when complaints were made to the Interstate 
Commerce Commission against the railways no defense was even made to the 
charges, but since the courts have decided that the railroads must very clearly show 
the necessity of taking further testimony than that taken before the commission 
they now make their defense before the commission in the first instance. The evi
dence taken before the Interstate Commerce ()ommission is regarded in the courts as 
prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated. (690, 698.) 

Mr. HADDOCK, independent anthracite coal operator, says that it has been a mat
ter oflrofound regret to the independent operators that the interstate-commerce
law di not give effective control over rates to the Interstate Commerce Commission. 
The law merely made the decision of the commission evidence when the matter was 
taken into the courts and gone all over again. The witness would favor an amend
ment making t.he decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission operative pend
ing appeal. He also favors the Cullom bill generally. (534.) 

Mr. WHEELER declares that San Francisco jobbers and shippers generally think 
that the Interstate Commerce Commission ought to have added powers, and in par
ticular that it should be able to enforce its rulings pending appeal. The burden of 
appeal should be placed upon railroads, while at present -the Interstate Comm~rce 
Commission is compelled to go into the courts to enforce its decisions. (745.) 

Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, thinks that the Interstate Commerce 
Commission ou~ht to make every endeavor to reach a speedy decision as to cases 
brought before It. He thinks, however, that in most instances the commission has 
been prompt enough in making decisions. In some cases it has delayed a consider
able length of time, but the questions coming before it are very far-reaching, and a 
single decision may affect the entire country, so that grave consideration is necessary. 
(766.) 

C. Imlpe('tion and re;-ulation or railroad a('('ounts.-Mr. GREENE, of 
the Audit Company of New York, thinks it proper to require a greater de!,:reeof pub
licity of the affairs of railroads than would be feasible in the case of manufacturing 
and other corporations which have competitors who mi!',ht profit by the information 
thus published. There is no d.mger that a railroad wnich shows its accounts will 
thereby promote the construction of a competing road or otherwise benefit compet
itors. The witness is disposed to favor more thorough governmental control of the 
accounts of railroad companies. He thinks, however, that the officers of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission ought not to be ~iven authority to examine the accounts of 
railroads in person. There would constantly be a suspicion of political influence. 
It would be better for the Government to require that the accounts of railroads 
should be audited and examined from time to time by expert disinterested Iluditors, 
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I!Uch lUI, fer eKample, the Audit C.ompany.of New Y.ork. The names.of these auditors 
sh.ould be filed at WlUlhington, and they sh.ould perhap8'Obe required t.o give bend 
fer the correctne>1S .of their rep.orts. The resp.onsibility.of such auditors and the 
fear.of l.osing business in case .of fraud .or error w.ould be the chief safeguard as to the 
(."orrectness.of their w.ork. The nature of the inf.ormati.on. to be required would be 
pre8Cribed by the Interstate Commerce Commissi.on. The witness believes that the 
uniformity of accounts already required by the Interstate C.ommerce Commission is 
advantage.ous. . 

One reMon why, in the .opinion of Mr. Greene, such private inspection would be 
superi.or to that of G.overnment officials· is on accOllllt of the difficulty and delicacy 
of the work. For instance, it is extremely hard to determine in many cases whether 
a corporation is solvent or not. The examination which the witness I!Uggests would 
be much mere difficult and thorough than that which nati.onal-bank examiners give 
to banks. It is a relatively easy matter to determine whether a bank is s.olvent. 
( 479-481.) 

Mr. RICE, a banker and railroad officer, does net think that the existing laws fur
nish any adequate safeguard to investors in railroad c.orporati.ons. At the time when 
the witness investigated the affairs .of the Reading Railr.oad, after the bankruptcy .of 
1893, he drafted a bill, which was intr.oduced into C.ongress, for extending the powers 
of thl! Interstate C.ommerce C.ommission t.o prevent frauds on stockh.olders. The 
chief .object was to rr.ovide fer the examination .of rail read acc.ounts in the same way 
lUI those .of nationa banks are examined. The .one meth.od .of inspecti.on is as easy 
lUI the .other. Allrailr.oad rep.orts g.o into great detail, and it is perfectly pr.oper that 
railroads sh.ould be examined by the United States .officers to see that the rep.orts 
give correct figures, and especially to see that they are not misleading as t.o the true 
c.onditions. Such an investigati.on w.ould shew whether the vari.ous credits and earn
ings had a substantial blUlis. The Interstate C.ommerce Commissi.on is the pr.oper 
auth.ority to be given control .of the acc.ounts. (741.) 

Mr. RIce, speaking in part from the experience .of the Reading C.ompany, declares 
that there is danger t.o the s.olvency of the railr.oads from the practice of making leans 
and advances to lelU!ed lines. The Peruisylvania Railroad, itself .only 400 miles l.ong, 
may leMe many .other reads and .obtain an en.orm.ous system. It may find that s.ome 
of the roads thus acquired need m.oney for devel.opment, and the m.oney will be 
advanced to the leased line and will stand .on the bo.oks .of the railroad as an asset .or 
surplUS. It may he that the leased line will be unable to return the m.oney .on de
mand, and the lessor will incur the danger .of bankruptcy if pressed for pavments. 
The Philadelphia and Reading Railr.oad prier to its bankrl,lptcy net only had made 
cash advances t.o leased reads but the affiliated c.oal company was largely indebted . 
to it. The coal c.ompany was supp.osed to pay the regular rate.of freight. It did not 
have the required cash t.o pay because it could not sell c.oal at sufficient profit. The 
railroad treated the m.oney due fr.om the coal c.ompany as earnings, as an available 
asset, but when it was f.ound that the c.oal company did net have the money to pay 
the default was exposed pUblicly. It is p.ossible for corporati.ons having other corpo
rations subsidiary to them to make misleading returns regarding assets and returns. 
(739,740.) 

Professor ADAMS, statistician .of the Interstate C.ommerce C.ommission, iliinks that 
the Federal G.overnment ought t.o assume a mere complete c.ontr.ol .of the accounts .of 
railr.oads. The railways themselves have been brou~ht to see, thr.ough the agency 
.of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the desi.rabllity.of unif.ormity in acc.ounts 
of .operating expenses. They, lUI well as ilie State c.ommissioners, have helped to 
w.ork .out a uniform system .of such acc.ounts; but it has been very difficult to g.o 
further in the directi.on .of unif.ormity than the .operating acc.ounts. It seems to many 
that it might be advisable to establish a bureau.of statistics and accounts, with s.ome
what the same relation t.o the railroads that the office .of the Comptroller of the Cur
rency hlUl t.o the national banks. It seems t.o Mr. Adams that if the Interstate Com
merce C.ommission and the State commissions are t.o perform the duties imposed up.on 
them they must have access at first hand t.o the books of the companies. Each of 
these commissioners is in a sense the direct.or representing the public interest in 
those corp.orations. He ought to have a voice in the administration of them. The 
St. Louis conventi.on of State railroad commissi.oners appr.oved such a policy, though 
by a rather close v.ote. The law gives the Interstate Commerce C.ommission a right 
to demand uniform reporting and to ask fer special information; but that is quite a 
different thing from a regularly established system of inspectors, who sh.ould see that 
the books of the railways were kept according to the principles laid down. 

The railroads would object to such a law, perhaps, because they w.ould think it an 
invasion of their rights. They might als.o f!lel t.o some extent that it would lead to, 
the <lScape of secrets of administrati.on. The railroad men say, also, that the ~ame 
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rule of aceountin~ 4~es not apply to all conditions, and Mr. Adame. eupp<!eee "the 
most common objectIOn w~uld be that they can not trust the pubhc offiCIals when 
they get hold of them." On the other side, the ~reat advantage of uniformity of 
accounts is that after a person has gone to the trouble of studying in detail the 
accounting of one system the accounts of all the roads in the United States are at his 
disposal and he can understand them. When one saw a total one would, know the 
meaning of it without ~oing through the whole mass of figures; while now, there 
being no guaranty of uruformity, a man can never tell, even though he is acquainted 
with a system of accounting, what a given total means. (384, 385.) 

Mr. NICHOLSON testifies that the Interstate Commerce Commission has mapped out 
the line for the general exhibts of the operation of the railway companies, but below 
that come the various traffic accounts which lead up to those figures, and there is 
no uniformity in the methods. The Central Railway Clearing-House has to take care 
of 12 different systems of accounting and make its record fit the ideas of the indi
vidual companies. The Interstate Commerce Commission has done effective work 
toward securing greater uniformity of accounts than previously existed. The various 
roads make reports to the commission, which are full and complete and from the 
schedule prepared by the commission. The system of accounting prescribed by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission is fully in accord with the forms adopted by the 
Society of Railway Accountants. There IS perfect harmony existing between them. 
(727,730.) . 

Mr. WOODLOCK does not think that it would be practicable for the Interstate 
Commerce Commission to inspect and audit the books of railroad companies. This 
is no longer necessary for the purpose of discovering rate discriminations, since these 
practically do not exist. (464. ) , 

Mr. ~CHIFF, banker, savs that the question of public examination of accounts of 
public utility corporationS is such a large one that he does not wish to express any 
definite opinion concerning it. Any dishonest action on the part of railway COl'PO
rations should be made punishable by law. There is ample legislation for this, and 
all that is necessary is 1\ proper enforcement of the laws. He knows that no divi
dend has ever been declared by any of the corporations with which he is connected 
that has not been earned, and he can not point out a board of directors which has 
declared dividends that have not been earned. There would be some difficulty in 
making 1\ director personally responsible for any misstatement in respect of the con
dition of the property he represents, and it could not be done except in the case of 
gross frauds. It would be very wrong to declare a dividend that has not been act
ually earned, if a reserve does not exist, and it would be decidedly wrong for a rail
road to declare a dividend and almost immediately thereafter go into the hands of a 
receiver. (773.) 

D. State railroad eommi88ion8 and re;;ulation8.-1. Railroad and ware
house commiIJBion of Minnesota.-Mr. TEISBERO, secretary of the State railroad and 
warehouse commission of Minnesota, says that the law of 1885, which created the 
commission, made it an advisory body WIthout power directly to fix rates. It could 
only recommend to the railroads any changes it thought proper. In 1887, however, 
a new act was passed, based on the bill to regulate interstate commerce, which was 
then pending. Much of it is in the same words as the interstate-commerce act 
adopted in 1887. There are BOme exceptions. One is that the State act permits the 
railroads to issue free passes to whomsoever they please within the State. The act 
empowered the commission to fix or change rates made by the railroads. Under this 
power they reduced certain switching rates from $1.50 and $2 per car to $1 per car. 
They also reduced the rate on milk from 3 cents for 10 gallons to 2l cents for 10 gal
lons for distances up to 75 miles. The railroads did not obey, and mandamus pro
ceedings were instituted. The State supreme court decided that the intention of 
the legislature was to make the decision of the commission final and conclusive as 
to what are equal and n>,RSonable charges, and that this law was constitutional. The 
United States Supreme Court, on appeal, holding it~elf bound by the decision of the 
State court so far as the interpretatIOn of the intent of the legislature was concerned, 
held that the law as interI?reted by the State courts was unconstitutional, because it 
deprived the company of Its right to a judidal investigation by due procpss of law, 
and substituted therefor, as an absolute finality, the action of the railroad commis
sion, which, in view of the powers conceded to it by the State court, could not be 
regarded as clothed with judicial functions or posseBSmg the machinery of a court of 
justice. The next legislature, which met in 1891, amended the law to meet theobjec
tions of the United States Supreme Court. The amended act provided for the mak
ing of complaints in regard to the rates by any person or corporation or municlpalty. 
The commIssion had power to investigate, giving the company due notice, and pro
ceeding as far as possible in the manner pursued in ~uch cases in a court. . The first 
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and perhaps the most important case that came before the commission under this 
amended Jaw was the question of grain rates from the Red River Valley to Minne
apolis and Duluth. In 1894 the commission made its order reducing these rates 
about 12! per cent. The railroad company appealed to the district court, where the 
case was tried de novo. The State undertook to show what would be the cost of 
reproducing the railroad, and what the earnings of the road for several years had 
been upon grain traffic, with a view to proving that the rates fixed by the commis
sion would give the road a fair income upon the cost of reproducing the road at that 
time. The decision of the district court was adverse to the commission. The 
supreme court of the State reversed tlie district court, and held that the question 
whether the rates fixed by the commission were unreasonable and confiscatory was 
to be determined not with reference to the amount of the fixed charges of the road 
nor to any other basis of cost than the cost of reproducing the road at the present 
time. The case was sent back to the district court, but was never heard again there, 
perhaps because the Great Northern Railway Company had completed a short line 
from tbe Red River Va\ley to Duluth, decreasing the distance, and had thereupon 
established rates which, in some instances, for the longer distances, were lower than 
the rates ordered by the commission. The adoption of these rates by the Great 
Northern of course compe\led the Northern Pacific to adopt the same rates on its line 
through the same territory. . 

In 1897 the law was again amended so as to permit the railroad commission to pro
ceed to the investigation of rates upon its own motion. Up to that time a complaint 
had been necessary. Under the new law the commission investigated the reasonable
ness of the rate on hard coal from Duluth to New Ulm over two lines of railway, and 
proceeded to fix a joint rate, and when the two roads refused to divide that rate pro
ceeded also to determine the division. In this case the question was as to the power 
of the commission to make joint rates. This powerwas sustained by the State courts, 
and the case is now pending before the United States Supreme Court. A power 
closely connected with this is that of compelling two roads which cross each other at 
grade to put in a Y connection for the transfer of traffic from one road to another. 
This power has been sustained by the United States Supreme Court. (361, 363.) 

2. MaB8achmelts Board of Railroad Commissioners.-Mr. JAMES F. JACKSON, a mem
ber of the Massachusetts State Board of Railroad Commissioners, says that that com
mission was founded in 1869. It is made up of 3 members, one of the members 
being familiar with questions which affect trade and commercial interests, another 
member being familiar by experience with railroad construction and railroad opera,. 
tion, and the third being a lawyer. (841,842.) 

Mr. Jackson says that this Massachusetts board of railroad commissioners has 
general supervision over all the railroads and street railways within the State and 
matters are continually referred to it by the legislature. It has both mandatory .and 
advisory powers. It has absolute control in respect to questions concerning grade 
crossings of railroads and highways, of railroads and railroads, and of railroads and 
street railways. It has the power of approval in respect to the safety appliances of 
railroads, and the road is obli~ed to accept the judgment of the commission as final. 
It has the power to fix the prICe of stock in CaBP.8 of purchase. If an issue of stock 
is authorized and the purpose is proper, and the amount is a proper amount, the 
commission fixes the value at which the stock shall be offered to the original stock
holders. The new stock may be paid in at a different rate from that of the original 
issue. The board also has authonty to pass on the propriety. of the building of new 
railroads. As yet it has not that power in respect to the bUIlding of street railways, 
though there is a bill before the legislature which provides for that. The books of 
all railroad companies are open to the inspection of the board at any time. The 
board examines the annual reports of the railroads, which reports are made upon a 
prescribed system, and from time to time the roads are requested to furnish the 
board with the facts and figures that are set out in their books. It has never been 
the practice of the board regularly to audit the books. 

The board has advisory powers in respect to questions of rates, both passenger and 
freight rates. It does not fix rates, but merely supervises them. It does not seem 
desirable that the board should have the power to fix rates. It does;however, exer
cise a very material influence over rates. The railroads are not bound by law to 
follow the recommendations of the board in respect to rates, but, as a matter of fact, 
during the history of the board it has been only in exceptional instances that either 
the public on one side or the railroad or street railway corporation on the other 
has disregarded the recommendations of the board. During the last year and.a half, 
during which time Mr. Jackson has been a member of the board, the railroads have 
conformed in every case to the board's recommendations. Occasionally, when the 
recommendations of the board have been in support of the railroads, there has been 
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some criticism on .the part of the public, but not very much. In a few instances 
there has been an appeal to the legislature, and some legislation. It has been gen
erally true that when the appeal has been made to the legislature the legislature has 
sustained the board. The recommendations of the board are observed probably 
because of the feeling that the subject-matter has been carefully investigated, and 
an attempt has been made by 3 'persons representing both sides to reach a just 
conclusion, and because of the feeling that unless the recommendation is such as to 
warrant an appeal to the legislature it is practically final. The control of the board 
in financial questions has probably strength!lned It in making recommendations in 
respect to other matters. The board's control is practically limited to incorporated 
companies. So far as appears, however, there has not been any disposition to evade 
the control of the board by the formation of unincorporated companies. 
. The feeling in favor of the board has grown stronger and stronger on the part of 
the people, and many formerly opposed to the board admit that the security of rail
way stocks has been affected by it for the benefit of the railways and the benefit of 
the people. 

Last year the board had presented before it over 300 matters, involving hearings 
almost every day. (842, 848.) 

3. California railroad commi8sion .. -Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, 
says that the California railroad commission, under the constitution of that State, is 
supposed to have power absolutely to fix railroad rates, althougJi the Southern Pacific 
Company would not be willing to recognize that such a power could be conferred by 
a State constitution. The commission has from time to time caused considerable 
reduction in local rates. It undertook to require a general reduction in the rates on 
grain to the seaboard and the matter was finally compromised in 1899 or 1900 by an 
agreement on the part of the railroads to reduce rates about 8 per cent. The witness 
thinks that the commission has been useful. It approves all tariffs. It has not been 
confiscatory in its actions and for that reason some of the people condemn it. (767.) 

4. Grude crossinfl8.-Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State railroad and warehouse 
commission of Mmnesota, says that his State hM not given much attention to the 
protection of life and limb at railroad crossings. There is a law requiring that where 
two railroads cross each other trains must come to a full stop unless interlocking sig
nals are provided and approved by the railroad commission. Such signals are now 
becoming very common in the State. (363.) 
. Mr. JACKSON, a member of the Massachusetts State board of railroad commis
sioners, says that in Massachusetts the abolition of grade crossings has been under
taken. Under a statute 'passed in 1890 the railroad pays 65 per cent of the expense 
of abolishing grade crossmgs and the State and the city or town together pay tho 
other 35 per cent. The board has made a special investigation into the question 
whether the street railways should not bear a part of the expense where they cross 
railways, and has decided that they should. The legislature is now at work on a bill 
in response to that decision. (843. ) 

E. Departments of commerce and transportation.-Mr. BACON, of 
the Michigan Alkali Company, believes that there should be two new government 
departments of transportation and commerce, respectively. He thinks that these 
interests are so great that a single department would not be sufficient to supervise 
both of them. (77, 80.) 

F. Regulation of railroad eonstruetion (see also under Paralleling, 
p. XCIV) .-Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, asserts that the 
English law and the Massachusetts law, regarding the establishment of railroads and 
theIr capitalization, tend to pretect the raIlroad companies more than the public. 
They practically prevent the construction of competing roads when there is a suffi.- . 
cient number of roads already to accommodate business. The witness believes that 
this is a wise policy, but does not think that shippers ordinarily believe so. The 
Interstate Commerce Commission hM always looked solely to the interest of the 
shipper; it has restricted and restrained the railroads and not protected them at all. 
(460,462.) 

IX. WATER TRANSPORTATION. 

A. General relation to rail transportation (see also as to effect on long 
and short haul rail rates, pp. CV-CXVI).-l. Interaction oj water and rail Iranlporta
liun, pp. cv-exvI).-Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pitts
burg, says that water routes should not be regarded as rivals of rail routes in an 
injurious sense. On the contrary, the construction of water routeu, by enabling the 
cheaper commodities to be carried in great quantities at low cost, would create an 
additional need for railroads to carry the more !lxpensive commodities and to carry 
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passengers. This has been the experience <1f the continent of Europe, where the 
Improvement of waterways has been carried far beyond anything that we have 
dreamed of. The more waterways the more railroads, and the greater their profits. 
The cheap transportation of ore on the Great Lakes has added immensely to the 
business of the railroads which transport the products of the ore. But for water trans
portation the Lake Superior iron ore would have remained in the earth, and the 
great industries that are founded on it could not have been established. But for 
those industries the railroads could not have approached their present prosperity. 
The industrial suprellUl.('y which this country is acquiring depends largely upon its 
cheap coal, and that a!,ain depends upon cheap transportation. Improvement of the 
waterways, which shall permit coal to be delivered at trifling cost to industrial estab
lishments, will vaatly increase the business of the railroads as well as the general 
prosperity. (639,642,645,646.) 

2. Influenc6 oj w(JJ,er on rail rates.-Mr. l\fARKHAM, after speaking of the influence of 
the Mississippi (seep. CLXXXVII), adds that the rates on traffic east of the Toronto
Buffalo·Pittsburg line destined to the Southern States are affected by the coastwise 
ocean carriers.-The Great Lakes, the St. Lawrence River, and the Erie Canal domi
nate the rail-carriers' rates on traffic between the Eastern and Western States in a 
similar manner. The rail rates are first adjUsted between Chicago and New York in -
competition with the lakes and canal, and Philadelphia, Baltimore, Newport News, 
and Norfolk then claim less rates bvreason of less distance from the West than New 
York. Inland towns in States bordering on the lakes take proportionate rates with 
those from Chicago, according to distance from New York, which virtually means 
that every point in the lake States enjoys the full benefit of the lake and canal com-
petition on seaboard business. . 

On trauscontinental traffic the Atlantic and Pacific oceans govern the rates. Rates 
by rail from New York to San Francisco are measured by those made by ocean 
steamers via the Isthmus to San Francisco, and by competition the western railroads 
have been compelled to make the same rates to the Pacific from all the inland terri
tory as are made from New York. The rates which the American railroads make 
from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic seaboard on goods to or from China, India, and. 
Japan are even governed by the ocean rates made via the Indian Ocean and· Suez 
Canal. . . 

"The power of the railroads to- t;lnforce any given rates is circumscribed by the 
water carriers, and the maximum they can charge is prescribed by the rivers, lake 
and ocean carriers." The competition between railroads themselves, demands of 
rival towns, and other influences may reduce the rates below the figures made neces
sary by water competition, but the maximum rates are governed entirely by charges 
made by the river, lake and ocean carriers. (428-430. ) 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
·road, says that there are rail-and-lake lines between Baltimore .and Chicago and 
other northwestern points during the lake season. They are more circuitous than 
the all-rail lines and are allowed by the general agreements of the roads to ml1ke 
somewhat lower rates. (614.) 

3. Magnitude oj lake and river traffic.-Mr. ANDERSON says that the Great Lakes 
-transport over 25,000,000 tons of freight annually, the greater part of which, the Lake 
Superior ores, are carried at a cost of half a mill a ton a mile. Over 30,000,000 tons 
a year are shipped on the streams of the Mississippi Valley. Of this amount some 
17,000,000 tons originate on the_Ohio River. (638,646.) 

B. Atlantic co88twisc transportation (see also as to effect on long and 
short haul rates, pp. CVIl ff) .-1. Old Dominion Steamship Company.-Mr. GUILLAUDEU, 
president of the Old Dominion Steamship Company, testifies that that company was 
organized under the laws of Delaware in 1875, and operates freight and passenger 
steamers from New York to various points in the South. It has subsidiary lines to 
many points in the Chesapeake Bay country and to the North Carolina coast. It 
has both freight and passenger connections with all the great railroad lines out of 
the Virginia ports, chiefly the Norfolk and Western, the Seaboard Air Line, the 
Atlantic Coast Line, the Southern, the Chesapeake and Ohio, and the Norfolk and 
Southern Railway. The great bulk of its business on the main line from New 
York to Norfolk, Portsmoutp, Newport News, and Richmond is freight, but it has 
an extensive passenger business. The company operates 6 ocean steamers, 12 subeid
iary steamers, and between 35 and 40 harbor craft. (442,443.) 

The capital stock of the Old Dominion Steamship Company is $1,250,000 and it has 
$1,000,000 of outstanding 5 per cent bonds. (450.) . 

2. },[erchan/.8 and },Iiners' Transportation Company.-Mr. DANIEL H. HAYNE, general 
solicitor of the Merchants and Miners' Transportation Company, says that that com
pany was incorporated by the general assembly of l\'laryland on April 24, 1852; that the 
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first trip made Wail from Boston to Baltimore, December 28, 1854. In 1867 steamers 
were run from Boston to Norfolk, thence to Baltimore and return. In January, 1859, 
a line from Providence to Baltimore was started, but only ran a short time and was 
revived in 1873. The Baltimore-Savannah line was purchased in 1876, and the 
Philadelphia-Savannah line was incorporated in October, 1900. The line maintains 
15 steamers, with a net tonnage of 23,868 tons and a gross tonnage of 33,553 tons, and 
touches Boston, Providence, Norfolk, Baltimore, Philadelphia, Newport News, and 
Savannah. (413.) 

3. ('bntrol of steamahip lines by ra'ilroads.-Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the presid~nt of 
t.he Seaboard Air Line, says that the Old .Dominion Steamship Line connects with 
the Seaboard Air Line, the Atlantic Coast Line, and the Southern Rail way Company, 
and that all three of these companies are interested in the steamship company. The 
Southern and the Seaboard Air Line have each a line of steamers running from Balti
more to Norfolk. The Ocean 8teamship Company, running to Savannah, has always 
been controlled by the Geo~ia Central. The Clyde lines, however, are entirely 
independent. (628.) 

Mr. GtTILLAUDEU states that the Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah and the 
Cromwell and Morgan lines to New Orleans, as well as the Chesapeake Bay lines and 
most of the Eastern lines from New York, were owned and controlled by railway 
companies. His understanding is that the Merchants and Miners' Company, the 
Mallory Company, and the Clyde Line have no railroad ownership, but have ala~ 
affiliation with railroads in the sense that a large proportion of their business is m 
connection with railroads, and they have close working and traffic alliances with the 
roads. The Old Dominion Line operates as a water line primarily, but has railroad 
alliances which are necessary to the growth of its business. The chairman of the 
board of directors of the Norfolk and Western road, the president of the Seaboard 
Air Lme, and the president of the Southern Railway are on its board of directors. 
The majority of stock of the company is held by these railway interests. This rail
road interest has existed for 20 years. ( 442, 433, 444. ) 

Mr. WILSON, of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, says that the Ocean Steamship 
Company is owned by the Central Railroad of Georgia, and that the other coastwise 
lines, with a few exceptions, are owned largely by the other Southern railways. This 
community of interests result in very little competition in fact between the Eastern 
transportation lines. The members of theSouthernRailwayandSteamshi p Association 
generally claim that the tramp steamers compete very largely with the other trans
portation companies, but the witness thinks the competition of tramp steamers for 
regular trade is not severe. It is more for specialties. (689.) 

Mr. MCGOVERN, of the Southern Classification Committee, says that the rail lines 
operating from Norfolk and other ports own a large portion of the stock of some of 
the coastwise steamship lines. The Ocean Steamsrup Company to Savannah is con
trolled by practically the same interests as the Central Georgia Railroad. The Ches
apeake Steamship Lme from Baltimore is the same as the Southern Railway. The 
Baltimore Steam Packet Company is controlled by the same interests as the Seaboard 
Air Line. The Clyde Philadelphia Line, the Old Dominion Line, and the Merchants 
and Miners' from Boston are trunk line8, and the rail lines leading from Norfolk, 
from good traffic reasons, would want to have an interest in, and the witness believes 
they do largely control, those lines through stock ownership. (663, 664.) 

4. Rate making and competition with railroads.-Mr. GUILLAUDEU states that his 
company is not a member of th~ Associated Railways of Virginia and the Carolinas, 
but IS a member of the Southeastern Freight ASSOCiation, which is a. wider organiza.
tion. This association is a common bureau, through which the rates of all lines par
ticipating in competitive business are arranged. The association does not fix rates 
arbitrarily, but each company had a right to arrange its own rates, concessions, of 
course, very often being necessary. 

The principle has been adopted of granting a differential to the rail-and-water lines 
as compared with the all-rail lines. In no case is the differential made wide enough 
to attract any commodity; it simply gives a fair result to the shipper. The differen
tial between New York and Richmond enjoyed by the Old Donunion Line against 
the railroad carriers is 5 cents on first-class freight and 1 or 2 cents on sixth-class. 
There is no such differential between New York and Norfolk. 

The origin of the difference between the rates, both by vessel and by rail, from 
Northern points to Norfolk and to Richmond is the old steamer scale of rates. Steam
ers in order to reach Richmond touch at NOl'folk and then go up the James River 
120 miles. Recently the Old Dominion Company has adopted the policy of making 
the rate the same from New York to both these cities, because of the distributing 
competition between them. It could be fairly claimed that because Norfolk is 
nearer the sea than Richmond there should be a difference of rates on the merits of 
the case. 
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The· system of prorating between different carriers on through shipments is ordi
narily based on the distance carried by each link in the line.. Where the distance is 
by water it is on an estimate of two for one; that is, the expense of water carriage 
for an equal distance is counted about one-half that of the all-rail carriage. The other 
Atlantic coast lines use that same basis. In some instances, where the water lines are 
short, the basis becomes unfavorable to those lines, and hence an allowance is made 
for extraordinary terminal expenses. In prorating from New York to Norfolk or 
Richmond there is very little difference in respect to local or through freight, the 
proportion of distance carried generally fixing the percentage. The old principle of 
rate making for through business was to add together the local rates between the 
points on the line of through traffic. Now other elements have entered into the 
question of rate making, and those considerations are not given much prominence. 
Rates are not made by the cost of doing the business, but by other considerations. 
(443-447.) 

Mr. Guillaudeu states further that there is a genuine competition between the 
coastwise steamships and the north-and-south railroads reachmg the coast points. 
On business through these porte to the interior the competition is rather between the 
water lines and their rail connections and the all-rail lines to the ultimate point in 
the interior. When rates are made, there is an allowance in the nature of a differ
ential to the rail-and-water lines; the theory is that this route has certain disabilities, 
the most important of which is the breakage of bulk at the point of transfer; secondly, 
the marine risk and danger of damage; and, third, the infrequency of sailing and the 
longer intervals between movement. (444.) 

Mr. Guillaudeu states also that coastwise lines are out of certain kinds of business, 
notwithstanding lower rates; that in the great development of the Southern cotton 
mills the transportation of much of the cotton-mill machinery is now going by the 
all-rail lines, because of its delicate character, and· because there is no break in the 
transit to inland points. (444. ) 

Mr. HAYNE says that his experience is not sufficient to give any very just estimate 
of the extent of competition of the railroads with the coastwise steamers. There is 
a certain amount of business which goes naturally to the boats, be(,.Ruse of the lower 
rates. The principal competition that the coastwise steamers suffer is with the llail
ing vessels. The only fair comparison that could be made would be of the fixed 
rates of the rail lines with the basing rates of the steamship lines, liut as a compara
tively small portion of the business is handled by the steamship lines on these basing 
rates the comparison would be misleading. The steamship lines are obliged to 
handle afreat portion of their business on commodity rates made to meet the exi-
gencies 0 the case. . 

There are other coast lines under the control of railroads, but the witness under
stands there is no discrimination in their favor by the railroads. Sometimes vessels 
require a certain amount of ballast, and if the vessels were light they would carry 
freIght at a very low rate. There is a water differential in favor of the water line; 
the water lines are required to carry marine insurance, which the railroads do not. 
The Merchants and Miners' Company does not carry any coal. It carries some fruit 
and vegetables and lumber. ( 418-420. ) . 

Mr. Hayne states that he is not familiar with the revenue features of the coastwise 
trade, but he believes that it is prosperous; his company has paid dividends regu
larly. New vessels of his company have been built, both from funds derived from 
an mcrease of the stock and from earnings. The volume of trade is increasing. 
(423.) . . 

Mr. GRISWOLD, general freight and passenger agent of the Western Maryland Rail
road, says that rates to Southern points by coast steamers and by rail from the South
ern porte to interior points are lower than all-rail rates from Baltimore. These 
differentials were allowed because it was claimed that shippers by water had to 
insure their freight, and that the time was slower. Now the water lines bear the 
insurance, and they make about as good time as the rail lines. Mr. Griswold does 
not tliink, therefore, that these differentials ought to be allowed any longer to exist. 
(621.) . 

Mr. McGOVERN, of the Southern Classification Committee, testifies .that the steam
ship rates from New York to the Southern ports are less than the all-rail rates to 
the same porte. There is a fixed differential in favor of the steamship lines. Steam
ship companies do not consult anybody about their rates, and they are not subject to 
the jurisdiction of the Traffic Association. The all-rail lines put in rates as low as 
they can go, but they can not meet the steamship rate. The differential is fixed by 
agreement from time to time by the coastwise lines and their competitors of the 
Traffic Association. The present differential begins at 12 cents on firet class. At 
one time it was only 6 or 8 cents. . 

16.A.--XII 
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D~ite the fact that many of the steamship lines are affiliated in ownership with 
the railroads, there is the same competition between them and railroads as between 
the different rail lines. The policy of the large trunk lines of the East reaching into 
Southern territory is to be neutral. There is a friendly interchange of business at 
the competitive points. There ou~ht not to be much difference between all-rail from 
New York to Richmond and all-rml to Norfolk. (663-665.) . 

Mr. TALCOTT, assistant to the president of the Seaboard. Air Line, says that when 
he had direct knowledge of conditions prior to ten years ago there was competition 
between the steamship lines and the railroads in the Southern territory, even for 
business from the West. The joint rates made by the central trunk lines and the 
coastwise steamships were controlling factors in rail rates for Western business to the 
South Atlantic ports, and to some extent to inland points. The through rate from 
Chicago to Savannah and Charieston, for instance, was fixed by rates made by the 
trunk lines and the coastwise steamships. Augusta was affected because there was 
a regular line of boats up the Savannah River to it. (627, 628.) 

5. Differentiall! by water route-Denver.-Mr. GRIFFITH, representing the Denver 
Chamber of Commerce, says that the freight rate on goods coming from Eastern 
points by way of the Gulf of Mexico and the railroad through to Fort Worth is $2.33 
to Denver on first-class commodities, as compared with $2.72 by all-rail routes. A 
considerable volume of business comes by this water route. The witness does not 
know whether the combination of the Union Pacific and SOllthern Pacific wili be 
likely to result in the doing away with this differential. The combined railroads 
mi~ht find it cheaper to haul the goods by water, and therefore maintain the differ
ential. (850, 855. ) 

6. Coastwise classification of freivht.-Mr. HAYNE states that the classification of 
freight on the coastwise steamers IS the same as on railroads, except that there are 
certain conditions that must be made by the boats which the rail hnes do not expe
rience. Large freights are carried direct from the ports at rates that the railroads 
would :probably find unremunerative. Merchants have adopted a plan of centraliz
ing their points of distribution, and very often they ship to local ports and distribute 
from there. (418--419. ) 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU says that the steamship companies engaged in the coastwise trade 
are getting in -line in matters of classification and methods of charging by weight, the 
same as tlie railroads. ( 446. ) 

7. Costs of operation--{ldvantages and disadvantages.-Mr. GUILLAUDEU states that the 
costs of operation of water transportation have not decreased in recent years in the 
same proportion as have the costs of operating railroads. The service on the Old 
Dominion Line is better than it was twenty years ago, and has improved almost as 
much as railroad service. The methods are more expensive, and there is greater 
expense in operating the linE' than before, but with the extension of business which 
has followed intellige-nt methods a lower cost has been obtained. He doubts if a 
steamer has the latitude to make economies that a railroad has.' There are certain 
costs, like the gl1eater consumption o! coal for higher speed, and the greater use of 
electric lil!hting, etc., which means an added cost that can not be escaped. (448.) 

Mr. GUlllaudeu states thnt one of the differences between water transportation and 
through rail transportation is that every pound of freight carried by steamboat must 
be loaded on and off the vessel. It requires in many instances a superior class of 
labor to handle the freight. Railroad freight does not have to be handled so thor
oughly, and in many cases is not loaded by t.he railroads at all. On the other hand 
stands the enormous cost of the railroad plant before it can begin operation, as against 
the smaller plant cost of the steamship organization. A short water route would not 
have any particular advantage- as to cost over a railroad, the terminal charges being 
so much greater, and there being only a short distance in which to recoup by the 
lower. co~t of moving the ship. Water lines have no real basis of comparison between 
one another; they can not publish figures as the railroads do, because, if they did so, 
it would invite undue competition. (446-447.) 

Mr. Guillaudeu says that the labor, cost of handling freight, which is summed up 
in the trade as longsbore labor, amounts to 24.7 per cent of the total operating cost. 
If the clerks and agents are included, the propor.tion is 33.6 per cent of the entire 
operating expense. He does not know whether his labor is in unions or not. There 
are no rules or rest.rictions in respect of it so long as the men do their duty. ( 450. ) 

Mr. HAYNE states that the advantages of coast.wise steamers over sailing vessels 
are better service, higher-paid employees, and less liability of accident. (420.) 

8. Stram ships' passenger traffic.-Mr. HAYNE states that with all transportation 
companit's the freight business is t.he most important, but that the passenge-r busi
ness is also rem1,lnerative, else the companies would not carry passengers. _ 
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Mr. Hayne says that the passengers on the Merchants and Miners' Line have the 
same accommodations that are to be found in the best hotels; that sometimes, of 
course, their ships were delayed by reason of quarantine, but the delay was for the 
~eneral good, and the quarantine officers would make the delay as light as possible. 
l418, 421.) . 

9. IflJlUrance.-Mr. GUILLAUDEU states that coastwise trade has an advantage in 
rates of marine insurance over ships in the foreign trade. Underwriters feel that 
the coastwise risk is less. Insurance is placed in America in both American and 
foreign companies, about half and half. The American companies do not like to 
take big risks, so the steamboat companies fill up with American insurance and then 
go abroad for the balance. The rates' are practically the same, because the steam
boat companies refuse to pay differently. Formerly the. foreign policy was a little 
more favorable than the American policy. The vessels are under American inspec
tion and are built according to American rules, and the insurance companies base on 
that fact. ( 449-450.) . 

C. American merchant marine and 8hip 8ubsidies.-1. Early promi
nence.-Mr. OSBORNE HOWES, secretary of the Board of Fire Underwriters and mem
ber of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, testifies that his ancestors for several gen
erations were American seamen. The American merchant marine has been subject 
to great fluctuations from time to time. In 1790 the merchant tonnage of the United 
States registered for the foreign trade was 364,000 tons. In 1810 it had grown to 981,000 
tons. This growth was chiefly due to the great advantages the American people 
enjoyed in consequence of the Napoleonic wars, the United States being practically 
the only neutral nation in the world. After 1810 the American merchant marine 
suffered a very serious decline; in 1830 the tonnage had fallen to 537,000 tons. In 
1847 the tonnage had increased to 1,047,000 tons. From that time to 1861 it went up 
with great rapidity, and at the breaking out of the civil war it amounted to 2,496,000, 
or nearly as much as that of England at that time. The great increase beginning in 
1847 was partly due to development of trade with· California and the great influx of 
migration which took place at that time. The profits of the voyages were very great: 
Some ships from Boston to San Francisco obtained freight money enough on that one 
voyage to pay the entire cost of building. When the vessels would unload at San 
Francisco, they would proceed to the Pacific islands and do a great deal of trading 
there, possihly returning to the United States by way of Europe. The officers and 
sailors were better adapted to the business than those on any of the foreign ships, and 
could deliver ~oes in better shape, so that for five or six years prior to the break
ing out of the civll war an American ship in Asiatic and Australian ports could obtain 
beUer charters to carry goods to Europe than the European merchants would give "to 
the vessels of their own country. (702-703.)' 

2. Decline of the American merchant marine.-Mr. HOWES says that the decline in the 
American merchant marine resulted largely from the civil war. Confederate priva
teers preyed upon the commerce, and insurance rates went up to a very high point. 
This would have righted itself when the war was over if the price had been such 
that iron craft could have been built, or if the laws had not prevented the purchase 
of foreign-built ships by American merchants. Iron construction of merchant vessels 
had been commenced before the war. Several iron vessels had been constructed in 
Boston Harbor, and were employed part of the time in the Governrr,ent service as 
transports. They were very well built. The tendency at that time among the 
American shipowners was to favor wooden vessels rather than iron ones. The wit
ness's father ran a line of wooden steamers between Boston and Liverpool, which 
was called the American Steamship Company. The entelllrise failed, owing to the 
lack of business and the great cost of the vessels. The Pacific Mail Steamship Com
pany some time after the war received a large subsidy for carrying the mails between 
San Francisco and Hongkong. It employed four vessels and spent some $5,000,000 
in building them. They were poorly adapted to the business and were not success
ful. The money spent in building them was practically thrown away, so far as the 
developmen~ of American commerce was concerned. 

In 1826 92~ per cent of the foreign commerce of the United States was carried in 
vessels sailing under the American flag, but at that time the total tonnage for foreign 
voyages was only 696,000 tons. In 1861 the tonnage had increased to nearly 2,500,000 
tons, and about 65 per cent of it was carried in American vessels. One reason for the 
decline in this percentage was that American seamen had found a better business 
than carrying American commerce only. They had become the common carriers of 
the world. An American vessel in those days leaving New York or Boston was 
frequently out for four or five years. They were doing ~usiness all over the. world, 
and seldom came home except for the purpose of refittmg. Wages on the vessels 
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were relatively much more than they were on foreign ships or than are paid at the 
present time on American ships. 

The difficulty that is experienced at the present time is that the" tools of our trade" 
can not be obtained at a low I?rice. The American shipbuilder, owing to the high 
price of the materials entering mto the construction of vessels, has not been in a posi
tion to compete on equal terms with foreigners, and the annual depreciation in vessel 
property is very great, representing approximately 10 per cent a year. If the Ameri
can shipbuilders had been willing to permit the purchase of foreign-built ships by 
American ship merchants, they would have had just as much to build themselves for 
the coastwise business and probably a great deal more in the way of repairing than 
they have had of vessels engaged in the foreign trade. If the law in this regard were 
repealed a resuscitation of the merchant marine would take place. It is not a ques- . 
tion of capital, for there can be plenty of money obtained to purchase foreign-built 
vessels. (702, 705.) . 

3. Ship subsidies.-Mr. HOWES, of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, declares 
himself opposed to the subsidy bill. The result of subsidies to American steamship 
lines has not been satisfactory. The Collins Line has been cited to the effect that if the 
subsidies had been continued the line could have been built up, but unfortunately the 
line was doomed before the subsidy ended, partly no doubt through no fault of the 
managers, but largely through circumstances beyond their control. This line as well 
as the English lines at the time were composed largely of paSsenger steamers. The 
passenger lines depend for patronage upon the success and safety with which they 
carry their passengers. The loss of two steamers by the Collins Line was fatal to 
its business. Mr. Howes does not think there is any need for subsidy. The con
struction of American vessels might be undertaken if American shipbuilders could 
purchase American steel plates and other steel fixings for ships as cheaply as they 
are sold by the American steel men to the shipbuilders in Scotland and England. 
He is not aware that in the transportation of freight any foreign Government-with 
the exception of France and Italy, where it has proven a failure-is aiding its 
. merchant marine by subsidies. Germany never gave a general subsidy, but practi
cally only to the North German Lloyd Line. In France there is a generaieubsidy, 
but it has not stimulated its merchant marine. The subsidy paid by France was not 
a failure because she bought her ships on the Clyde, for she paid a higher rate to 
those which were built at home. The French are the best people in the world 
for the construction of vessels. It is not a fact that France held her own when she 
had a subsidy. Her merchant marine may have increased for a short time, but 
relatively she is now worse off than she was before. There has been a growth of 
the merchant marine of all the maritime nations except that of France. 

In England, so far as Mr. Howes is aware, there is not a single vessel obtaining a 
mail subsidy that is not a passenger and a mail carrying steamer. The Peninsular 
and Oriental Line carries freight as well as passengers, but its main resource is pas
senger business. The North German Lloyd has entered the passenger business to 
some extent, running its steamers to the Far East and dividing its money with the 
Hambul'l5-American. These lines carry freight, but are more particularly maintained 
on a mall schedule. The subsidy is paid by Great Britain to the Peninsular and 
Oriental Line on the ground that they are to make a higher rate of speed than it 
would be profitable for.freight steamers to make. No other lines operating in the 
same direction care to meet the conditions of speed placed upon this line. The 
purely freight steamers plying between EnlJland and the East are not paid subsidies. 
Roughly speaking, the tonnage of the Penmsular and Oriental Line is about 500,000 
tons; Mr. Howes does not know definitely how many are on the mail schedule. The 
subsidy paid to that line is not so much for the support of British commerce as it is 
"for the support of the political supremacy of the British Empire." If the United 
States were to run a line of steamers from Manila by way of Honolulu and pay a big 
subvention, the witness would consider it not so much for the purpose of developing 
American commerce as an endeavor to combine the outlying parts of the United 
States. 

The subsidy bill that was pending in the last Congress, concludes Mr. Howes, was 
not a wise measure. If the protection granted to the American shipbuilder by that 
bill were accompanied by a repeal of the law that prohibits th" purchase of foreign
built vessels, the bill would not be so objectionable. 

Norway has developed her merchant marine very rapidly without any subsidy. 
The Norwegian steamers carry a very large share of American business. They are 
employed in business all over the world, and have been very successful. making very 
large profits. A very large number of the Norwegian steamers are built in English 
and Scotch shipyards. (705-711.) 

Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamoor of Commerce of Pittsburg, is strongly in 
favor of subsidies for building up our merchant marine. That is the policy which all 
European nations have followed. The Latin-American countries are "clamorini" 
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to buy our goods, but can not, beca\ll!e we have no ships to deliver the goods with. 
As to the len~ of time for which subsidies would probably be necessary, we might 
take observations from the older countries. He does not suppose that the subsidies 
would be permanent. He would put the handling of the subsidies in the hands of a 
Department of Commerce and Industry, which should, apparently, have some con
trol over the rates of the subsidized lines. (644,645. ) 

Mr. BRYANT says that there was a division of sentiment in New Orleans in respect 
of the ship subsidy bill. A great many people do not believe that the shipping inter
est there would be benefited by such a measure, but that only a few ships or a few 
companies would receive any benefit from it. He quotes Mr. Hill, president of the 
Great Northern Railway, to the same effect. There is a general opposition in New 
Orleans to Government subsidies in any form. The result of the subsidy to the sugar
growing interests in Louisiana has not met with general satisfaction. The people of 
New Orleans would like to see American trade ('.arried in American vessels, and if 
they felt that subsidies would effect this result, they would certainly favor it. He 
admits, however, that there are & number of persons in New Orleans favorable tothe 
measure and that some of the commercial exchanges had indorsed it. Mr. Bryant 
thinks, however, that it would not make freights any cheaper. The shipping inter
ests of New Orleans favor liberal Government appropriations for the improvement of 
the Mississippi. (399-400. ) -

Mr. GUILLAUDEU, of theOld Dominion Line, says that he does not know the condi
tions surrounding the other coastwise lines, but so far as he individually is concerned 
he has not made up his mind whether a subsidy would be beneficial. There is no 
crystallized sentiment on the subject. Coastwise trade could not participate in the 
benefits of a subsidy directly, and he does not see how it could affect those interests, 
except that it might add to their burdens of taxation. Additional trade might be 
secured incidentally. ( 450. ) 

Mr. HAYNE, representing the Merchants and Miners' Line, states that the subsidy 
_ act, in his cpinion, would not be beneficial to the coastin~ trade. The domestic lines 
suffer no encroachment from foreign bottoms, since it is Illegal for foreign vessels to 
transport an., local business on the coast. ( 421. ) . 

4. liree Blups.-Mr. HowES especially urges that Americans should be permitted to 
buy vessels abroad for operation under the American flag. He says that the argument 
for free ships is not an argument for free imports. The free-ship idea has bEan to 
confine a foreign-built vessel sailing under the American flag to the foreign trade, 
while an introduction of free goods in this country means they are to be used in com
petition in this country. If the policy of not allowing any foreign vessels to come 
mto this country was adopted it would lead to one of the worst commercial wars ever 
seen, in which the United States would be the sufferer, beca\ll!e we would be asking 
foreign nations to buy of us and at the same time would be casting obstacles in their 
way. If the restrictions now existinl!: were taken off, most of the Canadian vessels 
would be built in Cleveland and DetroIt, and not on the Canadian side. If the vessels 
on the lakes were restricted tovoyages between the United States and the foreign 
countries the lake trade would not amount to anything. Foreign ships purchased 
in Europe by Americans should be given full American register, but should not be 
permitted to enter into the coastwise trade. (712.) 

6. CbBt oj Bhipbuilding in America.-Mr. HoWES asserts that the difference in cost 
between the foreign-built vessel and the American vessel depends largely upon the char
aeterof the trade in which she is to be used. The roughly-built freight steanler costs 
reJatively more to build in this country than the highly finished passengersteamer. The 
reason that Mr. Cramp has been successful in obtaining contracts for the construction 
of Russian and Japanese battle ships and cruisers is because of the immense amount 
of skilled American labor that has entered into the construction of these vessels. The 
relative cost of the raw material has amounted to much less than would be the case 
with the common freight carner, where the cost of the raw material is practically 
everything. _ Mr. Howes says that the Messrs. Thompson, shipbuilders on the Clyde, 
have told him that all the woodwork for their steamers was eIther made in Cincinnati 
or by laborers who had been imported from Cincinnati to Glasgow, the American 
workmen being superior in this kmd of work to those of England and Scotland. One 
reason why American shipbuilders are not able to produce the average freight vessel 
as cheaply as the foreigners is that they have not been able to get the benefit of the 
low price on steel which the foreign builders get even from the American manufac
turers. It is hard to say whether that condition exists now or not, but it did last year 
or the year before. It is quite likely at this time that for a roughly constructed freight 
steamer the lahor cost would be greater here than abroad, even if the steel plates could 
be obtained atthe same price that they could be-on the Tyne. There is a great advan
tage in this country in the matter of labor, despite high wages, because of its great 
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efficiency. The manager of a large shipyard on the Clyde has told the witness that 
he was able to get only about four days' work a week from his men, on account of 
drunkenness. This was true through almost all the northern part of England and 
the southern part of Scotland, the loss to labor and capital being such as to give a tre
mendous advantage for all.American industrial undertakings. (705-708.) 

6. C08t of transporting ~xportsand imports.-Mr. HOWES testifies that in considering 
the cost of the import and export trade to this country it is not fair to take both of 
these matters into consideration, because the cost of transporting the exports is largely 
paid by the foreigners. It is more equitable from the American standpoint to con
sider only the cost of handling the imports. He thinks from $30,000,000 to 
$40,000,000 a year would ligitimately cover this cost, possibly $40,000,000. Ameri
can ships carry about 8 per cent of the traffic. The American tonnage is carrying a 
great deal more of the import trade, and always has, than of the export trade. Last 
year the American vessels carried between 13 and 14 per cent of the import trade, 
and only about 6 per cent of the export trade. The cost of freighting some articles from 
Europe to this country is probably less than one-tenth of 1 per cent of their cost, and 
the witness does not believe that the average freight rate IS $15 per ton. (709,710, 
711,712.) • 

7. Mr. Morgan'8purchase of 8teamahip8.-Mr. HOWES points out that Mr. J. P. Mor
gan was able to buy the Leyland Line of steamships without betng hampered by laws. 
That line represents seven stock waterings, and yet Mr. Morgan paid a premIUm on 
that. The vessels are under the English flag, which is no particular disadvantage; 
the question of having them under the .American flag is perhaps one of sentiment. 
He does not believe that any subsidy bill will pass lIDless Mr. Morgan's lines get 
some of the benefits. The Leyland Line is reported to have paid 15 to 20 per cent a 
year, even on its overcapitalization. He regards this purchase of Mr. Morgan's as 
simply a development of his general system of transportation. (705,708,709.) 

D. Ni~aralruan f::anal.-Mr. WHEELER, representing the San Francisco Board 
of Trade, says that the general feeling of the people in California is in favor of the 
construction of the Nicaraguan Canal. It is true that the o{lening of the canal will 
bring Chicago, St. Louis, and New York into closer competitIOn with San Francisco. 
The canal will become a gateway to the Orient, while San Francisco is about the only 
gateway at present. While San Francisco might, for its immediate interest, consider 
the opening of the canal a disadvantage, the general benefits to the State must be 
great and would react upon the welfare of the city. The canal will open a highway 
for the transportation of California's products to the Atlantic seaboard and to Europe. 
The fruits and other perishable products which must now go by rail can be put into 
refrigerator vessels and sent by the canal, or the railroads will have to make rates to 
compete with the canal. The consumption of California products will be increased, 
new markets will be opened. up, and more money will be brought to California pro
ducers, and San FranClsco, as well as the entire State, will thus be benefited. (751.) 

Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific Company, does not agree with the popular 
supposition that the construction of the Nicaraguan Canal will vastly increase the 
trade of San Francisco and the Pacific coast with the Orient. The caual will do San 
Francisco much damage, tending to bring New York, Minneapolis, and the aggres
sive Eastern cities nearer by water than they are now to the Hawaiian Islands and 
the Orient. The railroads are going to carry most of the local business to San Fran
cisco in any case. There are alreaily too many railroads there, and by com~tition 
among themselves and with the canal they may be forced to make rates whIch will 
put them repeatedly into bankruptcy, but after each bankruptcy they will be better 
able to beat the canal. The advantage to California in securing nlore direct trans
portation to Europe, particularly of its grain, is slIlfIll compared with the disadvan
tages, especially as that export tradf! is constantly diminishing in volume. (768.) 

Mr. ANDERSON,. secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg, thinks that 
the Government ought to build and operate an isthmian canal, but he adds that it 
would be somewhat absurd to spend $200,000,000 to build a canal and have no ships • 
of our own'to go through it. (638, 644.) 

Mr. BRYANT states that the commercial men in New Orleans believe that that city 
would be helped immediately and more largely' than any other city in the United 
States by the opening of the Nicaragua Canal. (397.) 

E. Oriental trade.-Mr. WHEELER believes that there is a great future for the 
United States in oriental trade, and that this will prove of great advantage to Cali
fornia. Until a few years ago only 2 or 3 steamers a month left San Francisco for 
the Orient, while now there are about 12 monthly. The Chinese are learning to use 
American flour as a substitute for rice. They are an imitative people, and the habit 
will increase rapidly. lnIltead of California shipping wheat to Liverpool, there to be 
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ground and distributed, it will in the future tum the wheat into flour and ship it to 
the Orient, and the eelling of flour is a more profitable bueineBB. Mr. James J. Hill 
has been building very large vessels in anticipation of this flour trade, and a good 
deal of it has already been developed. 

As yet, in Mr; Wheeler's opinion, busineBB with the Philippine Islands has not 
been developed greatly except in the shipping of goods for the use of the army. Mer
chants do not like to eell goods in a country where there is a war. When the war is 
entirely over the witneBB thinks that many San Francisco merchants and manufac
turers will exploit the Philippine trade. The people are already being educated up 
to the use of our products by the presence of the army in .the islands. 

Mr. Wheeler holds, however, that it will be desirable and necessary for our manu
facturers and shippers to pay close attention to the tastes of foreign consumers in 
making and packing goods. With this in view a Pacific Commercial Museum, on the 
lines of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum, has recently been established. The 
witneBB believes that the secret of the decline of the British trade, particularly as 
compared with the German, is chiefly the fact that the British have insisted upon 
the buyers taking what they gave them, while the German have asked the buyers 
what they wanted. (751,752.) 

F. Boston export trade.-Mr. HoWES, a member of the Boston Chamber of 
Commerce, testifies that Boston, next to New York, is the largest commercial port 
of this country. For the year 1900 its exports were $123,858,000, and its imports 
$68,630,000. Its trade has been growing with the exception of 18.'3t year, when it 
fell off, owing chiefly to the war in South Africa. On this account the freight rates 
practically doubled, thus interfering temyorarily with the development of the trade. 
He thinks the trade for the year 1901 wil be considerably over $200,000,000 inxalue. 
(700.) 

Transportatioofaci1i1ies oJ, BOBton.-Mr. HOWES says that one reason why the Boston 
trade has developed to the extent it has is because of the splendid facilities estab
lished there by the railroad and other transportation companies. The railroad com
panies have built their own wharves, landing sheds, and elevators, and are prepared 
without intermediate charges to put grain intended for Europe on the veBBels. In 
addition to this, the system of carrying freight in regular steamers, in contradistinc
tion to tramp steamers, was early developed. Boston's trade to Liverpool is greater 
even than that of New York City. The steamers are of the largest SIze for freight
carrying purposes, but their limIt has been reached now, owing to. the depth of the 
harbor channel. The largest freight-carrying lines are the Leyland, the Dominion, 
the Cunard, and the Warren. The first three of these carry paBBengers to some 
extent, but the last one is a freight line exclusively. (700-701. ) 

G. Ocean tramc at New Orleans.-(See also Mislri8Bippi Rit·C/" traffic, p. 
CLXXXVI.)-M,·. BRYANT states that there are fourteen different lines of steamships 
that come to New Orleans regularly. Two of them, namely, the Leyland-West India 
Line and the Elder-Dempster Line, are the two largest lip.es owned in America. Ship
ments are also made to Cuba over the Southern Pacific Line. There are no American 
steamers landing at New Orleans engaged in foreign busineBB. The American lines 
are engaged in coastwise trade. About 1,400 steamships come to New Orleans in a 
year. A good many tramp steamers touch at New Orleans, but there is noreguIarity 
In respect of their trips. . 

Mr. Bryant states, further, that the foreign vessels trading with New Orleans are 
not so fast as the veBBels trading at New York. Most of them are freight vessels, 
which require from 14 to 18 days to cross the ocean, their speed being from 10 to 14 
knots. Few vessels there do paBBenger traffic. The Cromwell Line, between New 
Orleans and New York, is practically the only line having any paBBenger traffic outof 
New Orleans, the Southern Pacific Company's line to New York being a freight line. 
Foreign vessels touching at New Orleans bring their crews with them, as there is a 
law in Louisiana which prohibits the employment of crews in her ports. The crews 
have nothing to do with the loading and unloading of the vessel, that work being 
done by home labor. (399-400.) 

This witneBB says also that English tonnage at New Orleans is increasing more 
rapidly than that of any other country. If there were a sufficiency of water at the 
jetties, much larger veBBels would trade there than now. There is only 26 feet of 
water at the jetties, and many vessels trading at New Orleans could load at 2M, 29, 
and 30 feet, while some vessels are building that conld load at 35 feet. Some of 
the larger veBBels have to go out with leBB than a full cargo. (394. ) 

Export tradejrom New Orleans.-Mr. BRYANT states that the mcilities for the trans
fer of ~n from barges to ocean-going ships is nearly perfect at New Orleans. 
The IlImois Central Railroad has a wharf with a very large modem elevator, and is 
building another at a cost of $1,000,000. The Texas and Pacific road has a large 
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elevator and ie building another. The bulk grain business is increasing more rapidly 
than at any other port in the United States. It is indeed now the second port in 
import and export values. There is no complaint about the condition of grain com
ing from barges; there is no damage to grain handled in that climate. Breadstuffs 
go from New Orleans almost everywhere in the world, especially to Central America, 
West Indies, and Europe. (393. ) . 

ImpQ'l't trade of New Orleans.-Mr. BRYANT states that the import trade at New 
Orleans is increasing quite steadily, and consists of sugar largely and some lumber. 
The return ca~o on barges going upriver is largely sugar. There are two large 
sugar refineries 10 New Orleans. (389.) 

X.-TRANSPORTATION ON THE MISSISSIPPI AND TRIBl1TARY 
RIVERS. 

A. Statistics aod character of Mississippi River commerce.-
1. General condition of river traffic.-Mr. JOHN W. BRYANT, secretary of the Steamboat 
Captains and Owners' Exchange, New Orleans, states that there is a general impres
sion that the commerce on the Mississippi River has very greatly decreased in recent 
years, because of the increase in the railroad traffic of places affected by river trans
portation, but such is not the ease. The annual report of the United States Super
"ising Inspector shows that in 1899 and 1900 there were more steam vessels on the 
MississipPi and its tributaries than ever before. There is a loss of through traffic, but 
a great deal of traffic which formerly was through traffic would now be denominated 
local traffic. Formerly a vessel starting from St. Louis would make New Orleans the 
point-of distribution for all the traffic to the other river ports, whereas now a vessel 
starting from St. Louis would trade locally with the points between there and New 
Orleans, and by the time it arrived at New Orleans would only have about one-third 
of the frei~ht with which it originally started. 

The mam reason why the traffic on the Mississippi has apparently decreased is 
because of the illegitimate methods pursued by the railroad companies in respect of 
transportation to and from the principal river ports. Another reason is that the con
ditions of navigation greatly interfere with traffic. While the Government is spend
ing a great deal of money in improving the river and its tributaries, the results are 
not what they ought to be. The Government usually commences its operations too 
late, waiting until the river gets low, and oftentimes before much work can be done 
the snag boats have to quit because of low water. Sometimes the snags removed 
were deposited along the banks of the stream, and the next rise picks them up and 
carries them back into the channel. (387, 388, 392-394.) 

2. Stati8tic8 lUI to amount of traffic.-Mr. BRYANT states, further, that it is impossible 
to furnish full statistics of the commerce of the Mississippi River, because there is no 
exact record kept. The steamboats have "trip books," in which is entered the up 
and down freight of each trip, but no other record is kept. Some 12 or 15 years ago 
the witness prepared a statement of the commerce of the river coming into New 
Orleans for the 2 years just before the beginning of the construction of the Eads 
jetties and for the 2 years after their completion, and he found that one-third of 
the traffic of the river had been diverted through the development of the railroads. 
In the census of 1890 complete returns of the commerce on the waterways could not 
be secured. A few years ago railroad interests concerned in the building: of a bridge 
prepared for their own use statistics of the river commerce, which the Witness thinks 
were colored more or less in favor of the railroads, and they put the diversion of 
business at 34 per cent. In the year 1900 Mr. Bryant prepared a table showing the 
commerce of the river. This table shows that the Mississippi River from St. Louis 
to the Gulf, with its larger tributaries, has 6,298 miles of water, 5,695 miles of which 
are actually navigable. In the census report of 1890 for this system the commerce 
was shown to amount to 6,401,203 tons. Mr. Bryant's statistics show 7,693,998 tons. 
One hundred and eighty-nine steamboats passed over the river in that year, making 
6,212 trips. Their net tonnage was 62,314, the value of the vessels being $4,331,000. 
The tonnage carried amounted to 1,590,004 tons. The barges numbered 1,635, 
and they made 2,470 trips. Their value was $2,003,000. The net tonnage of all the 
vessels was 1,471,128 tons, and their value $6,334,000. This exhibit does not include 
the vessels engaged in harbor work, ferries, railroad transfer boats, or Govllrnment 
steamers. The total amount in tons carried on the Mississippi River between Cairo 
and New Orleans was 4,708,355 tons, with a valuation of $94,605.762. The coastwise 
and foreign tonnage from New Orleans tp the Gulf via the river amounted to 2,985,643 
tons, of a total value of $144,704,136, making the grand total 7,693,998 tons and a 
total value of $239,309,898. The prmcipal commodities carried on the river were 
612,242 bales of cotton, 166,049 tons of cotton seed, 153,664 tons of su~r, and 
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444,539,180 feet of lumber and logs. Sixty-l!ix thousand six hundred a.nd fifteen toni 
of steel rails, or nearly 3,500 carloads, were carried on barges from Pittsburg to New 
Orleans. (387-389.) 

Mr. M. C. MARKHAM, assistant traffic manager of the Illinois Central Railroad and 
the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad, testifies that prior to 1870 the Mississippi 
River and its tributaries transported the greater part of the freight and passengers of 
that valley. Since that date a large railroad mileage has been constructed. From 
1870 to 1900 the railroad mileage in the Mississippi Valley increased from 27,182 miles 
to over 110,000 miles. The census reported that in 1889 there were 7,445 vessels 
plying on the river, with a capacity of 3,393,378 tons, and that 10,858,894 passengers 
and over 31,000,000 tons of freight were transported. As a consequence of the 
improved facilities afforded by the railroads the river traffic at the important trade 
centers situated on the Mississippi River has appreciably declined. 

Mr. Markham says, further, that the statistics of the river trade are very meager. 
He submits tables showing the relative volume of traffic by rail and river at St. 
Louis and New Orleans, as follows: 

Tonnage received and shipped lYy river at St. Louis for the years named. 

1860. 

7\) ..... 
Received. •••• . . . . •• • •••• . ••••• •••• ••• •. ••• •••••• ••• .• .• . •• . .• . . . . . 893, 860 
Forwarded..... ••••••••••• ••••• •••••• •.••• •••••• • ••••. •••• • . . . • •.. 1,037,626 

1890. 

Tons. 
530,790 
601,862 

1900. 

Tons. 
512,000 
245,560 

Tons of freighl, lYy rail received and forwarded at St. Louis for the years named. 

1860. 

Tons. 
Received................................................ ..••...... 6,096,524 
Forwarded. ••••• ••••• . • •••••••••••• ••••••• ••••••• .• ••• • . . . ••. •••• . 2,755,860 

1890. 

Tons. 
9,969,291 
6,270,850 

1900. 

Tons. 
15,375,441 
9,180,309 

The cotton receipts by river at New Orleans in 1880 were 64 per cent of the entire 
cotton receipts of that place; in 1890, 20 per cent, and in 1899, only 15 per cent, 
showing a large decline in the river cotton trade. The rail receipts, on the other 
hand, were in 1899 over 300 per cent of what they were in 1880. 

C~tton receipts at New Orleans. 

:~ ~1l'~: ::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1860. 

Bales. 
1,087,522 

627,577 

1890. 

Bales. 
425,828 

1,722,473 

1899. 

Bale •• 
343,450 

1,935,177 

Mr. Markham also refers to a statement made by the captain of a steamboat line at 
New Orleans in September, 1900, to the effect that so much business was diverted 
from the river to rail that as the boats go out of commission the prospects for profits 
were so uncertain that there was no inducement to replenish the fleets. 

The witness says, however, that there are six steamboat companies with 24 steam
ers plying between St. Louis aild other river ports, besides 64 independent packets 
and towboats. At Memphis there are two packet companies and a line of steamers 
running north and south. At Cincinnati there are 29 steamers, with a tonnage of 
16,711 tons, engaged in freight and passenger business between that city and other 
river ports. 

The Mississippi and its tributaries are still a potent. factor in diminishing railroad 
rates and revenues. There is a large river transportation of heavy and bulky articles, 
where time is not essential to the movement of the traffic. (425-428.) 

3. De8irability of better statiJItic8.-Mr. BRYANT states that the statistics of river traffic 
are not complete. It would be a good thing- for the river interest if the Interstate 
Commerce Commission would compile suob statistics. There is a growing impression 
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that the river traffic is decreasing, and that the rivers are not worth improving any 
more. The statistics secured by the Government engineers are not complete, and 
they are about the only statistics that are secured. It would be mnc:h better for the 
Government to gather the statistics than for a private individual. (398.) 

4. Navigable season.-Mr. BRYANT states that the navigable season on the Missis
sippi is more irregular and shorter than it was 25 or 30 years ago. He believes this 
condition is brought about principally by the denuding of the forests; the water is 
brought down more quickly than formerly. Another cause is the levee system in 
the lower part of the river; before that system was adopted there were many large 
basins filled by the river's overflow, the water from which, gradually draining back 
into the river, prolonged the rise. The freshets come mainly from the Ohio River, 
the Missouri and Upper Mississippi freshets not causing any trouble in the lower 
river. (393.) 

5. Barge lineIJ on the river.-Mr. MARKHAM testifies that the barge lines on the Mis
sissippi River, on account of their large tonnage capacity and. their cheapness, con
duct a large amount of the transportation on the river. The St. Louis and Missis
sippi Valley Transportation Company early in the eighties organized a consolidation 
of three barge companies previously in existence. 

The capacity of these barges was from 50,000 to 66,000 bushels. Atowboat would 
often start from St. Louis with 4 to 6 barges attached with a cargo of from 200,000 to 
300,000 bushels of hulk grain besides other kinds of freight. The consolidated line 
had a capacity of moving 3,000,000 bushels of grain per month. 

These old barge lines, continues Mr. Markham, were abandoned because they did 
not par. The original barge line on the Mississippi was started in the interest of 
the Missouri Pacific, which was a Gould property and had no interests east of the 
Mississippi River. In November, 1900, a new steel barge line, consisting of a tow
boat and 2 barges, went into operation between St. Louis and New Orleans. These 
boats are designed to draw not to exceed 9 feet of water, and are expected to be very 
successful. A recent trip took 54 days from St. Louis to New Orleans and return. 
The witness does not know that any of the railroad companies have an interest 
in this new line, but they are looking with a great deal of interest on it. ( 426, 432, 
441.) 

6. Transportation on the Ohio River.-Mr. WILSON, of the Cincinnati Board of Trade, 
declares that Ohio River shipping has lost its existence with the exception of the 
transportation of very heavy commodities, of which it still carries a greater tonnage 
than any other river III the country. No railway transportation can ever deprive the 
Ohio River of its immense coal tonnage. It is increasing constantly, but there is no 
shipping now of sugar or molasses: (697.) 

B. River improvements.-l. Jettills at mouth of .M'lMissippi.-Mr. BRYANT 
states that under the ERds system of jetties the Southwest Pass of the Mississippi 
was deepened from 9 to 26 feet. Another of the ~asses will be opened, the jetty 
system also being employed in that. Eads's propOSition was that the jetties would 
be self-maintaining, the scour of the river being sufficient to keep the channel open, 
and dredges being used merely as an auxiliary. The present plan, however, IS to 
depend almost entirely upon the dredges, and use the jetties as an auxiliary. The 
wind hlows from all directIOns and sand is carried by the waves. Jetties are intended 
to prevent filling from these forces as well as to serve their legitimate pnrpose. Mr. 
Eads, when he got to 26 feet, thought a sufficient depth had been reached. Now, 
with the increase in the size of vessels, 26 feet is not sufficient. New York Harbor 
has received an appropriation to increase the depth from 35 to 40 feet. At Liv
erpool about $9, 000,000 is being spent to deepen the harbor. At the time the jetties 
were constructed the longest vessel that came up to New Orleans was about 350 feet. 
Now vessels are coming up 500 feet long. New jetties will he constructed and main
tained by contract under the supervision and control of the Government engineers. 
(394-395.) 

Mr. MARKHAM says that all that would now set'm wanting to fully complete the 
Mississippi River as a vigorous and active competitor of the railways for all time is a 
sufficient depth of water at the mouth of the river to float ships of 15,000 or 20,000 
tons. Large ships could afford to materially reduce freight rates to foreign countries 
on the valley products, and the rates on the shipments for domestic use would be 
largely influenced by the reduced export rates. A yearly expenditure sufficient to 
insure deep water at the mouth of the Mississippi River would be repaid more than ten
fold in the benefit to the producingcommumty of the Mississippi Valley. (430,431.) 

2. Ohio River navigation.-Mr. BRYANT stated that navigation on the Ohio River is 
very often entirely suspended for a season, because of the insufficiency of water. 
Except where locks and dams are used the river sometimes is not more than a foot 
and some inches in depth. The bridges across the stream are often the source of 
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great danger, one bridge in particular being so low that during the last rise of the 
river steamboats could not pass under it. The money losses from these bridges have 
been enough to pay for any bridge across it, not counting the loss of life. More t.on
nage is carried on the OhIO River than on all the other rivers in the Mississip;pi 
Valley together. Practically all the coal used in New Orleans and along the MissIS
sippi River comes down from Pittsburg on barges. The upper part of the Ohio River 
had been so filled up by corporations making more building room that the river 
has become very narrow and the water gathers and runs out very quickly. Some
times a big rise at Pittsburg will last hardly long enough to get out two runs of coal, 
while years ago there would be water for several months. (388, 392, 394.) 

Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the chamber of commerce of Pittsburg, states that a 
most remarkable improvement of the Ohio River is in progress by meanS of movable 
dams. Th~ first of these dams, that at Davis Island, has given Pittsburg a harbor from 
10 to 12 miles long and as deep as desired all the year round. When the water is high 
enough to be fit for boating, the dam is removed. When the rivers fall, the dam is 
put in to store the water. A lock is used to enable boats to pass the dam when it is 
10 use. The lock at Davis Island is the largest. in the world. There are some 12 
dams now under contract, and when they are finished the period of navigation on 
the Ohio River will be increased 2 or 3 months. (643, 647.) 

C. Frei;;ht ratell-Competition with railroads.-l. lnjluenceo.friverrates 
on railroad rata (see also as to effect on long and short haul rail rates, pp. eVIl, ff).
Mr. MARKHAM says as to the infiuence of the river: "The complexities and necessi
ties which confront the railroads in rate making are such as to make this river influ
ence almost conterminous with the Rocky Mountains on the one side and the Atlantic 
Ocean on the other. * * * The recognized principle for rate construction * * * 
has rendered it imperative that certain fixed relations shall be established in railroad 
rates to common ;points of destination from various points of origin." 

The river, continues the witness, makes the rates from 8t. Louis to Memphis or New 
Orleans and the railroads running between those points, to get a share of the traffic, must 
necessarily offer rates approximating those made by the river craft. While Chicago 
is not situated on the river, it would be placed at a disadvantage as regards the.Mem
phis or New OrleaIis trade if it were not put on a relatively fair rate plane with St. 
Louis to enable Chicago manufacturers and merchants to compete. Again, the mer
chants and manufacturers in the outlying towns of importance contiguous to Chicago, 
who are seeking markets, will demand from the railroads which serve them such 
favorable rates as will enable them to market their products as against Chicago and 
St. Louis, and it may be to the best interest of the roads to comply. Cities farther 
removed that would be affected in the sale of their products by the favorable rates 
given the others would likewise make demands upon the railroads which serve them, 
and their demands would be granted, and thus "the demand would spread step by 
step until almost the entire northern country had partaken in a measure of the low 
rates made necessary in the first instance by the river influence." 

Mr. Markham says also that by MissiSSIppi River competition the railroads are 
prevented from keeping up rail rates to leading Southern trade centers. 

Mobile on the Gulf of Mexico, 140 miles from the Mississippi River, is supplied 
with railroads which have no interest in New Orleans, and its merchants ruld manu
factnrers compete with those of New Orleans at common markets. New Orleans, 
being on the river, is enabled to have low rates, and therefore the Mobile roads are 
obliged to give the same rates to that city from St. Louis and points north as . are 
given to New Orleans .• Other trade centers in Alabama compete in common terri
tory with Mobile and New Orleans; and therefore their rates from the North can not 
be greater than the Mobile rate plus the low rates up from Mobile by the Alabama 
River, because they must be put on the same plane as Mobile and New Orleans. 
Galveston (360 miles west of New Orleans) has no river advantages, but the railroads 
serving that city deem it proper to put it on a plane whereby the Northern products 
can be exported therefrom as well as from New Orleans, and this arrangement 
would affect outlying and intermediate towns between Galveston and the Missouri 
River. 

In this way specific rate differentials are established between trade centers inter
ested in effecting sales of their products in comlDon territory. Industrial enterprises 
remote from the river. thus secure much more favorable rates than the railroads 
would be justified in making if the river influel!-ce did not exist. 

In the same way the rates from the East to the West are affected by the river 
rates. Grain from Kansas City to New York would pay a rate approximating that 
from Kansas City to St. Louis plus the low barge rate from St. Louis to New Orleans, 
and whatever rate is made from Kansas City·to the Atlantic seaboard must be m.ade 
also from the other Missouri River towns. (429, 430.) . 
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Mr. Markham 8ubmits the following table Ill! showini the fall of rate! by rail in 
the MiEfsissippi Valley under influence of river traffic: 

All-rail rates of freight from St. Louis to Southern cities. 

Commodities. 1882. 1900. 

--------------------------

~~~~:,.~~:~~~ .. :.::::.:.::::: ............ :: .. : .. : ......... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
t';:J~~.~~~.~~.~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Hay ....••..•.•....•...................................•....•.•........•............•... 

80.65 
1.15 

.33 

.35 

.33 

80.34 
.82 
.20 
.30 
.20 

2. River rate~ and railway rates compared.-Mr. BRYANT states that the river rates 
are very much cheaper ordinarily than the railway rates. The rate on bulk grain 
from St. Louis to New Orleans by rail is 10 cents per hundred; in barges only 3! 
cents. A line of whaleback barges has recently been established beiween St. Louis 
and New Orleans. They are of a larger draft and are towed tandem, and can be 
moved with much less expense than the old-style barges. The manager of this new 
line asserts that if he could be assured of not less than 8 feet of water all the year 
round from St. Louis to Cairo he could carry bulk grain from St. Louis to New 
Orleans for 2 cents per bushel. 

The rates on the river are generally uniform, but when the river is low they are 
a little higher, because of the difficulties of navigation. The witness quotes Mr. 
McRae, member of Congress from Arkansas, who states that when the river is up, 
cotton can be sent from Camden to New Orleans for $1.25 per bale; when the river 
is down and the boats can not run, the rate by rail is $3.10 per bale. Mr. McRae 
say-s further that the rate on flour is 35 cents per barrel by steamboat and 75 cents by 
l'II.lI, and that the rate on boots and shoes by water from Boston to Camden is 79 
cents a hundred and by railroad $2.02 per hundred. (38~90.) 

3. Railway discrimination and river traffic.-Mr. BRYANT states that the railroads, in 
defiance of the long and short haul section of the interstate-commerce law, make 
unremunerative rates from the principal river ports to New Orleans, often carrying 
the freight at a loss, and recoup' their losses from traffic on intermediate points 'not 
touched by the river. The raIlroads have fixed the rate on cotton from Memphis to 
New Orleans at 85 cents per 1>ale, while from points away from Memphis, they receive 
from $1.50 to $2 per bale. One point 100 miles from New Orleans is compelled to 
pay $2 per bale freight, whereas the steamboat rate from a point on the river opposite 
that point is only 50 cents. The Memphis-New Orleans rate, after deductmg 25 
cents for insurance, is unremunerative to the steamboat, and no cotton is shipped 
from Memphis to New Orleans by boat. The same condition exists in respect of 
Natchez and Vicksburg rates to New Orleans. These discriminations by the railway 
companies destroy river traffic at competitive points, at the expense of the commu
nities remote from competition. Legislation should correct this evil. (387, 388, 390.) 

4. Space' and weight freight rate8 on river boats.-Mr. BRYANT states that formerly the 
freight rates on the river boats were regulated by space or rackage. A barrel of flour, 
beans, potatoes, or something of thatsort, was carried at a' dry barrel" rate; molasses, 
vinegar, whisky, oil, etc., at a "wet barrel" rate, and boxed goods at so much a 
box. Large cases, etc., were carried at so much a foot. Now the railroads have 
forced the boats to carry everything by weight. (391.) 

5. Combination in river traffic.-Mr. BRYANT states that there has been no attempt 
among the river boats to regulate the rates of river traffic, because it is impossible to 
do so. At New Orleans there were 30 steamboats in the freight carrying business; 1 line 
has 3 boats, another 6 or 7, another 4, and the other 17 are individually owned. There 
is no connection of one line with any of the others. Attempts to combine these inter
ests would be fruitless, because somebody on the outside having a boat would have 
the same opportunity for business. Nobody owns the river, the conditions being 
different from that of a company owning a railroad track. (391~92.) 

D. Miscellaneous.-l. Cost of transportation by river.-Mr. ANDERSON, secretary 
of the chamber of commerce of Pittsburg, says that, coal is carried from Pittsburg to 
New Orleans by water, 2,000 miles, at an operating cost of $1 a ton, or less than half 
a mill a ton a mile. Coal has been carried by contract in late years at 50 or 60 cents 
a ton, and the empties brought back. (642.) 

2. 1II8'Urance and risks.-Mr. BRYANT states that the insurance on boats is very 
heavy, running from 8 to 18 per cent, because navigation is so dangerous. Snags can 
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not be kept out, and the number of bridges across the stream is eo great, and they 
have been built with so little regard for navigation, that they are also a source of 
danger. Hardly any bridge has been pro:posed but the river men have been forced 
to fight to have it so constructed as not to mterfere with navigation. (392.) 

3. Lumber transpOTtatWn.-Mr. MARKHAM states that the decrease in the transpor
tation of lumber at Chicago and St. Louis is attributed partly to the depletion of the 
forests, but largely by the doing away of the middleman. Twenty years ago Chicago 
was a very large market for lumber coming down by ship from northern Michigan 
and Wisconsin. Now some lumber comes in this way, but the railroads have 
built into the lumber regions of Wisconsin and Michigan, and the cars are loaded 
there and go throu~h to their destination direct. The lumber industry in the South 
has also devel0pe<1. The lumber coming down the Wisconsin rivers instead of 
going to St. LoUIS now stops at the Upper Mississippi River towns and is distributed 
from there. (431-432.) , 

4. Boat Iluilding on TlVerB.-Mr. BRYANT states that boats can be built on the Ohio 
River for the river trade better than anywhere else. Most of the boats used on the 
Mississippi and Missouri rivers are built on the Ohio River. The Navy Department 
is establishing a large dock at New Orlear..s, and that would lead to the establish
ment of a shipyard. Small sailing vessels have been built there from time to time 
for many years, and occasionally a small steamboat has been built. (397.) 

5. Passenger boats.-Mr. BRYANT states that at present there are not so many of the 
large, fine passenger boats on the river as formerly ran from St. Louis or Cincinnati 
to New Orleans. One reason is that the boats have to remain idle so long during low 
water; another reason is that in the early dars the freight from St. Louis was car
ried to New Orleans, which was the point 0 distribution for all the river traffic. 
Now the St. Louis traffic is distributed along the river as the boat goes down. Vicks
burg, Memphis, and Natchez, which formerly did not operate boats, at present have 
one or more lines of their own, but none of these lines carry many passengers, 
because they could not compete with the railroads for this line of business. (392-393.) 

6. Cotton bala.-Mr. BRYANT stated that the steamboats would rather handle the 
fiat cotton bale than the round one, because it is more conveniently stored on the 
boat. The fiat bale contains twice as much weight as the round bale. Out of 78,000 
bales exported from New Orleans in one day recently only 4,300 were round bales. 
(390-391.) 

XI. THE TAXATION OF RAILROADS. VALUATION IN RELATION 
TO FREIGHT RATES, ETC. 

A.. trnif'ormitT of' taxation-A.djustment-between States.-Professor 
ADAMS, statistician of the Interstate Commerce Commission, declares that everyone 
who knows the difficulties of State taxation of railroads must welcome anything that 
looks toward uniformity. The railways pay all the way from $30 a mile up to $900 a 
mile, and the methods of determining the taxes are different in different States. If 
the Federal Government should make a proper investigation of the value of railway 
property, especially of its physical elements, Mr. Adams thinks that the States would 
accept it and adjust their taxing scheme to it, and probably come to an understanding 
among themselves as to the proportion of the valuation of the roads which should be 
assigned to each. (382. ) . 

Professor Adams considers that even if a fair valuation of a whole railroad system 
were arrived at, the division of the valuation among the several States on the basis 
of mil~e would not be equitable. The :pro rata rule, for instance, would benefit 
Wisconsm unfairly at the expense of MichIgan. (383. ) 

B. Taxation and valuation of railroads in Micbigan.-l. Prese:nt1f!j8-
tern and proposed changes.-Professor ADAMS, statistician of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, says that Michigan has a system of special corporation taxes, by which 
railroads and other properties of that class are taxed on their gross earnings, the rate 
varying with the cJassification of the corporation. The gross earnings of railroads 
are determined for purposes of taxation by adding to all local earnings within the 
State a certain proportion of interstate earnings. This method was required by the 
constitution of the State, but at the last election an amendment was adopted by an 
overwhelming majority permitting the use of the ad valorem system of taxation. 
The people had come to feel that the taxes which the corporations paid under the 
statute were not equal to the rate of taxation under the general property law. A 
special tax commission was appointed to make an investigation of the value of the 
railways tor the purpose of determining thi~ question. Mr. Adams describes the 
methods of this investigation in detail. While the result of the investiption does 
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not show values as high as the advocates of ad valorem taxation had claimed, it does 
show that the railways are paying relatively less than other property. As to a 
choice between the two methods of taxation, on capital value and on gross earnings 
Mr. Adams says a choice can be made only in view of practical conditions. In vie~ 
of practical conditions he thinks it would be wise for Michigan to undertake the ad 
valorem scheme of taxation, "because the people of this country are not ,et ready 
to establish, as it seems to me they might well establish, a distinct scheme 0 corpora-
tion taxation." (374, 383, 384.) . 

Professor Adams says that the question is not yet settled in Michigan whether rail
_ way corporations should be taxed uniformly at the average rate throughout the State, 

or taxed on their property within each district according to the rate in the district. 
(384.) . 

Professor RIPLEY refers to the taxation law which has recently been enacted by the 
Stateof Michigan. The law endeavors to distfnguish between the tangible, phys
ical property of a road and its nonphysical property. An attempt has been made 
to see how much it would cost to reproduce every kind of public-service corpora
tion now in the State of Michi~an. An estimate is made of how much an entire 
railroad is worth solely as tangible, physical property; then it is ascertained what 
the earnings of the road have been on an average for the last ten years, and what is 
a fair capitalization of those earnings. After this is done an e.ndeavor is made to 
determine the diofference between the tangible, physical property, which is taxed 
under the general}?roperty laws of Michigan, and the larger sum which represents 
what would be a fair capitalization of the road on the basis of its earnings. The 
difference is considered to be the value of its franchise, which is subject to special 
taxation. (305. ) 

2. Recent efforts a8 to valuation of railroads.-Professor ADAMS describes the method 
br which a special tax commission in Michigan investigated the value of the railroads 
o the State. The plan adopted involved, first, an appraisal of the physical prop
erties of the road, and, second, an appraisal of what was termed the nonphysical ele
ment. In regard to the physical properties, the cost of reproduction was made the 
basis of valuation. To determine the cost of reproduction a very thorough survey 
of the roads was made. The services of men who had acted as engineers and had 
built considerable amounts of road were secured, and specialists were hired for every 
portion of the work. For estimating the grading, profiles of all the roads were 
secured, and the greater part of the roads was traveled over by agents of the com
mission, so that ther could tell from personal observation about what the cost of 
grading and embankmg would be. The number of freight cars of certain classes was 
furnished by the roads and the railroad commissioners, and then a sufficient number 
of cars in each class was personally investigated to give a basis for setting a correct 
price on them. The cost of interlockings, the cost of ballast, the cost of warehouses, 
the cost of docks, all were personally investigated by rel?resentatives of the tax com
missioners. For the value of the real estate, the commission relied on the services 
of expert real estate agents of the localities. In important cases they went so far as 
to trace the deeds of abutting property to find out what such property was selling 
for. The railroads were at first not interested in this investigation, but when they 
found that it was carried on in an honest, open, and scientific manner, without any 

. political bias, they at least gave the agents of the commission the privilege of appear
mg on their property, and one of the important roads loaned the services of its 
architect, on condition that he do no work on the property of his own road. 

Some of the' elements of a railroad are not subject to deterioration; but others, 
such as ties and rolling stock, are. When the cost of reproducing each item of 
physical property had been determined, an allowance was made for an accepted per
centage of depreciation. The sum of the remainders was the accepted value of the 
physical property of the road. 

- For the purposes of the investigation the commission adopted the classification of 
construction expenses which is prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission 
as the basis of its analysis. ThiB has been worked out in much detail and with great 
care. 

Professor Adams believes this theory of the determination of the cost of reproduction 
to be entirely sound except in its application to land. In strict theory at least it does 
not seem proper to apply the principle of reproduction except to properties that can 
be reproduced, and reproduced in unlimited quantities at uniform cost. The value 
of land is the opportunity that it gives for the loeation of an industry, It is quite 
possible that that value can not be properly arrived at on the theory of cost of repro
duction. 

Having decided to make a valuation of the phrsical properties, the commission 
submitted to Professor Adams the problem of frammg a rule for valuing w bat is com-
monly called the franchises of these corporations. . 
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Profeseor Adams submitted to the commieeion his views on this question in a letter 
which is in part as follows: . 

This nonphysical or immaterial element is not a simple commercial element, but includes, among 
other things, the following: 

1. It includes the franchise (a) to be a corporation; (b) to use public property and employ public 

a~~hfr:Cf~~:~~~~ss=~n of traffic not exposed to competition, as, for exam Ie, local traffic. 
3. It includes the possession of traffic held br established connections, althougK exposed to compe

tition; 88, for example, through tratllc that is ~ecured because the line in question is a link iri a. 
through route. 

4. It includes the benetlt of economies made possible by Increased density of traffic. 
o. It includes a value on account of the organization and vitality of the industries served by tM 

corporation, 88 well 88 of the organization and vitality of the industry which renders the service. 
This value, consequently, is, in part, of the nature of an unearned increment to the corporation. 

As corroborating the existence of this element of value in all successful corporate enterprises, refer-

e'i~e &;::o~:tl::~"'f::,~~ ~o~l~:~'fl~"i~ bonded for an amo~nt In excess of the value of physical 
properties less the proceeds of the stock issued. If traffic or good will or franchises or organizations 
can be made secunty for the borrowing of money, is it not evident that they possess an established 
commercial value? 

2. It is not uncommon for courts, in placing railway properties in the hands of receivers. to defend 
their action by the assertion that the step is nece .... ry in order to prevent the disintegration of the 
property. Is it not a legitimate conclusion from this fact that the courts recognize organization as an 
element of value? 

3. The univen!lll reco~ition of the necessity of supplementing the general property tax by some 
special method of taxation In the case of railways is an acknowledgment of the fact that the general 
property tax by ordinary methods of assessment does not attach itself to the full value of corporate 

~:l;:;fi;le~ft~:~~s~£~~~e:Ji~'\,:n~r~e~~1!\~:S~v!~;p~~~{o¥~~~~~l:~r.~ii.,::!.~a::~~ 
relations, Immaterial values came to be relatively signifiCllnt. 

The question then arises as to the best method of valuing this intangible property. 
The method of appraisement on the basis of the market value of stocks and bonds 
has something in its favor, but is not satisfactory. Of all the roads in Michigan 
there were only four of whose stocks and bonds there were a sufficient number of 
quotations to give a reasonable basis of valuation. Anotherobj"lction to this method 
for State purposes is that when this valuation is obtained it is the valuation of the 
system. There still remains the further question, what portion of the valuation of the 
system to assign to the State. Moreover, in the present case the commission bi insti
tuting an appraisal of the physical assets of the corporations had committed itself to a 
rule inconsistent with the valuation of stocks and bonds. Abandoning this method 
the value of the intangible property must be determined on the basis of information 
secured from the accounts of the corporations. There are two accounts which might 
be used for this purpose, namely, the general balance sheet and the income 
account. The general balance sheet contains a nominal statement of the cost of the 
road and equipment, but this statement has often no relation to the actual cost or the 
actual value. Any fair appraisement of railway property must be reduced to a basis 
of earning power, and this is to be ascertained from the income account of the 
roads. Another reason for the acceptance of this basis is that the rules of book
keeping, so far as this account is concerned, are fairly uniform for all railways. 
The rules of the Interstate Commerce Commission, so far as this particular account 
is concerned, have been approved by the convention of State railroad commissioners 
and willingly accepted by the association of railroad auditors. Professor Ad-ams 
believes also that, so far as operating expenses are concerned, the roads follow as 
strictly as possible the rules laid down.· Having accepted the general principle of 
valuation on the basis of earning power, Professor Adams lays down his rule for 
determining earning power, as follows: 

The rule submitted for the appraisal of the immaterial values of railway properties, or what I pre· 
fer to term the capitalization of corporate organization and bUsiness opportunity,' is simple, as follows: 

a;ci ~e:!.~:!f~Ier;>:::bi~r~~d~g~~~f:c~x:n~~~g~t~~::U6:.,~hT~rhrs~~~~fJb:r:~i3;de~~~~6:~ 
of corporate investments,Jr giving a sum which may be termed II total income," and which represents 
th~ amount at the dispossl of the corporation for the support of its capital and for the determination 
of Its annual surplus. ' 

2. Deduct from the above amountr-that is to say, "total income, rJ as an annuity properly charge~ 
able to capital-a certain per cent of the appraised value of the physical propertieR. 

3. From this amount should be deducted rents paid for the lease of property operated and perm .... 
nent improvements2 charged directly to income. The remainder would represent the surplus from 
the gross earnings from the year's ::sr.rations, and for the purpose of thIS inve.tigation may be 
~r;;t~~J!,~llnuitY which, capl . ed at a certain rate of interest, gives the true value of !mm ... 

To otviate the criticism that both gross and net earnings vary from year to year, it is suggested 
that in place of a single year's income account the average income account of a period of ten years 
be accepted as the basis of computation. The reason for accepting a period of ten years is that under 

1 The Michigan system of railway accounts prescribed by the railroad commissioner includes taxes 
in II operating expenses," and for the purpose of this analysis Auch inclusion may be accepted. 
lu2c~o~:u\~t:~x::~~~~~~!~ed to I. operating expenses," but for the purpose of this analysis 
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existing commercial condition. it is likely that the corporation whose property is appraised would 
during that period, p_ through years of both prosperity and adversity. ' 
It wlll be observed that the above rule fails to appraise the speculative element in railway pro!?" 

erty. While this element doubtles.. affects the price of corporate stocks and corporate bonds It IS 
not entirely clear that it should influence appral8llls for the purpose of taxation. Should, however 
the commission desire to compute the present worth of property, as resting upon expectatIOns in the 
future a. well as upon eaming. in the past, the pertinencr of the above rule would not thereby be 
impaired. This is true, because the speculative value 0 properties must. from the nature of the 
case, be a modification of their value computed upon the basis of their earning capacity. 

An additional advantage of this method of valuation, in Professor Adams's opinion, 
is that it leaves so little to jUdgment. There is only one question of judgment: the 
selection of the proper rate per cent for capital. In considering this question it was 
assumed that an investment which paid a sure 4 per cent, free of taxation, would at 
the present time command par. Four per cent, free of taxes, on the value of the 
physical property, was therefore set apart as an annuity due to the invested capital. 
The tax on the physical property, separately deducted, was fixed at 1 per cent, on 
the following ground: The average rate of taxation in Michigan is about 14.75. The 
average appraisal of property is about 65 per cent of its value. The average tax, there
fore, is about 1 per cent of the actual value of the rroperty. 

The question arises why it would not be as weI to capitalize net income to begin 
with and not undertake the appraisal of physical property. The chief reason lies in 
the matter of rates per cent. That method would make it impossible to allow an 
income on the physical property at one rate and to capitalize the remainder of the 
net earnings at another rate. Such a distinction ought to be made. The income 
based on the physical property is free from all risk of legislative interference. Our 
courts have held that no legislature or commission can reduce rates to a point which 
will not pay. In some cases the interest on the bonds has been made the basis, but 
the idea is expressed more carefully in the recent Minnesota case as a certain rate 
per cent on the value of the physical property. There is then a judicial bulwark 
against the reduction of the rate of interest below 4 or 5 per cent on the cost of repro
ducin~ the property. But when a road shows a value in addition to this physical 
valuation, legislatures are at liberty to depress rates so as to deprive corporations of 
a part of that value. There is then some risk attending this part of the income. 
Because of the risk, buyers of it ought to be allowed a hi~her rate per cent than 
investors who have no risk. Therefore, while the commisslOn fixed the annuity on 
the capital invested in the physical plant at 4 per cent, it capitalized the surplus 
earnings on the basis of a net mcome of 6 per cent, after deducting 1 per cent for 
taxes. . 

A somewhat intricate question arises in the case where no income applicable to 
interest on capital is left after payin~ the operating expenses. It seems to Professor 
Adams that it would be strictly just 10 such cases to reduce the value below the cost 
of reproduction. The earning power ought still to be made the basis of valuation. 
This, however, is not the way other property is treated. If a man puts up a house 
in a place where no one wants to rent, the local appraiser may lighten his taxes some
what, but he will not lighten them a great deal. 

In three cases the usual rate of capitalization of the surplus income was departed 
from. Iii. one case a road had only been runnin(l about a year and a half and had 
not come to a point where deterioration added much to its operating eXJ?enses. In 
two or three years its operating expenses would be going up. Its surplus mcome was 
therefore capitalized at 10 per cent. In another case a road had run into a lumber 
region and had been very prosperous. But now the lumber was all gone and the 
income of the road would be diminished. To estimate the earning power of the road 
on the basis of its actual earnings during the last ten years would be to esti~ate it too 
high. On the other hand, the Fort Street Depot Company, which owns the union 
depot in Detroit, has a contractual income which is as certain as the rising of the sun. 
To that company a capitalization based on a low annual rate was applied, because its 
income is sure. (374-381.) 

C. Taxation of railroad8 in Minne80ta.-Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the 
State railroad and warehouse commission of Minnesota, says that railroads in his 
State pay a percentage upon their gross earnings in lieu of all other taxes, both State 
and local. The wh01e amount goes into the State treasury. There has been some 
agitation of the question of dividing some part of it among the counties, but it has 
not been done. A new road pays 1 per cent on its gross earnings for the first 3 
years; for the next 7 years it pays 2 per cent;· after 10 years it pays 3 per cent. 
The question is now agitated in the State of raising the tax to 4 or 4l per cent. The 
Chicago Great Western holds an old charter which provides for a gross-earnings tax 
of only 2 per cent. The State is bound by this as far as that road is concerned. 
Gross earnmJ:il for purposes of taxation are, In the first place, all earniniS on local 
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busineee within the State, and, second, a proportion of earnings on interstate busi
neee based on the mileage of the road. Mr. Teisberg presents a table showing the 
amount of taxes paid by the railroads in Minnesota for each year from 1890 to 1899. 
The amount increased from $743,075 in 1890 to $1,036,262 in 1892. Then it fell off 
to $923,864 in 1893 and to $850,109 in 1894. From that time it has steadily increased 
to $1,444,504 in 1899. (366, 367.) 

D. ValuatioD of railroad propert)'" by NatioDal Government.
Professor ADAMS gives the following reasons for thinking that Congress should under
take the valuation of railroad property: "First, because it would greatly assist in the 
development of a' uniform system of 'State taxation of interstate property; second, 
that it is essential for the intelligent application of the theory of reasonable freight 
and passenger rates; third, it would enable the roads to supply what now they can 
not supply from their accounts, and in that wayan annual statement of their property 
under the prescribed classification." (384. ) 

Professor Adams says that if the Federal Government once made a thorough 
investigation of the value of all the roads in the United States, a continuous account 
of their value might readily be kept by the Interstate Commerce Commission if Con
gress would give the commission power to require the reports. The form of annual 
zeports that the railroads make to the Interstate Commerce Commission now contains 
a page for this information; but in a reorganization the new company that takes the 
property does not care anything about the book accounts of the previous corporation, 
does not know anything about them, and does not take them over and report on 
them to the commission. Yet the machinery of the Interstate Commerce Commis
sion is probably sufficient to secure a continuous knowledge of the changes of the 
value of the roads, with one exception-it has no autlwrity over contractors. Ifa 
law were passed by Congress,' or by the States, compelling people who build roads 
under contract to file reports showing the cost, there would be no difficulty in keep-
ing the accounts up to date. (382.) . 

Relation to freight rate8.-Professor ADAMS thinks that a valuation of all the roads of 
·the ('ountry, similar to that which has recently been made in Michigan, might, with 
great advantage, be undertaken by the Federal Government as a basis for the fixing of 
reasonable railroad rates. In a recent State case in Minnesota the principle has been 
laid down that a scheme of rates Which permits a payment of 5 per cent on' the cost 
of reproducing the road is reasonable. In manr cases the reasonableness of a rate is 
finally determined by the ability of a corporatlOn to pay the interest on its bonds. 
But the bonds do not represent the real cost or. the real value of the road. If for 
the amount of the bonds the true value of the physical property of the road could 
be substituted, we should have something that courts and commissions could work 
upon. (381.) 

XII. GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, ESPECI-
ALLY RAILROADS. ' 

A. General ar;;ument for ;;overnment ownership.-l.· Principles of 
comparison of public and pri,va.te operation.-Prof. FRANK PARSONS, president of the 
National Public OwnershIp League, declares that the fundamental test of any insti
tution, method, or service must be its effect upon the public good, its relation to 
morals, manhood, government, industry, civilization, and progress-not the financial 
results, but the results on manhood. Material wealth is not an end in itself, but 
only one of the raw materials of civilization. Public utilities exist not for the build-
ing up of material wealth but for human development. (123.) . 

ProfessOr Parsons makes an analytic BUIDlD8ry of his arguments on the railioad ques
tion, contrasting the difficulties of private railways with the advan~ of public 
railways in twenty-five separate paragraphs under each heading. This summary 
lD8y be conveniently referred to and is not here repeated. (170-172.) 

2. The aim of public, and private 8ennce compared.-Professor PARSONS asserts that 
the chief difference between public and private monopolies is that private monopo
lies aim at dividends for stockholders, while public monopoly aims at· giving a serv
ice for the entire community. irrespective of any profit that may be made from the 
operation. The aim of the private monopolr is to secnre wealth in the hands of the 
few for the present time only, while the wm of the public monopoly is the public 
good, not only for the 'present but for futnre~enerations; the acqwsition of lD8terial 
wealth being a subordmate consideration. 124. ) 

Professor Parsons refers to a speech by ismarck in the Prussian Parliament in 
1876, and also to the argument of the Prussian. cabinet at about the .same time in 
support of his proposition that the aim of public ownership in that country, as in 

16A--xm 
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others, is the bettering of the masses of the people for all time, and that the financial 
interests of transportation companies should be but a secondary consideration. Bis
marck said in relation to state railways: 

"They serve chiefly th!l Jlublic interests of trafl?c, of commerce, of the circulation 
and transport of commodities and passengers; besides, as a secondary consideration 
they aid the public treasury, and m all events promote only public interests. It ~ 
the misfortune of private railways that a privilege granted by the state, and a privi
lege that could not be made use of without the help of the state-we may say a 
monopoly granted by the government---1:!hould be legally exploited in behalf of pri
vate interests and private J>ockets. " 

The argument of the Prussian cabinet, which was sent to the Beichstag in 1879, 
with a bill providing for the absorption of the private railways by the state, was to 
the same effect. Similar arguments have been advanced in Switzerland, Hungary, 
New South Wales, and in New Zealand in reference to the taking over by these 
countries of the railways from private ownership to the state. (124, 125.) 

.3. GrlYWth of public Oitmer8hip.-Professor PARSONS declares tbat there has been 
continual growth of the idea of public ownership of railroads all over the world. 
Public and private systems have been tried at the same time in Belgium, Prussia, 
Austria-Hungary, Australia, and New Zealand, and in every one of them the private 
system had given way to the public system almost entirely. The South African . 
Republics and Orange Free State have started railroads; and 'in Cape Colony 2,000 
out of 2,350 miles and in Natal all the railways are operated by the State. The 
same is true of the telegraph and telephone to a very large extent. Even in England 
the Government is the owner of the telegraph, and the French Government has gone 
from private to public operation of the telephone, as have also the Australian colonies. 
The waterworks and electric-light plants in our own country are coming under public 
management very rapidly, over half of the waterworks plants in the United States 
now being public plants. Out of 50 of the larger cities in the United States 21 origi
nally built and now own their own waterworks system, while 20 of the others have 
changed from private to public ownership. Fifty years ago the idea of public owner
ship'of waterworks was as vigorously opposed and the same arguments used lIf!ainst 
it as are now. used in reference to street railways and railroads. The witness 
believes that the next half century will Bee as great a change of sentiment and prac
tice in the field of transportation. He refers also to the growth of municipal owner
ship of street railways in England, and states that while in 1882 there was but one 
municipality operating its street railway system now there are thirty, including 
Liverpool, Gla..qgow, and other large cities, and that as fast as the concessions to 
private companies expired the municipalities are making arrangements to take over 
the lines and operate them. There is a movement of thought toward public owner
ship of municipal monopolies which promises great things for the future. 

Professor Parsons introduced a circular gi\"in~ the names of the members of the 
National League for Promoting Public Ownership of Monopolies, which shows that 
it is composed of some of the leading men of the country. 

The witness refers also to the fact that originally the fire-department service, the 
school system, the public roads, and even the administration of justice were in I?rivate 
hands, while now they are all public. If the principle of public ownership and 
operation of public utilities is a right principle, it should be can'ied wherever the 
reasons for it apply. (167-170.) . 
. 4. Scope of public 0itmer3hi1' and rapidity of movement tlYWard it.-Professor PARSONS 

holds that in the taking over of the monopolies by the public, progress IIhould be 
made as fast as experience and the sentiment of the people and the evils of the 
monopolies justify. Public ownership is desirable as to public utilitie.~ or monopolies 
of essential services, such as transportation, transmission of intelligence, and lighting 
and waterworks plants. Beyond that he believes the principle of cooperation of 
private capital would solve the practical difficulties in most cases. A natural monop
oly, such as anthracite coal, should be made public ultimately. 

Professor Parsons, however, does not believe democracy in government practical, 
except in a hi/!h state of civilization, and for the same reason he does not believe 
democracy in mdustry practical until a slightly higher civilization has been reached 
than exists to-day. (165-167.) 

Professor Parsons does not wish to be understood as saying that the United States 
is ready for public ownership of railroads, but he believes there is a strong sentiment 
growing in favor of it. The utilities should not all be taken over at once, even if 
public ownership were adopted; at present the only public utilities which might 
well be taken over by the General Government are the telegraph and telephone, 
while some municipal utilities should now be taken over by the municipalities 
themselves. (153.) 
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.. The line of least resistance in industrial progress is to work for public ownership 
and the cooperative organization of munidpal monopolies, such lIB electric light and 
street railways," and he does not think it advisable that national railways should be 
attempted until the growth of public sentiment is much stronger in favor of it than 
it is now. 80 far lIB the telegraph and telephone service is concerned, he believes it 
is the manifest duty of Congress to at once take the first steps toward making them 
public. (193.) 

5. MelJwd of securing Government 0WRer8hip.-Professor PARSONS states that there 
are several ways by which the public might take possession of the public utility 
monopolies without a dollar of taxation. Thus the Government may, in giving a 
franchise, put into it a clause that at the end of a specified period it shall become pub
lic property, free of debt, lIB WIIB done in France and some other European countries. 
Another way is for the Government to issue bonds to buy up utilities and pay them 
off out of the earnings of the system, lIB WIIB done by the railroads in BelgIUm, Ger
many, and Austria-Hungary. Another plan is for a group of citizens to advance the 
capital and make the plant a public one, but worked under a lease, so that the opera
tion is governed by the private parties and the city or nation together until the capi
'tal is paid for out of the earnings, at which time the system becomes completely 
public. 

With reference to the telegraph, the witness believes a good method would be to 
offer to purchase some of the principal lines if the companies were willin~ to sell at 
a -reaaonable valuation, but that if they were not, then the Government mIght build 
some important lines under its constitutional power to build post-roads, and by low
ering rates somewhat force the companies to reasonable terms: The same method 
might be adopted with reference to the railroad system, but it would be more diffi
cult, on account of the great cost of new lines and the established character of the 
present system. He -believes the most practical plan would be to buy one or two 
great systems and make reasonable rates and ~mple tariffs and then gradually to 
absorb the other systems, on the same plan that Prussia and New Zealand pursued. 
There should first be a thorough investigation of all the facts connected with the 
receipts and operating expenses of the companies, 80 that there should be no exor
bitant price paid for the properties. The witness recognizes that the securities of 
corporations are in the nature of a contract between the company and the holder of 
the security, which should not be violated by the Government, and he is therefore 
in favor of being very libera" on this score. Even if there were watered stocks, and 
even if there were, strictly speaking, no innocent purchasers of securities, when a 
change is made for the public benefit the burden of the change should fall on the 
whole people, who are to reap the benefit, and not on any particular class. The Gov
ernment itself WIIB culpable in permitting so much water to creep into the capital
ization of the public corporations .. He does not think the Government should ever 
pay more than the market value of the stock of any of the public corporations when 
It takes them over. (191-193.) . 

Professor RIPLEY says that if, under Government ownership, the service could be 
maintained lIB our post-office service is, lIB the Government service in Germany is, 
and all done under the control of the United States, certain of the abuses of the 
present time might be eliminated. If, however, the Government is to have control 
of the railroads, it ought to take over all of the roads at once, so that there shall be 
no competition between Government roads and private roads. In Belgium they 
tried Government ownership alongside of private ownership, and the result WIIB that 
the Government had to come down to the level of cut rates and personal discrimina
tion and similar abuses in order to live. The amount of capital necessary to take 
over all the roads is so great that the possibility of such a thing is removed for some 
years. In Germany under Government ownership -the service is good, but it is not 
at the level of American efficiency by any means. That is due to the absence of 
competition. (294.) . 

Valuation of railroads.-Professor ADAMS, statistician of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, thinks that if railroads should ever be taken over by the Government 
the method of valuation which hllB recently been followed in Michigan would be 
substantially correct as a basis of payment to the owners. He adds that when 
Prussia bought her roads they were valued on the basis of a. careful estimate of their 
earning capacity. The French roads are to become the property of the state at the 
expiration of their charters on payment for the rolling stock, and without payment 
for the right of way or the connections, but if the Government wishes to take them 
over before the expiration of the charters it can do so by paying an annuity for the 
unexpired term equal to the average net earnings of the 7 preceding years. (386.) 

B. Advantage8 of Government ownel"8llip and evils of private 
ownel"8llip. (&le also detailed charges by Professor Parsons lIB to overcapitaliza
tion of railroads and discriminations practiced by them, pages LVII, C. )-1. Definition 
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and diilcu8sion oj monopoly.-Professor PARSON8 defines monopoly as any advantage 
which tends to shut out competition, w hetherit be a franchise, railroad rebate, or other 
privilege. Every railroad in the country is a monopoly in that it has its advantages 
In regard to local traffic and tends to shut out competition in regard to that traffic. 
Many other industries are also monopolies, though they may not be wholly free from 
competition. While public ownership would be one of the greatest monopolies that 
could be imagined, still it is a public monopoly, in which there!9 no evil. The fault 
is not with monopoly, but with private ownership of it. We should not even.confine 
public ownership merely to monopolies. Instance the case of public schools, libra
ries, fire departments, etc., which are operated by the public and are not monopolies. 
(165. ) 

2. Private monopoly a sovereign power-Political corruption.-Professor PARSONS 
asserts that the principle of the pnvat& monopo:y is antagonistic to democracy in 
that it means a concentration of power and wealth in the hands of the few, and is 
also an exercise of a sovereign power by private individuals for private interests. 
The charges of monopolies eng~d. in essential service, such as transportation, are 
in the nature of taxation, which 18 certainly a sovereign power. They are, moreover, 
taxation without representation and for a private purpose. The control of commerce 
in foreign goods is also a sovereign power, and this the transportation companies are 
able to exercise even to the extent of nullifying the tariff"law by making excessively 
low import rates. Private monopolies are enabled to make or mar the fortunes of 
individuals of a whole State or section of a State, which is a power that should not 
be exercised even by the sovereign itself. These monopolies are even able to exert 
a large control. over the Government. It is a familiar fact that the great railroads, 
particularly of New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois, are able to control the legisla
tures of those States in railroad matters, and even the courts themselves. Even in 
Massachusetts, where a better state of affairs exists, it is practically impossible to do 
anything effective in legislation affecting the railroads, or street railroads, or the gas 
and electric light interests. The law establishing the State board of gas and elec
tric light commissioners was drawn by the attorney of the gas monopoly in the 
interest of the gas company, and when a commission was sent by the legislature 
all over the country to study the subject of gas and electric light the attorney of 
these interests accompanied it, and, it is often charged, wrote its report, which was 
naturally against public ownership of these utilities. 

Professor Parsons says further that Governor Pingree, of Michigan, had stared 
that the street railways owried the Detroit council, and were continually bribing 
them and had tried to bribe him. The same condition of affairs· exists In almost 
every State. The witness asserts, however, that the peo{>le are perhaps as much to 
blame for this condition of affairs as the railroad companles, and are possibly estop
ped from raising any serious objection so long as the law8 remain as they are, because 
they have assented to the growth of the system. (159,160.) 

3. Effect oj public oumership on diffusion oj wealth and on democracy.-Professor PAR
SONS believes that the tendf'ncy of public ownership is toward democracy in political 
life and against what he terms the'aristocracy of wealth. It would abolish arbitrary 
industrial power in the hands of the few, which is surely as dangerous as arbitrary 
political power. There is also an educational reason favoring public ownership 
lD that it would develop the mind and character of those engaged in the operation 
of public utilities. The underlying cause of the great unrest of the pre.."E'nt time is 
that while we have experienced an enormous progress in the accumulation and 
diffusion of intelligence and of political power, there is an ever-intensifyinr. conges
tion of wealth in the industrial field, and these things are incompatible. 'Democ
racy of intelligence can not continue side by side with aristocracy and concentration 
of power in industry." The great fortunes of the country are clustering about the 
industrial monopolies, because they are produced by and fostered by these monopo
lies, which are getting more than a fair remuneration of profit. 

Professor Parsons maintains that public ownership of public utilities results in a 
greater diffusion of wealth, while the policy of the private railway systems is to 
build up great fortunes for a limited number of individuals, and to build up great 
cities at the expense of other individuals and ether communities. The policy of the 
countries owning and 0yerating their own public utilities is opposed to this and tends 
to a greater diffusion 0 wealth; as expressed by the officials of New Zealand, the 
intent is "to have no millionaires or paupers." (156-159.) 

4. Civilization-The test oj mo('ement.-Professor PARSONS argues that the test of the 
degree of civilization of any country is found in the activities of the people of that 
country and the interchange of ideas and commercial interests. In the countries 
where there is public ownership of public utilities there is a greater degree of this 
diffusion of knowledge and a greater degree of activity among the people generally 
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than elsewhere. In all the countries which have gone from private to public 
ownership of public utilities there haa been a great increase in the business. (156.) 

Professor Pareollll believes that the public-ownership- system favors the develop· 
ment of character and intelligence among the peQple by eliminating the conflict 
between man and man by developing sympathy and giving labor fuller opportuni
ties, and that every test of civilization points to a system of public operation of 
public utilities aa the ideal one. (167.) 

5. Consideration of general welfare under public ownership.-Professor PARSONS holds 
that public ownership would eliminate discriminations, rebates, special concessiollll, 
and matters of that sort entirely. The antB4l:onism of interest between the owners 
of the system and the public would also-btMlfiminatedithereby -lowering the rates 
very materially, although low rates are not the only desideratum to be Bought. The 
removal of antagonism and the harmony brought about by public ownership would 
redound very greatly to the public welfare. 

In Germany the railways were coordinated with the telegraph, telephone, and post
office, and every other public service. The railway tariff is made to enforce the 
national tariff illlltead of nullifying it, aa is often the case in the United States; instance 
the case of the Texaa andPaclflc Railway Companysomeyearsagocarryingfreightfrom 
Liverpool or London, through New Orleans, to the Pacific coaat at a rate of $1.07, 
whereas the New Orleallll products of the same grade were compelled to pay a rate 
of from $2.88 to $3.70 to San Francisco. 

The witness refers also specifically to the various ways in which in Germany the 
people, especially shippers and those directly interested, are 1?ut in touch with the 
control of the railways and other public services, so that their interest is thereby 
increased in the I!Ilccessful operation and development of them, and so that these 
services are made to meet the public needs. (150-153.) 

6. Consideration of local interests.-Professor PARSONS asserts that the railroads have 
been forced by competition to put down the through rates between large cities, While 
they have left the local rates practically aa they were 20 years ago. The result haa 
been to build up the cities at the expelllle of the country. One of the greatest dan
gers in the country to-day is the, rapid growth and immense massing of industrial 
power in the cities. In the countries operating their own railways, an exactly Of po site policy has been pursued, with the result that there haa been less congestion 
o business in the cities and a greater development of the country districts. 

In New Zealand and Germany the railways are operated so aa to benefit the labor
ing man and to improve the educational service, aa well aa for the development of 
agriculture. In New Zealand they carry the laborers at cost, or even a little below 
that, and make rates to enable the city workmen to live in the country instead of in 
crowded tenement districts. In New Zealand the workingmen al-e carried at 50 cents 
a week in and out of the big cities, and in Germany in and out of Berlin at 17 cents a
week, a workingman being enabled to live 5 or 10 miles out of Berlin and go to and 
fro as many times as he chooses for an entire year for $4.50. In New Zealand cheap 
excursions are made for school children, the rate being ordinarily 4 miles for a cent, 
and the school children of the primary grades being carried to and from school free 
of charge, as is also the case in some of the Australian states. It is admitted that 
on traffic of this kind the railroads are losing money, but the educational value to the 
state is far greater than the cost to the treasury. Agricultural products, where rail
roads are owned and operated by the government, are carried at very low rates, some
times free, and in case of emergency farm stock is also carried free, with the avowed 
purpose of developing the agricultural interests of the country. (136, 137. ) 

7. Effect of public ownership on labor.-Labor also would be benefited by public 
ownership, says Professor PARSONS. The witness would not abolish the br<.ther
hoods connected WIth the railways, but he would apJ.>ly civil-service methods to rail
way employees. He iDStances New Zealand as a case lD point where public ownership 
is in vogue, and states that the construction of railways is so arranged there as to 
relieve depression iDStead of creating it. Railway management there aims also to aid 
farmers in obtaining the labor they need in !:tarvest time, work on the railroads and 
other public works being reduced in the summer sea.son, when farm labor is needed, 
and increased in the winter, when labor needs employment. The managetnent also 
lets out contracts for construction directly to cooperative groups of workers, with the 
result that the average wages made br the men are nearly double what they were 
able to make under the old system 0 private contract, because tbe men put mor~ 
energy into the work, while the result -has been a saving to the state at the same 
time, as well as the development of sympathy and cooperative effort, which is one 
of the most important tests of civilization. Since the establishment of the present 
~stem, . nine years ago, there has been no unemployed-labor agitation in New 
Zealand. (150-152.) 
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8. Safety.-ProfesBorPARSoNs claims that there would be greater safety in the' 
operation of railways under public management than under private management 
and instances many cases where private corporations have neglected or refused ~ 
provide safety applIances until they were compelled to do so by law. Under public 
own~rship the Government would be intere.sted in haviIl:g all safety appliances in the 
first mstance, or as soon thereafter as pOSSible. The witness presents the following 
table of statistics, showing that in the cases where public ownership is in force the 
number of railway accidents is less in proportion than in the cases where private 
ownership is in force. (153, 154.) 

United States •..•••...........................•.......•. 
Germ .. ny •.......•..........•.....•...••....•............ 

!;:::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Switzerland ••••...............•...••.....•.......•...... 
Fr .. nce: 

Public roads ••.•...•..•.....•.....•..•.....••....... 
Priv .. te roads ••.......•.........•.•...•••.•..•...... 

Passengers. Employees. 

Killed, 
1 in-

2,267,000 
10,700,000 
8,781,000 

10,000,000 
9,000,000 
8,826,000 

12,000,000 
5,000,000 

Injured, Killed, Injured, 
1 in- 1 in- 1 in-

170,141 
1,700,000 

652,000 
614,000 
800,000 
71J),OOO 

4,000,000 
1,000,000 

447 
966 

1,560 
1,360 
1,070 
1,016 

1,175 
1,000 

26 
866 
200 
616 
43 

847 

390 
320 

C. Rate8 and C08t8 of operation.-1. Principles of rate making under pub
lic and private OW1Iership.-Professor PARSONS introduces two diagrams to illustrate 
the movements of rates, efficiency of service, receipts, etc., in connection with pub
licly and privately owned and operated railways, and contends that it can be dem
onstrated that the results of actual experience coincide with the curves of the 
diagrams, showing that private ownership seeks the high-rate level, the level which 
will increase the service used to the point yielding maximum profit. while public 
ownership seeks the low-rate level with a view to yielding maximum service for 
actual cost. Private managers regulate the business simply to make the greatest 
profits with the least service, whereas the tendency of the public service is to look 
to the ~reatest development of traffic so lon~ as it remains within reasonable cost or 
even if It might operate at a loss. (137-143.) 

2. Illustrations of the general tendency of public uwnership to lO'Wer rates.-Professor 
PARSONS states that the Hungarian Government in 1889, wh'en it tOok over to itself 
the oJ;leration and management of the railways, reduced the fares 40 to 80 per cent. 
Austria and Prussia also made great reductions in railway charges. New Zealand 
and Australia, under government management, adopted the settled policy of reduc
ing railway rates as fast as possible. In New Zealand in 1899 there was a reduction 
of 20 per cent made on farm products and 40 per cent on butter and cheese, and al80 
a general lowering of passenger fares. Belgium also has a very low tariff of rates under 
public management. When England made the tele~raph public in 1870 rates were 
lowered 30 to 50 per cent at once, and still further reauctions were afterwards made, 
much greater than any made in this country under private ownership. When France 
took over the telephontl in 1899 rates were reduced from $116 to $78 a year in Paris, 
and from $78 to $3:1 elsewhere, except in Lyons. 

He further illustrates this ~neral tendency by comparing charges made for cross
ing the Brooklyn bridge, whICh is owned by the cities of New York and Brooklyn, 
with the St. Louis bridge, which is owned by the Gould interests, and shows that 
the charges on the Brooklyr. bridge are less than one-fourth what they are on the 
St. Louis bridge. Foot :passengers and street-ear passengers are charged 5 cents for 
crossing the St. Louis bndge, but are carried free in New York. The witness also 
shows that Glasgow has m8.de great reductions in rates under public management 
of street rail ways. (145, 146, 173.) 

Professor Parsons concludes that under government ownership rates are lower 
than under private ownership of the railways and the telegraph. (173.) 

3. Railway rates 'Under government and ]¥Moote OW1Iership.-Professor PARSONS pre
sents the following table,&18 showing the'average ton-mile and passenger-mile rates 
in the United States, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Switzerland, France, and 
Great Britain. This table also shows the average distance of haul per ton and the 
average haul per passenger. 
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Average ton-mile and paBsenger-mile rafel. 

[Germany. Austria-Hungary. and Belgium bave state systems; the rest have private systems.] 

Rate per Average Rate per ~:~~~ 
~n. baul per passe~. passen. 
mile. ton. ger·miIe. ger. 

--.--------------1·--------

United States ............................................... .. 
Germa.ny ................................ , ....... __ ..... _____ ••••• 
Austria-Hungary ............................................ . 
Belgium ..................................................... . 
Switzerland .................................................. . 
France .......... ___ .............. ____ ._ ............... __ ••••••• ____ ._ 
Great Britain ....................... , ......................... . 

~. 
0.75 
1.40 
1.44 
1.80 
2.80 
1.48 
2.10 

HiIeJJ. 
180 
60 
57 
40 
SO 
88 

~. 
2 
1.1 
1 
.88 

• 1.55 
1.21 
2 

Hiles. 
26 
20 
23 
12 
12 
20 
10 

The passenger rates are shown to be materially lower in foreign countries. While 
it appears that the rate per ton-mile in the United States is lower than in the coun-
tries having public ownership of railways, the average haul per ton is much greater. 
Terminal charges may be assumed to equal 40 cents per ton, which in Belgium 
would equal 1 cent per ton per mile on the average haul, while in the United States 
the longer haul would make these charges equal only about three-tenths of a cent 
per ton-mile, leaving the respective charges for actual transportation about one
third cent in Belgium and nearly one-half cent in the United States. The witness 
therefore holds that, taking into consideration also the question of w~, which are 
higher in the United States than in the European countries, and other mfluences, the 
rates in the United States are even higher than in the European countries having 
public, ownership. There are, however, I!O many differences in conditions to be taken 
mto account in different countries, such as wages, efficiency of labor, influence of 
j!TIIdes, capitalization, cost of fuel, density of business and other factors, especially 
differences in the general level of industrial ability, that no one can reach an accu
rate comparison between government roads in the European countries and private 
roads in the United States. The only way to make the comparison between public 
and private ownership is to consider.the roads in the countries where public owner
ship and management are now in force with what they were when they were under 
private management. Such consideration would show beyond any question what
ever that public management is much cheaper, pays better wages, gives more effi
cient service, and in every res~ct is superior to private management. 

In all the countries in whIch private ownership has been superseded by public 
management the rates were w-eatly reduced immediately. There is an object on 
the part of the government m always reducing the rates to the lowest possible 
point consistent with the due operation of the road, while in countries having private 
management the companies reduce rates only when forced to do so by competition. 
In the United States the 10('.31 noncompetitive rates, in many instances, are as high as 
they were 20 and 40 years ago, and in some instances higher, whereas no such thing 
can be found in any of the countries under public ownership. (137-143.) 

In New Zealand and Australia, continues Professor Parsons, public and private 
ownership have been tried side by side, and the overwhelming consensus of opinion 
there is that public railways serve the public interest best. 'Switzerland, after a care
ful study of both systems, has recently come to the same conchision, and her people 
have voted 2 to 1 to transfer the railways to public ownership and operation. These 
are more potent reasons for making the change, and are a better argument than any 
comparison of average rates can be. (137-141.) 

4. Economies of public ownership.-Professor PARSONS declares that in addition to the 
fact that f.ublic ownership aims at service rather than profit, and therefore to a lower 
rate leve, it also permits economies which private ownership could not secure. 
Reasons for the superior economy of public ownership are as follows: . 

(1) The public plant has no lobby expenses or corruption funds to raise. 
(2) It has no rebates or commieslOns or other se<'ret concessions to favored custo-

mers to provide for. 
(3~ It has no dividends to pay on watered stock. 
4 It has no large salaries or monopolistic profits to provide for. 
5 Litigation expenses are less. ~6 There is a saving on interest charges because of the superiority of the govern

ment credit, and also on insurance. 
(7) Public ownership gains through superior'coordination of industry. 
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. (8) The civic inttlrest of the people is much increaBed and business is thus facili
tated because people patronize thell' own institutions much more than they would a 
private institution. . 

(9) Strikes and lockouts are avoided. 
(lOr The expenses alid cost of regulative co=issions and investigations into the 

secrets of private monopoly are avoided. 
(11) Public morals are improved and labor agitations diminished . 

. (1~) The antagonism between the owners of vast industries and the public is 
elnnmated. (147-149.) . 

Professor Parsons asserts that the wastefulness of management of the various-rail
way companies of the country would be eliminated if the Government should take 
the companies and operate them, because the duplication of the management would 
be elimmated thereby. In connection with the other economies which would be 
effected, as shown by a table presented by the witness, he claims that under coordi
nated public ownership, in round numbers, $662,000,000 a year would be saved. 
Traffic would be greatly increased by low rates, and it is probable that rates and 
fares could be reduced considerably more than half under public ownership if the 
capital of the roads was paid up. (147-149.) . 

Coordination.-Professor PARSONS states that in most of the countries where there 
is public ownership of railways the service is coordinated with the telegraph, tele
phone, and other public services in such a way that one aids the other very materi
ally. Thus, in European countries, one can telephone a telelVBm to the telegraph 
office very often without any extra charge. The effect of thIS policy is to do away 
with the antagonism of interest which exists in countries where the public utilities 
are owned and operated by private companies, and the power of the private com
:panies to make or unmake a city, or an individual, or an industry, is thus destroyed. 
l156. ) 

5. Relative efficiency of 8ervWe.-Professor PARSONS says that while the railway 
service in the United States is :perhaps better than that of any other country in the 
world, still that fact is not of Itself evidence of the superiority of private manage
ment. In the United States workmen generally are far superior to foreign laborers, 
and the systems of doing business generally in the United States is superior to systems 
of doing private business in any European country. 

The service in Great Britain, under private ownership, is inferior to that in the 
continental countries where public ownership is in force. (139, 140.) 

Professor Parsons states further that a review of the p'ublic ownership in practice 
in all the public utilities embraced in the system in different countries shows that 
public ownership is more efficient than private in those countries where both have 
been ~iven a fair test. He give/! Germany as an instance. He asserts that whcre 
there IS an apparent lack of economy and efficiencf in foreign countries, as compared 
with the Umted States, it is due to differences whICh show themselves between pri
vate business in these two countries also, as well as to the improvement of the con
ditions of labor under public ownership. 

6. Should public utilities be 8e/f-supp01'ting!-Professor PARSONS does not think that 
it is a universally sound economic principle that every public utility should be self
supporting. Morals, intelligen(:e, and civilization are just as vitally related to eco
nomics as are dollars and cents. The development of education is just as much a 

. part of the business of any public utility. as the making of a profit, and the serving 
of the puhlic good is tbe only admissible purpose of all public utilities. He illus
trates this argument by saying that it is right that the elevator in a public building 
should be run free and the charge put upon the person who owns the bui1din~. It 
might turn out in the same way with railwaya--that it would be best for the mter
ests of the public generally to make them absolutely free. While in most cases, as 
far as the mass of the business is concerned, the public railways in foreign countries 
are managed so as to make a little profit, there is no necessary economic principle 
that would require them to continue on that basis. In this connection the witness 
refers to a sl1=ary by Professor Seligman, of Columbia University, on the matter 
of public utilities: . 

In &11 the .medl& of trau, ... portation IUld communication there seems to be & definite law of evolu
tion. Everywhere at flr.t they are in private hands and u.ed for purpooes of extortion or of profit. 
like the highways In medlreval Europe or the early bridge.. and canals. In the second stage they are 
"affected with a public Interest," and are turned over to trustees. who are permitted to charge fixed 
tolls. but are required to keep the service up to a certain standard. Thisw88 the era of the canal and 
turnpike trusts or companies. In the third stage the government takes over the service. butmanages 
It for profits. 88 Is still the case to-day in some countries with the post and the railway system. In 
the fourth stage the government charges tolls or fees only to cover expense. •• 88 until recently in the 
ca.qe of canals and bridges. and 88 is the theorv of the postal system and of the municiJ?!'! water sup-

Ely with us at the present time. In the fifth .tage the government reduces charges until finally there 
s no charge at all and the expenses are defrayed by a general tax on the community. Thi. is the 

stage now reached in the common roads and most of the canals and bridges, and which has been pro
posed by officials of several AmeriClUl cities for other services, like the water supply. 
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Professor Parsons holds that the extent to whic::h public ownership of public utili
ties and (,Aloperative effort have replaced private action in apy commumty is one of 
the surest tests of the degree ofits civilization. The final stage in the case of a great 
universal utility, such as transportation, is free service; but of course that stage is not 
likely to come or be approached very soon, because the country is not ready for it. 
The change is not nearly so unjust as it might seem at first sight, because the prop
erty of the large taxvayers has been chiefly ;produced by nontaxpayers and taken 
from them by an unjust system of wealth dlstribution,· wherefore the railroad tax 
would, in very large part, be merely a step toward a fairer adjustment of wealth and 
burdens. 

Professor ParsoilS says, however, that if utilities should be taken over at present 
he would favor making them self-supporting, at least at first. He would provide 
the money for operating street railways out of the earnings of the roads, and would 
leave them on the tax list, just as they are now. He would do the same in respect 
of telephones and teletp"aphs, the only difference being that the rates would be lower 
under public ownershlp than they are to-day; that the lowering of the rates would 
increase the business of the utility, which was one of the principal advantages of the 
public system; that some services which do not seem at present to be universal are 
so merely because under private ownership rates are so high that they are practi
cally prohibitive to the great masses of the people. (143-144-166.) 

D. Effect of public ownership on politics.-l. Public ownership anaia 
10 good government.-Professor PARSONS declares that public ownership of railroads 
would tend to eliminate personal discriminations in rates; would increase the wages 
of the employees and shorten their hours of labor, and would remove one of the 
principal causes of the present difficulties with legislative bodies. He believes, how
ever, that public sentiment in this country is not quite far enough advanced to make 
public operation most successful, but that it is continually growing. Democratic 
government is not inconsistent with good management of these enterprises. In Aus
tralia, New Zealand, and Germany the system has worked excellently in respect of 
the railways, telegraph, and telephone systems, as well as in England in regard to 
the telegraph; England is quite as democratic, on the whole, as America; New.Zea
land fully as democratic; and this country, though democratic, will be able to solve 
the problem in time. Professor ParSons holds further that the transfer of the great 
interests to public ownership is one of the strongest influences to secure thorough civil
service regulations and would create a hi~her interest of the people in the <:lovern
ment itself. He calls attention to the citles of Glasgow and Birmingham, in which 
the increase of public ownership of the national monopolies has resulted in the puri
fication of the cities because the public interests have become so great that the peo
ple have become fully aroUBed to the necessity of having an honest administration 
of affairs. 

Professor Parsons declares that the public ownership of the government. itself is 
esSential to real public ownership of other public utilities. In this country, especially 
in Borne of the clties, the ~overnment is in the control of the monopolists, and it would 
not be safe under such Circumstances to have the government own the public utili
ties. A distinction is to be drawn between public ownership and government owner
ship. Russia belongs to the latter class. The public there has nothing to say as 
respects the administration of government.· If the government is a private monopoly 
everything in the hands of the government is a private monopoly .. 

Complete public ownership of the government involves civil-service reform and a 
system of direct nominations and direct legislation, so that the peovle can at all times 
control their representatives and their administrative officers. This is a fundamental 
element in the theory of public ownership and the key to the whole. situation. 
(160, 161, 162.) . 

2. Effect oj increase oj ojJice CkuB.-Professor PARSONS refers to the generally admitted 
difficufty in the matter of public ownership of public utilities creating an office 
class and of increasing the public patronage and the power of the party in power. 
He thinks, . however, that there is nothing alarming in that feature of it. Under 
proper civil-service regulations the public servants would be freer than they are to-day 
as the servants of the pJjvate monopolies. In New Zealand the employees of the 
public utilities feel absolutely free, not merely to vote as they believe, but to criticise 
the government whenever they see fit. Every railway officer and employee there 
has a vote in electing the appeal board or arbltration court that settles.all questions 

. between employees and the government. This he terms "a bit of real industrial 
democracy." An employee who is discharged can appeal to this judicial tribunal 
to decide upon the justness of his dismissal or upon any other question affectin~ his 
status as an employee. ThuB the employees have· far more liberty, both industrIally 
and politically, than the government employees or the employees o~ any private 
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corporation in this country. The Bame thing is true to a very great degree in Eng
land in respect to the employees of the post-office and telegraph, as well as in 
Germany. It would be more difficult of course to establish the Bame system in this 
country because of the size of the country and, because we are not educated up 
to that point where there is alublic sentiment in favor of it, but these difficulties 
could in time be overcome an should be overcome gradually, not by taking all the 
public utilities over at the Bame time, but by taking one at a time and organizing 
that thoroughly on the basis of the present employees and officers. Thus the only 
dfference under public ownership would be, so far as the operation is concerned, 
that it would be operated for the benefit of the people instead of for the benefit of a 
few stockholders. After one system was thoroughly established another could be 
taken over and treated in the Bame manner. 

Despite the fact that there are in the neighborhood of 800,000 railway employees 
in this country, Professor Parsons does not believe that there would be political 
danger if they were made government employees, or that they would be a political 
power in the government. They are, after all, only a small fraction of the voting pop-
ulation of the country. . 

In the administratIOn of government railway affairs, continues the witness. there 
should be local directories and local advisory boards representing the various inter
ests of the country substantially in the Bame way as is now the case in the countries 
where public ownership obtains. This would avoid the danget of undue officialism. 

Professor Parsons believes in the pensioning of employees who have served faith
fully for a long period of time, and holds that the expense of so doing, or any apparent 
favoritism, is not any objection at all to his theory. One of the strongest arguments 
in favor of public ownership, indeed, is that it tends to the elevation of labor, better 
wages, shorter hours, sick relief, old age pensions, etc. Those features are not 
objected to as regards the fire departments or the police departments of the cities. 
(162--165.) 

E. ObJections to Government ownership.-l. Generally.-Professor 
PARSONS refers to the principal objections urged against public ownership. The one 
is the mattt:r of patronage. While there might be a tendency to the abuse of pat
ronage under the public ownership system, the system itself creates a powerful 
force opposed to that abuse by increasing the importance to the community of having 
good governmeut. The financial interest of the wealthy would be turned in favor of 
having the Government honestly and fairly administered, while now the tendency 
is often otherwise. Political abuses from private ownership are extremely serious. 
(172.) 

Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, does not think that 
Government ownership of railroads would be good for the Government or good lor 
the people. He sees no more reason for it than for Government ownership of the 
steel business or of the newspaper business. (463.) 

Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New 'york, does not think that Government 
ownership of railroads would be advlBable under any circumstances. There would 
be too much politics in the management. ( 489. ) 

Hon. CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, of Boston, BaYs that be bas no faith whatever in 
Government ownership of industrial entl>,rprises. If left alone. individual ownership 
will beat the Government every time. the best railroads in Europe are the English 
railroads, and those are left to private enterprise, "and are handled accordingly. 
(829.) 

2. Objectiom oj the llalian commission.-Professor PARSONS states that the report of 
the Italian commission of 1880 is often referred to as proving the case for private 
ownership of the railways. He analyzes that report, however, and asserts that its 
conclusions are practically worthless for the United States. The reasons of the com
mission were partly invalid on their face, and partly inapplicable to this country. 
The commission lacked almost the whole of the important facts and experiences-
those of Prussia, Austria, New Zealand, and Australia-that have since demonstrated 
the superiority of the public railways. Moreover, it was appointed on purpose to 
make the decision it did make, the appointing power desiring such a decision. 

The commission based its conclusions upon three propositions: (1) That the credit 
and finances of the Italian Government were too weak to undertake the opera
tion of railroads; (2) the unsuccessful results of a brief eltperience of 3 years with 
direct operation in northern Italy, these results being due partly to the fact that the 
lines had come to the Government in a dilapidated condition and had been operated 
by Austrians who were displaced and their places filled by inexperienced men; 
(3) that state operation is more expensive than private operation. 

Any argument that might be sought to be drawn from anyone of these propo
sitions has no application to the United States. The argument as to economy of 
operation was not based on a careful analysis of detailed facts. The railway pro-
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moters of Italy wanted the lease of the roads and the Government desired it also 
in order to get funds for other purposes, especially for the building up of the army 
and navy. 

F. Government ownersllip 01' roadbeds only.-Replying to a question 
as to whether he thought it p088ible for the public to own the roadbeds, and corpo
rations or individuals to do the transportation business in competition over those 
roads, Professor PARSONS says that he does not favor it because that system does not 
eliminate the element of antagonism of interest which lies at the bottom of the 
problem. Competition between those operating trains means the building up of 
great cities and of private individuals, and the system of discriminations which he 
believes are insuperable objections "to it. Moreover, two companies could not ope
rate trains at the same time on any line of railway, so that there would still be 
monopoly except at larger cities. (165.) 

G. Regnlation of private monopoly.-Profe88or PARSOns says that regula
tion is not sufficient to solve the problem of the public utility monopolies, for the 
reason that it can not overcome the antagonism of interest between owners and the 
public nor the congestion of wealth and power. With public ownership the man
agers would be impelled to administer the system with the same earnestness and 
honesty as they would their private affairs. (181-182.) 

XIII. THE TELEGRAPH BUSINESS. 

A. General description and statistlcs.-l. WeBtern Union Telegraph Com
pany.-Mr." CLARK, vice-president of the Western Union Telegraph Company; sub
mits extracts from the annual report of that company showing the mileage and other 
conditions of busine88. In 1866 the company had 37,380 miles of p'oles and 75,686 
miles of wire. In 1900 it had 192,705 miles of poles and 933,153 mIles of wire. In 
1900 it had 22,900 offices. (241.) 

2. Number ofme88ageB.-The number of me88ages sent by the Western Union Tele
~raph Company, as stated in its annual report, increased from 5,879 in 1867 to 17,153 
m 1875. By 1885 the number had reached 42,096 and by 1890, 55,878. The number 
of meSBages sent in 1893 was greater than in any later year, reaching 66,591,858. 
(241.) 

Mr. Clark says that the number of messages transmitted during the year 1900 by 
the Western Union Company was 63,167,783, which does not include those going 
over the leased wires to the press and other interests. He figures the latter classes 
as amounting to 7,500,000, making a grand total of over 70,000,000 meBBage8. (216.) 

3. Postal Telegra1!h Company.-ALBERT B. CHANDLER, president of the Postal Tele
graph Company, gIves a brief history of the organization and development of the 
company. The Postal Telegraph Company is a reorganization of the original Postal 
Telegraph Company, and has been 15 years under its present organization and man
agement. It has acquired quite a number of smaller telegraph companies, but its 
property is chiefly of its own construction. The Postal Telegraph Company and the 
Commercial Cable Company have been substantially one property smce January, 
1897( the cable company being in control of the Postal Telegraph Company. (193, 
194.) 

Mr. Chandler states that at the close of last year the mileage of the Postal Telegra:p'h
Cable Company, not including the Atlantic cables, was 26,042 miles, the wire mIle
age 169,236 miles, the number of offices 20,781, and the number of messages trans
mitted 16,528,444. (194.) 

4. TelegraphJranchise8.-Mr. CHANDLER states that it is now universally true that 
in going through any city or town the telegraph company has to /lcquire a franchise. 
He claims that under the post-road act of Congre88 of 1886, and the amendments 
thereto, a municipality can not prevent the erection of poles and wires in the cities, 
but can only regulate the construction. Practically, however, the difficulty in 
obtaining permission for construction of lines is as great as that of obtaining an entire 
franchise. 

Mr. Chandler says that the method of acquiring franchises varies about as much 
as the number of places. His preference is to pay a reasonable concession to the 
city government. It is common for the company to make its wants known and to 
explain the purposes and the extent of its use of the public highways, and make it 
understood that it is trr.ing to do good and not hapm, and is willing to pay what is 
reasonable for the priVIleges asked for. It rarely happens now that competing com
panies offer opposition to the securing of franchises. (196. ) 

5. Relations of the telegraph companies to telephone and railroad companieB.-Mr. CLARK 
states that there are no relations between the"Western Union Telegraph Company 
and the Bell Telephone Company, excepting that the telephone company collects 
and delivers meBBage8 for the telegraph company and is paId for it. Tq.erewas at 
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one time some sort of a contract between the two companies, but it expired with the 
expiration of the Bell patent. The relation of the telegraph company to the railroad 
companies in a general way is that the telegraph company has constructed lines along 
the railroads and given the railway companies the use of their wires, and in return 
the railroad. companies employ operators to do their own telegraphing and incident
ally the commercial business for the telegraph company at the smaller stations. 
There is substantial uniformity in those contracts throughout the country. He does 
not feel at liberty, however, to submit any of those contracts to the commission. 

The contract with the Bell Telephone Company grew out of a long fight between 
the two companies on the patent question, and it was compromised by the telephone 
company paying a part of 1ts royalties to the telegraph company for the term of its 
contract, and the telephone company took over the plant that the Western Union 
had built. The contract expired in 1896, with the expiration of the Bell telephone 
patent. (217, 219.) 

6. Ocean cables.-Mr. CLARK states that the Atlantic cables are from 1,800 to 2,500 
miles long. The capacity of a cable is not to exceed 17 words a minute. They have 
only one conductor, and must be made very strong because of the great deJ?th at which 
they are laid. It is possible to duplex the cable, and there is a fortune III it for any 
man who can "quad" it. 

Mr. Clark states that the cost of laying an ocean cable is much greater than that 
of constructing a tele!l:raph line on land. The general cost of the cable line is about 
$1,000 per mile, and 1t has only one conductor. Moreover, the cost of maintenance 
of the cable line is much greater than that of the telegraph line. In the case of a bro
ken cable in deep water it becomes necessary to fit out an expedition on a large ship, 
which might be out sometimes as much as 3 months in the Atlantic service. (232.) 

B. Capitalization and profits of teleM'rapll companles.-l, Charges 
of overcapitalization of Western Union Company.-Professor PARSONS states that of the 
$95,000,000 of stock of the Western Union Telegraph Company a very large part is 
water; $60,000,000 of the stock represents less than $10,000,000 of actual value, and 
$35,000,000 represents largely stock dividends which call not be analyzed. The 
highest estimate any legislative committee that has investigated the matter has ever 
placed upon the amount of money paid in by the stockholders is $16,000,000. The 
plant has been built up out of earnings very largely. The railroad commissioners of 
North Carolina in 1897 had made an extensive examination and came to the con
clusion that about $5,000,000 was the actual value of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company over and above its bonds. From the best information obtainable, says the 
witness, 1t appears that the plant could be duplicated for from $20,000,000to$30,000,000 
at the outside. 

Professor Parsons says further that when recently the attempt was made in Ohio to 
increase the taxation of the Western Union lines the assessment was fixed, on the 
basis of two-thirds of the value, at $2,000,000 for the 8,272 miles of line in the State. 
The company claimed that the propert,y should be assessed at not more than $647,000, 
and that the total cost, including all W1res on a line, and including also the cost of 
stations and equipment, was on the average $103 per mile of poles. On this basis 
the total 190,000 or 200,000 miles of poles owned by the company would be worth 
about $20,000,000. (185, 186.) 

Mr. ROBERTS quotes from the Washington Evening Star of 1893 to the effect that 
the paid-in capital of the Western Union Telegraph Company does not amount to 
over $10,000,000, while its stock amounts to over $80,000,000. All above the 
$10,000,000 is pure water. The Star also stated that if the time should come when 
the Government would buyout the Western Union it would be necessary to squeeze 
this water out of the stock, or else the Government should build its own lines and 
operate them and let the inflated concern take care of itself. The witness quotes 
also from the report of the executive committee of the National Board of Trade of 
November 15, 1882, which gave a history of the great growth of the capitalization 
of the Western Union Company. That report stated that in 1858 the Western Union 
had a capital of $385,700; that 8 years later the stock had increased to $22,000,000, 
of which $3,322,000 was issued in the purchase of competing lines and $18,000,000 
was issued in stock dh.jdends; that afterwards, when the United States Telegraph 
Company was purchased by the Western Union, over $7,000,000 of stock was issued, 
which was alleged to be5 times the value of the property taken in; and that in the pur
chases of the other telegraph companies, occurring subsequently, practically the same 
proportion of stock was issued in respect to real value as in the cases mentioned. 
The witness states that it is the universal opinion of those who have given the subject 
consideration that "on one side are the people and on the other the Western Union 
Telegraph monopoly." (267,271,272.) 

2. Denial of overcapitalization of Western Union Company.-Mr. CLARK denies the 
charge that the Western Union Telegraph Company is overcapitalized. The rates 
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charged would compare favorably with the rates charged by any system of telegraphs 
that could be put upon the same basis without governmental aid, and there are no 
overcharges. Qomparing Great Britain with the United States, the total cost of the 
lines in Great Britain up to March 31, 1900, was $66,603,662, or an average capital 
account of $1,530.80 per mile of poles and $215.90 per mile of wire. The total capi
talization of the Western Union Telegraph Company, including the stock, the col
lateral trust bonds, and all other bonds and liabilities, amounts to $131,364,665. On 
this basis the capitalization per mile of poles in the Uruted States is $703.80. Deduct
ing the Atlantic cables from the wire mileage, the capitalization per mile of wire is 
$141.70. Thus the capitalization per mile of poles in Great Bntain is more than 
twice as much as that of the Western Union Company and the capitalization per 
mile of wire one-half as much more. 

Figuring the capitalization from another standpoint, and deducting $11,000,000 
of assets from outside companies that are not telegraph companies and whose sys
tems are not in any way comprised in its mileage, the capitalization of the Western 
Union is $120,364,665, or $645 per mile of poles and $129.80 per mile of wire. 
(212,213.) 

ProfeBBOr P AllBONS criticises the statement that the capitalization of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company is $645 per mile of line and $130 per mile of wire, while 
the British capitalizatIOn was estimated at $1,530 1?er mile of line and $216 per mile 
of wire. He says Mr. Clark's estimate of the BrItish capitalization is made up by 
adding to the outstanding capital debt the whole cost of extensions and improve
ments from the beginning, and maki~g no allowance for depreciation. Besides this, 
it is well known that England paid the company at least fopr times and probably 
five or six times the actual value of the lines. It would be better to take for compar
ison the telegraph capitalization in some ('ountrythat had not made such an exorbi
tant purchase. Better still would it be to compare the $645 a mile with the cost of 
construction in this country or with the Western Union claim in recent litigation in 
Ohio,that its whole property in that State did not cost over $lu3 per mile of line. 
Even this contrast probably does not show the real inflation in Western Union cap
ital, for Vice-President Clark took the whole Inileage of poles and wire reported by 
the company, which there is the very best reason to believe is the sum of all the lines 
bought and built from the start, many of them now in the junk heap. Vice-President 
Clark sayA that the" capital of the Western Union Company has resulted from the 
amalgamation of a large number of telegraph companies from the beginning," and 
everybody knows that when companies amalgamate the resulting capital is a good 
deal more than the sum of the former separate capitals. What is the relation between, 
capitalization and the real value of the plant is the important question. (889. ) 

Mr. CLARK states that the Western Union Telegraph Company guarantees the 
stocks of other companies which it has taken into its system, amounting to quite a 
large sum, for which no Western Union stock has been issued. The stocks of the 
companies for which Western Union stock has been issued have been canceled. 
There are about 11,000 stockholders of the Western Union Company, only about 50 
of whom hold large blocks of stocks. The regular dividend is 5 per cent, and has 
been so for a number of years. (226.) . . 

Mr. Clark states further that tbe capitalization of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company has not been increased with the increase of the service'and with the 
amount of money expended in the betterment of the system. Referring to the 
absorption by the Western Union of the Atlantic and Pacific and the Ainerican 
Union Telegraph Companies in 1879, he says that he is unable to tell whether the 
capital stock of the Western Union was increased at that time or not, but whether it 
was or not (referring to an opinion of the United States court of appeals). there was 
no more increase in the capitalization than the values of the property absorbed 
would warrant. The capitalization per mile of wire has steadily gone down 
because the property has been reconstructed without adding additional capital to it, 
the amount for reconstruction being taken out of the earnings of the company. 
(221. ) 

3. CbBt of reproduction.-Mr. CLARK, referring to the arguments that the cost of 
reproducing the property should be the proper test of its value, maintains that this 
is not the correct test. Moreover, the claIm that the lines can be rep-roduced for 
$120 to $130 per mile is preposterous. This would not be true even If there were 
but 2 wires to the line, and while. only about 30 per cent of the lines of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company have only 2 wires, on many of the lines of the system 
there are as many as 200 wires, which make it very much more expensive. The cost 
of expensive ternIinals in the various cities (many of which run up into the millions 
of dollars) must necessarily be ·taken into consideration in determining the value of 
the property. It cost the company $100,000 per mile to construct the underground 
and pneumatic system for 3 miles from the uptown to the down town offices in New 
York City. The witness further maintains that another factor in the value of the 
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property is the fact that it has been built up by the brains of many manllgflrs and has 
a certain value which might be termed its good wiil. The property as it is to-day 
represents in a large part many renewals and reconstructions; thlB outlay would 
amount to from $50,000,000 to $60,000,000 expended since 1866. (215.) 

Mr. Clark states that he can not make an estimate of the average cost of construct
ing a mile of poles with 1 wire, because there are so many varying conditions in 
the country as to render an estimate unreliable. He also states that he can not esti
mate the cost per mile of wire and the cost of terminals, for the same reason. 
(221,222. ) 

Mr. CHANDLER states that the cost of building a telegraph line varies. He has 
known a good single-wire telegraph line to be built for $150 per mile, and he has 

. known single lines of telegraph in cities to cost $10,000 under ground. (204.) 
4. Capitalization of Postal Telegraph Company.-Mr. CHANDLER states that the cap

ital stock of the Postal Telegraph Company was, at the time of the acquisition of the 
property by the Commercial Cable Company, exchanged for bonds of the Cable Com
pany. The whole capital of the Postal Company-$20,000,000--is in bonds issued by 
the Cable Company in exchange for $20,000,000 of stock of the Postal Company and 
for property since acquired. The Postal Company has no shares of the stock out
standing on its land-line properties. The Postal Company has no sinking fund and 
no cumulative feature in lts interest-bearing bonds. The $20,ODO,000 of bonds cover 
not only the tangible property of the company, but its franchises, patents, and a 
variety of requisites for carrying on the telegraph business. (194.) 

Mr. CLARK states that the Postal Telegraph and Cable Company has $18,000,000 of 
4 per cent bonds, and that that does not cover all that the lines have cost, which is 
about $20,500,000. On the mileage given by that company in the United States it 
is capitalized at $782 per mile of poles and $121 per mile of wire. This company 
was the result of a number of reorganizations of other companies and has been built 
up on practically a cash basis. (212-213.) 

5. Projils of the Western Union telegraph BYstem.-Mr. RANDALL traces the growth of 
the Western Union telegraph system, beginning in 1858, when its capital stock was 
only $385,780, and states that during the next 8 years its stock dividends amounted 
to nearly $18,000,000; that the largest dividend declared by the company UJ' to 1874 
was 414 per cent. The company has realized $100,000,000 in 25 years in dlvidends. 
An investment of $1,000 in Western Union stock in 1858 would have received up to 
1890 stock dividends of more than $50,000 and cash dividends equal to $100,000, or 
300 per cent of cash dividends per year. (243-244.) 

Professor PARSONS states that Postmaster-General Wanamaker's investigations 
showed that early investments in Western Union stock have received an average of 
300 per cent cash dividends per year from 1858 up to 1890 and 150 per cent per year 
in stock dividends besides. Cash dividends for the period from 1858 to 1866 were 
100 per cent a year and the total dividends 700 per cent a year. (190.) 

Mr. CLARK states that the annual gross earnings of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company amount to neariy$25,000,000, while the gross expenses are about$18,500 000, 
which leaves a balance of something over $6,000,000 for dividends on the stock, for 
interest on the bonds, and for sinking-fund purposes, with a small surplus. The 
expenses for a year are made up of operating and general expenses, amounting to 
over $13,000,000; rental of leased lines,over $1,500,000; mamtenance and recon
struction, nearly $3,000,000; taxes, ,a little over $500,000; equipment, a little over 
$300,000. The operating and general expenses for salaries amount to $9,000,000, 
or practicallr 50 per cent of the whole expenses, which does not include the salaries 
for re~ular Imemen, special line gangs, and general labor expenses. (216.) 

6. nojiJs of Postal Telegraph Company.-Mr. CHANDLER states that the Postal Tele
graph Company earned and paid 4 per cent dividends previous to the sale of its 
property and has just about earned the interest that has been paid by the Cable 
Company on the bonds since the acquisition of its property by that company. (194.) 

Mr. Chandler states that all the earnings of the Postal Telegraph Company above 
dividends of 4 per cent paid on its $20,000,000 of bonds have been mvested in 
extension and new construction, but that it is impracticable to ascertain accurately 
the amount of surplus earnings that have gone into the property. (194, 202.) 

Mr. Chandler states that the Commercial Cable lines have up to this time had an 
advantage over the land lines in earning capacity. (202.) 

C. Telel'raph rates.-1. Telegraph rates in United States.-Mr. RANDALL states 
that the rates for telegrams in this country are so varied that it is difficult to tell 
what they are from one place to another without going to a telegraph office and mak
ing inquiry. He submits a table showing the rates from New York to all the princi
pal citles in the coun,try, ranging from 25 ~ents for 10 words and 2 cents for each 
additional word to $1 and 7 cents. This table is as follows: 
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Alabama, 60 and 3. 
Arizona, 81 and 7. 
ArkallB8l!, 60 and 3 and 60 and 4. 
Califomi&, 81 and 7. 
Colorado, 7b and o. 
~~r,:~~~cu~ !t~~? 2. 
Distriet of Columbi&, 2b and 2-
Florida, 60 and 4-
Georgia, 60 and 3. 

m~~gls~ ~~~l3. 
Chicago, 40and 3. 
Indiana, 60 and 3 and 40 and 3. 
Indian Territory, 7b and o. 
Iowa, 60 and 4 and 60 and S. 
K .. n .... , 60 and 4 and 60 and 3. 
Kentucky, 60 and 3 .. nd 40 and 3. 
Louisiana, 60 and 4. 
M .. lne, 2b and 2. 
Manitoba, 75 and 5. 
Maryland, 2b and 2, 30 .. nd 2, and 40 and S. 
M.......,husetts, 2b and 2. 
Minnesota, 60 and 4 and 60 and 3. 
Mi88issll'pl, 60 and 3. . 
Missoun, 60 and 4 and 60 and 3. 

Montan .. , 7b and o. 
~ :~~':i~'h 6~:.r~. 4 and 60 Rnd 3. 
New Brunswick, 50 and 3. 
New Hampshire, 20 and 1 Rnd 25 and 2. 
New MeXICO, 75 .. nd o. 
New York, 20 and 1 and 2b and 2. 
North Carolina, 60 and 3. 
North D .. kota, 75 and o. 
Ontario, 40 .. nd 3. 
Oregon, 31 and 7. 
Pennsylvani .. , 2b .. nd 2 and 20 and 1. 

~~~~~cis1~~tJ' and 2. 
South C .. rolina, 60 .. nd 3. 
South D .. kota, 75 Rnd o. 
Tennessee, 50 and a and 40 .. nd 3. 
Texas, 75 and 0 and 60 and 3. 
Utah, 70 and 5. 
Vermont, 2b and 2. 
Virgini .. , 40 and 3, 30 and 3, .. nd 2b and 2. 
Washington, Sland. 7. 
West Vlrgima, 40 and 3 and 35 and 2. 
Wisconsin, 50 and 3. 
Wyoming, 7b .. nd 5. 

oovn 

Mr. Randall says that there are special rates less than the co=ercial rates given 
in the taoble, but that there does not seem to be any universality even in respect of 
these special rates. He believes in uniformity' of rates; he does not think distance 
should be considered in telegraphy any more than in the carrying of the mails. The 
company has the line erected and the operators emp-Ioyed, and it really does not cost 
any more to send a telegram from Maine to CalIfornia than from Washin~ton to 
Alexandria. Nineteen-twentieths of the telegraph business of the company IS done 
within a radius of 1,000 miles of New York, and rates on that business would pay for 
any deficiency in the revenues for longer distances. (251, 257, 258.) 

Mr. CLARK describes the various kinds of rates in force in the telegraph system of 
the country. The commercial rates are made up in different ways. For instance, in 
some States the rate for a 10-word message is 25 cents for the whole State and there 
are also such special rates from State to State and between large centers .. The rates 
for local purposes all through the country, if not thus specially determined, are made 
up by a system of squares, a square being 50 miles each way, and the rate being 25 
cents from any square to any two circles of contiguous squares. The highest rate 
charged for the country is $1, which is from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast. There 
is also a system of night rates east of the Rocky Mountains, by which messages can 
be transmitted during the night and delivered next morning at about half the day 
rate, there being no rate less than 20 cents. (209, 210.) 

Mr. CHANDLER states that the rates of the Postal Telegraph Company for m~es 
of 10 words, exclusive of date, address, and signature, range from 20 ('.ents, applymg 
locally in a few cities, to $1, applying between the extremes of the Atlantic and 
Pacific coasts, and that the average amount received per message during the year 
1900 was 34.2 cents. He states further that the small customer is as cheaply served 
as the large customer, a circumstance which is due to the fact that in the transmis
sion of telegrams every message takes exactly as much time of the operating service 
and as much use of the lines as every' other message of equal length. 

Rates are fixed on a system simllar to the zone system. The whole country is 
divided into squares, and the rate is made from one square to another. (194,191>.) 

2. Comparison oj /!)uropean and Arn.eriR.an telegraph rate8.-Professor PARSONS 
states that the average telegraph receipts in this country are about 31 cents for ordi
nary messages, while in European countries the rate is very much less. He submits 
the following table showing the comparative rates for the principal European coun~ 
tries to be less than one-half what the rates are in this country: 

Country. 
G,tlmary Average 

OrdlnaTY minimum receipt 
rate per charge per per mes~ 

__________________________ . ______________________ I. __ w_o_rd_. __ m_~ ____ e_. __ ~ __ e_._ 

Great Britain .......................................................... . 
France ....................... ~ .............................. ...... ' ... . 
Germany ............................................................. . 
Belgium ............................................. ~_ ............... . 
Switzerland ............................ _ .. ____ . __ .. ___ . __ .. _ .. _ ....... . 
Austria. ........................... _. __ ......... __ ..... _ .. ~ .... _ .... __ . 
United States ......................................................... . 

Cents. 
1 
1 
ll-

It 
2 tu 7 

Cents. 
12 
10 
12 
10 
12 
Il 
2b 

Cents. 
I~ 
lSi 

··· .... ·si 

····· .. si· 
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Mr. Parsons asserts, that the difference in rates between the United States and 
European countries can not be accounted for wholly upon the greater distances in 
the United States, as.is claimed by the Western Union Company, because, if the 
total cost for maintenance and reconstruction of the Western Union were taken as a 
basis for calculation, the increased cost per message would not exceed 3 cents. (186, 
187.) 

Mr. RANDALL declares that the rates for telegraph service in this country are 
excessive and very much higher than the rates for similar service in the European 
countries where the telegraph is under government control. Sixty-one per cent of 
the-telegraph lines of the world are under government ownership. In the European 
countries no more charge is made for 100 miles than for 1 mile, the same principle 
being applied to the telegraph there lUI to our postal system. In most of these 
countries the postal service and telegraph are combined, and in nearly all of them 
the combined service. makes a profit. He instances Italy in 1890 as having a net 
profit of $306,837 from the combined service. He quotes from Postmaster-General 
"'Vanamaker: 

"I believe that a telegraph company could make a great deal of money on a uni
form 25-cent 20-word message to all parts of the country. The increase of business 
on lower rates would be so large that the profits of the telegraph company, in my 
judgment, would not be diminished." (244.) . 

Mr. ROBERTS states that the rates for telegraph service in this country are greatly 
in excess of the rates in European countries, where the lines are operated by"the gov
ernment, and that the service here is inferior. The Western Union Com pan;, in 
making comparisons with European countries, has always contended that one 0 the 
reasons why rates were higher here than there was because of the greater distances. 
The Western Union, in making this argument, always attempts to minimize European 
distances and magnify distances in the United States, and he submits some figures 
taken from the Western Union statistics in support of his statement. (271.) 

Mr. CLARK states that the average rate received for telegrams of all lengths by the 
Western Union Company is 30.8 cents and the operating expense about 25.1 cents. 
These figures are obtained by dividing the total receipts and expeuses by the number 
of telegrams. In Great Britain the average cost per message is 15 cents. If the rates 
of Great Britain were raised to practically what they are in the United States, the 
service would perhaps be self-supporting. He states, however, that the messages 
passing over international lines in Euro~e are charged for at a higher rate than for 
similar messages in the United States. (224-226.) 

Mr. Clark states that the telegraph rates in the European countries are based on 
'the entire count of the message, including address and signature. The rate in Great 
Britain is 12 cents as a minimum, which covers 12 words, and 1 cent for each addi
tional word. In France the chargt. is 10 cents for 10 words or Jess, in Norway 13 
,cents, and in Germany 12 cents for 10-word messages. In Belgium 15 words or less 
may be sent for 10 cents. The additional rates in each of these countries are about 
1 cent per word. Mes.."lIges to all distances are apparently at the same rates. ' 

Mr. Clark asserts further that the distances in European countries are very short 
compared with those in the United States. The circuits in which the 25-cent rate 
would apply in the United' States are much larger than the usual circuits in Great 
Britain, with which he makes particular comparisons. About 65 per cent of all of 
the me~es in Great Britai r

, are sent into and out of London. Distance is a very 
important ltem in any consideration of the question as to whether the rates in England 
can be properly compared with the rates In the United States, the conditions being 
so different. 

Finally Mr. Clark emphasizes the fact that in the United States there is no charge 
made for the address and signature of the messa"ae, while in the European countries, 
with which comparisons have been made, these matters are counted as part of the 
message. While the rates of the :European countries would appear on their face to 
be much below the rates in the United States, it would be found upon examination 

, that a message in the United States costing 25 cents would average 21 words long, and 
at the rat~ of 1 cent a word, which is common in th'e European countries, this would 
cost 21 cents per 10-word messa"ae. (208,209.) 

Referring to the rates in the European countries, Mr. CHANDLER says: 
"In European countries the distances are very short in comparison with ours, and, 

besides, in European countries every word is charged for. Here the rattl is ~on 
the message itself. The date, address, and signature are not paid for. * * I 
have repeatedly been informed, both by, telegraph officers abroad and persons using 
the telegraph there, that, taking into account the fact that all words are charged for 
by foreign governments and that the distances within the limits of European coun
tries are less than in the United States, rates there are nowhere lower than here, and 
in case of messages going from one country to another they are much higher." 
(194, 195, 202, :103.) 
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Professor PAlI80NS replies that Mr. Clark's comparisons are vitiated by his assump
tion that 11 words is the average of the address and signature, thus making 21 words 
the ordinary message as the basis of comparison. President Green, of the Western 
Union Telegraph Company, some years ago placed the average number of words in 
the address and signature at 7 per message. Even if the average message were 21 
words here the comparison would not be fair, for,it is perfectly certain that the aver
age message for England is about 15 words only. The minimum rates at which 
messages can be sent, and the actual average charge, are vital matters for making 
comparisons. In Great Britain a message from any point to any other point in that 
country may be sent for 12 cents. From any point in the States of Massachusetts, 
New York, Connecticut, or New Jersey to another point in the same State is 25 cents. 
The average charge for all messages in Great Britain j.s about 15 cents, as against 31 
cents in the United States. Mr. Clark admitted, says Mr. Parsons, that 3 cents a 
message added in Great Britain would pay for all extensions and cover the interest 
charges on a debt overloaded by the purchase of lines at about four times their value. 
By Western Union data less than 3 cents of the 31 charged in the United States are 
due to distance, and the evidence shows that telegraph expenses are not run up by 
paying high wages. (887.) 

3. Internatiooal rateB.-Mr. CLARK states that, as to the through business on the 
Continent of Europe, one can register a code address just as is done in respect of 
cable messages and pay $5 per year for that registration, but that that system is not 
used by·the general public because it is too expensive. It is safe to assume that 
practically all the general business passing between London and any of the large 
cities on the Continent would he on the same count as business in the United States, 
the tendency being to make it, more, because the names of streets are much more 
involved there than here. The rate for all international business in Europe is made 
on a word~unt and not on a count of 10 words or less. The rate between London 
and Paris is 5 cents per word, or $1.05 on the message of the average sent in this 
country at the 100word rate; whereas from New York to any part of New England, 
Pennsylvania, or New Jersey (which is practically the same distance), the rate 
would be but 25 cents. "From London to Marseilles, 827 miles, the rate is 5 cents 
a word; that would be the same as Paris--$1.05---while our rate from New York to 
Chicago, about the same distance, is 40 cents. From London to St. Petersburg the 
distance is 1,774 miles, and the price is 11i cents a word, or $2.41 for 21 words, 
while our rate from New York to Galveston, 1,789 miles, is 75 cents. From London 
to Berlin is 746 miles, and the telegraph toll 6 cents a word, or $1.25 for 21 words, 
while our rate from New York to Cincinnati, the same distance, is 40 cents. From 
London to Rome is 1,192 miles, and the rate is 6i -cents per word, or $1.37 for 21 
words, as compared with our charge of 60 cents from New York ~ New Orleans, 
1,344 miles." (209.) _', 

Mr. Clark states that the cable rate from New York to Europe is 25 cents per 
word, and that for a less distance it might he less, because less money is invested in 
the line for a shorter distance. The comparisons as to the rates from New York to 
various points in this country with the rates from London to various European 
countries are fair, although as a part of the distance from London to the continental 
cities is by cable, because the cable distance from England_to the Continent is very 
short. The rates from one continental place in Europe to another are practicaUythe 
same'as from England to any of the continental countries, the rate from Paris to 
Berlin being 4 cents per word. (218. ) 

Professor PARSONS replies that Mr. Clark's comparisons of American rates from 
New York with European rates from London is unfair, (1) because the American 
rates are internal, while the European are international, each country adding its own 
tariff; (2) the Amefican rates are land rates, while the European rates include the 
cable from England to the Continent, which, as Mr. Clark admits, is infinitely more 
costly than the land service. (887.) 

Professor PARSONS criticises the statements made at various earlier times by the West
ern Union Telegraph Companyin respect of the distances between various European 
places and between places in the United States, saying that for the purposes of mak
mg out their cases the Western Union has magnified the American distances and 
minimized the European distances, and in a table submitted to a CongreBBional com
mittee in 1870 had not correctly stated the distance, but had put the distances from 
one-third to one-half less than the actual distances.' The rates compared by the 
Western Union, moreover, were for internal traffic in the United States and for inter
national traffic in Europe, international traffic being, because of different controlling 

'The distances stated by Mr. Clark In his ""'timony~126-before the Industrial Commil!8ion are 
nearly the same as those stated by .Mr. P8l'IIOnB as being correct. 
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authorities, much JP,ore expensive than internal. For interIlJl,l traffic in the United 
States, the rates were found by the committee of 1870 to be from three to four times 
IIIl high IIIl for internal traffic under European systems operated by the government. 
(187-188.) _ 

4. Density of population and aTfl,(J'Um of 8ervice in United State8 and foreign coumries ...... 
Mr. THOMAS F. CLARK, vice-president of the Western Union Telegraph Com pan)", 
states that, in his opinion, the comparisons that have been made by other witnesses m 
regard to the telegraph in Great Britain, Ireland, Switzerland, and Belgirun are unfair. 
The area of all these countries, their ~opulation, the density of population, and all 
things of that nature should be taken mto consideration. It would be found there
from that the service in the United States reaches more people, comparatively speak
ing, and Wllll better than in the other countries mentioned. He gives statistices in 
support of this general proposition, showing that there are about 39,000 places 
reached ·by the telegraph companies and their connections in the United States, 
while there are but 76,000 post-offices; that in Great Britain there are about 40,000 

. post-offices and 10,816 telegraph offices. About 50 per cent of the places where there 
are po~t-offices in the United ·States are reached by the telegraph, while in Great 
Britain, with all its density of population (which he gives as 333 to the square mile, 
while it is only 24 to the square mile in tbe United States), only about 25 per cent 
of the places reached by the post-office are reached by the telegraph. (206-208. ) 

Mr. Clark submits also a table showing for each of the European countries and for 
the United States the number of people, the miles of telB!!raph lines and telegraph 
wires, the number of offices, the messages sent, the receipts, the nrunber of people 
to the square mile, and the number of people to 1 mile of wire, and other facts. 
He asserts that these figures show that the United States has fewer people to the 
square mile than any of these other countries, and that nevertheless there are more 
miles of wire proportionately to the population than in any other country. There 
are here only 76 people fol' every mile of wire, while Great Britain, with a very 
dense popUlation and a large proportion of mileage of wire to territory, has no less 
than 130 people to every mile of wire. In Germany there are 188 people per mile 
of wire, while in Russia there are no less than 699 inhabitants per mile. The wit
ness holds that these figures show the superior adequacy of American telegraph 
facilities, in proportion to the needs of the country. (233, 234.) 

Professor PARSONS replies that 1 mile of wire to 76 people in the United States 
against 1 mile to 130 people in Great Britain proves nothing except the relative 
sparsity of :population in the United States. The wire mileage tabulated by the 
Western Umon includes all the worthless lines that were bought up solely to get rid 
of rival companies. Mr. Clark's comparison as to the number of post-offices and 
places reached by the telegraph companies is invalid: (1) Because by his own exhibit 
there are only 29,000 places reached. by teleg{8rh and telephone. (2) Because the 
number given for the British telegraph offices IS the figure for more than 2 years 
prior to the date of the figures for the United States. (3) Because the British post
offices are overestimated. The 1898 report gives the number of post-offiCes in Great 
Britain IIIl 21,197 and the telegraI?h offices IIIl 10,483.. ( 4) Because telephone connec
tions are included in the Amencan figures and not in the English. (5) Because 
about three-fourths of the Western Union offices are railway offices, while less than 
one-fourth of the British offices are railway offices. (6) Because in Great Britain 
every post-office and postal box isa place of deposit for telegrams. Moreover, the 
figures, even if correct, would only show that Great Britain had a much greater rela
tive development of post-offices than the United States. The implication that the 
telegraph development in Great Britain is relatively less than the United States is 
wholly unwarranted, even on Mr; Clark's figures, since 10,816 offices is a more exten
sive service in Great Britain than 39,000 in the United States with 30 times the area. 
(886, 887.) . 

Professor PARSONS adrp.its that probably there is greater efficiency of service in this 
country' in the telegraph system m some respects than in Europe, but says that can 
be attrIbuted to general superiority of Amenca in any business affairs. (188.) 

5. Reduction in rate8 in United States.-Mr. CLARK says that the Western Union 
company hllll resulted from the amalgamation of a large number of telegraph com
panies. In the early days a number of small companies were exploited in all direc
tions, and made their own tariffs, so that if one wished to send a message from 
a remote place to another remote place it would be necessary to send it over a num
ber of different lines and pay what is known IIIl the transit rate for each line, there 
being no unification of service. This system became 80 burdensome that consolida-
tion became necessary. . 

As the result of the consolidation, rates have been greatly reduced. The rates of 
the East are lower than those of .the Middle and Western States, and they in turn 
are lower than the rates in the South. The reduction of rates f_~~:..!:he country in 
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and about New York has been about 20 per cent since 1866, while for the western 
and southern places the reductions were much greater. 

The rate from New York to Buffalo, which was 75 cents, finally became 25 cents, 
which is the rate to all other places in New York State; from New York to Cleve
land, $1.45 in 1866, is now 40 cents, which is the rate to all other places in Ohio; to 
Chi~o, $2.05 in 1866, now 40 cents; other places in Illinois, 50 cents; Omaha, 
formerly $4.45, now 50 centlil; Denver, $7, now 75 cents; Salt Lake City, $7.25, now 
75 cents; San Francisco, $7.40, now· $1; Portland, Oreg., Seattle, Wash., and Vic
toria, British Columbia, which were from $10.20 to $11.55, now $1; Washington, 
formerly 75 cents, now 25 cents; Richmond, $1.25, now 35 cents; Atlanta, $2.35, now 
50 cents; New Orleans, $3.25, now 60 cents; Galveston, Tex., $5.50, now 75 cents. 

Mr. Clark states that so far as practicable the divisions by squares have been 
abandoned and the rates fixed by States. 

The result of this consolidation has been very beneficial to the business interests of 
the country and to all other interests in effecting great economy of service and great 
saving in time. The rates to-dsy aim to follow the development of the business all 
the time, and with an earnest desire on the part of the company to keep them as low 
as possible, at the same time giving the company a reasonable return on the invest-
ment. (214-215.) • 

A table submitted by Mr. Clark, from the report of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company, shows the average tolls received per message by that company each year since 
1868. These figures are obtained by dividing the total receipts of the company from 
ordinary messages by the total number of ordinary messages, so that the average 
includes messagesofalllengths sent for all distances .. The average toll received in 1866 
was $1.047 per message. "Dy 1875 the average had fallen to 54 cents, and by 1880 to 
38.4 cents. The average receipts in 1885 were 32.1 cents and in 1890, 32.4 cents. Since 
1895, when the average receipts were 30.7 cents, there has been practically no change 
in the average from year to year. The statistics showing the average cost of sending 
me~es, which are obtained by dividing expenses chargeable to messages, not 
including interest on investInent, by the total number of messages, show a reduction 
in the average cost from 63.4 cents ill 1868 to 25 cents in 1878. The average for. 1900 
is almost precisely the same--25.1 cents. The average for the latter year is some
what greater than for the years from 1885 to 1895, during several of which the aver
age cost is stated at between 22 and 23 cents per message. (241.) 

Mr. CHANDLER says that the tendency is to cheaper rates, and states that since 
1880 the rate between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts has been reduced from $1.50 to 
$1, and that the rates between many other points have, since 1880, been reduced 
from 75 cents and $1 to 50 cents and 60 cents, respectively; that many 50 and 60 cent 
rates of 15 or 20 years ago have been reduced to 40 and 50 cents, and many rates of 
40, 35, and 30 cents have been reduced to 30 and 25 cents, while the limits within 
which the lower rates apply have fr.om time to time been extended. The reduction 
in rates has been brou~ht about largely by the disposition to secure greater uniformity 
and to extend the limits within which specific rates prevail. (194, 195, 202, 203.) 

6. Proper telegraph rate8.-Professor PARSONS states that PostlIlllSter-General Wana
maker informed him that his investigation led him to believe that a uniform 10-cent 
rate in this country under Government ownership, in connection with the postal 
system, would be remunerative. There was a line of telegraph between Milwaukee 
and Chicago installed some years ago, on which a lO-cent rate was made, and the 
company paid back from 30 to 40 per cent of the receipts to patrons of the road after 
payin~ 7 per cent interest on the capital; subsequently it reduced the rate to 5 cents 
and still paid back from 25 to 40 per cent of the total receipts to the patrons of the 
company, and at the same time had doubled its stock, making it half water, thus 
showing some of the immense profits to be made in the telegraph service from low 
rates. (189-190.) 

Mr. CLARK thinks that the effect of a general reduction in rates throughout the 
United States would mean a loss to the telegraph company because the physical 
capacity of the wires has practically been reached. The company has considered 
these questions and has not thought it wise to adopt any reduction; it has been tried by 
other companies, such as the Baltimore and Ohio, and always with failure. While it IS 
true a reduction of postage rates greatly increased the number of letters sent and also 
increased the revenues of the postal service, that principle would not apply to the tele
graph because the Government uses the facilities of other people for the postal service 
and has no larse investment. For instance if the mail matter increases considerably all 
the Government has to do is to put another car on the railway, while in the case of 
the telegraph a new line has to be constructed with an increase of the business. 
While the rates of postage in the United States are higher than they are in Great 
Britain, yet the British post-office makes a profit while the United States post-office 
is operated at a loss. He attributes this to the greater distances that mail has to 
be carried in this country than in England. If the telegraph service were carried 
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into every nook and corner of the country, as the advocates of Government owner
ship desire, the result would be a deficiency very much greater than the deficiency 
in Great Britain. He admits, however, that the decrease in rates would perhaps 
result in an increase of the number of messages sent. (227-228.) 

Mr. Clark refers to numerous- attempts that have been made in this country to 
reduce telegraphic rates, all of which, he says, have been unsuccessful. The present 
rates are justified by the business of the company. (215.) 

Baltimore and Onio Telegraph.-Professor PARSONS criticises the statement of Mr. 
Clark, that the Baltimore and Ohio telegraph, which maintained a 10 cent rate on 
19 long routes and other low rates, averaging 16i cents a message on the whole 
system, became bankrupt in consequence of its low tariH. The manager of the Bal
timore and Ohio telegraph system testified at a hearing before a Congressional com
mittee that the sfstem made a profit in spite of its low rates, and that the Western 
Union succeeded m buying up the Baltimore and Ohio lines merely because other 
departments of the railroad company were unprofitable, and th8 sale of the telegraph 
was the most available source of realizing funds. (888.) 

7. Relations between telegraph companies and effect on rateB.-Mr. CHANDLER states that 
there is an understanding between the Postar Telegraph Company and the Western 
Union Company in respect to certain methods of competition, givmg of rebates, etc., 
but that there is no understanding in reference to any division of business, and neither 
company, as a rule, accepts messages which must be transmitted over the lines of 
the other company. Since this understanding has been had, there has not been any 
inereasein rates to the public, except that certain :particularly low rates-10, 15, and 
20 cent rates-that had been established by the vanous smaller competing companies 
and which meant a loss were done away at the outset. At the same time, he says, 
a much larger number of rates, particularly rates between distant points, was 
reduced. Previous to this understanding the most insistent customer got the largest 
rebate, and/ in Mr. Chandler's judgment, the understanding has resulted in benefit 
to the public in that now every man engaged in the businees knows that he has just 
the same rates as his competitor and that no one has any advantage over another. 
No complaints because of the refusal to give rebates have been had since customers 
have understood that.there is no exception to the rule. (195, 198.) 

Mr. Chandler states further that the business of his company is not competitive at 
all points with the Western Union Company, that the Postal Company has offices at 
a great many places where the Western UnIon has none, and the Western Union has 
offices at a great many more places where the Postal Company has none. At the 
majority of the Postal Companv's stations, however, there is competition. The 
number of messages transmitted by the Postal Company in 1900 was about one-fifth 
of the whole number in the country. 

In Mr. Chandler's opinion, the understanding in reference to rates, etc., between 
the Postal Company and the Western Union Company has not destroyed competition, 
though it has restricted it. Unrestricted competition would mean destruction. The 
existence of competing lines, however, the WItness holds to be of advantage and to 
result in the doing of business on. better terms. 

Businees could be done much better under one management, he thinks, but the 
difficllity has been hitherto, that "when the whole telegraph business has for a time 
been done under one management new competition has sprung up of a wasteful sort 
and legislation has been instituted against telegraph companies. Public clamor has 
been raised against monopolies, and it has not so far been practicable to maintain a 
single service for any conSIderable time." (195,201,203.) 

Mr. CLARK states that there is no community ownership between the Western 
Union and the Postal companies. The Postal follows the rates of the Western Union. 
They have no interchange of messages. (228-229.) 

8. COst olming the telephone in connection with the telegraph.-Mr. CLARK states that 
sometimes, in the case of independent telephone companies which run their lines 
into a remote place, there is an increased cost to the public, but that for collecting 
and distributing through the telephone companies generally there is no increased 
cost. (227. ) 

D. Government ownership In Great BrltBln.-1. GtmIfI'ai working.
Professor PARSONS says that England made a mistake when it bought out t~e telegraph 
companies by buying them all at once instead of one at a time, as PrUS8la had done 
with the railroad service. It also paid about four times as much as the lines wen> 
worth. Notwithstanding these disadvantages the rates were immediately lowered 
and the service increased and bettered in every way. Telegraph offices have been 
opened in the post-offices, and meesages can be deposited in post-office boxes. The 
hours of labor have been shortened from 56 to 48 and 42, and wages increased. The 
public operation of the telegraph has brought about a harmony of interest. Press 
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rates have been reduced to the lowest figure in the world to-day. The number of 
me81!8ges doubled in 2 years after the Government took possession and has subse
quently very largely increased. Social intercourse has been promoted. The per
centage of social me81!8ges, not only in England, but in Belgium and Switzerland as 
well, runs up sometimes as high as 63 per cent of the total, whereas the Western 
Union has stated that 46 per cent of the telegraph business of the United States was 
speculative. Where the rates are low and the facilities ample the masses of the 
people use the telegraph to a very great extent. The advantages in England are 
low rates, good service, rapid growth of the system, progressive improvement of 
labor, harmonious, uninterrupted operation, large popular use of the telegraph, a 
management whose sole aim was to serve the people, moderate salaries for leading 
officials, no big fortunes from telegraph manipulation, and universal satisfaction with 
the situation. The opposite of all this is true in the United States. The United 
States need not make the mistakes England made in some of its management of the 
telegraph system. (182-185.) 

2. Deficit in Bnglillh telegraph.-Mr. CLAnK says that the financial conditions of the 
telegraph system in Europe are very much obscured in all the countries with the 
exception of Great Britain, which has had the manhood to come out and say that the 
telegraph there is operated at a loss. There has been a deficit of nearly $40,000,000 in 
the operation of the telegraph system of Great Britain since it was taken over by the 
Govemmentin 1870; the witness submits an itemized statement to verify these figures. 
The losses on the telegraph in Great Britain are provided for by the annual ~t 
made by Parliament to the department. The grant covers all the cost of exteIlS1ons, 
B8 well as of operation, and no capital charge is made especially for the telegraph 
department, the whole amount including the interest on the original stock going in 
B8 a part of the expenses of the postMlffice. (211-213. ) 

Mr. Clark says further that the deficit in the operation of the English telegraph 
since 1870 is brought about la~ely by extending the system without commercial 
considerations to remote and inslgriificant places, and tlult if the same policy were 
pursued in this country, which is twenty-five times as large, and not nee.rly so thickly 
populated, the same result would follow in an intensified degree. (215-216. ) 

Mr. Clark states that it would be a very difficult thing to raise the rates in England 
so B8 to make the telegraph service self-supporting, for the reason that the policy of 
the British Government IS to serve the interest of tbe comparatively limited number 
of people who use the telegraph, at the expense of all. (220.) 

Professor P A.B8ONS states that while there is a deficit in the operation of the 
English telegraph system, a deficit has not occurred in any of the other European 
countries. He states that in England the returns for the telegraph system are so 
mixed up with those from the postMlffice service that it is not possible to tell 
whether the telegraph is responsible for the deficit. The post-office and telegraph 
systems together do make a profit in Belgium, France, and Germany, and the 
British post-office is operated at a profit of $16,000,000. - Moreover, other reasons 
for the deficit in the English telegraph system are: That England paid four times 
the fair value of the lines; that she has been burdened by the competition of the 
telephone; and especislly that she did not aim at a profit at all, but at the develop
ment of the country. Telegoraph experts in England have stated that if the expenses 
werejroperly divided between the mail system proper and the telegraph, there 
woul be no deficit of the telegrap'h; that the postal authorities were anxious to 
make a strong showing for the mall department, and that a 2 per cent variation in 
the division of expenses between the mail department and the telegraph, or a slight 
increBBe in the press rates, which are 9 cents per 100 words, would make up the 
deficit. Moreover, the railroads in England are permitted to use the telegraph free, 
which is a mistake. (188-189.) -

Professor Parsons says that the English telegraph system is not run as a means of 
raising revenues for the public treasury, but as a means of disseminating informa
tion throughout the whole country and giving increased facilities of communication 
to all classes, B8 well B8 a means of increBBing the trade and commerce of the 
Kingdom. (126.) . 

Professor PABSONS criticises, in a supplementa.r}' affidavit, Mr. Clark's statement 
that the deficit in the operation of the English telegraph amounts to $37,000,000, and 
says the estimates of deficiency are made by including the cost of new construction, 
extensions, etc., whereas these should belong to the capital account. The difference 
caused by the wrong use of construction cost might turn a small deficit into a big one, 
or might change a profit into a deficit. For example, Mr. Clark's statement shows a 
deficit of £29,909 for 1880, whereas there was a profit of £7,187 above all co~t of 
operation and maintenance and interest on the debt. In 1881, 1882, 1883, and 1884 
there was also a profit if the amounts paid out for new construction, etc., are put 
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into capital account. The British Government believes that the country gets more 
than a-full return for the deficit in the development of business, etc., through low 
telegraph rates. If the telegraph had remained in private hands the service would 
have cost the people many millions more than the total Government cost, deficit 
and all. Moreover a deficit is not necessarily a bad thing, it depends on what there 
is to show for it, and there are plenty of countries that do not have any deficit in 
the operation of the telegraph_ (888. ) 

E. General di8cu88ion of Government owner8hip.-1. Right under 
Constitution.-Professor PARSONS states that he believell that, under the Constitution of 
the United States, it is the duty of the Federal Government to establish a postal tele
graph system. He quotes from a report of the House Committee on Post-Offices and 
Post-Roads of the Twenty-eighth Congress, wherein it was asserted that the tele:. 
graph came under the same category as the post-office as a governmental function. 
The Government is bound to supply the people with means of communication. The 
postal service was placed under the control of the National Government, and with 
the increase of inventions and other means of communication, they likewise should 
be administered by the Genera: Government. (182.) 

Mr. ROBERTS, a member of the International Typographical Union Telegraph Com
mittee, does not think it necessary to argue the question of the right of the Govern
ment to own and operate the telegraph. The operation of the Post-Office Department 
is the best evidence that the Government has the right; if it has the right to trans
mit letters it certainly has the right to handle telegrams. In 1866 the Western Union 
Telegraph Company practically conceded this right to the Government, merely asking 
that Congress should permit it to operate the system for the term of at least 5 years, in 
order that the capital invested in the plant might not be destroyed. (266.) 

Mr. HIT<.:HCOCK says that it is the duty of the Government under the Constitution 
to utilize the best available means for the transmission of correspondence, and it is 
therefore unconstitutional for the telegraph to be operated as a private monopoly. 
Of 75 countries the telegraph is owned and operated by the Governments in all 
except Bolivia, Cuba, Cyprus, Hawaii, Honduras, and the United States. This wit
ness favors especially the introduction, by the Government, of the methods of 
machine telegraphy, his account of which is summarized below. (890.) 

2. General argument for Government ownership.-Mr. RANDALL says that his general 
reason for advocating governmental ownership of the telegraph is his opposition to 
a monopoly of any sort, but that there are more particular reasons why the telegraph 
should be under the control of the Government. Thus the press rates are extor
tionate. Large dividends are paid on watered stock, two-thirds of the entire stock 
of the Western Union being water. The telegraph is a very important agency in the 
communication of intelligence, and has been so concentrated in the hands of a few 
persons as to become a monopoly, with power to levy such exactions as it may choose. 
The first telegraph in America (from Washington to Baltimore), was built with an 
appropriation from Congress and was operated by the Post-Office Department for 
3 years, and the control by the Government now would be simply a return to original 
conditions. (242.) 

Mr. ROBERTS says that while practically all the business organizations and the great 
thinkers and statesmen of the country favors governmental ownership and opera
tion of the telegrap,h, nobody with the exception of the Western Union Company 
seems to oppose it. It is, in fact, a contest of the people against the Western Union. 
The witness quotes Postmaster-General 'Vanamaker to the same effect. He refers to 
the greed of the Western Union Telegraph Company in requiring the public to pay 
the late stamp tax on messages) when the evident mtent of Congress will! that the 
company itself should pay it. \272,273,274.) 

Professor PARSON8 states that when· the English Government began to consider the 
absorption of the telegraph the companies used every effort to prevent the reform, 
and made all sorts of objections, everyone of which has been answered by the 
results of the public system. There is really no force in the current objections to 
Government ownership aside from the patronage question, and that difficulty can be 
solved. (179-180. ) • 

Mr. ROBERTS states that there would be great similarity between an extension of 
the telegraph service under governmental ownership and present rural free delivery 
in the Post-Office Department. Only a few years ago, when the establishment of 
rural free delivery was suggested, it was denounc9d by some as impracticable, and 
substantially the same arguments were made against it as are made by the Western 
Union Telegraph Company against the extension of the telegraph service to remote 
places where the service would not be self-sustaining. But the rural free delivery 
has been greatly increased; it is found very beneficial to rural communities, and it 
would hardly be suggested that it should be abolished. (272. ) 
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}fro HITCHCOCK Mys that a select committee of Congress in 1870 estimated that the 
annual saving by Government ownership of the telegraph would beat least $1,500,000. 
Ir.asmuch as the receipts of the telegraph companr are now four times what they 
were in 1870 the saving under Government operation would be very much greater 
now, even if there were no improvements made in operation. By cutting off divi
dends upon watered stocks alone the saving by Government management would prob
ably be not less than $4,000,000 per annum. (892.) 

Mr. CHANDLER, of the Postal Telegraph Company, knows of no reason why the 
Government mil!'ht not conduct the telegraph business as well as it can be done by 
corporations. Whether this would be the case, however, he thinks is another ques
tion. He says, however, that judging from the excellence of the mail service, and 
from the fact that the Government could conduct the business more cheaply in some 
respects than corporations can, and because of the absence of the incentive to earn 
dividends it might be that the Government could carry on the telegraph business to 
the satisfaction of the public. It would be practicable, he thinks, to introduce the 
telegraph into many country post,.offices and have both the mail service and the tele
graph service operated by the same force, with a considerable saving in expenses. 
Mr. Chandler has not sufficient knowledge to make a definite statement as to results 
of governmental ownership in Europe, but believes t.hat the management of thetele
graph by the Government of Great Britain is generally acceptable to the public but 
not profitable to the Government. (200:) 

Mr. Chandler thinks that the regulation by Congress of the telegraph business 
under competitive conditions would be an exceedingly difficult matter. (202.) 

3. Argument against Government ownership.-Mr. CLARK states that there would be 
no advantage in the governmental ownership of the telegraph even by combining 
postal and telegraph business in the small offices, because the employees of the 
Government would necessarily have to be operators as well, and it would be difficult 
to secure telegraph operators to run the other business of the Government. The 
argument in favor of governmental ownership is chiefly based on the experience of 
a few foreil:'n countries where conditions are much different from those'in the United 
States. (229. ) 

Mr. Clark supposes that the Government, by employing the same class of ability 
that the compames have, and by maintaining a permanent civil service, could ope
rate the telegraph substantially as well as a private company could. But there is 
very much popular antagonism to the civil service examination arrangement. If 
the telegraph were put into the hands of the Government there would be clamoring 
from all over the country for telegraph service, whether there was any need for it or 
not, and it would be made the basis of log-rolling schemes by members of Congress 
jmrt as is the case now in the river and harbor appropriations. 

He does not think the fact that there is no great deficit in the Post-Office Depart
ment is an argument in favor of the Government operating the telegraph, because 
the conditions are so different from those of the telegraph. The postroffice employs 
a vehicle ~rovided by the capital of corporations or others for the distribution of the 
mails, whIle in the telegraph a great deal of capital must be invested in lines. 

The Western Union endeavors to keep pace with the demands of the business of 
the country. After the discovery of oil at Beaumont, Tex., there was an immediate 
rush of people, but the telegraph company already had quadruplex instruments on 
the ground and was able to handle the business. The policy of extending the tele
graph to unprofitable places in Great Britain has caused the deficiency. While it 
would be a public convenience to those places, the question is as to who should bear 
the expense. The witness does "not beheve the whole ;people should. He believes 
the Government could not make a juster or fairer diviSIOn of rates than now exists, 
that it would not do the business on business principles, but would be influenced by 
local and political considerations. (229-232. ) 

Mr. RoBERTS criticises the argument that governmental operation of the telegraph 
would be unwise because of the increase in the number of governmental employees. 
There is nothing to fear on this ground. The 130,000 people employed in the post,. 
office service throughout the country do not endanger the public welfare, and the 
number of employees in the telegraph service could be added to the Government 
rolls without any danger whatever. (270.) " 

Professor PARSONS, in his affidavit, criticises the statement of Mr. Clark that the 
evidence given in favor of public ownership of the telegraph was chiefly based on 
the conditions in Great Britain, Switzerland, and Belgium. Mr. Parsons says that 
the evidence was chiefly based on the broad principle that the fundamental test of 
any telephone is its effect on character, justice, government, civilization, the human 
effect bemg far more important than any material consideration, and upon other like 
broad facts. He recapitUlates the arguments'set forth in his original testimony. 
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The philosophy of public ownership and cooperative industry rests primarily on 
considerations entirely above the material plane and wholly out of the range of sta-
tistics of dollars and wires and offices, etc. (886. ) . 

Mr. HITCHCOCK answered the general objections to governmental ownership of the 
telegraph by saying that political influences should not control the selection or dis
charge of employees. The operation of the telegraph is a technical service, and 
civil-service rules should be rigidly applied, promotions being based upon efficiency 
and skill. Life positions and a pension system should be the reward of faithful 
service. (890. ) 

4. Advocates oj GOt'ernment owner8hip oj the telegraph.-Mr. ROBERTS states that the 
governmental ownership of the telegraph has been advocated bv some of the ablest 
thinkers and statesmen of the country for many years (many of whom he names); by 
legislatures, city councils, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, and labor organ
izations, representing many millions of citizens; by many of the most important and 
influential newspapers of the country (some of which the witness names). Since 1866 
committees of the Senate and House have favorably reported bills looking toward 
Government ownership on sixteen d~fferent occasions. Only twice in that time has 
any adverse report been Inade. One of these was a short report which did not con
sider the question at all. A great many of the Postmasters-General have advocated 
the governmental ownershiI,l and operation of the telegraph in connection with the 
postal system, beginning With a Postmaster-General under the Administration of 
President Polk in 1846. The same thing was advocated by Henry Clay in 1844. 
The witness gives quotations from many of these persons, all of whom favored the 
governmental ownership and operation of the telegraph, either on constitutional 
grounds or on grounds of public policy. (266-268.). 

Mr. HITCHCOCK says that more than 75 bills have been before Congress advocating 
the postal telegraph, and 16 investigating committees have reported in its favor. The 
Farmers' Alliance, the National Grange, the Knights of Labor, the Railway Union, 
the American Federation of Labor, the International Typographical Union, the. 
People's Party, the Prohibitionists, and many boards of trade and commercial bodies 
have advocated the system, and more than 2,000,000 votes have been cast for it. 
Mr .. Wanamaker, in 1890, declared that the only visible opponent was the Western 
Union Telegraph Company. (890.). . 

Mr. A. L. RANDALL, chairman International Typographical Union committee on 
Go~ernment control and ownership of the telegraph, states that in 1893 the Inter
national Typographical Union of North America, at its forty-firshnnual session, held 
in Chicago, first advocated governmental ownership and control of the telegraph in 
resolutions offered by himself; and that a committee was appointed at this meeting to 
organize the country, and in a short time petitions and resolutions bearing the signa
tures of 300,000 people came up to Congress and were referred to the House Post
Office and Post-Roads Committee, which in 1894 accorded a hearing, at which the 
American Federation of Labor and other interests were represented. With only a 
few exceptions members of that committee and other members of Congress admitted 
that it was not only the right, but the dutr., of the Government to furnish the speed
iest and most effiCient postal service poSSIble, and that the telegraph is a necessary 
adjunct to the postal service. In 1896 the Senate Post-Office Committee granted 
another hearing, at which Mr. P. B. Delany, a famous electrical expert and inven
tor, among others, made arl!'llments in favor of the measure. Mr. Delany had per
sonally investigated the working of the tele~ph systems of nearly all the countries 
of Europe, and was particularly well qualified to speak on the subject. A great 
many mass meetings bave been held throughout the country agitatin~ the question, 
and the business community is regarding governmental ownership With great favor. 

Mr. Randall says further that almost every Postmaster-General since 1846 has been 
in favor of the Government owning the telegraph; the witness cites especially the 
reports of Postmaster-General Wanamaker, of 1892; Postmaster-General Maynard, of 
1880, and Postmaster-General Gresham, of 1883. Mr. Wanamaker's report, among 
other.things, contained the following: . 

.. I am fully convinced that the Government will never properly do the postal 
work committed to it until it uses electricity in some form, and therefore I advocate 
the utilization of both the telegraph and telephone at its earliest practicable day." 

Postmaster-General Gresham said: 
.. The same principle which will justify and demand the transference of the mail on 

many chief routes from the horse-drawn coach on common highways to steam
impelled vehicles on land and water is equally potent to warrant the calling of the 
electro-magnetic telegraph in aid of the post-office in discharge of its great functions 
of raI,lidly transmitting correspondence and intelligence." 

ThlB measure, says the witness, has been indorsed by every commercial body in 
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the United States; the National Board of Tni.de at almost all of its sessions for the 
last 12 "ears has resolved in favor of it. He cites a report made by the Hon. Henry 
W. BlaIr, of New Hampshire, in 1894, in which he elaborately discussed the.ques
tion, and favored in unequivocal terms the taking over of the telegraph aud tele
phone service in aid of the postal service. (241-245.) 

6. Attitude of labor organizatio7Ul.-Mr. RoBERTS states that the International Typo
!!"".!phical Union numbers 35,000 members, and is one of the most conservative and 
mtluentiallabor organizations in existence. In 1893 that organization, at its annual 
meeting, put itselt on record in favor of the governmental ownership and operation 
of the telegraph system, and since that time it has effected a great deal by way of 
creating a sentiment throughout the country in favor of this proposition.· There is 
a permanent committee of the union for this purpose. The American Federation of 
Labor, at the head of which is Samuel Gompers, is also in favor of governmental 
ownership and operation of the telegraph, and is doing all it can in that direction. 
A great many petitions have come up to Congress from all over the country advo
cating governmental ownership. (268,273,274.) 

6. Method of introducing Gowrnment 0W1IeT8hip.-Mr. CHANDLER thinks that in case 
the Government should ever take over the properties of the telegraph companies it 
should, in justice, appraise, at a fair value, the property of the telegraph companies 
which exists in the form of contracts, franchises, and privileges, etc., as well as the 
tangible property of the companies. Property of that kind, he says, enters very 
largely into the telegraph, has cost money, and is indispensable to the conduct of the 
business. In case of the 8.cquirement of telegra:ph properties by the Government, he 
thinks that great care would have to be exerCIsed and tinIe taken for the change. 
(200,201.) 

Mr. Hitchcock believes that the purchase of the properties of the existing tele
graph companies by the Government would be inexpedient, because the Government 
would be called on to pay many times the actual value of the plant. The simplest 
course for the Government to pursue would be to·enter in1<l an agreement with the 
owners of BOme improved system, such as the Denany system, for the latter to con
.struct the first line and operate it for 6 months or a year for their own profit at 10 
and 16 cent rates for 50 and 100 word messages. If at the end of that time the plant 
is workin~ satisfactorily the Government should then be obligated. to take over the 

. line, paying an advance of 10 per cent on the cost of construction. He does not 
believe that the competition thus engendered would result in ruin to the Western 
Union Company, because there would be time for a natl1ra.l. readjustment to meet the 
changed conditIOns. The company might lose all the general tel~ph busineBB and 
the press busineBll, but there 18 enough of other business remainmg to enable it to 
continue at a profit. (896. ) 

F. Relations to newspapel'll, exehan;;es, and Government.-l. 
Newspaper and other special ratu.-Mr. CLARK states that the press rates are made on 
a basis entirely their own, because of the larger volume of business, most of it being 
done during the night. The business of the press associations is largely done over 
leased wires, the associations paying a certain rental therefor, the company itself not 
having any further connection with that business. The press rates on matters han
dled by the company are made on a basis of circuits, by which a large number of 
papers can be served at the same time, thereby promoting economy as much as pos
sible, with due regard to the return to the telegraph company. The special rates to 
news:papers for a sin~le transmission to one paper are based on what are called" the 
additIOnal-word rate ' of the day message; i. e., one-third of the additional rate for 
the daytime and one-sixth at night, so that where the regular rate is 26 cents and 2 
cents for additional words the press rate for the daytinIe would be two-thirds of a 
cent and at night one-third of a cent. 

Mr. Clark further states that commercial reports are distributed to exchanges and 
the various subscribers throughout the country at a rate made on a basis somewhat 
similar to the press rates for individual subscribers. Those rates are lower than a 
general rate, but how much the witness can not say. (209, 210.) 

Mr. CHANDLER states that there is a special press rate for news messages different 
from the commercial rate; that there are several classes of newspaper service and the 
rates are uniform for each class. The rate differs according to the circumstancea of 
the case, the distance, and the number of newspapers served. In many cases a great 
many papers are served by one sending, and distribution is made to 20 or 30 different 
places. The lowest rate applies to dispatches filed by press associations, to bedeliv
ered at 6 or more places on one sending. On such the rate to each paller is in some 
cases as low as one-fifth of a cent a word. Rates on newspaper speCIals vary from 
one-fourth of a cent per word, on matter transmitted at night, between comparatively 
near points, and one-half of a cent per word for the same message transmitted during 
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the day, to It centB per word for night and 3! cents per word for day service between 
distant points. (197.) 

2. GQVernment ra/es.-Mr. CLARK refers also to the Government rates, and intro
duces a copy of a contract between the company and the Government. Under the 
law of 1866 the Postmaster-General was authonzed to establish a rate from year to 
year for Government business. Those rates are shown to be considerably lower 
than the ordinary commercial rates. They are made not upon any particular com
mercial basis nor with the hope or expectation that they would yield the company 
anything like an adequate financial return, and in fact the company loses money on 
its Government contracts. (211. ) 

Mr. Clark states, further, that Government business has priority over the lines of 
the Western Union, that being a part of the agreement with the Government. The 
Western Union does other business for the Government than that specified in the 
contract. It has been transmitting free over the cable of the International Ocean 
Tele!V!lph Company all the business with Cuba ~ver since the beginning of the 
Spanish war. The Western Union Company having had that contract with the Span
ish Government, is carrying it out with the United States very much to its detriment 
financially, inasmuch as in 1 year it has done more business for the United States 
Government than it did for Spain in the 30 years preceding. The Western Union 
is pursuing this policy not for the purpose of keeping the Postal Telegraph Com
pany out of Cuba, as has been charged, but merely to protect ill! own property rights. 
(228-229.) 

3. Alleged new8 monopoly.-Mr. RoBERTS says that the Associated Press has a com
plete monopoly of the news service of the country. By its arrangement with the 
Western Union Telegraph Company it is enabled to prevent the starting of any new 
papers, or it may cut off the service from any paper now in existence. The effect of 
thiS is to decrease the business of printing, which is very detrimental to the typo
graphical union which the witness represents. Governmental ownership and opera
tion would break up this monopoly and give the printing craft much more labor. 
No newspaper can secure service to-day that is not a member of the Associated Press 
combine. For instance, in a citJ containing 75,000 inhabitants an attempt was 
recently made to start a new daily paper, but it was found that this could not be 
done without paying $35,000 for an Associated Press franchise, and the paper was 
not established. The witness instances also the case of the Washington Times, which 
is not able to get an Associated Press franchise because the Washington Post and the 
Washington Star will not consent to it. (266, 268, 269, 273.) 

Mr. RANDALL states that the printers of the country are in favor of the govern
mental ownership of the telegraph, because they believe it would break the monopoly 
of the news, and would enable a great many newspapers to start up that could not do 
so now on account of the relations between the Western Union Telegraph Company 
and the press associations, thus increasing the work of printers. The witness gives 
instances of newspapers which attempted to start up, but were prevented from doing 
so because they could not get a news service from the telegraph company or tele
graphic rates such as it furnished the ABBociated Press. He also quotes from the 
report of Hon. Henry W. Blair to the effect that in New Hampshire an attempt had 
been made to start a newspaper, but that it failed because the paper could not get an 
equitable rate from the telegraph company. (245,246,250,252,255,256.) 

Mr. Randall refers to the great telegraph strike of 1883, and says that the newspa
pers then asserted their independence, and insisted on governmental ownership and 
operation of the telegraph. He has a large book containing extracts from newspa
pers of that period in favor of governmental ownership. As soon as the strike was 
over the newspapers were forced by the Western Union Telegraph Company to refrain 
from further agitation of governmental ownership on penalty of being cut off from 
any news service whatever. (251.) . 

Mr. CLARK states that there is no such thing as a news monopoly so far as the 
telegraph company is concerned, and that if any such monopoly has existed it is 
the fault of the press associations. Every newspaper is free to get any quantity of 
service it wishes on the same basis as any other paper. A circuit provides that there 
shall be a terminal place, and not less than 4 drops to begin with. The rate is for 
the first 300 miles. A rate of one-sixteenth of a cent for each 100 miles is added, 
and a rate of one-eil$hth of a cent for each connection made. These rates are open 
to all associations alike, and there is no discrimination on the part of the telegraph 
company. There is no arrangement whatever by which newspaper associations or 
newspapers have any special privilege m the use of the wires in cases of emergency 
when there are but few wires in operation. (219.) 

Mr. RANDALL criticises severely the testimony of Mr. Clark that there is no 
news monopoly in this country, and introduces a copy of a contract between the 
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Western Union Telegraph Company and the Associated Press to refute this statement. 
The contract is as follows: , 

"And said Associated Press agrees that during the continuance of this agreement 
they and their agents, and all parties furnished by them with news for publication, 
and the ~nts of such parties, shall employ the said telegraph company exclusively 
to transmIt to and from all places reached by its lines all tel~raphic messages relating 
to the news or newspaper business; and that they will not In any way encourage 01' 
support any opposition or competing telegraph company." 

He also introduces a private circular to the members of the Western Associated 
Press, signed by M. Halstead, of th,e executive committee of that association, as 
follows: 

" Your attention is invited to the clause in our contract with the the telegraph 
company which forbids us to encourage or support any opposition or competing tele
graph company. That clause was to the telegraph company a valuable consideration 
for the favorable terms upon which they contracted with us." 

The witness further quotes from Senate Document 65, of the first session of the 
Fifty-sixth Con~ress, in which the direct charge is made that the Western Union 
wou1d not permIt any press criticism of its methods or of the methods of the Associ
ated Press In reference to news, and threatened to, and often did, cut off newspapers 
from the service if they had the hardihood to make any such criticisms. He states 
that the Western Union serves a paper in the Associated Press Association for a mere 
fraction of the price that must be paid for the same service by a paper not in the 
association. The understanding between the telegraph company and the press asso
ciation secures the latter low rates and the power of excluding new papers from the 
field, and also enables the Associated Press to color its dispatches to suit its purposes. 
On this point the Washburn committee report states that "the associations them
selves, and consequently the newspapers, are completely in the power of the tele
graph companies, which can at any moment raise the rates for news telegrams to a 
par with those charged for private messages, and thus prevent their transmission 
almost altogether." . 
, He also quotes from a statement made to the Blair committee by Mr. D. H. Craig, 
the originator of the Associated Press, in which he stated: "The Western Union and 
the press association work together to ruin a paper that buys news from any com
peting telegraph line." He also quotes from statements made by Mr. Gardiner Hub
bard and Mr. F. B. Thurber, who represented the National Board of Trade before 
committees of Congress, to the same effect, that there was a combination between 
the Associated Press and the Western Union Telegraph Company to have a monoply 
of the news. 

The witness declares that if a man with a large amount of money wants to start 
a newspaper in any lal1l:e city_y, for instance, Washington-it would be impos
sible to obtain an Associated Press franchise without the consent of the newspapers 
of that city who already have that franchise. The Washington Times is unable to 
get an Associated Press franchise because of opposition of ihe Post and Star. He 
relates an instance of a newspaper correspondent who gave part of his business to 
the Postal Telegraph Company, because it was more convenient for him to do so; but 
the Western Union, finding it out, complained to tb,e home office, and the corre
spondent got notice from his paper to discontinue using the Postal Telegraph service. 

Mr. Randall holds that governmental ownership of the telegraph would do away 
with all the evils mentioned, and by reducing the rates would enable any newspaper 
to secure a rate on the same terms as are given the Associated Press. He contends 
that the gathering of news at a central point and there editing it and sending it out 
over the country generally would be a very useful thing to newspapers if the rates 
were uniform and low, as they would be under governmental ownership, and if the 
editor in chief were impartial. He suggests that any paper that might choose to pay 
therefor mi~ht have the privilege of having a "supplemental editor" in connection 
with the edItor in chief to look after the news that was especially applicable to the 
section represented by his newspaper. He believes that these features would greatly 
facilitate the dissemination of news and the growth of intelligence, and would break 
up the trust or monopoly in the news service. (245--248, 252, 255--259.) 

Mr., HITCHCOCK quotes from Mr. S. H. Bell,representing the Typographical Union 
before the Senate Committee on Post-Offices and Post-Roads, to the effect that the 
news of this country is controlled by two great press associations, and no new paper 
can secure a telegraphic service except on such terms as may be rrescribed by the 
paper or J?apers which already occupy the field. In England al papers are on an 
equal footmg. Under governmental operation a similar condition would soon pre
vail here. (891. ) 
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G. Alle;red discrimination In nse of wires.-Mr. RANDALL states that 
a telegraph operator told him that the Western Union Company favors the specula
tive class of business in forwarding messages and refuses to do justice to the social 
and commercial busbee~; that brokers' messages have special rights over everything 
else; that many.brokerage companies hire wires for use during a few hours in the 
middle of the day, with the result that from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m. the other business of 
the country is allowed to accumulate, because the Western Union Company is not 
able to take care of it with the few wires left. The witness gives instances of tele
grams having been sent from one city to another and not delivered until after the 
sender had traveled to the second city. (244, 257.) 

Professor PARSONS states that the telegraph SerVIce of the country is not equal to 
that in the countries where the telegraph is owned and operated by the Government. 
One fault of the system is that it discriminates in transmJ.SSion in favor of speculative 
telegrams as against social messages or even Government business. The witness 
gives instances of great delays in the sending and delivery of messages. Postmaster
General Wanamaker accused the Western Union of having suppressed 16 inventions 
for the improvement of the system, instead of giving the country the benefit of them. 
The tendency of the company is to adopt only those inventions which increase the 
profits, and to try to repress an invention, no matter how meritorious, if it does not 
conduce to that end. (190-191.) 

Mr. CHANDLER states that there is no rule of precedence in respect to telegraphic 
dispatches. Government business is entitled to go first, but there is no other regula
tion or order of business, except such as might be instituted by a chief operator in 
case of emergency. Railroad business is given no precedence over other business, 
except in r.&Ses of emergency. There are, however, usually on railway routes certain 
wires assigned to railway purposes, for the exclusive use of the railway companies, 
and over those wires the company gives preference to messages referring to move:
ments of trains. Ordinary messages might be delayed at times through accident or 
oversight. (199.) 

Brokerage diBpatche8.-Mr. CHANDLER says that there is no arrangement by which 
brokerage dispatches are given precedence over other messages, but that a very large 
proportion of stock exchange and brokerage business is done over wires that are leased 
for that purpose. Sometimes several brokers lease a wire, and in that case each has 
his own operator and connection and takes care of the operating service altogether. 
(199,200.) 

Mr. CLARK states that there is no discrimination permitted by the Western Union 
Company uuder any circumstances in favor of the business of brokers and largespecu
lative firms, as has been often charged. He can not state how la~e a proportion of 
the.business of the company is brokerage and how much commercIal work, because 
a large number of the brokers have private wires and a great many messages which 
ordinarily might Beem private commercial messages might be in fact brokerage mes
sages. He is very positive that the business which comes to the company regularly 
is transmitted without discrimination, in the order in which it is received, and that 
it is delivered in the same way. (209,210.) 

H. Alle;red influence of the tele;rraph company In politics.
Franking privilege.-Professor PARSONS states that the Western Union Telegraph 
Company goes into politics very largely. According to the statement of the presi
dent of the company, the franks issued to Government officials constitute nearly 
one-third of the total complimentary business. These franks are issued to the 
officials of the National Government and of the various State and municipal govern
ments for the purpose of influencing them in favor of the company. The company 
has confessed to having received large benefits from the distribution of these franks. 
Perhaps one reason why Congress has not been more alive to this question is that the 
members do not want to get rid of a system under which they can' do their 
telegraphing free. (191.) . 

Mr. CLARK states that the practice of giving complimentary franks to different 
classes of people is a matter of personal courtesy only, and that he does not know 
that it has any immoral effect. They are not given as a quid pro quo, because the 
companies do not expect and do not receive anything in return therefrom, even if 
the franks are given to members of the State legislatures or to members ~f Congress, 
as is often the case. If the frank system were abolished it would not make any dif
ference in the rates, because that business amounts to only a fraction of 1 per cent of 
the business of the company. (223.) . 

Professor PARSONS criticises this statement, and he offsets that of the late President 
Green of the Western Union, in his report BOrne years ago, that the judicious use of 
complimentary franks among Government officials has been the means of saving the 
company many times the money value of the free service performed. The franks 
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are still given to the same class of beneficiaries and the purpose and results are prob-
ably the same. (888.) _. 

Mr. CHANDLER states that the frankiilg privilege prevails to a considerable extent iil 
the Postal Telegraph Company. Originally franks were only given under strict rules 
involving reciprocal service. They are now given to quitAl a good many public men, 
among them members of State legISlatures, aldermen, mayors, judges, and members 
of Congress. In the main the frankini privilege is extended upon application. News
paper correspondents and newspaper proprietors, to a considerable extent, have the 
franking privilege. In these cases it is given as a matter of accommodation and as a 
privilege which has grown up from lon~ years of practice. .To a limited extent franks 
are given to :people doing private busmess, but purely as a matter of reciprocity. 
The franks given to newspaper men do not enable them to transmit news to their 
papers. . 

A substantially accurate account of the value of franked messages is kept. 
In Mr. Chandler's judgment the franking privilege is not a sufficient factor to 

have any effect upon rates in ~eneral, and its abolishment would not result in 
cheaper rates. As a matter of mdividual judgment, h.e would be glad to see the. 
whole franking privilege, in respect to telegrams, done away with. (195, 196, 
197,198.) 

Mr. RoBERTS Criticises the statement of Mr. Clark that the issue of telegraph 
franks to governmental officers is purely a matter of personal courtesy. Mr. Rob
erta does not believe this is the case, but thiilks that they are issued for favors 
received or expected. He quotes from the statement of the president of the Western 
Union Company, made some years ago, in which he said that the -franks issued to 
Government officials constitute nearly a third of the total complimentary busiiless; 
that in all of the States where the company's lines extend their property: is more 
or less subject to the action of the national, State, and municipal authonties, and 
that the judicious use of complimentary franks to them has been a means of saving 
to the company many times the money value of the free service performed. (270.) 

Mr. RANDALL read from Senate Document 65, first session Fifty-sixth Congress, to 
. the effect that the issuing of telegraph franks to members of legislative, judicial,and 
municipal bodies is a very great evil, and tends to misgovernment and political 
corruption. He criticises the statement of Mr. Clark that the issuing of these .franks 
is merely a matter of personal courtesy, and declares that they are cut off as soon 
as a statesman is out of a job. (259.) 

I. Improvement8 In telel;raph devieel.-l. Policy ojthe Western Union 
in 'respect oj new inventions.-:-Mr. RANDALL disputes the statement that the Western 
Union is progressive and adopts new iilventions iil telegraphy whenever they prove 
useful. He affirms that the contrary of this is the fact, and that there are plenty. 
of improvementa in telegraphy which the Western Union will not use, because It 
believes they would not redound to its financial interest. Whenever a new iilven
tion is found to be beneficial it is bought up by the Western Union and laid away. 
The Western Union will not lease a wire to private individuals to make experiments 
with new iilventions. The witness introduces in evidence two letters wntten by a 
person iilterested iil what was known as the "Anderson machiile telegraph" to 
substantiate his assertions. These letters and the testimony of Mr. Randall tend 
to show that the representative of the Anderson machiile parent was williilg to per
mit the Government to make experiments with his patent until the Western Union 
people made some negotiations with him, when he at once appeared to lose iilterest 
In the matter. It is the belief of Mr. Randall that the Western Unipn had bought 
the patent. (249, 250, 251, 253, 254. ) 

Mr. RoBERTS states that while the Western Union Company always tries to get hold 
of the new inventions, it does not use them for the benefit of the public, but keeps 
them locked up in the office iil New York unless they would contribute to the 
profits of the company. (270.) 

Mr. CLARK denies the charge that the Western Union Company is kee:ping some 
of the latest and best iilventions out of operation, and states that the polIcy of the 
company is to develop every iilvention that it can find. He instances the history of 
the quadru'plex and other systems. There is a system in force which can be u.sed 
for short distances by which messages are sent and received iil the ordinary writ
ten characters, and signatures and outlined pictures ('.aD be sent by the telauto
graph. (229.) 

Professor PARSONS criticises this statement of Mr. Clark and quotes from Post
master-General Wanamaker's argument on the postal telegraph in 1890 to the effect 
that the Western Union does suppress iilventions, and that it has no use for devices 
which cheapen and quicken the telegraph service and warrant a claim for reduction 
of rates. (888. ) 
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Mr. ROMYN HN'CHCOCK, a civil engineer of New York Citv, says that many 
improvements have beel). made in the telegraph, but the Western Union Company 
has opposed all changes with the logical result that the United States has the poor
est, most antiquated, and expensive telegraph service in the world. It is conducted 
on the basis of small business at high prices, whereas the teachings of experience 
demonstrate that a larger development with cheaper rates would be more profitable. 
A dependence upon the purchasing power of wealth is relied on to buy up inven
tions and suppress them. It has been a battle of moner against the pervading spirit 
and the irresistible tendency of the age, qut the oppOSition will be overcome event-
ually. (891.) ., 

2. Attdude of Postal Company.-Mr. CHANDLER states that the Postal Company has 
endeavored to use new and useful devices to the fullest extent; that at all times it is 
glad to avail itself of anything that is a real improvement in the conduct of its busi
ness. A great many so-called improvements, however, when brought into actual 
practice in comparison witlI appliances already existing, have been found wanting. 
(200.) 

3. Anderson machine telegraph.-Mr. RANDALL describes a system of telegraphy 
invented by a gentleman named Anderson, and known as the Anderson Machine 
Telegraph, whereby, he asserts, it has been found from careful experiments that on 
a circuit of 500 miles it is possible to transmit 2,000 words a minute; on a circuit of 
1,000 miles, 1,000 words a minute, and greater distances in 1ike proportion. He 
states that the experiments made under this system between New York and Chicago 
and between New York and Washington were eminently successful, but that nothing 
came out of it, because, he believes, tbe Western Union has bought up the patent and 
will not use it. The advantages to the newspal?ers from the use of a system of this 
sort, Mr. Randall states, would be incalculable, m that it would work a great saving 
of time and expense in the transmission of news matter. He submits a dellcription 
of the Anderson Machine Telegraph, taken from Senate Document 65, first session 
Fifty-sixth Congress, together with the opinion of numerous experts relative thereto, 
not only in respect of a great saving in time and the great increase in amount of 
business that could be done by it, but also in respect of the lessened cost of doing 
business by this system. . 

The following extracts from statements of witnesses before tlIat committee describe 
the system, with estimates of cost of operation: 

The method of operation is simple. The message is perforated on a strip of PlLper, which is put 
into the transmitter and J.>lLSSes under metal points, At each perforation these pOlDts pass through 
the paper and close the CIrcuit for a length of time corresponding to the length of the perforation. 
At the receiving end the closing of the circuit makes a prussian-blue stain on a moving ribbon or 
sheet chemically prepared for the purpose, 

The perforating machine is as simple and efficient as an ordinary typewriter, and can be operated 
with the same ease and speed (1,800 to 2,000 words per hour). . 

The page and line recorder prints the message on a letter sheet about 10 words to the line, and is 
a great improvement over the paper ribbons for recording long messages. lette ... or new. reports. So 

~~s~~;'!~~~n:~tui!rc~~:~i~ l~':l~f;':~.:l~: tr::~~;r~t,W~:c~~i~te:.,[gi:t:~;~~ 
transmission. U 

The business men's composing machine enables any person after a little practioe to perforate a 
message for telegraphing as quickly as it could be written with a pen or typewriter (a perfect copy of 
the message for the office file being simultaneously printed in roman characters), The use of this 
composer would considerably Ie. ... en the cost of telegraphing and would shorten the time required to 
get a message under way, the m""""ge being ready for the automatic transmitter the moment it is 
written and stamped, thus avoiding even a.n instant's delay. - . 

Passing from the construction account (which estimates a cost 01 tI6OO,OOO for a line from Chicago 
to New York) with the impre."8ion that it is too high, we come to the cost of operation. Calculating 
at the minimum average of 800 words per minute, or 1,600 for the two wires, Mr. Delany's data place 
the cost per message of 70 words from New York to Chicago at 4* cents, including intere.t on his con
struction account and every expense but postage, which ought not to be over 1 cent. If the sender 
does his own perforating, and the m ..... ge is sent to the addressee in Morse characters, the cost of 
transmission would be a trifle over H cent.'! per message of 70 words, or 2t cents a hundred, not includ
ill!!: postage. This is not probably below the truth, for the tendency or the witness was to make his 
estImates of operation high as well as his estimates of construction_ tendencr plainly manifest in 
his giving the perforators a speed of about 16 words a minute, which is far wlthin their practical 
~PlLcity. (249-202, 260, 262-265 ) 

4. The Delany high-8peed automatic telegraph 8'I1.'tem.-Mr. HITCHCOCK advocates the 
establishment of Government ownerShip, making use of the improvements in 
tele~phy made by Mr. Patrick B. Delany, an ex-vice-president of .the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the inventor of numerous telegraph devices. 
One of his inventions, whereby one wire is made to carry 6 mess~es simultane
ously, one way or in opposite directions, has been in use by the BritIsh {lost-offire 
for 15 years, and his system of cable transmission holds the rerord for high speed 
over Atlantic rabIes. His high-speed automatic system of transmission has attained 
the limit of tlIe working speed of a telegraph wire. The inventor received a medal 
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for the invention in 1895, but it is much improved now. The messages are first 
punched on tapes, which are then run rapidly through the transmitting apparatus. 

"The tapes are now punched by the ordinary operatin~ of a Morse key, and the 
signals are recorded in Morse characters. The electro-statlc conditions of a telegraph 
line have hitherto imposed limitations upon rapid signalin~ by the ordinary methods. 
Bya recent improvement Mr. Delanr has succeeded in Utilizing the static charge in 
the production of signals on the receiving tape." 

The points of superiorit:y in the Delany system over the Wheatstone invention, 
which IS its nearest competitor, are (1) mon> certain legibility of signals; (2) simpler 
mechanism; (3) improved methods for handling a lar~ volume of business. It 
will work without repeaters from New York to San FranCISCO. The receiving instru
ment is controlled by the operator at the sending instrument. The transmitter 
increases the efficiency of ocean cables. By this system it is possible to send over a 
single wire 1,000 words a minute for a distance of 1,000 miles, as against 60 words a 
minute by the quadruplex system now in force, which requires 8 operators, 4 send
ing and 4 receiving, and as against 200 words by the Wheatstone automatic system 
duplexed. The great item of cost in telegraphy is the construction and maintenance 
of a large number of wires, and great economy would thus result from the use of the 
Delany invention. A simplex Morse operator sending at the rate of 15 words a 
minute may monopolize·a line which cost $20,000. -

The witness says that if 10 hours of constant operation for business and social 
messages are taken, and 20 per cent of the time allowed for manipulating the appa
ratus, the practical working result of the Delany instrument would be 800 words a 
minute. If 15 cents were charged for 50 words, the witness estimates the profit of a 
line between New York and Chicago, fully equipped, with an assumed cost of 
$1,000,000, at $540,000, with only one-fourth of the working capacity of the line util
ized. Mr. Hitchcock says that the routine of business under proposed governmental 
operation of the telegraph would be substantially as follows; "iz: 

A central transmitting and receiving office would be established with a number of 
branches. Small local offices where letter telegrams could be received would be 
ronnected with the central office by ordinary wires, and at each of those local offices 
an operator could manipulate a Morse key upon a tape-punching apparatus at the 
central office. The tapes at the central office would be immediately run through the 
line transmitters at a speed of from 500 tal,OOO words a minute. A single instrument 
on one wire can do all the business that can be provided by 50 men constantly working 
Morse keys. When a wire is working to anything like its carrying capadty it will 
be earning so much money that under Government control there will be either a 
large profit at the IS-cent rate, or that rate might be reduced perhaps to 5 cents for 
50 words. At the destination of the message it is recorded in Morse characters on a 
tape and ordinarily will be written out on a typewriter, inclosed in an envelope, 
stamped and addressed, and deposited in the post-office. Absolute secrecy for all 
correspondence can be had whenever desired. 

Mr. Hitchcock says that the universal use of the telegraph under such improved 
methods, whether attained through Government ownership or by a private corpora
tion, would reduce charges at least 90 per cel1t. While personally favoring Govern
ment ownership, he thinks it is possible to make the telegraph a public utility in 
private hands by the use of the Delany system. The 100word message could be sub
stituted by letter telegrams-that is, letters carried by wire instead of by train. 

Cheap letter telegrams are sure to increase the bulk of the telegraph business, and 
if the telegraph remains in the control of private parties it would interfere seriously 
with the postal service. The delivery of these letter telegrams should be made 
through the Post-Office Department by carriers, or if the letter. telegrams require 
immediate delivery, special messengers should be employed and a special charge 
made. The less urgent business should not be taxed to pay for the special service 
rendered to a comparatively few correspondents. Ordinary letter telegrams handed 
in at New York, for instance, would be posted in Chicago 20 minutes later, and 
would reach their destination soon enough through the carrier service of the Post
Office Department. (891-895.) 

5. Underground wires.-Mr. CHANDLER thinks there has been some change of sen
timent on the part of the telegraph companies, and that in the main they are rather 
desirous of putting their wires under ground in the thickly settled portIOns of cities 
and towns. He says that it is done to a very large extent now, and has many advan
tages to the telegraph companies, as well as to the public. (204.) 
~. Condition8 of labor.~1. Number of employees.-Mr. CLARK states that 

there are about 35,000 people in the :United StateshandIingWestem Union telegraph 
business. Many of these are o~y .constructively in the employ of the company. 
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being the agents of railroad companies and handlin~ commercial messages at the small 
stations where the telegraph business is not suffiCient to justify the employment of 
an independent operator. While they are paid directly by the railroad companies, 
they must be taken into consideration as employees of the telegraph company, 
because of the contracts that the telegraph company has with the various railroad 
companies. (217.) 

Mr. CHANDLER states that nearly 9,000 people are employed by the Postal Tele
graph Company; that in the principal cities 30 per cent of the employees are women, 
and in the country 25 per cent are women. (200, 206.) 

2. Wages of telegraph employees.-Professor PARSONS states that statistics show that 
the average wages of telegraph operators in Europe are greater than in the United 
States.· In Great Britain the average wages are $400; in Germany, $446, and in 
other European countries, $320, while, according to the statement made by the presi
dent of the Western Union Company to a comlnittee of Congress, the average salary 
of the telegraph employees in this country is only $200. Statements made by the 
Western Union people to the contrary, also their statements that the work done by 
employees is greater here than in Europe, are not borne out by statistics. (188. ) 

Professor Parsons states that the Western Union Telegraph Company pursues a 
systematic policy of reducing the wages of its employees. It employs boys when
ever possible, and pays them a much smaller salary than it would pay a man. An 
investigation made by Congress showed that there was a 40 per cent reduction mm 
1870 to 1883. The great strike of 1883 throughout the telegraph system was largely 
due to the low wages and long hours, the operators having asked for an increase of 
pay of 15 per cent and for an eight-hour day, with no salary lower than $50, which 
the company refused to grant. After the strike the company was able to get one
third more work out of the men for the same pay. The hours of the operators are 
long, the work trying, and they are unable to continue many years under the strain. 
The Western Umon Telegraph Company is also opposed to labor unions, and black
lists its employees on many occasions. (190.) 

Mr. RoBERTS says that the Western Union Tele~ph Company contributes largely 
to the support of a school in New York "that gnnds out every year a large number 
of boys and girls as telegraphers," the result of which is to increase the supply of 
telegraph labor and thus reduce wages. The company has thousands of boys, rang
ing from 12 to 16 years of age, working long hoUrs at the paltry salary of $3 to $4 
per week, while the United States Government pays its letter carriers, engaged in a 
similar occupation of carrying messages, from $60 to $100 per month. It is admitted 
by the Western Union people that, while wages have been increased in nearly every 
industry in recent years, the wages of its employees have remained practically what 
they were in 1883, while the low wages at that time were the cause of that great 
strike. (269, 270, 271.) 

Mr. CLARK states that the wages :paid to the operators in different parts of the 
country vary according to the expenence and ability of the operator, ranging from 
$100 per month down. There was no reduction of wages during the depression from 
1893 to 1897, nor has there been any gIlneral increase since, the regular sca.Ie remain
ing practically the same, except that since 1883 the operators have been paid for 
overtime, and for over 9 hours for the 6 days in the week, and for Sunday work. Oper
ators very often begin in the large offices as check boys and check girls, and in the 
small offices they are generally friends of the operators and grow up with the busi
ness in the office .. Very often graduates from the commercial schools are taken as 
operators; so that the supply always exceeds the demand. The witness thinks 
there are about 2,500 women employed by the Western Union, and that their wllgt'S 
would not average as much as the wages of the men, because they can not do as 
heavy work. (223-224.) 

. Mr. Clark thmks that the wages of the Western Union employees are satisfactory, 
and that they are higher than in Europe; just how much he can not say, because 
the classifications are entirely different. In Europe operators come under civil-servil'e 
rules, and their salaries therefore are not governed by the law of supply and demand, 
as they are in this country. (~17.) 

Mr. Chandler, of the Postal Company, states that the wages of employees vary 
according to the nature of the work. The salaries of operators range from $25 to $85, 
the ave~e being about $60, the salaries of clerks averagin~ somewhat less. It is 
the intention of the Postal Company to make no discriminatIOn in wages because of 
sex, but to pay a woman the same wages as a man for the same work. In general, 
however, the wages paid to women are less than those paid to men, as there are com
paratively few women who are as skillful operators as men, and as there are lim· 
ItatiOns to the nature of the service that can be perfonned by women. 
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In Mr. Chandler's opinion there has been little change in the rate paid tootele
graph operators either way in the last 15 Xears. Wages paid by the Western Union 
Company are, he thinks, very nearly Uniform with thO. se paid by the Postal Tele
graph Company for the same service. 

The amount paid in salaries by his company, Mr. Chandler states, is approximately, 
70 per cent of the total expense of operation. 

Comparing salaries paid in this country and those paid in Great Britain, he says 
that in America a youn~ man of good conduct and of skill demands a first-class. oper
ator's salary very early m his career. In Great Britain, the youth having acquired 
a fair amount of skill, is appointed at a salary of about $4 per week, and so lon~ as 
his conduct is satisfactory and he develops ordinary skill as a telegrapher, he receIVes 
regular annual increments until he arnves at the maximum figure for a first-class 
operator, about $65 per month. In considering salaries paid to the British operator 
it must be remembered that at the age of 60 he is retired on a pension. (200,205,206.) 

Mr. HITCHCOCK says one of the worst features of the Western Union Telegraph 
monopoly is its utter disregard of the welfare of its employees. Their wages are 
insufficient for comfortable living. The average operator should receive about 
double his present w~es. (893.) 

3. HOOTB of·labur oJ telegraph emplOYUB.-Mr. CHANDLER says that the hours of 
labor vary somewhat in different localities, and in small offices and branch offices the 
hours of duty are arranged with reference to the necessities. of the case. In the 
principal cities 9 hours are counted a day's labor; and 7 hours a night's labor. (200.) 

4. Attitude toward labur urganizationB.-Mr. RoBER'l'S states that the Western Union 
Telegraph Company is opposed to labor organizations, and that out of this opposition 
grew the great strikes of 1870. 1871, and 1883. According to the statement of Presi
dent Green, of the Western Union Telegraph Company, "after the ~t strike of 
1870 the company took back some of the strikers on condition of therr taking what 
was called the' iron-clad oath '-an oath to renounce their union and never connect 
themselves with any similar organization." After the strike of 1883 practically the 
same promise was required. The Western Union will not permit any of its 
employees to petition for increase of payor shorter hours on penalty of dismissal. 
That company was the first corporation to establish a black list. (269.) 

Mr. Clark states that he does not care to discuss the question as to whether his 
company is opposed to labor organizations. There was, however, an organization in 
1883 which the company refused to recognize. The company is always ready to deal 
with its employees directly with reference to any personal grievances which they 
may have, and he supposes the employees are perfectly satisfied. (223.) 

Mr. Chandler reports that he does not know of any organization of telegraph 
employees that is m existence now. The Postal company makes its engagements 
with operators singly, no inquiry being made before engaging them as to whether 
or not they belong to a union. (200.) . 

K. Taxation or telepoaph property.-Mr. CLARK states that as to taxes and 
supervision there is a. difference in methods in all of the States. The total amount 
of taxes ]laid by the company last year was about $529,000. He thinks the taxes 
are very high, but does not desire to be considered as not wishing to pay on the full 
valuation of the property. In some of the States the taxes are based upon the pro
portion of the capital used in the State; in somel on the estimated value of the prop
erty. Connecticut makes a charge upon each mrle of wire, while Texas puts a tax of 
1 cent on every message sent. In New York a law was recently proposed author
izing the entire capital stock of the company to be taxed at one mill and a quarter 
on the dollar, which means practically $125,000 per year on the capital of the Wes
tern Union, besides a tax on the capital of the other companies that it is responsible 
for in that State. This would be a very harsh and·unjust law. (216-217.) 

Mr. CHANDLER states that the methods of taxation are almost as many as there are 
States. He thinks that generally telegral?h companies are not taxed reasonably. 
There is a hardship, he holds, in the levymg of license fees in the form of a lump 
sum, as is sometimes done, as this bears unequally upon the small telegraph com
pany as compared with the large one. It is a hardship, also, for the municipality 
to make a fixed charge per annum for each pole and each mile of wire constructed 
on the streets and highways, as that bears more hardly upon the telegraph company 
which has to construct its lines on the highways, as is the case with the Postal com
pany, than upon the company which is able to construct its lines on railroad rights 
of way, as is the case with the Western Union company. As an equitable method of 
taxation he suggests that there be a single assessment on the entire property which 
a telegraph company has within a State, that the companx pay the entire tax to 
the State, and the State distribute it among the localities.· l204, 205.) 

16A--xv 
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, XIV. THE TELEPHONE BUSINESS. 

A. History Bnd deseription of business.-l. Early teleF1wne conditions.
Mr. EDWARD J. HALL, vice-president and general manager of the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company, testifies that the telephone first received public notice at the 
Centennial Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876. Attempts were made to develop its 
commercial use shortly thereafter. At first agents were appointed by the Bell Com
pany to rent telephones and bells for the equipment of short private lines. Each 
customer built hiS own line, usually employing the agent who rented the telephones, 
and the agent's income was derived from the profit of thie construction and a com
mission on the rental charged for equipment. The telephone exchange soon grew out 
of the desire of the owners of these short lines to be interconnected with other users 
of the telephone, and as a result· there was a demand for the building of lines by the 
company or its agents. The Bell Company did not have the capital neceeeary for 
the construction of these lines, and local companies were organized wherever there 
was a demand, each company having exclusive exchange rights within the area 
allotted to it, and the Bell Company reserving to itself to give other licensees the 
right to connect exchanges with each other by trunk lines. The Bell Company also 
issued licenses for lines connecting the small local companies, usuallr to the most pro
gressive of its liceusees. Larger companies were soon organized whICh purchased the 
local interests, with the result that better service was rendered. Fairly good service 
was given between the la~er exchanges and their tributary points, but the state of 
the art up to 1885 made it unpossible to talk any considerable distance. Up to 1885 
the apparatus in use was adapted wholly to grounded circuits, and iron and steel wire 
was practically universal. Some experiments had been made with the hard-drawn 
copper wire, which promised good results. (817.) . 

2. Devek;pment of long-distance service.-Mr.lIALL says that early in 1885 the Amer
ican Teleplione and Telegraph Company, which has since been popularly known as 
the long-distance company, was o~ized, and the construction of a commercial line 
between New York and Philadelphia was at once commenced, and the line was com
pleted 2 years thereafter. Very heavy poles were used and 24 hard-drawn copper 
wires were strung; A serious difficulty was encountered in transferring the current 
from the metallic circuit trunk lines to the grounded circuit wires, but this was finally 
overcome also, and with the introduction of the metallic-circuit service in the local 
exchanges the companies were obliged to go through another era of plant recon
struction. (817-818. ) 

Mr. Hall states furthl'r that the present era of telephonic development in America 
commenced with the openin~ of tlie long-distance line between New York and Phila
delphia, January 1,1887. Lmes were commenced about the same time from New 
York to Boston and from New York to Buffalo, and there has beenacoUBtantexten
sion and development ever since, until at the present time the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company and 38 associated companies, known as the Bell system, 
furnish local exchange service to about 900,000 stations and trunk-line service over 
nearly 700,000 miles of wire. (819.) . 

3. Capita< Block of the American Telep1wne and Telegraph Company.-Mr. HALL testi
fied that tht: capital stock of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company has 
been increased from time to time, as developments required, both for the construction 
of long-distance lines and the purchase of telephones, real estate, etc. A table accom
panying hie testimony shows that the capital outstanding on March 3, 188,'), was 
$100,000, and on July I, 1901, it had increased to $94,237,500. The authorized cap
ital has been increased to $150,000,000, and stock to the amount of $20,709,000 has 
recently been offered for subscription at par. In addition, collateral trust 4 per cent 
bonds have been sold to the amount of $15,000,000. (819.) 

4. Earnings of telephone companieB.-The following extract from the annual report 
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, for 1900, shows its earnings 
and expenses. (823. ) 

Comparative statement of earnings and expenses. 

EARNINGS. 

1899. 1900. 

Dividends of subordt.... ... companies ................................... . 
Rental of instruments ..... ; ............. _ ............................. .. 
Telephone traffic ....................................................... . 
Real estate ............................................................. .. 
Interest •...•......••••......•...•....••...••••.•••••..••...............•. 

113,044, 908. 89 
1,714.f>26.64 
2, 668, &;9. 01 

42,265.11 
217,301.63 

7,687.381. 08 1 

113,846,821.67 
2,427,037.52 
3,027,171. &; 

31,824.67 
201,643.00 

9, 584, 499. 21 
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Cmnparative Btatement of earning8 and expenses-Continued. 

EXPENSES. 

1899. 1900. 

Expenses of adniinistratlon. _ _ _ ___ __ _ _ ____ ____ _ __ ___ _ ____ _ _____ _ _________ $591,826. S4 8746,259.48 
Legal expenses _ ___ ______ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ ___ _ ____ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ __ _________ ___ _ 103,748.48 86,134.07 
Interest and taxes "' _________________ • ______ ._____ ____ _____ _____ _ ____ ____ 1,284,275_83 1,376,199.94 
Telephone traffic ____ -- -. ______ -- ____________________ -- -- _____ -- __________ 1_..:.1,_48_'-,' 021_._88_

1 
__ 1..:.,_840-,-' 84_7_._88 

3,416,872.61 4,048,441.35 
Net revenue _______________________________________________ ._ _ ____ _ 4,270,508.67 6,488,007.88 

Net revenue,l900 _______ • _________________________________________________ • __ •••• _.______ 6,486,007.88 
Dividends paid. __________________ • ________ • _ • ____________ • ____ •• _. __ ••• _ • _____________ ._ 4,078,601.25 

1,407,456.61 
Carried to reservea _________________________________ ._____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _ _____ _ _ ___ _ _ ___ 937,258.22 
Carried to surplus ______________________________________ ,____ _____ ______ __ ______ ____ ___ ___ 470,193_ 39 

1,407, 456. 61 

5. Present d.evelA:Jpmertt of the W,ephone indmtry.-Accompanying the affidavit of 
Mr. Hall is a report of the president of the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company for the year ending December 31, 1900, which shows a great growth of the 
industry from 1891 to 1900. 

The estimated number of exchange connections made during 1900 in the United States 
by companies operating under licenses of this company amounted toabout1,825,000,000. 
The average number of daily calls per subscribers's station throughout the United 
States is about 7.1. The average cost to the subscriber varies according to the size of 
the exchange and character of the service from less than 1- cent to 9 cents per 
connection. The long-distance toll system owned and operated by the company on. 
the 1st of January, 1901, consisted of 12,427.63 miles of pole line and cable, and 
167,410.39 miles of wire, connecting 359 offices. The total mileage of wire, local and 
long distance, is 1,354,202. The past year has been one of marked pro~ess in the 
development of the business. The message-rate system with metallic-cIrcuit lines 
and corresl'ondingly lower rates have increased the service very materially and at 
the same time the efficiency of the service has been steadily maintained; 705,000 
miles, or more than one-half the entire mileage, is operated under the surface of the 
streets. .The expenditures which were required for the extensions of the business 
throughout the country have been greater than any previous year, nearly $29,000,000 
having been expended by the company and its licensees for this purpose, and in addi
tion thereto over $2,000,000 was invested in real estate for telephone purposes. The 
entire expenditure for construction, including real estate, to the close of the last year 
has been $168,474,517.83. Further expenditures on a large seale will be required for 
the current year. (82Q-,1l22. ) 

6. BeU Telephone Company-II8 relationB to American Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany_-Mr. BETHELL testifies that the American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
rents its instruments from the Bell Telephone Company, but he does not consider 
this payment as in the nature of a royalty. The Bell Company owns at least 51 per 
cent of the stock of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. (81Q-,1l11.) 

7. New York telephone ByBtem.-Mr. U. N. Bl\"l'HELL, general manager of the New 
York Telephone Company, testifies that the New York telephone system is the 
la~ in the world and has the greatest per capita development, the number of sub
scrIbers' stations now amounting to more than 62,600. The system em braces not only 
the old city of New York, but all of Greater New York and many places across the 
river in New Jersey, and a few in Canada. The business was first started in New 
York in 1878, and up to 1894 the development was not very rapid. Since 1894 there 
has occurred a great development in the system. During the last 2 months there 
has been a gain of about 2,000 subscribers, and at the close of the present year, 1901, 
there will be perhaps 75,000 stations in New York City. The causes of this rapid 
development are efficient service and general recognition of the utility of the tele
phone, and principally the reduction in rates and the adoption of the rate-message 
plan. The policy of the company has been to adopt improvements whenever they 
have been demonstrated to be useful regardless of cost. The metallic-circuitunder
ground system has been established, and at present there is not a pole on Manhattan 
Island, outside of a very small section north of 130th and 140th streets, ex~pting 
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one main trunk line used for long-distance wires, which runs the entire length of 
the island. The entire plant was reconstructed between 1887 and 1893 at a very 
large expense. The most important change that has been made recently was the 
introduction of the common battery system, about 3 years ago, which required 
the substitution of an entirely new equipment at all of the central offices. This work 
will be completed about September, 1901. A European expert recently wrote that 
New York has not only the largest but technically the best system in the world. The 
underground system is installed in subways, which were provided for by act of the
legislature, the subway system having been in charge of electrical co=issioners 
under whose supervision the work of construction was carried out. The functions of 
this board are now lodged in a commiBBioner. The subways were constructed by a 
separste company, but most of the capital came from the telephone people, many of 
the members of the subway corporation being also members of the telephone com
pany. The municipal wires and those of telegraph, electric light, and other com
panies are also placed in the same subways. (777-780.) 
. Mr. Bethell declares that the New York plant is maintained at all times so that the 
service is absolutely permanent and reliable. The rapidity of the operator is tested 
without the operator's knowledge, and for the last 3 or 4 years tests have shown that 
the average tIme elapsing between the giving of the subscriber's signal and the 
answer is from 3 to 5 seconds. In only one case during the last year and a half did 
the average go over 5 seconds. The New York service has been praised by a num
ber of experts. (786, 787.) 

Dividends.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that from 1888 to 1896 the New York Telephone 
Company paid no dividends. Since 1896 it has paid 6 per cent per annum. The 
percentage of expenses to earnings for the same time has been about 65 per cent. 
During the first 4 months of this year it was 65.3. (783.) 

8. RelatiO'/lll of Western Union Telegraph Company to the American Telephone and Tel
egraph Company.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that the Western Union Telegraph Company 
can not be considered as a competitor with the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company because both do a different claBS of busineBS. He is not a director of the 
company, but from newspaper reports he thinks that some of the directors of the 
Western Union Telegraph Company are also directors of the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company. He does not know to what extent long-distance tele
phoning has affected the telegraph busineBS, and he does not know whether the 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company is doing any telegraph busineBS. (813.) 

9. Underground wires.-Mr. HALL testifies that upon the multiplication of wires a 
general demand arose that they should be put underground, especially in the busi
neBS centers around the large exchanges. The rapid development of high-tension 
currents for electric lighting and street-railway purposes tended to seriously impair 
the service over single wires using the ground for a return. It took some time to 
devise suitable cables for underground purposes, and even now they can not be used 
over long-distance lines, except in the short section from the terminal exchange to 
the customer's station. The purpose of the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company from the outset was not to use the method which largely prevails in other 

. countries, of requiring users of the lines to come to special toll offices at terminal 
points, but to connect the long-distance line with the subscriber's line. (818.) 

10. Secrecy in telephoninp.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that under the laws of New York 
it is a misdemeanor to dlVUlge telephone meBSBges, and very few complaints have 
ever been made to the management on this matter. Occasiona.lly some subscriber 
thinks his conversation has been listened to and used, but these complaints do not 
average more than 2 a year, and upon investigation they have been found to be 
without foundation. Most of the service in New York is on direct wires, there 
being very little of what is known as party lines, that is where 2 or 3 persons are on 
the same wire. (813. ) 

11. Telephone system of Detroit.-Mr. BETHELL said that he was not very familiar 
with the telephone system of Detroit, but he understood that there was great dissatis
faction there and the competition by the independent telephone companies created 
worse conditions than existed previously. (807.) 

B. Telephone rates.-1. General charge of I'Xce3sive rate3.-ProfeBBor PARSONS 
refers to the telephone rates in the United States, especially in the city of Washington, 
and compares them with the rates in cities of practically the same size in Europe, 
where the municipaliti('s own and control them. He states that the rates in Wash
ington are from $36 to $96 for residence and $120 for a business phone. While tele
phone instruments can be bought in this city cheaper than they can in Europe and 
while the wages of the operators are practieaUy the same, Stockholm, which has 
a population substantially the same as Washington, has a telephone system with 
metallic circuit, underground wires, unlimited service, with a rate of $16 for aresi-
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dence and $22 for business phones, and interurban communication within a radius of 
43 miles; and that the Bell Telephone Company, when it WaB operatin~ the Stock
holm system, WB8 charging $44 f()r a very inferior service without metallic circuit or 
underground wires. 

Proflll!l!Or Pal'BODl! t!1lbmits the following table as showing the relative rates for 
telephone service in leading American and European cities, together with the relative 
number of pel'llons in the popUlation for each telephone. American figures relate to 
ye&l'l! 1897 and 1898, and those of European cities to somewhat earlier years. The 
relative sizes of the various cities are indicated by comparisons with WaBhington, 
D. C., which has a population of 250,000. The cities marked with an asterisk have 
public systems and the others have private plants. (177). 

Cities. 

Washington (1898) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 

Stockholm· •••••••.•••..........•..•.......•..•........... 
ChriBtia.ni& .. ~._ ................................. __ ••••.. __ a. 
~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Zurich· •••••••..•......................................... 
Berlin· .••••••.•...••••••••.••..•.•••.••.•••.•..•••........ 
Copenhagen ••••..........•.....•.........•....•.....•..... 
Amsterdam ••••••••.•.•.......•.•.••....•.•.•.•.••••.••••• 
Paris· .. ___ ............................................... . 
Greater London •••••••••••••••........ ....••• 1 •• ••••••••• 

Greater Booton ...••.•••.••••....•..•..••••••••..•....•..•. 
Greater New York ••.•..•..•••........••..•...........•... 

~~:r:.f~IPiil&::: ::::::: ::::: ::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 

Relative 
size. Rates. 

1 136 to $136; SlOO aver· 
age. 

1 $20 average ........•.. 
t 822 average •.......... 
t SIS average ..... _. _ .. . 

t $10 upward .......... . 
~ $10 upward •.......•.. 
, 136 •••••••••••••••••••• 
Ii $41. •••••••••.••••••••• 
2, $60 to Sl00 •••••.•••.•. 

10 $78 •••••••••••••••••••• 
22 $100 •••••••••••.•...••• 
4 8'25 to Sl60 •••••••••••• 

13 $90 to S240 •••••••••••• 
6 $60 to 3176 ••••••.••••• 
5 $60 to S260 •••••••••••• 

Number 
of per' 
sons to 
1 tele· 
phone. 

120 

23 
SO 
S8 
40 
60 
60 
70 

160 
170 
700 
60 

120 
ISO 
170 

In most of the American cities offers have been made to furnish telephone service. 
at a much lower rate than the Bell Company WaB charging. In the state systems of 
Europe the charge for a local telephone conversation to a nonsubscriber is from 2 to 
6 cents, as against a charge of 10 to 16 cents in many of our cities. In the small places 
an avel'llge charge of from $8 to $12 or $16 per· year is a fair charge for the use of a 
telephone, while in larger cities a somewhat higher rate is made necessary. In 
Boston, where the underground s)'stem is necessary, a company is op'erating a 
system at about one-half the rate charged by the Bell Company. While it costs 
more to install an underground system in the first instance, the expenses of main
tenance are less than for an overground system. The witne88 believes it would 
be poSBible to furnish telephot;le service in Washington City for from $30 to $36, 
unlimited. One of the re8Bons why the Bell Company can not furnish service at 
such rates is that it is greatly overcapitalized, and is trying to 1>ay a dividend on 
watered stock. The New England (Bell) Telephone Company, operating in Boston 
and other cities and towns in MaSBachusetts and New England, is capitalized at more 
than $300 per subscriber's line, where8B the M8B8&Chusetts Telephone Company (inde
pendent) haB installed a system there equally as good at less than $100 per line. 

The witness also states that in Grand Rapids, Wis., there is a cooperative tele-. 
phone system, comprising about 300 subscribei'll' lines. The average cost of construc
tion per line has been only $42, as compared with $300 for lines in some of companies 
controlled by the Bell Company. The charges are only $1 per month for residence 
service and $2.26 for business service. One and one-half per cent dividends have 
been raid monthly on the shares, which are held by the telephone usel'll, so that the 
actna charges for a residence telephone amounts only to 26 cents per month, and for 
busineSB telephones $1.60 per month. . The Bell Company in this place charges $36 
per year for resident telephones and $48 for busineSB telephones. 

ProfeSBor Pal'BOns refers also to a small telephone system in Kansas which operates 
at a profit of 10 or 12 per cent while charging only $12 or $16 per year for telephones. 
In Rochester, N. Y., an independent telephone company is making rates of $36 to 
$48 while paying 8 per cent dividends on a large amount of watered stock. 

The witneSB criticisee the decision of the supreme court of the District of Columbia 
in Manning 11. Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company, which held unconsti
tutional an act of Congress, fixing the minimum telephone charges in Washington at 
$60 per year with 1 telephone on a wire, $40 for. 2 telephones on a wire, $30 for 3, 
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and $25 for 4 or JIlore on the same wire, and undertakes to show that the court was 
incorrect in holding that the ratE'.s char~ed by the telephone company in Washington 
were necessary for the successful operation of its business. The evidence in the case 
showed that wherever the rates are lowered there is a much larger use of the tele
phone, and that fact was not thoroughly considered by the court in its decision. 
The witness believes that the lowering of the rates to.the level fixed by Congress 
would very largely increase the number of subscribers without any very grellot increase 
of the expense of maintenance, so that the company would in reality make as much 
money as it did under the present system. The Supreme Court of the United States 
has clearly recognized the principle that the increase of business from lower rates 
must be taken into account. He further states that he has consulted with the presi
dent of the new company operating in and about Boston over the matter of reduction 
of rates proposed for Washington, and that official thoroughly agrelld with him that 
the reduction was possible} (173-179.) 

He admits that In many cases the public is not ready for it, and thinks for the 
present, in most instances, public regulation would be better than governmental 
ownership and operation. (100,173--179.) 

Mr. BETHELL, commentin~ on the figures given regarding the charges for tele
phones in Grand Rapids, WIS., implies that it is absurd to suppose that telephone 
service should be furnished by any company anywhere at $3 per month if proper 
methods of accounting for expenses were employed. Even if the concern were 
cooperative, so that the members did part of the work or met part of the expense.~, 
it would be difficult to conceive of any efficient service at this rate. (811.) 

Professor PARSONS, in an affidavit replying to these criticislUB, testifies that the 
data relative to the Cooperative Telephone Company of Grand Rapids, Wis., was 
received by him from the first president of the company, who is a man of excellent 
reputation and thoroughly familiar with the-facts, and that the statements thereto
fore given to the commission by him were taken from a letter from the president of 
that company. (883.) 

Profe88or BEMIS thmks that t):lere is quite an opportunity for municipalities to 
develop telephone service in connection with the police and fire-alarm system, and 
thus extend it gradually; some little tendency in that direction was observed in 
Chicago until a private company made a greatly reduced rate to the city. He 
believes there would be much more use of the telephone and that the companies 
would not lose anything in the end by greatly reduced rates; and he instances the 
case of the town of Manhattan, in Kansas, with a population of only 3,000, or about 
600 families, where a private company had placed 220 telephones or one to every 3 
families, and had made over 10 per cent on its investment by cbarging only $1 a 
month for the household use of telephones and a little more for mercantile use. He 
admitted that in larger cities the cost would increase somewhat with the size of the 
plant, because the number of connections had with others tends to increase the 
operating expenses somewhat per phone, but not enough to justify the general charges 
prevailing in large cities. (100-101.) 

2. General defense of existing rateB.-Mr. HALL testifies that the constant and rapid 
changes made In the telephone industry, requiring continuous reconstruction of the 
plant and improvement in other conditions, make the question of rates one of great 
complexity. At first the fixed flat rate for the unlimited use of the telephone by the 
subscriber was put in force, but later it developed that the message-rate system, by 
which charges are based on the number of messages, was the proper one, and it is so 
recognized generally by the customers. The flat rates are reasonably equitable in 
small places, where traffic is fairl:y uniform, but they have no place in the service of 
a large city, where uniform conditions do not prevail. Trunk-hne long-distance rates 
were originally started under the message-rate plan. At first the rates were usually 
about one cent a mile, with an allowance of five minutes for each message. The pre
vailing rate to-day in this country is substantially three-fifths of a cent per mile for 
a conversation of three minutes, with a proportionate increase for use m exceBS of 
that time. (818. ) 

Mr. PARSONS in his affidavit says that he believes in the meBS&ge-rate plan for large 
plants, but thinks the double flat rate, one for residences and one for busine88 estab
lishments, simpler and better for small exchanges. If the message charge is carried 
too far it will lImit communication and subserve no useful purpose. (883.) 

Mr. BETHELL testifies that it has been demonstrated and is acknowledged on all 
sides that it is more costly to operate a telephone system in large cities than in small 
ones. More than half the operating expenses go for labor, wages, rents, and other 

'The decision above discussed regard~ telephone rates in the District of Columbia was reversed 
by the district court of appeala in 1901, which held the rates established by Congress to be adequate. 
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items, which are very much higher in a great city than in a smaJl town. Then there 
are 80 many subscribers in a large city that therehave to be numerous exchanges, all 
connected together, and this requireBJ:t and labor of a kind and amount which is 
not required at all in the smaller ex gee. A large exchange, therefore, requires 
many fold more labor and more plant to accomplish a particular thin~ than does the 
smaller exchange. Again, in a very large exchange there is necessarily a very large 
surplus piaUt. Underground cables must be of a standard size, say of 50 or 100 
wires, and very often it may be necessary to take the 100-wire cable when only a 
fractional part of that number is required for the service. There are surplils sub
ways for the same reason and for the additional reason that when once the street is 
opened ample conduits for future growth must be laid, and there is thus a great 
investment lying idle for a lo~ time, and during the slack hours of the day and night 
the plant must be up to the hl~hest requirements of the busiest five minutes of the 
day. The message ill a great City costs vIIBtly more than a message in a small city, 
but the volume of traffic in a large city tends to equalize that and to bring down the 
cost. Every message occupies the whole line during its transmission, thus differing 
from a railway, where many trains may be operating at the same time. 

The witness thinks the average use per line would doubtless be increllBed by lower 
rates. It has been increased in New York by lower rates, and the New York system 
may be capable of carrying more traffic than it does carry, but there are so many 
facts and conditions surrounding the question that it is not by any means easy of 
solution lIB to whether a reduction of rates would Jl8Y or not. There is a limit to the 
carrying capacity of a telephone line-not lIB a smgle line between two points, but 
lIB part of a very complicated and very extensive system of lines, any two of which 
may have to be connected at any moment. One might use his telephone 50 or more 
times a day, but such use is only ~ssible when the line over which such a number 
of messages is sent is connected With other lines not used to that extent. That line 
is so fully occupied by outward messages that few, if any, incoming messages can be 
handled over it. Practically it is u·busy" to all inquirers. It is obvious that all 
lines could not be used to any such extent; an attempt to so use them would neces
sarily result in complete failure. The rate of $30 a year, suggested by Professor Par
sons in his testimony before the commission lIB a proper rate for New York, would -not 
be fair. (808-810. ) 

Mr. Bethell testifies that a committee of the New York legislature in 1888 investi
~ated the system and reported that the loss to the New York company through 
mstallation of the new underground metallic circuit system amounted to three-fifths 
of the company's net profits from its organization, and that the company's profits 
for seven years were 9.66 per cent on investment. This committee also reported that 
no telephone company in the State had made unusual profits and that some of them 
had lost money, and that nowhere in the State had it found excessive salaries paid 
to telephone officials. (782, 783. ) 

3. Interior Department 8ervice.-Professor P A1ISONS refers to the operation of the tele
phone by the Interior Defartment in WIIBhington. The Department had been pay
mg an average of $75 per phone for 65 'J?hones. The Bell Company having refused 
to reduce the rates, the Department put ill a system of its own, which it operated at 
a total cost of $10.25 per 'Phone

2c 

inclU.ding interest, depreciation, and repairs, or 
$6.43 without those items. (173. 

Mr. BETHBLL testifies that he ound the system of telephones for the Interior 
Department confined to a few buildings, all near together and connected with a very 
few wires. The Government had invested $6,000 in that plant. He criticises the 
testimony of Mr. Parsons; says that for 65 'phones the figures given would allow 
only $248.30 a year interest, depreciation, and repairs. The interest alone at 4 per 
cent on $6,000 would amount to $240 a year, which would leave only $8.30 for depre
ciation and repairs. The repairs alone would require the service of one man practi
cally all the time. From official reports of officers of the Interior Department, made 
.in 1897 and 1898, and which were filed lIB exhibits to his testimony, Mr. Bethell states 
that the Interior Department service WIIB very inferior in quality. (786.) 

Professor Parsons, replying to these criticisms, says in an affidavit that he had 
obtained the facts about the Government telephones directly from the books of the 
Department by a personal visit to the Department. At the time of his former testi
mony he did not know that the Department exchange had been given up, but he 
now finds that the installation WIIB not satisfactory and that a wider service WIIB 
needed. He used the data in his former testimony to show that the Bell Company 
WIIB wrong in its refusal to reduce the rates to the Department, and that idea is borne 
out by the fact that the Bell Company now supplies a wider service and long-distance 
facilities at rates close to the cost under the public system. (883.) 
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4. Rates in Ne:w York.-Mr. BETHELL says that during the early period, when single 
wires were used, the rates were all flat; that is, all subscribers had the same character 
of equipment and paid the same amount, whether they used the service much or l\ttle. 
The correct idea is that the companis business is to render public service, and conse
quently the flat rates were discontinued and what was known as the message-rate 
system was introduced. During the early days the flat rates in New York ranged 
from $60 to $150 a year for single service, and when the metallic service was intro
duced they ranged from $120 to $240 per year. Under the message-rate system the 
message instead of the station is taken as the basic unit in making the rate. There 
is a minimum charge for which the subscriber may send a stated number of messages, 
with additional charges for additional messages, the amount per message decreasing 
as the number of messages increases. The rates in New York range from $24 per 
year up for exchange services. There are also rates for supplemental stations, some 
of them being as low as $8. In Manhattan the rate is $60 a year for 600 messages. 
Additional messages are charged at from 6 cents down to 3 cents each, being arranged 
so that the traffic-carrying capacity of a subscriber's line in New York practically 
limits the total rate which he might pay in most -cases to $240 a year. In Harlem 
there is a rate by which the subscriber pays 5 cents for a Harlem message and 10 
cents to any other part of Manhattan or the Bronx, guaranteeing the company $3.25 
a month, or $35 a :year, from the combined business. The message-rate J;llan has been 
worked out also In a way adapted to business concerns. A small SWItch board is 
located on the subscriber's premises, and in the various parts of his building, where 
he may desire them, telephones are lor.ated. The rate is $12 a year for each. A 
trunk line runs to the nearest central office, which is paid for at the rate of $36 a 
year. The subscriber guarantees 3,600 messages a year, and may send all the mes
sages he pleases for 3 cents each. This system has proved very popular. At present 
the New York company is operating more than 1,200 such private exchanges. In 
hotels the rates for stations in connection with a private branch exchange are from $8 
to $12 per year per station. The average annual rate actually paid by all subscribers 
in the city of New York under the message-rate system was on the first of the year 
1900 $87.62. At present, June 15, 1901, it is about $85. This includes all stations, 
even the $240 flat-rate stations. At the pay stations the rate is 10 cents per message 
to any part of Manhattan, 8 cents of which goes to the company. T~e rapid devel
opment of telephone busineB!! in New York City shows that the rates and service are 
generally satisfactory to the public, and there is no demand for a revision or reduction 
of rates. (780, 781, 782.) 

5. TelephO'Tlefranks.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that the 8tate of New York in adopting 
its new constitution provided that the giving of franks to public officials should be 
prohibited, and since the adoption of that constitution no frank has ever been issued 
to any official for telephoning. The constitution would interfere with the Bell Tele
phone Company ~ving free service to any official or politician of the State, and would 
prevent any discnmination in favor of any person. The city of New York itself has 
to pay for Its telephones. There ma:r be a little courtesy occasionally shown the 
police and fire department, but speaking generally the service has to be paid for at 
the same rates. (810, 812.) -

C. Comparison of AmeriClan and European telephone rates and 
Clonditions-I. Generally.-The statements of Professor PARSONS as to local tele
phone rates have already been referred to. For the long-distance telephone, con
tinues this witness, the rates in this country are very much higher than they were 
in Europe. As an instance, the rate from Philadelphia to Washington is $1.25 for 
5 minutes. In England the rate. for the same distance would be 48 cents and in 
France 30 cents. 

"They have a distance rate in France of 10 cents for 62 miles and in England 6 cents 
(3 pence) for the first 20 miles-any towns within 20 miles-and 12 cents (or 6 pence) 
tor towns within 40 miles, and 12 cents for each 40 miles afterwards. New York is 
228 miles from here ( Washington) and the charge is $2. In England it would be 72' 
cents and in France 40. Boston is 417 miles away; * * * the telephone rate is 
$4. In England it would be $1.30 and in France 70 cents. Chicago, 716 miles; the 
rate is $4.25, England $2.16, France $1.20. Richmond is 116 miles away; our rate is 
75 cents, England 36 cents, France 20 cents. New Orleans is 1,116 miles; our rate is 
$6.35, England $3.16, France $1.90. * * * The English distance tariff is from 
one-half to one-third of ours and the French from one-third to one-sixth of ours." 

The services of the telephone in other countries where the system is public is far 
superior in its coordination with the post-office and -telegraph to what it is in this 
country. In some countries letters and telegraph messages can be telephoned. 
~a) , 
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Mr. HALL, of the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, says that the 
development of the telephone industry in America is greater than that in Europe. 
The charges for service are higher here than in Europe, but there are so many different 
conditions that it is almost impossible to make a fair comparison. The greatest single 
factor in the problem is the low cost of labor in Europe. Charges for long-distance 
service in Germany, if one desires prompt service, are sometimes as much as three 
times the regular rate. In Sweden double rates are charged for prompt service. In 
Holland the regular schedule is doubled between noon and 4 p. m. The trunk lines 
provided in Europe are very limited, and one does not know when he will be served 
unless he offers in advance to pay two or three times the regular rate. In England a 
customer is absolutely limited to a three-minute talk, no matter how much he 
desires to use the instrument longer. (818-819. ) , 

Summing up the results of his comparison of the American and European systems 
of telephones (see below), Mr. BETHELL said the cheapest and poorest· conditions are 
obtained through Government and municipal ownership; the next best conditions 
under private ownership with Government control, and the best conditions are 
obtained where there is unrestricted private ownership. There are 20 American and 
44 European cities with 200,000 or more population. In the American group there 
are 21 telephones per 1,000 population; in the European 13 telephones per 1,000 pop
ulation. Among cities of 1,000,000 or more, New York stands at the top, with twice 
as many telephones per capita as any other city in its class except Berlin, which has 
been favored by the Government in the matter of rates. Of the cities of 500,000 to 
1,000,000 Boston is at the top, with twice as many as any European city except Ham
burg, and almost twice as many as that. Of the cities that run from 200,000 to 500,000 
Stockholm is at the top, with San Francisco a close second. The European small 
towns have shown a most insignificant development and the American small towns 
a great development. "The English and American maxim is that whatever can be 
done without Government should be thus done. The continental principle is that 
whatever can be done by Government should be done." (807.) 

Professor P AlI8ONB, in a supplementary affidavit, says that the comparison made by 
Mr. Bethell as to the telephone developments of the various cities and countries is 
entirely unfair, because he .selects carefully American cities where service is most 
highly developed. The fact that New York City has 26 telephones per 1,000 people 
while Paris has 13 per thousand proves nothing as to public ownershlp, because there 
is even a greater difference in favor of New York in respect to transit and other inter
ests which are private in both cities. Moreover, in Mr. Bethell's comparison the 
heart of New York is selected for comparison with all Paris, instead of taking the 
whole city of Greater New York. A fairer comparison would be between London's 
7 telephones per 1,000 people, under private ownership, and the 13 per 1,000 in the 
public system of Paris, for general conditions are more similar in London and Paris 
than in New York and Paris. The low development in Warsaw and Moscow and 
other similar places in Europe are the principal factors in pulling down the average 
of the European cities dealt with by Mr. Bethell. 

In Greater New York there are 20 telephones per thousand people; Brooklyn, 11 
per thousand; Philadelphia, 16 per thousand; St. Louis, 17 per thousand; Washing
ton, 14 per thousand. These are all under private management. Berlin, with pub
lic ownership, has 25 per thousand. 

Mr. Parsons criticises especially Mr. Bethell's comparison of Larchmont's (N. Y.) 
170 telephones per thousand with Trondhjem's (Sweden) 38 per thousand .. Larchmont 
is aguilt-edged residence town filled with wealthy New Yorkers, whileTrondhjem is 
a city of more than 30,000 people of various classes. A fairer comparison would be 
with Chester, Pa., with 34,000 population and only 6 telephones per thousand; or 
Camden, with 10 telephones per thousand; Trenton, with 19 per thousand; Wilming
ton, Del., with 14 per thousand. Mr. Bethell's statements in reference to the telephone 
system of Stockholm are misleading. In that city the impulse for development 
came from the Government and not from the com'pany, as Mr. Bethell indicates. 

The truest comparison is between public and private ownership in the same place. 
The true test of telephone development is not the number of telephones in a few of 
the most progressive cities, but the average development throughout the country. 
The variations between 6 telephones per 1,000 in Chester, and 7 in London, and 62 
in San Franciscon, and 170 in Larchmont, all under private ownership, are much 
greater than the difference between the public group and the private group. A 
table of comparisons of the principal cities of the United States and Europe is suJ1. 
mitted in Mr. Parsons' affidavit in favor of his argument. (883, 884.) 

Mr. Bethell says that in comparing New York conditions with European condi
tions, consideration must be given as to whether the service is self-sustaining and also 
as to wages, purchasing power, conditions of 1iving, and other matters of that kind. 
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There is no common factor between the New York and European conditions to make 
the comparison simple. The pro.per method of fixing rates is that the amount to be 
paid by the telephone subscriber In a large city should be more than that to be paid 
by the subscriber in a small town. This is the almost universal practice by private 
companies and governments, except Switzerland and Sweden. The comparisons 
given below are based on public documents or on personal observation. ,785, 787.) 

In the re.port of the president of the American Telegraph and Telephone Com· 
pany there IS a companson of telephone development in the United States with 
the countries of Europe, which shows that the German Empire, with 229,391 sta
tions, comes next to the United States in telephone development. Then follows, 
in the order named, Great Britain, Sweden, France, Switzerland, Austria, Russia, 
and Norway. The United States, with 800,000 stations, has a greater development 
than all the countries of continental Europe combined. (822.) , 

2. Telephone8 in Great Britain.-Professor BEMIS stated that in England he had 
found the munici.pal operation of telephones extending very rapidly. In Glasgow 
and London mumcipal operation is soon to begin and the charges will be scarcely 
more than one-half those of the private companies. The National Government owns 
the trunk lines in England connecting the various cities, while the municipaiities 
will construct plants for their districts. Much confidence is expressed by the people 
in the result. In Norway and Sweden, and some portions of Germany, where there 
is public management of the telephones, the result had been entirely satisfactory. 
(1004.) 

Mr. BETHELL testified that in Great Britain the telephone was held by the courts 
to go under the telegral?h act of 1869, which made the telegraph a Government monop
oly. Under this deciSIon the postmaster-general had an exclusive right to provide 
the telephones, but being unwilling or unprel?ared to do so, he granted licenses to 
vanous private companies, limiting the operation of each to a specified area, and pro
viding for the payment of a royalty to the Government of 10 per cent of the gross 
receipts. All these licenses were made to expire in 1911. The restrictions to speci
fied area prevented interurban communication and proved most unsatisfactory, and 
in 1894 other licenses, which removed the restrictions and limitations as to the area 
in which the licensed company could operate, were granted. As a result, trunk lines 
were very rapidly built between the several telephone centers and the long-distance 
business grew up. For a time the .post-office endeavored to establish a competing 
system, but met with no success, notwithstanding the fact that it was taking 10 per 
cent out of the earnings of the private compan;r as a royalty. The Government com
peting exchanges have entirely disappeared, WIth the exception of those at Newcastle 
and Leicester. In 1898 the National Telephone Company was fonned and it now 
operates all over Great Britain. The rates have been reduced practically to one
half of what they fonnerly were. The concentration under private management has 
produced better results than under Government management. The reduction in 
rates is accounted -for by the fact that there were economies through concentrated 
management and uniformity of methods which could not be practiced before. In 
London and Glasgow the local authorities persistently refused to permit the substitu
tion of underground for overhead wires, and the company is unable therefore to 
render efficient and satisfactory service. In 1899 the English Parliament voted the 
necessary funds to enable the Government to begin competition in London and 
empowered the postmaster-general to grant licenses to municipalities to construct 
and operate theIr own systems. It was stipulated in the law that whenever the 
postmaster-general licensed a municipal competitor the National comJ?8nY's license 
should be extended for a like time. The post-office is now constructmg its plants 
and will probably begin rendering service in London before the end of the year 1901. 
Glasgow has already opened an exchange, but the movement has not yet proceeded 
far enough to produce any results. The dissatisfaction in respect to rates and the 
lack of service were the moving causes on the part of the British Parliament in enact
ing this law. Mr. Bethell quotes numerous authorities to the effect that the service 
in En~land was not so effiCient as in the United States; but says that the develop
ment In Great Britain was far in excess of that attained on the Continent under 
Government ownership. On January 1, 1901, London had 41,111 telephones, or 7 
per 1,000 population., New York at the same time had 26 telephones per 1,000. 
Among large cities in Europe, London's development is exceeded only by that of 
Berlin. 
, The rates in England, generally speaking, are flat, but a committee of Parliament 
in 1895 reported in favor of the message-rate system. The London rates for direct
line business service is $100, the residence rates $60, with discounts for long term 
contracts. The National company has a very large fund which it carries forward 
from time to time, as rentals are paId in advance. Its annual statement at the close of 
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1900 showed $3,840,000 carried forward in that year. The average rate in London 
approximates $72. Inasmuch as there is a great difference in wages, the witness 
thmks the New York rate is in reality lower than the London rate. The wages of 
the company's operators in London vary from 5s. to.17s. per week. Lady superin
tendents receive about 2 guineas per week and wire-men 68. a day. The other pay 
per week for the.operators in Glasgow is 9s.4d. New York wages average double 
those in London. 

Mr. Bethell says further, that private companies operating telephones in Great 
Britain have been constantly hampered by the Government, so that any deficiency 
in the service or any unduly high charges are chiefly to be attributed to this policy. 
The witness quotes from a writer in the London Times, from a speech of Mr. Arthur 
Chamberlin, as well as from articles by 2 English telephone experts, all to the 
effect that the Government had impeded the private companies in many ways. The 
Government royalty upon the use of the telephone is considered unjust by some of 
these English authorities. They assert further that the British have had to borrow 
their inventions and improvements in telephones from the United States. Obstruc
tion has been due not only to the action of Parliament and of the central executive 
authorities, but also to action of municipal governments. An officer of the National 
Telephone Company is quoted as saying that the history of the telephone branch of 
electrical engineering has been one long fight by the company to be allowed to serve 
the public properly. (797-803.) 

3. Telephone conditions in Germany-Mr. BETHELL testifies that in Germany patents 
were never allowed for a telephone, and the Government had monopolized the busi
ness from the beginning. It IS now operated as a part of the postal-telegraph system. 
There has been a very large development in Germany, especially in large cities which 
have been favored by the German rate policy. Until recently there were uniform 
rates throughout the Empire. There are 720 telephone centers in Germany, and 
Berlin alone has 25 per cent of the total stations. At the beginning of this year 1901 
Berlin had 4'1,586 telephones. Up to 1899 the service was rendered only from 7 in 
the morning until 10 in the evening. Since that time a night service has. been 
metalled, but there are extra charges for night calls. The lines are largely single 
wires and a very large percentage of them are still over head. In Berlin the sub
scriber has to do a great deal of his own operating; that is to say, he calls the nearest 
central office and must work his own way from that office to the next, and SO on. 
On the whole, the Berlin service is not to be compared with the New York service, 
but it is apparently satisfactory to the Berlin publIc. 

The uniform rate in Germany prior to April 1, 1900, was $37.50. At that time 
flat rates, varying from $16 to $45, and minimum message rates from $20 to $30, were 
put into force, the rates now differing with the size of the town. . Since that time 
the development in the smaller towns has been more rapid. The administration 
many times reported to the German Parliament that the Berlin system did not pay, 
with the result that the rate in 1899 was increased 20 per centr-to $45. . The postal 
telegraph and telephone accounts are all merged together. Wages, rents, and almost 
all other items that enter into the co~ of furnishing telephone service range from 
2 to 4 times as high in New York as in Berlin. Considering the character and 
amount of service and the purchasing power of money, the rates in New York are 
lower than in Berlin. In Bavaria the telephone system is operated separately from 
the imperial system by the telegraph department of that Kingdom. They have the 
same rates and the same policy as to rates as exist in other parts of the German 
Empirel and the general conditions are about the same. The plants and the service 
in Mumch are much better than in Berlin. (791-793.) 

4. Telephone conditions in AtJ.8f:ria,.Hunpary.-Mr. BETHELL says that private com
panies conducted the telephone in Austria until 1894 and 1895. Then the Govern
ment purchased the plants, and since then has run the business as a monopolr. 
Nearly all the development is to be found in the greater cities in Austria, chiefly In 
Vienna, and in Hungary, chiefly in Budapest. The Vienna plant was bought by the 
Government on a valuation fixed by experts. The Government took possession of 
it on the 1st of January, 1895, at a cost of $1,600,000. There were between 7,000 and 
8,000 stations. In November of that year the Government began the construction of 
a new'plant, and has expended $1,200,000 on it up to this time. The number of sta
tions In Vienna is about 13,326, and in all Austria there are 31,902 telephones. 
Vienna's population is I!I1bstantially the same as that of Chicago, but Chicago has 
more than twice as many telephones. When the private company operated the sys
tem, the Vienna flat rate was $40, and it has continued the same. E1sew here in Aus
tria there is what is known as the installation charge or entrance fee of $40 per kilo
meter of line, plus $20 per year. The wages are low-operators receiving from $1.80 
to $3.40 per week and linemen about $5 a week. In Vienna the telephone business 
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suffered very greatly because of the fact that for 3 years the Auatrian Parliament 
did not meet and no appropriations could be made for its support. 

In Hungary there is no development outside of Budapest worth speaking of. In 
this city, with a population of 729,000, there are 5,796 telephones. With the excep
tion of Moscow and Warsaw, in Russia, Budapest has the lowest telephone develop
ment among cities of its size or larger. The people in Budapest are very progressive,. 
the city having been practically reconstructed in recent years. M3Wlificent buildings 
have been erected, and the first electrical unde']'round railroad in the world was 
constructed there. Yet the telephone plant is antiquated and the service is inferior. 
The rates are the same as in Vienna and wages are even lower than in Vienna. (791.) 

5. Telephone canditione in France.-Mr. BETHELL states that up to 1889 the tele
phone industry in France was operated"by a private company. Since that time it 
has been a Government monopoly. The development outside of Paris is practically 
nothing. There are more telephones in New York than in the whole of France. 
Comparing the large cities of France with cities of practically the same size in the 
United States, Mr. Bethell say-s that the American cities have from 4 to 5 times 
as many- teleI?hone stations as ill France. There is a very large development, rela
tively, ill ParIS, which has 33,000 telephones to 2,536,000 people, due in a great meas
ure to the inferiority of other means of communication. The rates are now relatively 
low, and the system is technically far behind the times. There are few modern 
appliances, much of the old apparatus used by the company before the Government 
took hold of the company being still in service. Except possibly in Belgium, it would 
be difficult to find a less efficient service in any large European city than is found in 
Paris. The subscriber is required to buy his own instrument, and as the Government 
has approved 500 styles of instruments, from which he may select anyone, it is readily 
seen that there is no such thing as uniformity of instruments in the telephone service. 
There is a very lax discipline among the emp'loyees, because they are all civil-service 
employees. The provincial conditions outsIde of Paris are very much worse than in 
the city. The rates in Paris, when the system was operated by a private company, 
were $120 a year. The Government now charges the flat rate of $80 a year, business 
and residence alike. In 1902, in accordance with a law recently passed, the rate will 
be reduced to $60 a year, if the plant can be provided by that time. The French 
rates do not include the original cost of the instrument, or of a line from an under
ground cable, which is in the sewer. If the subscriber is beyond the fortifications 
he must pay for the whole cost of construction beyond that point. In a town out
side of Paris the flat rates range from $30 to $6(} per yl:'.8I". The operators in France 
get about $6 per week, and the linemen and mechanics $7.20 to $8.50 a week, with 
10 hours a day. There are no separate telephone accounts, as distinguished from 
the post-office system, and it is impossible to say whether the service is self-sustaining 
or not, but considering the low wages and other differences, the Paris rate is abso
lutely higher than the New York rate. (787,788.) 

6. Telephane conditions in Switzerland.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that in 1900 there were 
38,864 telephones in use in Switzerland. Zurich, the largest city, with a population 
of 152,000, has 6,000 telephones. The Government operates the system at present. 
Rates are uniform without regard to difference in size of places. For the first year 
the subscriber pays $20, for the second year $14, and after that $8 a year for the 
privilege of havin~ a telephone. There is an additional charge of 1 cent for every 
local message. MIleage at the rate of 41 francs per 100 meters is charged for the 
construction of the subscriber's line for every dIstance heyond 2 kilometers from 
the central exchange. In the larger cities "these extra installation charges amount to 
as high as $150. More and better service can be had in any of the American towns 
and cities than in the Swiss towns. The telephone plant ill Switzerland is cheap, 
and grounded circuits are still in use. There has been a very small outlay for main
tenance. The post-office collects the accounts. Wages are low, skilled operators 
being paid $4, wiremen and chief operators in large offices $7, linemen $4.20 to $6, 
and foremen $6.50 to $8.40 per week. Wages in all other functions in Switzerland 
are very low. The telephone receipts in 1899 were $1,007,011. The expenses were 
$1,254,803, being 125 per cent of the earnings, which would result in bankruptcy if 
it were a private concern. The responsibility for the antiquated conditions in 
Switzerland can be traced to politics. The telephone has practically been a politi
cal plaything in Switzerland; the service has been starved, and the rates run down. 
(789, 790.) " 

7. Telephone canditions in Belgium.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that in Belgium the 
telephone industry up to 1889 or 1890 was conducted by a private company, and 
since that time it has been a Government monopoly. At the beginning of the year 
1901 there were 14,920 telephones in the wp,ole of Belgium, or about one-fourth of 
the number in New York City alone. In Brussels, which has a popUlation of 560,000, 
there were 4,525 telephones; in Antwerp, population 278,000, 2,802 telephones. In 
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general, the plant installed before the company took hold of the office is still in use. 
The central office equipment is completely out of date and almost worn out. Single 
wires or grounded CIrcuits are generally in use, but work is under way for installing 
a metallic circuit. The company rates were adhered to as to the grounded circuits, 
but for metallic circuits they were raised. In Brussels and Antwerp the grounded 
circuit is $50 and the metallic circuit $70. Elsewhere in the Kingdom the minimum 
rates are $25 for ground circuit, $54 for metallic circuit. Operators get from $1.90 to 
$2.77 per week. Belgium is a chea.p country with respect to labor. Telephone 
accounts are not separately kept, but It might be safe to say that the system IS self
sustaining, because the rates are so high and the system is so small and the expense 
for maintenance is so little. The telephone development nowhere in Europe or 
America is as poor as in Belgium. (788, 789.) 

8. TelephoneconditWnB in Sweden.-Mr. BETHELL says that the Swedish Government 
has no monopoly of the telegraphs or telephones, but has the advantage of exclusive 
rights over State highways. Except in Stockholm, the telephone industry is now 
conducted exclusively by the State. The development of the telephone in Stockholm 
is the largest among cities of its class either in Europe or America, with the possible 
exception of San Francisco. On January 1,1901, it had 69 telephones per 1,000 pop
ulation. Thereisa public and a private system in the city, which have been inactive 
competition since 1890. The private company has at least two stations to the State's 
one. Operators are paid $1.95 to $2.92 per week; linemen and mechanics about $6, 
and foremen about $8.30 per week. In the entire territory in and around Stockholm 
there are 27,247 stations and 573 employees, or 1 emplo)'ee for every 47 stations, as 
~nst 1 employee for 17 stations in New York. The pnvate company and the Gov
ernment company have been in very bitter competition, with the result that rates 
have heen placed very low. The shares of the private company are held principally 
by a retired manufacturer, who is satisfied with little or no profit in order to sustain 
his battle with the Government. The rates are too low even for Sweden. The pli
vate telephone company has obtained the right to work telephones within a system 
of 70 kilometers radius from Stockholm, but may not extend operations outside of 
that circle. The Government rates in Stockholm are much lower than iIi any other 
part of the country. If the telephone does not pay, the State has its own revenues 
from other sources to fall back upon if necessary. There are now 7,000 or more sub
scribers who have to take both telephones, and the number of intercommunications 
amounted last year to 1,099,837. The result of this double service is quite annoying 
to the public, and causes a waste of capital and energy. The State plant is operated 
by the State telephone and post department, and has an exclusive right of way over 
State highways and on Crown property. The municipality of Stockholm has strongly 
supported the private company and will not permit the State to have underground 
privileges withm the municipality. The State discriminates against the company 
over its long-distance line!! by imposing an extra charge on Iriessa~es originating at 
the company's stations, and thus forces a number of people to take its service merely 
to avoid these charges. This accounts for the many duplications in service. Many 
quotations from writers of eminence and others are cited by Mr. Bethell to support 
his statement. (803-807.) 

9. Telephone oonditWnB in Holland.-Mr. BETHELL testifies that a private company' 
conducted the telephone industry in the cities of Axnsterdam and Rotterdam until 
1896, when the cities obtained franchises from the State for 25 years. The company's 
rate was $47.20. The municipal rate is $36 yearly' at residences and business places 
and $46 for hotels, restaurants, and places accesSIble to the public, plus in each case 
an installation charge of $10. Under its franchise the company had been required 
to pay the city 21 per cent of its gross receipts. In 1894 this tax. amounted to 
$17,125.22. In 1898 the cit)' treasury received from the telephone industry only. 
$20,000. The slight increase ill receipts was more than an offset for the increase in the , 
community's general expense due to the telephone operations. Whatever reduction 
in charges was made benefited the subscribers at the expense of the general tax
payer. At The Hague the telephone is conducted. by private enterprise at a rate of 
$24 a year. In Amsterdam the service is better now than under the company's 
adm;nistration, but it is not so much that the present service is especially good as that 
the former was inferior. The service now is not so good as that rendered in private 
companies in Scandinavia or the United States. It is entirely inadequate for so large 
a city. The operators in Amsterdam receive from $2 to $4 per week, linemen $6.40 
to $8 per week, 10 hours per. day. The planf was developed 50 per cent in the 3 
years following the taking of it by the Government, but compared with that in cities 
of the same rank in this country or Europe where private companies operate, the 
development was insignificant. There are 4,462 telephones,8.7 per 1,000 popula
tion. Boston, with a population substantially the same, has 42.3 per 1,000 popula
tion, while Manchester, England, has 19.6 and Liverpool 20.1 per 1,~Q population. 
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The development of the service in the suburbs of Amsterdam is practically nothing, 
because the rates are so high in such territory as to deter anyone from using it. 
Rotterdam and Amsterdam lie very close to~ether and their interests are closely 
united, yet each municipality is proceeding In different ways, different styles of 
equipment and engineering methods, and different rates being offered to the public. 
The traffic is light because there are so few places where the subscriber can reach. 
~h~ cost per station in Amsterdam, including working expens~, interest, and depre
Ciation, was less than the New York company's outlay per statIOn for labor alone in 
the year. At Rotterdam the rates range from $26.40 to $38.40 per year, plus an 
installation charge of $30. In 1896 there were 100 telephones and at the first of the 
year 1901 3,089, or about 10 telephones per 1,000, a little better development than 
that of Amsterdam. (793-797.) 

10. Telephone conditions in Copenhagen.-Mr. BETHELL testified that the telephonee in 
Copenhagen's suburbs are operated by a private company, and the system is one of 
the best in Europe. It has 15,311 telephones, or 49 per thousand. The residence 
rate is $27, and business rates from $32.40 to $48.60 per year; message rates, $13 per 
year up.. Skilled operators are paid from $2 to a little over $3 per week; linemen 
about $5.70 per week. The overhead wire plant is used, but is now being gradually 
changed to the metallic circuit underground. The central office plant is somewhat 
out of date, but plans for a new building and newequipments are now under way. 
Considering the relative purchasing power of moner, the rates in Copenhagen are rel
ativelyas high as those In American cities. (803.) 

D. Labor conditions.-Mr. BETHEL]. testifies that the New York Telephone 
Company has 3,615 employees in New York Citr., and the pay roll, exclusive of officers' 
salaries, is more than $40,000 a week. Very hberal wages are paid. The hours are 
reasonable, and the conditions which surround the employees are the best that any 
telephone operators in the world enjoy. The employees are of a high character. 
The company has gone to a very large expense in providing rooms for the comfort of 
the operators when ther. are off duty, and dining rooms where the company fur
nishes tea, coffee, and milk free of charge. The average wages of all employees are 
about $12 a week and are from 50 to 150 per cent higher than the London wages. 
The trained female operator in New York is paid from $8 to $12 per week. When a 
girl is first employed she serves a period of apprenticeship, and is paid about $3 a 
week. As soon as she is able to go to work she is advanced. Linemen, wiremen, 
and inspectors and mechanics are paid from $12 to $21 a week. Foremen are paid 
from $18 to $25 per week. The hours of labor for men are 8 hours a day in New 
York. The girls at the switch boards have various shifts. An operator who works 
on Sunday has a day of rest with pay in lieu of Sunday. There is extra pay for Sun
day and overtime, the rate being time and a half or double time. There is a night 
force and a day force, and the arrangements are such that the operators going on 
early in the morning go off early in the afternoon, and those going on later in the 
morning remain later in the afternoon. They have an hour at noon, and there are 
2 rest periods, 1 in the morning and 1 at night. The actual employment is from 8 to 
8i hours {Jer day. The telephone traffic is very light during the night and up until 
about 10 In the morning. From that time until 12 it increases very ra{lidly. It 
slacks again during the lunch hour, and in the afternoon at 2 or 3 o'clock It goes up 
to a very high pitch, and off again toward evening. More operators are on duty dur
ing the busy hours than during the slack hours. 

The company has never had a strike or labor trouble of any sort. It endeavors to 
llllticipate the demands that may reasonably be made of it and never has any griev
ance presented from any body of employees. No one employed by the company can 
be dismissed except for cause, and then only with the approval of the officer of the 
company. The effect of the work upon the girls is not deleterious. There are very 
few resignations, except when a girl gets married or gets a better position. The 
private branch exchange systems which have been created in New York have made 
a great draft upon the skilled operators of the company, and the wages paid there 
are higher than in the central office. An inspector of the New York board of health 
reported officially that he found alrthe conditions under which the operators worked 
most excellent, and that he found no ill health among any of the operators. (783, 
784,785.) . 

For further comparisons as to labor conditions see under Section C. 
Professor PARSONS in an affidavit criticises the statement of Mr. Bethell with 

respect to the wages of the telephone girls. He is informed on high authority that 
in the smaller cities of this country the telephone girl receives only $10 or $12 a 
month, $16 being considered good pay. The comparison made by Mr. Bethell of the 
wages of the telephone employees mNew York City with the wages of the employees 
in foreign cities was very unfair, because New York is recognized as the high-wage 
center of the country. (883.) 
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XV. l!IroNICIPAL PUBLIC UTILITIES. 

A. General di8cWl8ion 01' re;,ulation and public owner8hip.-
1. Importance of problem.-Professor EDWARD W. BEMIS, of the Bureau of Economic 
Research, says that the problem of municipal public utilities is made important by 
the fact that competition has broken down under' them and that they are virtually 
monopolies. The same problems are already confronting us in cities as will later 
become conspicuous regarding railroads, and the experience in the management of 
public utilities in cities will be a valuable lesson. The magnitude of the problem 
may be judged from the fact that the capital of the privately owned water, gas, and 
electric plants in the country is nearly $1,400,000,000, while the capital of street rail
ways is $1,800,000,000. The further fact that certain syndicates and individuals are 
getting controlling interests in the street railway, gas, and electric-light companies of 
very many different cities increases the importance of the problem. (86-87.) 

2. Tenden.cy of public utilities toward monopoly.-Professor BEMIS declares that com
petition in the street railways, electric light, and water supply business has almost 
entirely broken down. Efforts have been made in the most important cities in this 
country to maintain competing companies, but in nearly every instance the experi
ment has ended in consolidation. The tendency toward consolidation has been 
slightly less marked in the case of electric-light companies, but consolidation has 
still gone on very rapidly, and in most cities street lighting and household lighting 
are furnished by a single corporation, although large establishments are often able to 
supply themselves by means of private plants. 

Consolidation of plants of this sort results in ~reat economies. There is a saving in 
office force, in avoiding the duplication of mams, pipes, and wires, in the collection 
of bills, and in other ways. (87,100.) 

3. Consolidation of planf8 of larne or Bimilar charader.-Professor BEMIS says that in 
recent years there has been a marked tendency toward the concentration of owner
ship of plants in different cities and of plants of different character in the same city. 
Thus in New York City the Consolidated Gas Company increased its stock in July, 
1900, to $80,000,000, and bought up the other gas and electric light companies af that 
city. The same syndicate has also a controlling interest in the street surface rail ways 
of New York, although the elevated roads are in the hands of a different syndicate. 
The Elkins-Widener-Whitneysyndicate also controls the street railways of Philadel
Rhia, Chicago, and a rapidly increasing number of other cities. Similarly, the United 
lias Improvement Company of Philadelphia has a controlling interest in the gas 
companies of over 40 different cities, among them Jersey City, Kansas City, and 
Atlanta. The officers of the Standard Oil Company have also a very large interest in 
gas and street railway enterprises all over the country. In Chicago the surface rail
roads and several of the elevated railroads have been at times in the past, and doubt
less will be in the future, owned by a single syndicate. (87, 100.) 

Mr. ALLEN RIPLEY FOOTE advocates the consolidation of the gas and electric-li~ht 
plants of a municipality, and also the consolidation of the-electric street railways With 
the electric-light plants. It would make a saving in the cost of the management and 
would cheapen the cost to the consumer. 

In dealing with a consolidated syndicate, however, there should be thorough con
trol of capitalization to prevent stock watering, and thorough pUblicity of accounts. 
Without such system of public accounting consolidation might not be beneficial to 
anybody but the syndicates themselves. (116, 117.) 

4. PoBBible methodB of managing public utilities.-Professor BEMIS says that there are 
three methods of solving the problem of municipal public utilities. One is to regulate 
the {lrivate operation of them; another is direct pu}>lic ownership and operation, while 
a third is public ownership with private operation. Regulation of private ownership 
has been most advanced In England and Massachusetts; public ownership has gone 
furthest in En~land, while the system of public ownership and private operation 
scarcely exists In the United States, but is very common in England. (91.) 

5. CompariBon of public and prtvate 0'l.l!nC1'8hip 0/ municipal utilities.-Professor BEMIS 
declares that there are certain evils and dangers In public man~ement to be carefully 
guarded against, but he still believes that progress lies in the direction of public man
agement of municipal utilities. Private companies in England do nt)t oppose the 
public as they do here. Since the Brooklyn Bridge Railway has been taken over by 
private management there is a great deal more dissatisfaction than ever before, while 
under public management for many years it had given universalsat.isfaction. (102.) 

Professor Bemis holds that the principle of municipal ownership of gas, electric 
lights, and street railways is the same as that in respect of water supply, which is 
generally considered a public function, but that it is more a question of expediency 
as to how fast we should go in relation to those utilities. He does not believe all 
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industries should be owned and controlled by the people1 but where competition 
breaks down of its own weight and monopoly thus results, tnen the public must con
trol it in some way. We should begin by learning through publicitvof accounts 
what profits these monopolies are making and by seeing what can be done through 
regulation and taxation; but experiments in municipal operation should be at once 
undertaken and the causes of success or failure carefully studied. (97, 99.) 

Mr. FOOTE thinks that in a sense the socialistic idea is the basis of or the initial 
point in the advocacy of municipal ownership. The people feel that the public 
should have the benefits and profits, if there are any, in the operation of the qlWl.i
public plants, and that private corporations have been making excessive profits and 
have exercised more or less venality, not only in the securing of their franchises, 
but also in the operation of the plants. (113, 115.) 

Mr. Foote asserts that it is impossible to compare the results of a municipal or 
political monopoly with those of the properly supervised private industrial monopoly. 
When the waterworks are under private ownership ever)'thing has to be paid for by 
private capital in the way of extending lines and making improvements, etc., and 
the rates ,have to be sufficient to pay all operating expenses and whatever profit is 
made. If the municipalities should buy these works, they would frequently reduce 
the price to the consumer, but would make up the difference by taxation. They 
would especially extend the service lines and charge the cost to special improvement 
assessments on property rather than to consumers. The city does not have to earn 
profits. . 

As to whether there is any advantage in municipal ownership, assuming honesty 
of operation in both cases and the same elements of cost, etc., there are not sufficient 
data at hand to reach a conclusion, and they can not be obtained without having 
the accounts of the municipalities and quasi-pUblic corporations public and uniform. 
The witness, however, does not think the business of the municipalities of the coun
try is yet sufficiently developed to permit the satisfactory operation of their public 
utilities by the taxpayers. As yet It alwaxs costs more to do public business than to 
do private business of the same nature. (111, 113.) 

Mr. Foote says further that if it were possible to get men sufficiently patriotic to 
work for the ;people as a whole as loyally as they would in their own busmess, munic
ipal ownershlp would be very desirable; but such a condition does not exist, and 
when the fartor of self-interest is eliminated from industrial management there is 
eliminated at the same time the factor of efficiency. The witn&s has never yet seen 
an industry so well managed by' the public but that a set of private men, having the 
same opportunities in the detalls of the management! could operate it and make a 
profit, and give the price as low, if not lower. (117.} 

Mr. Foote believes, however. that there are more reasons wh:r. waterworks should 
be managed by municipalities than any of the other public utilities, because there 
are more regulations re<J.uired in the operation of these plants that partake of 
the nature of police regulations. He sees no reason, indeed, why a sIlllili munici
pality might not operate its own waterworks plant more economically than a private 
company, because in a small plant the duties of the officials of the private company 
would be so light that to pay. any sort of salary to them the cost of operation would 
be high; whereas, if the plant were operated by a municipality, the work could be 
performed by officials of the municipality who had other municipal duties to do. 
(119-'121.) . 

Mr. Foote says that if the theory of municipal ownership should be adopted he 
would recommend the management by the municipality of every public utility 
where an economic gain could be made to the public; but that he would still insist 
that the accounts of the municipalities should be kept in such a way that it could 
always be ascertained what the actual cost of constructiQn and of the management of 
the plant would be. He instances several cases of municipalities owning and operat
ing certain utilities in which the accounts were so kept that while ou the face of the 
records there seemed to be great economy in such operation, yet as a matter of 
fact the)' had been operating less cheaply than a private corporation could have 
done. (115. ) 

6. Political effectB of extemion of public otIJ1Ierllhip.-Professor BEMIS asserts that when
ever there has been a failure of any municipal public-eervice plant, such failure can 
be traced generally' to the spoils system in politics or to a lack of general business 
sense in the counCll, which has led to the selectiou of poor managers, or to the plant 
not being properly equi;pped. A proper reform in the civil service would show the 
people that they could lmprove the government, and have it practically useful in a 
cooperative way, by cheapening transportation, fuel! light, telephone, and telegraph 
service. Moreover, an increase in public functions mcreases the popular interest in 
having the government better managed. (99.) 
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Professor Bemis thinks the efforts of the influential and wealthy companies to 
keep their own old franchises. or get better ones, or to escape their share of taxation, 
are a potent source of municiyaI corruption. A very intelligent employee of a cer
tain gaB company informed hIm that all the employees in that company h~ to be 
recommended to their places by the political boss of their precinct, and had to keep 
up their membership in the political organization in order to retain their positions. 
When the Philadelphia Gas Works were still under public management, they were 
buying 40 per cent of their gaB from a private company, and they always took their 
employees at the recommendation of the Philadelphia aldermen, and did not keep 
them lon~er than they could help. Their motto was: "The more different people 
we can hire in a given month the more aldermen we can please the more times." 
It would be easier to convince the people of the need of civil-service reform and 
business efficiency than it would be to ~et rid of the demoralization connected with 
this relation 'of private companies to legISlative and administrative bodies. (102.) 

CiuillJel"Viu in municipal affairs.-Mr. FOOTE advocates a rigid civil-service reform 
in municipal affairs in case municipalities should take over to themselves the opera
tion of their public utilities. He believes that the employees engaged in operating 
utilities should be retained for life, during good behavior. The witness decIares that 
he is somewhat different from the average civil-service reformer in that he does not 
believe it is of any interest to the public how a man gets his position, but that it does 
interest the public what he does after he gets it. Therefore primary appointments 
should be made in any way that would seem best-not necessarily by examinations
but there should be a probationary period of six months before the employee goes 
upon the regular roll. Promotions should be made from the lower to the higher 
grades froin those in the service, and not from the outside, thus creating a stimulus 
for efficient work. (118,119.) . 

7. Prop08ed l.egislation in Ohio.-Mr. FOOTE states that in the State of Ohio the 
municipal code commission has been studying the question for two years, and finally 
brought in a bill 3t the 1900 session of the legislature permitting every municipality 
in the State to own and operate its own water-works, gas works, street railways, 
telephone system, garbage plant, or any other utility. He criticises this bill because 
the public has not safeguarded the grant of power sufficiently. Under this bill 
the electors might vo~ bonds to acquire the properties, to operate them by the 
municipal government, and if there was any deficiency of revenue as the result of 
their operation, that deficiency should be entered into the tax list. He asserts that 
it would be a very easy matter under such a system to have innumerable deficien
cies piling up. Thus, in the case of street railways the municipality would be author
ized t.o reduce the fare to a very low figure, and create a deficiency; and tnus the 
general public would be made to pay for the operation of the road, whereas the cor
rect trinciPle should be that those who use the roads should pay for such use. 
(119. 

8. 'ill perpetual franchises interfere with municipal 01l1/I.I1r8hipf-Professor BEMIS 
believes that when the public is ready to treat the companies having what is known 
as perpetual franchises as they treat each other it would be a very easy matter to find 
many legal ways to get rid of those franchises without interfering with the rights of 
private property. The~ are cert:rln reserved rights possessed by the people which 
the courts would recogmzc. LegIslatures could regulate the charges and could ·tax 
monopolistic earnings by special forms of taxation. The witness refers to the 
famous perpetual franchise granted to Robert Fulton and his associates to operate 
steamboats on the Hudson River, which was declared unconstitutional by the 
Supreme Court of the United States. (99.) 

9. The relation of municipal O1l1/I.I1rship to labor conditions.-Professor BEMIS says that 
the tendency of public employment IS to improve labor conditions. The hours of 
labor are usually reduced. The municipalities in England attempt to pay the stand
ard trade-union rate of wages. Tramways when operated by private companies 
had refused to recognize unions and had worked their men very long . hours; but as 
soon as the municipalities took hold of the plants, union wages and hours, etc., were 
introduced. (95.) . 

B. Experience with municipal ownership in the United States.-
1. Extent of municipal 01l1/I.I1r8hip.-Professor BEMIS says that there is no instance in 
the United States of public ownership of street railways .except in the case of the 
railway over the Brooklyn bridge. There is a rapidly growing number of electric
light plants owned by municipalities. The capitalization of private gas plants is 
$330,346,274; of public plants, $1,918,120. Private water companies have a capital
ization of $270,752.468, and public plants are valued at $513,852,568. (87,88.) 

2. Results of municipal 0'U1TI.er8hip of water plants.-Professor BEMIS states that it is 
difficult to study the water questIOn satisfactorily, but one thing is most conspicuous, 
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that the charges ~re usually lower under public management, while the service is 
better. At the same time there has been a reduction of fire risks. There is a grow
ing desire to increase the number of municipal waterworks. The city of New 
Orleans is the only instance in the history of the country of the waterworks' plant 
of any large city, originally started in public hands, gomg back to priNate owner
ship, while in a list of over 60 of the largest cities there are 20 instances of a change 
from private to public management. Of the 78 cities in the United States having a 
population in 1900 of over 60,000 only 19 have private ownership of waterworks, the 
most imJ.lortant being San Francisco, Omaha, Los Angeles, and Memphis. 

The WItness further states that he has known a great many waterworks' engineers 
who were very proud of the fact that they were connected with the public enter
prise, and that the sentiment is almost overwhelming that water should be owned 
and managed by the community. (97.) 

Professor PARSONS asserts that, according to Baker's Manual of American Water 
Works, charges of private water comllanies in the United States average 43 per cent 
above those of public waterworks. (146.)· . 

3. Municipal O'Il1I'Ie1'ship of electric-light plant8.-Professor BEMIS eays that there is a 
·rapid increase in the extent of municipal ownership of electric-light plants in the 
United States. At present the capitalization of pri vately owned plants is $265,181,920, 
and the cost of publicly owned plants is $12,902,677, but the private plants are largely 
overcapitalized and their cost of construction is not so much greater than that of the 
publicly owned plants as these figures would indicate. The acquisition of plants 
would be more rapid were it not that many legislatures, under the influence of corpo
rations, either refuse to allow cities to operate plants or forbid them to sell light to 
private cOnsunlers, restricting them to furnishmg public light. In other cases the 
terms under which private plants may be acquired are regulated in such a manner as 
to make acquisition expensive. Thus, in Massachusetts the law requires that munici
palities desiring to operate electric-light plants must first offer to buyout existing. 
plants at a price to be determined by referees. The law implies that while referees 
shall not take account of the probable increase in earning l>0wer in the future, they 
are to base their valuation on existing earning power, which IS often excessive because 
of monopoly prices. Several cities complain that they have paid very high prirC8-
much more than the original cost-for plants which were worth practically nothing. 
There is a growing sentiment in this State in favor of more lilleral provisions regardirig 
the construction and acquisition of electric-light plants. (88,92,98.) 

Professor PARSONS introduces the following table as showing the cost of electric 
lighting in a number of cities which have changed from private to public ownership. 

Column 2 is made up of the operating cost plus 5 per cent on the investment for 
insurance, taxes, and depreciation, and 4 per cent for interest, except where the 
actual interest is known. 

Cost of electric light before and after public 0'Il1I'Ie1'8hip. 

City. 

iir~:tJ~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
l£f1~~:i~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Allegheny, Pa ......................................... .. 

f~!:"~~n~~e:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Peabody, Mass .......................................... . 

1. 2. 3. 

BEFORE. Al'TER. Coet unde! com· 
plete pubhc own· 

Price paid C!"!t per. arc, erahlli'. exclud· 
private com. IDclud!ng ing mterest. 

pany per operating ther .. being no 
street arc expe~ses, interest when 
just before taxes, IDSUr- the people own 

public opera· a!,ce, depre- the flant free 
tion began. Clr~\~~e.~~d 0 debt. 

8326 
2'28 
875 
126 
100 
132 
180 
150 
132 
186 

$72 
86 
90 
40 
67 
33 
86 
58 
58 
73 

861 
56 
80 
30 
68 
68 
75 
48 
62 
6'l 

Mr. A. D. ADAMS, an electrical engineer of Boston, states that where gas works 
have been Bupplanted by electric-light plants the result has been more a question 
of quality than of price. Electricity can not compete with gas on a private basis, and 
is selected by the great majority of users because they like it better, though more 
expensive. (282,283.) 
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4. Electric-light planis in Ma8IJflChu.settB.-Mr. A.D. ADAMS states that for the last 
2 yean! he hal! been investigating the subject of electric lighting in Massachusetts 
for the purpOl!8 of making comparisons between municipality-operated plants and 
plants operated by private companies. In 1891 Massachusetts passed a law allowing 
towns and cities to buy existing electric-light plants or to build new ones. The law 
required existing plants to be purchased.. by the municipalities under certain condi
tions, instead of permitting construction of new plants. Three municipalities in 
Massachusetts operate gas plants in connectioll:with their electric·light plants. The 
investigation of the witness covers 14 cities and towns which operate their electric
light plants only. These towns ran in 'population from a little over 1,000 to a little 
over 27,000, and the plants have been in operation from 3 to 13 years, two of them 
having been constructed prior to the passage of the law of 1891. (275,276. ) 

Mr. A. D. Adams states further that in order to compare the results attained in these 
municipal plants with the results in private plants it is necessary to reduce all the 
earnings of the municipal plants to a money basis. In some of the municipalities the 
plant in addition to furnishing all the public light also furnishes light to ;private con
sumers. It is a difficult matter to determine the value of the public lIghting fur
nished by cities because of the great variance in the prices paid for electric lighting 
in private municipalities in Massachusetts as well as elsewhere. His plan therefore 
has been to take a number of Massachusetts towns and cities, all as neariy as possible 
of the same population as those having municipal plants, and find the average price 
in those towns paid for electric-light service. For 17 such towns the average price 
paid for arc .and incandescent lighting per lamp hour is 4.7 cents for arc li~ht and 
1.2 cents per incandescent lamp. On this basis he finds the value of the publIc light
ing furnished in the 14 municipal plants for the year ending June 30, 1899, to be 
$173,429.40. The income of those towns from the sale of electric light and power for 
the same time was $83,948.38, making the total earnings $259,377.78. The operating 
expenses were found to be $148,493.63, IE.'a.ving net earnings of $108,884.15. The 
aggregate total investment for the municipal plants in these 14 towns and cities was 
$891,591, making the ratio of net earnings for the total sum of money invested 12.3 
per cent. 

The1!8 statistics show, says the witness, a higher proportion of profit than in pri-
vate plants. His comparison is made as follows: . 

The investments of private corporations in the electric light and power plants in 
Massachusetts, including Boston and the other large cities, are as follows: Capital 
stock, $10,926,030.40; bonds, $3,771,200; notes payable, $1,933,215.46, or a total of 
$16,630,445.86. Under the law of Massachusetts the stocks and bonds of corporations 
operating public utility plants can only be issued for money or its equivalent actually 
paid in, so that the capitalization given represents actual value. The net earnings 
of these plants in 1899 were $1,699,265.96, or 10.2 per cent on the investment. This 
comparison takes in all the large cities of Massachusetts except 2 or 3 good-sized 
tow/,s where the electric and gas plants are owned by a single corporation, and con
sequently includes those cities where the sale of electric light and power is sup
posed to be more profitable than in the smaller cities where the municipal plants 
exist, because small towns and cities do not afford so profitable a field for the sale of 
electric energy as do the large cities. (278,279, 281. ) 

Mr. Adams states that the next basis of comparison taken by him is therefore with 
all the electric plants operated by private corporations in Massachusetts cities having 
less than 30,000 population, there being 43 such cities. The total amount invested in 
electric· light plants in these 43 cities is $3,797,862.56, their net earnings being 
$246,067.67. The ratio of net earnings to total investment is found to be 6.4 per 
cent, as compared with 12.7 per cent for the municipal plants in the 14 cities men
tioned. The calculations are based entirely on the 1,200 candlepower for arc lights. 
Most of the plants furnish light only, while two or three of them furnish light and 
power. There is very little call for electric power in small places. (279,280.) 

Mr. Adams concludes therefore that the result of his comparison of the 14 cities 
having municipal control of their electric plants with the cities with private corpora
tions shows that the capital invested br. the municipalities in electric plants is more 
economica.lly invested for the community and is earning a better return than capital 
invested through the medium of private corporations. 

The witness states that he found the people in Massachusetts towns very well 
satisfied with municipal ownership of electric plants. No municipal plants have 
been bought out by private corporations, but ill several instances the municipal 
authorities have bought out the private corporations. The municipal plants, under 
the law, must charge a depreciatlOn of not less than 5 per cent per year, but so far 
as the witness knows there is no fixed per cent of depreciation for the private plants. 
His explanation as to why the municipal plants 'show a higher per cent of profit than 
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the private plants is .that the municipal plants are more efficiently and carefully man
aged. The people in the small places where municipal plants are operated are very 
jealous of any unnecessary expenses, while the State gas and electric light commis
sion takes much interest in these plants, so it is not possible for them to run into 
excessive outlays or to operate at a loss. 

There are private gas works in 8 of the towns having municipal electric plants. 
The city of Taunton, which has a public electric plant, has a gaslight company with 
a capital stock of $80,000. These gas plants, of course, reduce the use of electricity 
by private consumers. (281-283.) . 

Mr. Adams makes another comparison on the basis of the actual prices charged by 
private companies for public lighting in Massachusetts and the actual cost of opera
tion in municipal plants. The figures in each case are reduced to cents per hour for 
arc lampe and incandescent lamps. The municipal figures include interest on the 
plant and depreciation at the rate of 5 per cent. The 2 tables thus prepared are as 
follows: . 

Prices plfI' hour paid for street lamps under private oplfl'ation. 

Municipality. 
Prices, 1,200 PiJ~':n~!' 

candle- power in
power arc candescent 

lamps. lamps. 

amto. amto. 
Pittsfield....................................................................... 3.6 1.02 
Marlboro....................................................................... 3.8 .74 
Amesbury...................................................................... 4.7 1.80 
Leominster..................................................................... 3.2 .71 
Gardner..................................................................... 4.8 .96 
Abington ...................................................................... 4.3 .99 
Milford ..................................................... _................... 4.6 1.04 
Athol .......................................................................... 6.6 1.10 
Greenfield...................................................................... 4.4 1.40 
Andover....................................................................... 6.1 1.07 
Framingham................................................................... 4.6 1.10 
Whitman ...................................................................... 5.9 .92 
Orange......................................................................... 4.6 1.40 
Westboro....................................................................... 4.5 1.50 
Union.......................................................................... 5.8 2.10 
Winchendon................................................................... 5.4 1.09 
Amherst ............................................ ;.......................... 6.9 L60 

1---,1---
Averagecostperhour................................................... 4.71 1.20 

Cost plfl' hour of oplfl'ation of electric lamps by municipal plants, including intlfl'est and 
depreciation, year ending June 30, 1899. 

Municipality. 

Incandes· I 
cent lamps. A~ 2OO~ps, 

26 to 32 2 000 can-
~~~ dlepower. 

amto. amto. 
Belmont ................................................................. ,..... 2.05 8.19 
Braintree ...................................................................... .98 3.92 
Chicopee....................................................................... ............ 8.65 
Danvers........................................................................ ............ 8.21 

~~~f.~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !:~ :::::::::::: 
Marblehead. ........ ........................................................... .59 2.29 
Needham ...................................................................... .88 ........... . 
North AtUeboro............................................................. ... .88 .......... .. 

i::4.~[·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~~: i:~ 

~g~1~~LHiiiiiiiLiiii1iiHiiHii~ii~iiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~i~~Eiii ....... ~;! ......... irn 
He points out that this table shows that in the majority of cases the cost per hour 

of lamps operated .by municipalities is lower than the ave~ for the private plants, 
in some cases scarcely exceeding one-half the private rate. t277,. 281.) 
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C. Capitalization. Char;;es nnder private and public owner
sllip.-l. Ot'ercapitaliza!ion of private municipal monopolies.-Professor BEMIS declares 
that there is a very slight connection between the cost of constrnction and the capi
talization of private corporations conducting municipal monopolies or utilities. 
Usually capitalization is based on earning power. Often the bonds issued by such 
eorporations cover the cost of construction, while the stock, even in many cases pre
ferred stock, represents only the ho~ of extra profits. Overcapitalization deceiVes 
the ~ublic as to profits. Moreover, lOVestors will pay more for two shares of stock 
beanng 4 per cent interest, than for one share of 8 per cent stock. Finally, the bank
ing syndicates, which are largely interested in these corporations, desire large stock 
issues because the profit in floating the stock is greater for the promoters and under-
writers. . 

It is frequently the case in the initiation of these plants that a broker is employed 
to arrange for floating bonds, and he receives a large block of stock as a bonus. It is 
doubtless necessary to issue enough stock to obtain the necessary funds, and if stock 
can not be sold at par there must be overcapitalization; but if fewer securities were 
issued it would not be so difficult to sell them at par; indeed, with the expectation 
of profits based on monopoly llrices, stocks representing the actual value could be 
sold much above par. (88, 90.) 

Mr. FOOTE says that 10 authorizing the construction by a private company of a 
plant for quasi public service, or in authorizing any consolidation of existing inter
ests, he would provide that the investment account, or the" initial account," as he 
calls it, should be determined in one of three ways: 

1. Either by agreement between the municipalities and the corporations; 
2. By arbitration; or 
3. By asserting the right of eminent domain. 
After that point had once been established, a proper system with public account

ing would permit no addition to that investment unless it was certified to by the 
State auditor as being necessary and the money actually invested for the full amount 
entered into the account. (117.) 

2. Overcapitalization of street railways.-Professor BEMIS says that in Massachusetts 
there has been since 1885 a fairly effective restriction on the issue of securities by street
railway corporations. This has prevented the issue of capital stock except for actual 
improvements and extensions. We find accordingly that the av€'r~e capitalization 
per mile of single track for street railways in that State was $44,683 10 1897. In the 
rest of the country the average capitalization per mile of track was twice as great. 
In 9 States in the Mississippi Valley, ranging from Ohio and Kentucky to Minnesota 
and Missouri, where the same number of cars are operated per mile of track, the 
average capitalization of street railways was $91,500 per mile. In the Atlantic States, 
from New York to Virginia, where 23 per cent more cars are operated per mile of 
track than in Massachusetts, the capitalization per mile of track was three times as 
great--$138,600. In 1900 the 'capitalization of street railways in Massachusetts was 
only $3~,500 per mile, while in the Mississippi Valley, in the States named, it was 
$91,360, and 10 the Atlantic States $153,650. (88-89.) 

Professor Bemis says further that the steam railroads of the country are capitalized 
at only $59,610 per mile, while street railways are capitalized at $90,000 per mile. 
The latter do not have to pay for right of way. The net income above operating 
expenses per mile of road IS, more than 50 per cent greater for street railways than 
for steam railways, while the entire passenger receipts on street railways are half as 
great as the passenger earnings of steam railways. (90-91.) . 

Mr. FOOTE, while not criticising the testimony of Professor Bemis relative to the 
capitalization of street railways, call~ attention to different items which enter into 
the cost or capitalization in the several States. In one State· the cost might mean 
simply the laying of the track on the street; in another it might be the laying of 
track through a street and paving a street for 3 feet on each side of the rails; while 
in Philadelphia, for instance, it means the rebuilding of the street entirely, paving it 
from curb to curb. Therefore until all the items which enter foto this cost and 
capitalization are fully known it is impossible to make any comparison that. would be 
of any great value. There is not sufficient information at hand under the different 
systems of accounting ill vogue in different parts of the country to determine the 
relative merits of public and private ownership of municipal monopolies. (117,118, 
120.) . 

3. Overcapitalization of gas plan!8.-Professor BEMIS declares that a capitalization of 
$3 or $4 per 1,000 feet of annual product of gas is considered by experts to be ample 
to cover the real structural value of gas plants. The average capitalization of gas 
companies in the large cities is about $9 per thousand of annual product. In 1898 
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the Mutual Fuel and Gaslight Company of Hyde Park, in Chicago, was capitalized at 
$2.69 per 1,000 feet, and was making a very large profit br selling gas at an average 
price of 87 cents, but when it entered into combination WIth the People's Gas Com
pany its capital was raised to $9 per 1,000 feet. (90.) 

4. Cost of gas, and prices.-Professor BEMIS says that the report of the United States 
Department of Labor, recently published, shows that returns of several hundred 
gas companies indicated an average cost of manufacturing gas and delivering it to the 
burner, aside from taxes, interest, and depreciation, of about 46 cents per 1,000 feet. 
1£ 5 cents were added for taxes, 7 cents for depreciation, and 7 per cent on an aver
age capitalization of $4 per 1,000 feet of annual product (a reasonable capitalization), 
the cost will be brought up to 86 cents. But the average price of gas charged bv the 
largest companies is $1.14, which indicates an excessive profit. Recently the Mutual 
Fuel and Gaslight Company of Hyde Park, in Chicago, reported that the cost of manu
facturing gas, aside from interest and depreciation, was 37.45 cents per 1,000 feet. The 
company further stated the value of its tangible assets at $3.80 per 1,000 feet of annual 
product. Eight per cent on this added to the cost would have made the pri~e 67.5 
cents. The actual average price was 87 cents, but this was raj.sed to $1 after the con
solidation with the People's Gas Company. . In New York City the price until recent 
years was $1.25, hut by an act of the legislature it was reduced 5 cents yearly, and 
reached $1 on January 1, 1901. . 

Professor Bemis asserts further that the differences in the cost of coal do not affect 
the cost of gas as greatly as is generally supposed. A ton of coal will make about 
10,000 feet of gas, so that if coal goes up $1 per ton the cost of gas would increase 10 
cents in the absence of residual prodl.cts, but the value of coke and other residuals 
rises with the rise in coal, so taat the net additional cost from an increase of $1 per ton 
on coal is only from 5 to- 7 cents per 1,000 feet of gas. In the manufacture of water 
/Zas 4 or 5 gallons of crude oil are used in making 1,000 feet. In Ohio this oil costs 2 
or 3 cents per gallon, and an increase of 50 per cent in price would only CRUse an 
increase of 6 or 8 cents per 1,000 feet in the cost of gas. (89-90. 94.) 

5. Electric pirtnl8-Rates under private and public owneTship.-Professor BEMIS says 
that the charges of municipal electric-light plants are much lower in general than 
those of privately owned plants. In many instances public plants are restricted to 
the furnishing of light for public purposes, so that they could not be expected to 
operate as cheaply as :plants furnishing private light also. Professor Bemis admits 
that there is often a mISunderstanding in comparin~ public and private plants, from 
the disregard of interest, depreciation, and taxes ill calculating the cost of public 

pli~~he municipal plant in Chicago, continues the witness, the cost of furnishing an 
arc li~ht per year was formerly, ill 1895, $96.76. By more efficient administration 
and CIvil-service reform the cost was reduced to $55.93 in 1899. In Detroit there are 
2,000 lights under public management, and the operating expenses, which were at 
first about $102 per year, have been reduced to $66.45, including 4 per cent on the 
cost, 3 per cent for depreciation, and a proper amount fo,r taxes. The private com
pany before the constrnction of this plant offered a ten years' contract at $102 per 
year, although it also supplied private consumers. In Allegheny the cost of oper
ating 1,300 arc lights in 1899 was $47.35 each, while by adding 4 per cent for interest 
and 5 per cent for depreciation and taxes the cost is brought up to $71.17. In Pitts
b~, across the river, a private company charges from $95 to $100 for the same kind of 
serVIce. 

A large majority of municipal electric plants are allowed to do only public lighting. 
In England and in Massachusetts muniCIpal plants are allowed also to furnish supply 
to private consumers. (97,98.) 

Referring to the testimony of ProfeBBOr Bemis, Mr. FOOTE asserts that while on 
the face of the reports it would seem that there was a saving in the operation of the 
Detroit electric plant by the cit~ of about $12 yearly per arc light, yet he believes, 
from personal examination, that If all the items entering into the cost of the operation 
of the plant were fully known, including interest, depreciation, and loss of taxes, it 
would be found that the saving is more apparent than real. The private company 
itself could, and perhaps would, have reduced the price substantially to the same 
extent as the city has done. While the accounts of Detroil1are as well kept as those 
of any other municipality, still there is not such uniformity as would warrant a just 
conclusion on the relative merits of public or private operation of the plant. (114.) 

6. Street-railway fares in J!)ngland.-Professor BEMIS states that in England fares are 
graduated according to distance in the case of private as well as public manage
ment. The tendency under public management is to increa.'l8 the distance one 
can ride for a given fare, and a few cities are talking of introducing the uniform fare 
like America. The uniform fare has already been introduced i:l a private subway 
recently completed in London. (102.) 
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D. Municipal ownenhip In Enaland.-Professor BEMIS thinks the best 
place to study municipal ownership is in England, bec&use it has had a longerexperi
ence than anv other country. -The movement has ... however, been checked there in 
the matter o} water and gas by the high prices tnat had to be paid to buyout the 
plants, the private companies there having originally secured perpetual franchises. 
The keen regard the English have for vested interests in property made the prices 
of sale high. Within the last 10 years, however, some 40 gas _plants have changed 
from private to public m~ment, and over half of the water plants are under 
public management, while a little over balf of the gas sold outside of London is made 
and sold by municipal plants. 

In the case of electric lighting and street railways, which are of more recent devel
opment, the public has become aware of the dangers of perpetl1al franchises, and 
co~uently these latter companies when chartered have been given franchises for 
very limited periods-21 years ordinarily in the case of tramways, and from 21 to 
42 years in the case of electric light. In other cases the cities have built their own 
plants originally. Nearly one-half of all the electrical supply,- both for lighting and 
power purposes, is in the hands of the cities. In many instances these two classes of 
service are combined. The witness further states that his own investigations show 
that in the case of tramways, electric light, and water there is especial satisfaction 
in England with the results of public management, and that the transfer to public 
management, whenever it has been madel has been attended with enormous devel
opment of plant and output and a large reauction in charges. 

In the case of publicly managed gas works one of the greatest difficulties in Eng
land consists in keeping the workingmen energetically employed to the same degree 
as in private management. While well paid, they do not yet fully appreciate that 
they are working for the public. Nevertheless public employment tends to create 
a somewhat higher morale and a better feeling of public responsibility than working 
for private comvanies. The municipal councils in England are composed of a very 
fine class of bUSIness men; they include often prominent labor leaders as well. Some 
complaint is made by engineers in the public plants that it is harder to get an increase 
in salary than in a private plant, because of the publicity that is given to the subject, 
but there is more liberality in paying them than there was formerly. (94--95, 102.) 

Advantages of municipal operation.-Professor BEMIS enumerated several advan~es 
which have come from municipal operation, especially as seen by him in Great Britain. 
Municipalities charge less to the public than the private companies and give the same 
or even a better service. There is a financial advantage in that the municipality can 
borrow at from 3 to 3i per cent, which is very much below the rate charged the pri
vate companies. In public man~ment there is fully as much enterprise and a greater 
readiness to introduce the latest Inventions, this being accounted for particularly by 
the fact that they pay higher wages and work the men fewer hours, and therefore 
feel the desirability of having as much labor-saving machinery as possible. The con
sumption of the product or service has greatly inCreased. In Great Britain there is 
very little difference in operating expenses between public and private corporations, 
aside from interest and dividends. In municipalities better machinery is put in, which 
counterbalances any tendency to increase the labor cost. In the case of gas the net 
cost of production is a trifle less in municipal plants than in private companies, 
although the men are paid better wages. The munici:pal plants are growin~ very 
rapidly, but owing to the fact that they cheapen the pnce they get along WIthout 
adding to the force. A better class of men than formerly has been found willing to 
go into the city councils in England and to serve the public in the management of 
the financial interests. (95, 96.) 

Street railways in Gkulgow.-Professor PARSONS declares that when the city of Glas
gow took over the management of the street railways, in 1894, fares were reduced at 
once about one-third. Fares are graduated according to distance. The average fare 
was at first reduced to 2 cents, but later reductions have brought it down to Ii cents, 
while more than 35 per cent of the fares are only 1 cent. The private tramways 
had collected an average fare of 3.84 cents. It is true that the density of traffic is 
greater and that the distances are usually shorter in Glasgow than in American cities, 
and it is impossible to get the average rates per mile. The average number of passen
~rs per car mile in Glasgow is 121 in Boston 7, in New York, on Broadway, 12, and 
In Chicago 5 or 6. The witness aoes not think that our street-car companies could 
afford to apply the Glasgow fares, because of the longer distances and the higher wages. 
Nevertheless, the fact that fares were reduced under public ownership in Glas~ow, 
and that the city with the lower fares realizes at least as high a profit as the pnvate 
company did, shows the possibility of economical and satisfactory public operation. 
At the same time the conditions of labor have -been improved and the character of 

-the service is very much better, electric traction having been introduced. (140,147.) 
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E. Re;;ulatioQ of' private ownership.-l. General disl'U8sion.-Profes.~r 
BEMIS insists that the municipality has the right to regulate corporations operating 
public utilities, and especially to require publicity from them. There is undue 
secrecy in the op'eration of privallf companies holding municipal franchises. There 
ought to be a difference between them and ordinary private enterprises. They are 
monopolies in most instances; they get their rights by grant of the State or the city; 
they are given the right of eminent domain-the right to use the streets and the 
highways. The power which they have over the public, as well as the special priv
ileges which the public grants to them, accordingly justify public regulation to pre
vent abuses. Professor Bemis especially favors the requirement that the accounts of 
the..«e quasi-public corporations shall be open to public inspection and subject to 
public regulation. (91, 93, 98. ) 

Mr. FOOTE holds that no pUblic need should be supplied under the management of 
a political monopoly that can be sUPl?lied with equal advantage to the users of the 
service under the management of any mdustrial monopoly, the best interests of the 
users of the service being the first object of the protection and care of the State. He 
lays down two general propositions: 

(1) That an industrial corporation organized to supply a perpetual municipal need 
shall have the exclusive right to supply the need perpetually. 

(2) Th!,-t I!oll accoun~ shall be honestly and correctly kept; that economic thJ:ift 
shall be mSlSted upon ill every department, and that clla.rges for the use of servIce 
shall bear a fixed relation to the necessary cost of production. 

The basic principle in the settlement of this question is that there should be 
a uniform system of accounts of all governmental offices and of all quasi-public 
monopolies. (103,104.) 

Mr. Foote quotes from a paper by the State examiner of Wyoming, Mr. Hender
son, opposing public ownershIp of public utilities and expressing the opinion that a 
uniform accounting and State supervision would accomplish the desired results much 
better. The public-service company should be permitted-

First. To retain from its earnings the interest on its bonded debt. 
Second. A reasonable interest on the investment. . 
Third. A reasonable profit upon the investment. 
Fourth. A sinking fund for the redem'ption of the bonds as they mature. 
Fifth. A reasonable amount for maintaining the physical condition of the property. 
The residue, if any, should be divided between the company and the municipal 

corporation. (110. ) 
2. Public regulatWn in MassachusettB (see also under StaJ,e Railroad Cammissions, 

p. CLXXII, and Capitalization, p. LXII) .-Professor BEMIS says that Massachusetts has 
created a street railway and railroad co=ission and an electric-light and gas com
mission, with very considerable powers to regulate thtlBe classes of corporations. 
These commissions have the right to com {lei the companies to make reports in such 
manner as they see fit. They may prescrIbe the methods of bookkeeping, although 
as a matter of fact this has not been done to any considerable extent. They may 
send auditors to examine the books. The two commissions do not publish all 
the facts which they gather, as the witness believes they should do. Moreover, 
they are not supposed to take any direct action unless complaint is made by city 
officials or by 20 consumers. If their decisions are not obeyed they may inflict pen
alties, although more usually appeal is made to the legislature, which issues special 
orders. There had been no appeal against the decisions of these commissions for a 
number of years until a decision as to the gas compay in Haverhill, in 1899, was 
appealed to the United States courts. The Massachusetts law also requires the con
sent of these commissions for any increase in the capitalization of the corporations. 
(8S-92.) . 

Referring to the laws of Massachusetts, Mr. FOOTE states that the co=issions 
created by those laws require reports from all corporations, municipal as well as pri
vate, but that there is no uniformity in their accounts. They are kept in a way only 
sufficient to enable the commission to make its report. The law does not require 
that the price of the service should be based upon cost plus a proper profit; it does 
not go far enough. (120.) 

3. Requlation of 'PtIhlic utilities in England.-Professor BEMIS states that great interest 
is manifested in England in the regulation of public utilities, but that tne tendenc:!, 
toward public ownership is strong. Regulation there is always by act of Parlia 
ment. Companies can not increase their capitalization; they can not eyen buy all 
extra foot of land without going to Parliament for permission, at which time an 
opportunity is always offered to investigate charges and efficiency of service and to 
prevent any watering of stock. There is also an auditing of the accounts of the com
panies by central boII.rds. Electric-light companies are required to submit complete 
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accounts to examination br the board oUrade. The accounts of the municipalities 
all!O are very carefully audited by 2 auditors, one selected by the cit.y council and the 
other elected by the people at large, and these auditors exercise a powerful influence. 
The ~~eat lesson to be learned fr~~ th~ attempts q,t re~lation is the ~mporta!lc~ of 
publicity of accounts of the munICipalities and also of private companies furnIshmg 
quasi-public service. The English city governments have thus been preserved from 
many abuses that exist here. (93.) 

4. Municipal ownership and private operation.-Professor BEMIS states that in Great 
Britain there were at one time 44 instances of the ownership of the street-railway 
track by the municipalities with private operation of the railway, but that the com
panies did not seem to be progressive, and as their franchises ran out the plants are 
being taken over very generally and operated by the municipality. He does not 
know whether the unsatisfactory character of the operation by the private cOIDpanies 
was due to the system of ownership or whether it was due to the limited duration of 
the franchises, which were for 21 years only. While the English people are opposed 
to the system, it yet has had its benefits, in that it enabled them when they did want 
public ownership to get it more easily and cheaply than in any other way. (102-103.) 

F. Uniform and pnblic accountinl'-Mnnicipalitics and public
scrvicc corporations.-1. General advantages.-Mr. ALLEN RIPLEY FOOTE, 
editor of Public Policy, of Chicago, believes that there should be uniformity and pub
licity of accounts of corporations performing quasi-public services and of municipali
ties, so that the effect of each essential economic factor will be shown, to the end that 
correct comparative statistics may be obtained as a basis for intelli~ent, economic 
discussion and legislation. An ~ement should be had as to what Items properly 
constitute the cost of public Utilities, and those items should be all included in 
any statement of cost. The correct principle as to the returns which should be made 
by a corporation receiving franchises from the public is in the nature of a quid pro 
quo, the duty of the government being to see that the people get a fair return for the 
grant. The only way to ascertain whether this is done at all is to have the accounts 
kept by uniform methods and made public. There should be no secrecy in respect 
of the corporations. The public is generally willing that a corporation should- have 
a reasonable profit, say 8 or 10 per cent, upon its actual investment. When the 
accounts are properly kept the pnce of the service can be very readily fixed. - If the 
business of the country were actually done on this basis an economic condition 
would result which would make the United States master of the world in commerce. 
(115,116.) - _ 

Mr. Foote asserts that the system of unifonn accounting as a:pplied to municipal 
plants would, if the accounts are properly audited by an auditor mdependent of the 
corporations and the l?olitical parties, make a. uniform system of cost in the purchase 
of all supplies b'y munICipalities and would tend to create a unifonnity of. price for the 
sale of the munICipal product; that no municipality would par more, for IDBtance, for 
coal used in the manufacture of gas than any other municipality under the same con
ditions. A large percentage of the failures iii. municipal establishments come from 
the fact that the men who manage the affairs do not know how to fi~re the cost 
of the operation of the plants, because their system of bookkeeping IS inefficient. 
(116. ) 

Professor BEMIS thinks that legislation as to pUblicity of municipal public-service 
corporations would have to come from the States; but that there should be uni
formity of State legislation along certain lines. The United States Department of 
Labor might well continue its investi~tions of cities and report upon them annually. 
While the Department has no authority to dictate any -fonn of bookkeeping, it 
would have an influence in calling the attention of the country to the need of it the 
more it tried to get the information. In MassachUSetts, in his opinion, the ~as and 
electric-light companies admit that the pUblicity given to their accounts m that 
State has been of great benefit to them in showing them what some companies are 
doing, and thus leading them to introduce improvements. In the States power 
should be conferred upon the State auditor to investigate and audit the accounts of 
quasi-pUblic corporations using the streets, and also the accounts of municipalities. 
While t.here is nothing radical in this course of procedure, it is susceptible of great 
results. (101. ) 

Professor Bemis is of opinion that, inasmuch as public utilit1 companies got their 
right to exist from the State, and are thus quasi-pUblic corporations, the people 
should have the right to demand publicity as to the cost of construction and opera
tion. There should be uniformity of accounts in all plants. There is now I!O much 
secretiveness that even the United States Government IS not permitted to ascertain an

l of the facts except under the pledge of absolute secrecy as to names of plants. (91. 
2. NeceMiJ,y of public accounting in national affairs.-Mr. FOOTE holds that it woul 
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be a very great benefit to the Government if the Interstate Commerce Commission 
had the authority to go into the accounts of the railroads and audit them as they 
ought to be audited, and that if such were done the railroad tariffs of the country 
would be very materially affected. A uniform system of public accounting and 
independent auditing of public accounts in the new possessions of the Government 
would be of very great benefit, and would be easy of introduction there. (122. ) 

3. Uniform accounting in Wyoming.-Mr. FOOTE states that Wyoming has done the 
best work in the line of uniformity of public accounts of any State. That State has· 
had for 10 years an officer known as State examiner, who has authority to examine 
the accounts of all the State institutions, and all other accounts affecting the public 
interest. He may enter any public office at any time without notice, and may even 
turn out the incumbent of the office if he finds a condition that justifies it. He can 
compel the attendance of witnesses, the production of books and papers. He is 
responsible only to the governor of the State. Mr. Foote thinks that the same prin
ciple would apply to any of the larger States, necessitating, of course, assistance tA) 
an examiner where the work required it. He further states that the duties of the 
examiner relate only to purely public accounts and not to the quasi-public corpora.
tions operating municipal monopolies. (104, 105.) 

Professor BEMIS called attention to what he considered the great work now. being 
done in Wyoming in the auditing of municipal and county accounts. In that State 
all of the accounts of the counties and subordinate local bodies have to be audited by 
the State auditor, who prescribes their methods of bookkeeping. The American 
Economic A88ociation, the New England Waterworks A880ciation, and other like 
bodies are agitating the extension of this sort of bookkeeping to other States and 
municipalities, and its application to local monopolies iu private hands. (94, 95.) 

4. Views of the State examiner of Wyoming.-Mr. FOOTE mtroduced as a part of his 
testimony a yaper read by Mr. Harry B. Henderson, State examiner for Wyoming, 
before the League of American Municipalities at Charleston, S. C., in December, 
1900, the substance of which was as follows (pp. 105-110): 

The system of uniform a.ecounting and public auditing or examination superinduces 
a higher standard of intelligence and morals among office seekers and officeholders, 
and le88ens the burdens of taxation. The Territory of South Dakota was the first to 
provide for a Territorial examiner, whose duties, however, were quite limited and 
superficial. Minnesota afterwards provided for an examiner, and included in his 
duties the examination of accounts of building associations; but Wl0ming was the 
first and only State so far to provide for the thorough examination 0 accounts of all 
State, county, and local officers, accounts of State institutions and State banks, and, in 
fact, every public account. The only opposition to a measure of this kind came from 
officeholders, schoolbook companies, bridge companies, individual members of 
boards of trustees, etc., none of whom had any material interest in the economical 
administration of the affairs of the government. 

Mr. Henderson defines uniform accounting as being a system of accounting where 
all the accounts are kept alike, or in the same regular form; so that if an officer from 
one county should go into a similar office in another county he would at once be 
able to keep the accounts and perform the duties of the office. 

The principal objects sought to be accomplished by having a system of uniform 
accounting are: (1) To prevent lavish expenditure in the use of public moneys by 
public servants; (2) that public affairs should be administered as carefully as private 
mteresU!; (3) that in the administration of public affairs an equivalent should be ren
dered for every dollar expended; (4) that it is necessary to a correct determination 
of the policy of municipal ownership to have a uniform system of accounting so as 
to determine the cost of construction and operation of any particular industry; (5) 
that it is the right of every taxpayer to have public accounts so kept that the various 
expenditures made for any purpose whatever should be clearly shown; (6) that the 
principle is an evidence of progre88 and forms a base upon which the revenues for 
the support of the ~overnment can be estimated with a reasonable degree of certainty. 

Mr. Henderson m his paper asserts that there are many advanta"aes to be derived 
from the supervision of public accounts, among which he enumerates: 

First. A curtailing of public indebtedness. In this connection he states that in 
Wvoming he has succeeded in securing the enactment of a law making it an offense to 
create any floating inlliebtedness in excess of the actual receipts of the current year, 
and provldin~ that any such indebtedness shall be null and void, but would operate 
as a lien agamst the officers creating the same and their bondsmen. The result of 
this is that every county in the State is now on a cash basis, and the expense of 
maintaining the county and municipal governments has been decreased. 

Second. State supervision eliminates the opportunities for embezzlement, and at 
the same time corrects the innocent mistakes of fiduciary officers. 
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Third. This system reduces taxation. (l05-110.) . 
5. General interest in public accounting.-Mr. FOOTE states that within the last 2 or 3 

years the movement in the direction of uniformity in public accounts has grown very 
rapidly. There are some 12 or 14 organizations, representing every species of public 
utility, and different organizations of municipal reformers, at present on record in 
favor of initiating this system of accounting, and they have committees appointed 
studying the question. He calls attention to certein proposed bills, prepared by 
himself, which he states will be introduced in many of the legislatures at their next 
se~sions.l (122, 123.) 

The League of American Municipalities adopted the following resolution in 1900: 
"ReJJo/ved, That uniform municipal accounting is desirable, and that the executive 

committee of this league is authorized to cooperate with other or~anizations to that 
end, through its president and secretary, orin such other manner as It sees fit." (111. ) 

G. Street railway development andproblemll.-l. Ejfectojapplication 
oj electricity to Blreet-railway ByBtem8.-Hon. CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, of Boston, says 
that the introduction of electricity has entirely changed the character of the street
railway system and is really introducing a subordina,te system of railroads. The 
motive power is the only difference between the street railways and the railroads. 
All the conditions in respect to street railways have changed so far lib speed is con
cerned, and they are ra~idly changing with regard to the methods of doing business. 
Sometimes the street railways go through at least a dozen different municipalities 
and operate roads 50 miles m length. The time is not remote when these street 
railways will have to be operated at a rate of speed which has hitherto been incom
patible with the joint use of the street with other conveyances. In order to perform 
their functions they will have to run very la~e cars close together. They will have 
to carry freight and do other things not done m the past. The cars' are now being 
made very much heavier than used to be the case, and the solidity of the track used 
is not in any way different from that of the railroad. With the heavy cars and the 
solid track, a very great rate of speed can be made with safety. (825,828.) 

2. GrOOJth oj Btreet-railway ByBtem8.-Mr. ADAMS says that although the recent growth 
of street-railway systems has been very great, the appliances and methods are all 
tentative and elementary, and that street-railway S'ystems are going to be developed 
to an extent beyond anything which can now be realized. The time will soon come 
when there will have to be a separation of the highway from the railroad traffic. In 
the cities there will be elevated roads or subways; in the country districts, instead of 
running on streets, as is now the case, the street railways will run on private rights 
of way. In the West, street railways now run for miles and miles on private rights 
of way through the country. (826, 827.) 

3. Legislation jQ7' Btreet-railway jranchiseJJ.-Hon. CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, of Bos
ton, says that in order to secure satisfactory results from our street-railway systems 
there will have to be a great deal of new legislation. We must ~o back in legislation 
and build from a new foundation .. A new power has come mto existence which 
requires radically different treatment from anything we have had in the past. It 
would require great study to determine what legislation should be enacted. The 
one thing that is clear is that there should be such legislation as would permit the . 
separating of highways and street railroads. (826,829, 830.) 

Hon. CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, of Boston, says that the street-railway companies 
of Massachusetts are organized under a general law, but have to obtain their fran
chises from each municipality in which they operate. This system of local franchises 
is part and parcel of the old theory that a street railway is merely a matter of local 
interest, .whereas to-day the street railway runs through a number of different towns 
and has to face the regulations and the selectmen of those different towns' and satisfy 
them all. The system works badly and is an impoesible one under present condI
tions. (827,828,830.) 

Mr. Adams further says that in Massachusetts street railways have always had 
indefinite franchises; that is, franchises subject to revocation at any time by the local 
authorities. It is an absurd system of tenure, and it would not have been expected 
that any large investment of capital would have been made under it; but as a matter 
of fact it has been found that more satisfactory results, political and economical, 
have been produced under it than under any other system yet devised. In many of 
the Western States, where limited time franchises, subject to renewal, have been 
granted, the renewal of the franchises has been one of the most crying causes of 
municipal corruption. (829,830.) 

4. Comparison between American and European street railwaY8.-Mr. C. F._ADAMS 
says that there is not a street-railway system in Europe that he has seen or has 

I Such" bill was actually passed In mlno! .. 
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knowledge of which would bear comparison with the street-railway systems in 
American cities. Everything up to date which the European systems have is 'purely 
American. All the companies want is to get their money back, and they get It back 
br giving the poorest of accommodations and by managing their traffic in the most 
mggardly way. The European municipalities are very restrictive. They have been 
so afraid of being cheated that they cheat themselves and will not give an oppor
tunity for that development which is essential to any enterprise. The Glasgow 
street-railway system is nothing but a very imperfect American system. Fares are 
~aded according to the distance traveled. There is no system of transfers, such as 
IS found in this country, by which a passenger can ride .15 or 20 miles for 10 cents. 
(828.) 

5. MassachUIJetts Electrics Company.-Mr. JACKSON, a member of the Massachusetts 
State board of railroad commissioners, says that the Massachusetts Electrics Com
pany is an unincorporated association which owns stocks in certain street-railway 
corporations, very largely those in eastern and southeastern Massachusetts. These 
stocks stand in the names of certain persons as trustees. The trustees, who are 15 in 
number, have a legal title to the stock and control the management of the street-rail
way corporations. in which they o~ by voting the stock.. :rhe:y exercise practically 
the ordInary duties of a board of directors. The association ISSUes preferred and 
common shares and has a so-called capital stock. Strictly speaking, the association 
has no stock. It has no shares known to the laws which cover' the issuing of stock 
and which limit the purposes for which stock may be issued. Mr. Jackson's under
standing is that the Massachusetts commissioner of corporations does not pass upon 
the ownership of the certificates issued by this company. 

In order to equalize things and to make the prosperous companies help out the 
weaker companies, there might be a temptation for the trustees to improperly man
age some particular company or companies which they control, but these trustees 
are governed by the same laws which apply to the ordinary holders of stock. The 
Massachusetts board of railroad commissioners, in passing upon questions which 
come up in connection with the street railways controlled by these trustees, pays no 
attention whatever to the ownership of the stock. The financial interests or affairs 
of the Massachusetts Electrics Company receives no consideration from the board of 
railroad commissioners. Mr. Jackson thinks that the certificates issued by the Mas
sachusetts Electrics Company aggregate something more than the actual investment 
value. (844,845,846.) . 

6. Boston street-railway 81Jstel1l.-Mr. J. F. JACKSON, a member ofthe Massachusetts 
State board of railroad commissioners, says that the Boston Elevated Railway Com
pany now controls all the surface street railways operated in Boston. There is only one 
suburban company independent of the Boston Rail way Company which makes Boston 
its terminal. There are two distinct methods of street-railway operation now in Bos
ton-i3ubwayand surface. The elevated railway will be in operation very soon. The 
elevated system goes from one end of the city to the other, and passes through the 
con~ted district; the subway is in the congested district itself; the surface roads 
are In both suburban and congested districts. The general opinion is that the sub-

. way has been a success. (843, 844.) -
7. Ve8tibules on 8tred cars.-Mr. JACKSON, a member of the Massachusetts State 

board of railroad commissioners, says that a statute was passed in Mas..<\8.Chusetts 
making it mandatory upon all street railways outside of Boston to have vestibules on 
the cars during certain winter months, for the protection of the motormen and con
ductors. It was contended by the Boston Elevated .R.ailway Company that vesti
bules would be dangerous in some of the narrow streets of Boston. The legislature 
referred to the board of railroad commissioners one question, viz: Whether or not it 
was consistent with safety that the Boston Elevated Railway Company should use 
vestibules on its street cars. The board held several public hearings and made 
inquiries all over the United States and Canada, with the result that it decided that 
vestibules could be used with safety, under proper conditions. As a result of that 
decision the Boston R.ailway Company must equip its cars within a certain number 
of years with vestibules. In order that there might be no injury done, however, the 
board interpreted the statute so that the company is to test the vestibule in the most 
difficult places first. If the decision of the board that vestibules are safe is proved 
to be erroneous it may recall its recommendation. (842,843:) 
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XVI. B,AILWAY LABOR. LABOR QUKSTIONS GENERALLY. 

[See, also, as to conditions of labor In anthracite coalfield, p. CLXIV.j 

A. Employment and disebar;e.-l. Conditions of entra1l.re to empT.oyment.
Mr. FuLLER, representing the brotherhoods of railway employees, says that railroad 
companies have various rules regarding the conditions of entering employment. 
Some of these requirements, such as those that the men shall be examined as to the 
working rules, the handling of machinery, apparatus, and their duties generally, are 
considered fair and just. Other conditions imposed by certain railway companies, 
however, are considered unfair by the employees. Thus, some companies attempt 
to prevent employees from holding membership in labor organizations. Various 
States have passed laws forbidding this practice, but the courts have in several cases 
held them unconstitutional. Thelractice is also forbidden by act of Congress, but 
the spirit of the law is often violate. The requirement that employees shall become 
members of railway relief associations is sometimes made and is also considered 
unjust. (10. ) 

2. Physical examinationB.-Mr. FuLLER says that railway companies very generally 
require employees to pass'a physical examination. The witness submitted a form of 
the surgeon's certificate required by one company. This provides a test for the 
ability of the eyes to distinguish types at certain distances and to distinguish colors. 
The hearing is also tested. The certificate declares that the applicant has been suc
cessfully vaccinated and that he does not manifest any evidence of the abuse of intoxi
cating lIquors. Disqualifying defects are enumerated in the surgeon's certificate and 
also defects which do not disqualify, and the surgeon expresses his opinion as to 
whether the candidate is qualified or otherwise. The witness has been told that this 
company makes its examinations very rigid and that the applicants are required to 
strip before the surgeons. ' 

These physical examinations have resulted, says Mr. Fuller, in injustice to many 
competent employees. Even slight injuries, such as the loss of a finger or a part of a 
hand or foot, whICh would not in the least interfere with the performance of duties, 
are made grounds for excluding applicants. 

The reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission show that in 1898 1 trainman 
out of every 11 received some injury, and such rules as these accordingly tend to 
exclude a very large number of persons seekin~ new employment. 

Many railroads have also adopted an age limIt, and Will not employ persons above 
that age. Some roads make this age as low as 25 years, while others fix it as high 
as 40 years. There is a great army of employees over this age, and the result of the 
rule is often to deny eml?loyment to thoroughly competent men who lose their for
mer situations. (10-14.) 

3. Discharge and 8U8pensWn oj employees.-Mr. FuLLER says that the plans of disci
pline on the different railroads vary greatly. An act which would be considered a 
serious offense on one road may be treated lightly on another. The general reasons 
for discharge and suspension are violating rules, negligence, responsibility for acci-
dents, oversleeping, and inteml?erance. , -

Mr. Fuller believes that discipline is often inflicted upon employees for offenses 
which result from the excessive strain placed upon them. The adoption of heavier 
engines and longer trains, and especially the introduction of new systems of report
ing business, which often require twice as much time on the part of employees as 
before, has greatly in~ the strain upon them. 

There are also many instances in which men are discharged or suspended throngh 
the prejudice of subordinate officers. Where the employees are strongly organized 
they often succeed, in securing the reinstatement of persons unjustly discharged or 
suspended.. ' 

The witness believes that legislation should be enacted, requiring railroad com
panies to allow employees who are accused of any offense to see and hear all evidence 
~inst them, and that specific reasons in writing should be given-to them for 
dIScharge. (12.) 

B. Blaeklistin;.-Mr. FuLLER, representing the brotherhoods of railroad 
employees, declares that blacklisting of railroad employees is still a common prac
tice, though apparently not as serious as it used to be. With reference to the black
listing of employees after the strikes of 1894, the witness quotes from an editorial in 
the Railroad Trainmen's Journal for April, 1895, which states that in the past few 
montl18 the force of this most potent weapon of capitalism had been felt as never 
before. Men looking for railroad work since the strike who were not able to give a 
satisfactory account of their whereabouts and' actions during that time by positive 
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proof were entirely unabie to secure employment. There was no doubt in the minds 
of workingmen of the axistence of the blacklisting system, though it wilS practically 
always impossible to obtain evidence of it. The editorial quotes a newspaper report 
from Denver, dated March 7, 1895, to the effect that J. A. Hamilton, formerly a con
ductor on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, committed suicide on that day. He 
had been out of work ever since the strike. Wherever he went the blacklist was 
ahead of him. Even if he got work for a day or two, he would be dismissed as soon 
as his connection with the strike was discovered, the statement being given that his 
service was unsatisfactory. As a last resort he wrote to his old trainmaster, but 
received a reply that nothing could be promised to a man who had taken part in the 
strike. 

The editorial referred to commended a bill which had been introduced into the 
Minnesota legislature prohibiting blacklisting, and especially declaring against the 
use of watermarks and ciphers or secret marks in letters furnIshed to employers. 

Mr. Fuller says further that many States have passed laws ~ainst blacklisting, 
and that the act of Congress approved June 1, 1898, makes it a mIsdemeanor for any 
employer to attempt to prevent a former employee from obtaining employment. All 
these laws, however, are evaded, and it is almost ilI!possible to obtain proof of the 
use of the black list. As evidence of the feeling of employees on this subject the 
witness quotes a resolution ado~ted by the organized employees at San Antonio, 
Tex., September 9, 1896, declarIng that the !ystem is in direct conflict with the 
principles on which this Government is founded and demanding legislation which 
will forever prohibit it. The witness says that in recent years the former method of 
blacklisting has been largely abandoned, but that practically the same results are 
secured by private correspondence between railroad employers. Men seeking 
employment are required to give the names of all roads for which they have worked 
d.uring a certain number of years and the reasons for leaving. The employer then 
writes to the former em~loyers, and if their statements are not satisfactory the appli
cant is rejected. The wItness submitted a blank form used by one railroad company 
for applications as illustration of the method employed. This form contains a note 
to the effect that the applicant, after swearing to the application blank, may be 
allowed to enter service on probation, "but it must be distinctly understood that 
before he can be considered an accepted employee the written approval of the 
employing officers must be obtained." By this arrangement, says Mr._ Fuller, a 
man may be put to w<.rk immed~ately when badly needed, but the railroad com
pany retains the right to dismiss him as soon as it has heard from his former 
employers. 

The witness considers that this method of private co~ondence regarding the 
qualifications of employees frequently results in great injustIce. Unscrupulous offi
cers often pursue former employees vindictively, although it may be that they have 
been guilty of no wrong and have not broken any rules of the company. If the 
employee were permitted to see the charges made against him and to combat them, 
the system would not be so objectionable, but he is denied this privilege and is 
merely told that his references are not good, or, as in one instance cited, is falsely 
told that his medical examination was not satisfactory. 

In view of these conditions, Mr. Fuller recommends the adoption of State and 
national laws prohibiting any railroad company from furnishing any record whatever 
of any employee to any other company, either by private letter or otherwise. The 
postal laws and the interstate-commerce laws should prohibit the transportation of 
such correspondence. 

The witness also criticises the requirement of an oath in· connection with a.pplica
tions for employment, which is very common and which is provided for In the 
application blank submitted by him. He says that oaths should not be used too 
commonly lest the respect for them shall be diminished. Moreover, employees who 
are ordinarily honest and law-abiding are tempted by fear of unfavorable reports 
from former employers or for some other reason to make false statements in con
nection with theIr application. (12-17.) 

Mr. FITZPATRICK, of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, says that it is the 
general custom in railway service to give letters of recommendation to men who are 
discharged because of necessary reductions in the force. Usually the superintendent, 
of his own accord, sends such a letter to the discharged employee. -{ 838. ) 

Blacklisting by the Reading Road.-Mr. FITZPATRICK, of the Brotherhood of Rail
road Trainmen, says that the men who have been discharged by the Reading road 
because of their memhership in the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, have been 
practically blacklisted. When they seek employment elsewhere the officials refuse 
to employ them until they refer back to the road by which they were last employed. 
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After it is discovered that the officials of the Reading road disapprove of their work
ing anywhere else the men are told that they are not needed. A great many officials 
would employ a man if he were sober and industrious regardlestl of the kind of 
recommendation which came from the Rpading road. Unfortunately, these men 
have not fallen in with these officials. The Pennsylvania law, providing that work
men shall not be discriminated against because Of membership In a labor union, has 
been declared unconstitutional. An appeal, however, has. been taken from that 
decision. (835, 836.) 

C. Wage8 of railway employee8.-1. Rates oj different cla88eB.-Mr. FuLLER, 
representing the brotherhoods of railway employees, says that engineers are paid the 
highest wages among the different classes of railway employees, conductors the next 
highest, and firemen, brakemen, and telegraphers follow in the order named. The 
reason why telegraphers are paid the lowest wages, despite the fact that they are 
very skilled employees, is that they have been the last to form organizations and 
are as yet very weakly organized. There is perhaps also an oversupply of operators 
turned out from the business colleges of the country, although most who receive em
ployment have learned the business from railway agents and operators themselves. 

Railwar companies often justify reductions in wages because of a falling off in the 
volume 0 their business. They seldom restore wages after reductions or advance 
them unless under the pressure of labor organizations. Thorough organization is 
essential to stability of wages. (11.) 

2. InjlUf:TlCea affecting wagea.-Mr. FULLER declares that beyond question the wages 
of railway employees are more or less dependent upon the revenues of the railroads. 
The employees like to see the roads prosperous and making money. Rate wars 
doubtless tend to reduce wages, and the same is true of ticket brokerage. There is 
no doubt, Mr. Fuller says, that the scalping business has taken many dollars from 
the earnings of the railroads, and being founded on deception and forgery, the prac
tice should be prohibited by law. Conductors especially are injured by ticket 
scalping. 

The watering of stock also. tends to reduce wages by requiring larger dividends. 
Consolidations sometimes result in detriment to the employees, especially where the 
wages and conditions on the lines which do the absorbing are unfavorable arid are 
extended to the employees on the lines absorbed. Where the conditions and wages 
are more favorable on the absorbing lines, the employees of the absorbed lines gen
erally share in these advantages, especially as the employees on the large lines are 
usually well organized. (71. ) 

D. Relation8 of employer8 and organizations of employees.-
1. Railway brotherhoods.-Mr. FULLER says that the objects of the railway brother
hoods are to better the pay, hours, and general conditions of their members through 
negotiations with the managements by committees. They have also secured favor
able legislation and have raised the moral standard of railway employees. They 
have quite thorough control over their members. On some roads nearly 100 per 
cent of the employees belong to the brotherhoods, and on others not more than 75 
per cent. Employees who are not members profit by most of the advantages secured 
through orgaruzatiun; which are very numerous and great. (69,70.) 

Mr. Fuller believes that more compact federation between the different organiza
tions of railway employees would be advantageous to each organization in its dealings 
with employers. The success of the strongly or~anized. brotherhoods shows the 
desirabilIty of carryin~ organization further. (11.) . 

Mr. FITZPATRICK, thIrd vice grand master of the Brotherhood of Railroad Train
men, says that the brotherhood was formed, as stated in its preamble, to unite the 
railroad trainmen, to promote their general welfare, to establish harmonious rela
tions between them and their employers, to insure the lives of its members, and to 
protect those dependent upon them. The money for the insurance fund is raised by 
monthly assessments. Wages and hours of labor were secondary considerations in 
the formation of the association. The association has, at the present time, more 
than 38,000 members. The members are principally switchmen, brakemen, and 
conductors. The association is closely associated with the Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Firemen and Engineers, and, in fact, with all labor organizations. (831,832.) 

Cbmideration oj grievancea by Brotherlwod oj Railroad Trainmen.-Mr .. FITZPATRICK, 
of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, says that it is provided by the rules of 
that brotherhood that any member who considers that he has been unJustly treated 
by his employer shall make a statement of his grievance in writing, and after having 
secured the sIgnature thereto of the majority of the members of his lodge, shall pre
sent the same at a meettng of the lodge. If, by a majority vote of the members, the 
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grievance is s\llltained, the local grievance committee lays the matter before the 
proper railroad officer.. If the result of this is not satisfactory, the matter may be 
referred to the general grievance committee.' In 16 years the Brotherhood of Rail
road Trainmen has been engaged in but 2 strikes, each of which was settled by the 
arbitration committee. (831.) . 

2. Strikes and disputes on railwaY8.-Mr. FuLLER says that the chief cause of strikes 
on railways is difference of opinion as to wages and conditions of employment, though 
there are many disputes over unjust suspensions and dismissals. Through strong 
organization of empfoyees and growing consideration bY' employers, strikes have in 
late years been greatly reduced. They are conducted ill a peaceful manner and the 
results are beneficial even though the men do not win their immediate demands, 
since the strike demonstrates that the employees will resist injustice. 

The interstate-commerce and antitrust laws have tended to some extent to repress 
strikes. The le~islative and executive branches of the Government have been inclined 
to deal fairly wlth employees, but the judicial branch has been inclined to oppress 
them. Mr. Fuller feels that the railroads have taken unfair advantage of the fact 
that they transport United States mail in connection with strikes. In many instances 
the strikers have agreed to work sufficiently to transport the mails, if other cars were 
not put on the same trains, but the companies would not agree to this, and the Gov
ernment should require them to do so and not allow the mails to be detained for the 
sole purpose of getting other cars through with them and prejudicing the public mind 
against strikers. (70. ) 

3. Joint agreements a8 to the conditi0n8 of employment.-Mr. FULLER, representing the 
brotherhoods of railway employees, says that where railway employees are strongly 
organized the conditions of labor are as a rule determined by mutual agreements 
between them, through their committees, and the chief officers of the railroads. 
These agreements determine wages, hours and overtime, conditions of advancement, 
methods of trial of employees before suspension and dismissal, etc. The system gen
erally gives the greatest satisfaction. Where employees are unorganized they are 
compelled to work under conditions laid down by their employers. (10.) 

4. Arbitration and conciliation.-Mr. FULLER declares himself a firm believer in 
conciliation and arbitration. EmJ.>loyees generally seek these methods, but employ
ers as a rule are unwilling to submlt questions to arbitration, declaring that they have 
nothing to arbitrate, or that they can not afford to let outsiders dictate as to the man
agement of their roads. The witness does not think compulsory arbitration would 
be safe for the employees. It would be only a matter of time until the courts would 
be made arbitrators~ and their decisions would be more or less affected by corporation 
inB uence. (70, 71.) 

5. Attitude of Reading Railroad toward organized uwor.-Mr. FrrzPATRICK, of the 
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, says that during the last 10 years quite anumberof 
complaints have been made to the brotherhood that men have been discharged by the 
Reading road because of their affiliation with the brotherhood. There are at pre
sent about 200 Reading employees out of a total of some 3,500 who are eligible who 
are members of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. Their membership in the 
association, howevet, is not known to the railroad officials. There are some 12 or 15 
lodges of the Brotherhood along the route of the Reading road. The members, 
however, consist principally of Pennsylvania Railroad men, though there are a few 
Reading men in every lodge. 

The lodges are at junction points of the two roads. Mr. Fitzpatrick refers specific
ally to two recent cases where men have been discharged by the Reading road for, 
as he believes, belonging to the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. In January, 
1900, he was requested to organize a lodge at Shamokin, Pa. Upon his arrival there 
he found that some 6 or 8 of the applicants had been discharged. When these 
men called upon their division officers and asked for the cause of their dismissal the 
officers declined to assign any cause. All of the men discharged were prospective 
members of the new lodge. . 

In February, 1900, 10 members of the Brotherhood in Philadelphia were discharged 
by the Reading road, all being discharged within a few days of each other. All of 
these men were able to produce letters showing that theY' had been very highly compli
mented by the Tailroad officials for faithfulness and dihgence in the dlscharge of their 
duties. They presented their grievances to the lodge to which they belonged, and a 
committee was appointed to present the matterto the railway officials. Therailway 
officials, however, refused to treat with the committee. The men had stated to the 
officials that they were members of the Brotherhood and had been appointed by 
the members to consult with the officials. The three members of the committee 
were discharged on the following day. Some of the men who were discharged took 
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the matter up personally with the general superintendent, and he told them plainly 
that they were discharged on account of their affiliation with the Brotherhood of 
Railroad Trainmen. 

The National Brotherhood officers have not attempted to reach the railway offi
cials in respect to this matter. It was felt that, inasmuch" as they had refused to 
meet a committee of their own employees, it would not be of any use for the national 
organization to attempt to make an appeal to them. Furthermore, the attitude of 
the Reading road in the past had led to the belief that its officials would not con
sult with the officers of the organization. Attempts made by officers of the Brother
hood to approach the railway officials in the past had not been successful, and there 
was no reason to believe that one made at thIS time would be more successful. The 
road has the saJlile general superintendent now that it had when consultation with 
the Brotherhood was refused formerly. Some 10 or 12 years ago the road made it a 
condition of employment that no man should belong to a labor organization. While 
the road was in the hands of a receiver, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen went 
into court to establish the right of employees of the road to belong to it, and the 
court records will show that. the company was bitterly opposed to organizations of 
railroad men. If it had not been that the officials of the road were the same ones 
that had opposed the oaganization in the past, Mr. Fitzpatrick would have commu
nicated with them and have ascertainod their attitude. 

All of the men dismissed at Shamokin and at Philadelphia were members of the 
Brotherhood, and no case has been found where a man not a member of the organi
zation has been discharged in the same mysterious manner in which these men were 
discharged. The places of these men have been, so far as known, filled by non
union men. 

The organization had never had any grievance presented to it by employees of the 
Reading road up to the time of the Shamokin and Philadelphia troubles. This was 
due, however, largely to the fact" that there is no open organization of the men em
ployed by the Reading road, and that the company has the men under complete 
8Ilbmission. The Reading road is the only road in the United States that refuses to 
treat with OI:ganized labor. (833, 834, 837, 84O.) " 

Mr. CHARLES HEEBNER, counsel for the Philadelphia and Reading Railway Com
pany, states that the company has no testimony "to offer in respect to the questions 
raised by the testimony given by members of the Brotherhood of Railroad Train-
men. (841.) " 

6. Attitude of Pennsylvania Railroad toward organized labor.-Mr. FrrZPATRICK, of the 
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, says that the Pennsylvania Railroad has been 
very generous in its treatment of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. The organi
zation has frequently met with the general managP.r of the Pennsylvania Railroad to 
consider grievances of employees. In one case a general manager refused to meet 
with the officers of the organization, but it is not the policy of the Pennsylvania road 
to refuse men a hearing. As a general rule, Pennsylvania Railroad officials settle such 
questions of difference with their men directly. (838, 841.) 

E. Accidents. Employers' liability.-1. Reports of accidents.-Mr. FuLLER 
favors the enactment of legislation requiring railroads to report to the Interstate 
Commerce Commission the real causes of injury to their employees. This require
ment would tend to reduce the number of accidents by the use of extra precautions. 

(4~:) Employers' liability generally.-Mr. FuLLER, representing the Brotherhood of 
Railway Employees, says various States have passed laws extending the liability of 
employers to their employees. especially with regard to railroad companies. In 
general, however, these laws have not greatly modified the common-law doctrine 
which makes the employee bear practically all the riske, in occupations which they 
voluntarily enter. In particular such legislation, except in a very.few States, does 
not make railroad companies liable for injuries resulting from acts of all their 
employees, the liability being generally confined to agents and certain specific classes 
of employees. 

In addition to such provisions some States have limited the amount which an 
emJ?loyee can recover for injury. In other States, however, the Constitution pro
hibIts the passage of legislation hmiting the amount of liability. 

Mr. Fuller says, further, that the decisions of the courts under the common law, 
in the absence of statutes, are, as a general rule, favorable to the emplovers. The 
common-law doctrine especially, in so far as it exempts the employers frOm liability 
for the acts of fellow-servants, is considered very unjust by the wItness. The early 
English decisions establishing this rule were made with the idea that employees, 
being thrown together, were in a better position to know their abilities and to pro-
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tect themselves against injury than the employers. But at that time employees 
usually actually worked together on the same piece of work; often there were only 
two or three employees in a shop. The justice of the rule entirely disappears when 
it is applied to gigantic manufacturing institutions and railroads, where thousands 
of persons work in 8. common employment who never see each other or knowany
thing about each other's capabilities and disabilities. Even if an employee did 
know that another was incompetent he could not stop his train or refuse to perform 
his duties since he would be in danger of dismissal for doing so. 

Again, the witness considers that the doctrine of the courts as to liability makes 
an unfair discrimination between the public and the employees. A passenger buy
ing a ticket and an emp'loyee entering service alike make no contract to release the 
railroad from responsibility. If the passenger loses two fingers he can recover thou
sands of dollars, while if the employee loses a leg or an arm he can recover nothing. 

3. Pen'll8!/lvania deci8iQlUJ.-Mr. FULLER submitted a brief summary of the legisla
tion and court decisions on this subject in Pennsylvania. There is no general 
employers' liability act in this State and the common-law rule is in operation. The 
constitution, however, provides that no legislation shall limit the amount to be 
recovered for injuries or death, and in case of death a right of action must remain to 
the heirs of the person killed. Bllegislation this liability for injuries resulting in 
death must be made the subject:> suit within 1 year after death. 

As to liability of employers for acts of fellow-servants, the Pennsylvania court 
decisions cited hold in general that only direct agents of the employers, havin~ full 
control over the employees in a department, are to be considered as vice princI.\?als, 
all others being considered fellow-servants. Thus, in two or three deCisions It is 
held that only when a master places the entire charge of his business, or of a distinct 
branch of it, in the hands of an agent, retaining no oversight of his own, does he 
become liable for the negligence of such agent. One employed' as foreman to con
duct and manage some part of· the general business, even with authority over his 
coemployees, is not considered such a representative of the employer. Thus a min
ing boss is held to be a fellow-servant with those under him. A station a.,aent and a 
brakeman are fellow-servants; also a mail agent and a railroad employee. Laborers 
employed on a railroad and brakemen and conductors or others employed on a 
moving train are fellow-servants. 

In another decision, however, it was held that where the master delegates duties 
which the law imposes upon him to an agent, the agent, whatever his rank, in per
forming that duty acts as the master and the master is liable. 

By other deciSIOns it has been held that if the master exercises ordinary diligence 
in selecting his employees he is not liable for their acts. If the officers of a railroad 
have made careful mquiry and believe their employees to be faithful and competent 
the company is not liable. 

Another decision which Mr. Fuller considers particularly unjust (Frazier II. Penn
sylvania Railroad Com~y), holds that where the injured servant remains in the 
master's employment With the knowledge of the incompetency of his fellow servant, 
he can not recover for injuries resulting from such incompetency unless he shows 
that he had reason to believe that he would be discharged for refusing to perform: 
his duties or that he would be placed where the negligence of the incompetent serv
ant would injure him. By thiS decision, says Mr. Fuller, a trainman might com
plain to a railway company that an engineer was incompetent. The engineer might 
accordingly be reduced to the position of fireman, brakeman, switchman, or even 
section hand. In any of these positions his negligence might cause injury to the 
complainant. The courts would then doubtless hold that the complainant could 

• collect no damages because of his knowledge of the incompetency, even though the 
incompetent person was employed in an entirely different department. 

In general those decisions which hold that employees of a common master, even 
though of an entirely different department, are fellow-servants are considered unjust 
by Mr. Fuller. Thus if a trainman at Philadelphia is injured by the negligt'nce of a 
telegrapher at Harrisburg whom he does not know and has never seen he can not 
recover. 

Still other decisions with reference to liability for defects in materials and machin
ery are cited. Thus it is held that the servant a..."8umes the risk of obvious defects in 
thlllgs which he voluntarily uses. The employer is not bound to stand by during 
the work and see if a. danger arises, it being sufficient if he provides in advance 
against such dangers as may possibly arise. On the other hand it is not necessary to 
create liability that the master shall have actual knowledge of defects, if he could 
have discovered them by reasonable care and diligence. (35-40.) 

4. Desirability of unifQ1'1Tl legi8latwn.-Mr. FuLLER maintains further that the deci-
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sions of the courts under the common law in Pennsylvania and other States are very 
conflicting and confusing. Eminent lawyers confess that the law is so uncertain as 
to demand statute regulation. Mr. Burgen, one of the most :prominent lawyers in 
New Jersey, reported to the State department of labor statistIcs that" the present 
law on the subject is exclusively judge made, and. has come to be a mass of legal 
subtleties more fruitful of controversy and litigation than justice." 

In view of this state of affairs Mr. Fuller advocates legislation by Congress giving 
employees of interstate railroads the same right of recovery for injury as is given 
persons not employees, and similar legislation by the States as to the rights of per
Bons not engaged in interstate traffic. Since the railroads, by their strict rules as to 
the age of those seeking employment and as to physical examination, take the best 
of American manhood the obligation upon them is the greater when their employees 
are crippled and maimed. The witness refers to various resolutious passed by 
organizations of railway employees in favor of such legislation. (40.) 

F. Railroad relief aS8ociatioDs.-1. GlmR/l"al criticism. Attitude of employ
ers.-Mr. FuLLER, representing the brotherhoods of railway employees, protests against 
the management of the relief departments which are maintained by various rail
roads. He says that though nominally voluntary they are really compulsory; that 
the employees have not sufficient voice in their management; that the requirement 
that the employee shall release the company from responsibility for injury in case 
he accepts relief from the fund is unjust; and that the system tends to injure the 
organizations of employees and to increase the dependence of the employees upon 
their employers. The system, he declares, is generally unacceptable to railroad 
em:ployees, who believe that by it they are financially robbed and are deprived of 
their legal rights. In this connection the witness submitted a resolution, adopted 
by the State legislative board of the various organizations of railroad employees of 
Pennsylvania, adopted April 27, 1900, which refers specifically to the relief associa
tions on the Baltimore and Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Reading railroads. One of the 
resolutions adopted was as follows: 

" Reso/t'ed, That we condemn these associations, and assert that instead of their 
object being that of benevolence,' as claimed by the companies, they are based upon 
iniquitous principles, controlled by arbitrary laws, and are in violation of the laws 
of Congress; and we earnestly ask Congress to investigate these associations and 
paBB a law that will prevent their being further imposed upon railroad employees." 

Mr. Fuller states that while at present only a small number of railroads operate 
relief aBBociations others are gradually adopting the system, and the large lines 
which now have them are leasing and buying other roads and thus extending the 
application of the system. From a competitive standpoint, those railroads which 
operate relief departments have an advantage over those who do not. . 

In support of the above contentions Mr. Fuller submits a large amount of evi
dence, which is summarized below. (43-59.) 

Mr. FITZPATRICK, of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, says that railroads, 
generally, do not establish relief aBBociations. The principal roads having such 
aBBociations are the Burlington, the Baltimore and Ohio, the Pennsylvania, and the 
Reading. It is understood (1900) that the Southern Pacific is going to inaugurate 
the system. Roads having these associations re9uire their employees, after a doctor's 
examination, to become members of the aBBoCiation. Employment is conditioned 
upon membership, and the aBBeBSments are deducted from the salaries of members. 
The employees, Mr. Fitzpatrick understands, are required to si~n an agreement that 
they will accept the insurance paid by the relief aBBociation in heu of all other claims 
agamst the companies for injuries. Among the 15,000 railroad men with whom Mr. 
l'itzpatrick has had association during the past year, he has not fo.und one who' 
approved of the plan or the workings of the railway company insurance associations. 
(832,833.) 

2. Compulsory membership in relief organizations.-Mr. FuLLER declares that in 
practically all of the relief departments maintained by railroad companies there is 
virtually compulsion upon employees to become members. Applicants for employ-

. ment are not engaged unless they agree to join the association, and pressure is brought 
to bear upon old employees to join. While the railroad companies refer to the pay
ment~ made by the members to these funds as "contributions;" they define, in the 
regulations, the meaning of this word as referring to that portion of wages which the 
member has agreed in his application shall be applied for the purpose of securing the 
benefits. The word is, in the opinion of the witness, deceptive, since the general 
unrlen,'tanding is that a .. contribution" is something given of one's own free will. 

Mr. Fuller submits the blank form of application of four of the leading railroad 
relief departments. In the Baltimore and Ohio relief department, and in that on the 
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Plant System, these applications contain the words: "I, --, desiring to be 
employed ---, do hereby, as one of the conditions of such employment, apply for 
membership in the relief department." On the Pennsylvania Railroad and the 
PhiladelphIa and Reading Railroad the application for membership does not contain 
these clauses, the applicant merely stating that, being employed by the railroad, by 
reason of such employment, he applies for mem bership. In the case of all four blank 
forms, the applicant agrees to be bound by the regulations of the department and 
agrees that the company shall monthly apply from his w~ sums at a specified rate 
as a contribution, in return for which the applicant receIves benefits at a specified 
rate, the payments by the employee varying according to the amount of benefit to 
be received. In all four forms also the applicant agrees that the application shall 
constitute a contract and an irrevocable authority to the company to appropriate the. 
said amounts from w~es. . 

In view of the proviBlons in the Baltimore and Ohio and Plant System departments, 
Mr. Fuller asks: "When the employee is r~uired to join the relief department, as 
a condition of employment, is not membershIp in that department compulsory?" 
. Mr. Fuller further submitted a circular, issued by President Huntington, of the 
Southern Pacific Railway, February 15, 1900, declaring that after March 1 appli
cants for employment must become members of the relief department. He also sub
mitted a letter, dated March 20, 1900, signed by a supervisor on one of the divisions 
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, addressed to all foremen, and directing them to 
incre~ their respective forces by an additional laborer: "Condition of employment 
of this man is that he join the relief fund." Another letter by the same supervisor, 
with reference to a particular employee, which says: "Please get him to join the 
relief fund at once. If he will not, get another man that will." 

The witness also refers to the evidence of Prof. E. R. Johnson before the Industrial 
Commission as to the statements of officers of railroad corporations regarding the 
compulsory features of these associations. He also submits replil'-s from many organ
izations of railway employees to the effect that membership in these departments 
on the Pennsylvania and Baltimore and Ohio railroads is virtually compulsory. (43, 
47,48, 52, 53, 68.) " 

Mr. Fuller refers to the act of Congress of June 1, 1898, which prohibits railroad 
employers from requiring employees to contribute to relief departments or to sign 
contracts releasing the employers from liability. He contrasts this provision with 
the facts above described, and comments especially on the testimony of President 
Cowen of the Baltimore and Ohio to the effect that the act is to be considered 
invalid, and that the only way to secure a decision as to its constitutionality is to 
refuse to comply with it. (69. ) 

Mr .. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg, asserts that 
membership in the relief department of the Pennsylvania road is entirely voluntary. 
On the Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg, out of 30,000 employees, 18,500, or 
about 61 per cent, are members of the relief department. From the date of organiza
tion, July 1, 1889, to February 28, 1900, nearly 11 years, the department paid on 
account of deaths, numbering 1,899, about $1,160,000; on account of accidents, in 
54,433 cases, about $820,000; on account of sickness, in 80,870 cases, about $1,024,000. 
(637,638.) " 

. 3. Release of liability on account of relief departments.-Mr. FuLLER especially objects 
to the railway relief departments because the companies require employees, who 
take advantage of the benefits, to release the employer from all liability for injury 
or death. He declares that this is especially unjust, because the employees pay 
practically the full cost of their insurance. 

In this connection the witness calls attention to the fact that the blank forms of 
application for membership in the relief departments on the Baltimore and Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, and Philadelphia and Reading, and on the Plant System, which he 
submits, all contain an agreement on the part of the applicant, in consideration of 
the contributions of the company to the relief department, that the acceptance of 
benefits from the fund for injury or death shall operate as a release of all claims 
~inst the company, by the applicant or his representatives, for damages by 
rea.~on of such inJury or death. 

Mr. Fuller asserts that the chief moti\'e of the railway companies in establishing 
the relief funds has been to free themselves from legal liability "for injuries to their 
employees, and that by this system they make a financial gain for themselves at the 
expense of the employees. The objects of the funds, as stated in the rules and regu
latIOns, are, in a general way, to provide relief to the members. But, in the opinion 
of Mr. Fuller, these statements are intended to mislead employees as to the real 
purpose of the railroads, which is to deprive them of their right to sue in case of 
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injury. As collateral evidence of this motive on the part of the railroads, the wit
ness maintains that in general the railroads use every possible device to escape their 
just liability for injuries. .An editorial from the Railway Conductor, of MarCh, 1897, 
is also quoted, which maintains that the 'principal objection to these associations is 
the fact that employees are required to SIgn a contract relinquishing their right to 
recover damages for injury, and that the funds are "established and maintained as 
a means of escaping legal liability." The replies of lodges of railway employees on 
the Pennsylvania and Baltimore and Ohio railroads also unanimously state the belief 
that this is the chief motive of the railway companies. 

Mr. Fuller further testifies that when, In 1897, a bill was before the legislature of 
Iowa which sought to prohibit and nullify contracts releasing railroad companies 
from liability in virtue of the establishments of relief departments, the Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy Railroad, which has such a department, used all its influence, 
resorting to some questionable means, to defeat its passage. 

Again the Pennsylvania Company, at the session of the Indiana legislature held 
in 1899, tried to secure the passage of a law declaring it lawful for railroad companies 
to maintain relief departments, and providing that in case any employee, as a mem
ber of the department, accepts benefits from the fund, it shall be in lieu of any 
damages resulting from his injury or death. In a letter from the chairman of the 
Indiana railroad employees' legislative board to Mr. Fuller, it is stated that this bill 
was believed to have been drawn up by the chief counsel of the Pittsburg, Cincin
nati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway (part of the Pennsylvania system), and that this 
company ke{lt six employees at the statehouse during the entire session of the legis
lature working in behalf of the measure. The title of the bill, which was very 
lengthy, referred with especial fullness to the advan~es of relief departments, the 
only reference to the provision exempting the compames from liability being in the 
words: "Prescribing the effect of such acceptances, and matters relating thereto." 

That this provision was the essential one, however, was evidenced, so Mr. Fuller 
declares, by the fact that when, on account of the opposition of representatives of the 
employees to this feature, the entire section including it was finally stricken out, the 
melIlber of the legislature who had introduced the bill moved to strike out the enact-
ing clause. (43,52-59. ) . . 

4. Effect of relief departmenlll on labor organizationa.-Mr. FuLLER further criticises 
railway relief departments on the ground that they make employees more dependent 
on theIr employers. After an employee has contributed to a fund for some length of 
time, he does not wish by striking or quittin/! employment to lose the benefit of the 
insurance furnished, thus sacrificing all hIS prevIOUS payments. Furthermore, 
employees who belong to these departments are less able to belong to the labor 
organizations of railway employees, most of which provide for insurance, since they 
('An not afford to pay the dues in both organizations. The railway companies are 
thus in a better position to dictate the conditions of employment to their men. 
The tenth report of the Interstate Commerce Commission is quoted by Mr. Fuller 
as expressing the opinion that relief departments tend to produce the effect described. 
Numerous replies to interrogatories by lodges of the railway brotherhoods upon the 
Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads also declare that the existence of the 
relief departments tends to keep members out of labor organizations. (43, 49, 57, 64.) 

5. ExpeTl8e of railway reUef departments.-Mr. FuLLER declares that fully five-sixths 
of the expense of insurance in railway relief departments. is paid by' the employees 
themselves. It is thus, in his jUdgment, especially unfair that raIlway companies 
should insist on being released from liability for injury. It might happen that an· 
employee losing a leg or an arm could collect through the courts $5,000 damages. 
Under the relief department system he may receive $100, of which he himself has. 
contributed $80, while the company has paid only $20. Since the employees pay 
much the greater part of the expense of operating the funds, -they should have a 
majority of representatives upon the boards which manage them. In fact, however, 
while the companies allow the em{lloyees some voice in managing the departments, 
they retain for themselves a majorIty of representatives in the management, and vir-
tually dictate the policy. . 

The witness quotes a paper, prepared .by the editor of the Brotherhood of Loco
motive Engineers' Journal, printed September, 1896, with reference to the cost of 
membership in the.relief department on the Plant System. The application provides 
that members must insure in the class corresponding to the salary which they actually 
receive. It also provides that free medical and surgical attendance shall be given 
by the company's surgeons to all members. 

Mr. Fuller testifies that in a leading old line accident insurance company for an 
insurance of $1,000 against death by accident or otherwise, with a weekly indemnity 
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of $7.50 on account of. jnjury, the rate of payment for the middle class of riskt; (not 
those extra hazardous) is $10.12 per year, while in the relief department on the 
Plant System, practicalIy the same insurance, except that only $500 is paid in case 
of death from natural causes, costs $24 per year. For an insurance of $2,500, wit,h 
$12.50 per week during the accident, the old line company charges $18.75 per year, 
the Plant System $51 per year. The old line company does not provide for sick 
benefits, but on railroads where hospital departments are maintained, the payments 
for the class covered by the $1,000 policy on the Plant Svstem do not exceed $4.50, 
and those for the $2,500 class, $12 per year, while the exces.~ of the charge on the 
Plant System above the old line company is $13.88 and $32.25 for these respective 
classes. 

In the case of extrahazardous employments, corresponding to the first class of 
employees named by the Plant System, the old line company charges, for a $2,500 
policy, with $15 weekly indemnity during ,the injury by acCIdent, $51.36 per year. 
On the Plant System the same policy costa $66 I?er year. Moreover, on the Plant 
System an employee dying a natural death receIves only $1,250, whIle the old line 
company pays the 'full amount. Sixty per cent of railroad employees die natural 
deaths, so that the expense in the Plant System is much greater, so the article main-

'tains, than in the old line company. 
This article also makes comparison between the cost of insurance on the Plant Sys

tem and in the insurance department of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. 
The Brotherh,ood does not provide for weekly benefits on account of sickness or 
injury, but does pay a benefit equal to the amount of death benefit in case of the loss 
of a hand, foot, or eye, while the Plant System makes no such payment. The cost 
of carrying a $2,500 insurance in the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers in 1898 
was $41.66, while various local divisions of the Brotherhood provide a weeklyindem
nityequal to that on the Plant System, at the rate of $9 per year, making a total cost 
for $2,500, with weekly indemnit:y, $50.66. This provides a benefit for loss of hand, 
foot, or eye, and the full amount IS paid in case of natural deaths. The cost on the 
Plant System, without payments for loss of hand, foot, or eye, and with a payment 
of only one-half the indemnity in case of natural deaths, is $66 for the first class, cor
responding to the members of the firemen's organization. The article calculates that 
if the Brotherhood paid no more benefits than the Plant System, it could furnish 
insurance for $22.50 per year. 

These figures are, teated in another way. If the members of the Brotherhood of 
Locomotive Engineers pay $50.66 per year for accident and death insurance and 
weekly indemnities, it would amount to $854,127.60 in the year In 1899 the Broth
erhood paid 253 policies for deaths and permanent disability, amounting, at $2,500 
each, to $630,OOO,leaving $224,127.60 to meet the weekly indemnities. On the Plant 
System a payment of $66 per year for an equal number of members would amount to 
$1,112,760. This company would have paId only 214 policies, the others paid by the 
engineers being for dIsability. The number of natural deaths in 1899, for which 
insurance was paid by the Brotherhood, was 141. For these the Plant System would 
have paid only $1,250 each. The total payments therefore by the Plant System, 
under the same circumstances as those met by the Brotherhood in 1899, would have 
been only $358,750, leaving a balance of $7.54,010 for the payment of weekly benefits, 
$529,873 more than in the case of the Brotherhood. 

In the opinion of the writer of the article, this system meant that the employees 
were meetIng the cost of their insurance, and were contributing toward the general 
profits of the company. The advantage of the system to the company would be the 
more conspicuous if the diminution in the expense of maintaining the local depart
ment, because of the release of the company from liability for damages, were calculated. 

Mr. Fuller also refers to an editorial from the Railroad Trainmen's Journal of 
May, 1893, regarding the Reading Relief Association. In the preceding year the 
receipts of the association had been $262,787 and the disbursements $241,101. Under 
the guise of philanthropy it was declared the company took more from the men than 
it paid them, holding the balance in "anything but a reliable depository." (43, 
53--58. ) 

6. Opinions of railway organizations regarding the. relief 8!1stem.-Mr. FuLLER, In ref
erence t.o the statement of Mr. Cowen, president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 
that he believed 99 per cent of the employees of the com pan v approved the 
relief system, submitted a tabulation of replies made by the 10ciI lodges of the 
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen on the Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania 
railroads to certain interrogatories sent, out in Fehruary, 1900. On the Baltimore and 
Ohio system there were replies from 28 100'al lodges, 111 26 cities and 7 States, repre
senting 1,674 members. All of these replies declare that membership in the relief 
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department of the system is considered to be compulsory, that men do not receive 
employment unless they apply for membership in the relief department, and that 
the actions of the company's representatives make the men believe that the blank 
must be filled. Sixty-nine per cent of the replies say that employees who are 
already in the service and not members of the de'partment are coerced into joining 
it. The percentage is low, because in 24 per cent of the lodges all the members 
belong to the relief department, so that there is no reason to coerce them. 

Ninety-two per cent of the replies from the lodges on the Baltimore and Ohio 
express the opinion that membership in the relief department has a tendency to 
keep members out of labor organizations, while all of the replies declare that it hi 
unfair that employees should be required to release the company from responsibility 
for injury, and further express the opinion that the chief object of the railroad com
pany in maintaining the department is to secure such release. 

On the Pennsylvania system replies were received from 45 lodges, in 8 different 
States, representing 4,031 members. Although membership in the relief department 
of that system is nominally not compulsory, 96 per cent of these replies declare that 
the employees consider it to be practically compUlsory. Seventy-eight per cent of 
the replies declare that men seeking employment do not receive it unless they 
become members, and several of the other replies' qualify their statements to the con
trary. Ninety-four per cent of the replies state that blank applications for member
shiJ? in the relief department are handed to new employees without solicitation on 
their part, and 83 percent say that the company's representatives lead the applicant 
to suppose that he must jom the department. Eighty-five per cent of the lodges 
report that employees alreadr. in service and not members of the department are 
virtually coerced into joining It, and various methods of coercion are enumerated. 

All of the replies from the Pennsylvania Railroad express the belief that the relief 
department tends to keep members out of labor orgamzations, and that it is unfair 
that members should be required to release the company from resyonsibilty for injury. 
Ninety-two per cent of the replies hold that the prinre- object 0 railroad comJ?anies 
in operating these departments is to release themselves from liability and to alienate 
their employees from the brotherhoods. . 

The WItness also submitted several letters, received from members of the relief 
department on the Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania railroads, confirming the 
statements made by the lodges of the railroad trainmen. .One of these letters states 
that while the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad promises that members of the relief 
department reaching the age of 65 years shall be pensioned, the writer's father, who 
has been employed 49 years, is now 71 years old and is told that he can not be given 
a pension because there is not enough money in the fund. (59-68. ) . 

G. V8e of intoxicant8 by railway employee8.-Mr. FULLER states that 
formerly railway employees used intoxicants to a dangerous extent, but that largely 
through the influence of railway brotherhoods this is no longer the case. (71.) 

Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburg, declares that 
the prohibition of the use of intoxicants while on duty is strictly enforced on all the 
larger roads, and also the habitual use of them or the frequenting of places where 
they are sold. The enforcement of these rules has had a most excellent effect, and 
drunkenness is rare among railroad men, where it was very common 20 years ago. 
(638.) 

H. Labor organization8.-Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of 
Commerce of Pittsburg, has been an employer of labor nearly all his life and has 
been opposed to labor organizations, but he is less opposed to them than he was. 
Within the last half dozen years he has met officers and representatives of such 
bodies, and he finds them to be intelligent and not unreasonable. In the recent 
sheet-steel trouble the labor leaders have showed themselves as intelligent in their 
line of business as the managers of the Carnegie works are in theirs. He has never 
seen a case in which or!'(anized labor has asserted itself, and thel'tl has been a meet
ing of the two parties, m which the trouble has not been brought to a settlement. 
Most strikes, he thinks, could be avoided and most differences settled by a friendly 
plan of arbitration and a recognition of labor associations. He does not see any dif
ference of principle between consulting the men who are in a workshop directly and 
meeting three or four intelligent men who are their representatives. Five thousand 
men in a big works can not come in a body to the proprietors. The men who con
trol the great modern industries do not know their workmen as the smaller employers 
of earlier days did and do not know their work or their rights or their wrongs. ~t 
is hard to see how the difficulties and the rights of workmen are to be settled other
wise than by recognizing the right to organize and the right of representation. (639, 
648,649.) . 
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I. Arbitration and conciliation In ;;eneral.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit 
Compan:y of New YOl"k, thinks that everyone who is familiar with labor matters 
believes In some organization of labor. It is as necessary as combination of capital. 
At the same time the control of business can not wholly be given over to labor organ
izations. In Great, Britain, for example, trade unions have practically stopped 
improvements in machinery. The witness thinks that the best way to determine 
the conditions of labor is by conciliation between representatives of organized labor 
and of employers. If disputes result in actual cessation of work, arbitration might 
be necessary. It would perhaps be desirable to have labor unions incorporated in 
order that they might be responsible in contracts which they make with employers. 
~a) , 
, Mr. HADDOCK, independent coal operator, thinks that compulsory arbitration is 
desirable in the case of labor disputes in which the public interests are deeply 
involved, as in the anthracite coal strike of 1900. Some means ought to be devised 
to settle a difficulty which results in so much loss and inconvenience to the com
munity. The witne<ls admits that there is difficulty in establishing compulsorv arbi
tration. It is hard to compel men to work or to compel employers to run their 
establishments. He believes that it might be desirable to have trade unions incor
porated, so that they would be resr0nsible in making contracts and in carrying out 
the decisions of arbitrators. (533. 

Mr. WALTER, president of the Lehi~h Valley Railroad, believes. that effort should 
be made to minimize the amount of frIction between employers and employees. ,He 
thinks that as a general thing labor organization is desirable, and puts the laborer in 
a better position to discuss conditions with his employer. The witnllSS is doubtful 
as to the desirability of compulsory arbitration, even In the case of strikes affecting 
such industries as the anthracite coal industry, where the public interests are deeply 
concerned. If there could be some arrangement by which the public should protect 
the employers against loss under other conditions, it might be proper to compel the 
employers to regard the interests of the public in their disputes with their working
men. (546,547.) 

Mr. SAWARD, of the Coal Trade Journal, declares hilnself in favor of the arbitration 
of disI!utes between labor and rapital. He does not, however, believe in compulsory 
arbitration. Although the public suffers greatly from strikes in some cases, as in the 
case of the anthracite coal strike, the people directly concerned must fight these mat
ters out-they do not want to bring in a third party. The proper way to settle the 
conditions of labor is by conference of employers and employees. The witness has 
seen conferences in the coal trade. The operators sit on one side of the table and the 
men on the other side, the table being wide enough so that they can not hit one 
another. At the first session they almost come to blows, at the second session they 
are more sober, and the third time they straighten out their disputes. (520.) 

Mr. THOMAS, of the Erie Railroad, thinks that the time has hardly come when we 
can have compulsory arbitration of labor disputes, even those which greatly affect 
the public, like the anthracite coal strike, with justice to either party. It certainly 
would be desirable to prevent such serious disputes if it could be done fairly. 
(556,557.) 

Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthrll!lite Coal Operators' Association, declares hilnself in 
favor of the arbitration of labor disputes, provided both parties are equally responsi
ble. He recognizes the right of the l?ublic as a party in interest. At the same time, 
compulsion would be undesirable if It could be applied only to the operator. It is 
very ,difficult to compel the laborer to obey the decision of arbitrators, since he has 
no property. (542.) 

J. Cblnese and Japanese In California.-Mr. WHEELER says that the 
,Chinese question is not especially alive one in California at present. The people 
anticipate no difficulty in securing the reenactment of the exclusion law. It is most 
assuredly desirable that it should be reenacted. The Chinese are not increasing as 
compared with the general population, and the witness even believes that the census 
will show a decrease throughout the State, as it certainly will in San Francisco. 
Many Chinese have made a competency and returned to China. Mr. Wheeler does 
not regard the Japanese with the same disfavor as the Chinese. From a commer
cial and business standpoint the Chinese are undesirable. They are conservative, 
and continue to wear Chinese clothes and eat Chinese food and to live herded 
together like cattle. Thus they undersell American workingmen. Moreover, they 
send their earnings back to China, and buy much of the merchandise which they 
use from China. The Japanese on the other hand soon adopt American food and 
clothes and create a demand for American goods. The witness has heard some com
plaint from labor <>rganizations regarding them, but from the commercial standpoint 
they are much more satisfactory than the Chinese. (755.) 
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XVll. LABOR CONNECTED WITH WATER TRANSPORTATION. 

A. Ocean and coastwi8e transportation.-1. Navigation laW8 and condition 
of sailor8.-Mr. HAYNB says that the conditions suggested by Mr. Furuseth,I of the 
Beamen's Union, and the proposed law which the seamen themselves drafted to 
amend the navigation laws for the improvement in personnel of the merchant 
marine do not go any further in the amelioratiOll of the condition of the seamen 
than the regulations of the Merchants and Miners' Company. He quotes from that 
t>roposed law and from the regulations of the company ill support of his statement. 
(422,423. ) . ' 

Mr. PENJB, of the Lake Seamen's Union, states that the condition of the seamen 
in the coastwise trade is far better than that of those engaged in lake commerce. 
The men generally get watch and watch, and none but competent men are employed. 
The wages are better than on the lakes, the poorest wages being $20 per month some 
years ago. At present on the Pacific coast WBl!eB are $45 per month, and on the 
Atlantic from $25 to $35 per month. The highest wagllit on the lake passenger boats 
for a deckhand is $35. The coastwise men work fewer hours, and the loading is 
done by longshoremen principally. (408, 409.), . 

Mr. Hayne states that, generally speaking, he believes the regulations of the coast
wise vessels are in advance of the navigation laws of the United States. (414.) 

2. Terms of employment on 8hip-CooJJtwise transportation.-Mr. HAYNE states that 
the terms of emplolIDent are controlled by-what are known as "shipping articles," 
prescribed by law, ill which the contract of employment is clearly expressed. The 
shipping article is in writing; it is read over to the J]len when they sign, and copies 
of It are posted in conspicuous places on shipboard. He believes the fact that there 
are continued applications for employment on the coastwise vessels, while the tramp 
steamers find it necessary to have agents to secure help, is an indication that the 
conditions of the men in the coastwise trade are better than on the sailing vessels. 
Under the liberal policy of the president of the Merchants and Miners' Company 
there is a personal solicitude for the welfare of the men. Men are engaged for the 
voyage at the time of their first signing. They are engaged and paid by the month. 
They have the right to leave at any port, provided they leave immediately after the 
ship is docked. The employer has the right of dismissal at the ports. There is a 
custom in coastwise traffic of giving the men a furlough of a few hours at the termi
nal cities when the vessel lands. The shipping articles contain a provision favorable 
to the empl0'lees that, "while without any cause notice to either party terminates 
the service 0 any signer at the expiration of any voyage as prescribed in the articles, 
it is presumed that this provision will not be enforced to the hurt or disadvantage of 
any employees without good and sufficient cause, but that reasonable opportunity 
will be afforded for return to the port of embarkation." (413-415.) 

3. Sa;Wrs'rights and remedies.-Mr. HAYNE states that in case of an injury toa 
sailor engaged in coastwise transportation or of any difference in construction of the 
terms of employment, the employee has the right, if the injury occurred on land or 
if the contract should not be a maritime contract, to seek redress in the State courts, 
but if the injury occurred on ship, or if the contract was a maritime contract, they 
would have recourse either in the State courts, or in the United States courts in 
admiralty. The employees prefer the State courts, because they secure juries there 
more favorable to their cause than in the Federal court. There is sufficient means 
of redress for any injury to employees. The most Gommon method among sailors is 
to apply to a United States district court commissioner, who hears the case, and may 
pass It on to the court for a hearing. ( 416. ) 

4. Sailor8' rat;ons.-Mr. HAYNB states that his company has adopted the ocean 
ration as provided by the law of 1898. There is some question as to whether that 
law applied to coastwise vessels, but the Attorney-General of the United States 
finally held that it did. The men on the vessels of this company, however, fare very 

. much better than the law prescribes, because of the additIOnal amount of supplies 
the vessels are required to put on board for their regular passenger traffic, a ~ood 
deal of which is not used by the passengers and is turned over to the sailors. (414, 
416.) 

5. Wages of 8eamen.-The following shows the wage rate of the various employees 
of the Merchants and Miners' Company, board and accommodation being given 
to the ship men in addition: Masters, $150 to $250 a month; first officers, $75; 

'See Reports of Industrial CommisB\on, Vol. IV, pp. 691 If. 
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second officers, $55; boatswains, $30; quartermasters, $30; sailors, $25; chief engi
neers, $120; first engineers, $75; second engineers, $60; oilers, $40; water tenders, 
$40; firemen, $40; coal passers, $30; stewards, $55 to $70; first cooks, $50 to $60; sec
ond cooks, $35; mesS men, $20 to $25; waiters, $20 to $25; pantrymen, $20 to $30; 
stewardesses, $18. , (417.) 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU, ,President Old Dominion Steamship Company, submitted a table 
of wages for service m that company showing that the masters of his vessels received 
as much as $200 a month; the chief engineer, $125; seamen; $25; firemen, $40; and 
various other special classes on a graded scale, ranging down to $15 for deck boys and 
$10 for forward stewardesses and third cook. The average number of the crew is 60. 
(448.) 

Mr. PENJE, of the Lake Seamen's Union, states that there is little difference 
between the German and English sailors in respect of wages, the English sailor getting 
a little more money, but the purchasing power of the German's money is greater. 
In 1881 English wages were about $12.50 per month, and there has been a little 
increase since. The wages in the American coastwise trade are better. The wages 
paid in deep-water traffic in England are £4 (about $20), while the coastwise wages 
here are about $25. The custom in foreign trade is to engage the crew in Europe 
for the round trip, so that the wages are fixed there. Rules and regulatioIlb on all 
the ocean vessels are practically the same, although there are some countries
especially, Denmark, Germany, and Holland-where the sailors fare better than 
American sailors, even since the passage of the law of 1898. (412.) 

6. Inspection of vessel8--Safety.-Mr. HAYNE states that there are two forms of 
inspection of vessels, one by the Government and one by the owner. The local 
Government hull inspectors and engine and boiler inspectors make an annual 
inspection and their report is kept permanently posted on shipboard. This inspec
tion is in great detail. The owners' inspections inclqde a voyage inspection, a 
departmental inspection, and the periodical docking and general overhauling. The 
most important Inspection is the one immediately preceding the voyage, at which 
time all the machinery is turned over and tried, the engines are kept running 15 or 
20 minutes before starting, and all the appliances of every kind are tested. 

The owners find that in constantly keeping the vessels up, there is less deteriora
tion; the detRrioration would otherwise probably run as high as 10 per cent a year. 
Another condition that makes the owners unusually alert is that if some aCCident 
should happen through any imperfection that might have been discovered by careful 
inspection, all the insurance on the hull and cargo, and every bill of lading issued 
on the cargo, would be vitiated. A vessel that is overloaded is unseaworthy, and the 
crew have the right to object to going to sea in a vessel that they feel is in an 
improper condition. (417-418.) 

7. Classes employed-Nationality.-Mr. HAYNE states that, generally speaking, ail 
men on shipboard are considered seamen. There is a subdivision into officers and 
crew. On the 15 ships of the Merchants and Miners' Transportation Company there 
would be about 552 men employed.. The sailors are a shifting class to a certain 
extent, but there is a certain stability in the personnel on the ships. 

Mr. GUILLAUDEU says that the higher grades of seamen are necessarily American, 
but the- lower grades are forei~n, largely Scandinavians. Following the sea is not 
attractive toAmerican men in thiS day,and it is averydifficultthingtogettheold line 
of well-trained American seamen. Prizes of high positions are too few, and other 
callings are more inviting. It is a hard thing to find a captain that has had the old 
training. The foreigner who is -capable of managing a ship must be naturalized 
before he is eligible to promotion. The Old Dominion Line has only one captain of 
foreign birth, and he has been -an American citizen for a good many years. The 
others were from Maine and Massachusetts, and have come up through efficiency. 
To the average seaman and petty officer the coastwise trade offers greater induce
ments than the deep-sea trade, because they can be at. home more and have more 
home life. ( 450-451. ) . 

8. Larceny under United States navigation law8.-Mr. HAYNE states that the naviga
tion laws of the United States fail to provide for larceny committed on shipboard 
within the State. There is a general law touching embezzlement and damage to . 
freight and cargo, but it is not broad enough to cover larceny. While the United 
States law specifically embraces larcel'Y on the high seas and in places within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the United t-Iates, It does not embrace crimes committed 
within the jurisdiction of any of the several States. There is great difficulty in 
securing a conviction for such larceny, because of the difficulty of ascertaining within 
what State jurisdiction the offense was committed, and because, if it were committed 
in a jurisdiction different from the port at which the landing was made, the offen<ler 
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could easily escape before extradition papers could be served upon him. . Again, if 
the offender is tried in the wrong jurisdiction, he would of course escape punishment 
and would have a right of action for civil damages for false imprisonment. The sug
gestionof Mr. Hayne is that the United States statute in respect of larceny (sec. 5356, 
Rev. Stat.) should be amended so as to embrace "waters within the maritime juris
diction of the United States," such jurisdiction having b.een extended by statute to 
all navigable waters within the limits of the United States. (414,415,421-425.) 

This witness submitted an additional statement containing a draft for 11 bill amend
ing the law on this subject (823.) 

9. Condition and wage8 of 8tevedore8.-Mr. HAYNE says that the Merchants and 
Miners' Company employs continuously about 1,300 stevedores at the various ports 
touched and pays them by the hour. The stevedores in the South are mostly colored 
men and in the North white men. He has never known of any strike on the part of 
any of the company's employees. The company has regular gangs of stevedores and 
the shipmen are confined to the navigation of the vessel. While in port the ship
men are engaged in cleaning up, inspecting, and seeing that the ship is in proper 
trim. The officers are often married men, but the seamen as a rule are not. About 
75 per cent of the force are Americans, coming largely from New England, There 
are no colored seamen. (413-417.) 

Mr. Hayne states that the stevedores of the Merchants and Miners' Transporta- . 
tion Company are paid by the hour at prices varying from 15 to 30 cents at the 
various ports. The company finds a regular rate prevailing at the several ports, 
which he presumes grows out of .an understanding among the men, and that rate is 
paid. 

Tt.e rates at various llorts are: Boston, regular time 20 cents an hour, overtime 
30; Baltimore, regular time 20, overtime 20; Providence, 16i to 18! for regular time, 
overtime 20 to 26; Norfolk, regular time 15, overtime 15; Newport News, regular 
time 15, overtime 15; Savannah, 17, to 22 regular time, overtime In to 22; Phila
delphia, regular time 20, overtime 20. (415-417.) 

Mr. GUiLLAUDEU, of the Old Dominion Line, says that at New York stevedores are 
paid at 25 cents per hour.wee~ d.a~s and 30 cents an hour on Sundays and holiday~. 
At the Chesapeake ports lD VlrgmlR the rate runs from 15 to 20 cents an hour.· ThiS 
difference is found fairly to reflect the differences in the value of labor and the liv
ing conditions between the North and the South. This company does all its own 
work at all the ports. The sea force will not engage in loading and unloading ves
sels. ( 448-449. ) 

B. Labor on veillieill on tile Great Lakell.-l. Lake Seamen' 8 l:h!ion.-Mr. 
WILLIAM PENJE, Secretary of the Lake Seamen's Union, says that this organization 
numbers about 3,000 seamen on the lakes, or a little. more than one-third of the 
number employed there. In the winter time there are four local union&-at Mile 
waukee, Buffalo, Cleveland, and Chicago. In the summer months there are local 
organizations at other points, there being no occasion to keep the summer office open 
during the winter time, because the men look·outfor other employment at that time. 

The dues of the organization are 50 cents per month the year round, and the initia
tion fee $3. There is a death benefit of $75, payable to representatives of a 6 months' 
member in good standing, and a shipwreck benefit of $30. This organization is con
nected with the American Federation of Labor through the International Seamen's 
Union, which includes seamen on the Atlantic and Pacific oceans and on the lakes. 
The Lake Seamen's Union paid a per capita tax of 3 cents a month to the Inter-
national Seamen's Union. The organization had no strike fund. . 

The union has not .been recognized by the employers in general, but has been 
recognized by the schooner owners. The Lake Carriers' Association, an organization 
of the vessel owners, never recognized the union. The union has no voice and but 
little influence in fixing the rate of wages. (400,401.) 

2. General character and condition of 8eamen employed on the lake8.~Mr. PENJE states 
that the seamen on. the lakes 10 years ago were more skillful than those of to-day . 

. Ten years ago about 90 percent of the-men sailing vessels on the lakes could pass the 
examination for the Navy; now he does not suppose over one-fourth of them could 
do so. Many have gone into other callings, such as bridge building, architectural 
ironwork, or have become gripmen ori street railroads, or farmers; this is partly on 
account of the hard conditions on tlIe lakes and the invasion of the steamboats, but 
principally' be~use wages have gone 40wn. About 60 per cent of the men employed 
on the salling vessels are Scandinavians, the othars Americans, Irish, English, and 
German, only about 10 per cent bein~ American. He ·attributes the fact that the 
Scandinavian race predominates to their love of the sea. Some of the Scandinavians 
have also drifted into tlIe United States Navy, where the conditions are more attractive. 
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The condition of t~e deck hands ha.~ retrograded tremendously in the last 10 years. 
A self-respecting sailor would not under any circumstances make a passage as a deck 
hand on one of those steamers to-day. The deck hands are so abused and their 
wages are so low that it is only the worst class of unskilled people who are hard up 
that will take these places. They never stay at it, but when they find what the con
ditions are they often get 0.££ at the next port, forfeiting their wages. On some of the 
principal lines, for instance, the Western, Erie, and Anchor lines, conditions are 
somewhat better than described. Quite a number of these men belong to the Lake 
Seamen's Union, but the majority of the union men are wheelsmen and watchmen; 
they do not usually take deck hands in. The union is not trying hard to organize 
these men, but it realizes that that is the only way in which to better their condi
tion. Legislation could not help it. If the calling was respectable they could get a 
better class of men to go into it, and the deck hand would seek to advance to watch
man and wheelsman. (401,402,403,411.) 

3. Sailors' food.-Mr; PENJE states that on the lake boats very poor provision is 
made for the food of the sailors, 7 cents per meal being allowed for all hands. A 
contract is made with a supply agent, and he puts just enough aboard to make the 
schedulP.d trip. If a vessel happens to be out longer than her schedule, everybody 
goes hungry. The food consists of meat, potatoes, vegetables, and coffee and tea . 

. For the deck hands the food is put in a bowl and handed to them, and" the first 
come is the first served." The coastwise trade in that respect is every bit as good 
as the lakes. Although there is a law providing for a specified amount of food for 
the men on ocean vessels, it is not always complied with. (409.) 

4. Sailors' accommodati01l8.-This witness states that the accommodations for the 
deck hands on the lakes are of the very poorest. The men are not clean themselves, 
and it would be impossible to keep their quarters clean even if they desired to do so, 
as they have no time for such work. Their condition is horrible from all points of 
view. On some of the old vessels they have. not the required space, but there is 
space enough in the more modern vessels, though even in them the deck hands' and 
firemen's quarters are away down in the fore part of the vessel and are very .poor. 
The lake boats 'provide mattresses and cotton or calico quilts, but they become unfit 
for a human bemg to use. . 

In the coastwise trade the sailor provides his own bedding, and in that rasped 
fares poorer than the lake sailors, but the quarters are clean, because the boats are 
inspected and because there is a different class of men. On the lake vessels the deck 
hands' quarters are nearly always full of vermin. No self-respecting man would be 
a deck hand on the lakes. The master knows that the deck hand will not remain 
longer than he has to, and of course will not clean up any more than is absolutely 
required. The improvement of the sailors' quarters would depend upon reasonable 
hours and better wages. (409, 410, 411.) 

5. Wages of seamen on the lak~8.-Mr. PENJE states that the wa"oes paid to the skilled 
seamen on the lakes in 1900 started at about $1.50 and wonnd up at $2.75 per day. 
Ten years ago wages were better, sometimes winding up at $4.50 per day at the end 
of the season. A year ago the wages on schoonero on Lake Michigan were $3 per 
day. The men ate employed between 7 and 8 months in the year, and in manning 
a schooner they would make about $300 for the season. The wages on the lakes last 
summer for wheelsmen and watchmen were $45 per month, an increase of $10 over 
the previous year. The wages of the deck hands have increased from an average of 
$15 to about $20 per month. The deck hand has really taken the place of the sailor 
of 10 years before and the wheelsmen and watchmen now are really petty officers. 
(401,402.) 

6. HOUTS of labor.-This witness states that where the Lake Seamen's Union has con
trol, that is, on the schooners, the wen labor 12 hours, but on the steamboats the 
men work as much as 30 hours on a stretch-24 hours at all kinds of labor on the 
deck and steering 6 hours after that. After the 30 hours they get 6 hours' rest and 
again 6 hours at the wheel. While loading, in most of the lake ports, the deck hands 
work the longshoreman's day, which in most cases is 10 and 11 hours. Then they 
have to move the vessel and make her fast and pump her out if she leaks. They do 
all of the loadin~ of the schooners and all the shiftmg of the cargo, in many cases. 
The witness believes there is a pressing necessity for regulation in this matter. 
(403,404.) 

7. Overloading of lake tJe8seZs.-Mr. PENJE states that it is a well-known fact that the 
smaller vessels on the lakes are nearly always overloaded. He gave -many instances 
of this, among others SUbmitting a letter from Capt. Henry Leisk, master of the 
steamer P. J. Ralph, in which he charged that there was reckless overloading in the 
iron-ore trade. The complaints about overloading are usually in the iron-ore trade, 
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because of the weight of that sort of cargo. The larger vessels can not be overloaded, 
because the depth of the channels between the lakes is not sufficient. There is no 
law at present in regard to overloading vessels. The insurance companies insure 
under a "free-board law," but he does not think it is a United States statute. The 
competition among insurance companies is so keen that they are glad enough to 'get 
the risk and say nothing against overloading. (404, 405.} 

8. Undermanning of ve88e18.-Mr. PENJE asserts that practically all ofthe vessels, both 
sail and steam, on the lakes, are undermanned, and gi·ves many instances in support 
of his statement. He analyzes the carrying capacity of these several vessels, stating 
how many men they carry, and declares that in practically Ilvery instance at least 
twice the number of men should be employed. The undermanning results in espe
cially hard conditions for the men employed. It is also very unsafe, especially in 
case of a storm. In no other country are the men required to stand at the wheel more 
than 2 hours, while on the lakes they are required to stand 6 hours, and that, very often, 
after being continuously at work for 24 hours preceding. The custom elsewhere is 2 
hours on and 4 off. He attributes this condition largely to the greed of the owners 
of the vessels. Two of the "fancy" passenger steamers running between Buffalo 
and Superior, carrying from 300 to 400 passengers, have 1 captain, 3 mates, and only 

.12 men that are called seamen. Last year these seamen were paid $35 per month, 
and the year before $25, which is only $5 more than the deck hands get; they are 
not competent men and are called seamen only because they havea uniform on. Half 
of them could not save themselves, much less save a passenger, in times of distress. 
Many of the disasters on the lakes could be attributed to the failure of the vessels 
to be properly manned. The majority of the disasters are collisions in the Detroit 
River, where the passage is in some places only 80 feet! wide, and they could be 
avoided many times if an additional steering man was on the vessel. ( 405-408.) 

9. Prop08ed regulationB.-Mr. PENJE states that it is the desire of the Lake Seamen's 
Union to get some legislation that a vessel should-carry a certain number of efficient 
seamen, and then give the seamen a certificate of efficiency, as every other country 
does. The certificate might be issued by a Government official, in connection with 
the custom-house, and the men should be examined before the certificate was issued. 
All the members of the union are examined by the officer in charge of th.e union 
where the men join, and if found sufficient are given a certificate for the capacity in 
which they can serve. (404.) 

10. Great Lake VeB8e18.-Mr. PENJE stated that there are very few vessels on the 
Great Lakes that are square-rigged, most of them being square-rigged on the fore
mast only, three-masted schooners and barges being used. In the modern ba~es 
there is a steam steering gear, and some of them have an electric motor and furnish 
their own electric light, but the number is small. In some of the more modern ves

'sels there is a steam power in the shape of a "donkey," but that very often gets out 
of order. (410.) . 

C. Lon;-shore work-Great Lakes.-l. International Long81wremcn! 8 A880-
ciation.-Mr. BARTER, secretary-treasurer of the International Longshoremen's Asso
ciation, says that this organization was formed in 1892, and WaB' then made up of 
locals of lumber handlers only. In 1893 its purpose was enlarged to include every 
dock worker at all ports in the Unifud States and Canada, on the seacoast, the lakes, 
and the rivers. He estimates the aggregate membership at 40,000, and the member
ship on the Great Lakes at from 20,000 to 25,000. The chief attention of the organi
zation has been given to the lakes. Mr. Barter mentions among the workmen that 
are members there the loaders and unloaders of coal, ore, grain, salt, and package 
freight, dock hoisters and engineers, dock firemen and marine firemen, and all men 
em'ployed in lumber yards. He does not think that there are more than 1,500 non
umon men working at these occupations on the Great Lakes. Such as there are are 
chiefly at Chicago, Milwaukee, Buffalo, and Duluth. . 

The association holds an annual convention, at which each local organization is 
entitled to two delegates, but the delegates cast votes according to the membership they 
represent. The per capita tax paid to the national organization is'5 cents a month. 
Local dues are generally about 50 cents a month, but they are collected in most ports 
only for 10 months in the year, and in some cases only for 8 or 9. In some locals, 
where there are sick and death 'benefits, the dues are collected for 12 months. The 
international organization pays no sick or death benefits, but about 20 per cent of 
the locals do. In some cases the weekly sick benefit is $5 and the death benefit 
$100. Greater amounts are paid in caSes of special need. The 5 cents a month paid 
to the international organization goes to its expenses, including the salaries of offi
cers and the expenses of attending conferences and conventions. These are consider
ablel as there are a large number of conferences with employers every year. (307, 
314.) 
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2. Effect of labor o~ganizatWn.-Mr. BARTER thinks that wages have risen 50 per 
cent sInce his organization was formed; but, besides that, it has effected a great 
improvement in the character of the men. It has don'! away with the compulsory 
patronage of saloons, which existed under the old stevedore system, and it does not 
permit drunkenness. The saloon evil now exists only in Buffalo, Chicago, and Mil
waukee, where the organization has not yet been able to abolish it. In many ports 
the union fines a man if he gets drunk, and does not let him work until the fine is 
paid. In many ports the union forbids taking liquor on board a vessel during work
mg hours. The enforcement of these rules gives no trouble. The majority of the 
men are determined that temperance rules shall prevail. This is partly from the 
desire to make it an ocCupation for respt'ctable men to follow, and it is partly a mat
tel' of business prudence. The men work in gangs, and if one shirks either the work 
of the gang is interfered with or his work has to be done by bis mates. If a man is 
incapable of working properly because of tbe influence of liquor, his mates want him 
removed and anotber man put in his place. There has been a very marked change 
in tbe character of tbe longshoremen under the influence of tbe organization. Under 
the stevedore system competition between contracting stevedores was often carried 
on by physical force. A stevedore backed by a strapping band of fighters would 
drive away the stevedore with weaker followers, and ultimately secure a monopoly of 
the business. The men were forced to become brutes or be kicked off the docks and 
kicked to pieces. With the growth of the organization and closer touch with the 
employers" our brains bave taken hold instead of muscle, and the conservative man, 
the man who had some business ideas, has been forced to the front." (310-312,316.) 

3. Strikes of longshoremen.-Mr. BARTER says that this organization has no defense 
or strike fund, and that none of its locals has ever had to ask financial assistance 
during a strike except in one case. That case was that of the Buffalo freight hand
lers in 1900. In the Buffalo strike of 1899 there was no appeal for funds. The 
organization does not have many strikes, and has never made an assessment. (307.) 

Mr. Barter says that there used to be perhaps a strike a day at the docks of the 
large cities on the lakes. The effect of the policy of the organization has been p'racti
cally to do away with strikes. The international officers always prevent strIkes if 
possible. (316. ) . 

Mr. Barter gives an account of the Buffalo freight handlers' strike of 1899. He 
says that the handling of freight was done there under contract, and in January, 
1899, there was a change of contractors. The old contractor had paid the men a 
certain sum for unloading the boats, which was supposed to be equally divided 
among the men. The new contractor tried to introduce a system of time work. The 
men struck and demanded the abolition of the contract system, and the giving of 
the work directly to the men. The strongest reason for demanding the abolition of 
contractors was the saloon system. Most of the stevedores, oJ' freight-handling con
tractors on the lakes, used to own saloons. The men complained that unless they 
patronized the saloons freely they could not get employment. The strike was con
ducted in an honorable way by the men, with no attempts at violence. Some 
violence was attempted, but not by members of the organizatIOn. Mr. Barter thinks 
that no union man was arrested foJ' violence. The Lake Carriers' Association pro
posed to become a party to the agreement between the freight handlers and the 
contractors, and see that it was carried out to the letter. Mr. Barter thinks thil.t 
they even agreed to pay 5 cents more than the men had received the year before. 
The men still refused, demanding that the contract be let directly to them. This the 
lake carriers could not do because of their existing agreement with the contractors. 
In the end, however, the men got all they contended for except the direct contract 
with the lake carriers. (308.) 

4. Agreemlmts with empioyers-ArbitratWn.-Mr. BARTER says that the Longshore
men's Association has a general agreement with the Dock Managers' Association, repre
senting men interested in unloading iron ore at the ports of Sandusky, Lorain, Huron, 
Cleveland, Fairport, Conneaut, Ashtabula, Toledo, Buffalo, and Erie. The first 
agreement with them was made on March 15, 1900. In December, 1900, an agreement 
was made for the loading on cars during the winter of ore piled on the docks. This 
agreement provides that if any work comes up which is not specifically provided 
for in the contract, the men shall perform it, and the pay for it shall be determined 
between the representatives of the loCal organization and the dock managers, and in 
the event of disagreement shall be arbitrated. In case of any controversy there is a 
provision for settlement, first, if possible, by representatives of the dock managers 
and 'the rel?resentatives of the local organization. If they can not agree, they are to 
choose a dIsinterested man, who, ~ith them, shall form a board of arbitratIOn. If 
they can not agree on a third man, each of them is to choose a disinterested man, and 
the two so chosen are to choose a third, and, with him, to form the board of arbitration. 
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It has been necessary actually to resort to the arbitration clause only once. In all 
other cases every question has been settled by negotiation between representatives of 
the two sides. 

The agreement provides that the men shall continue to work under all circum
stances pending arbitration. This has always been strictly adhered to, except in one· 
case. In that('asethemenhadno~ yet become thoroughly acquainted with the contract. 
It was not possible to educate 10,000 meli on all these points at once. A disagree
ment arose at Conneaut and the superintendent telegraphed Mr. Barter. Mr. Barter 
went there and explained the conditions of the agreement to the men and they 
immediately went to work. • 

Mr. Barter has found the operation of these agreements most satisfactory. The 
employers are alwaysready to meet a committee of the men and listen to any grievance 
or complaint. The relations between tbe two sides are entirely satisfactory, and Mr. 
Barter thinks that these agreements are the solution of the labor question. (312-316.) 

5. Direct comraet8 of lake-freight handlers.-Mr. BARTER says that his organization 
deals directly with tbe various persons who have freight to load and unload, the 
transportation agencies, and the dock managers. In some ports the men work in_ 
gan~, and the gangs take turns in employment, one taking one boat and another 
the next. When a boat is loaded or unloaded, the foremen and some members of 
the ~an~ see the bills of lading, figure out what is coming to them, collect the money, 
and diVide it among all the men who have done-the work. (310.) 

The Lake Carriers' Association has never taken up the question of any particular 
contract except the Buffalo contract. The Longshoremen's Association has done 
business since 1898 with members of the Lake Carriers' Union as dock managers, 
and tbis means practically the lake carriers. The contracts are always signed on the 
part of the men by representatives of the international organization. The local union 
IS, of course, also a party to the contracts, and is directly interested in the making and 
inforcement of them. The other parties to the contracts are sometimes the dock 
managers, sometimes the local carners, sometimes, as to package freight, the super
intendents of the freight docks of the different railroads. 

Mr. Connors, the man who has the frei~ht-handling contract in Buffalo, still oper
ates to some extent in Milwaukee and ChICago. In those cities there is competition 
in the stevedore system, and he does not have all the docks. There is no organiza
tion of freight handlers in Chicago. There is an organization in Milwaukee, and Mr. 
Barter understands that Mr. Conners. pays the same wages that are demanded by 
the organization. The contracts are let annually. (309. ) 

Mr. Barter says that his organization practically controis all the unloading of iron
ore boats, and the loading and unloading of coal and of lumber. He believes that 
all fair-minded employers on the lakes would prefer to deal with the o~anization 
rather than to return to the old system. He has lived on the water all hiS life and 
he has never seen boats given the dispatch they have had the last season. This is of 
great importance, especially in view of the competition of the railroads. . Under the 
present system every indiVldual workman is practically a: contractor and is interested 
tn the loading and unloading of boats, and is also interested both in the question of 
dispatch and in the question of freight rates. Freight rates regulate the wage rate to 
a very large extent. - The men are learning that they must not try to lift their wage 
rate excessively or it will drive the traffic to the railroads. (313, 314.) 

6. Wages of longshoremen.-Mr. BARTER gives in considerable detail the wages paid 
to different classes of workers on the Great Lakes. Among them are the following: 
Coal trimming-that is, loading-60 cents an hour for a 12-hour workday; fueling, 40 
cents an hour for any number of hours; lumber loading and unloading, 50 cents an 
hour; grain scoopers-that is, unloaders-60 cents an hour; grain trimmers-that is, 
loaders-60 cents and upward; marine package freight handlers, 30 cerits an hour, 
working 10 and 12 hours, and sometimes 24 hours at a stretch; hoisters, $80 a month, 
and engineers $85 a month, from May 1 to December 15; marine firemen, $45 a 
month during the navigation season. In some cases time and a half is paid for Sun
day work; Several of these rates are average rates from which there is considerable 
variation. Mr. Barter thinks wages are 50 per cent higher than they were before 
his organization obtained control of the ports. 

Mr. Barter explains that the grain trimmer or loader has rather more dusty work 
than the scooper or unloader, but either kind of work is one which a man can not 
stand many years. These men do not live to be old. (310, 311.) 

Mr. Barter says that the introduction of a uniform wage rate for the unloading of 
ore boats at the several lake ports has been advantageous to the business. "One 
dock manager is not in sharp competition with another dock manager, because the 
wage rate now is the same in all the Lake Erie ports." An effort is now on foot to 
secure a uniform scale for unloading lumber. Such a scale is likely to bEl established
perhaps a sliding scale based on the freight rate. (315.) 
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The question of a sliding scale for the handling of lumber, to depend u~n the 
freight rate, is under discUBBion, and he thinks his organization will be WIlling to 
consent to it. (315.) 

7. Nationality of long81wremen.-Mr. BARTER says that the Irish-Americans were for
merly predominant in longshoremen's work on the Great Lakes, but that many of 
them became disgusted during the troubles in the lake ports and looked for other 
occupations. In the younger element that is coming in Americans are a factor, 
though very few young Americans worked on the lakes under the old system. In 
ore-receiving ports there are many nationalities, such as Italians, Finns, Hunns, Sla-
vonians, Poles, and Germans. (310, 311. ) • 

8. Winter occupations of longs1wremen.-Mr. BARTER says that the closed season of 
navigation on the Great Lakes usually covers December, January, Febmary, and 
March, but sometimes be~ns in the middle of November and sometimes does not 
end till, May. The orgaDization has now got an agreement covering the iron-ore 
ports whereby about 10,000 members will be kept at work in the winter, in the Min
nesota, Wisconsin, and upper Michigan ports, Many of the men go into the woods 
and work at lumbering. In the cities, however, the men have become accustomed to 
save enough during the summer to live on during the winter without doing anything. 
Often they buy coal and flour and other provisions for the winter at wholesale. In 
the summer they often do not have much time to see their homes. In the winter 
they can see thell' families. Ten years ~o not 20 per cent were married, but now 90 
per cent are married and are raismg families. (317.) 

D. Labor in ltIi88188ippi River tramc.-Mr. BRYANT states that the offi
cers on the Mississippi River boats are white men, but the laborers usually negroes. 
Whites could not stand the work, especially as the weather is usually very hot. 'Fhe 
negro has to' be paid pretty high for it. On the upper rivers, where the traffic is 
somewhat different, there are some mixed crews, but mostly negro crews. On the 
lower river in the packet trade the pay is from $40 to $110 per month and board. 
The labor is not steady and very few boats ever go out with the same crew twice. 
The "roustahout" cares nothing about saving money or having a home or family, 
and has no moral obligations. The most of them lose much of their wages in gam bling. 
The steamboat men are very anxious to improve the condition of these laborers, but 
find they can not do it. The roustabouts are all strong, vigorous young fellows. 

The steamboats provide mess rooms to eat in, and tin pans, knives, forks, and 
cups, but the men would much rather have the food brought on in a dish pan and put 
on deck, and take it in their hands and eat it. PlaC'.eB are provided for them to sleep, 
but they never go there, becau..~ they want to hide from the mate when they make a 
landing and dodge the work. In cold or rainy weather they sometimes go down under
neath the boilers and sleep there. These roustabouts, when on shore, mostly go to 
what are called "barrel houses," where liquor is sold, and where there are dance 
halls, crap games, etc. The officers often go to thesa barrel houses to find a crew. 

Attempts have been made to organize these laborers into a union, but they were 
only partially successful. The negroes, however, seem to stand together, and when 
a boat is ready to ship their demands for wages must be met before they will join 
the crew. (395-397.) 

Mr. Bryant states also that Italian laborers have been tried on the Mississippi 
River boats in two instances, but they were not found to be equal to the heavy work; 
moreover, they could not speak the English lan~age. The wages paid the Italians 
were $60 per month and board.. The Italian frUIt men employ none but Italian labor 
on boats. (397.), 
~abor in New Orleans.-Mr. Bryant stated that the stevedore labor in New Orleaus 

up to recently had been mostly white, but now the negro is making inroads into 
that employment, and they work cheaper; that that is steady labor, and the men 
work in the same gangs and form a very close corporation. (397.) 

XVIII.-CORPORATIONS AND COMBINATIONS GENERALLY. 

A. Capitalization and promotion of corporation8 (see also Capi
talization of Railroads" p. LVIX.l-l. Capitali.zaJi<m of coryoratWns.-Mr. GREENE, of 
the Audit Company of New York, thinks that the overcapitalization of railroads and 
industrial corporatl.Ons has many incidental evils, but he doubts whether it is possi
ble to check them by legislation. He thinks that if it were possible to require more 
Satisfactory statements as to the value of assets, etc., in the inauguration of corpora
tions, the motive for overcapitalization would largely be removed. (See sunIIDary 
of Mr. Greene's evidence as to promotion and publicity, p. CCLXXIV.) 

Mr. Greene does not think, however, that industrial combinations and other cor-
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porations are overcapitalized to 118 great an extent 118 is commonly believed. He says 
it is the lmiversal opinion of manufacturers and business men engaged in enterprises 
involving risk thatthermust hope fora profit of 120r 13 per cent on theactualinvest
ment, in view of the ruks. Otherwise It would be better for them to lend out their 
money on bonds or mortgages. Consequently, when the owner of a plant proposes 
to put it into a corporation, he finds that he must capitalize it at more than the value 
of the tangible assets. For example, a man owns a mill worth $100,000, tangible 
property. A normal rate of profit on the business is $12,000. Bonds can be issued 
to the amount of $100,000, bearing 6 per cent interest. This leaves a balance of $6,000 
of annual earnings, which can be capitalized in stocks. This half of the earnings is, 
of course, less certain than the first half. There are some people who prefer to invest 
at low interest with a certainty of return. They will buy the bonds. Others are 
willing to take more risk, and will buy stocks. The stocks issued in such an instance 
118 this are frequently called water, but this is scarcely a correct description of them. 

Mr. Greene says further that the extra $100,000 of stock in a ease of this sort may 
be properly treated 118 a capitalization of good will, while the first $100,000, repre
sented by bonds or preferred stock, stands for the tangible value of the plant. The 
witness believes that it is perfectly proper to treat good will 118 an asset of the com
pany if it is accurately valued. At the same time it would be proper accounting and 
proper policy to distinguish clearly between tangible I18sets and good will. The 
ell8iest way III the inauguration of a corpOl-ation would be to have the property 
appraised by eXJ.lllrt accountants. This would show so much for the plant, so much 
for accounts receivable, eash, material on hand, etc. The total of the tangible assets 
could properly enough be represented by bonds and stocks, or the plant proper might 
be represented by bonds and the current assets by preferred stocks. The difference 
between this amount and the total capitalization would be good will, in the form of 
common stock. 

Mr. Greene says that the value of good will is very frequently estimated on the basis 
of the profits which have been made from the business during a series of years and 
also on the basis of future expected profits. Capitalizing it really amounts to a cap
italization of earning capacity. The cost of promotion of a corporation is ordinarily 
added to the common stock, not being distinguished in the accounts from the cost of 
property. (476, 486, 490,491.) 

Mr. Greene declares that, in his judgment, it would be better business for a cor
poration having a high earning capacity to increase its dividends, rather than to 
water its stock. This would certainly be to the interest of the public; but since the 
people are jealous of hi~h dividends, the owners of corporations have thought that 
they were compelled to mcrease capitalization in case of higher earnings, so that the 
rate of dividend should be about the same as before. The fact that people think that 
they are swindled if a corporation pays more than 6 per cent dividends is too power
ful for the theory of proper accounting. 

Still another reason leading to increase of capitalization of corporations is the psycho
logical fact that people will pay more projlortionately for a stock bearing low divi
dends than for one bearing high dividends. If a company pays 10 per cent on its 
stock, shares of the par value of $100 will probably be worth about $150 in the mar
ket. If the number of shares is doubled, so that they pay 5 per cent, the shares will 
probably sell for $90 each, or at the rate of $180 for the former one share which sold 
for $150. The same attitude toward the value of securities is found in Great Britain 
118 in the United States. (486, 489.) 

2. Basis oj capitalizaticnv-Stocks v. bonds.-Mr. RICE, an officer of various corpora
tions, savs that it seems to him a matter of indifference how large the capital of a 
corporation is, provided it is not in the form of bonds. If a corporation issues 
$16,000,000 of stock in $100 shares which sell at $10 a share, it is practically the 
same 118 if it hll8 issued 160,000 shares at a par value of $10 each. So long 118 there 
is no question of public policy or the protection of the public against excessive 
charges, it makes no difference about the capitalization. The value of railroad prop
erties, for example, continally fluctuates, although their capitalization remains 
unchanged. 

On the other hand, Mr. Rice asserts, the undue increase of bonds is a danger to 
corporations and to the general financial condition of the country. Stock hll8 no 
claim on earnings which can be forced. If a company hll8 a l~e bond issue it ~ets 
on well so lo~ 118 business is prosperous and interest can be/aid, but if there IS a 
setback in busmess the corporation goes into bankruptcy an the country may get 
into a chaotic state such 118 existed in 1893 and 1894. The dangers of panics would 
be much less if the bonded indebtedness of railroads and industrial companies were 
small. (735, 740.) 

16A--xVIIl 
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3. Publicity in connection with promotion of corporatiom.-Mr. GREENE says that 
somewhat more than'at present should be done, by legislation ~ otherwise, to pro
tect investors in corporations, especially in connection with prospectuses and pro
motion at the outset. Some su~h regulations would do much to prevent overcapital
ization. He thinks, however, that the requirement of ~reater pUblicity in these 
directions should be accompanied by liberal provisions In behalf of corporations. 
On the whole, the witness is inclined to favor the adoption of such regulations as 
are found in the English law, which make the persons who issue prospectuses respon
sible as to any misrepresentations in the statements made. 

The difficulty of requiring such statements by legislation is that the information 
w~ich is necessary varies in each case, and the establishment of definite rules is very 
difficult; The need of pUblicity is especially great in the case of the newer and 
larger companies. 

Mr. Greene thinks, however, that the necessity for legislation in this direction is 
greatly reduced by the ~recautions which business men themselves have been forced 
to take against reckless lnvestnients. Wall Street has had some bitter experiences 
lately. This was particularly true as regards some of the industrial combinations 
whose stocks were floated in 1899, and which now are quoted at very low prices. It 
is difficult now to float a combination in Wall Street except on the most conservative 
basis. Moreover, the various banking houses which are connected with the pro
moting of corporations are becoming more and more careful regarding the nature of 
the enterprises. A reputable banking house has so many busineSs interests to safe
guard. that it can not afford to pro. mote a corpora~ion ~hich is ~ot on a s~und basis. 
BankIng houses must protect theIr own reputatIOns If they WISh to contInue a suc
cessful business. 

The rnles of the New York Stock Exchange, and of other exchanges, also require 
a certain amount of information at the time when cOI'I?orations are listed for stock 
dealings. An audit by a responsible auditing company 18 usually required. 

The result of these methods is that the problem of fraudulent promotions is grad
ually being solved in Wall street without legislation. At the same time, legislation 
crlstallizing business customs, and the rules of the companies and stock exchanges, 
might prove advantageous. (476, 477, 482, 483, 491.) 

4. ExpeTU!e8 oj promotion.-Mr. GREENE is disposed to favor greater pUblicity in con
nection with the promotion of enterprises. He does not think it imperative that the 
cost of promotion itself and the expenses of organization should be stated in detail in 
the accounts of the corporation. It is the ,Practice to include cost of promotion with 
the total cost of the property. Over agaInst the cost of property are then set the 
tangible assets and intangible assets, including good will. Cost of promotion would 
be represented by the stocks issued for good will. As a matter of fact, capitalization 
is usually based on the supposed earning power and the cost of promotion is taken 
out of that. The ordinary method of promotion is for the promoter to buy the prop
erty for whatever price he can, and then to recapitalize it on the supposed basis of 
earning power and sell the stock for whatever investors will give, the difference being 
his profits. The expense of underwriting is often treated separately as part of organ
ization expenses. It is not especially necessary to divide the item of ~od will as a 
part of the assets so as to show the pay of promoters. If a property IS bought for 
$50 and sold for $100 it makes little difference how much the promoter made if the 
property is really worth $100. Often tha combination itself so increases the valne of 
property that there is no connection between the new value and the total values of 
the previous plants. It is true, however, that in certain cases people are deceived 
into believing that properties were originally worth more than was actually the case, 
and they would know better if the profits of promoters and underwriters were stated .. 
(491,494. ) 

Mr. RICE, who has been connected with the promotion of various companies based 
on patents, declares that it is very difficult to ascertain the actual cost of promotion, 
or to judge as to the fairness of the payments for promotion. Most men who obtain 
stock for promotion are expected also to render services for a long time after the start
ing of the corporation. In the case of the development of a patent there are great 
differences in the quality of the inventions, the difficulty of raising money, the risk 
involved, etc. The owner of the patent in proposing to a capitalist or p'romoter to 
furnish money to develop it would be willing to pay comparatively little If the article 
w~re already securely established and paying a large profit, while if a considerable 
amount of capital had to be secured, with much effort in obtaining it, he would be 
willing to pay more to the promoter. (736.) 

B. Exploitation of patents.-1. General metllOdll-Capitaliza.iwn.-Mr. 1. L. 
RICE states that he is president of a number of companies engaged in developing 
inventions based on patents, such as the Electric Boating Company; the Consolidated 
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Equipment Company, which produces electricity for lighting trains from the motion 
of the wheels; the Consolidated Rubber Tire Company, and the Casein Company of 
America. The witness declares that he is not a promoter in the technical sense, but 
that he takes up these inventions with the intention of developing them, and not of 
manipulating stock or making profits by selling out. The new invention, as a rule, 
is taken uf before any tangible plant exists, and the plant has to be created out of 
the capita which is subscribed.· The witness has a number of friends who have con
fidence in his judgment and who will subscribe for preferred stock, the witness usually 
making the largest subscription. The working capital is obtained by the cash paid 
for preferred stock, while the value of the patents themselves is capitalized in common 
stock. The capitalization of the patent is based on the profits which it is expected 
to pay. There is very great uncertainty in developing patents. Out of more than 
673,000 patents which have been issued the witness does not su.epose that 10,000 
have ever made any money. Investing in such an enterprise is hke investing in a 
mine-the investor does not know what it is worth, but he capitalizes it at what he 
thinks it will probably be worth. There are always some classes of people who prefer 
only safe investments, but others are willing to risk their money in an enterprise of 
this sort, and the only thing that makes progress is the risking of money in pushing 
new inventions. Most inventions with which the witness has been connected have 
proved of very great value. (732, 733.) 

2. Patent mcmopoliu.-Mr. RICE, president of the Consolidated Rubber Tire Com
pany, says that the stockholders of that comyany hope that it is a monopoly, and 
that its patents will be sustained by the Umted States courts. .An enormous price 
was paid for them on the understanding that they already constituted a monopoly. 
"Monopoly has a dreadful sound," but this species of monopoly is guaranteed by 
the United States Constitution, and it brin~s millions of dollars to the people of the 
entire country. The invention of rubber tires for carriages has stimulated the car
riage industry. The justification for a temporary monopoly is the great hazard of 
developing the inventions. It not only requires a great deal of effort and money to 
start the business successfully, but the moment the article is I?ut on the market many 
others begin to make the same thing, either claiIning that It is not patentable, or 
changing the details in some minor fashion and claiming there is no infringement. 
(734. ) 

3. Consolidated Rubber Tire Company.-Mr. RICE, who is president of the Consoli
dated Rubber Tire Company, says that this company controls the patents for the 
Kelly or Grant tires, WhICh are used chiefly on carriages and other vehicles. The 
company is somewhat different from others organized by Mr. Rice for the develop
ment of patented articles, because at the time it was formed the tires were already 
being very widely used, and the patent had an enormous value. The company was 
capitalized at $8,000,000, which was supposed to cover the value of the patents and 
of the existing business. Of this $4,000,000 was in preferred stock and $4,000,000 in 
common. There had been litigation regarding the validity of the patents, and it had 
been st1stained in various places, so that a large number of other companies, which 
had been started, went out of business, and the Rubber Tire Company fell heir to 
their business. It was not a consolidation of companies in the ordinary sense. At 
the time the corporation was started the preferred stock was issued at about par, and 
the common stock at about 50. Soon after there was further litigation regarding the 
pate';1ts, and the sto.c~ has n<?w fallen so .that the prefem:d stands about 30, although 
It p8.1d 6 per cent dIVIdends ill 1900, whIle the common IS quoted at about 5. There 
is no doubt that the stock could not have been sold in the first place if J?eople had 
imagined that there would be such a decline. The companv hopes that Its patents 
will be generally sustained, and in that case it will have almost entire control of the 
manufacture of tires. It owns a plant at Akron, Ohio, and there are a large number 
of licensees who pay royalty. (733,734.] 

Mr. Rice says that there is no monopoly of the supply of raw rubber, although 
there may, perhaps, in the future be an attempt to comer it. The largest supply of 
rubber comes from South America, and this is of the best quality. The output of 
Para and Manaos for 1900 was 61,022,585 pounds, of which the United States took 
27,413,469 pounds. (735.) 

C. Publicity of corporatious.-l. General de8irabilitjl.-Mr. GREENE, of the 
Audit Company of New York, does not favor undue regulations of'the methods of 
business of corporations. For example, such a provision as exists in Germany, 
requiring that if the accounts show that some of the company's capital will be lost, a 
meeting of the shareholders shall be called immediatelv, or that if the liabilities 
appear to exceed the assets, bankruptcy proceedings shall at once be instituted, 
would not be suited to American conditions. . It would be unwise to hamper the 
great captains of industry to any unreasonable extent. (492. ) 
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Mr. Green~thinks,.however, that a greater degree of pUblicity of the accounts of 
corporations than now exists is desirable within proper limits. In his judgment 
most merchants, manufacturers, and corporation officers in this country are honest. 
In some instances, however, through ignorance, they make statements which are 
not, commercially speaking, correct, although they may show the actual figures. 
There could be no harm, for the protection of investors and of the general public, in 
requiring publicity of the essential facts. One essential fact which should bedemon
strated would be the real profits made. In the case of industrial combinations the 
existence of large profits would then tend to promote competition. If the corporations 
are guilty of anY' erroneous practices the people will find it out by such pUblicity. 
The witness beheves that the American people will deal justly with the corporations 
if they know the facts regarding them. 

Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor of the Wall Street Journal, believes that if legisla
tion could be enacted requiring certain reports at the inauguration of corporations, 
and annually thereafter, it would be desirable. Railroads are no longer much at 
fault in this regard, but the industrial combinations ought to be compelled to report 
as fully as the railroads do. ( 466.) 

Mr. RICE, president of the Consolidated Rubber Tire Company, says that on gen
eral principles a corporation should furnish accounts to the stockholders and the 
public as soon as it is once on an earning basis. In the case of companies still strug
gling in the developing stage, publication of accounts would be misleading and would 
frighten stockholders and investors. The witness does not know that the laws of 
any State require :publicity as to the cost of promotion of corporations, and seems to 
question whether It would be wise to do so, because the costs of promotion must nec
essarily differ so greatly, according to the companies. (736.) 

2. Limitatiol18-Expert audit.-On the other hand, says Mr. GREENE, in the case of 
some classes of corporations, undue publicity would be undesirable. When a busi
ness formerly conducted by a partnership is turned into a corporation its real char
acter is not changed. No one asks a partnership to give information which will help 
its coml?etitors, and a corporation should not be asked to do so. Even the share
holders III some instances oUll'ht not to be given all the information as to the opera
tions of the company. If thiS were done competitors could become shareholders and 
get inside information which would result in serious injury. Shareholders are con
tinually changing and have little knowledge as to what information can properly be 
made public. 

As a protection to shareholders and investors in the case of corporations whose 
accounts, for the reasons su~ested, ought not to be published in detail, Mr. Greene 
suggests that expert profeSSIOnal auditors should be employed from time to time to 
examine the affairs of the corporations, audit their accounts, and certify officially 
wj:J.ether apparent earnings were real earnings and whether the corporation was in a 
sound condition. The general results of such examinations should be stated without 
details. The Audit Company of New York, with which Mr. Greene is connected, 
is frequently called upon to make such examinations as he suggests. It examined 
the Pressed Steel Car Company, which bas recently been issuing mortgage notes to 
the amount of $500. This company guarantees that it will have on hand at all times 
certain things as a safeguard to investors, and it has appointed the audit company 
to ascertain from time to time whether this requirement IS carried out. 

The witness implies that some legal requirement of a proper amount of publicity 
on the part of industrial corporations as well as railroad corporations might be 
advantageous. He does not think that at present the Federal Government should 
undertake to regulate the accounts of any but transportation companies. 

Mr. Greene explains the difference between an audit and an examination of a cor
poration. An audit has to do with the books of the corporation as they stand. An 
examination goes into the affairs of tbe corporation to find out whether the figures 
on the books represent co=ercial facts. "The most dangerous set of books 1 ever 
saw in my life were absolutely correct, but they did not represent the facts." Thus 
in the case of a railroad company it is not customary to keel? maintenance and depre
ciation accounts. If the railroad company wishes to make Its earnings appear large 
it can stop repairing cars and keeping up its system. The books would read all 
right/ but only an examination of the affairs of the company would show its true 
condition. (479, 482, 492.) 

3. Proper items of public accoun!8.-Mr. GREENE discusses the general items which 
should be stated in the reports of corporations given to the public, especially such 
as should be prepared by expert auditors in accordance with his suggestions above 
summarized. The leading items would be as follows: 

(1) Cost of propertx, including or not including good will, as the custom of the 
company might be. (For Mr. Greene's discussion of good will see p. -.) 
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(2) Tangible IIB8ets, either in one lump or subdivided. There are times in the his
tory of industrial companies when it would be a serious drawback to have to give 
information as to tangible a..osets. For instance, it would be undesirable at times to 
state the amount of raw material in stock or the finished product on hand. 

(3) The capitalization of the company, subdivided according to different classes. 
(4) Debts of the company, either in one sum or subdivided. It would not be desir

able in Bome cases to show the different elements of indebtedness. The company 
may borrow large amounts of money from banks while it owes only small amounts 
for material. It might create discussion as to the credit of the corporation if this 
fact were known. At another time in the·same year a large part of the company's 
indebtedness might be for goods purchased, and its indebtedness to the bank smaIl. 
Such matters would affect the investors and should be stated or not as circumstances 
directed. 

(5) Surplus of the company, profits and losses, etc. 
(6) Depreciation ( f plant. In the judgment of Mr. Greene this should be as much 

a charge on the business as money paid for labor. The difficulty is to determine 
what sho'lld be a proper amount to charge for depreciation. In some instances the 
amount should be accumulated as a reserve fund actually set aside. In other instances 
it would be better to reinvest the reserve fund in the plant directly. It would be 
foolish for a company to set aside a reserve fund, receivmg 2 per cent interest, while 
it is borrowing money at a higher rate of interest for construction purposes. (492, 
493.) 

4. Stock exchange control of accountB.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New 
York, says that the New York Stock Exchange requires a reasonably thorough 
examination of the affairs of corporations at the time when they seek to be listed 
on the exchange. It has been often suggested that the stock exchange should also 
require annual reports from listed corporations, with proper auditing of their accounts. 
The objection is that the stock exchange is not intended to pass on the solvency of 
corporations or to determine the value of their stocks. (479,483.) 

D. Rights of minority stockholders and of stockholders gener
ally.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, does not think that the 
rights of minority stockholders are likely to be abused. The courts are more and 
more disposed to protect them. In ~eneral the interests of the majority stockhold
ers do not differ from those of the mmority. The directors are supposed to be really 
representative. That theory is not always carried out, however. 

Mr. Greene thinks that there is j!;r6at advan~e inthe American principle of giving 
the directors of corporations, especially the presIdent and 2 or 3 leading officers, the 
main governing power. It would be unwise to have dividends declared and business 
transacted by actual meetings of the stockholders, as is common in Great Britain. 
In this country business men are so much occupied that they can not give time as 
directors to manage the details of business, so that much lllUst be left to the few offi
cers. In foreign countries there are more men who are at liberty to attend numer
ous meetings of directors. American business men are willing to take individual 
responsibility, even to take action w;thout the approval of directors in the expectation 
of future approval, while English and German business men hesitate to take such 
responsibility. The American policy is more advantageous. 

LUlU of Btocklwlder8.-Mr. GREENE thinks that it is the custom of all large corpora
tions ~ust before the annual election to send out blank :proxies all over the countr1. 
Only 1Il this way could elections be carried on. The Wltness does not think that 1Il 
general there is any injustice to minority stockholders or any difficulty on the part 
of stockholders in ascertaining who are the other stockholders.· It is not often possi
ble for a few persons managing a corporation to continue in control without holding 
or having the support of a majority of the stock. The stockholder can generally 
get all the information he needs if he takes the rij!;ht wa1 about it, although the 
witness declines to express an opinion as to whether the law IS always sufficient, since 
he is not a lawyer himself. The objection which the corporations have to granting 
undue access to their books arises from the fact that competitors and others some
times buy a small number of shares of stock for the sake of gettinj!; information, and 
take advantage of it in one way or another. There are many people who make a 
business of trying to obstruct something in order that they may be bou~ht off. At 
the same time, if there were some safeguards in this direction, and espeCIally to pre
vent outsiders getting information as to financial matters, there would be little objec
tion on the part of corporations to a requirement of greater pUblicity of their stock 
books, or to a requirement that the names and addresses of all shareholders should 
be furnished to all shareholders before each annual election. 
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Mr. Greene does not think that the New Jersey laws regarding stock books are 
violated or that it is' impossible for a stockholder to get the names of other stock
holders. There maybe cases where the books of corporations organized in New Jer
sey are not kept there, but in New York or elsewhere. As a general thing, however, 
the corporations, particularlv the larger ones, are law-abiding and have all the books 
at their New Jersey offices which the law requires. (477,478.) 

Mr. WOODLOCK, of the Wall Street Journal, thinks especially that every stockholder 
ought to have the right to inspect the list of all the stockholders. In New York and 
New Jersey this right is given by law, bllt it is difficult to enforce it, while in some 
States there is no such provision in law. As a rule no one cares to see the lists of 
stockholders unless there is a struggle between different parties among them. In 
that case the dominant party naturally does not wish the others to see the list of 
stockholders. Under present conditions a group of persons may continue to control 
a corporation, though without owning a majority of the shates, which would be much 
less possible if the other stockholders knew who the shareholders were. 

Mr. Woodlock does not think that the giving of such information regarding stock
holders would result in any injury to a corporation. He does not believe that 
stockholders ought to have the right to see all of the accounts of corporations. Under 
such a rule competitors might buy a small number of shares and obtain knowledge of 
the business of a corporation. In some instances it may be justifiable for a corpora
tion in its annual reports to withhold such information, for example, as the actual 
profit on manufacturing. A statement might show net profits only. In such a case, 
however, there ought to be a proper auditing of the books by experts to see that real 

. profits have been earned. (466,467.) 

E. ()orporation laws.-l. Liberality deBirable.-Mr. GREENE thinks that if 
additional restrictions are placed upon corporations the corporation laws should also 
be modified so as to give them additional privileges, at least in some of the States. 
The witness understands that in New York and Pennsylvania one corporation is pro
hibited from holding the stock of another, which is permitted in N ew Jersey. Greater 
liberality is desirable in this and other regards. (477,478). 

2. Federal incorporation law8.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, 
doubts the advisability of a Federal law for the incorporation of industrial companies. 
He thinks the first thing to do is to straighten out the State laws. Uniformity would 
certainly be desirable. It is a constitutional question whether it would be within 
the power of the Federal Government to charter companies doing business inside of 
individual States, and whether this would be consistent with proper home rule. Mr. 
Greene admits, however, that corperations organized in individual States, like New 
York, do business through different States. He adds tp.at some persons advocate 
incorporation under Federal laws in order to escape State laws which are unr<'..ason
ably severe. ( 482. ) 

F. Trusts and eombinations.-l. Generally.-Professor PARSONS states that 
the results of the private ownership and management of the railways has been that 
they go into partnership with some of the great industrial enterprises of the coun
try, and thus create what is commonly known as the trust. He instances the case 
of the beef combine and the Standard Oil trust as created by railroad favoritism. 
He does not believe, however, that public ownership of the railroads of the country 
would abolish the trusts. As a general principle he is not opposed to consolidation 
of capital so long as it is in the public interest. He does not believe in destroying 
the trusts, because' they represent a movement in the line of progress; each trust 
being a brotherhood or cooperation on the inside, in that it dispenses with much 
antagonism and lessens expenses.of management and operation. The proper solu
tion of the trust problem would be to extend the limits of it "in some way so that 
it shall cooperate not only internally but externally-on the lines of cooperative 
industry~o that great capital will voluntarily, of its own motion, tend to organize 
along cooperative lines instead of antipublic lines." (157-158.) 

Mr. SCHIFF, of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., bankers, testifies that personally he has had 
no experience in industrial finances. Community of interest, however, exists a.riJ.ong 
bankers as well as among railroads, and they combine their capital when they have 
large financial transactions, so as to handle a great concern under one management. 
He says his firm may have been invited to participate in the financing of the United 
States Steel Corporation and other industrial corporations, and may have accepted 
the invitation to a moderate amount, but that it had nothing to do with the details 
of the management. The combination of large resources constitutes what is C9m
monly termed to-day a syndicate. (775.) 

2. Concentration oj wealth~Effect on opportunitiesjor advancement.-Mr. ANDERSON, 
secretary of the chamber of commerce of Pittsburg, does not think the modern con
cimtration of corporate wealth does away with the opportunities for intelligent 
mechanics to rise. The manage-rs of.the Carne-gic Works, from Mr. Schwab down, 
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have all been taken from the ranks of the workmen. So was Mr. Carnegie himself. 
(649.) . . 

3. United States Steel Corporation.-Mr. WOODLOCK, railroad editor of the Wall 
Street Journal, believes that the formation of the United States Steel Corporation 
was chiefly occasioned by Mr. Carnegie's careful plan to compel some one to buy 
him out at a high price. (464.) 
. 4. Fruit trust in New Orlea7l8.-Mr. BRYANT states that there is a company called 

the United Fruit Company of New Orleans, which last year bought out all the other 
companies there, some 13 in number, and put them under one management. 
This trust controle all the fruit trade on the foreign plantations, and not only raises 
the fruit, but owns the vessels in which it is transported and shipped directly to New 
Orleans and to other points in the United States. It does not own the cars, but. 
deals directly with the railroads. Fruit is handled very rapidly and economically at 
New Orleans. This combination claims that it has not raised the prices of fruit to 
the consumer, but makes profit from the lessened expenses of man~ment, and the 
witness believes that the prices have not been increased. (397-398.) 

G. Export price8.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, believes 
that the practice of making low export prices is justifiable in order to relieve the 
country of its surplus products. His argument is the same as that in favor of 
low export rates on railroads. (See page -.) Mr. Greene adds that the practice of 
making prices lower abroad than at home is common among the manufacturers of 
all the leading industrial countries. We find a similar practice also within our own 
country. The manufacturers in a given section, having a local market, frequently 
sell goods in more distant sections at lower prices in order to get rid of a surplus. 
Thus a manufacturer. in New England, finding that he is getting overstocked, is likely 
to continue production, maintaining prices in New England and selling the surplus 
in Kansas CIty or some other distant market at prices which, while they may render 
the Kansas City producer a profit, yield practically no profit to the New England 
manufad;urer. 

Because of the advantage in keeping up production and preventing depression, 
which results from this practice of making low export prices, Mr. Greene believes 
that ultimately domestic prices as well will be reduced' by this policy. (484, .487, 
494.) 

Mr. HOWES, of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, testifies that no doubt a part of 
the trade with Canada has been obtained by the American manufacturers selling 
goods in Canada at less than they were selling thll same goods in the United States. 
All nations do this every day. The American manufacturers are not discriminating 
any more in Canada than in Germany, France, or any other country. No matter 
what conditions of tariff exist, that is a method of theIr trade, the practice of mak
ing slaughter sales in the foreign markets is one that the manufacturers of all coun" 
tries emp'loy. Whether the tariff is on or off, trade of this kind will go on just the 
same. {716. ) 

II. Concentration or wealth.-Mr. SCHIFF, banker, testifies that in his 
opinion there are more wealthy people in proportion to POJ?ulation now than there 
ever was before, and that the present condItion of affairs wIll contribute to a larger 
distribution of wealth than has ever before existed. (7'17.) 

XIX. MISCELLANEOUS EVIDENCE NOT RELATING TO TRANS
PORTATION. 

A. Reciprocity with Canada.-:-!. GeneralnecesBityo.ftradetreatywithOlnada.
Mr. OSBORNE HOWES, a member of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, declares that 
in order to maintain and increase our trade with Canada it will be necessary to enter 
into a reciprocity treaty_regarding tariffs. The Canadians' are the largest purchasers, 
man for man, that the United States has. The Canadians resemble the people of the 
United States more than any other people, and they may be termed a "corresJlonding 
peo{lle." It is a mistake to think that trade relations can be established with a 
diSSImilar people as readily as with a correspondin¥. people. The business of the 
United States must be carried on to a large extent WIth those countries that are pro
ducing much the same goods that the United States produces, under different 
conditions. This is proven by the fact that internal or interstate trade between the 
States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Massachusetts is probably more than 
equal in volume to the entire export and import trade of the United States. When 
the witness was in the Pacific Mail Service, the steamer on which he ran carried all 
the imports for Colima, in Mexico, a city of 100,000 inhabitants, and it only amounted 
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to about one freight-car load a month. In Cauada the market is already established, 
and the people are willing to purchase of the United States rather than of anybody 
else. The people of the United States do not realize that this trade with Canada 
gives employment to every department of American industry from the time of 
taking the materials from the mmes and the fields to the time when they leave the 
workshop ill a finished state, ready for consumption. This trade is infinitely better 
than mere mining and agriculture, because it represents vastly more employment to 
American labor and capital. . 

The trade conditions with Canada are eminently satisfactory, but the difficulty is 
that they are not likely to continue so, unless we are prepared to do something 
toward meeting the wishes of Canada in the way of giving her a market for "'hat 
she has to sell. If we make a treaty with Canada which is satisfactory to her, and 
which gives her a market here, we shall have a clutch on the Canadian people which 
they will not care to break. The United States must make concessions in the duties 
on fish,lumber, and coal. Agricultural products are relatively a small matter. We 
sell Canada $19,000,000 worth, while Canada sells the United States only $2,000,000 
or $3,000,000 worth of them. A proper reciprocity treaty would increase the trade 
on both sides, and would be very desirable. The United States would have more 
to gain than Canada, and should make overtures to Canada for reciprocity. This is 
one of those arrangements which should be made while the opportunity exists. 
(713, 715, 718.) 

2. Unwise American policy toward CUnada.-Mr. HOWES declares that the United 
States made a very fatal diplomatic error and raised a resentment against them when, 
by the high duties on foreign goods, they practically shut out Canadian products. 
We thereby forced the Canadian prime minister to adopt a national policy and to 
endeavor to build up manufacturing industries in Canada. Canada is now inde
pendent of the United States, so far as the market for her products is concerned. 
The Uni~d States see in Canada their best market. Caaada sees nothing here that 
is seriously necessary to her welfare. The tendency has been, and is, to drive Can· 
ada away from us, and it may be that by the" federated Empire of Englanu and her 
colonial dependencies" the tariff on goods entering Canada from all British terri
tory will be swept away entirely, and the United States will have practically no 
market at all in Canada .. The United States can not afford to lose this market. 
(716-717.) 

3. Extent of Canadian trade.-Mr. HOWES says that last year (1900) the Canadians 
purchased of the United States $17.50 per capita, which was much more than the 
people of any other country bought. The United Kingdom came next, with per 
capita purchases of $13.25. With Germany, the per capita trade was about $5; 
with Argentina, $3; Mexico, $2.65; France, $2.15; Italy, $1.10; Japan, 70 cents; 
Brazil, 60 cents. The 6,000,000 people in Canada purchased \Ilore of the United 
States last year than the 60,000,000 people who live on the American continent south 
of the Rio Grande. Moreover, the Canadians purchased the goods that the United 
States most desired to sell. An itemized statement, showing the relative balance of 
trade of the United States with Canada, shows a very la~e balance in favor of the 
United States on a large list of manufact.ured mining and agrICultural products. Taking. 
the Canadian classification of the trade for the year 1896, the net result is as follows: 

Prod ucts of- Purchases. Sales. 

Mines ......................................................................... 37.438.000 $9,22'1,000 
Fisheries. ..... ...... . ..... . ..... ..... ..... ....•. ........ ......••••. ........... 3,30'2,000 32'2,000 
~'ore.t...... . ....... . ..... ................ ............ . ......... . ......... . ..... 13.528,000 2,732,000 
Animals ..........................................•. ,.......................... 3,341,000 2,308,000 
Agriculture................................................................... 8,233,000 10,124,000 
Manufactures ................................................................ '1 __ 2._6_31.:.,000_.1_28...:.., 1_34.,:,_000_ 

Total. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . 34, 373, 000 52,892,000 

For the year 1900 the trade was as lollows, viz: 

Products of-

Mines ...•........................•.•..........•.•.•..•.•.•.........• _ ........ . 
Fi.heries .••.......................•.••.•......•..........••..•.•..•..••....... 
Forests ...................................... : ................................ . 
Animals •................•............•..•.....................•.............. 
Agriculture .................................................................. . 
Manufactures ......................................... : ...................... . 

Total. ................................................................. . 

Purchases. Sales. 

823,700,000 SIl, 600, 000 
3,689,000 434,000 

12, 805, 000 6,200,000 
6, 326, 000 8, 420, 000 
2.041,000 19,080,000 
4,857,000 61,362,000 

62,418,000 \101,146,000 
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In other words, the sales to Canada by the United States of manufactured wares 
for the y".ar 1900 were more than $10 per capita of her people, and were as much of 
the manufactures as the United States soldt() the entin. world in 1870, and about one-
sixth as much as they sold to the entire world in 1900. (713-71~. ). . 

4. Coal trade with Canada.-Mr. HOWES says that the trade In bitumInOus coal 
between Canada and the United States is about an even exchange. It is largely a 
question of ~eographicallocation. The Canadians have not developed coal mines to 
any extent In the interior regions, but have excellent coal mines in Nova Scotia in 
the extreme east and British Columbia in the extreme west. The United States have 
no bituminous coal mines at either extreme, but have them very largely in the center 
of the countrr.. The United States supplies Canada with bituminous coalfrom a point 
about 150 miles west of Montreal, nearly to the Rocky Mountains. On the Pacific 
coa.~t of the United States the coal supply comes from Canada or New-South Wales. 
In New England the bituminous coal now, under the. protective duty, comes chiefly 
from western Maryland and West Virginia. The cost of mining the coal in those two 
States is substantially the same as in Nova Scotia, butthe railroad haul from thereto 
tide water is about $1.25 a ton, and this advances the price of the coal just that much. 
The mines in Nova Scotia are practically on the seaboard. The natural source of 
supply of New England is Nova Scotia, and inasmuch as the United States supplies 
the deficiencies in central Canada, and Canada supplies the deficiencies in the eastern 
and western extremes of the United States, reciprocal relations should be established 
for the benefit of both countries. When the United States places a duty on bitumi
nous coal Canada does the same, and when the United States takes this duty off 
Canada likewise removes it. The coal interests of Maryland and West Virginia are 
exceedingly strong, however, and they naturally object to the removal of the duty, 
which would have the effect of threatening their New England market. (714-717.) 

5. The lumber intere.\t.-Mr. HOWES says that the lumber interest in the United 
States is one of the strongest in opposition to reciprocal trade relations with Canada. 
The market for lumber is largely in the New England and Middle States. It isa long 
haul from Minnesota and Wisconsin and is a short haul from Canada. The hard 
pine lumber from the Southern States also requires a long haul. The New England 
mterests naturally turn toward Canada as the place to buy lumber. She thinks she 
should have the right to go to Canada for her lumber supply. If Canada is ever to 
be made a part of the United States, it must be by drawing the Canadians' to the 
United States through trade relations. The witness does not believe there would be 
any difficulty in making a treaty on the ground of equivalent concessions without 
rel(ard to the special products if it were not for the lumber interests. (717-718.) 

6. Differential tariff of Canada with Great Britain.-Mr. HOWES says that about 4 
years ago Canada proposed, by act of Parliament, to grant to any other cguntrl that 
would give to Canadian products what Canada considered equivalent tariff conditions, 
a concession of 12, per cent in the duty then existing, to be increased the next year to 
25 per cent. At that time there was no country prepared to take advantage of this 
offer, except Great Britain, for the reason that Great Britain charges practically no 
duty on any Canadian product, except whisky. In consequence of treaties with 
England, Belgium and Germany received this benefit for a short time, but at present 
England is the only country which enjoys it. The differential has been increased to 
331 per cent, so that American goods entering Canada pay 50 per cent higher duty 
than is paid by corresponding English goods. In spite of this differential, however, 
which amounts to about $10 on a shipment of $100 worth of goods, American manu
factures have entered Canada and in very many departments of trade have driven 
out the English manufactures. England, however, still has the bulk of the trade in 
cotton manufactures. It is so much easier for the Canadians to get to the American 
markets than to the English market. Orders can be transmitted in 24 hours, and 
executed in 48 or 56 hours, and if there is any question about the goods, the differ
ences can be easily settled. Moreover, the goods manufactured in the United States 
are more to the Canadian taste than the English goods. The Canadians are more 
nearly like the people of the United States than they are like the English, and they 
favor the Amencan styles more generally than they do the English. 

This differential tariff was very likely initiated for the purpose of forcing a reci
procity treaty with the United States, but it has now obtained such headway that it 
IS working out its results on its own ground. Under this differential tariff policy, 
Canada has a tremendous market in England. Their sales there last year amounted 
to $107,000,000 in value, and will increase greatly in the future. (716-718.) 

7. Fisherie8.-Mr. HOWES testifies that the Gloucester fisheries have been held up 
as the "nursery of the Navy." The fact is, however, they have ceased to be an 
American industry. American ('apital i8 invested in these fisheries and certain 
American officers are employed on the fishing vessels. The larger part of those 
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engaged in the fishing industry are from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Portu
gal, and are not American citizens. None of them, with the possible exception of 
some of the Portuguese, will ever become American citizens. Out of 50 or 60 men 
who lost their lives in the fishing industry last year, not more than 3, possibly only 
2, were American, and they were captains of American vessels. During the Spanish 
war the United States Government. sent down 2 battle ships or cruisers to Gloucester 
to get as many enlistments as possible. They stayed there nearly all the time of the 
war and enlisted a little over 300 men, or about one-half as many as would be neces
sary to arm one battle ship. Boston is not the "nursery of the Navy" and never 
claimed to be, and yet she enlisted some 1,700 men during the same time. The 
American does not like the fishing business. (717.) 

B. Grain elevators and inspeetion-Speeulation.-l. Minnesota law a8 
to elevators and grain inspection.-Mr. TErSBERG, secretary of the State railroad and 
warehouse co=ission' of Minnesota, says that the legislatlrre of 1885 passed an 
elevator law applying to the terminal pomts St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Duluth. It 
was based largely upon the Illinois law, but contained an improvement in that it put 
the weighing of gram as well as the inspection of it under State control. It was soon 
found that it was more profitable to do business as a private elevator than as a public 
elevator, especially at Minneapolis. A public elevator must take out a license from 
the commission and furnish a bond. They evade the law by not mixing, as they 
claim, the grain of different owners. In a public house the grain of different owners, 
of the same grade, may be mixed; in the private elevators at these terminal points 
it can not be. So the elevator owners themselves buy the grain, or grain dealers 
have their own bins in certain elevators. There are about 30 elevators in Minne
apolis and only 6 are licensed public elevators. At Duluth, and also, by an arrange
ment with the authorities of Wisconsin, at Superior, all the large elevators are public 
licensed elevators, doing business under the laws of Minnesota. 

The State railroad and warehouse commission appoints a chief grain inspector who 
has charge of all inspection. He appoints a chief deputy at each terminal point, and 
as many deputy inspectors as necessity requires. The chief inspector's salary is 
$3,000 a year; the salary of the deputy inspectors is $115 a month, and they are 
employed the year round. From 1889 to 1899 the place of chief grain inspector was 
held by one man, who managed the department admirably on a civil-service exami
nation basis. During that period grain shipped from Duluth hy vessel to Buffalo or 
New York was sold on the Duluth certificate without being seen by the buyer at all. 
In 1899, as the result of a political revolution, a new chief inspector was appointed, 
and he made an almost complete change of subordinates. For the time being, at 
least, the confidence of grain dealers in other States in the accuracy of the Duluth 
inspection was diminished. 

When an inspector grades wheat his sample is generallv kept for the office. The 
commission man's representative also looks at the car and-takes a sample. If, in his 
judgment, the grain ha.; not been graded high enough, he makes an appeal to the 
chief deputy inspector. The chief deputy passes on the samples taken by both par
ties and either sustains or changes the grade. If either party is dissatisfied, there is 
a further appeal to·a board of appeals, consisting of three practical grain men at 
Minneapolis and three others at Duluth .. From their decision there is no appeal. 

There is a fee of 25 cents a carload for inspection and another 25 cents a carload 
for weighing. For inspecting and weighing out to vessels, 50 cents a thousand 
bushels is charged. These fees give revenue enough to pay the employees of the 
department. (367,369.) 

2. Mixing of grain.-Mr. TErSBERG says that at Duluth all the large elevators are 
public licensed elevators, in which the mixing of grain of different grades is prohib
Ited. All the grain of a given grad~od, poor, and medium-goes in together, 
and the result is a fair average of the grade. In Minneapolis, on the other hand, the 
elevators are mostly private elevators, and the owner can buy a car of good No.2 
and a car of good No.1, or possibly two cars of ~ood No .. l to one car of fair No.2, 
and mix them together and possibly make the mlxtlrre No.1. There is often trou
ble when grain goes from Minneapolis, out of these mixing houses, to Duluth. A 
carload of grain, which in Minneapolis has been graded out as No.1, is often called 
No.2 at Duluth. The Minneapolis grades are likely to be the very least that can be 
brought within the classification, because of this mixing process. A great deal of 
the mixing, however, is done for millers for local consumption. The millers, in 
order to get the best results, want a certain mixture, which is, perhaps, a secret with 
them. They instruct their men what to mix and how to mix it. At Minneapolis, . 
in consequence of the use of private elevators and the mixing system, grain is very 
largely sold by sample .. Mr. Teisberg believes that this is rather advantageous to 
the llroducer. The farmer who has an off-grade grain that could not come into a 
public elevator has a chance to dispose of it. A farmer who raises gilt-edge grain 
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gets a premium above the regular grade price. .At Duluth he would get the grade 
price and no more.. The mixing system and the sample system are not reallyadvan
tageous to an elevator man. Duluth grades are held in the world's markets much 
higher than Minneapolis grades. Indeed, Mr. Teisberg thinks that Eastern buyers, 
as a rule, will not take Minneapolis grades, because they are mixed to the lowest pos-
sible point. (367, 369.) • 

3. Elf:lJaicYr combinalion in Minnesota.-Mr. TEIBBERG, secretary of the State Railroad 
and Warehouse Commission of Minnesota, has no knowledge of an elevator com
bine nor of any consultation to fix the price of grain. At the close of the business 
day the quotations of the last sales are noted, and the line elevators send that 
information to their agents. If an independent elevator wants that quotation he 
muet make arrangements with a commission man to send it to him by wire or mail. 
The price paid to the farmer each day is doubtless based on the market price of the 
preceding day. (370, 371.) 

4. Relation of elf:IJators and railroads.-Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State Railroad 
and Warehouse Commission of Minnesota, has no knowledge of any combination 
between railroads and elevator companies, but he sometimes suspects a community 
of interest between them. He does not know, ho}Vever, of any rebates being given 
by railroads to elevator companies. He has heard rumors of such things, but he has 
never been able to verify them during his 15 years of official experience. (371, 
372.) 

5. Independent elevators in the Northwest.-Mr. TEISBERG says that before the estab
lishnient of the Railroad and Warehouse Commission, in 1885 or 1887, the country 
elevator business was done almost exclusively by what are called line elevators
that is, companies having offices at Minneapolis or Duluth had a line of elevators on 
one or two railroads. The farmer could not get a car to ship his own grain. The 
railway companies put every obstacle in the way of such a movement and in the 
way of independent buyers. But Minnesota has passed laws which give any person 
who wants to put up an elevator a right to obtain a place for it on the railroad right 
of way, if there is room for it, under the power of eminent domain, in just the same 
way that the railroad can obtain its right of way. A law passed in 1885 gave every 
applicant a right to a site on payment of an annual rental of $1, but that was thrown 
out by the State supreme court on the grgund that it did not provide for due com
pensation. The present law was passed in 1893. The legislature of 1893 also passed 
a law requiring railroads to build side tracks or spur tracks to elevators of a certain 
capacity, and to mills on sites adjacent to the right of way if the railroad company 
has refused the applicant room for an elevator at its way station. The applicant 
must pay the cost of grading and constructing the road, and if the terms can not be 
agreed on an appeal may be made to the commission. 

The law of the State also prohibits the pooling of the business of country elevators. 
Of course, as a matter of fact, they generally pay the same prices, and the amount of 
business done by each depends largely upon the character of the man in charge, his 
standing in the community, and his reputation for honesty and fair dealing. 

The producer has also a right to demand a car on the side track of the railroad and 
to have 24 hours in which to load it without demurrage. That makes the producer 
independent of the local elevator combine, if there is such a thing. He can ship his 
own grain and save handling charges, which are usually about 2 cents a bushel at a 
local elevator. 

Mr. Teisberg asserts, however, that the former policy of the railroads, of permittin§ 
only line elevators upon their roads, has been wholly reversed. There is a farmers 
coo{,erative elevator or some independent elevator of that character at almost every 
statIOn in Minnesota. Mr. Teisberg believes that the railroads are not disposed to 
embarrass producers and indellendent shippers by denying them cars or otherwise. 
It is true that it is sometimes lmpossible to obtain cars, but that is not through the 
desire of the railroads. The grain is marketed within about 3 months, and when 
the crop is large the capacity of the railroads and of the terminal elevators is over
taxed. Mr. Teisberg believes that if a producer himself desires to ship his grain the 
railroad company would stretch a point and give him a car in preference to the 
elevator man. He believes that the farmers' elevators receive the same treatment 
from railroad companies as line elevators. (367, 370-372.) 

6: Speculation, effect onfa'1'1l'ler8.-Mr. TEISBERG, secretary of the State Railroad and 
'Warehouse Commission of Minnesota, has no opinion to express on the effect of 
@peculation on the prices paid to farmers. At the time of the Leiter wheat deal he 
knew of one man who had three years' crops in his granary and sold the whole for 
$1.45 a bushel at the local station. It ought not to have been worth over 85 cents. :rhat ~IIB a good speculation. Ordinarily, Mr. Teisberg is assured by men who are 
mtelhgent and who farm on a large SCAle, it does not. pay a farmer to hold his grain. 
The large farmers usually sell at once, even if they buy futures. (372.) 
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c. Industrial and a;;ricultural conditions of the Pacific coast 
(see also Nicaragua Canal; p. CLXXXII; Oriental tradez p. CLXXXII).-l0 Generally.-Mr. 
WHEELER, of the San Francisco Board of Trade, thinks that the industrial condition 
of California and the Pacific coast is generally good. Attention has heen drawn to 
the resources of the country through the Spanish-American war. The passage of 
troops through San Francisco has been an education to them as to the possibilities 
of the coast, while the newspaper r~ports of the movement of troops have also adver
tised California. The effect of this advertising has been shown through the winter 
of 190G-1901 by a great increase in tourist traveling, which has heen further facili
tated by the prosperity of the country. People going about the State as tourists go 
back and talk about the country and many of them afterwards return or make invest
ments. The Southern Pacific Company has also made an effort to bring in settlers 
and has introduced a special colonist rate of $25 from the Missouri River to any 
point in California. (754. ) 

2. Manufactures on the Pacific coast.-Mr. WHEELER says that the local manufactures 
in San Francisco and other California cities are chiefly those of clothing and woolen 
goods, boots and shoes, cigars, shot, cartridges, lead pipe, sheet lead, mining and 
milling machinery, harvesting and agricultural implements, wagons and carriages. 
Bar iron and steel are also manufactured, as well as wire and wire. cables and nails. 
At present, however, the iron and steel business is not in an altogether healthy con
dition. Formerly a good many nails were manufactured on the Coast, but the plants 
were bought up by the American Steel and Wire Company and the nail part of the 
works was closed, because goods could be produced more cheaply in the East .. 

Hitherto, continues the witness, manufactures on the Pacific coast have been 
~eatly hampered by the expensiveness of fuel. But this difficulty is being avoided 
In large measure by the development of electrical power and of oil wells. There is 
an inexhaustible supply of oil, and it is now being introduced into the factories and 
furnaces. Three and a half barrels of petroleum are said to be equal to one ton of 
coal. Ultimately the oil from southern California will be piped to San Francisco and 
the northern part of the State. Electrical power is also being generated by the 
streams of the Sierra Nevada and conveyed thence by wire at a low cost. This will 
become an important factor in running small factories. There is also good coal on 
the Pacific coast, though it is expensive. The Southern Pacific Company gets its 
supply of coal near Tacoma at Carbonado, and it has coal vessels running regularly 
from Tacoma to San Francisco and Los Angeles carrying coal for use on the railroads. 
(752, 753.) 

3. Fruit, wine, and raisin industries on the Pacific cOmlt.-Mr. WHEELER looks upon 
the cannin~ of fruit as a form of manufacture. lie says that the canning industry in 
California IS a very large one. The_ season for fruit canning is short, but occurs 
fortunately at a time when the labor of boys and girls can be obtained in the school 
vacation. Canned goods for export are sent around from San Francisco in clipper 
sailing vessels, while the Eastern markets are supplied chiefly by rail, the railroads 
making rates which recognize the possibility of water competition. 

Mr. Wheeler says also that the manufacture of wine is an important industry in 
California and that wineries are quite general throughout the grape growing dis
tricts. The industry is now quite profitable, though it was not until recently. The 
witness understands that a great deal of wine is shipped from California to France 
and thence sent back to this coUntry again. 

Mr. Wheeler says also that the raisin industry has become a very important one. 
Recently there has been established a form of cooperative distribution of the raisin 
crop, and the same is true as regards prunes. The farmers, instead of competing 
with one another to a ruinous extent, have estahlished one central agency for market
ing their product and are very generally satisfied with the results. Whether there 
is an export trade in raisins, the witness is not familiar, but he says that the trade in 
Eastern markets is good, the railroads making rates which recognize the possibility 
of competition by water. (754,755.) 

4. Cooperation among Cal-ijorniafruit shippers.-Mr. STUBBS, of the Southern Pacific 
Company, thinks that the efforts of the California fruit growers and others to cooper
ate in the marketing of their product have been very beneficial to them. The sys
tem has worked well in the raisin business. There has been less accomplished in 
the case of other deciduous fruits. It is difficult to get several thousand farmers to 
agree together and to trust any individual with their business. There is an organi
zation among orange growers, and the witness thinks that even more effective organ
ization in handling oranges and green fruit generally is desirable. The distribution 
of fruit ought to be under one head, so that no more will be sent to a given market 
than there is demand for. When everybody ships as he pleases, markets are often 
overstocked and prices ruined. (i68.) 
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n. Omrlition of ngrirlllttlre in California .. -Mr. WHEELER says that generally speak
ing the larrners of California are prosperous; as prosperous as those in any other 
section. They are very largely dependent upon the rains, and during 1901 they have 
been well favored in that respect. (755.) 

D. Manufacture8 and a;-riculture in Colorado.-Mr. GRIFFITH, repre
senting the Denver Chamber of Commerce, saY!l.that manufactures have not devel
oped much in Colorado, partly because of the high rates of freight on raw materials 
from the East, and partly because of the high cost of labor and other expenses. 
There are cotton mills in operation at Denver. The witness believes that they failed 
once, but whether on account of bad management or of unsatisfactory: freight rates 
he does not know. He thinks they are now operating successfully. (857.) 

Irrigation in Colorado.-Mr. GRIFFITH says that irrigation by private initiative in 
Colorado has proved very advantageous, and has resulted in the production of 
splendid crops. He believes that the State or the nation should take up the subject, 
and says there is a generr.l fP.eling in favor of such action in Colorado. The witness 
refers especially to the Rocky Ford district, where a great sugar-beet industry has 
been developed. It is claimed that the beets contain more saccharine than those 
raised anywhere else. There are now 3 beet-sugar factories running and Ollother 
is being constructed. It is said that if reservoirs were created in the mountains, by 
blocking up the gulleys, a very considerable proportion of the arid lands of the State 
could be irrigated. A great deal of wheat, potatoes, hay, and fruit is being raised 
under irrigation. (858. ) 

E. Export and domestic trade in coal.-Mr. FLEMING, of the Anthracite 
Coal Operator's Association says that there is practically no anthracite coal exported 
to Europe. The Canadian market for anthracite is large. Soft coal has been going 
abroad to a considerable extent; during the year 1900 the amount exported being 
nearly 100,000,000 tons. There was practically no export trade before. The witness 
believes that there is going to be a great future for the export trade through southern 
Europe, Spain and Italy rroducing no coal. They have hitherto imported chiefly 
from England, with smal quantities from Belgium and Germany. (540,541.) 

Mr. McLEOD says that while he was president of the Reading Railroad he had a 
thorou~h investigation made as to the possibility of foreign trade in anthracite coal. 
He beheves that the cost of minin~ with the added freight will entirely prohibit 
such trade abroad. We have a considerable trade with Canada. (567.) 

Mr. MARKHAM says that there is very little export of coal from the Southern States, 
the only development being in the consumption of coal by the Southern towns. 
There has been a little export from Pensacola and Mobile to the West Indies, but 
none from New Orleans. A few years ago coal could be shipped into Mexico from 
Wales cheaper than it could be from the Southern States,. but since that time, with 
the development of the railway system of the Southern States, the cost per unit of 
traffic has been greatly decreased. (433-434. ) 

Mr. ANDERSON, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of Pitttsburg, says that he 
knows of a firm that sent 2 cargoes of coal to London in 1900, sent special agents to 
look after it, gave away many tons to introduce it, and yet after all the extraordinary 
expense netted 25 cents a ton more thOll they could have got for the coal in this 
country. (643. ) 

Coal trade of New Orleans and the South (see also Mi8sisBippi River Transportation, 
p. CLXXXIv).-Mr. BRYANT states that nearly all the coal used at New Orleans comes 
down from Pittsburg on barges. The freight rate is 75 cents per ton. Coal can only 
be brought down from Pittsburg when there is a rise in the Upper Ohio. Sometimes 
during low water New Orleans runs out of coal. Coal consumption has very largely 
increased at New Orleans on account of the war with the Boers, which has increased 
the number of steamships coming to New Orleans. 

F. Commission and Jobbin;- business-Elimination of Jobber.
Mr. LANGLEY, of the Merchants' Association of New York, says that the commission 
man is a third party that does not invest his capital directly in the business, nor does 
he carry an extensive stock of goods. He has accounts with certain mills and to a 
certain extent is their selling agent. The jobber, on the other hOlld, buys his goods 
outright, assumes whatever loss there may be in conducting ordinary busmess, and is 
under the expense of maintaining a store and having his capital tied ul>, In the 
commission business it is possible to ship from the mill to the buyer in Central or 
Western territory direct, there being only one hanl and one expense of freight rates. 
With the jobber there are two hauls. The witness does not thmk it wonld be to the 
interest of the railroads to foster the jobbing trade, although it might look so on the 
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surface, because the railroads favor large shipments and large shippers. The rail
roads are assisting the industrial eombinations which manufacture and ship direct to 
the consumer, and are thus working against the interest of the jobbers. The increase 
in the Southern classification in respect of carload and less than carload lots is directly 
in line with this tendency, and the effect on New York as a distributing center has 
been to reduce the number of jobbing houses from 28 to 4. 

The ultimate effect will likely be to eliminate the jobber as a factor in commercial 
affairs and to lessen the importance commercially of many of the large centers of 
trade. It means a closer connection between the producer and the consumer, and 
tends toward economy. The department store, the introduction of trolley lines, the 
maintenance by the department stores of their free-delivery system, and the mail
order system have had a great effect in eliminating the jobber. The elimination of 
the jobber from business has been caused somewhat, perhaps, by the tariff shutting 
out foreign importations. The jobber formerly represented foreign houses in this 
country. Some of the large department stores, as Siegel Cooper & Co., Wanamaker, 
and others, take the entire product of mills and dispose of it without the interposition 
of either the jobber or the commission man. (871-872.) 

G. Alleged discrimination in Government contracts.-Mr. WHEELER 
says that the jobbers of San Francisco consider that they have a grievance as to the 
action of the Government in buying supplies for the army in the Philippines. He 
understands that practically all clothing is purchased and stored in Philadelphia. 
Camp equipment is stored at Jeffersonville, Ind. Contracts are advertised for the deliv
er~ of goods to these places and other similar Eastern points. These goods are thence 
shipped through San Francisco to the Philippines, and the San Francisco bidders are 
barred from any opportunity for competing for the contracts, even though they are at 
the very gateway of the Philippine traffic. The San Francisco dealers do not ask for a 
monopoly, but desire that the Government shall call for bids for the delivery of goods 
at San Francisco. This will give the jobbers there a chance to make bids without 
barring out those from Chicago and other Eastern cities. The Government could 
establish storehouses at San Francisco and maintain stocks of supplies there. The 
witness thinks it would be a proper subject of Congressional inquiry to ascertain why 
one section of the United States is discriminated against in the letting of these con
tracts. (756. ) 

H. Panics.-Mr. GREENE, of the Audit Company of New York, points out that 
panics do not affect manufacturers and general business as soon as they do specu
lators. Panics are financial in the first case. The manufacturers of the country 
suffered most in 1896 and 1897, not in 1893. The witness thinks that industrial com
binations, by preventing overproduction and by building up export trade, especially 
through the aid of low export freight rates, will do much to check panics in the 
future. (482, 487.) 

I. Discriminating tariff on goods carried in bond.-Professor RIPLEY 
says that a discriminating tariff against all goods carried in bond would have the 
result of prostrating practically every industry in New England. It would be one of 
the greatest disasters for New England which could happen if its shippers should be 
deprived of the advantage which they now have of shipment over Canadian lines, as 
they now suffer from the disadvantage of being far from raw materials and distant 
from the great centers of population and wealth. (290.) 

:J. Southern Pacific Company in politics.-Mr. WHEELER says that here
tofore the Southern Pacific Company has been exceedingly active in California pol
itics. There has been no State or local features which it has not tried to grab. The 
company states that the new administration under the presidency of Mr. Hayes will 
abandon this policy. (754.) . 

K. San Francisco Board of Trade.-Mr. WHEELER, a member of the San 
Francisco Board of Trade, says that this body is an association of wholesale mer
chants who make use of it exclusively for the purpose of economies in the settlement 
of bankrupt estates. By joining together more is saved in the administration of an 
estate for the benefit of creditors than would otherwise be the case. (743.) 

L. Michigan Alkali Company.-Mr. BACON, freight manager of the Mich
igan Alkali Company, says that this is a strictly "family corporation." The manu
facture of its principal products is based on salt, of which there is a stratum over 300 
feet thick on its property. The company employs about 2,000 men, and over 80 per 
cent of the cost of its product goes for labor. About an eighth or a tenth of the labor 
employed is skilled. The wages of common labor are $1.50 per day and of skilled 
labor from 25 cents to 50 cents an hour. 
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The company consumes daily 700 tons of coal, 100 tons of coke, and 700 tons of 
limestone; 500 tons of finished material are produced, consisting of soda ash, bicar
bonate of soda (baking soda), caustic soda, and Portland Cement. The principal 
buyers of heavy soda ash are the glass factories of Pennsylvania atd Indiana, and of 
light soda ash soap factories. There are only 3 other establishments engaged in 
this industry-at Syracuse, N. Y., Saltville, Va., and Delray, near Detroit. 

The manufacture of these products is protectell by the tariff. Formerly in the 
absence of protection there was a very narrow margin of profit. English ash was 
laid down in the interior of this 'country at about what was considered the actual cost 
of manufacture here. The competition between the factories in this country is active, 
but not ruinous. (72,79,80,85.) 

M. American money.-Mr. SCHIFF, banker, says that the large amount of 
American money in existence to-day has been partly taken out of the earth in gold 
and silver. Partly it has been created by the creation of wealth. The bank note 
represents wealth, and for this reason the Government circulation is not justified, 
because the Government does not produce anything and should not be the maker of 
the vehicle of wealth circulation. That functlOn belongs to the banks. (777.) 
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STATUTE PROVISIONS. 
Railroad companies.' 

wting, valuation. etc.-Railroad companies are required to make annual 
reports to the State board of equalization, setting forth all property of operation. 
On the basis of these reports a valuation is determined covering property and 
franchises, and is apportioned among the local districts for the computation and 
collection of the tax. 

Local tareation.-Railroad real estate not employed for purposes of operation is 
locally assessed and taxed. There is also a local tax on the values apportioned by 
the State. 
Telec;raph and sleeping car companies.' 

These companies are taxed like railroads. 
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TABLE n.-METHODS OF SECURING LOCAL REVENUES FROM RAIL
ROAD TAXATION. 

Prom l"al tas on-

lI'olocal taL Prom diatribution of State 
General property. Property not in right of taL 

way. 

Alabama. California. Minnesota,1 California. 
Arizona. Connecticut. Wisconsin.- Maine. 
Arkan88.8. Dela.ware. M ...... chusetts. 
Colorado. Maine. New Hampshire. 
Florida. M ...... cbusetts .• New Jersey. 
Georgia. Michigan. West Virgmia. 
Idaho. New Hampshire. 
Illinois. New Jersey. 
IndiaDH.. Pennsylvania. 
Iowa. Vermont. 
KaDSB8. Virginia. 
Kentucky. West Virginia. 
Louisiana. 
Maryland. 
Mi081a'il'pl. 
Missouri. 
Montana. 
Nebraska. 
Nevada. 
New Mexico. 
New York. 
N ortb Carolina. 
North Dakota. 
Ohio. 
Oklahoma. 
Oregon. 
Rhode Island. 
South Carolina. 
South Dakota. 
Tennessee.a 
Tex8.8. 
Utah. 
Washington. 
Wyoming. I 

I 

1 There Is a local tax on lands owned by railroads, such as have been subject to grant either by the 
state or by the United States . 

• Lands used by railroad companies but not used In any way for railroad purposes are assessed and 

ta:*~tli~~I~~~~"!~~'l!t~{b'J';:,~re o~~:';ri~~~alhere are, however, local license taxes on railroads. 
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Arkansas ....• _. __ •.•• , ___ ._ •• _ •••. _ ••• __ •. _ .. _., .•••• , ___ ., •••• _ 991 
Arizona •• _____ .•• _ ..••• "'" ___ " ••.••••..••• ____ ._ •• _ • ____ .• __ •• 992 
California .................. ___ ......... _. __ • __ •..• _ .... ", .. _ •• __ 992 
C.olorado .••• ___ .• __ ....... _ •• __ ••. __ •. ___ • __ •••••. _ ....... __ .. _. • 993 
C.onnecticut. _. __ ............................. _ •••••.•• _ •.••• _... 993 
Delaware ...••• __ .. __ • __ • _. __ ••.• _ •• _ ••.. _ ••• __ •••.•••• _.... .••• . 993 
Fl.orida ...••••. _ .............. __ .• _ ••.. _ .• _ ....... _. .... •••• .••••• 993 
Ge.orgia _ .•••••. __ •. __ .••••••.•• __ ••• , ........ "" .... _ •• _ ••.• ••. . 994 
Idaho .• __ .•• _ •.••.. ____ ..... _ .•• , __ •••••• _ •• _ •.••••• - ••••• _...... 994 
Kentucky ...... _ .. _., ._ •• _ •• _._ ............ _ •• ,. ___ •• __ ••••.. ••••• 994 
illinois ._., .••• __ ... _ "'" ,_. _ ••• ___ ., ..•• ____ .•• , __ ••. _ •.•.••.••• _ 995 
Indiana .• _ •••• _ .. _ •.••• ___ • _. _ •• __ . _ ••• _ ••• __ •..• ___ •.• _._....... 995 
Iowa· ..•••• __ ...... _._ ••.••• _ •• _ •••••••••• _ •. ____ ._ .••• ____ ...... _ 996 
Kansas. ''''' __ '' •• _ ••• _ •••••••••• , •.• __ •.••••• , ••.• , .•••• __ •• __ •• 996 
L.ouisiana _ ..••.••••••.••••••••.••••••••• _ •.••• __ ••. •••••••• .••..• 996 
Maine ... __ ...• __ •.•..•••• ___ ••• _ •••.••• __ •.• __ •••••• _... • .•••.•• 996 
Maryland ...•••. _ ...... _._ .•••• _ .•• _ •••••• _ ••• __ • •••••••. •••• •••. 996 
Massachusetts ..••..•.. _ •••.•••...•.• _ ......... _. _ ••• _ •• __ •• _. __ .__ 997 
Michigan .. _ ..•• _._ ........ ___ .•••••.••. _._. _. _ ••.•... _ •.. _. _ .... _ 997 
Minnesota. _ ••••.•..•... _ ..• _. _. ___ .•. _ .••.••.• _ ••. _ •••• _ .. , .. .•.. 997 

Ml::~~~~~~i. = =: =:~ ::: ~ ~::: ===::~ ~: =. = = =::: =:::: :::::: ::: =:: :=: ~:: ~: ~~~ 
M.ontana ._. __ • __ ............ __ ...... __ ••. __ ~._ ..•..•••• _ •.• __ ... _ 998 
Nebraska .• ___ • __ ........ _ ....... , ......................... __ • .. .• 999 
Nevada ••• __ .... _ ••.• _ .•••. __ • __ • ____ •. __ • __ •.••••• _ .••..... _.. 999 
New Hampshire .•••••.•• _ •••.. ___ ..... __ ••.. _. __ ... __ •. _.. ••••••.• 999 
New Jersey __ ... ,. __ " . ""'" .•• _ ........... __ ' __ ' ••••••... ,.. •.• 999 
New Mexico ... __ ... ___ .............. __ •• _. ___ .•.• __ .• __ ••.•• _... 999 
New York ..•.... """" •••.••• _ •.••• __ ._ ••.••••• _ •....••.• , •.. _ 999 
North Carolina ... _ .•.••.••• _ .•.•• _. _ •• , ••••••••.• ___ •. ••• ........ 1000 
N.orth Dak.ota _. _ .. ___ .•• _. __ ••••.••..•• __ •• _ ••. ___ •• " ... _ .•••. _. 1000 
Ohio._ ....... ___ . __ •• _._ •• _ •• ___ ••.• __ •. _ ••. _ ......... __ ••••• _ .• lOOO 
Oklah.oma ......... ___ ••• _ •• ______ ,._ .... __ ..••••.• _ .•.• _. . ••. .... 1003 
Oregon ................. _ .•••••.••••.•..• __ ............. """.", 1000 
Pennsylvania. _ •...•• _. ___ ••• __ ........... _ •.•• __ ••..•..••••.• _... 1000 
Rhode Island ....•••• __ .••• _ .••...•• _ .... _ ••••.• , "" ...... _ ••••. _ 1001 
S.outh Car.olina .................. _ .....•. _. __ ••.••.•• ,_ •.••.•.•.• 1001 
SOllth Dak.ota .• __ .••.•.. _._ ••• , ......••..•. __ • __ ._...... .... ..•..• lOOt 
Tennessee •••. _ ••• _ •••••• _. __ .•....•..•..• , .•••.•• _.. .•• .••••. •••• 1001 
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Constitutional provisions relating to railways-Continued. 
::;tates-Continued: 

Page. 

Texas •.. c..................... •••••. .•.••. •..•.••••••...••.•..•• 1002 
Utah.............. ..... ............. .......... .......... ......... 1002 
Virginia ....••......•.•.••••.• ~ •••••••.••••••••.••••••• ~.......... 1002 

~:!~:~;f~~~~'~':::::: :::::::: ::::::::::::=::::: :::::::::::::: ~::: 1999 
Wyoming ............• , •••••••••••••••••••• ______ ••• __ •••.•..•.. 1004 

ConstrLlction of railroads: 
Necessity for, determination of, France._ . _________ •• __ ..••• _ ..•..... 955,956 

Prusssia ................•.• ______ •••••. __ •• __ .. __ ._._ ....••.... 965-968 
United States. early laws ... ' ••.••• ___ •••. ___ .••.••• _._ .•....... _. 914 

Paralleling of lines, United States ....•••••••• __ ..••• _................. 909 
Department of Communication, Japan .••• ______ . ______ ._. ____ ._.. .... ...• 946 
Discriminations: 

Canada .•. _ ....... "'" •.•• _ •• _ •.••••••.• _ ••• _. _ •. ___ •• _..... ..•.. .• 951 
England ...•....•.....•.•. _ •. _ •• __ •• __ •.••.•. _._ ••.••.•.•.•.. """ 947 
Prussia ................•••..••.•••••••• _ ••• ~ ••.. _......... .•.. ........ 974 
United States ..........•.....•••• _._ ••••••.•• _ •..•• _. _ •.••••....... 931-932 

Early charters and laws ...•••.. _ ••••.• _ .......... _ •........... '. 906,915 
Eminent domain: 

France ................•••• _ •..•. _ ••••••• _ •••••••• __ •.•.•.•. '., .. , .. '" 
Japan ......... " ... , ..•..•.••• __ ...................................... . 

956 
945 
954 New South Wales ............•.•...••...•.. "_'" _ •.•••............•• 

ELlpJoyees: 
Examination of, United States ...••.••....••.... _ •...••............•. 925-926 
Pensions. Norway.... .......... ...•......••..•.•.•....•........ .•.... 958 

Employers' liahility: 
Constitutional provi"ions, United States ................•...... ". "" 918-919 

Engin"ers, licensing of, United States .........•...........•............ 925-926 
England, general statement .......................... ""'" ........•... 946-949 
Equipment, United l:ltates. . ......................... '" .............. 925-926 
Fences. United States .................................................. 925-926 
France, general stat"ment .............................................. 955-957 
Freight rates: 

Determination of, Austria •..•• _ ..................................... , 961 
Canada .............................. ". .... ....... ......... .... 951 
Japan.. ...................... ..•... ............................... 946 
Norway ............... '.... ..• ..... ...•• ........ .................. 958 
Prussia .................. "'" ............................ 970-971,978 
Switzerland .................................. _. __ ......... ..... 959 
United States .................................................. 9<12-933 

Publicity, Prussia .............. .... ........ .......................... 971 
United States ............................................. 9<12-933,971 

Fnited l:ltates, constitutional provisions ...... ......... ...... .......... 918 
Determination of ............................. """'" ......... 932-933 
Earlyregulation ....... , ....................................... 904-905 
PulJlicity ............................................... "" 932-933,971 
Revision ...................................................... __ 932-933 
State regulation, earlylaws .................................. _... 914 
Through rates ...... . .................................... 927-928 

Frogs, blocking of, United States ............. _ •• _ ...................... 925-92/J 
General railway laws: 

Canada ........................................................... 950-952 
·England ........................ _ .• _ •..... , .... ............. ........ 947 
United l:ltates ............. _ ....................................... 911-915 

Constitntional provisions, reqUIring ............................ 916-917 
Development of ............................................... 913-915 
Model charter, views of railway men ............................ 984-988 

Georgia Railroad and BankingCompany.............. .................... 909 
Government ownership. (See Public oumership.) 
Government rates: 

.Japan ....................... _ ........................ __ ._._ ......... 945-946 
Norway .................. _ .................... _ .... ~ ............. "." 957 
United States, early charters ..... _ ...... _ .............. _ ........ _..... 910 
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Grade crossings: Page. Canada _. __________________________________________________________ .. _ 950 
Japan ______ . _______________ . ________ . ___ ,--- . __ . ____________ . ____ . __ 945 
United .States. abolition of ___________ . _____________________________ 925-926 

Heating of cars. United States _________________ ~ _______________________ 925-926 
Incornoration, United States: Conditions of __________________ 0 _______________________ • ___________ • 92Z--923 

Incorporators _ _ _ __ . _________________________________ . _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 920-921 
Incorporation fees. United States _______ . ___________________________ ... _ _ __ 922 
India, general statement _____ ,.. __________________________________________ 952-953 
Inspection: Canada___ _ __ __ __ ______________ ____ ___ __ ______ ______ __ __ _ ___ _ __ _ _ __ __ 951 

England ____ ~ _________________________________________ . _ __ __ _ _____ _ _ __ 947 
India ________________________ . _______________ . _ _ _ __ ___ ___ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 953 
Japan ___________________________________________________________ ._ __ 945 
Norway. _________________ . _______ . _ _ _ _ . _______ . ________________ . _ _ _ _ 957 

International agr<,ement relative to railway transportation ___________ . __ 978-979 
Japan, general statement ____ . __ ._ .. _______ . ______ . ___________________ 944-946 
Junctions. (See C01me<'iion facilities.) . 
Land, ownership by railways,early charters, United States _ ______ __ _ _ ____ 909 
Legislation. (See General railway laws; Special charters.) 
Legislature: 

New South Wales, passes issued to members _ _ _ _ __ ____ ______ __ ___ _ ____ 954 
U niteu States, powers reserved to, early charters . ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 906-907 

General laws _________ . ________ .. _____________________________ . 92Z--923 
Leipzig-Dresden Railway (Prussia) ________ .. __________________ ... ____ ____ 963 
Limitation of corporate life: France _____ .. ___________________ . ____________________________ ._ _____ 955 

Norway ___ . _____ '" _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ . _________________ .. _. _ _ _ _ 957 
Switzerland _______________ . ____________________________________ . ___ 958,960 
United States __ .. ___________ . _________ .. ____ ... ______________ .... _ _ _ _ 92Z--923 

Early charters ________ " . ___ .. ________________________________ . _ _ 907 
Earlylaws .... _______ . ____ . _____________________ . _______ . ____ . __ 915 

Liverpool and Manchester Railroad, charter _____________ ._____ ___________ 947 
Local aid. (See State and local aid.) 
Long and short haul, United States. ______________________________ . _____ 930-931 

Constitutional provisions __ . _____ . ____________ . ____ ... ___ ____________ 918 
Magdeburg-Leipzig Railway (Prnssia) _. ___ . ______ . _____________ .. ____ . _ __ 963 
NpwSouth Wales,generalstatement. ____________ . _____ . ____ . ____ ____ _ 953-95;' 
Northern Pacific Railroad, charter _____ . _____ . ________ . ___________ •. ____ 911-913 
Norway, general statement .. _ __ ___________ . ________________ . __ .... _ 957-958 
Nuremberg-FUrth Railway (Prussia) _________________________ .. _____ .. __ . 962 
Passenger rates: 

Determination of Prussia ___ . ____ ... ______________ .. ___ .. __________ 970-971 
Switzerland ___ . _._ .. _________________________________ . __ .______ 959 

Pubt~~~ls~~~: _ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~~ ~:====:= == =: === :== == ~= ~: == =:== = = =~ ====== ==-93Z--~~~ United States, eRl'ly laws_ _ ____ ___ ___ __ _ __ _ _ ____ ___ ___ __ __ __ ______ _ _ _ _ 914 
Early regulation ________________________________________________ 904-905 
Revision _________ . ________ . _____ .. ___________________ . __________ 93Z--933 

Passes: New South Wales ____________ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ ____ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ ____ 954 
United States. ___ . _______________ .. _________________________________ 928-930 

Constitutional provisions .. _. ___ . ____ . __ . __ . _____________ -- ----c- 918 
Police power, regulation of railways, United States _________ . ________ ______ 917 
Pooling: Austria _ _ __ _ _____ ___________ _ __ ____ _ _ _ __ ______ ______ __________ ____ __ 961 

United States ________ . _________________ . ___________________________ 928-929 
Constitutional provisions _________________________________________ • 918 

PruRsia: Conditions generallr ______________________________________ . __________ 962-983 
Constitutional prOVIsions ___________________________________________ 964-965 
Development. periods of _______________________________________ .. __ 962,964 
Leip7.ig-Dresden Railway ____ _________________________________________ 963 
Magdeburg-Leipzig Railway _______ .. ________ .. _____ __________ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ 963 
Nuremberg-Furth Railway _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ ___ _ __ ____ _ _ ___ _ _ _ 962 
Private railways, legal basis of _____________________________________ . 965-966 

Publio aid. lSee State and locdl aid.) 
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Public ownership: Page. 
France _______ . _. ______ . ____________ ••.•••• _. _._._ .•..•••.••..••••.. 955-956 
Japan __ .. ____ .•.•• _ .• _ ••. _ ••••.• _____ ._ •• ___ • _________ . __ ....• _ ._.. 946 
New South Wales __ . __ • _______ . _____ .-------. _. _. ___ •.. _ .... ______ . 953-955 
Norway .. __ ..• _._._,_ . __ • ______ . ____ •• __ . _____ . _ ..... _ .. __ • _____ ._. 957~958 
Pruasia... __ .. __ •• _ ..... __ .• _______ • ______ . __ . ___ ..... _ ... _________ . 965-983 
Switzerland •. ____ ••• ___ .. _ .. _ •• _. ___ .•••• ____ ••••....• _ .• _._ ••••• __ 960 
United States .... ___ .• __ .•••• _ ••••.• _._~_. ___ ._ .• __ .•• _. _. _ • ____ •• ___ . 908 

Publicity of accounts: 
Canada ........ _ ... _____ ••• _. _ ••.• ___ • ______ ._ •• _ ••.. __ " _ ._ •• ___ . _ •. _. 951 
Norway .. ~ ....• __ • ____ ._ ••• ' __ •• __ • ____ . __________ ._. __ .. ____ .• _ •.. __ . 958 
Prussia ........... ___ • __ •• __ •• _ •• _._ •• _._ .•• _._ .. _ •. _._ ..... _ ... _ .. 971-972 
United States •.. _ ..• _ •• _______ ._ •••• ____ . __ •• ____ ._ . ____ ••••. _ ••. 934-935 

Early charters._ •.. _ •.•• _._. _____ ._ .• _ •••• _______ .... _ .. __ •.. ____ • 906 
Reports to Government: 

Norway ............... ' _ .. _. _____ .• _. '_' ___ ••••• ____ . _____ •. _. __ . _. _. 958 
United States _ ......... _ .... _ •.. ___ . ___ ••• _ ••••• _____ .. _ .. ___ .. _ .... 934-935 

Annual reports, early laws ....... _ •••• _ •• ________ . _._ . __ .•.. 909,914-915 
Reports to stockholders, Uuited States._____ ._. ________ . ___ . __ . _____ •. 934-935 

Annual report, early charters. ______ ._. __________ • ___ .. _ .... _. __ • _____ . 909 
Resen'ed rights of State: 

Purchase of railways-Austria __ ..... _. ___________ ._ .. ________________ . ___ ._. _ . ____ ._. __ . 961 
France .. . ...... _ .. _________ . _______ •• _______ . _ ...• _._ ........ 955,9.56 
New South Wales .. _____ . _______ •• '- •• _._._ .•••..•.. , ... _". __ .,._ 954 
Norway __ . ____ .• __ . '_' • __ ••• _ •• _. __ ._ •.•••••••.•.• _._. _____ .... 957,958 
Switzerland _ .... _____ . ________ • __ . _________________ ..•. _____ •. __ . 959 

United States .... __ . . ....... _ .. __ •• _______ • _______ ••.• _ ......••... _ 922-923 
Constitutional provisions _ • ______ •.• ___ • ______ •... _ ••.. _ •• ____ •... 917 

Bouting of freight, United States ..• _________ ._. __ ._._ •.. _ ••.•• _._ ..... 924-925 
Safety appliances: 

B~i:e~a St;.~~~ '.~~~ ~~:=~=~=:::==:::::::::::::::::: :::~~:: ====:=:::~ ~= ~~~m 
Automatic couplers .•... _____________ • ____ . __ • __ ••.• , ._ ••• _._ ... 925-926 
Brakes ........ , _ ..... ___ ••••.••••••.•• _ •• ___ ••. __ •. _. _. .••..•.. 925-926 
Early charters ....... _ ..• _ ••• ___ ••••• _ ••••• _. _____ ..•. ,_ ..•• , •... 909 
Frogs, blockiug of ...........••... ~._. __ • __ •• ___ •..•..•. __ •. , .. 925-926 
Switches, interlocking ...........•.••••• _ ••• _ •• _ •. _ .•. ,. "" •••. 925-926 

Separate coaches for negroes, United States_ .•• _ •.•••• __ •• _._ ..••. _., ._. 925-926 
Service. quality of: 

India. .. . ........•. _ •••• _ •.••.• _ •. __ ......... _ •••••••••• __ .. , ••. _____ 952 
United States. ___ ... _____ ........... __ ._ •••• __ •• _. ___ •• _." ._ ....... 926-927 

Special charters: 
Canada _. _ .. _ ....... __ •• __ ••••••••• ____ • ___ • ___ • __ •.. _ ............ _ 949-950 

Petitions for .. _._ ............... _ •• ___ . __ " ........ _ .. _ .... _ ... ___ .. 951 
Eugland .. ~ .... _ •.•••• __ . ___ ... ____________________ ._ ..• _ ...... _. ___ 946-947 
India . __ .. __ ................... · ...... _. ____ .......... c. ............ 952 
New South Wales ............................ ___ ... "'_' .... _ ... C_ 989-990 
Switzerland, reserved rights of State .... _ ..... _ .................... _.__ 960 
United States-

Bankiug, affiliation with railroading, early charters ......... " .. _ .. _ 909 
Capitalization, early charters ........... _.. . ... . .... .... .... ... . .... 909 
Comparison of.... • ............................... _. __ .. _ .. _.. 901 
Constitutional provisions ................... _ ........ "" •• '.. 916-917 
Continuance after passage of general laws........... ............... 914 
Discriminations, early charters ............ _ ..... .• .. •... .••. .... •. 906 
Early charters .................... _ ••••• __ •.•.. : ... _ •.... 903-910,911 
Examination of books ............... __ ... _........................ 906 
Government rates, early charters ..•••• _._ .................. __ •• ... 910 
Later charters .......................... _ •. _ •• _ ................ 911-915 
Land. ownership of, early charters ................ _ •. __ • __ • .... •... 909 
Limitation of corporate lifA, early charters .••. _ .....• _. _. _. _ .• _.. . • 907 
Model charter, views of railway men .................. ___ ... _. __ 984-988 
Northern Pacific franchise .. _ ........... _ •••• , .. , ..•. __ ......... 911-913 
Paralleling of lines, early charters., •. _ ........ '''' ... _ ..... __ ..... 909 
Petition for ." ........................ __ ................ _._...... 905 
Public aid ....... . ................ __ .... _._ .. ___ •. _. '_' __ . __ .. __ . 908 
Publicity of accounts .. ___ ._. __ ••..•• _ ................... _ ...... _.. 906 
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Special charters-Con tinned. 
United States---:Continued. Page. Rates, publicity of" .. ______________________ • _________________ . ___ . 905 

Regulation of ....... ___________ . _________________ • __ . ___ ... 904-905 
Report, annual. early charters_ ... __________________________ . __ _ _ __ 909 
Reserved rights of ::;tate ..... _______________________________ 906-907,917 
Safety appliances. early charters._. __ . _____ . ______________________ 900 
State railway-commissions, early charters. ______________________ . 906 
Taxation. limitations. early charters_ .. ___ . _ .. _ .. _____________ 907-908 
Use of track hy different shippers, early charters ___ . ______ ____ ____ 910 
Voting power, early charters . _________ . ____ . _._. _ '__ _____ _________ 90IJ 

State and local aid: . Canada .. _______________________________________________ ._____________ 950 
France ___ . ___ . _ . ______ . _________________ . _______________ • _________ 95~956 
Norway _ ... _. ____________ . __________________________________________ . 957 

United States: Constitutional provisions __________________________ . ____________ 917-918 
Early charters __ .. _._ . ___ . _____________________________________ . 908 

State railway commissions_ .. _ .. ______________________ ' _____ : __________ 936-942 
General etatement .... _. __ .. ______________________ • ________________ . 936-937 
Summary of laws _________ . __________________________________ . ____ 938-942 
Constitutional provisions ____________________________________________ . 918 
Early charters ____ . ______ . ___ . ____________________________ . __ ___ _ _ _ __ _ 906 

Stockholders, United States: 
Examination of books __ . ___ . _ . __ . ___________ . ______ __ __ _______ ______ 906 
Voting power, constitutional provisions ________________ .___________ ___ _ 918 

Early charters ____ . ____ . ______ ._. _______ . ___ .. ____________________ !l09 
Stocks, issue of, United States _. ____ .. __________________________________ 93~936 
Switches, interlocking, United States ____________________________________ 92~926 
Switzerland, general statement _________________________ • _______________ 958-961 

Taxation: 
Norway, exemption of railway property_______________________________ 958 Prussia ________________ . ____ .. ____________________________________ . _ 972-974 

United States-Incorporation fee ___________________ . _ _ _ ________________ .____ _ _ _ _ 922 
Limjtations on power of, early charters ___ . ____________ . ____ • ___ 907-908 

Telegraphs: 
Right i? build on railways-India _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ . _____ ... _ _ _ ___ _ ________________ _____ __ _ _ _ 952 

Japan __ . _____________________________________________ .__________ _ 94.'; 
Norway ________________ .. ______________________________________ . _ 958 

Ticket brokerage, United States _________ . _________ .. _______ ~. ___________ 929-930 
Tickets, redemption of unused, UnitedStates ___________________________ . 929-930 
Train service: Prussia. _____ . _________ . ___ . ____________________ • __ . ________________ 969-970 

United States ___________________________ • _______________ .. __________ 926-927 

Trains: . Number of, Switzerland_____ _______ ________ __________________________ 959 
Speed of, Canada .. _____ . _____ .. __________________________ . ________ ____ 950 

Switzerland. ___ . _______ '_" ____________ . _____________________ .. _ . 959 
United States. _. _____ . ____ . ________________________________ . ___ 925-926 

Turnpike charters. influence on railway ___________________ . ___________ . __ 947 
Uniform accounting. Switzerland __ ~_____________________________________ 960 
Whistles, United States _______________ • __________ .• _________ • _____ . _____ 92~926 
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